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llTTRODUCTION 
This is the fourth compilation of Community research formats to be produced 
by the Commission. 
. : 
1 
The formats are assembled in the order of the revised classification system 
agreed at the fifth plenary meet~ng of Working Group N° 2 on Light Water 
Reactor Safety (Research) of the European Community, held in Brussels in Ja-
nuary 1976. Research projects on pressure tube type reactors can now be in-
cluded. 
The following guidelines '1-Iere used in compilation of the index which is now in 
two volumes for convenience : 
1) the first page relevant to each project is alw~s on the right hand side 
of the document·when opened. 
2) All pages have a number, even if blank 
3) Within each class (chapter)the formats are assembed in the following order 
of country : Belgium 
Germany 
Denmark 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
JRC Ispra 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
United Kingdom 
4)Up dated formats '1-till be inserted in the relevant replacement position. Hhen 
additional pages ha~ to be inserted they will be numbered with the procee-
ding page number plus an oblique and an extra number (for example page 
53/1 "-'Till be. inserted follmving page 53). 
5)Formats for nevJ projects Hill normally be inserted following the last format 
of the relevant country within that class (chapter). 
6)If a project is entered under more than one class (chapter), the full format 
is given only once in the most important position (indicated by a square 
box around the class number, for exarnplel1.1.1.f). 
Copies of the titles only are entered under the other class numbers • 
. o_!~ heen requested by some contributors of these formats that if the informa-
tion is distributed outside the European Community then the o~iginator of the 
format should be informed of the destination. 
Classification system 
1. Blowdown and emergency core cooling 
1.1 rhenom~na prior to ECCS initiation 
. . 
1.1.1 Dynamic effects of dopreasurisation (e.g. effects on 
pressure circuit internals, on fUel, iuternal stress 
in fuel) 
1.1.2 Thermo-hydraulio aspects 
1.1.3 Reactivity effects 
1.1.4 Decay heat 
1.2 Performance of ECCS 
1.3 Behaviour and influence of tuel-elementa specifically related 
to b1owdown and ECCS 
2. Core meltdown 
2.1 Molten material behaviour 
2.2 Fuel/coolant interaction 
2.3 Effects of molten material on structures 
3. External influences 
3.1 Seismics effects 
3. 2 Missiles 
3.3 Explosions 
3.4 Fire . 
3.5 Hurricanes and tornadoes 
4• Power transients 
4.1 Reactivity insertions 
4.2 Secondary 'system effects 
4• 3 Instability 
5• Behaviour·, transport and release of radioactive substances 
5.1 Release from fuel-elements in normal operation 
5.2 Release from overheated fuel-elements (in acoident conditions, 
including LOCA) 
5.3 Retention (e.g. plate out, wash-out, filtration) 
5.4 Environmental effects 
5·5 Detection and measur9ment 
5.6 Doses emanating from _!'_eJ~~~~A-~otiviti,_~ 
.. 
·' 
6. Faults and accident combinations 
7• Containment and associated s~etems (for material and mechanical 
problems : see section ll) 
7.1 Dynamic l'oading (e.g. pressures, pressure differential, 
pressure waves, jet forces, internal missiles) and tempe-
rature loading 
7.2 Pressure suppression 
7.3 HYdrogen production and limitation 
7.4 Leak tightness assurance 
8. Instrumentation, control and computerized protection 
9• Other safeguards 
10. Core and primarY circuit in steady state conditions 
. ' 
10.1 Physico chemical and materials. properties and their effects on 
• fuel elements, core internals, control mechanisms and primary 
circuit components 
10.2 Reactor physics 
10.3 Thermohydraulies 
10.4 Mechanical effects (e.g. vibration) 
11. YAterials and mechanical problems in normal and accident conditions 
(e.g. load following, turbine trip, blowdown, etc.) 
ll.l.Fuel elements and core· (e.g. fuel densifioation, fuel pin 
\ -
distortion, cladding ballooning, cladding oxidation, cladding 
embrittlement, cladding water reaction, rupture) 
11.2 Steel pressure vessel, pressure vessel internals and pri-
mary circuit 
11.2.1 Material properties 
11.2.2 Stress-strain analysis 
11.2.3 Non destructive testing, inspection, surveillance 
11.2.4 Destructive testing · 
11.3 Prestressed concrete pressure vessel· 
idem 11.2 
11.4 Containment 
11.4.1 Concrete structures 
idem 11.2 
11.4.2 Steel structures 
11.5 Coolant channels 
3 
12. Quality assurn.nce · 
12.1 Formulation of quality asouranoe oystem 
12.2 Fabrication methods 
12.3 Non destructive testing, inGpection, surveillance (for 
presaure.structures and. compona.nts : oee under relevant 
sections 7 and ll) 
12.4 Human factors 
13. Systems optimiaation, l'Jta.nd<>.rdi:::ation, novr ·concepts 
(e.g. integrated primary circuit, new containment concepts) 
14. Probabilistic methods of a;-,.fety nno.lysia 
15. Interrel::ttion bett-lt~en ron.ctor nlant and o:peratin.?; peroonnel 
15.1 nehaviour of personnel (under normal and aooident condition~~ 
15. 2 Training of personnel ·' 
16. Environmental protection 
16.1 Propa.ration for omorgonoies 
16.2 Emergency equipmont 
17. Nuolenr accident rocove!Y ~nd docommisaioning 
17.1 Decontamination 
17.2 Removal of aooident oonoequenoes 
17.3 Deoommissioning 
18. Fuel cycle 
(e.g. tuel produotion, tuel and waste transport, reprooessing) 
19. Economics of safety 
1. BLOWDOWN AND ENERGENCY CORE COOLING 
( .) 
'I 
'' 
Clussification 1 
.'l'i ne 1 COl.iN'l'RY Denn.nrk 
SPONSOR DAEC Hi~-::0 
ORGANIZA'l'lON 
I DAEC His0 I 
•r:i tJ.c ?. Project. ) ender: 
NOHIIAV 
-
RHC a core heat-up computer pro~:;ram Ak.r;cl Olacn 
Inl tj n l.£2_: November 1971 ~~1ntcd: Scicnti ::;U;: 
, 
Jcns Andcrscn 
·' Stn tu~;: pror,rcosine r.nr;t updn Un;;: II. Abcl-Larsen 
Preben lianscn 
1. 0C'nr!rn1 nim 
. r Development. of n mult11od eo c 
spray cooline and flooding. 
he 
-
m u· r ro ''ram at up eo p tc p G I l. ncludin 
2. Prn·tirulnr ob,jnct~ 
RIIC calc·ulates the temperature transient of the fuel nnd. 
coolant in a m~ltirod cluGtcr ~:;eometry evaluating the influ~ncc of 
the cmcr~ency core cooling. The proeram i9 baGcd on a separate dcocrip-
tion of the water and steam phase in the primary ·system nnd a do• 
tailed description of the radiation heal~ transfer between the fuel 
rods and the shroud including multiple reflection. Th~ latter in-
volves a determination of the absorption of thermal r4diution in 
the two-phase nd. xt.ure .in the fuel element. Furthermore, decay hen t, 
metal-wnter reactions, heat tranpfer due to convection and conduc-
tion, creation and propagation of wator films on the shroud and the 
individual fuel rods. The pro~ram nlso takes into account the in-
fluence of the primary system. 
). Exr!i:_ri :n0.n tnl fncil.i ti~s and _P,rogramrpo 
' 
• 
' . 
4. Project stntus 
1. Progress to dRte 
A version of the program 
for production use. 
2 •. Esscntial results 
5· Next step.!! 
with spray coolin6 is available 
Development of a flooding versi~n of RHC. 
6. Relation with other projcctr. 
In addition to the present core heat-up procrum the NORUAV 
project includes: 
a) A one-dimensional blow down computer 
under development at IFA, Norway. 
program for reactor systems 
b) The Danish subchannel blow down computer program DANBLOW under 
development at AEC, Ris0. 
.. 
c) Updating of COBRA 3-C and RELAP 3 by STF,Finland and AE, Sweden. 
d) A 6L~-rod '(electrically heated) core heat-up experiment by AE, 
Sweden. 
?. Reference documents 
Jens Andorsen: 
. . -
REMI/HEAT COOL. A Model for Evaluation of Core Heat-up and 
Emergency.Core Spray Cooling Sys~em Performance f~r Light-Water-
Cooled Nuclear Power Reactors • 
. Ris0 Report No. 296, September 19?3• 
8. Degree of availability 
Available on exchange basis. 
' . . 
I 
I 
I 
' l 
I 
I 
- I 
I 
! 
, .. 
-
Classification 1. 
'Title 1 COCN':'RY Denmark I SPO~SOR Ris~ 
·I i ORGA~I Zj,TIO~ I Ris~ 
! Project lc·<1der: Ti~le 2 NORCOOL. A Model fot Analysis of a 
! Jens G. Munthe Andersen BWR under LOCA Conditions. r 
Ir.i~ia~ed:september 1976 Ccmnlctccl: Scic:::.is~s: 
P.S. Andersen, 
P. Astrup 
P. Hansen 
R. Holt 
Status: under development Lost updotin9:: N. Bech 
J. Eriksson 
M _Eaet 
J. Miettinen 
H.V. Lar~en 
1. General aim 
Development of a model for analysis of a BWR under LOCA 
conditions. 
2. Particular objectives 
NORCOOL is a model for analysis of a BWR during LOCA 
conditions and for the evaluation of the performance of tne 
ECC system. 
NORCOOL is based on a detailed mechanistic modeling of 
the individual phenomena during a LOCA for a. BWR. The two-
phase flov1 model is based on a fully independent and multi-
dimensional description of the'pnases, which allows counter 
current flow and thermodynamic non-equilibrium. The heat 
transfer accounts as well for the wall heat transfer as for 
the interfacial heat transfer and contains conduction, con-
vection and radiation~heat transfer. The heat conduction model 
is based on the one-dimensional Fourier equation, and two-
dimensional conduction at quenching fronts is considered through • 
correlations. 
NORCOOL consists of two projects NORCOOL-I and NORCOOL-II. 
NORCOOL-I is a further development of RHC and thus contains 
only one fuel element, and the rest of the primary system is 
scaled accordingly. NORCOOL-II, however, contains an arbitrary 
' i 
'I 
l j 
l 
' ,j 
l 
l 
I 
I 
number of parallel fuel elements in the core and the whole 
primary system inside the vessel is represented. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
4. Project status 
1. Progress to date 
NORCOOL-I is in the testing phase. 
NORCOOL-II is under development. 
2. Essential results 
.5. Next steps 
6. Relation with other orojects 
The NORHAV project includes: 
a) The core heat-up programme RHC, ~is~. 
b) A one-dimensional blow down computer program for reactor 
systems under development at IFA, Norway. 
c) The Danish transient subchannel computer program TINA and 
th~ rme dimensional blow do~.rn code RISQTJE 1Jnder 
development at Ris~. 
d) Updating of COBRA 3-C and RELAP 3 by STF, Finland and AE, 
Sweden. 
e) A 64-rod (electrically heated) core heat-up experiment by 
AE, Sweden. 
7. Reference documents 
J.G.M. Andersen, P.S. Andersen, P. Astrup, N. Bech, J. Eriksson, 
R. Holt, H.V. Larsen, J. Hiettinen, A. Olsen, NORCOOL, A Model 
for Analysis of a BWR under LOCA Conditions, NORHAV-D-32, 
December 1976. 
Jens G. Munthe Andersen, Xhe Modeling of the BWR in NORCOOL-II, 
NORHAV-D-37, February 1977 • 
... 
8. Degree of availability. 
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140-ll-10/4151-10 
Accident de perte de caloporteur dans les reacteurs a 
eau pressurisee : Codes l~re g'neration 
LOCA and ECCS studies on PWR first generation codes 
Date de d6Darrage : Ol/Ol/71. 
Etat aetuel : etude en cours 
Obiectif general : 
Date prevue d1achevement :31/12/79 
Derniere mise a· jour: 25/11/76 
Classification : 1 ~ 
ays : 
FRANCE 
CEA/DSN 
CEA/DSN SETSSR 
M. GOMOLINSKI ( SETSSR) 
Seientifiques : 
N·. TELLIER 
En s'appuyant sur les experiences Fran~aises et etrangeres, 
mise au point et validation d'ensembles de codes decrivant tout 
!'accident dans le but de les utiliser pour !'evaluation de 
sarete des reacteurs de puissance. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Mise au point et comparaison de codes dits de lere generation : 
DANAIDES - CERES - CORINTHE - RELAP 4. 
Qualification des codes sur des experiences OMEGA et problemes 
standard CSNI. 
Preparation et interpretation d'experiences a caractere global. 
Etat de 1 1etude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
Codes de lere generation operationnels mais susceptibles d'itre 
modifies en ce qui concerne les correlations utilisees. 
Test des codes sur problemes standard 1,2 er 3 (DANAIDES). 
Correlation ~n cours sur les experiences OMEGA (RELAP 4). 
Debut des cal'9uls prelimin.aires PHEBUS. 
2) Resultats essentials : 
Introduction d'une methode de resolution numerique implicite qui 
reduit le temps de calcul d 1un facteur important. Determination 
des parametres essentials de la phase depressurisation de 
1 1 experience PREBUS. 
... / ... 
' 
40 
•. Prochaines ~tapes : 
. Problemes standards 5 et 6. Calculs des premieres depressurisations 
OMEGA. Suite et fin des calculs preliminaires PHEBUS avec determi• 
nation de la grille d'essais. Premiers calculs preliminaires LOBI. 
Relation avec d'autres etudes : 
Experiences OMEGA, ERSEC, CANON, MOBY-DICK, EDGAR, PHEBUS. Code 
FLIRA 2 et interpretation ERSEC pour le renoyage. 
Documents de reference : 
·"Programmes de calcul pour l'etude de l'accident de pert:e de 
caloporteur des reacteurs PWR", M.GOMOLINSKI, D.MENESSIER, 
N.TELLIER.- Rapport SETS 31. 
·"DANAIDES - programme de calcul de transitoire de decompression", 
D.MENESSIER, A.FORGE, A.PEDEL, D.LACOT~ 
-"Calculs preliminaires PHEBUS - resolution de quelques problemes lies 
a l'utilisation d'un code a capacites et fonctions (RELAP 4 ou 
DANAIDES)", R.POCHARD, H.TARnJ- Note Technique SETSSR-93. 
·"Calculs preliminaires PHEBUS - etude des problemes lies aux echanges 
avec les structures", R.POCHARD, A.PEDEL- Note Technique SETSSR 114. 
' 
' 
' l j 
I. 
I 
I 
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140-11-20/4151-10 Classification : 1 
. 
Titre ' Pays : 
FRANCE 
Modeles et codes de calcul de 2eme generation 
pour l'etude.de !'accident de perte de caloporteur Organisme directeur 
dans les re,cteurs a eau pressurisee. CEA/DSN -EdF/SEPTEN 
Titre {anglais) Organi,sme executeur • 
Date 
Etat 
.. 
Advanced codes for the study of LOCA in P. W. R. CEA - EdF/SEPTEN 
Responsable : 
M.REOCREUX 
(DSN-SETSSR) 
Scientifiques : 
de demarrage : 1/1/77 Date prevue d1achevement ~1/12/81 M. SUR.EAU (EdF-SEPTEN) 
actuel : en cours Derniere mise.& jour :01/04/72 M.CHABRILLAC(CEA/DRE) 
M.COURTAUD(CEA/DTCE) 
Objectif general : 
Elaboration de codes avances amenes a remplacer les codes de 
lere generation pour le calcul des accidents de perte de 
caloporteur dans les reacteurs a eau pressurisee. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Description des phenomenes physiques intervenant au cours des 
diverses phases de !'accident. 
Validation de ces modeles physiques sur 1 1 ensemble des exPeriences 
fran~aises (OMEGA, ERSEC, MOBY DICK, ••• ) 
Integration des modeles physiques dans un code de type modulaire 
et devant effectuer le calcul LOCA-ECCS (depressurisation + renoyage) · 
en un temps de calcul ne depassant pas 2 heures. 
Installations experimentales et programme : 
MOBY DICK 
OMEGA 
CANON 
ERSEC 
EPIS 
REBECA 
MARVIKEN CFT 
Debit critique 
Transfert de chaleur en depressurisation 
Depressurisation d 1une capacite 
Transfert de chaleur au cours du renoyage 
Injection de securite 
Ecoulement de brouillard entre les casemates 
d'un confinement. 
Debut critique par une large breche 
.. . I . .. 
Etat de 1 'etude : 
l) Avancement A ce jour : 
Code CLYSTERE· avec une modelisation axialle prenant en compte les· 
les desequilibres thermodynamiques. Ce code comprend des modules 
partiellement valides ou en cours de validation : 
SERINGUE ( MOBY DICK) 
POMPES ( F:v A EPOPEE) 
PSCHITT (ERSEC) 
Il prend en compte la topologie complete du reacteur. 
Modele FLIRA : Premier calcul de renoyage avec un modele axial, 
debut d'interpretation des essais ERSEC 
2) Resultats essentials 
Necessite de prendre en compte le desequilibre thermodynamique 
dans les calculs d'accident. 
Necessite de completer cette approche par l'introduction du 
glissement. 
Prochaines etaoes : 
- Etablissement d'une modelisation prenant en compte le glissement 
et les desequilibres thermodynamiques. 
- Ecriture d'un systeme informatique, ossature du code LOCA a 
structure modulaire .. Petlnettant 
a) des changements de modules 
b) le couplage de modules de types differents dans l 1espace et dans 
le temps (Modelisation ou/et methode numerique differente) 
... 
j 
I 
' 
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140·11·21 I 4112.20 Classification : l 41 
Ut re Pays : 
DevelQppement de moyens de calcul pour les etudes de FRANCE 
surete des reacteurs a eau : CX>DE POSEIDON 
Organisme directeur 
CEA - EdF I SEPTEN 
Titre (anglais) Organisme executeur ~ 
Date 
Etat 
...,~ 
CEA/DRE - SERMA. Development of computation means for water reactor 
safety studies : POSEIDON CODE (Saclay) 
.. Responsable : 
A. KAVENOKY ( SERMA) 
Scientifiques 
de demarrage : Ol/Ol/74 Date prevue d
1achevement :31/12/78 
actuel : en cours Derniere mise a jour : 21/0l/77 M.LEWI 
J. P. L 'HERITEAU 
Objectif"general : 
Developpement d1un ensemble de codes dits de 2eme generation, 
permettant le calcul de toutes les phases de l 1accident de perte 
de refrigerant du circuit prtmaire des reacteurs pressurises. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Ecriture d'un systeme de codes (POSEIDON) incluant des modeles 
physiques valides sur des experiences. 
Etat de l'etude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
. 
• 
Le systeme de codes POSEIDON, en projet, regroupe un ensemble de 
codes realises au CEA ou a EDF et qui sont a des etats d1avance-
ment differents. 
2) Resultats essentiels 
Etude de faisabilite achevee. lere version de FLIRA en 
fonctionnement (code de renoyage). 
, .. 
Prochaines etapes : 
Realisation d'une premiere version de POSEIDON. Mise en service 
de la partie depressurisation. 
Relation avec d 1autres etudes : 
Les etudes experimentales : MOBY-Dim<, ERSECt OMEGA servent de support 
pour le developpement des modeles. 
. . . I . .. 
I 
f 
i 
I 
! • 
Documents de reference : 
- "Development of Numerical Methods for Thermohydraulic Pz:oblems 
in Reactor Safety", M. CHARRILLAC, and al..J CSNI Meeting, Toronto 
. 1976. 
"Reflooding Calculation Model Following an Accidental Primary 
Fluid Loss", JP.L 1HERITEAU, D.MENESSIERJEuropean Two Phase Flow 
Meeting, Haifa 1975. 
l ,, 
,. 
1 
1 
-! 
.] 
140-26-51 
Methodes de mesure en double phase 
Titre (anglais) 
Development of two phase flow instrumentation 
Date de demarra\e : 19 74 
Etat actuel : n cours 
Objectif general : 
Date prevue d'acheveme~; :31112179 
Derniare mise a jour :l/4/77 
Classification·: 1 -if 
Payt : 
FRANCE 
Organisme directeur · 
CEA 
Organisme executeur • 
CEA/DTCE-STT 1 
(GRENOBLE) 
Responsable : 
M. COURTAUD (STT) 
Scientifiques : 
F. FRANCK 
J. C. ROUSSEAU 
Mesures des parametres de l 1 ecoulement double phase au cours de 
l 1accident de d~pressurisation. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Developpement de debitmetres pour ecoulement diphasique (venturi et 
moulinets) 
Developpement de methodes de mesure de taux de vide par neutronograp~e 
Installations experimentales et programme : 
DEDIF 
CANON 
: Circuit eau-argon d1 etalonnage en regime permanent 
Test en regime trans~toire. 
Etat de 1 1 etude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
Appareils de mesure par neutronographie etalonnes 
Moulinet et venturi etalonnes en regime permanent 
Developpement technologique en cours des paliers de moulinet. 
Prochaines etapes 
Etalonnage en regime transitoire. 
... / ... 
'\ 
Relation avec d'autres etudes : 
Experience OMEGA : Determination des debits aux extr~ites des sections 
d1essais de la Boucle O~mGA. 
Experience PHEBUS : Mesure des debits en branche chaude et branche 
froide de la boucle d'essai PHEBUS. 
Documents de reference : 
-'~esure du titre et du debit massique d'un melange diphasique ~ l!aide d'un 
moulinet et d'un venturi". R.FRANCK - Note rr 534 
-''Void Fraction Measurements by Neutron Attenuation and Neutron Scattering 
Method" J. C ROUSSEAU J. CZERNY B. RIEGEL. Communication au Transient 
~o Phase Flow Meeting a Toranto (3-4 aoat 1976 
-"Etude generale de l'instl"Umentation destinee ~ la boucle PHEBUS" - Note 
technique DSN/SES n° 12/77. 
t 
--
. 
... 
I· 
141-12-10/4163-10 Classification 1 
l'itra Pays : 
FRANCE 
Etude et realisation d'une installation (PHEBUS) pour tester 
le comportement d'une grappe d'elements combustibles PWR 
en cas de d~pressurisation Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN 
l'itre (anglais) Organisme executeur • 
Date 
Etat 
Study and construction of a nuclear facility for the CEA/DSN-SES 
testing of the behaviour of a PWR fuel under depressuriza-
tion condition, Responsable • • 
R. DEL NEGRO (SES) 
Scientifiques 
de demarrage :ol/06/71 Date prevue d 1achevement ~ 1/05/77 C.LAGRANGE 
actuel . en cours Derniere mise a jour ; 18/ll/76 C.GOLINELLI . 
A. TATl'EGRAIN 
Obiectif general : 
La realisation d'une installation d'experimentation permettant 
de 
- Reproduire les conditions d'environnement d'un reacteur PWR pour 
une grappe d'une taille d~ 25 crayons. 
- Simuler les differentes conditions de depressurisation etudiees dans 
l'analyse de sQrete d'un reacteur PWR. 
- Simuler les differents types d'injection de securite qu'il est prevu 
d'utiliser a l'occasion d'un tel accident. 
Etat de l'etude : 
l) Avancement a ce jour 
Etudes terminees. 
Construction en cours d'achevement . 
. 
Prochaines etapes : 
Divergence du reacteur. · 
Depressurisation sans combustible. 
Depressurisation avec combustible. 
Relation avec d'autres etudes 
Ce type d'installation repond a des soucis equivalents a ceux qui 
ont motive le programme actuel des installations LOFl' et PBF (USA). 
Documents de reference : 
Rapport preliminaire de sarete. 
. 
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141-21-20/4151-10 
Classification : 1 
Titre Paye : 
FRANCE 
Programme PHEBUS • Moyen de calcul et calculs • 
preliminaires. Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN 
) 
Titre (anglais) Organisme executeur : 
Date 
Etat: 
.J 
j 
PBEBUS EXPERIMENT PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS CEA/DSN -SETS SR. 
R.esponsable : 
. M.GOMOLINSKI 
(SETSSR.) 
Scientifiques . • 
de demarrage : 1/06/76 Date prevue d 1achevement :31/12/77 
Derniere mise a jour : 21/0l/77 N.TELLIER. actue1 . . 
. 
en cours R..POCHARD 
. 
Objectif general : 
Definition des differentes etapes du programme experimental 
pour les prochaines annees. 
Utilisation des codes d1accident de lere generation pour 
definir le programme experimental. 
Objectifs particuliers 
Definition de la grille des essais- Definition des.scenarios 
propres a chaque essai (manoeuvres de vannes, iniection de 
secours ••• ) 
Etat de 1 1 etude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
Les premiers calculs preliminaires ont ete realises a l'aide du 
code RELAP 4 MOD3. 
2) R.esultats essentials 
Mise en evidence de !'importance de certaines sequences 
expertmentales (ouverture de vanne par exemple). Mise en 
evidence de !'importance des echanges thermiques avec les parois. 
... 
•. . I ..• 
' 
\ ~ ..... 
Prochaines ~tapes : 
Etude syst~atique des paramltres permettant de definir 
quantitativement la grille des essais. 
Relation avec d'autres ~tudes : 
Accident de perte de caloporteur des reacteurs A eau pressurisee : 
code de l~re generation. 
Etude de l 1accident de perte de caloporteur·primaire 
programmes experimentaux. 
Documents de reference : 
"Calculs preliminaires PHEBUS - Resolution de quelques probl~mes 
lies a l 'utilisation d 1un code A capacite et jonction", R..PO<liARD, 
H.TARTU- Note Technique SETSSR 93. 
"Calculs preliminaires PHEBUS - Etude des probUmes lies aux 
echanges avec les strt,tctures", R.POCRARD, A.PEDEL - Note 
Technique SETSSR 114. 
''Preparation des donnees PHEBUS pour codes A capacitb-joncti-ons", 
N. TEIJ.IER, H. TARTU - Note Technique SETSSR 121. 
"Boucle PHEBUS, l~re phase des essais -proposition d1 essais 
physiques hors neutrons", G.PAUMARD, R.POCHARD, N.tELLIER.- Note 
Technique SETSSR. 125. 
"Notice de pr~sentation de PHEBUS". 
Classification : 1 
'riCI'I . Pays : 
FRANCE \ 
Experiences de d~pressurisation et de renoyage d1une 
grappe combustibles PWR: Programme PHEBUS . Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN 
Titre (anglais) ~isme executeur • 
DSN-SES. 
Experiments on depressurization and refl ooding of a PWR 
fuel a~sembly . PHEBUS project . 
Responsable : 
. 
A. TA'r!EGRAIN (SE~) 
Scientifiques : 
• 01/0l/76 Date prevue d1achevement ~1/~2/81 Data de demarrage . P.DUTRAIVE 
Derniere mise a jour· : 25/11/76 Etat actuel : en cours 
Objectif general : 
Le programme experimental a pour but d 1 etudier : 
1) Le comportement d 1une grappe de crayons dans les conditions d'un 
accident de perte de refrigerant primaire incluant !'intervention 
des systemes de refroidissement de secours. 
2) Le comportement thermodynamique de la boucle et l 1efficacite des 
systemes de secours dans les conditions particulieres a PHEBUS. 
Associe aux programmes hors pile OMEGA et ERSEC,il doit permettre 
de preciser le domaine dans lequel un combustible demeure correctement 
refroidi pendant et apres accident. 
Objectifs oarticuliers : 
La plus grande partie du programme concernera des grappes de 
25 crayons, mais les premiers essais seront effectues sur des 
dispositifs ne comportant qu 1un seul crayon. L'installation a 
ete etudiee pour tester des combustibles vierges et irradies. 
Installations exoerimentales et programme 
Ce programme sera entrepris sur 1 1 installation PHEBUS en cours de. 
construction au CEN/CADARACHE. Cette installation permet de realiser 
les conditions thermodynamiques typiques dtun reacteur PWR sur 
une grappe de 25 crayons de 0,8~.de longueur active. (1,20m environ 
au total). En fonctionnement en palier a ces conditions, elle permet 
de provoquer une depressurisation avec une breche de dimension et 
de position variables puis une injection de secours dont on peut 
faire varier: !'instant de mise en route, la pression, le debit. 
Divers points d1 injection sont possibles. 
Six a huit es~ais par an, sont prevus a partir de · m.i-77 • 
... / ... 
jt 
L 
t •• - • -~' • '". 
Etat de l'etude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
L'installation est en cours de construction. Les dispositifs d'essais 
sont en cours d'etude. Des calculs preliminaires permettant de 
preciser quantitativement le programme sont en cours. Ils sont faits 
a 11aide des codes RELAP, DANAIDES, CERES. 
Prochaines etapes 
Le demarrage des premiers essais est prevu au cours du second 
semestre de 1977. Les essais sur des dispositifs aiguilles doivent 
demarrer au debut de 1979 et s 1etendre jusqu'en 1982. 
Relation avec d'autres etudes : 
Ce programme est entrepris en etroite connection avec les programmes 
ERSEC et OMEGA realises au Service des Transferts Thermiques de 
GRENOBLE. 
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Title 1 
Title 2 
CLASSIFICATION 1 · .. ., .. ; .. .. 
•, ·:~: .-:~ •.. · .. . ~ . ·: .• :. : .. 
· .. ·•' 
·' Country FRANCE 
Sponsor 
O~ganisation G.A.A.A. ,.. 
Project Leadet: : 
• 
KAPCOR : A blowdown code JC. MEGNIN 
Initiated . July .1'971 . 
•' ' Completed . January 1973 . 
. 
Status . Last updating . 
I .~:·.' 
' .. 
I 
GENERAL AIM 
" Development of a ''mul tinodo blowdown code simul t'ing specially the 
core of a water cooled reactor. 
This code was initially dcvelopped for pressure tubes reactors. 
·' 
2. PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
The geometric description of the circuit includes a lower and up- . 
per plenum connected by several channels. Each channel can simula-
te a core assembly, the by pass and if desired a downcomer line 
including an hea~·exchanger and a pump. 
The core itself, can be simulated with hot, average and cold chan-
nels. The boundary conditions, flows and Gnthalpies entering or lea• 
ving the lower and upper plenum ar~ input data versus time. 
Heat transfer ra~imes and heat transfer c'ocfficicnts between the 
cladding and the coolant are determined fonction of the thermody-
namic conditions of the coolant (nucleate boiling, film boiling). 
Heat diffusion within the fuel and the ~d ~~ calculated using the 
finite diftcrence. equations approach. 
. .. / ... 
. 
• 
.· 
.. 
.. 
0 •• , 
.. 
I' 1' 
. ' 
.. 
Special attention has been paid to obtain a code econOmical to run, easy 
to modify or complete and using improved numerical methods, integration 
procedures, automatic choice of time steps. • . 
3. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES ..... 
~ Comparison between calculations and experimental,data were done at the 
technology division of the CCR Ispra with the DHTI loop • 
4. PROJECT STATUS . : Complete 
5. RELATIONS WITH OTHER PROJECTS 
DIITI loop in Ispra. 
6. REFERENCP. DOCUME~7S 
' 
·/ / 
.. G. FRIZ, w. RIEDOLD, JC •. MEGNIN, A. RA\'NAUD 
A comparison between code calcul~tion and blowdown experiments. si .. 
mulating a loss of coolant accident in a prcssuri~ed water reactor, 
Nuclear Engineering and Design 25 (1973) 193-206 ·' 
~ G. FRIZ, W. RIEDOLD, D. LANGF., JC. MEGNIN 
Calculations compared with experiments simulating different blow-
downs, 
European Nuclear Confercnc·a, April 21 - · 25, 1975 .. Paris 
.. . . .-. ... 
G.A.A.A., code, descriptions and user 1s manual (internal reports).· 
7. DEGREE OF AVAILABILITY 
To be discussed. 
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Title 1 (Original languag!.) Classification 
Statistical analysis of ran dome signals .ill- 3 .. 
IO - I4 
4 
- 8 
-
Title 2 (English) Countr;l ITALY 
S:Qonsor l Organisation CNEN 
~ 
Date initiated I966 Project Leader 
\ 
Date c0m:Qleted in progress 
Last uedating April I977 
' I. - General aim 
A. Federico 
Concern the developmeDts of statistical 
methods for acquisition and elaboration 
of experimental data coming from nuclear 
power plants and experimental loops. 
2. - Particular objectives Apply statistical methods to study: 
Reactor physics, Thermohydraulic .and 
mechanical effects, Acoustic noise, 
Fuel coolant interaction etc. 
3. - Exp~rimental facilities ~ransducers, d.c. amplifiers, filters, 
magnetic records. 
4. - Project status 
A package of programmes for statistical 
analysis. 
The main efforts are now devoted to the 
LMFBR reactors. 
. 5. - Relation to other projects These studies are made in collabora-
tion with responsibles of experimental 
facilities r 
6. - Reference documents I) L. Cimorelli - A. :Fe.derico · 
Appli~ations of spectra analysis tecn-
niques to examine natural and super- .. 
imposed neutronic flux fluctuations in 
a nuclear power reactor. 
Rapp. CNEN -ING(69)3 - Marzo I969 
2) A. Federico - S. Taglienti 
Frequency and time-domain systems for 
statisticial signal elaboration deyelope, 
in CNEN laboratories. IAEA s~ecialist 
meeting on Analysis of Measurements to 
Diagnose Potential Failures. 
Roma, Aprile IO-II, I972 
·, . 
·------- .. ~- ..... ~ ... -...... ~-~-· ~. 
'·· 
, .. 
: Title 1 (Original language) 
Statistical analysis of random signals 
ClassificatiC'n 
I - 3 - 4 - 8 
IO ... I4 
1. -Degree of availability Know-how and facilities for statistical 
analysis are available. 
; . 
. . 
.. 
j . 
Classificationt:LJ 7.1, 7.2 
Title 
Calculations of the consequences of pipe 
breaks in reactor systems 
Status progressing Last updating 1975 
1. General aim 
Countrv 
The Netherlands 
Orqanization 
KEMA 
Project leader 
R.M. van Kuijk 
Scientists 
Kloeg 
Oppentocht 
Talens 
To evaluate the general design and the design of components of 
reactor systems in the case of pipe breaks in the system. 
2. Particular objectives 
A - Critical flow rates 
- Pressure decrease in the primary system 
- Steam water separation 
- Heat transfer in the core 
- Behaviour of the cladding (ballooning temperatures) 
- Initiation and behaviour of core cooling systems 
B Forces on internals in the vessel during blow down 
C - Pressure and temperature response in containment syste·ms 
(including pressure suppression) 
- Long term behaviour of the containment .system. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
- Participation in the Marviken project 
- Main computer 
slow ·down 
core heat up: 
containment 
forces 
programmes.= 
BRVIS I RELAP 
CHEMLOC-5, BUBBLE 
RIS, DRUKSTUK, ZOCCO 
MARC 
·' 
! 
i 
! 
I 
I 
' 
4. Project status 
- Progress to date: operational 
- Essential results: complete ECCS analysis of the Oodewaard 
reactor .(BWR). 
5. Next steps 
Calculation of Marviken I and II results 
- Small break analyses in PWR. 
6. Relation with other projects 
Not applicable. 
7. Reference documents 
Internal KEMA repo~ts. 
i 1 8. Degree of availability 
1 Free on basis of exchange with other programmes and results. 
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Clnssificntion 1.1 
: 
~ri n c 1 COUNTRY Denmark 
SPmlSOH DAEC Rh;0 
ORGANIZA'riON 
DAEC Ri~0 
'ri i le 2 ProjC'ct J.endcr: 
DINO 
-
Core heat..;up durinc; blow down H. Abe1-ktrscn 
InHia ted: Com12lctcd: Scifm tint~: 
February 1971 September 1972 H. Abcl-Larscn 
Stfltus: I.nn t u12dntinc;; M. Lolk Larscn 
1. Gcn er."IJ oim 
Development of a computer proerammc for the calculat1on of 
transient temperatures in a fuel rod during a postulated loss-of-
coolant accident. 
2. Particulnr ohioctives 
DINO calculates the transient tcmpcrnturcs in a fuel eleme~t 
rod during a postula~cd loss-of-coolant accident. The geometric 
' model is cylindrical. The concidcred rod is concentric sur-
rounded with an equivalent coolant channel and a shroud of fuel 
and canning consisting of and equivalent to the surrounding 
rods and possible fuel elemqnt box. The equivalent geometry is 
calculated from the assumption of the same hydraulic diameter, 
DINO in a finite difference program, two-dimensional· in the 
• 
·' 
fuel system and one-dimensional in the coolant channel. The proc;ram 
contains a steady state option to calculate the initial temperatures. 
The intec;ration ·technique used is Peaceman and Rachford' s method, 
the ADI-mcthod. Gas-gap between fuel and canning, different 
materials, radiation etc. may be taken into account using a cal-· 
culated equivalent heat conductivity. Temperature dependence of 
the physical properties is taken into account. 
. 
3· Exnnr~montnl fneilitinn nnd procrnmme 
4. Project stotus 
Completed 
5· Next stc'ps 
6. Relat~on with other projects 
The DINO program is part of an integrated procedure for 
calculation of fuel temperature transients fturing loss-ot-co~lant 
accidents. Besides the DINO program, the procedure consists of 
RHC .and a blow down program which calculates the hydraulic 
conditions during the accident. At present the German program 
BRUCH-S is used for the blow down ca1culations. 
.. 
7• Refcrcnc0 documents 
H. Abel-Larsen and M. Lolk Larsen 
Heating in a reactor fuel element rod under transient conditions~ 
Part I. 
He~t conduct~on program. RIS0-M-1391 (1971) 
H. Abel-Larsen and M. Lolk Larsen 
Heating in a reactor fuel element rod under transient 
conditions. Part II. 
Ris0-M-1533 (1972) 
8. Degree of availability 
Available .j 
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·Classification l.l 
'l'itlc 1 I COUN'l'RY Dcnm:1.rk 
SPOI\SOR DAEC Ris0 
ORGANIZATION 
I : DAEC Ris0 
~ Ti tlc 2 Proicct lefldcr: 
~ NORIIAV 
~ -
P(B)WR core blow down computer Aksel Olsen 
nror:1·nrn (DANBLOW) 
Jni ti.aincl: 1973.· Completed: Scicntints: 
• 
Status: progressing Last undat:in~: Peter Stcn Andersen ·' 
Niels Bech 
MariJ.yn Eget 
G ncraJ. Aim 
Development of a 3-dimcnsional P(D)WR core·blow down computer 
program . 
• Pnrticulnr objectives 
Calculation of the spatial and temporal distributions of 
coolant mass, -flow, -enthalpy and prossure as well as fuel rod 
temperature, cladding deformation and rupture in a P(B)WR core 
during the blow down phase of a loss-of-coolant accident. The model 
·which is based on the subchannel approach includes slip and thermal 
non-equilibrium between steam and water. Opposite flow directions 
within a single channel (as well as different channels)arc handled 
by the proe;ram. 
3. Experimental fnGilitioa And riroernmme 
f. Project status 
1. Pro~r0ns to dnte 
The physical equati~ns hnve been formulated and partly te~ted. 
Some basic numerical problems (stability and opposite flow 
directions) hnvc been solved. At present the hydraulic part of 
the program is being programmed. A fuel- and cladding failure 
modol ia undo~ dovolopmont 
2. Esocntinl reRults 
5· Next steps 
6. Relation w1th other projects 
In addition to the present blow down program the 
NORHAV project includes: 
a) A one-dimensional reactor system blow down model under 
dev.elopmcnt a~ IFA, Norway 
b) Th~ Danish core heat-up procrammc RHC under development 
at AEC, 'Ris0 
c) Updating oi COBRA 3-C and· RELAP 3 by STF, Finland and 
AE, Sweden 
d) A 61~-rod (electrically heated) core heat-up experiment carried 
out by AE, Sweden 
7• Reference documents 
8. DeGree of availabilitx 
Available on exchange basis when completed 
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Classification 
!Title 1 
Title 2 NORHAV- P(B)WR blow down computer 
program (TINA) r 
Initiated: 1973 Co:nplcted: 
Status: Progressing Last updating: 
1. General Aim 
1.1 
COUNTRY Denmark I SPONSOR Riso 
ORGP..NIZATION 
Ris0 
Project leader: 
Peter Sten Andersen 
Scientists: 
Peter Sten Andersen 
Niels Bech 
Development of a 3-dimensional P(B)WR core blow down computer 
program. 
2. Particu:ar objectives 
Calculation of the sp~tial and temporal diotributions of 
coolant mass, -flow, -enthalpy and pressure as well as fuel rod 
temperature, cladding deformation and rupture in a ?(B)WR core 
during the blow down phase of a loss-of-coolant accident. The model 
which is cased on the subchannel approach includes slip and thermal 
non-e~uiliorium between steam and water. Opposite flow directions 
within a single channel (as well as different channels) are handled 
by the program. 
3· Expe~imental facilities and programm~ 
4. ?ro~ect status 
~he thermo-hydraulic part of the program has been completed and 
is ope~ational. It has been tested against the LOFT Semiscale blowdown 
experiments. Cladding deformation and rupture must still be specified 
by the user. 
"''i'' •• 
. 5. Next steps 
Blowdown calculations will be performed for a PWR reactor for 
·.which data are avaiable. The influ'ence of the radial power distribution 
and the non-unifor~ boundary conditions will be studied. 
6. Relation with other projects 
In addition to the present blow-down program the NORHAV 
project includes: 
·a) A one-dimensional reactor system blow-down model under develop-
ment at IFA, Norway. 
b) The core heat-up programmes NORCOOL-I and NORCOOL-II at Ris0. 
c) A 64-rod (electrically heated) core heat-up experiment carried out 
by AE, Sweden. 
7. Reference documents 
8. Degree of availability 
Available on exchange basis when completed. 
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PrtOJEC•7 TITL:S . . 
Blowdown code a.ssessmen·t 
LWR [[TI.- 1.2 
SJ?OrTSORII:-iG . COUNTRY . ORGA."NISATIOif . . . 
Commi'ssion o£ the European Communities JRC Ispra Establishment 
DATE INT"I'IATZD : PROJEC';L' LEADER . Jan. . 1971~ 
DATE CGr'!:?LETED : L. Larsen : 
Dos cri ~)ti.on : 
1) General aim 
-
-
( 
". 
' •' 
To acqu~re a working knowledge of the scope and limitations of the major 
accessible blow down/ECC codes 
To compare the main codes with well defined experimental results to 
demonstrate their abilities to predict real situations 
To im~lant fundamental improvements in the theory and numerical methods 
used by the more promising of the codes, or develop a completely new coce 
with the required capabilities 
2) Particular obiectives 
Theoretical back-up of the Ispra blow down programme. 
3) Prolect status - Progress to date 
A l~brary oi blow-down programmes are kept updated at the JRC Ispra compu-
ting ·center. Calculations are mainly performed with the Relap 4/MOOD 5 and 
Relap-UK, but various other programmes are used for special analy~is of 
blow-down transients. 
Standard Problem 3 has been analysed by the programmes Relap-4/MOOD 2, 
Relap-UK and Relap-3. 
Differences and similarities between predictions of the various models 
l ( 
and between predictions and measurements have been analysed. Critical flow 
~~o ~~~se ;ressv~a drops play ~n import3nt role in th~ ~nvesti&dtPd ~ran­
sients. This problem has led to development of a special programme 
Relap-3/MODA which calculates critical flow pressure drops for blow down 
'\ransients. . 
~.~he on~ dimensional models of heat conduction and heat transfer taking 
place ~n a nuclear fuel rod and its surrounding channel during a blow down 
transient have been analyses in search for mathematical methods faster and 
.more accurate than the traditional finite difference methods. Polynomial 
spline functions in connection with variational methods have bee~ shown to 
be promising tools, even in presence of non linearities and strong power 
transients. The work is in its reporting stage. 
A litterature.study o~ blow down experiments has been started. Emphasis is 
made on the Idaho Nuclear Corporation Semiscale experiments seri~s 600-1000 
and on the Semiscale MOD-1 experiments. The work is in its initial stage. 
Reference documents 
~·1.'/'i':;j 
1. 
2 . 
1976 Safety progress repc~t of the Ispra Establishment ACS 94e 
SINDOC (76) 30 CalculatiGns for Standard Problem 3 using 
Relap-3 1 Relap-4 and Relap~UK. W. ·Kolar, M. L6lk Lar~en and L. P~pl~es. December 1976. 
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Harch 1975 
1) General aim 
Design and construction of a rather large blowdo~m loop system. 
Performance of loss of coolant experiments by simulating tube 
ruptures within a model PWR primary cooling circuit system. 
2).Particular.objcctives 
Experimental investigation of the role of the different compo-
(} nents of a model pt.-m primary cooling circuit system during a 
blowdown by the measurement oE .the main thermohydraulic quanti-
ties at all important positions in the loop. The experimental 
results will be used for the checking and dev:elopment of blow-
down codes and associated theories used in Lvffi safety assessment • 
3) Exoerimentul facilities and programme 
A 4-loop primary cooling circuit of a 1300 Nvl(e) P\·lR reference 
plant vall be simulated by a 2-loop experimental system, one 
loop representing the three nintact" reactor loop.s and the 
'. 
\ 
.. 
. 
'• 
othor :~.·~::!)X'C!lCl1. ting the "broken" reactor loop. Both e>..'J>erimcn ta 1' 
loops contain pumps and steam generators. Tube ruptures (double-
ended and smaller) will be simulated at three different positions 
in the "broken" loop. 
Applying a scaling factor with respect to the.refcrence plant ·oi 
about 1/700 for the thermal power, mass flow rate and volume led 
to a 5 N\v power input to a 64 heater rod bundle simulation of the 
reactor core. 
The distribution around the loop of pressure drop, fluid tcmpe~a-· 
ture and compon~nt volumes will be carefully matched to the same 
distributions in the real Pvm circuit. 
The relative heights of the components and the lengths of the 
heat transfer regions (core rod.bundle, steam'generator tubes) 
will also be the same as in the real'· circuit. Size reductions ·' 
will· be made under the constraint that the power to volume ra.tio 
is maintained equal to that of the real system. 
~vo different experimental programmes are envisaged : 
Proqramme A specified by the DMFT-Bonn, is concerned with the 
investigation of the influence on the blowdown of· the rupture 
size at three different positions, the pumps characteristics in 
both loops, the initial power level, the time dependence of the 
heat input, the strength of the heat sink (steam generator se-
condary side), the do\vncomer resistance and the ECC w~ter in-
jection positions. 
Pro(Tramme B formulated by the CE.C, is mainly concerned with 
studies of variations of geometry and components. 'l"tlcse studies 
foresee the modification of certain components ru1d certain aspects 
of loop geometry (shape and component height). This programme will 
take certain reference tests 'from programme A (in £act they will 
be repeated) so th~t the consequences of the loop variations c~n 
be· assessed in a clear· manner. Seven loop variations have been 
agreed on for progra~~e B : 
- variation of the depth of the loop seal (U-tubc between 
steam generator and pump) within the intact loop; 
. '
i . 
j 
1 
.. 
. • .. , 
... · 
- variation o.e the steam generator height in the intact 
loop; 
- variation o£ the volume o£ the lower plenUm (higher 1/d 
ratio); 
two separate accumulators, one .for. each loop, instead o£ 
one accumulator .for both loops; 
-.primary tube rupture within the steam generator (o£ the 
:· .i:ntact loop); 
- small rupture within the lower plenum; 
- ECC water.injection into the upper plenum. 
fJ Project status 
I~ 
·The,project work started in January 1974 with the revision o£ 
the preliminary loop design and will be completed at the be-
ginning o£ 1975. 
·' 
The work involved in this revision became more extensive because 
o£ two major modifications i~. the concept of the loop. 'l'he first 
modification resulted .from the change.of the reference plant .from 
a 600 M'·T( e) to a 1300 M\-1( e) P\·lR which necessi ta.ted the provision 
· o.f one steam generator .for each loop instead o.f one corr~on steam 
generator for both loops and a more appropriate design .for the 
. double-ended rupture device. The second modification was concerned 
·.a~ with the design o.f the do\vncomer as an annulus instead o.f the pre-· 
-gviously conceived circular tube. 
The .final loop design was concluded in November 1974 and the cor-
. responding orders .for construction are being 'placed in 1975·. Three 
pumps of the same type and performance have been ordered. Two of 
them will be directly delivered to Ispra and will be operated at 
different speeds in the two loops so as to account .for the different 
loop mass .flow rates. The third will be used .for establishing the 
two-phase ·pump characteristics in. the .framework o.f a separate R&D-
contract o£ the Bl-1FT-Bonn; thereafter it will be available as a 
spare pump. 1, ... 
'IS 
"') c 
1 • 
•r···~--·-
.. 
' . 
•,.' 
The· specifications o£ the cle:::ctrical po-vtel"'· supply and the 
loop regulating and control systems as well as those o£ the 
data aqquisition sys~ems have been completed and the orders 
for all these systems are being placed. 
Extensive theol"etical worl< has been necessary in the loop 
design and for the specifications of the different auxiliary 
systems. This has been done partially by the project froup 
itself and partially by th~ LRA-Garching using the BRVCH-D 
blowdO'.vn code. . \ 
5) Next sten~ ; Orders for all parts 
and preparations for the mounting 
during 1975. Prototypes of signal 
of the loop are being placed 
of the loop are being made 
transducers and measuring 
' ~ 
chains '~11 be tested and calibration f~cilities will be pre-
. pared. 
The final specification of thf~ instrumentation system will be 
made in the near future, ta~ing into consideration the philo-
sophy adopted for the Sel4liscale and I.OFT instrumentation. 
Program.~es for the digital minicomputer will be set up for the 
different process control, the data acquisition and evaln~tion 
tasks. 
Pre-prediction blowdown calculations ~till be carried out with 
the B~UCH-D and the RELAP-4 cod~s .for the prograrrune A version 
o.f the test rig, and wi t.h RELAP-3 anc~ RELAP-4 codes for the 
programme B version (with several component modifications). 
6) Relation ~~th nther proiects ~ 
There is a close.relation with the following m1F'T contr~cts(RS): 
RS- 16/2 
RS- 36 
Investigation of decompression phenomena of L'•'R' s. 
Model tests with a steel vessel with core internals. 
Emergerlcy cooling program.ne - low pressure tests of 
core refilling o.E tt.'i'R r s after HCA : 
. ., 
s:tr.g ... e 
rod bundle 
·' l 
... , 
'J ' 
i 
,, 
1 
;~ 
'! 
~· 
'I 
i 
j 
0 
A 
V 
', 
. 
... 
36/2 :·Refill ~ests with primary loop influences 
RS- 37 : Emergency cooling programme - high pressure tests : 
37/1 : Investigation o£:pheno~ena within the core during 
los5 of cooling and emergency cooling 
37/2 : Determina,tion of heat transfer coefficients 
RS- 48 .: Theoretical and experimental investigations on 
scaling laws .for transient heat transfer conditions 
in Lvm-ECC 
RS- so : Investigation of phenomena in a widely subdivided con· 
tainment in cooling tube rupture accidents of L'·~' s. 
RS- 62 : Tube experiments for setting up a theory for rd-· 
·' 
wetting of fuel rods i-iea ted up to high tempera tu res· 
• 
-RS- 77 : Investigation of the thermohydraulic non-equilibrium 
RS- 81 · Mixing phcnomena.in parallel flow channels 
RS-111 : Investigation of rea.ctor pump behaviour during 
blowdo,,m 
RS-144 : Investigation of RS-109 experirnen~al pump behaviour 
during blowdown 
RS- 64 : Investigations of steady-state .and transient CHFs with 
multiple rod bundles of PWRs and B~ms with R 12 as 
model fluid 
RS : Development of measuring techniques for density and 
.mass flov,r rate in water-vapmir two-phase flow 
7) Reference documr:mts : 
1. Tender to the 'ill·WT-Bonn for the execution of the project 
· 1· "Experimental Investigation of the Influence o£ the Pv1R-Loops 
1 
1 on Blowdown" in the BURAT0!1 JRC at Ispra, elaborated by the 
.l Tedmo1ogy Division o£ the JRC, May 1973 
\ 
i 
'. 
'! 
2. I. Trimestrial Report' 1974, IRS - F 20 (July 1974) 
3. II.Trimestrial Report 1974r IRS - F - 21 
'' . 
) 
) 
8) 
· ... 
~~ III. Trimestrial Report 1974, IRS,- F - 22 (December 1974) 
5. IV. Trimestrial Report 1974, IRS - F 
JRC Safety Programme Progress Report 1974 
Degree of availability : 
The references mentioned above are available form 
Glockengasse 2. 
I 
\ 
the IRS-Koln, 
I 
9) Budget : 
10) 
11) 
• 
Provisional estimates of the total costs (manpower anq invest-
, 
ments) considered in the contract BMFT/CEC are as follows : .. 
~ 
B~1FT : about 4 MUA 
CEC : about 4 MUA 
Personnel • . 
BMFT . 10 men/ye11r • 
CEC . 15 men/year . 
Addit:i.onnl inf:ornntion . . 
, Tne time schedule of whole the project according to the planning 
· made during the elaboration o£ the tender for the BMFT-Bonn is as 
follows : 
· Project phase I Elaboration of the preliminary project and 
of the tender for the B~1FT-Bonn for the exe-
cution of t~is project at the'Ispra Establish~ 
rnent of the JRC : 
Nov. 197~ - April 1973 
Project phase II : Revision of the preliminary project, request 
for confirmation of existing off~rs and for 
. new offers, placing of orders : 
January 1974 - s'eptember 1974 
'\ ' 
I. 
u 
· .. 
Project phase III : Construction and mounting o£ the loop; 
preparat.ion of computer prograT!'Jnes for 
process control, data acquisition and 
evaluation; prototype testing and pre-
paration of calibration facilities for 
instrumentation; pre-prediction calculations 
with different blowdown computer codes : 
October 1974 - December 1975 
Project pha$e IV-1: Commissioning of the loop \nth all auxiliary 
systems; performance of preliminary tests : 
January 1976 - December 1976. 
Project phase IV-2: Execution of . . tests for the experimental ·' · 
programme A : 
Project phase· V 
Time slippa.ges 
accumulated • . 
January 1977 -December 1977 
Execution of tests for the experimentai 
programme B : 
January 1978 - December 1978 
Because of extensive project revision (see 
§ 4) and new delivery times, especially of 
those parts determining the critical path 
of the planning, the beginning of the project 
. , . . 
phase IV-1 will certainly be·delayed by 
10 months. 
, .. 
. . \ 
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Desig.!:1 and construction of a large scale two-loop blowdown test 
facility. 
Perform~1ce of loss-of-coolant experiments (LOCEs) by simulating 
tube ruptures of different sizes at several positions within a 
P\·T.R primary cooling circuit system. 
2. Particular O'b:i ecti ves 
Experimental investigation of the role of the different components 
of a Pi·lR primary cooling circuit during a blowdo·:m by the measure-
f. ment of the main thermohydraulic quanti ties, especially those 
vrhich influence the core cooling, i.e. the flow and heat trans-
fer conditions and the pressu~e differences • 
,.,_.~·J.e • e ..... =-:r-.·~~~1 r s,.~·.~ .. ,.:·.,be··· nnl-i,.,..:: to C1 C 1 ' '""'ill .;mnro ,.... tt-.e 
_ e.-q::· .... .:.! .• .:.!.-.c. e _,_i.l..J ·"-"""~· • a~... . .::;J. ne ..... ,._ ...... · Vr. • 
blovr-dO\lr.tl codes and associated theories used £or the safety an~­
lysis of L'iVRs. 
3. Researc~1. Programme 
Two different experimental programmes are to be performed with 
this LOBI test facility : 
Pro<rra~~lTie A, to be performed for the BLiFT-Bonn in the framework __ ......_.____ ... 
of the R&D contract R'S-1 09/143-73 PIHOD, concluC.ed between the 
. 
Bl'iFT-Bonn and the c.E.c., will be concerned with the investiga-
tion of the influence of the following parrui1eters on the blo·udo~;m: 
\ 
! 
I 
I. 
. 
"". <., 
1)- ... ~! 
• .. 'f&C • 
rupture s~ze and position 
pur.1ps operation performances 
initial power level 
h02.ting-power timP.-funtion \bring blowdmvn 
strength of heat sink ( stP.am CJNV''ra tor secondary side conditions) 
downcomer resistance and volum0 
ECC water injection positions 
An appropriate tPst matrix A co.nprising 6o t"':sts has already been de-
fined by a German Expert Group at the very bPUinning of the project 
work; this test matrix ha~ still to bP revised for being adapted to the 
final parameter situation and tPs t facill ty configuration ·r'esul ting 
{ from several modifications to be. appliPd during th~=> revision and con-
stl·action phase of the project. 
( 
. 
~!23!~~~~-~· to be perform0d for thP Commission of th~ E.C. after con- 1 
elusion of Programme A, wi 11 br·• conc(?rnPd with the 
performance of somA refPr0nc~ tPsts (rPp0tition of t~sts of progr~~~e 
A) which at th0. SZ"Lme time constltutP r0protiucibility t0.sts 
performance of componpnt s.tu :iPs, to b0 dott~=> with this :test rig aftP..r 
hjving modified certain compon0nts; thP purposp oi thPs~ tests is to 
investigate the inf.luP.ncP of thP q;-ometrical shape or the P.levation 
of these components on thP blmvdown. 
Seve~ such modifications of th~ programmP. A t~st rig have already been 
agreed upon by an ad-hoc \vorkina Group or 0xpE>rts of th~ Conununi ty mem ... 
her cotu1 :ri es: 
"'!J.riation of th~ depth of th0 loop ~eal (U-t11bP bP.tween the steam g~ 
nerator and thl" pump) in th~ intact loop, 
variation of th~ stPam gnn~rator 01Pvation in the intact loop, 
variation of the lowf3r plenum (highPr 1/d ratio), 
t·llo separate accumu.la tors, on~=> for each loop,.· instead of one accumula-
tor for both loops, 
simulation of a primary tubP rupture within the steam generator (of 
th~ brokP.n loop), 
sir.:.t.Lulion of a s:nall ruptur.:-, wi Uun U10 lmvPr plr-num 
2CC water injection into thP upprf plrnum. 
i 
' i 
' I' 
J 
1 
J 
1 
1 
l 
,j 
l 
I 
The funds from the Commission's budget, necessary for these modifica-
tions, had been allocated to the LOBI-project budget in th~ beginning 
of 1975 and enabled orders to be placed for these modifications together 
with ~he orders for all mechanical loop components. 
An appropriate test matrix B is actually being elaborated by the experts 
o£ the be.fore mentioned ad-hoc 'Jrorking group on the basis of a first 
proposal submitted 9uring the last session in October 1976. 
4. E:roerimental facilities, comouter codes 
j . ·i 
J 
A 4-loop primary cooling systPm of a 13oo H'tle P\v"R reference plant is 
simulated by a 2-loop experimental system, onP loop representing three 
intact "reactor" loops and thP. other representing the brok·n "reactor" 
loop. Both experimental loops are active loops containing a pump and a 
steam generator ~ach. 
,j 
' I ; 
1 -· Tube :ruptures o.f various rupture sizes (from double endf'd down to small 
leak) are to be simulated at th.:r'P.e different positi.ons within :the bro-
ken loop (hot leg, cold leg, loop seal). 
The scaling factor of 71~ for power, mass flow and volume led to 
5 ~nv heating power input to a 64 heater rod bunle as reactor core si-
mulator, 
21 kg/s and 7 kg/s fluid mass flow in the intact and broken .loop re-
spectively 
- c.:.bout o,7 rr.3 ::.lume con"!:e!":.~ of the pr:!.::: ... ry locF ~o.E.s:. syst~r.:. 
The loop system and component design has bPen done for 16o bar and 325° 
( , C operating pressure and temperature respectively, maintaining 
.. V the po'.ver to volume ratio for th~ sizP reduction 
·~ the pressure drop and fluid tempAra ture distribution along the flow 
paths 
.•. 
'. ' 
~ . ';..• . 
,;.., '1, •• 
7-:'·1': ', ...... 
the volume ratios among the components 
the elevations of thP componrnts 
- the lengths o£ the heat transfAr surfaces (core rod bundle, 
·.' neators) 
equal to the corresponding reactor values. 
() . Two accumulators (6o bar and ;.o· t_; opr>rd rinq p;·cc;~;ur,> 
respectively) of diffprpnt vr)lum;~ cor.<·Lt">nt (:?do dH.i ')':; 
loops are providing ECG ·.vat~r for boti1, sep.1ra t•:\ ,1nd 
~~A ~ot log l·~io~~~on 1"n+o •)o~~ 1 00''-
.................. c .. ••..;·--""-'- \.- "\...!4 .... ~)· 
1 .) ) " t} ,,;:: 'or 1~ 
co::tbinr>:·l cold 
; ... -
. \ 
.A secondary loop system provide~ heat removal from the primary loops in 
the steam generators and operatGs at 52 bar systo?r:• pressure and in a 
tt:'!:::p era ture range between 21 o0 and 2 7o° C (steam genera tor s.econdary 
side inlet and outlet temperature respectively). 
The neast~ement of fluid absolute pressu~e and pressure differences, 
absolute temperature and temperature differences, mass flow and density 
will be done at th~ boundary of all loop corr.ponents, where special tube 
inserts, called spool pieces, being instrumented •ri th appropriate 
measuring devices, are mounted into the loop t~bing. The same fluid 
quantities will be measured also within thP reactor model region (do~n­
comer, core, lower and upper plenum). 
( ... Furthermore the outer surface temperaturP. of the heater rods will be :easured at 192 positions equally distribu~P.d ovPr the heated bundle 
region. 
"' :··~ 
, .. ; ... 'l'e.st facility design calculations are 
: 
done by tile "til.eory and experi-
the RELAP4-MOD 2 code and by the · ... :. · men t" group of the project staff with 
·~ . 
. · ·, •··· t...~-Ga~ching (FRG) •.vi th BRUCH-D code. 
J 
,. 
\.'. -
n~ 
···. 
(. 
. 
' . 
. "·. Pr=.!-p:rediction ·and rP.sul ts evaluation calculations \:Ji 11 be done by tile 
same g::;-o,.lps with blowdown compu tpr cartes ur ti:.A same code family • 
. ' 
I 
.. 
\ 5. ?:'ocrress to DatP 
h . 
,. Durinq til<? report period thP p-roject ilcti vi ti~s we:!"2 Cf""'lc~rned '!'::lin1.. •t 
w·i th works of phase III of th0 proji->ct ·planning: mounting of the LOBI 
test .facility. 
:Hare in dP.tai l thP. following works hav0 bPr->n P•"'rfor:nec: 
Com?letion of a new bui ldi.ng con tt1i ning t·llo rooms for housing the 
data acquisition and signal~proc0ssinq systP:n, and thf' loop regula-
tion and control iHstrum(.'lnts and pani'l 
Co7npletion of thP conslru.ction works in th,.,. laboratory hafl: concrete 
cavity in the floor for housing thP rpactor mdJel of thP t~st facili-
ty, foundations for tht-> Loop ~:;c,,ffolcllng and ror Lhe 5,5 NW rectifier 
systr.o:n, concrete bunker for simulating the reactor containment 
Mountin1 of thP loop scaffolrtLn~, anrl of a ~pecial scaffolding for 
dSSPrr.blirvJ and .ti~.!~;';~mbltn:J of' tht' l'n,t•,·t.or· :•;o:1el 
;~lc1,.ttl tlr.~; oC ttl·' ,. ' ) , ) l·li;/ f'('(: t i t'. ,-,r· '''I'' t r'·n 
comp<it1f>flt'; ol' ihc• pr.t.::3r· . .: ~.oe:p:~, f'Xcr·pt: rPactor 
model and pumps, of tilP ·>c>concl.H'\' lnnn ,1n:1 o( t.il··· t··•t't'~ary plant. 
i'"!ot:.n tir.c; oF th0 bi Cj 
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liist pâr'.i of .factorv
ilncl .thdir electrical .
tr.chnical acÇèptarce t.osts o.§ the LOBI pufps
,lrivn systniti al"louing impefler speerl time corl- .i I
À
.,.
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a":
:
,. .ÿ^ y(.:. !.r l
InstalLation.'torks §or e.yf,en,"lirtg, modi§ying and adapting the exlsiing.
eteltricâl. porver supply, control and svitch gear system to the tOAf ;
lnni Êacility requirements
Tec.lmicqL acceptarlce., te§ts anô cômmlssioning of thà d,ata acquisition
arid signal 
.proeessing systeï
- 
Freparati,on and testing of conputer prograns for data acquisition,
handLing and evaluation and for process conüroL
-'.Long;time behaviour tests o§ the signal processing systen (anpri8ies,
ftlters)
Testing o.t prototyPes -Fon cornponen[s o.0 the various mea$ring channels(e.g. preisure transducers, dragborties' etc.)
Tnchnical acceptance tests and"càtibration of the various. mçasuring
charneLs delivered (pressure, têmperature etc. )
Fabrication of flui<l temperatrlre probes
ExperimentaL investigation of 'signal riisurbarses and theoretlcal Çoi!.r
siderations on signal 'analys'is
Theoretical qonslderations 
"anrl co<ie calcu1ations on .tvo-phase puilp
characteristics, contain!îent back-pre':::;ure sinulation, tva-phase
bfeak nozzi.e calibr;rtion, thermal" strêsses j.n reactor noôeL p:ressure
vegsel, forces on pri.mary loop structures
i:,Evaluation of. dorynconer Êlow ràsistance tests and preparatLon o.s
t09I-l<iop characte,ristlcs «la ia set
- 
Code:ca}cuLations .§or C§t{I standard prob}en 3r suivey ca}cuLatlons.,
'for progra:"nme-B, devr.ropmarrt of untir-ity prograins for REüAP4.
6. &esults and project status
Fâbtd.iation difficuriies (e.g. shrink hotes in thp punp housiagr ete.)
and del.ivetry del'ays from.subcontractors led to'a 4 recnths dèIay in tbe
cgmpletion of the pump fabiicacion. Their f,actory technlcaL acceptance
tests started in December 1976 and sho.yed the unobjectionable opera-
tion.o§ the PunP.e itgerves up to the maxirmr:"n adrnissib}e inpeiter sgeed
of 85oo ?Drrlo the tests had to be interupted for eliminating.disturban-
ce§; the'sorrrce of, vhlch coui.ê finally be locaLized in the punp drive
ccntror. The acceptance tests !ri1I be concLud,ed in January,lg?7. Efrefinal anê precise eLectricât adju,stnents..o-Ê the p-urnp drive ptants has.
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,,.,.', ; rf:luined charige of rnàtrrriar, which'1,êd to G'iig"o,"rr-a*"*oais and . ::;..:j': 
'' :. ' thereby highor Èhormal 'stnesses. Derivenr a"rlÿ:t""-io.;;;;iii t j
" 
' çaused a correspsrt'ôing'fabrieatLon aerày-eolr=io* presa,e veàsel..' ,, lq--:--=v- E YY'^§;'ütâ"r\tr"ry'r.l9 aqaElon q fa  § r the !êg t11.g egsgl .. ..,., .j_.---_ ÿf__5_.. 
-. I§o]'dering dif'fiârrtiesl 'due to th' sandruich desigm.os the:upper po,{ren .. "" "j
'::::.::i:: Iru.:,nocessitate«r aesrs,i moaisica.toi":und red arso ro , ,,. istro451.fabricacion"ancldetivbryde1ays.,,
. 
':.' ' eBveI-aÀ'qLttjt:renElar".pressure transducer t)æes have been tested befoie. , lt / 
-the. 
choice }ras been marJe rq trre one besr suired-;;r-; ËËîî-= 
-. :
. .' :,. to be'purcliaserl. : - ,'5 5'ô$ ,:-l ''
. '.:.', '::o:ro'fi",rt rtragbocry protoiypîr.,'<resigned and, fabricated fon us by . :' 
. 
thr. Batinlte rnsritute, Franklurt (rnc), in ,n. ,"u";*-.;-; ;;-:on- :
" 
' ' trâct fronn thi' IIMFT-donn, havo Feen sueeessfurry tisi.a-"na* steaÇ] .
. ,. 1 '_tj-tt? operâtion condiiions an,l shovn thar the requinect specrsrca;;., , .,
'' , ' arê satisfieci well' 'vith exception,of orncase, ,tro.r* *n"-i-111n*ut** in- i.-
,.,.'l::' , .:j::lce'on'rho zero srabiriry §ra§ inairmissibl.v high, and rhenefore rhis :,;
' d?aglcdy harl to be re-shipp.ecr for nc.pair; -. ' - ---: ':'
: 'r ' A protot)rye o"c Ehe'v3gsr-cooLeci.stand-oFf pipes, for connecting the ?'::: 
'prâssqre lranoniçsir>n ttne .tron.tt^e airfnnentiaa ,".r"r*ï;il"L"', :
li .' ::::: to the.rerêase for fabriiation o0 the toral numbe.r of stahd-of§ ,.'
. 
..'- '.:
' ' 
: ' rhê absol'ute Pressure measuring channàrs, consisting of transducers, 
 
, 
.,' 
:, 
..:::.r.:, 
lines and amprifiers u,{rh.filrers, n";i-ieen derivsed 
"]f,i""-.s...ted.Theresu1tsobtainer1confirmtherequired,p."iri";;;;;il-
' 
, 
, tôtar error às a conrpr.ete 
"n;;;"i ",n*;;-;;-;,i', ,o* scar.e ar mo,sr.
,.i ,' 
. :::-:::isrânce rhermonerlrs hale been calibrated a.frer deliÿerr the
.,,....'..neasuringipreci.sio1isofb,15o'Cat.3oooq..
a.
. 
"'"' 
'.' 3!te artrpti'Êlers foi alr iemperature neas,ring channels urith thernocoup- 
- 
.
,,, 
.. 1": 
-have 
Ëeen subjecred ro tong-s16" ,*"r, îo"-î"a"o*ntng their zerô:,,. :, dri.f§n vhich anounts ro o,1o c and o,5ô c,"",i"i;;f;"Ëi'r"lî;r_
' 
., .l fer'atme channe).s nespecri.r*ery dwing ? daysi ;";; l;; ;;I*o.o .,.u_
, ' 
itres, thev requirê horrever a caribr"ito,. unr.- *I; ;;;;-"*ïr*î.. , ,
:. '. .: 
-'--' l--'
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... : .... : :t 
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"ihe e:fPerimentar investigat'lort crf riisrurbances bn the heater rod ther-.tr{ocouple signars un(ler operùtio. conrii tion:; have ,;;;-;;;; il ;;_trlicüI scrde'ltirtU oi. lhe .thernocôupres has ro reraain cl.osed oÿer vrhole
l1_:-t""o.| of "the signal ltne: onty then rhe roral interfiereîlce ,oriug"
'celrEsPonds to about g 10 c at constant heater rod, cument and increa-.
'.'ses'to about i 40 c at-stepwisê riecrease of the heaten':rôd,.-";;--
.aTheoretical 'studies on the measuring signnals from the r_densitonetersvere'csncenned rlrith the set.ting up oÊ physicat rnod,ers Jequired, for the
'interpretaticin of the3e sigmals with trespect to the influence ôf di.3§e-rent üvo-phase §Lov regirnes.
?od1 calcurations had to be done for rleterrnining the therrna} süesses.
. 
in the'Feactor model pressu:rd vesset urar} under trànsient teriperatræe
., 
conditions; these caleulatioas bncar8e nccês§â?ÿr after the vall thid<-
.'. 
ness lud to be increased due to thc, changr. of material. The nalcirmrm' therrnal stresses to be expectetl.rluring ecc urater i"i."ii"r-.^"""aa"'ao
'less than twice the yield strnngtrr an,i is therefore ad,missible (Asi{E
i1.: regnrla.tion),
modelA physigalohas bepn
to be inserted into
<levelopecl .for usi.ng. tho br.ak nozzles, vhich have
the break tub*'of tho rest facirity for adjustinglhe break
tûo-phase
nouzles,
'lishêd,
cross sectiôn to various çizas, Ilor the d,etermination of the.break mass rrov durins br.ourdovn. ,o" .""1"r;;;;;; oi tir"".the test paraneter rangeg Ancl a têst matrix have been estâb-;
behaviou:r unàer t§ro-
appropriate tést Batrir
the trro-phase LOBI punp
t:Oç.calculations (by the tRA-Garching) havp been srarred for determi-
ning'the conqainment back. prêssrrra histo:"y rturing bLovdo:lrn: in bo.th;. ther:?eaitor and the experimentai containnont. Thp rr.sults al.e reqrired'§Ordeterrnini.ng the amount of appâ.ratius for pressrlre regf,rLation and controLin the experirnental containment.
îheoreticà1 siudies 'urere coniérnerl rvith the pumpphase §1orr conditions, urith th,l aim to set up an
:;L:ï.::::ï::'ng invesrisations to .,.uor"n
tl" evaluation of the downeomer florv rosistance test results.has shor:1,that this iolo'ÿ resisrance vil1 be Lower in the experirneaêr pr.;;.-;;;;in the neactor plant. There.Fore spèciar inserts wi]"t be necessary soradjusting thi's f1o$,.resisaun"*. -- -: Eâà' v= '
t;r- 
" 
"1{r.
g,Ë,
iJ
i'r'.: . :l ... 
b dç"Jôb'vq
': îest'Paraneters. Thc.sb caLeulations.'.have been started by: the project
,,."l stafr rrrith, tlrp REtAP4 code, The rinar aa.;-;;.-;il,i''0" esrabr.ished.oniJ o:_.. -.-:--- . -..\-. --..$- sels  r§iL wrr{ .lJE €tsf E,rasn q .o  .: the'basis o8 the resuLts fronr the.-preriminary LoBr testsr :-1.
i';,,, : o'
'.:.1'oersY aode caLculations.have been s§arted by the [IiA-Garching to deter-
i, '' ':hr.' lit.:r'rr..lrr:{}l :',ir]o.strrvi...y \:allcuIdLionr; üo uncovgr' the mosL: ; triatoa-
-,'t' ninê the hydrau}ic forces on thp loop srrucrures during thà. L"r1.,fi;
,.it,- **t. phasç. These forces are lrequrr*à for qal"uiuitog afterva:rds the
nor.l,n.ting ghase oÊ the ,pnoject planning
The, qonrilissionihg of the loop systen-
,:
'i '..
i'.j.. -- 
--- 
È'r-'- \.e àv. \.e1r-r.aeL'À.rv ê.§ LefU/Af([S E.xl;;"i' ureehanical stresses vithin the roop structqres lrith the srRUDl.cod,e.
âi.'. , ;
l'l ,', lt*:o code calcurations have been done for rhe csur standand probleia.
!i. ,. in the franevork of a vorkshop exgr:.cise, rrhere th. earc,ratiôn resuitsi'; : o'0 different paiticipants and eo<les have been companed lrlth each oti *"
.: .'...
i-t , f3ver]l' utiiity programs .8or the RELÀp4 code have been devetopàd rdrh :
ï,r, ,, ' 
t::.."0* to facilitato tha use of this codei Ehny are concerhed ê,§f.. 
..
'ï7,'', rri,th an easv âdaptiori or the progrqrn size do 
"n "";";i ;;';";;too ,,.i:.'.',. .'. ni â.È rrrsr- ---;-J Àr'r'r,',;.' . 'ÿith vêrÿ versitire prorting pqssibilïti.,s of 'the resuLts. :
;-, .' t ?hel;,' T  aqtual status of tho,pro3oàc:urork can be summarized as fou.olrs:
'i.: thë previous pianning of itho qciunting works had cornpletely to be changed,
il ., 
t":. to several and'con-qiderabre «lerivery dererys ror'rruri;;" ;.;;onentl.
1. 
'lt.' Theri'mounting s'^ï't's'haïe t'pen startel ur.'. t'r. :lrree :s:Jr1:i1j cielai. tlue tc de-
it laylia tt'u .ompletion ol ihe conetrüction.works in the taboratory hd1l
i '; ll-lil: rran.a a1d ro delav in rhe mechanieal loop componenrs deu;;;;;t ...the,otherrhand,
,,. 
, i.
"The six rnonths delivery d.eray of contror anil,reg;ration components(valve, etc; ) caused a seeoni 
"a*p i,n. the roop mounting.
' considerable difficulties 'in'tho fabrication of the reactor nodel p?es-
,.'. 's§e vesserr o§ the. upper Pover connecting prai"lnatof the.pumps Led, ,..! .
. 
to strongi delivery delays o§' these parts and caused the inhroductioa of
. a thirô step in rhe roop nountingr..ro bp; done. a,r"irs ;;";;-ilË;"rf,il,
fhere.Êone the conpletion of the
. is Boiÿ scheduled fon Julÿ, 1.91.2..
,'6r-r1i. :
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i1,-t".::.;..
.,. ' , 7..i;àxt st.,.rsg ':,7i)onpletron. o'§ tos.t §;.rc'j,1i ty nrtunting'
. 
- .il*.nm.i,'s:;iiin'ià.J of 'the, test Êac"i1i't.yr.
i'l-.-: 8". .lelation with oth+r p.roiects
r-c':u ....'.li,,,*';.ji §ee prevloüs annua3. report.tJ..: ''. ÿ
l3-.r",1;?" ; ;I 
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-';.,-lQuarterly Reports of 1976, IR§-F-1]o to 34
.:". 'r 1l
!l 
- 'a
i" J;_î - I' Riebold: Tvo-Phase Measuring îeehnigues in Dep:ressurization ElÇe-i;-:*...'Ë riüents. Conference paper to thei 1976 Meeting of, the Errropean ?lc-
' ,-r'*l' 
-
, !ii-I. " ?hâse Plo'ÿ' &noup, Erlangen, 31st May - 4th June r 1976$ \ 'i'i: 
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Classification: 1.1.1 
Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Vorgange bei der Druckentlastung wassergekuhlter SPONSOR: BMFT 
Reaktoren. Modellversuche mit einem 11,2 m hohen 
Stahlbehalter mit Einbauten. ORGANIZATION; 
(RS 0016B - I.1.1., Jahresbericht A 76) Battelle-Insti-
tut e. V •• Ffm. 
'title 2 (Enslish) : Project Leader: 
Investigation into the Phenomena Involved in the 
Depressurization of Water-Cooled Reactors. Experi .. Dr. T.F. Kanz-
~~nts U~ing a Steel Vessel 11.2 m in Height with leiter 
-.... + .............. "' 
Initiated (Date> : ComEleted (Date) : 
( ·-·July 15, 1972 July 31, 1977 
Status: Last Updatj.ng (Date) : 
Continuing December 31, 1976 
1. General Aim 
j The experimental blowdown program ~s aimed at integral large-scale 
experimental simulations of loss-of-coolant acci~ents in water-
cooled reactors of PWR and BWR type. All experimental results are to 
., 
J 
' ) 
be compared with the results of model calculations to show the appli-
cability of the computer codes used and, if possible, to improve them. 
2. Particular Objectives 
r\In the main experiments the loads on reactor vessel internals under 
~WR and PWR conditions and the phenomena in the discharge nozzle 
during the initial phase of blowdown are to be investigated. Prelimi-
nary experiments without internals are to be performed to show the 
influence of the internals on the dis~harge process. 
). Research Program 
).1. Preliminary LOCA experiments with a pressure vessel without 
).2. 
).). 
).4. 
internals under PWR and BWR conditions. 
PWR experiments 
BWR experiments 
PWR experiments 
internals. 
part 
with 
part 
I with "flexible" internal.s of PWR type. 
internals of BWR type. 
II with "fl.exible 11 and "inflexibl.e" 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
The experimental facilities consist essentially of 
a pressure vessel (5.2 m3, 140 bar, 300 °C) with an electric 
heater (600 kW max.) 
PWR internals with flexible and inflexible components 
BWR internals 
a loop with piping, pumps and heat exchangers to realize the same 
d1fferences in enthalpy as inside an original vessel 
measuring instruments (approximately 110 channels for pressure, 
differential' pressure, temperature, density, mass flow, force, 
strain, acceleration, displacement and water level 
a data collecting and processing system with 120 channels and a 
threshold frequency of 5 kHz. 
For comparison with the experimental data, several computer codes are 
used by external institutions. Some of these computer codes are also 
being used for licensing procedures. 
5. Progress to Date 
Ad 3.1: The four preliminary BWR and PWR experiments without internals 
(Nos. SWR 1R, SWR 2R, DWR 1R and DWR 2R) were carried out in 
1974. Experiment SWR 2R was repeated in 1976 under improved· 
conditions. 
The main data of the latter experiment were as follows: 
Experiment No. 
Accident simulated 
Cross section of rupture (diameter) 
Rupture time 
Length of discharge nozzle 
Inside height of pressure vessel 
Level of discharge nozzle 
Inside diameter of pressure vessel 
Initial pressure 
Initial temperature 
SWR 2R 
steam line break 
64 mm (sharp-edged orifice) 
- 1-) ms 
555 mm (143 mm dia.) 
11.2 m 
10.0 m 
0.78 m 
71.1 bar 
286.8 °C (satur.ation) 
. i 
' 
' 
' 
·' t 
' 
' I
'l j 
i 
• l j 
I ' 
Initial water level at 286.8 °C 
Power of electric heater during blowdown 
7.0 m 
0 
Ad 3.2: Seven PWR experiments with flexible internals (Nos. DWR 1 
to 5, DWR 2L and DWR 5A) were carried out in 1975. Evaluation 
and model calculations of these experiments were·completed 
in 1976. 
Ad 3.3: Eleven BWR experiments with internals were planned and 
prepared in 1976. 
Os. Results 
Ad 3.1: The main goal of experiment SWR 2R was the investigation of 
depressurization, mass flow and behavior of the water level 
during the blowdown after a steam line break. The measured 
results showed an expansion of the steam volume with a 
pressure transient o£ approximately 30 bar/s and a mass flow 
of 230 kg/s during the first 250 ms. Subsequently the mass 
flow remains unchanged· .. for about 2 s and violent generation 
· of steam bubbles occurs so that the water level rises from 
its initial height of 7.0 m to the level of the discharge 
nozzle (10.0 m) at an approximately constant velocity of 
1.45 m/s. 
?} Ad 3.2: The evaluation of the PWR experiments with "flexible" inter-
nals furnished the following results: 
The loads exerted on the internals by depressurization 
waves are of approximately the same magnitude as calculated 
with computer codes using "best estimate" assumptions. (Mo ... 
del calculations with assumptions as used in licensing 
procedures give rather conservative results.) 
Fluid-structure interaction occurs during the period of 
maximum differential pressures. 
, .. 
The core barrel is subject to circumferencial oscillations. 
- Experiments with a long rupture time (e.g. 30 ms instead 
of 3 ms) showed no remarkable pressure waves and led to 
rather small loads on the internals. 
7. Next Steps 
Ad 3.3: - Prepa~ation o£ the experimental £acility £or BWR experiments. 
Special emphasis will be laid on the constructio~ o£ an 
improved loop and on the development o£ a new di££erential 
pressure transducer £or direct installation inside the 
vessel. 
- Carrying out the BWR experiments. 
Ad 3.4: Speci£ication o£ the experimental PWR program part II. 
8. Relation to' Other Projects 
9. Ref'erences 
(1-4) Quarterly Reports in the Series "IRS-Forschungsberichte" 
(in German) 
IRS-F-30 
IRS-F-31 
IRS-F-33 
IRS-F-34 
January to March 1976 
April to June 1976 
July to September 1976 
October to December 1976 
(5) IRS-F-29 "Research Reports (Annual Reports)" (in English) 
(6) BF-RSOOt6B-J2-6 "Technischer Bericht. Versuchsergebnisse vom 
(7) BF-RS0016B-32-7 
(8) BF-RS0016B-31-4 
Druckentlastungsvorgang im Druckbehalter mit 
£lexiblen DWR-.Einbauten. Versuch DWR 5A." 
August 1975 
"Technischer Bericht. Versuchsergebnisse vom 
Druckentlastungsvorgang beim Re£erenzversuch 
SWR 2R." July 1976 
"Technischer Bericht. Au£bereitung der auf' 
Digitalband dargestellten rohen MeBdaten zu 
physikalischen MeBgroBen." June 1976 
10. Degree o£ Availability o£ the Reports 
The above-cited reports are available upon request f'rom 
Gesellscha£t £tir Reaktorsicherheit - Forschungsbetreuung 
Glockengasse 2, D-5000 Koln 1. 
Reports (6) to (8) can be made available only by special agreement. 
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Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
PROGRAMMA P.I.P.E.R.: esperienze di blow-down fLl.l,f1.1.2 in presenza di strutture interne. 
-
Title 2 (English) Count.r~ ITALY 
Blow-down Tests by Piper apparatus-experiments Sponsor CNEN-CNR 
with internal structures. Organisation University of 
Pis a 
Date initiated 1972 Project Leader 
Date completed 1978 
1977 P. VIGNI Last updating 
General aim 
The program is intended to study basic blow-down problems and to analyse 
causes of possible disagreements betwQen experimental results and RELAP 
calculations, with particular reference to the transfer of model data to 
ful1·scale plants. 
2) Particular ob'jectives 
.... 
Tests are intended to reproduce in real time the thermohydraulic 'tran-
sient i~ a vessel during blow-down, without internals or with structures• 
simulating the internal geometry of a B.W.R. , 
The tests have also the purpose of investigating the mechan~cal effects 
of the pressure transients on structures assembled inside the. test ves-
sel. 
3) Experimental facilities and program 
PIPER apparatus is a pressure vessel equipped with an electric device, 
~~ rupture disk assembly and instrumentation for measurements of pressure 
~ and temperature transients. Six measurement points are available along 
the height of the vessel. 
The main design features of vessel are: 
pressure: 110 Kg/cm2 
temperature:· 310 °C 
- internal height: two values can be used (1 1 8 and 3 m) 
internal diameter: 0,194 m 
• outlet nozzles: two, both of which have diameter of SO mm and length 
of 400 mm 
electrical device: it consists of three heater rods, designed to p·r£ 
duce a total power of 24 Kw, located at the vessel bottom. 
4) Project status ··· 
Up to date a set of about 40 blow-down.tests were carried out. 
Starting pressure was varied from 2o up to 70 Kg/cm2 with the same 1n1~ 
tial water level. Blow-down was operated from either water or steam zq-
ne through openings sharp and rounded-edged of 13,6 mm, 14,8 mm and 50 
mm diameter with or without internals. 
Title 1 {Original language) 
PROGIWlMA P. I. P. E. R. : espcricnze di blmv-down 
in presenza di strutture interne. 
5) Next steps 
Classification 
1.1.1, 1.1.2 
The tests in the next future concern blow-down with internal plate pro-
vided with a sharp-edged circular orifice, at starting pressures from 20 
up to 70 Kg/cm2, and measurements of transients of liquid level and 
stresses on internal plate. 
6) Relation to other projects 
The research is strictly connected to the. program SOPRE 1 (Pressure·sup-
pressione LOCA). 
7) Reference documents . 
1. P. VIGNI et alii 
•Esperienze preliminari sull'efflusso rapido di miscela acqua-vapore, 
inizialmente allo stato saturo (P.I.P.E.R.). 
Istituto di Impianti Nucleari, RL 149(73). 
2. N. ·cERULLO et alii 
Analisi d~ll'incidente di perdit~ di refrigerante nel.circuito prim! 
rio di un reattore nucleare. Ricerca.teorica e sperimentale sul tra~ 
sitorio di efflusso rapido di miscele acqua-vapore inizialmente allo, 
stato saturo. 
PapeT presented at the zgth Congresso ATI - Firenze 25-27 Sept.l974. 
3. N. CERULLO et alii 
Blow-down Activity Performed at the Scalbatraio Center of the Pisa 
University, Comparison between Experimental Results and RELAP-3 Cal 
culations. -
·Meeting on Computer Programs for the Analysis of certain problems 
in thermal reactors safety. NEA CPL- ISPRA - 23-25 October 1974. 
4. P. VIGNI et alii 
Programma .di ricerca sull!..incidente di perdita di refrigerante nei 
reattori nucleari ad acqua (P.I.P.E.R.). 
Efflusso di miscele acqua-vapore, inizialmente allo stato saturo, 
attraverso piccole aperture. 
Istituto di Impianti Nucleari, RL 205(75)~ 
8) Degree of availability 
The previous references are free; the next ones may be available with 
the autorisation of the CNEN. 
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Title 1 {Original language) Classification 
Analisi dei transitori termici ed idraulici a s~ 
ll.l.l~ 1.1.2, guito di LOCA nei reattori ad acqua leggera. 1.1.4, 1.2 
~ 
Title 2 {English) Country ITALY 
Analysis of thermal and hydraulic transients fo_! SEonsor CNEN and CNR 
lowing a LOCA in Light \~ater Reactors 
Organisation University 
of Pisa 
Date initiated 1974 Project Leader 
Date completed 1978 N. CERULLO 
Last UJ2dating may 1977 
1) Gener.al aim 
'The program has the purpose of investigating thermal and hydraulic tr~ 
sients following LOCAs on Light Water Reactors. The aim is to achieve 
a keener understanding of some aspects of the blow-down physical phen~ 
mena, and to improve some features of blow-down codes. 
2) Particular objectives 
Extensive work .has been carried on regarding the WREM codes and the 
blow-down and heat-up codes. . 
These codes have been used to anal~ze: 
- LOCA Standard Problems, proposed by NEA-CSNI; the results obtained 
have been presented at the second NEA-CSNI workshop; 
- results of exp/erimental programs performed by the "Istituto di Im 
pianti Nucleari'' at the Scalbatraio Center, University of Pisa. · 
3) Facilities 
IBM 370/158 and 370/168 
The experimental small 
niversity of Pisa. 
Comr~er belonging to CNUCE~ Pisa. 
I , 
scale facility PIPER of Scalbatraio Cente~ U-
4) Next step 
The next step will be the use of the RELAP4-Mod.S computer progr~m 
its application on some of problems mentioned above. 
anJ 
I 
5) Relation to other projects 
Blow-down tests by PIPER APPARATUS - Project Leader P. VIGNI. 
6) ~eferences documents 
1. N.CERULLO,F.ORIOLO, U.ROSA, R.SANI, P.VIGNI 
Blow-down activity performed at the Scalbatraio Center of the Pisa 
University: comparison between experimental results and RELAP3 cal 
culations. 
~!ceting on Computer program for the analysis of certain y>roh1e:~t·s in 
·thermal reactors safety. NEA C.P.L. ISPRA, 23-24-25 October 1974. 
· . 
.I 
I 
I 
.. 
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; Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
· Analisi dei transi tori termici ed idraulici a s~ 
guito di LOCA nei reattori ad acqua leggera. 1.1.1, 1.1.2, l.L4, 1.2 
2. N.CERULLO et alii 
·Analisi dell'incidente di_perdita di refrigerante nel circuito pri-
mario di un reattore nucleare. Ricerca teoricn e sperimentale sul 
transitorio di efflusso rapido di miscela acqua-vapore inizialmente 
allo state saturo. 
29° Congresso Naziona1e A.T.I. - Firenze 25-27 Settembre 1974. 
3. K.V.MOORE,W.H.RETTIG 
RELAP 4 - A Computer Program for Transient Thermal 
Hydraulic Analysis, ANCR 1127 Rev. 1, March 1975. 
4. WREM: Water Reactor Evaluation Model - NRC - May 1975. 
. . 
S. ll LOOP SEMISCALE SYSTEM - Aerojet Nuclear Company - 1975. 
6. N.CERULLO, L.CINOTTI, G .. DEL NERO, F.ORIOLO 
~a catena di programmi di calcolo RELAP - Theta 1-B: 
· · Anal isi del transi torio termi.co di un PWR in segui to a LOCA. 
RP 245G76) - Istituto di Impianti Nucleari - Universit~ di Pisa. 
7. N.CERULLO, G.DEL NERO, G.GIRESINI, F.ORIOLO, F.VITALITI 
Results of Calculation "of NEA - STANDARD PROBLEM 4 USING RELAP 4-
-002 COMPUTER PROGRAM 
Presented at the second NEA-CSNI workshop, held in Par~ on 6-7-8-9 
Dec. 1976, on LOCA STANDARD PROBLEMS 
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Classification 
~.1.11 (1.1.2.) 
Title 1 Coun trv : JRC 
Untersuchung des therrnodynam~schen Ung-leic}'l.gewichts Sponsor : 
Title 2 
Investigation of. the thermodynam:Lc norl-·cquilibrium 
Initiated 1.12.1972 Cor:".Pleted : 3·1.12.1-975 
Status : progressing Last updating : March 1975 
1) General aim 
BNFT and CEC' 
Ormmization : 
! JRC ISPRA 
Establishment 
Pro.iect leader 
1 G. Friz 
'·' 
To provide experimental data for theoretical models 'describing 
the deviation from thermodynamic equilibrium of the water-vapour 
mixture in a primc.U'Y P\·TR-circui t duri•').g a blowdown • 
2) Particular obicctivns 
Measurement of the deviation from thermodynamic equilibrium 
between the phases caused by : 
- a sudden expansion of water 
- a periodic volume variation 
- injection of cold water in a vappur atmosphere. 
The deviation is obtained by observing the time behaViour of 
pressure. 
3) EY-;perimen t a J. fa ci 1 i tics and programme 
rrhe eX;?erimcntal prograrrune COnsists of : 
- 44 tests with a sudden expansion. Parameters are : temperature, 
initial pressure step and;initial void and water quality, 
- 25 tests with periodic volume variation, new parameter :frequenc} 
•,, 
36 tc!lts· with cold water injection, parameters : injection 
quantity, state of the vapour atmosphere.(pressure and 
temperatur~)-. 
.. 
4) Project status 
\ 
A series of about 20 flashing tests at 200, 250, 
has been carried out. Tae main results are : 
280, 300, 
\ 
I 
- The measured half-value times th of return to equilib~ium after 
a stepwise yolume increase lie between 20 and 80 ms. : 
-The pressure time curves fit well with the theoreticul calcu-
lations. The experiments indicate bubble numbers .f'ro:il N=10 to 
N= 1000 bubbles per cm3• 
I > 
-The dependence of th on·the·ihitial pressure step and the 
·'temperature follows quite well the theoretical curves. The 
theory describes quite well the return to the equilibrium 
pressure. 
·' 
5) ~ext steps : Completation of the flashing test series. Preparation 
o£ the injection tests. 
.. 
6) Relation with other proiect~ : 
~ . . 
RS 36 : "Experiments on Refilling ilnd Emergency 
Cooling o£ the Reactor ~ore of light '·later 
Cooled Power Reactors after an MCA" (SIEHENS-
KvlU) 
RS 37 and RS 37/1: "Investigations of the Events within the 
Reactor Core under Loss of Coolant.and 
Emergency Cooling Conditions, High Pressure 
Experiments" 
At T·85 a 
RS 109 
( J\EG-'.K\-TU) 
: "Emergency cooling-theoretical studies in 
connection with a pressur~ £all in the 
primary system (blowdown)" 
(LRA-Garching-) 
: "Expcrir.tcntal Investigation of the Influence 
o£ P~TR-Loop s on Blowd'own" 
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· 7) :Ra l?('l¥"rlt'loo docum.:·wt t £l 
·G.Friz, VI. Riebold 
... 
Pressure history during £.lashing caused by a sudden 
expansion 
EUR 5039.e. 
-Quarterly reports (German) and annual report (English) 
... 
' . 
in the series IRS-Forschungsberichte IRS F 15 to IRS F 22. 
JRC Safety Programme Progress Report 1974. 
8) ·negree of c.vaiJ.a.bi.J.i.ty; Freely available 
9) B,..ldrrC?t : Total investment and runrdng costs a:-ce : 
Bl·'IF'T : 13660 UA • ~ ·' 
CEC : 21000 UA 
10) Perso:nnGJ. : 2.5 men/year 
11) A~ditional information : 
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Netherlands Energy Research Foundation (ECN) 
TITLE: 
Mechanisch gedrag van het reactorbinnenwerk tijdens 
grate ongelukssituaties 
TITLE: ( ENGLISH LANGUAGE ) : 
CLASSIFICATIONfl. 1. 1 ~I & 
. I.J. 2. 
COUNTRY: NETHERLANDS. 
SPONSOR: ECN 
ORGANIZATION: ECN 
PROJECT LEADER: 
L.H. Vans 
Mechanical behaviour of reactor internals during major 
... 1----------------1 accident situations. 
INITIATED: 1977 
STATUS: in progress 
LAST UPDATING: May 1977 
COMPLETED: 1980 
SCIENTISTS: 
H. van Rij 
L.G.J. Janssen 
General aim 
To 1ncrease the knowledge of the mechanical behaviour of the reactor internals 
during normal operating conditions and in particular during major accident 
occurrence. 
Particular objectives 
- The evaluation of a "safe" shut-down of the reactor during major accidents 
such as Loss Of Coolant Accidents 
- The deformation Tn the reactor internals immediately following a LOCA. 
Experimental facilities and program : _ 
Project status I 
Although the development of a special computer program is not excluded the first 
computational approach of the problem will be done with programs such as NASTRAN, 
MARC-CDC and TOODY. Detailed ·computation of construction parts can be done with 
the latter two programs where local effects such as non-linear material properties 
can be included • 
Next steps : -
Relation to other projects 
Related studies at ECN : Reactordynamics and thermo-hydraulic study 
Reference documents : not yet available 
Degree of availability : N/A 
Budget : Computer cost 1977 + 1978 US $ 48.000 
Personnel : 1977 + 1978 : 0.8 manyear 
Technical assist.ance not included 
. 
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CLASSI~ICATION 1.1.2 
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TITLE 1 
BLOWDOWN HEAT Tr~nsfer Test 
Program 
"TITLE 2 
COUNTRY Bol~ium (U.S.A.) 
SPONSOR 
Westinghouse :: 
EPRI 
.... 
~ORGANIZATION 
I , 
PROJECT LEADER 
---------------------------------------------+SCIENTISTS 
' ~ ") 
· l .. ~_TIATED (date) C0.!•1?LETED 
End 1976 .. 
STATUS LJ\ST UPDATING 
Progressing NA. 
. 
-- F 
I 
--- -·-. '· 
1.0 General Aim 
The general objective of the Blowdown Heat Transfer Test Program is to 
obtain experimental data to determine the key heat transfer parameter 
during the early .stages of a PWR Loss of Coolant Accident; up to and 
following operations from nucleate boiling (DNB). This experimental 
data will be utilized in the development of transient DNB correlations 
for use ~n ECCS performance analys~s. 
2.0 Particular Objectives 
a) Controlled Parameter Tests - Phase I 
·r:-.c objective of tiwse tests is to obtain data fl:om which transient 
Dl':B heat transfCJr correlations C<O\n be developed. This objective is to 
he accomplished through a seric~ of single parameter tests which impose 
controlled thermal/hydraulic transients on the test bundle. The proposed 
range of initial and vamped conditions are expected to provi~e the data 
~ 
base· necessary ~o conclute the occurence of DNB over a range of condi-
tions applicable to plant LOCA transients. 
'\ 
b) System ~asponsc TP~t - Phase II 
The objective of these tests is to obtain data in this facility which ~ · 
demonstrates th(;.t DNB does not occur during the early core flow reversal 
period which is calculated upon a large double ended cold leg break in 
· a PWR. The D~B heat tr~nsfer correlation developed in the PHASE I 
testing "tolill be subsequently verified in the PHASE II tests. 
'•. 
3. ExPerimental Fucility 
The Blov:down Heat Transfer Test Pacility is shown in Figure 1. 
·The test facility consists of 
A) A primary loop in which wator in circulated to preheat the test 
vcc~cl and other component~ to operating temperatures. 
b) An a\:i.xiliary system in which water is blowdown from the flash 
, 
-- ..... ~ 
! .. 
:, 
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; 
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.. 
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c·~ 
. ~(";">. x:J 
' ~ 
chamber through the test bundle under conditions which simulate 
a PWR LOCA. 
c) A 12 foot long test bundle.consisting of 25 heater rods in a 
5 x 5 array. The bundle axial power shape is skawed to the botto~ 
with a non-uniform radial power profile. The heater rod instrw~en­
tation includes 12 clad thermocouples and 8 element thermocoupl~s • 
. The range of initial and vamped conditions are : 
a) Initial Heat Flux 
b) Initial i-1<15 s Flux 
c) Initial Bundle Inlet Temperature 
d) Initial System Pressure 
e) Depressurization Rate 
f) Flow Decay Rate 
4. Project Status 
'\ 
10 Kw/ft - 10 Kw/ft 
.2 .. x1o6 - 3. x 106 lbm/hr f!: 2 
560°F - 600°F 
1750 - 2250 PSIA 
0 - 350 ?SI/SEC 
0 - 2.5 x 106 lbm/hr ft 2/sec. 
Six tests have bee~ conducted and a prelimina~y report issbed t~ EPRI. 
·An evaluation report will not be issued until December, 1976 • 
5. Near Term Plans 
Approximately 10 additional tests will be conducted in the period 
June 1, 1976 to August 31, 1976 to further investigate initial conditionf 
.. 
parameter vamps, and flow direction. 
6. Relation To Other Progra~s 
This progra.:1l is indirectly related to other development progra.'Tis 
(e.g., FLECHT, two-phase pump tests', etc.) aimed at improving LOCA 
analysis models. 
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Classification: 1.1. 2 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Notkilhlprogramm - Hochdruckversuche 
SPONSOR: Teilvorhaben: DWR-Post DNB Hauptversuche mit einem 
'RM'I<'tf' 
25-Stabbtindel ORGANIZATION: 
(RS 0037 C- !.1.2, Jahresbericht A 76) KWU, Erlangen 
•ritle 2 (English) : Project Leader: 
Emergency Core Cooling Program - PWR Post DNB Dr. Schad 
Experiments with a Bundle of 25 Fuel Rods 
. Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date) : 
~ 
.'1 • 1 • 75 Status: 31. 12. 76 
t. 
Last Updating (Date) : 
Completed 31. 12. 76 
1. General Aim 
• The main objective of this experimental program was to study the 
thermohydraulic and heat transfer behaviour in multi-rod bundles 
during blowdown processes. 
Experimental data were requested to determine 
the time, when critical heat flux (DNB) occurs 
(DNB-delay time) 
the heat transfer behaviour immediately after 
DNB occurs 
- the thermohydraulics and heat transfer behaviour 
in the Post-DNB reg~on of the blowdown. 
2. Particular Objectives 
During a blowdown process with large leaks two phases of transients 
are characteristic. In the first seconds of a postulated rupture in 
the primary coolant system steep transients of pressure and mass 
flow in the core as well as heat flux density of the fuel rods' 
occur. In the later part of the blowdown a phase of small gradients 
follows. 
In order to reach sufficient high accuracy of the measurements the 
initial phase of large pressure gradients (DNB experiments) had to 
be investigated separately from the region of small pressure 
gradients (Post-DNB-experiments). 
All experiments have been carried out with an electrically heated 
25 rod bundle of PWR dimensions. The experimental investigations 
under hot channel conditions required special adaption of the test 
facil·ity. 
3. Research Program 
The first part of the experimental program - the DNB-tests - inclu-
ded blowdowns under 11 different specified conditions, during which 
DNB-delay time, heat transfer behaviour and thermohydraulic beha-
viour in the first phase of the blowdowns was studied. The experi-
ments were concentrated on hot channel conditions. Main variables 
of the conditions specified were the mass flow rate, the inlet 
enthalpy and the exit erlthalpy at the beginning of the blowdowns. 
In the Post-DNB-experiments data were received about the heat trans-
fer coefficients in the later part of a blowdown at film boiling 
conditions. A wide range of mass flow, pressure, steam quality and 
pressure gradients was studied to simulate conditions in the rod 
bundle similar to those expected by assumed ruptures of different 
rupture area of the heat transfer in the Post-DNB region. 
l 
'. 
' 
'. 
' 
·' ! 
l 
4. Experimental Facilities 
The experimental facilities are described under "test equipment for 
controlled bundle measurements (BET)", Project RS 37, 37/1 and 
37/2 I.2.2, Annual Reports No. A 74. 
The facility was modified by adjusting a cold water injection system 
down stream of the bundle. Thus fast transients could be achieved 
at the beginning of the blowdown with hot channel conditions. In 
addition the volume upstream of the test section was reduced, which 
means less flashing volume. 
· 5. Progress to Date 
The first part of the experimental program included a total of 
21 DNB experiments. In 11 different specified conditions transients 
have been simulated under conditions which may occur in assumed 
ruptures between pressure vessel and steam generator or steam gene-
rator and circulating pump of PWR's. The experiments have been 
started at steady state hot channel conditions and 141 bars. 
After the DNB tests the heat transfer properties were studied in 
the Post-DNB-region. 
\ 
I 
44 tests runs were started with 13 different test parameters: 
Rel. mass flow density: 
Pressure: 
·Blowdown-time: 
Pressure gradient: 
Initial enthalpy: 
0,04 0,4 
110 - 10 bar 
15 - 50 s 
up to 15 bar/s 
1085 - 1520 kJ/kg 
Work was concentrated on low mass flow densities. The control of 
the experiments acured in accordance with precalculated data by 
., a process-computer. 
I 
l 
I·· 
l 
! 
I 
'1 
l 
'~ 
•j 
The Post-DNB-situation with heater temperature$ between 500°C and 
7oo0c was adjusted some seconds before the pressure transient was 
started. 
After this the test equipment was converted to run a special stan-
. dard blowdown-test for checking computer programs. 
Finally some tests were run to determine the stream resistance 
value ~ of the test loop. 
All measured data were evaluated. 
65 blowdown-tests have been run with the bundle within 6 months, 
without major failures in the instrumentation. Only during the last 
5 blowdowns some of the thermocouples at the electrically heated 
rods failed. 
6. Results 
The experimental study of the heat transfer behaviour and thermo-
hydraulic beh~viour within a 25 rod bundle was completed success-
fully. Detailled information were received about DNB-delay time, 
DNB location and heat transfer behaviour right after DNB under hot 
channel conditions. Many experimental data on heat transfer were 
received in the later part of the blowdown when film boiling occurs. 
In addition the temperature, pressure and pressure difference curves 
of the instrumented test section include many informations of the 
local heat transfer behaviour and the hydraulic behaviour within 
the test bundle. 
With regard to the test bundle the behaviour was very satisfactory. 
I 
Including the pre-test1ing phase a total of more than 100 blowdowns 
were carried out without any damage. After about 50 blowdowns a leak 
occurred in 1 rod.In order to close this leak the instrumentation of 
the rod had to be cut. Apart from that only about 5 of about 100 
thermocouples within the bundle failed in the very late part of the 
experimental works. 
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ORGANIZATION: 
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TU-Hannover 
•ritle 2 (english): Theoretical and Experimcnta~ ~nves~igations P.roject Lcuder: 
ProL Dr. Mayinger on Model la\·Js for Instationary Heat Transfer Cond1t1ons 1n Hater 
Cooled Reactors under Emergency Cooling Conditions 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date): 
1970 1975 
I Status: Last Updating (Date): 
·' 
I 
finished i March 1975 
1. General aim 
The general aim of these activities was 'to evaluate scaling lav-1s for the transient· ' 
, behaviour in reactors under loss of coolant conditions by experimental and theore~ 
tical investigations. 
2. Particular objectives 
The main problems were the investigations of burnout delay time, heat transfer 
mechanism in the post burnout region and flowpattern under blowdown conditions. 
3. Experimental facilities and pr~ 
Two loops had been available for the experimental part of this investigation. The 
different aggregates of the circuit and the used measuring techniques had already 
b~en described in detail in the reports IRS-F~12 and IRS-F-18. 
The test program during the whole period was separated into parts: 
1. Tests for investig~ting dryout delay and post-DNB-heat transfer. The 
corresponding parameter ranges had been given in the last report A74 •. 
2. Model experiments corresponding to conducted water tests, e.g. by 
KWU /1/ .·. 
3. Tests for investigating ·the influence of loop components on the heat 
transfer behaviour in the heated section. 
4. Visual and X-ray-tests to investigate the flow patterns during blowdown . 
.. 
i 
! 
' 
4. PrE_~e<:_! __ s_~a tus 
4.1 Progress to d~tc 
I 
'. 
Within this report period the investigations had been finished. The evaluated calcu-
lation models for the onset of dryout and the post-DNB heat transfer had been veri-
fied and improved, especially the dryout delay model. From these models the scaling 
laws for translating the experimental r~sults to original water conditions had been 
deducted. 
Based.on these scaling laws the final model blowdown tests had been carried out 
corresponding to original water blm1down tests with an inside cooled tube and a 
foUI·-rod-bundl e conducted by KWU /1 ,2/. 
All test results as well the own model experiments as the corresponding water tests 
had been recalculated with the developed theoretical models. A good agreement'bJ~t­
ween measured and calculated values as well for.model tests as for original ones. 
could be recognized. 
4.2 Essential results 
The dryout delay model • roughly described in the report A74 - started from a mass 
and energy balance for the two-phase flow within a heated channel. Combining both 
balances one gets an equation for the cross ~ection of the liquid film A' in depen• 
dance of energy input 
decrease 
4<:zJ · ub 
}'· r. AM 
and of entering and escaping mass flows 
.. entrained droplets .in the gas core (AE). 
, evaporation because of pressure 
d"-') df 
p•.l.ah')= o 
~, .r. at 
This equation can be integrated by neglecting the length-dependance of the film 
thickness. Then only the mass flow,rates at the exit of the heated section are un-
known·, while all other values like 'pressure decrease, heat flux and entrance mass 
flow rate must be given by experimental· results or by a thermohydraulic ·code like 
Relap or Bruch. 
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The mass flow rates in the film and the droplets may be calculated by the defirli- · 
tions: 
M'·= p'·A .(1-c)·(1-c)·w' 
. ges · 
M =-= p ' ·A • ( 1-c) • e •w E gcs E 
where the phase velocities may be calculated from the transient pressure drop. 
'-11' = ( 1- d ( ~~) . ~ :.~~ . 
. 2ph 
w" = 
~Ages (Ages -.A"J .( ~) . 2 ·dh · 
A - 7 5 A' dz 2 h t; 
11 p 11 ges . . p 
The··cross section of the area covered by ... droplets may be gained by a dimensionl-ess 
number· 
. . . [ §.E. :'(A' . n l 
= AE(L,O)· 1+C·( dz ) . 
. P '· w2 
. . E . 
With these substitutions the first equation can be solved by a computer program. 
Within the solution the constant and the exponent for calculating transient entrain-
ment have to be fit to measurements. 
By introducing characteristic values for pressures, lengths time and velocities, the 
·initial equation may be given in a dimensionless form, from which the scaling num-
bers for modelling the dryout delay can be taken. Applying all numbers as well for 
model as for original conditions one gets the necessary ratios of the system descri-
bing parameters to conduct model tests: 
" 
. 
n' 
.. l!o . p" (;.)0 mM 2 · 
mH -M .o ~(rl\) . M -·= pn- . (?) mo =- .· ~Po n'o M pI M 0 
.. 
: .q(z)H. . 
··PS,M '(d l )' ea~ ) rH. TIN p.'M. -Cl~ _Q rM 
= - . ......- = oder 
-· 
. ao o 
·q(z)o ro mo Ps,o P'·o (~) ro r~£_) 
ap M ap M. 
I" . . .. 
.. . 
The post-ONG heat transfer model had already been presented in the report A74. From 
this model the scaling laws for model tests.are: 
k., r Nu 
Re' 
Pr' 
In the fig. - 4 four examples for the agreement between experimental and theore-
tical results are given. A comparison of measured and calculated dryout-delay times 
. 
· in dependance of variied steady state heat flux shows a deviation of less th~n 20% 
for a hot leg break and less than 25% for a·told leg break. The same agreemertt can 
be recognized for a comparison of water blowdown. tests by KWU /1/ in fig. 3. 
The comparison of the post-DNB heat transfer model with experimental results, given 
in fig. 4, shows a good accuracy for the developed model (I.f.V.), but also for the 
model of Dougall-Rohsenow /3/ used in trye thermohydraulic codes • 
. ' 
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, 5. Next steps 
The investigations had finished in March 1975. 
6. Relation with other projects 
RS 37, RS 37-1 and RS 37-2 
"Investigations of the Events within the Reactor Core under loss of Coolant and 
Emergency Cooling Conditions, High Pressure Experiments" at KWU, GroBwelzheim. 
RS 64: "Investigations of the steady and transient Critica~ Heat Flux of MultirOd 
Bundles for PWRs and BWRs with Freon as Model Fluid". 
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Blowdown Phase 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date): 
1975 1979 
Status: Last Updating (Date): i 
·' continuing December 1975 
1. General aim 
The general aim of these investigations is to predict the thermo- and hydrodyna-
mic behaviour in the first blowdown period during the loss of coolant accident and 
· the following emergency cooling phase. 
2. Particular objectives 
The main problems are the experimental and theoretical investigations of dryout-
delay-time under consideration of entrainment- and mixing processes._Furthermore, 
) the influence of loop components on the heat transfer behaviour in the test section 
· G , ·during LOCA-conditions must be tested. 
'I I 
'1 
i 
I 
3. Experimental facilities and program 
During this period an entrainment- and a mixing-test-section was constructed. 
The entrainment-test-section is an inside cooled tube wjth a heated le~gth of 5 m 
(16,4 ft). At the end of the heated length there is a slit-device, which separates 
the liquid film at the inside of the tube wall ~nd the liquid droplets flying in 
the gas-core of a two-phase annular-flow (fig. 1). Through a glass-window at the 
top of the slit-device, pictures can be taken from the droplets.with a miniature 
camera and with a high-speed camera. In the first tests, the entrainment behaviour 
of a steady state annular flow has been investigated. Parameter range for steady 
state entrainment investigations are: 
,. 
I. 
I 
;. 
initial ntass flow rate 200 900 kg/mz sec 
system pressure 8 ... 14 bar 
(system pressure reduced with PCI'it 0,2 0,33 
initial subcooling 5 15 K 
heat flux 6 ... 8 K\~ 
At the mixing-test-section the transverse-exchange between two parallel subchannels 
with equal and different mass flow has been tested by measuring the dimming of a 
coloured single. phase water flow with aid of a photoelectric diode. First investi-· 
gations about the transverse exehange with air water mixtures has been conducted. · 
During the last period of this report, a second mixing-test~settion for Freon-12 · 
tests has ~een constructed. 
Furthermore, the computer program COBRA 
computer at the RRZ Hannover. 
4. Project status 
II was accomodated to the CDC-Cyber 76 
The following investigations had been carried out during this report period: 
1. Construction of a. special e~trainment test-section 
2. Entrainment experiments at stea·dy state with a miniature camera and 
with a high speed camera 
3. Analyse of the test results 
4. Tests to take pictures of an annular flow with liquid entrainment 
with aid of a glass fibre optic 
5 .• Evaluation of dimensionless numbers to describe the entrainment 
behaviour at steady state 
6. Construction of a 16-rod-bundle test-section 
7. Mixing investigations at parallel subchannels 
·' 
After testing the photo-technique to take pictures of the droplets in direction of 
the flow on air-water mixture, quantitative measurements with the modelfluid Freon 
12 had been taken. The test parameters are systematically variied in the range 
described in chapter 3. 
[ For the entrainment investigations in the rod bundle a. new photographic method was 
tested parallel. W.ith a glass fibre optic, as shown in fig. 2, photographic invest; .. 
gations even in complicated subcharinels of rod bund1es.can be carried out. 
. 'J) 
... 
·· During the analysis of the test results, four dimensionless numbers were evaluatad 
to describe the steady-stute entrainment behaviour· of a two-phase annula1· flm'l. A 
momentum balance at a differential part of a wavy annular flow surface was applyied 
in direction of the flow a~ well as cross to it. A comparison of the forces which 
attack the wave at the surface of the liquid film lead to an equation which includes 
I. four dimensionless numbers •. These numbers are appropriate to describe the entrain-
; m~nt behaviour of a steady state annular two-phase. flow. 
'. 
' 4.2 £.ssenti'll results 
' l . 
' 
' l • 
I 
. 1 
, ' 
An entrainment photo gaineJ in the first tests is shown in fig. 3 at the end of this 
report. By measuring and counting the droplets we find e.g. a decreasing entrained 
mass flow with increasing total mass flow (fig. 4). But even at steady state c·ondi-
, 
tions the entrainment mass flow has no constant value. We found fluctuation abo~t 
60% related to the calculated average value. Fig. 5 shows the oscillations of the 
· entrainment mass flow as a function of time: 30 minutes after reaching the stea-
dy state conditions, 36 photos were taken with a frequency of 3 pictures/sec. 
The photo technique with the fibre optic was tested in tube geometries applying 
different illumination techniques. The results of these tests are shown in fig. 6. 
In the theoretical part of this work the following dimensionless numbers were 
evaluated: 
. 
1[ mtot j.,lef · c · d' " n J = -----"-'---. , r<e 
1 )JIJ • J" .. 
'• 
rr :. ~ 
• 
. M t/JTR 
JV1FI iot 
: £ . 
considers the influence of mass flow 
considers the influence of test sec-
tion geo.metrie and. the most important 
physical properties of the flui~. 
considers the influence of heat flux 
and initial subcooling 
Fig. 7 and 8 show the experimental results of Bennet et al (ref. 2) carried out at 
a heated test· section as a function of 1( 1 ~ 1(2, 7T3 and '!T4• 
5. Next st£_P2_ 
I 
The next steps \'li11 be steady state entrainment investigations at higher mass flow 
rates (Bt·IR-conditions: 1800 kg/m2 sec). Entrainment and mixing tests unde.r blowdown 
conditions simulated at the inside cooled tube will follow. The photo technique with 
the glass fibre optic must be optimated till the end of the construction of the 
. . 
16-rod bundle. 
6. Relations with other projects 
RS 37; 37-1; 37-2 
Investigations of the events within the reactor core under loss of coolant and 
·emergency cooling conditions at KWU, GroBwelzheim 
RS 48 
. \ 
Theoretical and Experimental Investigations on Model laws for Instationary Heat 
Transfer Conditions in Water Cooled Reactors under Emergency Cooling Conditions 
:RS 64 . 
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RS 179 '\ 
Phasesepa ration 
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Fig. 1: Slit devi·ce at the end of.the heated test-section: 
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1. General a11:n 
I ... 
The general aim of these inves~igations is to predict the thermo- and 
hydrodynamic ~ehaviour of the two-phase flow in the reactor core 
in the first plowdown period for the loss of coolant accident and 
•" 
the following emergency coo~ing phase. 
2. Particular objectives 
The main problems are the experimental and theoretical investigations 
of dryout-delay time and heat transferunderconsideration of entrain-
cjlent- and mixing-processes. Furthermore the influence of loop components 
.·on the hydrodynamic behaviour in the re4ctor core during LOCA-condi tions 
must be teste~ at a 16-rod bundle 
3. Expcr1m£!!J:,al facilities and program 
During this report period first blowdown teats had been carried out at 
a single tube test section in the parameter range 
mtot • 1000 ••• 2000 kg/m2sec 
q • 1,75 ••• 6,642 W/cm2 
hE = 3 kJ/kg 
(p/pk) H 0 • (p/pk) R12 
2 
Aq • 10 ••• 70 ~2 
... 
with the aim to evaluate a flow pattern map for transient condition~. 
I 0 ' ' ' o t ' 0 ' • ol • ~ 
To get more information about the parameters influencing the complex 
procedure of droplet entrainment a·nd -deposi ti.on steady state tests at 
fixed conditions had been carried out contemporaly. 
At the beginning of the mixing investigation the steady state macro~ 
·scopic crossflow was tested with air-water mixtures in a special 
mixing test section. By use of a transparent test section material 
the high frequent mixing movement could be made visible with the aid 
of high speed cinematography. Synchronously with the films the varia-
tions of the static pressures in subchannels were recorded. Therefore 
detailed information of the mixing phenomena could be gained. 
4. Project status 
ln the following tabular a specified survey of the investigations durf -
' r: this report period are given. 
1. Blowdown tests to evaluate a flow pattern map for transient conditions 
2. Entrainment experiments at steady state conditions with miniature 
camera and high speed films 
3. inalysis of the test results 
4. Mixing· mechanism· and local cross flow along the test section 
s. Integral cross flow behaviour of the two phases and pressure drop 
behaviour 
6. Test calculations with the modified COBRA-IliC computer program 
In the first seconds after the simulated break a flashing and foaming 
of the fluid in dependance of the temporal pressure gradient can be 
recognized, with a rapid increase in phase velocity, so that a homoge-· 
nous flow can be assumed. As quantitative optical measurements - so 
e.g. high speed films with the s.c. "axial view method" in direction of 
the flow - failed, in this region of the flow a capacitive measuring 
method had been tested to describe the void fraction distribution 
across the cross section area. Besides these ewerirnents, optical inve-
stigations of the entrainment behaviour at steady state conditions 
were carried out to get an idea of the parameters influencing the 
entrainment behaviour. 
In the mixing investigations the void fraction was measured by means 
of a gamma ray attenuation method at different locations along the 
height of the test section. The flow·terms were obtained by photographic 
·-.. ' • ,.~ ' •• - ,• #<' • ' ., 
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method and 
Sununing up 
be fixed. 
__ } 
by measuring the quality as a function of the void fraction. 
tQese components the crossflow along the channel length could 
. 
The analyzing of high speed films supplied the qualitative interpreta-
tion of the mixing phenomena. A physical performance could be obtained 
from this • 
.. 
5. Essential results 
An example for a transient flow pattern map gained in the blowdown test 
by the aid of high speed films is shown in fig. 1. It is interesting 
that the burnout effect in all tests even at the smallest break area of 
10 mm2, which corresponds to a 0,25 F break in reality, could be iden-
Qified as a dryout. The assumption tha_t .the boiling crisis especially 
at small break areas could occur in form of a DNB could not be corro-
borated. But with regard to this special case, further investigations 
with brc;~k areas of 1 nun2 and 2 mm2 are planned for the next time. 
An equati?n to evaluate the en~rainment mass flow from the high speed 
pictures is given in fig. 2. Results of these tests under steady state 
conditions ar~ shown in fig. Jf~where the entrainment mass flow rela-
ted to the total mass flow is plotted against the quality. We .found 
that the entrainment mass flow is nearly independant from system,pres-
sure and subcooling at the inlet of the test section but only a func-
tion of total mass flow and quality • 
• 
€Jhe entrainment behaviour along a heated channel can be described by 
' j aid of fig. 4 •. The changing film flow rate is caused by two different 
! 1 effects. 
1) by evaporation 
2) by entrained droplets 
(jMFILM) : az TOT 
IVAPORATIOM INTRAINMENT 
The evaporation term could be calculated by a simple ene•gy balance 
leading to the equation 
M-t4SS1 0 L !Ad •'. .... .. ' 
; . 
i 
The total film flow rate can be calculated in dependance of the entrain-
ment· curves in fig. 2, so that the ·total change of the film flow rate is 
defined too. 
Fig.4 shows the total change of the film flow rate and the change of the 
film flow rate due to the evaporation as a function of local quality. 
The difference of both must be the change of the film flow rate caused 
by entrainment droplets from the film surface. 
At low quality - this means at relatively large film thickness - the 
total change of the film is much higher than predicted as a result of 
evaporation -. equation (2) - so that in this part of the tube there is 
net liquid entrainment. Above a certain quality, where the changing of 
the film flow rate is exactly equal to the evaporation rate calculated·-
by equation (2} , the changing of the film flow rate is lower than the 
change in dependance of heat flux. Accordingly, in this part of the 
tube must be net liquid deposition. 
Furthermore, another single effect was investigated: the slip ratio bet-
ween the droplets and the vapour phase. Therefore pictures with a 
special double exposing method had been taken, to measure the way a 
droplet travels in a certain time. In fig. 5 the slip ra~io S'=WENT/W0 
is plotted versus the droplet diameter. In the theoretical part of this 
work an equation to describe the slip ratio S' was evaluated, basing on 
the drag force acting on a particle be"ing transported in a gas stream. 
This equation is droplet diameter dd , r . 
,I S' = ·1 d 
•0,25 
T,. 9 lt { ) w• · ,1:10 · Rera 
vapour 
Re = 
Tit 
velocity w" 
w•. dTR 
,. 
With the knowledge of the multiplicity of the thermohydraulic behaviour 
in relation to the subchannel analysis it will be tried to obrain a 
mathematic physical model conception by experimental single effect 
studies. The mixing investigations with an adiabatic air-water loop 
already carried out during this report period give essential indications 
to the magnitude of influencing parameters on cross flow behaviour 
simulating steam-water at saturation condition. 
The cross flow for both kinds - one side and both sides injection -
1 ' 
could be determi~ed. For the case of one-side injection figures 6 and 7 
show the cross flow of both phases qlong the channel length in relation 
to the mass flow rate at the inlet. The gaseous diversion cross flow 
could be found·to be nearly independent of the mass flow rate of li-
quid. The behaviour of the gaseous diversion cross flow is nearly linear 
and appears only in the direction of the compensating votumetric void 
fraction, but the macroscopic cross flow of liquid chang~s the direction. 
Only at relatively low injected mass flow rates a cross flow of two 
phases in the opposite direction could be observed. In contrary to 
I r 
1 
'1 
the measurements under condition of one-side injection the results of 
I 
both-sides injections show a lower gaseous cross flow based on lower 
injected diff<~rences of mass flow shown in figures 8 and 9. But the 
diversion cross flow of liquid shows only the same behaviour at both-
~ide injections as one-side injection at the end of the channel length. 
By means of the design principle of the test section and the iso-
cinetic entrance- and exit-conditions the mixing behaviour can be re-
produced over a cross flow length up to the total mixing. 
l ' Fig~resllO anq 11 show the measured total cross flows of two phases. 
Behind a passqge region the influence of the injection kind is negligi-
ble and behaVE!S parallel to the"' defined total cross flow. A connection 
between the cross flow of liquid. and the partial pressure term.s resul-
ting in the total pressure drop at one-side injection is ·Shown in 
figures 11 and 12. In the graph it can be seen that at low injection 
and at equally low quality the decrease in static head is larger than 
the increase in two phase friction pressure loss. For this case the in-
1 
I 
'! 
Ccease in total pressure drop is negligible. Referring to. figure 11 
it can be remarked that the opposite cross flow of two phases occur 
only in.this section. The behaviour of liquid cross flow tries here 
mainly to compensate the hydrostatic pressure until total pressure 
; balance betwee~ the channels is obtained. 
! 
I 
1 I At higher inje~ted mass flow the same cross flow directions could be 
l 
J mea~ured for t~o phases·i.e. a redistribution avoids the axial friction 
l forces in favour of the cross flow. • 
l 
I 
'I 
., 
l 
... 
6. Next steps 
In the next st~ps measurements of the void fraction distribution across 
the cross sect~on area at steady stat• and transient condition will be 
lfU $ .., 
-,·' 
\ - -- ! 
perfotmed. The results of these measurements must be compared with the 
obtained photos and r-ray measurements •. The inves.tigations;.in .the 
physical phenomena of entrainment must be continued to evaluate an 
entrainment calculation model. 
Further experimental studies of the mixing investigations will be 
carried out with the aid of a boiling two channel test section and the 
coolant Freon 12. In this connection steady and transient investiga-
tions are provided with diverse gap widths. At the COBRA-IIIC version 
the input-output will alternatively be modified from American units td 
·sJ-units. Parallel to this the routines of physical properties will be 
.tested in order to take them up into ~he MJT-MOD-COBRA-IIIC-Code. 
For the experimental investigations.in the loop components behaviour a 
~-
4-rod-test-section will be installed for the f1rst measurements. These., 
measurements are planned for the next time. 
7. Relations with other projects 
RS ~7, 37-1, 37-2 
Investigations of the events within the reactor core under LOCA and 
emergency cooling conditions at KWU Gro8welzheim 
RS 48 
Theoretical and Experimental Investigations in Model laws for Instatio-
nary Heat Transfer Conditions in Water Cooled Reactors under Emergency 
Cooling Conditions 
RS 64 
Investigations of steady state and transient critical heat flux of 
multirod bundles for PWR's and BWR's with Freon 
RS 179 
Phaseseparation 
RS 81 
Boiling-mixing 
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1. General airn 
'l'he main activities of this research work consist in developing a phase 
separation model, which is able to determine the interaction of vapour 
and liquid during a LOCA. In principle phase separation investigations 
at a free liquid surface have to be performed, considering the following 
mainly influencing parameters: Void fraction, vapour-liquid velocities 
and saturation pressure. Experimental analysis has to be done for heated 
··I and adiabatic flow with different geometries, using the modelling fluid 
l 
i R12 (CF2 Cl 2 ). 
(). Particular objectives 
Within the activities a theoretical phase separation model has to de-
velop leading to a better understanding offluidbehaviour during blo~· 
down conditi_oQs. This model should be simple enough to be used in a 
computer code to predict the mass discharge, liquid level settlement 
and liquid entrainment from a horizontal surface with respect to the 
vapour generation due to pressure loss. The theoretical work has to be 
suppor.ted by steady state and blowdown experiments performed at two 
different test sections such as a pressure vessel model without core 
otructurt' nnd furthermore including a 4·~od bundle ail!'ulatinc;J the 
reactor core. 
. .. 
............ ~-·-··-·--......... , .. , i ....... _..,. __ ....,. ___ ...,; __ --:~---------r-------_......-.. -
-· -~- ... ------ ,-
3. Research program 
In the first step of this research work vapour is injected at constant 
pressure into a vessel filled up with liquid. While penetrating through 
the surface droplets are entrained by the upstreaming vapour.In the next 
steps this phase separation and entrainment process has to be investi-
gated during·blowdown conditions. For these tests the vessel model has 
to be connected with a low pressure tank. In the third step a second 
test section with a heated 4-rod bundle will be constructed to investi-
gate the phase interaction and separation process in ·the core under 
reactor similar geometrical conditions • 
. 4. Experimental facilities, Computer Codes 
FOX" the experimental investigations a 28:1 scaled down model of a reac- .·""', 
tor pressure vessel with a supporting loop for steady state experiments -· 
and a low pressure tank for blowdown tests was constructed as already 
reported in RS 179/V75. By aid of some high speed cinematographic devi-
ces optical investigations were performed of the phase separation and 
the droplet entrainment mechanism at steady state and in the first blow-
down period. By this it was possible to gain detailed information about 
the droplet entrainment by counting and planimetering the recorded drop-
lets from the pictures. From a single photo liquid hold-up was got as 
a function of the height above the surface. Comparing two following 
high speed photos it is possible to calculate the drop velocities and 
to determine droplet trajectories. For the first blowdown period the 
fluid behaviour could be detected and the flashing process could be 
studied. 
Additionally void fraction behaviour depending on time and height of 
the test section may be investigated by aid of an installed f-ray equip-
ment as well as the total mass discharge can be recorded by a weight 
measurement using a force transducer. The system pressure and the 
liquid and vapour temperature transients can be determined by pressure 
gauges and thermocouples. 
For the theoretical work a calculation model has to be developed to 
calculate the pressure loss combining the mass discha·rge at the break 
area with different separation models in the two-phase mixture or at 
the mixture surface. 
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S. Progress ~o Date 
Within this reported period the following investigations and activities 
;. 
l 
: were conducted. 
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a) Stea~y stat~·experiments 
- Optical studies of the ph4se Jeparation mechanism 
by vapour injection into ~aturated liquid. 
- Opt,ical investigatio,ns of liq\lid entrainment by 
vapour injection dependin~ on the initial liquid level, 
injected vapour rate and system pressure. 
b) Blowdown tests 
- Investigations of the pressure transient, void fraction, 
temperature and dynamic fluid behaviour depending on 
the initial liquid level and the cross section area 
I 
of the break. 
c) Development of a calculation model to verify pressure 
decrease and mass discharge by aid of some different 
phase separation models and theories for critical outflow. 
- Recalculation of water data from a Battelle Institute 
Frapkfurt blowdown test. 
- Calculation and comparison of pressure loss da~ with 
own experimental freon test results. 
6. Results 
In the first steady state experiments the phase separation mechanism 
was investigated for the very simple case of vapour injection into sa-
clurated liquid. Fig. 1 shows some essential scenes of a high speed 
movie taken with 4000 frames per second. 
The upstreaming bubble reaches the surface, penetrates through the 
interface and forms an amounting jet of liquid. From the top droplets 
of different diameters are ejected and carried away by the upatreaming 
vapour. 
A more detail~d quantitative investigation has been carried out for 
steady state ~njection tests with regard to some parameters of expected 
main influenc~' like the i~itial liquid level, the injected vapour rate 
and the syste• pressure. 
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Fig. 2 shows the influence of a varied liquid level. An incre~se of the 
liquid level from 6 nun via 21 nun to 36 mm above the injector nozzle cor-
responding to a variation of about 150 \ gives ~ smaller dispersion in 
_droplet entrainment. The drop diameters become larger and the amount of 
the compact liquid jet is greater. The maximum height of the droplet 
trajectorie_s decreases and the liquid surface is stimulated to stronger 
oszillations. A quantitative investigation of the liquid hold-up due to 
droplet entrainment performed at different distances from the surface 
gives-- for the highest liquid level tbe highest hold~up, decreasing very 
quickly within the distance from the surface. For the lowest level the 
liquid hold-up is more uniform but lower within height, showing more 
droplets in greater distances than for higher liquid levels, see fig. 3. 
'"'· A change of the injected vapour rate from 9, 06' l/sm2 via 11,33 l/sm2 tl _' 
13,6 l/sm2 i.e. a variation range of about SO %, does not strongly in-
fluence the volumetric entrainment rate, but penetrating through the 
iiquid .surface the upstreaming vapour carried away bulks of droplets 
akounting higher with increasing injection rate. The quantity of liquid 
entrainment becomes more violent at henced injection rates, but the 
' I $tatistic drop diameter becomes smaller. 
A variation of the system pressure in a range of SO % from p = S,33 bar 
top= 7,61 bar gives a higher entrainment rate at lower pressure level. 
With smaller srstem pressure the density ratio between liquid and 
vapour increases leading to a larger bubble size in the entering vapciur 
jet. This induces a larger momentum exchange area at the boundary -. 
layers causing a larger entrainment rate. 
These steady state experiments could only give some information about 
t,he phase separation behaviour above a quiet liquid surface and in a 
·i 
range of only low droplet entrainment. In the real case of a reactor 
blowdpwn more complicated and complex mechanisD~are expected inter-
feri~g together, so the thermohydraulic fluid behaviour was investiga-
ted under pressure transients with regard to different inital liquid 
levels and different cross section areas of the ·break. 
Fig. 4 shows some characteristic scenes from the onset of a blowdown 
taken from a high speed movie. Before the test the liquid was at satu-
ration conditions. The break corresponds to the whole outlet tube cross 
. ' 
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section area. 
The flashing effect starts at the liquid surface and at the boiling 
nuclei, formed by the tips of the nozzles (used for steady state vapour 
injection tests) and at some roughness at the bottom of the vessel 
model. Both vaporization fronts adhere together and form a homogeneous 
mixture in the vessel, climbing up to the break. During this flashing 
period no more optical investigation method yield to quantitative re-
sults because of the many phase boundar.ies, reflecting the l~ght. There• 
fore the time depending void fraction behaviour was recorded in many 
different heights and just before the break by use of the ~-ray attenua-
tion method. furthermo~e the pressure decrease was measured by pressure 
gauges. 
0 
In fig. 5 som~ recorded pressure curves are presented. In the first 
200 msec the pressure decreases rapidly because of the escaping vapour. 
This causes a violent flashing in the vessel implied by the onset of 
evaporation. The outflow to the break is limited by the critical velo-
city, so an increase of vapour generation yields to a pressure increase 
in the vessel until at the second maximum the mass of the generated va-. 
pour and the ~scaping fluid is equal. From this point the mass discharge 
is bordered b¥ the critical homogeneous outflow. Depending on the ini-
tial liquid l~vel, a smaller pressure increase could be measured with 
decreasing in~tial liquid level. 
~, variation in the break cross section area gives no different qualita-
~cive result for the pressure curves, but the time depending values for 
example the second maximum is reached after a longer time for a sma~ler 
break. 
The maximum liquid entrainment measured before the break decreases with 
increasing initial liquid level, see fiq. 6, while a smaller break of 
only 64 % of the total outlet tube cross section area yields to values 
of about 10 - 15 % lower ones as for the total break, because of the 
lower momentu~ exchange of the two phases in the mixture.· 
Starting with this knowledge of the fluid behaviour during the blowdown 
given by the o.ptical results, a calculation model could be developed, 
using some phase separation models mentioned in RS ·179/V75 together with 
! 
I 
~~-.~·-.-: ... --··" ' ·;·~-----·} 
a theory of critical outflow· like Moody or KOberlein /1/. Combining 
the models of a total phase-separation, that one following the Relap 
,' 
Code and that one for a homogeneous mixture together with Moody's theory, 
experimental water data from the Battelle Institute Frankfurt were re-
calculated, see fig. i. Compared to·own freon testa good agreement could 
be given usin~ the same separation models but together with KOberlein's 
theory, see fig. 5. 
7. Next steps 
For the prediqtion of the time depenoing liquid entrainment and phase-
separation be~aviour it is necessary to measure the total mass discharge. 
Therefore a fqrce transducer has been installed to weight the total 
test section. A comparison of measured mass discharge:together with the 
measured and Qalculated data of void fraction will be used to develope 
and to test the calculation model. F¥om all these informations it will 
. 
be tryed to g~ve a prediction of the time depending liquid entrainment 
and the ·~hase separation behaviou~. 
8 •. Relation w!th other projects 
See RS 179/V7$ 
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Classification: 1.1. 2 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
Entwicklung von MeBverfahren zur Bestimmung transien- BRD 
ter Massenstr~me (Dampf/Wasser) d~rch Signalkorrela- SPONSOR: 
tion BMFT 
RS 135.- !.1.1' Jahresbericht A 1976 ORGANIZATION; 
IKT, TU Berlin 
·ritle 2 (English): Project Leader: 
Development of methods for measuring transient two- Prof. u. Wesser phase mass flows (steam/water) by signal correlation 
Initiated (Date): comeleted (Date) : 
'yan. 1 ' 1975 Dec. 31 ' 1977 
Status: Last uedating (Date) : 
continuing Dec. 31 , 1976 
... 
1. Gener~l01!! 
The purpose of this project is the measurement of the cross section 
average mass flow of a steam-water mixture flowing in a pipe as a func-
tion of time during blow-down experiments. The investigations are part 
·of experiments in the field of loss-of-coolant accidents in nuclear re-
actor power plants. 
2. Particular objectives 
To detect the cross section average mass flow of a steam-water mixture 
~t is necessary to measure either the average density of the fluid or its 
average velocity in the pipe. 
The measureme~ of the cros~ section average fluid density is based on 
the attenuation of gamma or x-ray beams. 
The determination of the fluid velocity is based on measuring the tra?-
sit time of variations in fluid temperature between two points along the 
direction of flow. The. transit time is determined by using cross corre-
lation techniques, while the temperature fluctuations are detected by 
thermocouples. 
3. Experimental facilities and program 
3.1Expeiimental facilities 
·There is a one- and two-phase-flow water loop for low fluid velocities 
up to 5 m/s which is used to study and calibrate the measurement ap-
' "' •• ,.. .. -·-~··· ... p ·-· .... 
. .. ·--·-------~----- ··---------- .. -
. ----·------ ---- -------·--- ------ -------- .. ------
----,.... 
paratus. 
Beyond that a small blowdown facility (50 bar) was built up to run the 
measurement assembly under real blow-down conditions. 
3.2 Research Program 
The estimated schedule and the envisaged developments are shown in 
figure 1. 
4. Project Status 
4.1 Progress to Date 
4.11 Density Measurements 
To verify the theoretical analysis concerning density measurement 
methods with x-ray attenuation, experiments with low energy x-rays 
(= 30 keY) have been extended on air-water mixtures using scattered 
radiation to get the mean value by calculation in case of inhomogeneous 
density distributions. 
4.12 Velocity measurements 
Transient fluid velocity measurements have been performed at a two 
phase loop with velocities between 1 and 5 m/s and further velocity 
gradients of 1 m/s2 at a blow-down facility special signal conditioners 
developed for this measurement technique. 
The off-line cross correlation of the temperature signals was realized 
on a time series analyzer. 
4.2 Essential Results 
4.21 Density Measurements 
It is supposed that in case of blow-down experiments the density distri-
·bution across the flow area is approximately homogeneous so that the 
application of one x-ray beam (if necessary with use of the scattered 
radiation) should yield sufficient accuracy. 
4.22 Velocity Measurements' 
The cross-correlation technique applied to signals due to natural tem-
perature fluctuations measured at two fixed points along the flow path 
proves to be a suited meth~d for determining fluid velocities in pipes 
even in case of two-phase flows and transient conditions. At the first 
blow-down test series two-phase flow velocities in the ~ange of SO t.o 
80 m/s could be detected. The void fraction was about 0.7. 
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5. Next Steps 
The blow-down tests will be continued with higher pressures. Different 
configurations of the measurement assembly (variation of the distances 
between thermocouples, change of densitometer geometry) will be -investi-
gated. 
The influence of increasing the corner frequency of the thermocouples 
by electonical means on the results of time series analysation shall be 
checked. 
6. Relations with other Projects 
It is intended to calibrate the velocity measurement method under nucle-
c-1~ reactor conditions at a two-phase flow loop at Gfk-Karlsruhe (RS 145). 
Final aim is the mean mass flow measurement at the hlow-down loop of 
. EURATOM-Ispra (RS 109). 
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Messung von Fluidgeschwindigkeitstransienten auf der Basis von · 
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Schedule of the Research Program 
Act i\•i ty 
X-Densitometer 
(I) Theoretical analysis of different 
densitometer principles 
(II) Design optimization 
(Ill) Calibration and test of a design 
using a scattered beam 
Velocity measurement with thermocouples 
(I) Development of electrical circuitry for 
processing thermocouple signals 
(11) Mechanical layout of the TC attachments 
(Ill) Transient velocity measurements on a 
two -phase loop $tationary) 
(IV) Experiments on a two-phase loop at 
GfK in Karls ruhe 
(V) Experiments with groups of thermocouples 
for average velocity measurements 
Time series analysator 
(I) Software for automatic computation 
and plotting of the transient two-
phase mass flow versus time 
Blow-down test loop 
(I) Planning and-built up phase 
(II) Transient two-phase experiments on 
the blow-down loop 
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Classification: 1.1.2 
Title 1 (Original L<.mgungc.) : COUNTHY: 
- mm 
Entwiclclung einer Massendurchsatz-Hefimethode fur SPONSOR: 
transiente Zweiphascn-Stromungszustando mittels der Brnrr 
magn. Kernspinresonanz OHGANIZATION: 
(RS 136 + 161 
- I.1.1, Jahresbericht A 75) KWU, Erlangen 
Title 2 (english): Project Le~: 
Development of a Method for the Determination of 
Transient Two-Phase-Massflo~ by Means of NHR-Technique s F. 'Winklcr 
Initiated (Date) : Com1)leted (Date) : 
1. 8. 19?4 30. 9. 19?5 
s('}tus: Last uedating (Date): I 
-~· . ...__.._ 
" Completed 31. 12. 19?5 
General Aim 
A study was conducted on the feasibility for developing a method 
for the determination of coherent flow velocity spectra of quasi-
1 
stationary and transient fast two-phase flows with speeds up to 
about 104 cm/s and under conditions approaching the critical point 
of water. This should be practicable by presently available NMR-
techniques and magnet technology. 
Particular Objectives 
l {)was proposed to observe the spin-echo-time-series resulting from j . the discharge of a magnetically ~abled amount of fluid leaving the 
I measuring coil. From its envelope the velocity spectrum may be derived · by an integral transform. This spectrum describes the ·distribution of r the mass and their state of phase as function of their velocity. 
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Integration with respect to the velocity yields the mass-flow rate. 
This measuring technique was derived theoreticall~ in a first order 
approximation. 
!~erimental Facilities/Research Pro~ram 
In preparation of flow experiments in con~unction with the derivation 
of the transform, the longitudinal and transversal' relaxation times 
as well as ~he diffusion coefficients of water and especially steam 
have to be determined with appropriate precision. The development 
of a prototype flow-spectrometer--o£ 50 mm ID was described as well 
-~ 
\.,.. ,•' 
.. 
... 
.. ' 
is monsurin~ problems discussod at simultnnoous ope~ation with a 
hydro- and thermodynmnic experimental facility like the blow-down 
exporiment US 109 at Euratom-CCR at Ispra. 
f?roject Status 
The possibili tics of different NMR me'thods were discussed and 
analJ";. ed in cooperation with Prof ... Dr. R. Kosfeld and his 
coworkers .from the RWTH Ao.chen and with Mr. B •. Knuttel from 
B~1ker-Physik Company. Pre~iminary tests were conducted. The 
influence on the NMR-signo.l of the relaxation time and of.temperature-
and velocity transients in the flow were estimated.as well as the· 
Qtrnnsmitter-frequency and the S/N ratio determined.· The .influencp or :_:~)e • 
nonuniform high frequency field on the signal was derived and ~ 
I' calculated for test conditions. The magnetic shielding for a 
prototype-.flow-spectrometer at the test-facility RS ~09 was 
calculated. 
Project StatuR/Essential Results 
A study on the development of a mass-flo.w rate measuring. technique 
for two-phase flows applying NMR-techniques was worked out and 
presented to the "AG MeBmethoden". It demonstrated the development 
of NMR-Methods for the observation of the hydrodynamics of 
stattonary and transient two-phase flows to be.promising. 
·. Ck ext · Steps 
The development of this measirung technique has been proposed under 
·the auspices·of Prof. Kosfeld, RWTH Aachen. 
Relation with Other Projects 
RS 36: Emergency Core Cooling Program - Low Pressure Experiments 
Rs 109: Influence of the PWR Loops on the Blowdow.n · 
RS 93.: Impingement Forces on Structures Caused by a Two-Phase Jet 
RS 16: Dynamic Effects on Internals of Pressure Vessels 
RS 50: Phenomena Occurring' within a Containment during Blowdown 
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Classification: 1.1.2. 
Title 1 (Oriqinal Lanquaqe): COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Gemeinsamer Versuchsstand zum Test en und Kalibrieren SPONSOR: 
verschiedener Zweiphasen-Massenstromrne~verfahren BMFT /GfK/PNS 
(RS 145 (PNS 4 215) - I • 1. 1 
' 
Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION: 
GfK, Karlsruhe 
Projekt Nukleare 
- v..LI..:Ut::J.'Ut:..L\1 
•ritle 2 (Enslish) : Project Leader: 
Joint Test Rig for Tests and Calibration of Different J. Re:imann 
Methods of Two-Phase Mass Flow Measurement 
Initiated (Date): Com12leted (Date~ : 
;,1.10.1974 1978 
Status: Last U2datin~ (Date) : 
continuing December 1976 
1. General Aim 
On behalf of the Federal Ministry of Research and Technology, the 
Institut of Reactor Components (IRB) is building a test rig which wili 
be used for testing and calibrating different Methods of measuring 
unsteady-state two-phase mass flows. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Besides the knowledge of the mass flow-rate and the quality, the know-
{)ledge of the flow pattern and the apparent density is of special interest. 
3. Research Program 
Different measuring methods that are being developed in other 
institutions are to be tested and calibrated in steady-state steam-
water flow, air-water flow and tra~sient steam-water flow •. Parameters 
are for steady-state flows:. mass-flow-rate, q~ality, pressure; for 
transient flow: pre.ssure at the beginning, critical flow area. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
For the comprehensive testis, the following facilities must be available: 
a test loop for steady-state air-water flow, a test rig for transient 
steam-water flow. 
'• "~' ·.r-••••-·•.......r-,.._ .. ..,- •• •~• ~-.~-"'"'"'"'"",- -v,-.r ~ -'•"•••· --' ·•-~''"~""'" ,... • ...,.,,..,..~,,_,., 
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The test section and the position of the inserted measuring devices 
is not changed when changing the operating conditions. The flow regime 
is detected by·a local measuring probe (impedance probe), for the 
apparent density a multiple ~-beam densitometer is developed. 
5. Progress to Date 
The building up of the test loop for steady-state steam-water flow 
has been finished. The measure- and control-system (pressure, tempe-
rature, mass flow measurement) has been checked at working conditions 
up to 150 at, different mass-flow and qualities. 
Some tests have been made with a special visual inspection unit 
(sapphire window) for flow detection at pressures up to 150 at by means 
of a high-speed camera. Simultaneously, signals obtained from the 
impedance probe have been stored, on magn,etic tape. 
The extension of the test loop for air-water mixtures began in summer, 
the first runs are now being performed • 
.. 
The essential parts of the multiple '1-beam-densitometer were built. 
6. Results 
The planned maximal values of the mass flow rate as a function of 
quality and pressure are essentially reached. It is expected for the 
future experiments that between 5 and 10 stable operating conditions 
per day will be attainable. 
• _'! 
The development of the impedance probe for the use in steam-water flows 
at high pressures was successful. The probe signals could easily be 
interpreted even at conditions where the high speed photography was no 
longer interpretable. The first experiments for building up a flow chart 
• 
for horizontal steam-water flows have been carried out • 
... 
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1. Next Steps 
The construction of the densitometer will be finished, and testing 
of the electronic equipment will start. 
The testof the first mass flow measuring methods at steady-state 
steam-water and air-water flow will begin. 
The design of the test loop for transient conditions will be finished 
and the pressure vessel will be ordered-
8. Relation with pther Projects 
RS 109; 135; ~46; 147; 188; PNS 4236 
9. References 
{)eports in thq series IRS•Forschungsberichte 
IRS - F .. 29 (Annual report 1975 )' 
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Classification: 1.1. 2 
Title 1 · (Original Lan2uage) : COUNTRY: 
Entwicklung eines Radionuklidvfrfahrens zur Massen- BRD 
in instation~ren MehrphasenstrHmungen SPONSOR: s~rommessung BMFT/GfK/PNS 
( RS 146 (PNS 4214) 
-
1.1.1, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION: 
PNS 
GfK Karlsruhe 
•ritle 2 (English) : Project Leader: 
Development of a Radionuclide Method of Mass Flow 
Measurement in Non-Steady State Multiphase Flows R. LHffel 
Initiated (Date): Comeleted (Date) : 
1974 1978 
Last (Date) : )Status: uedating: 
'(continuing Dec. 1976 
( 
1. General Aim 
A radionuclide technique is presently .developed which allows to deter-
mine the mass flow of non-steady-state two-phase flows. This is done by 
measurements of the 
- velocity of the gas and liquid phase using a radiotracer technique, 
· - density of the two-phase mixture using a gamma-absorption method. 
It is intended to measure simultaneously although separately the velo-
tlfities of the two phase by means of two different radiotracers. Moreover, 
the method will be combined with an absorption density measurement. The 
method is to attain a high time resolution (better than 100 msec) and 
shall be also applicable at pressures between 1 and 160 bar and tempe-
ratures from 20 to 250 °C. Besides, efforts must be made to keep the 
measuring sections as short as possible so that the method can also be 
used for short tubes (e.g.'\the rupture pipes of the GroBwe1zheim Super· 
heat Reactor HDR). 
2. Particular Objectives 
2.1 ~~~bQg_Qf_B~g1Q~r!f~r-~!1Qf1~l-~!!~~r!ID!D~ 
Based on the transit time method a measuring technique is being develo-
'/ 11: 
' l·, 
.1\~b ', iil 
' : t; 
,if 
.. 
11; 
ped whi~,}is suitable for studying steady-state and non-steady-state 
two-phas1!flows also in tubes of larger dimension. Having passed an ini• 
· tial sectpon, the radioactive tracer injected into the flow is recorded 
as an act~;vity distribution plot at two measuring points placed in a 
staggeredi.arrangement along the tube. The velocity is determined from 
', \ ' 
the dista~ce between the two measuring points and the transit time of 
I 
the radiotracer. Periodic injection allows also a quasi-continuous mea• 
surement of the non-steady-state flows. The short-lived radionuclides 
Ar-41 ·(gas phase) and Mn-56 (liquid phase) are used to mark the two 
gas/liquid phtses. 
2.2. !!WW~.a~!2re~12D.Q!O§j~~-~~~~~r!IDID~-!!~bD19~! 
' t 
.I 
I 
i 
The gamma-absQrption density measuring.technique is coupled with the r~ 
measurement t'chnique for determination of radiotracer velocities such 
. that the density and velocity •re measured with the same accuracy and 
time resolution. Since both direct and scattered rad1ations are emitted 
from the Ar-4J and Mn-56 rad1otracers injected into the flow. the scat• 
tered radiatiqn must be elemin•ted in the energy range of the gamma-
, 
absorption de~sity measurement selected to allow proper measurement of 
densities. 
3. Research Program 
·The experimental program cons1$ts of: 
- measurement of gas velocity in the blowdown channel during the 
' . 
MARVIKEN/MXJICRT experiments 
• test bf the radionuclide method in t'e discharge pipe of the MARVIKEN 
reactor 
• final test of the radionuclide method under blowdownlike conditions 
on the "JoiAt Test Rig for Test and Calibration of Different Methods 
of Two-Phast Mass Flow Measurement• (RS 145/PNS 4215) 
~ p~epar~tion of the HDR·exper1ments (RS 123)~ 
4. Experimental Facilities 
·Installation of a radiotracer gas velocity measurement device at one of 
the four blowdown channels and of a radiotracer two-phase velocity mea-
surement device at the discharge pipe of the Marviken reactor was termi• 
.• 
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nated in Jan~ary 1976. In June a Gamma densitometer was additionally 
installed at the discharge pipe (cf. Figs. 1 and 2). This allowed to 
evaluate the void factor. 
The radiotracer measurement dev1c~ for the performance of the expert-
. ments at the joint test rig (RS 145) was completed • 
... 
5. Progress to Date 
·! 
.. 
The Marviken II blowdown tests lasted from February until October and 
included 9 blowdowns. Besides the gas velocity measurements agreed by 
·contract with the MXII·CRT ProJect, velocity and density measurements 
~were performe~ in the dischargt pipe as preliminary tests of HDR experi· 
Vments. 
6. Pesults 
In the blowdown channels a gas velocity of 0 to 100 m/s was measured. 
Comparison of the gas phas~ velocity (measured with the radiotracer 
method developed by LIT) with the velocity of the liquid phase (measured 
by the infrared method of Institut fUr Thermische StrHmungsmaschinen· 
der UniversitKt Karlsruhe) shows good agreement of the results. This 
demonstrates that there was practically no slip between the gas and 
liquid phases. 
C.irst results are available of the velocity and density measurements 
performed in the discharge pipe: 
• the velocit~ ranges from 0 to 40 m/s 
• values from 0 to 0.5 were determined for the void factor 
7 .. Next Steps 
In 1977 the method will undergo final te$ting under conditions resembling 
blowdown. The tests will be performeq at the "Joint Test Rig for Test 
and Calibration of Different Two-Phase Mass Flow Measuring Techniques" 
(PNS 4215/RS 145). Further applications of the radtonucltde method are 
planned for th- HDR blowdown experiments from 1977 until 1980. 
( ....... ,;: ...... ¥ 111115 o..-,.; ----... •"""' -~ ... P""""_.,.., ~; ..~\-"'~."':"'":~l .~;,-;~~- ',, ; . ' • 'i ~·~ • .• ~,.,...,...~~~-.. • ....... -. -. __ ... ..,_ _ _.. 
-------~-
8. Relation ~ith Other Projects 
· RS 33· · Joint Reactor Safety Experime~ts in the Power Station of Mar•. 
vi~en, Sweden 
GK~S. Geesthacht, 1971 • ~977 · 
RS 109 ExAerimental Investigation of the Influence of PWR-Loops on 
· 81Gwdown • 
.RS 123 Safety Investigations performed at the decommissioned HDR 
plant 
RS 145 Joint Test Rig for Tests and Calibration of Different Methods 
(PNS 4215)Two-Phase M~ss Flow Measu~ement 
Gf~·IRB. Karlsruhe, 1974 • 1978 
' 
· 9. Reference Documents 
Report KFK 1859 (1973)(German) 
Report KFK 2050 (1974)(German) ~ 
Report KFK 2130 (1975)(German) 
Report KFK 2195 (1975)(German) 
Report KFK 2375 (1976){German) 
VDI-Berichte Nr. 254 (197~)(German) 
Reports in the series IRS·FORSCHUNGSBEniCHTE 
Annual report (1975): I RS .. F 
-
29 (English) 
Quarterly re~:»orts • IRS • F • 30 (German) • 
IRS • F • 31 (German) 
IRS • F • 32 (German) 
. 10. Degr~e of AvailabilitX of the Reports 
" $ 
Unrestricted distribution. 
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Fig. l: velocity measuring device at one of the four blowdown
channe.l s of the MARVIKEN-reactor
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Classification: 1 • 1 • 2 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Weiterentwicklung eines Drag-body Ctir die Massen- SPONSOR: 
strommessung bei Blowdown-Untersuchungen im For- BMFT 
schungsvorhaben RS 109 ORGANIZATION: 
(RS 147 - 1.1.1., Jahresbericht A 76) Battelle-Insti-
tut e.v •• FCm. 
•ritle 2 (English) : Project Leader: 
: 
Improvement oC a·Drag Body Cor the Mass Flow 
G. Hampel Measurement in Blowdown Experiments oC the 
Research Project RS 109 
Initiated (Date) : Com12leted (Date) : 
September 15, 1974 June )0, 1977 
Status: Last U~datin~ (Date) : 
Continuing December 31 , 1976 
1. General Aim 
The RS 147 project is aimed in particular at optimising the design oC 
the drag body used Cor the mass !low measurements within research 
project RS 109, i.e., at adapting it to the specific conditions of 
these experiments in which the effect of the PWR loops on blowdown 
are to be investigated. 
2. Particular Objectives 
). Research Program 
).1. Theoretical investigations of the dynamic behavior of the 
measuring system. 
).2. Experimental investigations as a supplement to ).1. 
).). Manufacturing of four drag bodies of different measuring ranges 
for application in RS 109 and one drag body for application in 
RS 145. 
).4. Theoretical investigation of the drag coeCficient of the drag . 
l body in unsteady incompressible flow. I 
~ ).5. Theoretical investigation oC the magnitude of the drag coeCfi-
cient of the drag body in compressible steady flow. 
).6. Analysis of thermodynamic effects on the measuring signal. 
----~__..... ·-.,-~._.. ___ - --~ ,..._, _______ _ 
I • 
.).7. Experimental investigation o~ the behavior o~ the drag body in 
steady two-phase ~low. 
4. E!Perimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Per~ormance o~ the investigations covered by Section ).7 in the two-
phase test loop (RS 145) o~ the "Gesellscha~t ~iir Kern~orschung, IRB, 
Karlsruhe". The work covered by Section ).1 (e.g. calculation o~ the 
~requency response curve) will be carried out with the aid o~ the 
program 11 DRAGBODY 11 , which is based on the Finite-Element Method. 
5. Progress to Date 
Ad ).): One special drag body ~or bidirectional measurements was 
developed ~or application in the loop ND 45, in the lower 
plenum o~ the test rig RS 109, and in the test loop RS 145. 
The drag bodies were manu~actur~d, calibrated and submitted 
to a cold pressure test and a temperature test. The ~requency 
curves were calculated. 
Ad ).5: As it is not possible to establish by experiment the depen-
dence o~ the drag coe~~icient on the ~low velocity and the 
density o~ a two-phase mixture within the operating range o~ 
the drag body because there are no re~erence methods, an 
attempt was made at determining the dependence theoretically: 
·It was assumed that a two-dimensional steady homogeneous ~low 
exists and that the compressibility o~ this ~low ~ormally 
obeys the pressure density relation ~or ideal gases. Another 
assumption was that discontinuity sur~aces ~orm at the edges 
o~ the drag plate (normal to the ~low). The ~low velocity 
must not anywhere exceed the velocity o~ sound. 
6. Results 
Ad ).): The static calibration under environmental conditions showed 
a linearity o~ ! 1 ~. The hysteres is in reversed de~lection 
direction is negligible. The high-temperature test showed 
a zero dri~t o~ the drag body···( dri~t o~ the ampli~ier inclu-
ded) o~ about 0.024 ~/°C. 
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Ad ).5: I£ the equation characterising the two-phase mixture is in-
serted in Bernoul~i's equation, an equation results which 
implicitly indicates the relation between the density compo-
nents o£ a two-phase £low and its velocity. This equation . 
does, however, not give an explicit representation o£ the 
£unctional re·lationship between mean density g and velocity, 
because it is transcendental with respect to the variable 
9 and thus cannot be solved analytically with respect to 9 • 
A £unctional approximation by means o£ expansion in a series · 
is incompatible with the dimensioning o£ the equation. The 
e££ect o£ the deviations due to the approximation on the 
£inal result can hardly be estimated with a reasonable amount 
o£ e££ort. 
In order to avoid uncertainti~s o£ measurement, it must there• 
£ore be ensured that the velocity o£ £low at the measuring 
point, i.e. at the drag body, remains su££iciently £ar below 
the velocity o£ sound. 
1. Next Steps 
The investigations covered by Section ).7 will be per£ormed in the 
test rig RS 145. A report on the results o£ the investigations will 
be written. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
9. Re£erences 
10. Degree o£ Availability o£ the Reports 
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Classification: 1.1.2 
Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
. BRD Phasenseparation 
(RS 179- 1.1.1 •• Jahresbericht A 75) SPONSOR; 
J3t1FT 
ORGJ\.N I ZJ\'l' ION: 
. TU Hannover 
Title 2 (english) : Project La~: 
Phasesepara ti on Prof. Or.- Ing. 
.. F. t~ayi nger 
. 
Initiated (Date) : Coml">leted (Date) : 
1975 1978 
' Status: Last UEdating (Date): • 
j 
continuing December 1975 
1. Genera 1 aim 
Because of the great uncertainty in giving a detailed prediction of flow pattern 
void fraction and phase velocity of liquid and steam during b1owdown conditions in 
the pressure vessel and in the core it is necessary to investigate the phase sepa-
ration in a two-phase flow. This is valid especially at the end of blowdown and 
for the reflood and refilling period. Special interest has to be giv'en to the 
. 
-... 
mutual influence of gas and liquid phase in void fraction ranges of about 0,4 to 
0,6, s'ince there exist only a few empirical models which have to be adapted to the -
original conditions by use of a number of empirical parameters. For the intended 
investigations reported here the general aim is to develop a theoretical phase-
separation-model which is able to describe the hydrodynamic conditions in the 
reactor pressure vessel for most of the expected flow regimes. Therefore it is 
necessary to investigate the behaviour of slip ratio depending upon quality, mass 
flow rate, phase velocity of steam and liquid and pressure. Experimental analysis 
has to be done with different geometries. These.experiments are performed with 
tije model fluid R 12 (CF2c1 2). 
2. Particular objectives· 
The main problems are the investigations of mass discharge out. of the reactor 
vessel during LOCA, the liquid level settlement and the separating mechanisms of· 
liquid and steam in a two-phase mixture. These investigations have to be. performed 
~ . 
. for two different geometrical conditions such as an pressure vessel firstly with-
• 
. ··-:~ ., ''•!,. -~ -· ...... -
out core structure and a free liquid surface and secondly including a rod bundle 
simulating the reactor core. Two different ·separation~model$ ·have to be developed 
considering the different geometries. Additional to these investigations Freon· 
water scaling laws have to evaluated because of the model fluid R 12 (CF2C12)used. 
3.1 Experimental facilities 
Within the experimental part of these investigations phase separation in a two-phase 
mixture and droplet entrainment from a liquid surface have to be determined by an 
op~ical measuring method. With aid of the hi~h· speed kinematographie fluid behaviour 
in the pressure vessel can be investigated directly. So it is possible to get de-
tailed informations about droplet entrainment by counting and planimetering the 
recorded droplets from the. pictures. From a single photo liquid hold up can be got. 
, 
By comparing two following high speed photos it is possible to calculate droplet 
velocity. Additionally an X-ray equipment and a gamma ray•source will be used to 
determine the void fraction. Furthermore to determine the mass flow rate out of the 
pressure vessel a so-called True Mass Flow Meter /1/ is planned to be placed be-
hind the outlet pipe. 
For realizing the provided investigations it is necessary to construct two testing 
devices: a small test section where the measuring techniques can be tested and a 
bigger one whi~h reproduces geometrical reactor conditions in a better way. The tWo 
test sections differ only in their size. The small one is a 28:1 and the bigger one 
• 
a 7:1 scaled-down version of a reactor pressure vessel. 
The loops feeding the test sections consist in their main parts of an evaporator, 
an superheater, a steam injector, a condensor, a pre·ssurizer and a pump. Additio-
nally a junction from the outlet of the test section to a cold trap has to be pro-
vided to simulate blowdown conditions. 
3.2 Research program 
After successful testing the kinematographic·m~thods and techniques at the small 
loop first experiments will be conducted. Based on the received results a second 
test circuit will be designed in a bigger manner to ·give better agreement .to ·reac~or 
conditions. For these investigations all essential conditions-can be realized even 
at the.small loop, which are developing a residual liquid volume in the reactor 
vessel and also conditions which are necessary to simulate liquid entrainment from 
the upper grid plate during spray cooling. In ·the bigger one small flow rates.will 
be simulated instead of the quiet liquid surface in the small one. Furthermore a 
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4-rod-bundle representing a section of ·the reactor CQre will be. installed to in~ .c 
.vestigate water discharge out of a ring siot, and phase separation during t'ef1ood I 
and refilling period. 
The test program for the investigations of phase-separation, mass discharge and 
1 iquid level settlement will be conducted by a systematical variation of those 
conditions which are expected to have a strong·influence. 
Variied conditions resp. parameters: 
quiet liquid surface - small changed flow rates 
heated or adiabatic conditions 
inJected void rate 
initial liquid volume in the·vessel 
• initial subcooling of liquid .. initial ·overheating of ste4m 
saturation pressure 
steady state - blowdown conditions 
4. Project status 
4.1 Progress to date 
.. 
Within this report period starting in August 1975 the following investigations were 
conducted. 
1. Studies of the relevant literature 
2. Design and assemblage of the small test facility 
3. Theoretical investigations and comparison of up to date published phase separa-
tion models • 
Jor testing the measurement techniques and to start with first steady experiments 
the small 28:1 scaled-down version of the pressure vessel has been designed. Because 
of the used modelling fluid Freon 12 system pressure simulating reactor conditions 
. 
can be kept below 10 bar. So it was possible to use a glass tube for the simulated 
reactor vessel~ to allow a visuel observation of the phase interface ~nd the fluid 
behaviour in the whole pressure vessel. The loop consists of the equipment described 
in 3.1. The arrangement of these compohents is shown in fig. 1 placed below. 
Besides consttucting the experimental circuit, 'the appropr.iate 1 iterature was exa-
mined of available phase separation models. There are four possible models distin· 
guishable to their region of validity. 
- Tota1ly phase separation, i.e. on1y saturated steam rises above the phase inter• 
·face because of pressure release. This model may only realize small leaks with 
small pressure charges versus time.. E: 
I' 
• 
....... .,. ......... ".. . .. . 
Fig. i 
Scheme of 
Te$f. Circuit 
~ 
. ·1 Evoporo tor .. 
2 Ovf:fheoter 
J Steom injector 
-' Test section 
S Condensu 
6 Pressurize( 
• • ~· t 1 Pump. 
8Cold trap 
T· Thermt~coupl" •· 
·' 
. p•Pressure gouge 
.. 
. -·····--- .......... 
.. A homogeneous model as critical case of·phase separation described by W.H. Rettig 
at al /2/. 
At sudden release of pressure the whale volume starts to flash and a homogeneous 
mixture may be formed filling up the whole pressure vessel. Jhis model may be 
relevant for a 2 A-break in the primary circuit with expected great pre$sure 
gradients • 
... Phase separation following the bubble rising model by J.C. Wilson et al /3/. 
Void fraction ~ at the interface is calculated as a furictio.n of the terminal 
velocity of steam bubbles rising through saturated water·and void velocity above 
the interface.following the equation: 
e: ~ :R = Vs A 
VB • terminal veloci.ty of the bubble 
Vs = v·elocity of steam above the two-phase interface 
A • total liquid surface area 
By this equation void flow at the interface is determinable. Measuring the mass 
.flow leaving the pressure vessel and local q~ality, phase separation at the inter-· 
face and in the upper plenum can be recalcula~ed. 
- A semi-empirical phase separation model used in RELAP•3 described bY. W.H. Rettig 
et a.l /2/. The quantities nec:-essary to des.cribe phase separation are a measured 
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local void ve1ocity and the partial d~nsity of steam bubbles in the wh9le two· 
phase mixture. The shape of that partial density curve is approximated to in· 
crease linearly within height of the mixture by use of an empirical parameter. 
Connecting a constant bubble rising velocity given by experi1nental results and the 
partial density curve, void flow rate containeQ in the mixture can be got from a 
-. 
differential equatio.n considering post-evapor~tion of entrained drople.ts from re· 
sults of outlet mass flow. 
Furthermor~ by knowledge of the partial density at the interface a local void flow 
rate is determinable. 
4.2 Results 
' The work was started in August 1975. First. results are expected in March 1976 •. ~ 
5. Next steps 
The test-loop will be set to work to test the measuring techniques and.to perform 
first steady-state·experiments. 
6. Relation with other projects 
RS 48, RS 48/1 
Freon-water scaling laws (T.U. Hannover} 
RS 163 
Theoretical and experimental investigations on thermohydra~lic behaviour in reactor 
cores during the first blowdown phase 
RS 147 
· Two-Phase Measurements • Drag body • (Battelle Institute Frankfurt) 
1. Reference documents . 
· -(11 Class, G.: True Mass Flow Meter (TMFM) .. Entwicklung von Verfahren ·zur Massen-
strommessung instationarer Zwe'iphasenstrOmung, Reaktortagung,. NUrnberg 1975, 
paper no. 347 
/2/ Rettig, W.H. et al: Relap-3 A Computer program for r~actor· blowdown analysis 
IN 1321 June 1970 
/3/ Wilson, John F., Grenda, Ronald J., Patterson, John F.: The velocity of rjsing 
steam in a bubbling two-phase mixture, ANS Transactions, Vol. 5, No. 1, Pg. '151 
(1962) 
/4/ F.J. Moody:.Maximum two-phase vessel blowdown from pipes, Journal of Heat 
Transfer, August 1966 
·. 
. . 
. I 
/5/ F.J. f·1oody: Maximum flowrate of a single compon~nt two-phase mixture; Journal 
of Heat Transfer, Feb. 1965,. Transactions of the ASME 
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Classification: 1.1.2 
Title 1 (Or121nal Lan2uage) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Untersuchungen Uber das Verhalten von HauptkUhl- SPONSOR: 
mittelpumpen bei KUhlmittelverlustst~rtlllen Phase A 
'RMF'l' 
(RS 111 - 1.1.1, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION: 
KWU, Erlangen 
·r it le 2 (English) : Project Leader: 
Investigations of the Behavio~ of Main Coolant Dr. Riedle 
Pumps under MCA Conditions (Phase A) 
Initiated (Date): ComJ2leted (Date) : 
r!i. 9. 74 ) 31. 12. 77 atus: Last uedatin9: (Date): 
Continuing 31. 12. 76 
1 •. General Aim 
•· 
During blowdown the flowrate through the core and the temperature 
of the fuel rods depends on the behaviour of the main coolant pumps. 
The behaviour of the pumps under two phase flow conditions will be 
studied, in order to improve the theoretical and experimental know-
ledge and to develop and improv• models on two-phase behaviour 
used in the safety analysis. 
Particular Objectives 
" 
Using the 'xperimental results of pump tests under simulated MCA 
conditions, the physical models of the pump behaviour will be im-
proved in order to replace the .existing assumptions ot the blow~ 
down calculations. 
3 .• Research Program and 4. Experimental Facilities 
1'wo model J?umps will be built 1n the scale 1 : 4 and 1 : 5 ot the 
main cool~t pumps of GKN. T.he stnglephase characteristic will be 
m$asured bf the manutacturer. 
------------~-------------¥ 
A testloop at C-E will be rebuilt in order to measure the two-phase 
pump characteristic for the interesting parameter variations of 
pressure, flowrate and vapour content. With the two model pumps. 
about 390 stationary points will be run and reeor~ed in the two-
phase region. 10 transient tests, where a loop blowdown will verify 
the applicability of the steady state data to transient LOCA calcu-
lations, will be carried out. 
5. Progress to Date 
During the start-up of the testloop without testpump the heat 
losses on the inst~entation tubes,the hydraulic stability, the 
influence of slug-flow conditions and the control of the loop wer(_ .. ,. 
investigated. The maximum mass flow in the loop and the time, to 
reach steady state conditions were determined. 
The instrumentation was completed. The data evaluation was improved. 
The code CEFLASH-4A was adapted to the testloop for the calculation 
of· blowdown process data. 
First tests were run with the C-E-model pumps in order to determine 
the friction. During March 1976 a problem with the speed controller 
and a sudden oil loss were observed. The defect parts of the pump 
were sent back to the manufacturer. 
--Inspite of the defect pump several checks were carried out for thl_ 
testloop control, instrumentation, thermohydraulie behaviour and the 
ease of the pump backstreaming. 
' 
'-
New difficulties arose when the pump was repaired with the pump 
bearings, the oil lubrication was not sufficient under variable load. , 
The pump casing had to be remodelled. As a consequence of the new 
pump defect several other components were demaged and had to be 
repaired. 
I~ 3 
:·, The start-up tests were evaluated. The test program was modi!ied 
because for some values ot the masa flow rate and void flow-
;· instabili,ties by slug-:f'low had been observed. 
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For the ASTR~-model pumps several technical problems were dis-
cussed. The main components were ordered. 
6. Results 
Vibrations in the testloop were damped by di:f':f'erent suspensions. 
The forces in the blowdown section were reduced about a factor of 
two by constructional modi:f'ications. 
• 
C) The defect of the Byron-Jackson pump was caused by a broken oil 
slinger ring. During the disassembly in addition a broken bolt was 
discovered, other bolts were damaged by corrosion. After .the detec-
tive parts had been exchanged. 15 steady state and transient tests 
were carried out after which other material problems occurred. The 
axial bearing of the pump was overloaded. A new bearing had to be 
designed • 
1. Next Steps 
The test with the Byron-Jackson pump will be continued, the tests 
are planned to be finished in July 1977. After this the experiments 
" with the ASTRO-pump will be conducted. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
I 
9. Reference\ 
---
10. Degree of,~vailabilitX 
---
--------------.......,.~. ~. ·- •.... ·"' .. ---··----------~-------
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Classification: 1.1. 2 
.I 
Title 1 (Original Lan~ua2e) : COUNTRY: 
EinfluB der DWR-Umwalzschleifen au£ den Blowdown BRD 
LOBI-Proj ekt 
Jahresbericht A 76) SPONSOR: (RS-1o9-I.1.1, BMFT-Bonn 
ORGANIZATION; 
C.E.C. EURATOM 
i .'R .r. T<:.n'l"~ 
•ritle 2 (English) : Project Leader: 
Loop Blowdown Investigations (LOBI )-Project: 
Influence of PWR primary loops on 'blowdown Dipl.-Ing. 
, .. w. Riebold 
Initiated (Date): ComEleted {Date) : 
'"'January 1974 Nov. 1977 (contract) 
·' Status: Last Uf2dating (Date) : 
Continuing Dec. 1976 
1 • General Aim 
Design and construction o£ a large scale two-loop blowdown test facili-
ty~ 
Performance of loss-of-coolant experiments (LOCEs) by simulating tube 
ruptures of different sizes·at several positions within a PWR primary 
cooling circuit system. 
2. Particular Objectives'\ 
Experimental investigation of the role of the different components of a 
()PWR primary cooling circuit during a blowdown by the measurement of.the 
. 
main thermohydraulic quantities, especially those which influence the 
core cooling, i.e. the flow and heat transfer conditions and the pres-
sure differences. 
The experimental results will be applied to check and improve the blow-
down codes and associated theories used for the safety analysis of LWRs. 
3. Research Programme 
Two different experimental programmes are to be performed with this 
LOBI test facility: 
~~~~-~· to be performed for the BMFT-Bonn in the framework of the 
R&D contract RS-1o9/143-73-PIHOD, concluded between the BMFT-Bonn and 
the C.E.C., will be concerned with the investigation o£ the influence 
• 
of the following parameters on the blowdown: 
-rupture size and position 
- pumps operation performances 
- initial power level 
- heating-power time-funtion during blowdown 
. 
- strength of heat sink (steam generator secondary side conditions) 
downcomer resistance and volume 
- ECC water injection positions 
... 
An appropriate test matrix A comprising 6o tests has already been de-
fined by a German Expert Group at the very beginning of the project 
work; this test matrix has still to be revised for being adapted to the· 
final parameter situation and test facility configuration resulting 
from several modifications to be applied during the revision and con- . 
struction phase of the project. 
~~2~~~~~· to be performed for the Commission of the E.C. after con-
clusion of Programme A, will be concerned with the 
-performance of some reference' tests (repetition of tests o£ programme 
A) which at the same time constitute reproducibility tests 
-performance of component studies; to be done with this ~est rig after 
having modified certain components; the purpose of these tests is to 
investigate the influence of the geometrical shape or the elevation 
of these components on the blowdown. 
Seven such modifications of the programme A test rig have already been 
agreed upon by an ad-hoc Working Group of experts of the Community mem-·. 
ber countries: 
- variation of the depth of the loop seal (U-tube between the steam ge~ 
nerator and the pump) in the intact loop, 
- variation of the steam generator elevation in the intact loop, 
-variation of the lower plenum (higher 1/d ratio), 
~two separate accumulators, one for each loop, instead of·one accumula-
tor for both loops, 
simulation of a primary tube rupture within the steam generator (of 
the broken loop), 
- simulation of a small rupture within the lower plenum 
- ECC water injection into the upper plenum. 
-~--~¥~- -- -~'·-.--~-- ~-----·~--------·--
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The £unds from the Commission•s budget, necessary for these modifica-
tions, had been allocated to the LOBI-project budget in the beginning 
of 1975 and enabled orde~s to be placed for these modifications together 
with the orders for all mechanical loop components • 
An appropriate test matrix B is actualty being elaborated by the experts 
of the before mentioned ad-hoc working group on the basis of a first 
proposal submitted during the last session in October 1976. 
4 .• Experimental facilities, computer codes 
A 4-loop primary cooling system of a 13oo MWe PWR reference plant'is 
simulated by a 2-loop experimental system, one loop representing three 
ointact "reactor" loops and the other representing the brokt"'n "reactor"· 
·' loop. Both experimental loops are active loops containing a pump and a 
.,steam generator each. 
Tube ruptures of various rupture sizes(from double ended down to small> 
leak) are to be simulated at three· different positions within the bro-
ken loop (hot leg, cold leg, loop seal). 
The scaling factor of 712 for power, mass flow and volume led to 
c 
- 5 MW heating power input to a 64 heater rod bunle as reactor core si-
mulator, 
- 21 kg/s and 7 kg/s fluid mass flow in the intact and broken loop re-: 
spectively 
about o,7 m3 volume content of the primary loop test system. 
ED The loop system and component design has been done for 16o bar and 325° 
c operating pressure and temperature respectively, maintaining 
- the power to volume ratio for the size reduction 
- the pressure drop and fluid temperature distribution 
paths 
- the volume ratios among the components 
the elevations of the components 
c 
( 
along the flow ' 
- the lengtps of the heat transfer surfaces (core rod bundle, steam ge-
nerators) 
equal to the corresponding reactor values. 
Two accumulators (6o bar and 3o° C operating pressure and temperature 
respectively) of different volu~e content (28o and 95 dm3) for the two 
loops are providing ECC water for both, separate and combined cold leg 
and hot leg injection into both loops. 
~ I - ..._, ·• , ~--~ ----- -, ... . - •. ··-
A secondary loop system provides heat removal from the primary loops in 
the steam generators and operates at 52 bar system pressure and in a 
' 0 ' temperature range between 21o0 and 27o c (steam generator secondary 
side inlet and outlet temperature respectively). 
The measurement o£ fluid absolute pressure and pressure differences, 
absolute temperature and temperature differences, mass flow and density 
will b'e done at the boundary o£ all loop components, where special tube 
inserts, called spool pieces, being instrumented with appropriate 
measuring devices. are mounted into the loop tubing. The same fluid 
quantities will be measured also within the reactor model region (down-
. corner, core, lower and upper plenum). 
Furthermore the outer surface temperature o£ the heater rods will be 
measured at 192 positions equally distributed over the heated bundle 
region. 
Test facility design calculations are done by the "theory and experi-
ment" group o£ the project sta££ with the RELAP4-MOD 2 code and by the 
LRA-Garching (FRG) with BRUCH-D code.· 
Pre-prediction and results evaluation calculations will be done by the 
same groups with blowdown computer codes o£ the same code family. 
5. Progress to Date 
Durin.g the report period the project activities were concerned mainly 
with works o£ phase III of the project planning: mounting o£ the LOBI 
test facility. 
More in detail the following works have been performed: 
- Completion o£ a new building containing two rooms £or housing the 
data acquisition and signal processing system, and the loop regula-
tion and control instruments and panel 
- Completion o£ the construction works in the laboratory hall: concrete 
cavity in the floor £or housing the reactor model o£ the test facili-
ty, foundations £or the loop scaffolding and £or the 5,5 MW rectifier 
system, concrete bunker for simulating the reactor containment 
- Mounting o£ the loop scaffolding, and o£ a special scaffolding £or 
assembling and disassembling o£ the reactor model 
- Mounting o£ the 5,5 MW rectifier system 
- Mounting o£ the big components o£ the primary loops, except reactor 
model and pumps, o£ the secondary loop and o£ the tertiary plant. 
~ ~-~: -.. -~. ~ -· ____ .. ..... .. ~ ' . ·~ . - -- . . 
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- First part of factory technical acceptance tests of the LOBI pumps 
-and their electrical drive system allowing impeller speed time con-
trol 
Installation works for extending, modifying and adapting the existing 
electrical power supply, control and ·switch gear system to the LOBI 
test facility requirements 
· ·l - Technical acceptance tests and commissioning of the data acquisition 
I 
·1 and signal processing system l - Preparation and testing of computer programs for data acquisition, 
.1 handli.ng and evaluation and for process control 
1 - Long-time behaviour tests of the signal processing system (amplifiers, 
'
::jll a..,. _ filters) 
~ Testing of prototypes for components of the various measuring channels 
·,! (e.g. pressure transducers, dragbodies etc.) 
I 
. j 
Technical acceptance tests and calibration of the various· measuring 
channels delivered (pressure, temperature etc.) 
- Fabrication of fluid temperature probes 
- Experimental investigation of signal disturbances and theoretical con-
siderations on signal analysis 
- Theoretical considerations and code calculations on two-phase pump 
characteristics , containment back-pressure simulation, two-phase 
break nozzle calibration, thermal stresses in reactor model pressure 
vessel, forces on primary loop structures. 
- Evaluation of downcomer flow resistance tests and preparation of 
. 
LOBI-loop characteristics data set 
t- Code calculations for CSNI standard problem 3, survey calculations 
for programme B, development of untility programs for RELAP4. 
6. Results and project status 
Fabrication difficulties (e.g. shrink holes in the pump housing, et'c.) 
and delivery delays from subcontractors led to a 4 months delay in the 
completion of the pump fabrication. Their factory technical acceptance 
tests started in December 1976 and showed the unobjectionable opera-
tion of the pumps itselves up to the maximum admissible impeller speed 
of 85oo rpm. The tests had to be interrupted for eliminating disturban-
ces, the source of which could finally be localized in the pump drive 
control. The a·cceptance tests will be concluded in January 1977. The 
final and precise electrical adjustments of the pump drive plants has· 
' '· 
to be done later under real operation conditions. 
Fabrication difficulties have been encountered for both,the reactor mo-
del pressure vessel and the upper power connecting plate. High pressure 
vessel material strength properties connected with too high brittleness 
required change of material, which led to rarger wall thickness and 
.thereby higher thermal stresses. Delivery delay for the new material 
caused a corresponding fabrication delay for the pressure vessel. 
Soldering difficulties due to the sandwich design of the upper power 
connecting plate necessitated design modifications and led also to 
strong £abrication and delivery delays. 
Several differential pressure transducer _types have been tested before 
the choice has been made for the one best suited for our purpose and 
to be purchased. ., 
The two first dragbody prototypes, designed and fabricated for us by 
the Battelle Institute, Frankfurt (FRG), in the framework of a R&D con-
tract RS 147 from the BMFT-Bonn, have 'been successfully tested under 
steady-state operation conditions and shown that the required 
specifications are satisfied well with exception of one case, where the 
temperature influence on the zero stability was inadmissibly high, and 
therefore this dragbody had. to be re-shipped for repair. 
A prototype of the water-cooled stand-of£ pipes, for connecting the 
pressure transmission line from the differential pressure transducers 
to the pressure taps, has been tested under operation conditions pre-
vious to the release for fabrication of the total number of stand-of£ 
pipes required. 
The absolute pressure measuring channels, consisting of transducers, 
signal lines and amplifiers with filters, have been delivered and tes-
ted. The results obtained confirm the required specifications and the 
total error of a complete channel amounts to 1,2% full scale at most. 
The resistance thermometers have been calibrated after delivery; the 
measuring precision is of o,15° c at 3oo0 c. 
The amplifiers for all temperature measuring channels with thermocoup-
les have been subjected to long-time tests for determining their zero 
drift, which amounts to o,1° C and o,5° C for fluid and heater rod tem-
perature channels respectively during 7 days; these are admissible va-
lues, they require however a calibration befoJeeach blowdown experiment • 
.,., ... ,. 
' ' 
' 
·' I 
'j 
The experimental investigation of disturbances on the heater rod ther-
mocouple signals under operation conditions have shown, that the elec-
trical screening of the thermocouples has to remain closed over whole 
the length of the signal line; only then the total interference voltage 
corresponds to about± 1° c at constant heater rod current and increa-
s~s to about ± 4° C at stepwise decrease of the heater rod current. 
Theoretical studies on the measuring signals from the r-densitometers 
were concerned with the setting up o~ physical models required for the 
interpretation of these signals with respect to the influence of diffe-
rent two-phase flow regimes. 
Code calculations had to be done for determining the thermal stresses 
··~ in the reactor model pressure vessel wall under transient temperature 
conditions; .these calculations became necessary, after the wall thick-
ness had to be increased due to the change of material. The maximum 
thermal stresses to be expected during ECC water injection amounts to 
less than twice the yield strength and is ~herefore:admissible (ASME 
regulation). 
A physical model has been developed for using the break nozzles, which 
have to be inserted into the break tube of the test facility for 
adjusting the break cross section to various sizes, for the determination 
of the two-phase break mass flow during blowdown. For the calibration of 
these. nozzles, the test parameter ranges and a test matrix have been 
established 
• Code calculations (by the LRA-Garching) have been started for determi-
ni·ng the containment back pressure history during blowdown in both, the 
reactor and the experimental containment. The results are required for 
determining the amount of apparatus for pressure regulation and control 
in the experimental containment. 
Theoretical studies were concerned with the pump behaviour under two-
phase flow conditions, with the aim to set up an appropriate test matrix 
' . 
for the forthcoming investigations to establish the two-phase LOBI pump 
characteristics. 
The evaluation of the downcomer flow resistance test results has shown, 
that this flow resistance will be lower in the experimental plant than 
in the reactor plant. Therefore special inserts will be necessary for 
adjusting this £low resistance • 
.... .. ......... ".,.. ~·j-+ .... -•• ,. 
The LOBI loop charact~ristics dat~ have been determined, including 
single phase pump characteristics. This data set is used as base for 
the blowdown code survey calculations to uncover the most sensitive 
test parameters. These calculations have been started by the project 
staff with the RELAP4 code. The final data set will be established on 
·the basis of the results from the preliminary LOBI tests. 
DAPSY code calculations have been started by the LRA-Garching to deter-
mine the hydraulic. forces on the loop structures during the early blow-
down phase. These forces are required for calculating afterwards the 
mechanical stresses within the loop structures with the STRUDL code. 
RELAP4 code calculations have been done for the CSNI standard problem 3 
in the framework of a workshop exercise, where the calculation results 
of different participants and codes.have been compared with each other. 
Several utility programs for the RELAP4 code have been developed with 
the aim to facilitate the use of this code; they are concerned e.g. 
with an easy adaption of the program size to an actual task case or 
with very versi tile plotting ~ossibili ties of the results •. 
The actual status of the project work can be summarized as follows: 
The previous planning of the mounting works had completely to be changed 
due to several and considerable delivery delays for various components. 
The mounting works have been started with three months delay due to de-
lay in the completion of the construction works in the laboratory hall 
on one hand and to delay in the mechanical loop components delivery on 
the other hand. 
The six months delivery delay of control and regulation components 
(valve, etc.) caused a second step in the loop mounting. 
Considerable difficulties in the fabrication of the reactor model pres-
s.ure vessel, of the upper power connecting plate and of the pumps led 
to strong delivery delays of these parts and caused the introduction of 
a third step in the loop mounting, to be done during April .and May, 1977. 
Therefore the completion of the mounting phase of the project planning 
is now scheduled for July, 1977. The commissioning of the loop system 
will be started thereafter. 
'· 
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7 ~ Next Steps 
Completion of test facility mounting 
- Commissioning of the test facility. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
·. See previous annual report. 
9. Reference Documents 
-Quarterly Reports of 1976, IRS-F-3o to 34 
- w. Riebold: Two-Phase Measuring Techniques in Depressurization Expe-
riments. Conference paper to the 1976 Meeting of the European Two-
Phase Flow Group, Erlangen, 31st May- 4th June, 1976 
- w. Riebold, w. Hufschmidt, M. Larsen: Ispra Studies in the Field of 
LWR-LOCA. Conference paper to the ANS/ENS International Conference 
on World Nuclear Power; Washington D.C., November 14- 19, 1976. 
Transactions of ANS, Vol. 24, 438 - 439,. (1976) 
- w. Kolar, w. Brewka: REL4UPD and REL4AUTO - two utility programs for 
RELAP4. External Report EUR-5689, 1976 
- w. Kolar, M. Lolk Larsen, L. Piplies: Calculations for the Standard 
Problem 3 using RELAP3, RBLAP4, and RELAP-UK. Conference paper to the 
Second CSNI workshop on LOCA Standard Problems, Paris, Dec. 6 - 9, 
1976 
F. Wind: Fehleranalyse fUr eine Cs-137-Strahlenabsorptions-Dichte-
meBanlage zur Bestimmung der. Dichte in einem wasser-Dampf-Zweiphasen-
gemisch. Externer Bericht EUR-5645 d, 1976. 
1o. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
-Quarterly Reports: from IRS-K6ln, Glockengasse 2, 5 K61~ 1. 
- All Conference Papers and External Reports: from authors 
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1. General aim 
The aim of these tests is to take up the compl~te working diagramm for single- and 
tl-7o-phase flow of the primary pumps for the blo_wdown facility, which is projected 
by EURATOM in ISPR.\ (see project RS 109). The pumps have a great influence on the 
blowdown process. Dependent on the position of rupture in loop, any operation point 
at I, II and IV quadrant of pumps~characteristics by positive or negative speed 
is possible. Usually the pumps-characteristics are well known only by single-phase 
flow in !-quadrant. The behavior of pumps by two-phase flow (0' ~ ~ 1,0), different 
speeds (0,2 ~ n/~~~ 1,2), and by different operation pressures is until this day 
totally unknown. The influence of the pumps on the blowdown process can be estimated 
by experiment only. 
2. Particular objectives 
The following points are mentionend. The experiments for this project are unusual 
in pump test~, because 
. a) all operation-points of the testpump are .analysed by operation at varying,po-
sitive and negative speed and with normal and reverse flow (i.e. working 
points in each of the possible quadrants of the working field), 
"t-\ \iw \ld.~t ft,,,, ,., d1•"' l''ll'\i' \t \I>'\ •·\lt'•'\"'\r,\ -'\"\ ('( '-'"~ \~h~~~. but a $.H_lrt.~t.t'J 
t~;o-pha_se flo• .. : with sever.1l qu;t1tti.es. 
3.1 Experimental facilities 
Steam and water flow rates nre seperately metered and then combined in a mixing 
device MK. The resultant slightly sub-cooled or net quality twc -phase mixture 
'passes a vertical inlet-tube of I ,5 m le13gth a.nd enteres ·the test-pump (Nt~ 65). 
At the end of the inlet-tube on the suction-siHe of the test pump an experimental. 
chamber ist installed. Here are measured all parameters of the experiment, the 
differential pressure across the pump, the absolute pre~sure and temperature. The 
aim of the pressurizer is to stabilize the pressure on the upstream side of the 
pump. The mixing chamber is constructed for low pressure losses. 
According to the working conditions the test-pump increases or decreases the pres-
sure of the steamwater mixture. 
After the test-pump themixture flows through an outlet tube of 1.5 m length (NW 65). 
Then the flow passes a·condensor with.a power of 4.6 MW, where the steam part of 
the mixture is condensed. A cooler after the condens~r with a power of 300 kW has 
to subcool the water for the circulation pump because of its required NPSH. 
The condensed part of the mixture after the condenser passes the pressurizer and 
enteres to a storage tank {VB). 
'The pressure in the pressurizer is maintained by a regulated electrical heating and 
an injection cooling. 
The flow of water going to mixing chamber then passes the circulating pump UP. This 
pump is working if the test-pump is not able to compensate the pressure losses of 
the circuit. 
The characteristics of the circulating pump are: 
total head H 
up 
total flow ~ 
up 
connect load tiel 
• 245 m Fls 
• 250 m3/h 
• 315 kW 
After the circulating pump surplus water flows back regulated by a bypass to the 
cooler. The heat due to energy losses is also eliminated in this cooler and the 
required NPSH of the circulating pump is made ready. 
. . 
The recirculating water flows are then seperately controlled and measured. before 
.entering a preheater. Here the water is preheated nearly to the saturation point. 
. . 
. ' 
'' 
... 
The required steam flow comes from the' pressure vessel of the "PVS" after passing 
' . 
through a superheater with a regulated connect load of 250 kW. The superheating 
of steam is nesces~ary on accou~t of pressure losses in the orifice, valve etc. 
The pressure vessel has the functi.on of a steam accumulator. There is installed 
an elet:tric heating of 600 kW, in some test point there is needed a steam flow 
with a power out put of 8.5 MW. 
3.2 ·Research program 
The aim of the tests i·s to obtain the compl.c.te working diagram of the test pump for 
· st~tionary conditions with varied flow, incl.uding the rever.se. By that way experi-
(t') ments are represented by points in all possible quadrants of the so""Called Q-~-
diagram (the third is excepted because the pump is a radial one). • 
·The tested field in Q-H-coordinates is limited by the conditions 
and, concerning the speed: 
lHN ~ H ~ +2HN 
VN .~V~ +2,5 vn' 
0. 2 ff u tl J , 2 UN, 
where N indices nominal working conditions. The quality x is varied in the limits 
0 ~ X!!! J. 
A test-series with suffic-iently subcooled water is planned. 
4.1 Progress to date 
} 
I I 1) ~~ The flow-sheet is concluded. The set-up disposition of the pressurier is a probl~m. In the selected set-up disposition of the pres~urizer the problem of instabilities obtained pdority. A theoretical study on the dynamical . 
behaved of the controlled system "mixing-chamber-pressurizer• is made of a 
estee.med industrial firm. 
l 
. 
2) A report of our possibilities in tes~ing the pump is terminated. It still has 
to be written. 
3) A scedule of instrumentation for the normal operation conditions is finished. 
4) To eliminate large fluctuations of pressure the ·~team /water-mixture is 
condensed inside the tubes, There are necessary many studies before ordering 
the c6ndenser with a capacity of '•. 6 MW. (The condenser is ordered by Fa. 
Gessner). The pressure tosses of the first: of all provided horizontal cooler 
have been too large. The now pr.ovidcd version is a non-circulating water 
·cooler, a part of the pipe is integrated. The cooler is to be ordered. 
, 
. 
' 
'l'hc pr(!he<ltcr was constructed alc,rnatively with a heating windings for direct 
heating or heating elements for indirect heating. 
S) The sketches of electrical supply give priority to the heating windings for 
directly heating. Several components of this plant are to be used for a gene-
ral direct current electric plant. 
6) The high technical resources for t~e control system is nescessary because 
. 
the installed heating power of.600 kW in our pressure vessel, which is used 
for steam production, is less than the 8.5 MW needed for some experiments. n\e 
pressure vessel therefore is us~d as a steam-store. A~ the beginning 
of experiment the pressure will be 105 bar. During experiments with maximum 
required steam-flow the pressure of the pressure vessel decreases within ~ min. 
to 85 bar. 
The special design features of the controlling valve is the range of regulating 
7) The volume of the pressurizer.and the'volume of the remaining system is the 
same because of possible pressure gradients. The construction of the pressurizer 
is ready for inquiry. 
8) The layout of pipes is constructed. Some special informations for the control 
'\ 
system are given. Part ltts are made for inquiry. 
9) The great problem is the mixing-chamber. GKSS has no experiences in this field 
and the informations of the avaible literature is very small. Ther fore only 
the information and experiences of CE in USA can be used for construction. 
There will be blilt one mixing chamber with two replaceable insets for low a~d 
high steam qualities. The optimization of the replaceable insets has to be 
done during the time of beginning of operation. 
4.2 Essential Results 
.Of the activities in the past year is the rough description of additional limits 
' 
.of the test program, resulting from: 
1) 
; . 
extrapolated 
the value of 
. 
graph, as was ca~culated by tbe characteristic of the pump up to 
' . about V~ 1,2 V , 
n 
. 
. ' 
J• 
~ - . ' 
.I 
. i 
. ' 
'I 
• I 
I ! 2) approach to velocity of sound, . 
; j 
... 
l 
'• i! 
., 
; 
~ : 
l ~ 
it j· 
!; 
I; 
3) limitation of power available, 
4) controllability of small vaporous and aqueous mass-flows. 
Concerning: 
1) This reason lies in the test mod~l itself and does not mean a real limit~tion. 
2) Because the loop at ISPRA has the same widths as ou~a the same limit is to be 
expected there. 
3) By that, especially for low nominal pressures and for aque~us flow-test in 
a wide range cannot be performed.This limitation can be tolerated, as 
«) t~sts with single-phase-aqueous flow already will have b~en performed 
·' by the furnisher 
(J) the slope of the graph in that region is not expected to change markedly, 
l) this litni t "Ti th increasing nominal pressures is shifting to the border 
•., of the acquired test field. 
· 4) Those limitations result from economic. reasons and mark only. a narrow region 
I 
5 .. 
at both sides of the ordina.te-axis. Every slight further minimization of 
this stripe would mean a multiplication o£ prices for regulating apparatus 
and is regarded senseless. 
Next steps 
1) Order of control-system. Preparation of special informations. 
2) Order of subcooler, superheater, pressurizet;., tubes and flanges. 
3) Concluding the construction of the mxing chamber. Order of the mxing 
chamber with two replaceable insets. 
4) 
5) 
6) 
Concluding the sketch of electrical supply. 
Inquiry and order of the components. 
Fixing the final test points in the possible field of experiments. 
Projecting the instrumentation for the research-program and order of 
the instrumentation. 
i' 
.i: 6. ·Relation with other projects 
j 
The test of this project takes up the complete characteristics curves in 
. 
single and two-phase flow at the primary pumps for the blowdown facility, 
which is,projected by EURATOM in ISPRA (RS 109) 
! 
I 
I 
l 
l 
I 
i 
l 
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7 I Reference documents 
IRS annual report A 7ij. (english) 
IRS quarterly report V 75/1 (gerrnan) 
IRS quarterly report V 75/2 (ge.rrnan) 
75/3 (gerrnan) .. IRS quarterly report V 
. 
IRS quarterly report V 75/4 (german) 
84 Degree of availability 
These reports are available by GKSS with permission of the IRS. 
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Classification: 1.1.2 
--
' 
Tltle , (Original Language): COUN'rRY: 
Untersuchung des thermohydraulischen Ungleichgewicnts BRD 
(RS 77 - I.1.1., Jahrenbericht A 75) SPONSOR: 
. 'U~w·r 
ORGANIZATION: 
CEC, Ispra 
Title 2 (english}: Project Leader: 
-Investigation of the Thermodynamic Non-Equilibrium G. Fritz 
w. Riebold 
'Initiated (Date): f.:omplctc:d (Date): 
--!, .12.1972 31.1?.1975 ( 
rtatus: Last U,edating (Date): I Dece~ber .. 1975 finished 
1. · General aim 
The aim of the studies is to provide experimental data for theoreti-
cal mod~ls describing the deviation from thermodynamic equilibrium · 
' of the water-vapour mixture in a primary PWR-circuit during a blow-
.down. 
2. Particular objectives 
l · The deviation ._ by: t 11P~- a sudden expansion of water 
from thermodynamic equilibrium between the phasescaused 
\ - injection o£ cold water in vap~ur atmosphere . 
I 
'! 
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l. 
! 
The time behaviour of pressure is observed as indicator £or the devia~ 
tion £rom thermodynamic equilibrium. 
3. E~perimcntal facilities and pr_ogram 
Fig. 1 in the last Annual Report gives. an impression o£ the experi.men-
tal device. By technical reasons the test-program had to be reduced 
to: 
37 tests with flashing by sudden expansion. Parameters: Tempera-
ture and initial pressure step. 
- 68 tests with cold water injection. 
state of the vapour atmosphere. 
Parameters: injection quantity, 
• 
\ . 
4. Project status 
The experiments are finished. 
5. Next stc:ps 
Completation of the final repor.t. 
Point 6., 7., 8. see A 74 
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Classification: 1.1 .2 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Untersuchung der stationaren und instationaren kritischen 
SPONSOR: Heizflachenbelastung an Vielstabbundeln von Druck- und Siede- BMFT 
wasserreaktoren mit Frigen als ModellflUssigkeit. 
(RS 64 - II. 1.3 Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION: 
GKSS / A 
•" 
•ritle 2 (Enslish) : Project Leader: 
Investigation of the Steady State and Transient Critical 
Heat Flux of Multi-Rod Bundles for PWR and BWR with Freon Katsaounis 
as Model Fluid 
Initiated (Date): Completed (Date) : 
11.72 30.6.78 
Status: Last Updating (Date) : 
Continuing December 1976 
1. General aim 
The aim of this research program is to conduct burnout experiments at steady 
state conditions and at massflow, power and pressure transients for PWR and 
BWR using freon as model fluid. 
2. Particular objectives 
The experimental program is divided into the following three parts, each part 
will be carried out for PWR and BWR: 
Part I - Burnout experiments at steady state conditions to obtain reference 
values for transients experiments, 
Part II - Burnout experiments (Burnout-time-delay) at massflow and power 
transients 
Part III - Burnout tests (time delay and heat transfer under filmboilin~ condition) 
during pressure transients (blow down). These experiments will be 
carried out in coordination and as supplement to the research program 
RS 37 -
3. Research program 
For the experiments of part'I and II are provided two test sections with 7 x 7 
rods for the core configuration incl. the spacers of PWR and BWR respectively. 
The experiments of part III will be carried out using test sections with 
5 x 5 rods. The axial and radial heat flux distribution of each test section is 
non uniform. 
The experiments have been ~~arted with the teat section for PWR beginning with 
part I and II followed by BWR-bun4le with &18entially the .same experimental pro-
gram. 
i -~--~~-- ~-.. --- ---~---~---·------·--------------··-
The research program is very extensive, so it is impossible to explain 
it completely here. In this program are included: 
Mixing measurements, burnout experiments at different radial power 
distribution, pressure conditions, massflow rates and inlet subcooling 
at steady state conditions, as well as at massflow-, power and pressure 
transients. The experiments at transient conditions will be carried out 
for different combinations of power, massflow, and pressure curves (dependent 
curves) according to the calculated reactor characteristics. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
The experiments of part I and II are carried out in a so called steady 
state burnout facility (Fig. 1). For the tests during pressure transients 
(blow down) the loop from fig. ~1 is reconstructed according to the facility 
for RS 37 research program (Fig, 2). The extension and the conformity of 
the freon loop to the facility for RS ~7 is necessary for the equivalence 
of the experimental results between freon and water. 
The calculation of the characteristics of the loop for blow down experi-
ments was made using the computing program COVACU. 
The computer program COVACU is the modification of the computer program 
BLDGWH {-1_7. The program COVACU is written in FORTRAN IV, and describes 
·the dynamic behavior of a blow down testing loop· fur pressure transients. 
The program COVACU allows to calculate the time-dependent cross-
section of the valves in the feed !ine, and the blow off lines so that 
inside the testing loop (fuel bundle) the pressure curve of the reactor 
is obtained with a practicable accurac;. The behavior of the control 
system is taken into consideration. 
The present version of the program COVACU allows investigations for a 
testing loop with water only. When the program COVACU is modified, 
investigations for a testing loop with Freon-12 can be performed. 
Short description of the freon loop for the blow-down experiments: 
The loop is operating at steady state condition before the blow down 
procedure starts. During this steady state condition the initial parame-
ters of the blow down phase such as pressure, heat flux, massflow, and 
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enthalpy at the inlet of the test section are obtained in the loop. 
At beginning of the blow down phase the quick - acting valves HSA l to 
HSA 3 will shut down, and thus the closed cycle of the loop is separated 
from the test section. During the transition time from steady state to 
the blow down condition the regulating valve AR will open, and the loop 
controlled system hold the loop under steady state condition again. The 
fluid flows now from the storage battery tanks DSl to DS3 to the test 
section. Finally real blow down condition is initated by opening and 
regulating the control valve AS/SAS. 
5. Progress to Date 
The project 1s more than one year behind schedule. The main reason for the 
delay is caused by difficulties with the electric insulation of the ori-
ginal reactor spacer for the test section. The experiments were shut 
down at the beginning of this year, because the electric insulation of 
the test section was again defect. A development of a new insulation-
method was necessary. 
The loop for the blow down ~xperiments is laid out with consideration 
of the new requirements (the experiments have to be carried out at 
a 5 x 5 rod bundle, reactor like, and regulated according to the actual 
~alculated reactor- bldw down curves), and it's new construction will 
finished at the beginning of next year. 
6. Results 
The experiments us1ng the PWR-test section were interrupted at March 
of this year, because the insulation of the test section was d~fect again. 
It was started immediately to develop a new insulation method, which is 
based on the insulation of the heated rods. The previous insulation of 
the original reactor grids was unsuccessful. The grid configuration is 
very disadvantageous for an electric insulation. 
The electric insulation of the heated rods must fulfill the following 
conditions: 
a very good and safe electric insulation, 
small thickness cf' < 0.2 mm) and very low thermal insulation. 
The temperatuse gradient behind the insulation must be very small. 
in the region of the rods insulation (i.e.grid) the power supply 
must be quite less or equal to the power supply of the remaining 
rod outside of the insulated region. 
The insulation must not essentially disturb the flow in the grid 
region. 
All these requirements are fulfilled D"y a 0, I - 0,15 mm thick insula-
tion of the heated rods with "Thermoguss+Epoeytresin". The test of 
this insulation using original grids in an annular test section was 
successful. 165 burnout messurments were made.at very high burnout-
heatfluxes without any mentionable failure on the insulation. 
All 44 heated rods of the PWR-test section are completely insulated 
(about 350 positions) and at the beginning of next year the experiments 
will coutinue. 
Some of the evaluated experimental burnout results are presented in 
reference L-2:/. Fig. 3 shows a comparison between experimental and 
calculated burnout values. Some of the measured mixing values are 
evaluated from KWU using the computing program "Thermohydraulik" 
modified for Freon 12. 
The BWR-test section fo~ the following experiments is now also ready. 
Only it's insulation with the new insulation method stands out. 
Exnerimental facilities of Part III: 
···=······==·····--·-·············--
As mentioned before the loop is laid out. Following details are 
completed: 
Calculation of the loop chracteristics /-3 7 using the computing 
\\l"~Ti1ft'l\\ C\WAf.\~. "''~ \"~l\~\\1.;\t)<;'\\% "f.'~ v~~de ful' v~t~'n', 
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The facility is laid out incl. all components. 
The regulating and control system of the loops is laid out too. 
The instrumentation of the loop is just ready. 
For the estimation of the costs all components of the planed facility 
are inquired. 
7. Next steEs '\ 
a) Finishing the experiments type I and II with the PWR-test section 
b) Carry-out the experiments type I and II with the BWR-test-section 
c) Finishing the calculation of the loop characteristics using the 
computing program COVACU modified for freon 12 lay-out and 
orderi.ng the components for the blow-down l09P· 
8. Relations with other Erojects 
see report tRS-F24 
RS 164 
RS 176 
j. 
l 
,. 
! • 
i 
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9. References 
J:l_7 KWU - Erlangen: Emmerling 
BLDGWH - Computer code for simulation of a blow down 
experiment, 
user's manual not available. 
f:2_7 GKSS 76IEI44 H. Fulfs, A. Katsaounis, C.v.Minden (English) 
Burnout Experiments with 6 x 6, 8 x 8 and 7 x 7 Rod Bundle 
Test Sections using Freon as Model Fluid. 
r-3_7 GKSS 76III41 R. Dietrich (German) 
Grundlegende Untersuchung zur Auslegung des Steuerungs- und 
Regelungskonzeptes fUr die erweiterte Frigen-Versuchsanlage zur 
DurchfUhrung von Burnout-Untersuchungen (RS 64- Part Ill). 
J:4_7 GKSS 76III11 H. Fulfs (German) 
. \ MESS - E1n Rechenprogramm zur Auswertung und Darstellung 
digitalisierter MeBwerte. 
~5_7 GKSS 72 05 AT - C-08 H. Fulfs (German) 
Ergebnisse der Durchmischungsversuche mit Vorwiderstand 
(1. Abschnitt) PWR I Part I I RS 64. 
r-6_7 GKSS 72 05 AT - B - 04 A. Katsaounis (German) 
Statusbericht RS 64. 
J:7_7 IRS - Research reports IRS - F - 30 - 34. 
10. ·Degree of availability 
All reports are available ~ith the allowance of IRS department 
"Forschungsbetreuung". 
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Classification: 1.1.2 
Title , (Orig!nal Language): COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Stationare DNB-Messungen: in Frigen mit komplexer Abstandshalter- SPONSOR: 
geometric BMFT 
• ORGANIZATION: (RS-176-II.1.3, Jahresbericht A 76) GKSS/A 
... 
'fitle 2 (Engl~sh~ : Project Leader: 
Fulfs/Katsaounis 
Steady state DNB Measurements in Freon with complex Spacer 
Geometry 
Initiated (Date): Comeleted (Date): 
I • 9. 1975 31. 12. 1978 
('":.atus: Last UJ2datin2 (Date): 
fcontinuing December 1976 
I • Gcnt•rnl aim 
In addition to the research program as 164 this program will be the basis for an 
experiments 1 st\ldy of the model laws betwe~n waa;er and freon concerning DNB-measure-
menta. 
2. Particular objectives 
I 
The program is qivided in the following three parts: 
0 
I. cold flow pressure drop measurements, 
II. mixing experiments with power, measurements of subchannel 
exit t~mperature, 
III. Critic~l heat flux measurements. 
In addition and supplement to the research program RS 164 these experiments will be 
i · used for recalculating the results from research program llS 64 Par~ l and II PWR. to 
j water conditions • 
·' l 
1 
. 3. Research program 
In order to check the condition of the test section and the accura~y of methods for 
pressure drop prediction cold flow pressure-drop measurements will be carried out. 
To got information about mixing effectiveness subchannel exit temperature measurements 
will be made at different levels of ~undle-. power and inlet enthall>Y• Critical heat 
flux tests will be carried out over a large range of inlet conditiqns e.g. massflow 
rate, inlet temperature, system pressure, mostly valid for PWRs. F~r some aspects 
CHF-points at a pressure of 70 bar will be investigated. 
~ . ...,_.,,, ................ , ... ~ .. ,·-----------~---~··-- ........... .....,.,_ __ ,....~_..,... ___ ,.. ___ ...,._..,.. __ 
4. Experimental facilities 
The geometry of the test section is a square array of 25 rods with a pitch of 
14.3 · 10-J m. 16 of them are elect.?=ically-heated with a relative power of 1.0, and 
6 with a relative power of 1.2, while 3 are unheated. All heated rods are instrumented 
with thermocouples near the exit end of the heated length, which is 2.985 m long. 
The outer diameter of the heated rods is 10.75 • 10-3 m, that of unheated rods 
1.372 • 10-3 m. Wall spacing of the heated rods is 4.544 • 10-3 m, grid spacing is 
0.534 m. 4 pressure taps give information about inlet and outlet pressure, and pres-
sure drop across spacers. 
• · The experiments will be carried out at the steady state burnout-facility of GKSS re·'"' 
search department, see also research program RS 64 in this report. 
5. Progress to Date 
The construction of the test section is finished. The fabrication of the main parts 
of the test section is also completed.' The construction for the modification of the 
electric components is finished and the transformer (700 kW) is ordered. 
6. Results 
There is not any essential delay in schedule, but as the tests themselves will be run 
in between RS 64. Any delay of RS 64 will shift the schedule of RS 176. Some new 
theoretical derivations about the scaling laws water/freon r-1_7 are made. 
7. Next Steps 
Delivery of the 700-kW-Transformer at.the end of the first quarter of next year. 
Instrumentadon and assembly of the test section.· 
The experiments can be started three months after the end of the runs RS 64 part l 
and II. 
8. 
I 
Relation with other Projects 
See annual report 1976. 
i 
.. 
9. References 
r-1 7 GKSS 76/I/34 G. Rinne (Ge~an) 
-- Beschreibung einer Datei fUr MeSwe~te der kritischen Heizfllchenbelastung 
und der zugehorigen Rechenprogramm,. 
~2_7 IRS-Research reports: ·fRS-F-30, 31, 33 
JO. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
All reports are available with the allowance of IRS, department Forschungsbetreuung. 
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Classification: 1.1.2 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD Stationare DNB-Messungen an BrennstabbUndeln mit SPONSOR: komplexer Abstandshalter-Geometrie in Wasser 
'RMFT 
(RS 164- II.1.3, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION: 
KWU-Erlangen 
•ritle 2 {Ens_lish) : Project Leader: 
: 
Stationary DNB Experiments on Fuel Rods with Complex Dr. Ulrych 
Spacer Geometry in Water and Freon 
Initiated (Date): Com;eleted (Date) : 
) 1 • 3. 75 31. 8. 76 
Status: Last Updatin2 (Date) : 
Completed 31. 12. 76 
1. General Aim and 2. Particular Objectives 
The transferibility on DNB-measurements in freon as a model fluid 
to water had to be investigated, especially for the complex geo-
metry of KWU-spacers.·With respect to an extended experimental 
test at GKSS with freon (RS 64) it was essential to work out a 
statement, how the results could be transferred to water condi-
·tions and which accuracy could be reached. The comparative tests 
in water and freon should confirm the results of the transient 
test program at GKSS. 
3. Research Program 
For two bundles with the same geometry in the freon loop at 
GKSS (RS 176) and in the water loop of the Columbia-University 
(RS 164) measurements of the critical heat flux were conducted. 
The investigations were carried out with a 5 x 5 bundle in PWR-
geometry with KWU-spacers and control rod guide tubes; the· 
bundle was heated uniformly in axial direction. 
. ' 
J 
4. Experimental Facilities 
a) 5.3 MW - Water loop at Columbia University, New York, 
N.Y., USA 
b) 1.1 MW- Freon loop at "Gesellschaft fUr Kernenergiever-
wertung in Schiffbau und Schiffahrt", Geesthacht, Germany. 
5. Progress to Date 
The experiments in water have been completed. 
The para~eter regions o! the tests were: 
System pressure: 
Mass flow density: 
Initial temperature: 
Max. bundle power: 
68·- 160 
598 - 3688 
135 - 336 
5,1 
The experiments are to be divided into three categories: 
- pressure drop experiments (only at 70 bar; without heating) 
mixing experiments (only at 16Q bar; with heating but no 
burnout) 
- burnout experiments (at 70, 100, 140 and 160 bar; with 
heating until burnout) 
The experiments in freon will be carried out in 1978 at GKSS 
under contract RS 176. 
6. Results 
The experimental data of the test series 1 were recalculated by 
THERMOHYDRAULIC. The agreement of the critical heat density was 
very good at 160 bar with the calculated W-3-R-Grid correlation. 
The use of this correlation for the core design of KWU-reactors 
was justified by these experiments. The maximum critical bundle 
power (5,1 MW) was reached at a mass flow density of 3600 kg/m~s. 
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7. Next Steps 
The work has been completed. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
. RS 64 Investigation of the Steady and Transient Critical Heat 
Flux of Multi-Rod Bundles for PWR's and BWR's with Freon 
as Model Fluid 
RS 176 Freon tests with the same bundle geometry 
9. References 
Dr. Ulrych, P. Suchy: 
Stationare DNB-Messungen an BrennstabbUndeln mit komplexer 
Abstandshalter-Geometrie in Wasser und Frigen 
Teilvorhaben 1: Versuche im Wasserkreislauf 
AbschluBbericht BMFT RS 164 
Kraftwerk Union Aktiengesellschaft (Aug. 1976) 
10. Degree of Availability 
The report is company confidential. 
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Classification: 1.1.2 
Title 1 (Ori2inal Lan2uage): COUNTRY: 
Entwicklung einer Massenstromdichte-MeBmethode fUr BRD 
transiente ZweiphasenstrBmungszustKnde mittels der SPONSOR: BMFT 
magnetischen Kernspinresonanz 
(RS 188 - I.1.1, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION; 
RWTH Aachen 
·ritle 2 (~_nglish) : Project Leader: 
Development of a mass flow density measuring method Prof.Dr. for testing transient two-phase-flow states by use R. Kosfeld of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
... 
Initiated (Date): ComEleted (Date~: 
1.4.76 31.3. 77 
""·tatus: Last UEdatin2 (Date): 
'"·continuing 31.12.76 
·1. Oonc.:r:_al ai!!!: 
Dovoloprnont of a measuring method based on NMR, for determining tho 
quas1-stnt1onary and transient mass-flow density up to about 103g/cm2s 
in two-phase flows 'Water/Vapor)w1th a time resolution up tg the milli-
secondrange and preijsures up to 160 bar,temperatures up to 325oc and flow• 
velocities up to 10 cm/s. This goal should be attained in three conse-
cutive steps; exper~ments in the first step should deal with temperatu-
res up to about 150 c. pressures up to 5 bar and flow velocities up to 
lOm/s. 
2. Part1 cular objective: \ 
The efficiency of an NMR Method for Determining the mass flow in two 
phase flows up to the experimeptal conditions encountered in refill-
c)nd blowdown-.experiments should be ascerta1nec1. 
3. Research P~ogram: 
3.1 Calculation of theoretical outflow curves. 
3.2 Construction of the glass set up for flow tests, including starting , 
c•f apparatus and test measurements. 
3.3 NMR-flow ~easurements. 
3.4 Testing of the mounting of the measuring coil in a s.teel tube. 
3.5 Setup of the apparatus for T1,T2,os-measurements • 
. 4. Exper~~ental facilities, computer codes: 
Programs were written for model calculations of NMR signals of flowing 
media. 
Other program$ were developped for constructing and adjusting the mea-
suring coil. All programs were written in BASEX with the exeption of 
some Assembler Routines. Asimple, open setup for flow experiments was 
built. in ord~r to check the model calculations • 
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5. Progress to date: 
The expected signals of various flow models were computed in advance. 
The weight function ofthe high frequency measurin~ coil, as a function 
of its geometric parameters, had to be set up as Equipment Function'. 
In order to check the computed 'Equipment Function' water filled ampules 
were drawn through the measuring apparatus. Later on, first measurements 
were performed on laminar and turbulent flows and compared with the mo-
del computations. Flow measurements in a polarizing field with various 
gradients were performed in order to evaluate the influence of the qua-
lity of the polarizing magnet. Numerical computations for the construc-
tion and adaption of the measuring coil were performed. 
The apparatus for measuring the relaxation time constants T1 and T? and 
·the self diffusion coefficient D has been assembled, except for tne 
pressure arming. Sample preparat!ons for the T1, ··T2 , Ds measurements have been started. 
6. Results: 
Measurements performed on laminar flows were compared with the model 
calculations. A very good agreement between model and experiment could 
be seen. · 
The apparatus for T , T , D measurements was adapted to high frequency. 
A retransformation Algo~ith~ is being 4eveloped at the present moment. 
7. Next steps: 
-Flow measurements on laminar and turbulent flows 
-Testing of the mounting of the measuring coil in a steel tube 
-T , T , D -measurements -D~vel6pment of the retransformation algorithm. 
8. Relation with other projects: 
Similar objectives are pursued by the following research programs: 
-RS . 135 Signal correlation 
-RS 146 Radiotracer measuring procedure 
-RS 147 Drag-Body development 
-True mass flow meter 
9. References: 
-Becker Farrar: 
-Abragam: 
-Bergmann et al.: 
-Puhr-Westerheide: 
-Puhr-Westerheide: 
· -Puhr-Westerhe1ae: 
Pulse and Fourier Transform NMR (English) 
Academic Press New York 1971 
The Principles of Nuclear Magnetism (English) 
Oxford At The Clarendon Press 1961 
Study of the Development of a Mass Flow Measuring 
Method usin~ NMR for transient Two Phase Flow Sta-
tes (German) · · 
KWU-Reactor Technique, October 1975 Report 
Model Computations of NMR Signals of One Phase 
Flows (German) · 
Internal R~port (July 1976) 
An Algorithm for the Numerical Computation of the 
Mass Coefficient dm/dv over the Velocity by usi~ 
the NMR Signar·· generated in Flowing Media (German) 
Internal Report (Dezember 1976) 
NMR Methods applied to Flowing Media (German) 
Internal Report (Novembe%""'"1976) 
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Classification: 1.1,.2 
Title 1 (Ori2inal Lan2ua2e> : COUNTRY: 
Dichtemessung in Zweiphasenstr6mung (Wasser /Damp£) BRD 
mittels Ultraschallsonden SPONSOR: 
(RS 225 - I.l.l, Jahresbericht A 1976) BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
IKT, TU Berlin 
:rjtlc 2 (t:n9lish): Project Leader& 
Density-measurement in a two-phase-flow (water/steam) Pro£ •. u. Wesser by means of ultrasonic detectors 
Initiated (Date): Completed (Date) : 
Oct. 1 ' 1976 Sept. 31 ' 1978 
"""'tatus: Last UJ2datin2 (Date): r~ontinuing Dec. 31, 1976 
1. General Aim ~ 
The purpose of this project is the measurement of the cross section 
average density of a steam-water mixture flowing in a pipe as a function 
of time durin~ blow-down experiments in the field of loss-of-coolant 
accidents in quclear reactot power plants. 
2. Particular Objectives 
; 
The aim of this project is the development of a measuring method for the 
average density of a fluid, based on the damping of ultrasonic waves in 
·~etallic rods by the surrounding medium. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Theoretic~! work 
The aim of th~ theoretical investigation is to design a physical model 
and to solve lrt by means of a digital computer. One or more geometries 
for detectors are to be determined with the results taking into account 
the physical $nd technical parameters. 
3.2 Pre-Experiments 
- t Pre-experimen1;s serve to ratify and correct the theory as well as to op·· 
\ 
timize the geometry of the detectors. Detectors with different dimen-
sions are to be tested in water and water/air mixture. In addition thus 
to be investi~~ated if this method can be used to measure the fluid level 
' , 
•' 
. ' 
in a tank. 
With these pre-experiments the influence of both the transmitter and 
receiver is to be investigated. 
3.3 Development of Electronical Network 
The aim of the development is to get a simple electronical network with 
high accuracy. This also encludes a short response time and a suitable 
preparation of the results. 
3.4 Tests under stationary and transient Conditions 
These tests will be carried out under realistic conditions in two-phase-
flow (water/steam). For these tests installations are existing (e.g. 
Project RS 135) or projected. Changing over to higher mass flows and 
transients there are considered tests at other locations, for example 
at Karlsruhe (RS 145) and/or Ispra (RS 109). 
3.5 Con~tructive design 
At the end of the applicated interval! a prototype is to be at disposal, 
which not only can be used under laboratory conditions. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
5. Progress to Date 
5.1 Theoretical work 
The theoretical work consisted mainly of literature studying. Further-
more, a physical model and its mathematical background were developed. 
5.2 Pre-Experiments 
Pre-experiments with simple arrangements were carried out to ·get infor-
mation of the coupling between transmitter or receiver and detector. 
6. Results 
6.1 Theoretical work 
The literature studying points out that there are investigations concern-
ing to the behaviour of ultrasonic delay-lines, the propagation of ul-
trasonic waves in a helical wire without damping and the pyhsical pro-
cess of the propagation in curved rods. All these publications deal with 
the propagation of pulses while our transmitter uses a continuous signal. 
A physical model is designed and there is also a mathematical description 
in a simplifi~d form. 
6.2 Pre-Experiments 
The pre-experiments confirm the dependence of the damping of ultrasonic 
waves in curved lines on the de~sity of the surrounding medium. 
7. Next Steps 
7.1 Theoretical Work 
The solution of the mathematical description will be improved. The theory 
is to be enlar~ed and modified for level measuring. 
7.2 Pre-Experiments 
(~rther prc-exweriments will be performed and tested on their accordance 
to the theory. The detectors will be improved. Afterwards experiments 
will be performed .in a water/steam mixture. 
7.3 Development of Electronical Network 
The first step is to analyse the domain of the results. Then the appro-
priate network is.to be found. 
8. Relation with other Projects 
It is intended to use this density measurement method under nuclear con-
ditions in a two-.phase-flow at GfK-Karlsruhe (RS 145) and at Ispra · 
(RS 109). This measurement method will be tested in project RS 135 
f-t:U-Berlin) too. 
\..., 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
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Classification: 1 • 1 • 2 
Title , (Origj:nal Language): COUNTRY: 
' BRD Theoretische {}ntersuchungen im Zusammenhang mi t Druck-
absenkungsvorg~ngen irn Prim~rsystem (Blowdown, Kernnot- SPONSOR: 
kUhlung-Hochd~uckphase) BMI (ATT 085A - I·~ 1 • 1 - !.1.2, Jahresbeficht A 75) ORGANIZATION: 
LRA, Garching 
Title 2 (enslish): E>.roject Le~: 
Simulation of Reactor System Blowdown and High Pressure Dr. H. Karwat 
Emergency Core Cooling 
. 
Initiated (Date.) : Completed (Date) : 
,r-.tatus: Last UEdating: ~Date~ 
'-.!Ontinuing December 1975 
1. General Aim, 
The general aim is to develop computer codes to predict thermal hydrau-
lic response of the primary system of water cooled reactors during the 
blowdown phase of a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) with consideration 
of high pressure emergency core cooling. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Ormprovement of the code BRUCH-D 
- Development ,pf the code DRUFAN 
Development IPf the code DAPSY 
- Performance tPf theoretical work accompanying related experimental 
research projects. 
3. ExEerimenta;L Facilities and Program 
---------
~ ...... ~·---· .... 4 .......... , ..-p . ... ............ -----......----,.---:---- . - ... -.-------:--
Project Status 
4.1 Progress to Date 
The code BRUCH-D has been improved. Two new versions, BRUCH-D-04 /1/ 
and BRUCH-D-05 /2/ have been finished. In BRUCH-D-04 a better simula-
tion of the heat transfer in the core region is realized by a more 
detailed assignment of axial fuel rod sections and local fluid condi-
tions. In BRUCH-D-05 extended sets of heat transfer and critical heat 
flux correlations are incorporated. Also a subroutine smoothing the 
specific core mass flows, which are used for determining the heat 
transfer and critical heat flux, has been inserted. A study of the in-
fluence of the most important thermal hydraulic parameters on heat ~ 
transfer and critical heat flux has been conducted. The results in 
graphical repres~ntation permit a quick estimation of the heat trans-
fer coefficient and the critical heat flux for given values of thermal· 
hydraulic parameters /3/. 
Further development of the code DRUFAN has been continued. DRUFAN is 
based on a multinode model taking into account thermodynamic nonequi-
librium within the nodes during evaporation and condensation processes. 
Full flexibility in the arrangement of nodes and flow pathes restric-
ted only by the core storage capacity of the computer permits an ap-
propriate geometrical representation of the primary system of a PWR, 
as well as the representation of a pressurized experimental fluid dy~ 
namic system in the required detail. The techniques used for determi-
nation of critical discharge rates - i.e. the use of the instationary 
Bernoulli equation for the initial phase of the transient, and the use 
of the Moody model for critical discharge - have been found unsatis-
factory in the case of a outlet nozzle represented by several nodes. 
Therefore a critical discharge model for one and two phase fluid has 
been developed. The model is based on the stationary one-dimensional 
description of the flow (1-D Model) with consideration of thermodyna-
mic non-equilibrium phenomena. The critical mass flow rate is con-
trolled by Mach 1 at the discharge orifice. 
In the field of "Fluid and Structural Dynamic Coupling" the first step 
has been the coupling of the fluiddynamic code DAPSY to a finite ele-
ment structuraldynamic code based on a special two dimensional axisym-
i 
' 
metric shell element representation. DAPSY has been developed for the 
·investiq<~tion of pressure wave propagation phenomena, in which the 
fluiddynamic systems are repre,:;enteq by a multi-dimensional network 
of 1-0 flow channels. For the couplj,ng the code DAPSY had to be slight-
ly modified e~,nd expanded. 
4.2 Essential Results 
DRUFAN cn,lc verification has been undertaken by the simulation of the 
deprE~ssuri zation· experiment of Edwards and O' Brien ( 1) on which the 
USAEC-Standard Problem 1 (2) is based. The calculations have been per-
~formed using both the Moody model and the new 1-D model to determine 
the critical discharge rate. Good agreement between experimental and 
calculnt(•d pressure histories could be attain~d by applying the 1-0 
model. For the calculation with the Moody model a discharge coeffi-
cient CD = 0.5 has been found necessary.The undershoot in pressure 
below the saturation pressure, observed in the experiment at the 
closed end of t.he test pipe, caused by thermal non-equilibrium between 
water and steam phase during evaporation, could be simulated with the 
code DRUFAN satisfactorily /4/. The consideration of thermodynamic 
non-equilibrium phenomena in the code not only yielded a better p~e­
diction of the pressure transients, it also avoids the unrealistic 
pressure oscillations, which have been a typical multinode model 
C?roblem. 
The code has also been applied to analyze one of the first RS 77-de-
pressurization experiments. The experiments have been carried out to 
· investigate, in particular, thermodynamic non-equilibrium phenomena. 
With the code DRUFAN the experimental results, characterized by the 
occurence of non-equilibrium conditions, could be simulated without 
difficulty. 
The RS 16/2 depressurization experiment DWR-5 (3) has been simulated 
as wr·· :-.he code DAPSY, ass~ming a rigid core barrel wall, as by 
the coupied fluid and structural dy~amic program, assuming an elastic 
wall. Better agreement between experimental and calculated results 
have been obtained with the coupled fluid and structural dynamic pro-
gram. 
tu. l A e e •==-. 
In connection with the specifications of the HDR blowdown experiments 
/5/ several runs with the codes DAPSY and TSHOCK have been performed 
/6,7/. DAPSY has been applied to problems concerning pressure wave 
propagation phenomena, TSHOCK for. estimation of the thermal stresses 
in the HDR pressure vessel during the depressurization period. 
(1) A.R. Edwards, T.P. O'Brien 
Studies of Phenomena Connected with the Depressurization of Water 
Reactors 
J. of the British Nucl. Energy Soc. April 1970 
(2) R.W. Garner 
Comparative Analyses of Standard Problems 
Standard Problem 1 
(Straight Pipe Depressurization Experiments) 
Aerojet Nuclear Company 
Interim Report I-212-74-5.1 October 1973 
(3) Battelle-Institut, Versuchsergebnisse aus dem Vorhaben RS 16/B, 
Techn. Bericht RS 16/B, August 1975 
5. Next Steps 
At present a comparison of BRUCH-D-05 with RELAP-4 is in preparation. 
In particular, the influence of the·different methods of simulation 
of the transient main coolant pump behaviour on the blowdown will be 
studied. 
A detailed description of the current version of DRUFAN, which is ap-
plicable to analyze the initial blowdown phase of a PWR-LOCA, will be 
prepared, together with the optimization of the computer code. The 
verification of the code will be further advanced by simulation of 
appropriate experiments. In particular the verification of the corre-
lation determining the mass transfer between water and steam phases 
during evaporation or condensation will be stressed. By insertion of · 
additional subroutines (e.g. fuel rod model, pump model) the program 
DRUFAN will be extended in such a way that total blowdown can be ana-
lyzed. 
,-
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The fluiddynamic code DAPSY will be coupled to an existing finite ele-
ment structul~al dynamic code which ia applicable for the representa-
tion of any 6tructural system • 
. 6. Relation 'J~o Other Projects 
... 
7. Reference Documents 
0 
/1/ 
K.J. Liesch, G. Raemhild 
BRUCH-0•04 - Ein Rechenprogramm zur Analyse der fluid- und thermo-
dynamischen Vorgange im Primarkreis von Druckwasserreaktoren bei 
sch\.Jeren Klihlm,ittelverlustunfallen (4. erweiterte Version). Programm-
beschreibung 
MRR-P-15, Januar 1975 
/2/ 
K.J. Liesch 
BRUCH-D-05 - Ei·n Rechenprogramm zur Analyse der fluid- und thermo.,. 
dynamischen Vorgange im Primarkreis von Druckwasserreaktoren bei 
·~schweren KUhlmittelverlustunfallen (5. erweiterte Version) 
MRR~P-20, Dczember 1975 
/3/ 
K.J. Liesch, G. Raemhild, K. Hofmann 
Zur Bestimmung des WarmeUbergangs und der kritischen Heizflachenbe-
lastung im Hi.nblick auf besondere Verhaltnisse in den KUhlkanalen 
eines DWR bei schweren KUhlmittelverlustunfallen 
MRR 150, Juni 1975 
a.r. ; se ''.,.. --·-·- •. '1' -· ---::--,. • ....--:-----
/4/ 
K. Wolfert 
USAEC Standard Problem 1 
Calculations with the code DRUFAN 
presented at CSNI-AD HOC GROUP ON EMERGENCY CORE COOLING, Bethesda, 
' Maryland, USA, September 1975 
/5/ 
T. Grillenbe~ger, B. ~sterle, K. Wolfert 
Beitrage des LRA zu speziellen Kapiteln des PNS-Arbeitsberichtes 
Nr. 47/75 "Detailspezifikation der sicherheitstechnischen Unter-
suchungen am HDR-Blowdown-Versuch". Interner Bericht 
MRR-I-50, Juni 1975 
/6/ 
Beitrage zur Detailspezifikation der Blowdown-Versuche am HDR. Inter-
ner Bericht 
MRR-I-40, April 1975 
/7/ 
T. Grillenberger 
TSHOCK - Ein Rechenprogramm zur Ermittlung thermischer Beanspruchung 
von Behalterwanden aufgrund instationarer eindimensionaler Warmeleit-
vorgange, Programmbeschreibung. Interner Bericht 
MRR-I-52, September 1975 
8. Degree of Availability 
Documents are available through 
Laboratorium fur Reaktorregelung und Anlagensicherung 
D-8046 Garching 
Federal Republik of Germany 
Reports MRR-I are confidential and therefore normally not available. 
Classification: 1.1.2 
Title 1 COr1iinal Language) : COUNTRY: 
Untersuchungen zu Druckabsenkungsvorgangen (Blowdown) BRD 
und zur Hochd~uckphase der KernnotkUhlung SPONSOR: ATT 085- I.1.1 - Jahresbericht A 76) : BMI 
ORGANIZATION: 
LRA, Garching 
~r 1.!:~-----' E ~s.!Jr s h > : Project Leader: 
Simulation of Reactor System Blowdown and High Pressure Dr. H. Karwat 
Emergency core, Cooling K. Wolfert 
Initiated (Dat;e): Completed (Date) : 
-
'tatus: Last UEdatin2 (Date) : lc.~ntinuing December 1976 . 
The general ailn is to develop computer codes to predict thermal hydrau-
lic response of the primary system of water cooled reactors during the 
blowdown phase of a loss-of-·coolant accident (LOCA) with consideration 
of high pressu~e emergency core cooling. 
2. Particular Objectives 
of the code BRUCH-D 
of the code DRUFAN 
of the code DAPSY 
Improvement 
Development 
Development 
Performance 
research projects. 
of theoretical work accompanying related experimental 
3. Experimental Facilities and Program 
Not relevant. 
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4. Project Status 
' ' 4.1 Progress to Date 
The blowdown code BRUCH-D has been improved. In the version BRUCH-D-05 
a better simulation of the recirculation pump behaviour has been pro-
·vided by a model based on single-phase homogeneous curves for head and 
torque. The degrate~ load on torque with respect to two-phase flow con-
ditions are considered. Addit~onal ~~fects on pump coast-down, such as 
a break of the coupling between motor and pump, fly-wheel release or a· 
pump rotor lockage, are taken into account. An extended version BRUCH-
D-06 .has been completed. In this version a module simulating the heat 
removal of the primary system structures and a procedure for approximate 
determination of the water level in the pressure vessel are incorporate. 
/1/. 
The development of the code DRUFAN - a code to describe th~rmal hydrau-
lic transients of two-phase fruids during a loss-of-coolant accident -
has been continued. DRUFAN is based on the lumped-parameter technique 
with consideration of thermodynamic nonequilibrium within the defined 
control volumes. The first DRUFAN version for analysis of the initial 
blowdQwn phase has been finished /2, 3, 4/. 
The first version of the code DAPSY - a code for the investigation of 
pressure wave propagation processes - has been completed. With DAPSY, 
multi-dimensional geometries may be represented by networks of one-di-
mensional flow paths. Thermodynamic nonequilibrium phenomena are taken 
into account /5, 6/. The development of a code for the coupled treatment 
of fluid and structure dynamics has been continued. The principle effect 
of structural response on the fluid behaviour has been studied by simula-
tion of a BWR feed water pipe with quick closing check valves /7, 8/. 
In the framework of "OECD Ad-hoc Working Group on Emergency Core Cooling" 
co-operation the OECD/CSNI Standard Problem No. 6 has been defined and 
the data describing the experiment have been compiled /9/ •. Standard Prob-
lem No. 6 will be based on the experiment SWR-2R performed at the Battel-
le Institut, Frankfurt am Main, simulating water level rise processes 
(11. 
4.2 Essential Results 
ORUFAN code verification has been continued by the simulation of the 
Battelle RS 16/2 expe~iment OWR-1R (2). On the basis of this experiment 
especially, the one-dimensional model incorporated in ORUFAN to evaluate 
discharge rates has been tested in particular. By utilisation of an ap-
propriate relation describing the increased mass transfer between liq-
uid and vapour phases at high Re-numbers, a good agreement between cal-
culation and experimental data could be achieved. The calculations have 
been presented at the OECO/NEA Specialists• Meeting on Transient Two-
Phase Flow in Toronto, August 1976. The simulation of ECCS injection 
processes has bee.n checked. Even at conditions extremely unfavourable 
with respect to the analytical simulation (injection into a ~ery small 
oontrol VOlUmt~, high injection rate), the processes COU~Ld be simulat~d 
without problem. The typical pressure oscillations, gen,rally computed 
by codes based on thermodynamic equilibrium models, did not appear. 
The Battelle blowdown experiment RS 16/2 OWR2 (3), an e~~periment with an 
orifice plate at the outlet, h~s bee~ simulated by DAPS,~. Good agreement 
between exper~mental and calculated results has been re.lized /10/. 
5. · Next Step~ 
Further work cm ORUFAN and DAPSY verification, based e·'l· on the simula-
~1?-ion of BatteJ,le RS 16 or LOFT blowdown experiments, is scheduled. 
(.~RUFAN will be~ extended for small leak simulations. 
The code describing the coupled fluid-structure dynamic~ will be tested 
by simulating a multi-dimensional problem. 
(1) Battelle-Institut Frankfurt/M., Technischer Bericht BF-RS0016B-32-7, 
Juli 1976 
(2) Battelle-Institut Frankfurt/M., Bericht zum Forschungsvorhaben "In-
formntinn zu den Referenzversuchen", Kurzfassung der Ergebnisse, 
Mai 19'7 4 
(3) Battelle-Institut Frankfurt/M., Bericht zum Forschungsvorhaben RS 
16/2, Versuchsergebnisse vom oruckentlastungsvorgang im Druckbehalter 
mit flexiblen DWR-Einbauten, Versuchswiederholung OWR 2, S~pt. 1975 
'~-·· ..... -; .. ~---·"---,..---·---oo:--~-:- . ' ... ' ··-:--·~---------' 
6. Relation to Other Projects 
See above• 
7. Reference Documents 
/1/ 
K. Hofmann 
BRUCH-D-06 - Ein Rechenprogramm zur Analyse transienter fluid- und ther-
modynamischer vorgange im Primarkreis von Druckwasserreaktoren oder in. 
Versuchskreislaufen. Programmbeschreibung 
MRR-P-25, Dezember 1976 
/2/ 
K. Wolfert 
Die BerUcksichtigung thermodynamischer Nichtgleichgewichtszustande bei 
der Simulation von KUhlmittelverluststBrfallen 
Proceedings, Reaktortagung, DUsseldorf, Marz/April 1976 
/3/ 
K. Wolfert 
The Simulation of Blowdown Processes With Consideration of'Thermodynamic 
Nonequilibrium Phenomena 
OECD/N~A Specialists' Meeting on Transient Two-Phase Flow, Toronto, 
August 1976 
/4/ 
K. Wolfert, M.J. Burwell, D. Enix 
DRUFAN - A Code Based on a Multinode Model Simulating Blowdown Processes 
with Consideration of Thermo4ynamic Nonequilibrium Phenomena. Prelimina-
ry Code Description. Internal Report 
MRR-I-81, December 1976 
/5/ 
T. G~~.Lunberger 
The Computer Code· DAPSY for the Calculation of Pressure Wave Propagation 
in the Primary Coolant System of Light Water Reactors. Internal Report 
M~-I-66, April 1976 
.. 
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/6/ 
T. Grillenberger 
DAPSY - Ein .Rechenproqramm fUr die Druckwellenausbreitung tm'Reaktor-
kUhlkreislauf. Programmbeschreibung 
MRR-P-24, Oktober 1976 
/7/ 
T. Grillcnbcrger 
Erste Ergcbnisse von Testrechnungen mit einem Programm ~u~ qekoppelten 
Berechnung fluid- und strukturdynamischer vorgange, fluiddynamischer Teil 
Proceedings, l~eaktortagung, DUsseldorf, Marz/April 1976 
/8/ 
r:~. (:)sterle 
~ 
Erste ErgcbniE;se von Testrechnungen mit einem Programm ~ur gekoppelten 
Bcrcchnun(l fllaid- und strukturdynamiecher Vorgange; str~kturdynamiacher 
Tail· 
Proceedinqs, Reaktortagung, DUsseldorf, Marz/April 1976 
/9/ 
F. Steinhoff 
OECD Standard Problem No. 6 
Determination of Water Level and Phase Separation Effects During the 
Initial Blowd~wn Phase. Version 15.11.1976 
Second Workshop for CSNI and LOCA Standard Problems, Paris, December 1976 
'(' 
',.,·10/ 
F. Bruckrneyer, T. Grillenberger 
Nachrechnungen zu dem Versuch DWR2 des Forschungsvorhabeps RS 16/2, 
Interner Bericht 
MRR-I-78, Dezember 1976 
8. Degree of Availability 
I 
Documents are available through 
Gesellschaft fUr Reaktorsicherheit mbH 
D-8046 Garching, Forschungsgelande, Feder~l Republic of Germany 
Reports MRR-I are confidential and therefore normally not available. 
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Classification: 1.1 .2 
. 
Title 1 (Ori2inal Lan2ua2e): COUNTRY: 
Beteiligung des LRA am LOFT-Progr~ der USNRC BRO 
(RS 198 - I. 1 .1, Jahresbericht A 76) SPONSOR: BMFT 
ORGANIZATION; 
LRA Garching 
·ritle 2 (Engl!sh~ : Project Leader: 
Participation by the LRA in the LOFT Project or. Karwat 
of the USNRC 
Initiated (Date)·: Completed (Date) : 
' July 1976 December 1978 
.._:,tatus: Last Ufdatin2 (Date) : 
\ ' .. December 1976 I i.:ontinuing 
1. Gencrnl Aim 
The analysis of the LOFT series will improve the knowledge about certain 
regimes of the LOCA, which are not understood completely. In close coop-
eration with American groups it is hoped to gain more e~perience in ac-
tual experimental procedures. 
~. Particular Objectives 
,....._ 
..... .J 
Verification qf computer codes which are commonly used in Germany by 
pre- and post~calculations of the LOFT series, leading to modification 
of the codes ~rhere necessary. Compar~son of the results of the LOFT 
series and of the German RS-projects and analysis of this comparison. 
3. Research Program 
·The work program of LRA includes two main points: 
Pre- and post-calculation of the LOFT experiments 
Participation in the analysis and the evaluation of technical con-
I 
clusions from the results of the LOFT project. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Codes 
The codes DAPSY /1/ and DRUFAN /2/ are used mainly to calculate pressure 
wave propagation phenomena. The codes DRUFAN and BRUCH-D-06 /3/ are to 
. 
be applied to simulate the whole decompression including the injection 
process until the beginning of the reflood phase. 
5. Progress to Date 
Input date sets for the codes DAPSY, DRUFAN and BRUCH-D-06 have been 
completed and are listed in /4/. Special problems are involved with the 
simulation of the fluiddynamic behaviour of the Quick Opening Blowdown 
Valves (QOBV) which is supposed to simulate the real break opening mech-
anism. of a pipe. The analysis of first results shows the necessity of a 
more detailed geometrical and fluidmechanical simulation of the QOBV in 
order to obtain sufficient agreement between calculated and measured 
results. 
6·. Results 
.:'irst results of the post-calculation of the L1-2 test, computed with 
DAPSY, are reported in /4/ and are to be presented at the Reaktortagung 
1977. 
7. Next Steps 
A continuous refinement of the input data should lead to an adequate 
simulation of the LOFT facility, future work will be the pre-calcula-
tion of the L1-4 test. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
--~ 
9. References 
/1/. 
/ 
T. Grillenberger 
The Computer Code DAPSY for the Calculation of Pressure Wave Propaga-
tion in the Primary Coolant System of Light Water Reactors. Internal 
Report 
MRR-I-66, April 1976 
/2/ 
K. Wolfort 
The SimuJ ;ltion of Blowdown Processes with Consideration of Therii\odyna-
mic Noncquilibrium Phenomena 
' 0 
r-·~per presented at the Specialists• Meeting on Transient Two-Phase-Flow, 
'oECD/NEA, Toronto (Canada), August 3rd and 4th, 1976 
/3/ 
K. Hofmann 
BRU'CH-D-06 - !Un Rechenprograrnm zur Analyse· transienter fluid- und ther-
modynamischer Vorg~nge im Prim~rkreis von Druckwasserreaktoren oder in 
Versu.:hskreisl~ufen. Progranunbeschreibung 
MRR-P-25, Dezember 1976 
/4/ 
K.J. Liesch, K. Hofmann, F.J .• Ringer 
Application of the DAPSY Code on LOFT Nonnuclear LOC Experiment L1-2. () 
J ;aternal Report 
MRR-I-79, Dece:mber 1976 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
Documents are available through 
Gesellschaft fUr Reaktorsicherheit mbH 
D-8046 Garching, Forschungsgel~nde 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Reports MRR-I are confidential and therefore normally not available. 
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Titre 'ays : 
FRANCE 
Thermohydraulique du LOCA. 
Etude de la phase d•pressurisation d'un r'acteur l eau Organime ciirecteur 
pressurisee : Programme OMEGA CEA 
. 
Titre < anglaia) Organisme executeur· 
'· 
CEA/DTCE STT 
LOCA thermohydraulics. (GRENOBLE) 
P .. W •. R. •. Blowdown Studies : OMEGA Projects. Responsable • • 
M. COUR.TAUD (STT) 
Scientifiques • • 
Date de demarrage : Ol/Ol/72 Date prevue d1achevement ~1/12/78 R.lUCQUE 1tat actuel : en cours Derniere mise .. & jour : ·21/0l/77 · J. C. ROUSSEAU 
' 
.Lo 
0 
'\ 
Etude des transferts de chaleur durant la phase de depres·surisation 
d'un reacteur l eau pressurisee afin d'etablir des correlations 
d'echanges de chaleur et de flux critiques. 
Objectifs oarticuliers : 
Developper des modeles physiques pour l'interpretationdes 
experiences : elaboration de correlation pour RELAP 4~ validation 
de modeles physiques pour les codes 2eme generation. 
Installations experimentales et programme : 
- Boucle OMEGA : Pression 170 bars, debit max. 20 kg/sec, puissance 
4,5 MW 
- Depressurisation d'une section d'essais tubulaire puis d'une 
grappe 36 barreaux : · 
. 1) Section tubulaire de 12 mm de diametre et 3,65 m de long avec 
un flux axial uniforme ; taille de breche 50 et 15 mm2 : breche· 
amont, aval, et aux deux extremites. ~ 
2) Assemblage de 36 barreaux combustibles type 17 X 17 de 3,65 m de • 
long avec un flux cosinus taille de breche : 4 cm2 (amont, 
et aux deux ext~emit'•· 
- CANON : Depressurisation d'une section tubulaire de lOO mm de 
diametre et 4 m de long, l partir d'une pression de 30 bars. 
- SUPER-CANON : M~me experience pour une pression initiale de 150 bars. 
- DEDIF : Developpement d'instrumentation pour ecoulement diphasique • 
. . . / ... 
i 
\,"'-"''I 
Etat de 11 4tude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour 
Campagne d 1essais de depressurisation OMEGA sur section tubulaire 
terminee. Depressurisation sur CANON 30 bars terminee. 
2) ~sultats essentials : 
Mise au point de mesure de taux de vide par neutronographie. Test 
du code BERTHA sur les depressurisations CANON. Etalonnage des 
debitmetres pour ecoulement diphasique pour des pressions superieures 
a 40 bars et etablissement de la procedure de depouillement des 
indications de ces debitmetres lors de la depressurisation. 
Prochaines etapes : 
Depressurisation d'une grappe de 36 barreaux. Depressurisation su~ 
CANON 150 bars. 
Documents de reference : 
- "Depressurisation d1une capacite en double phase - installation 
CANON", B. RIEGEL, A.MARECHAL, JC. ROUSSEAU Note DTCE-STT 490. 
- ''Void F'raction Measurements during Blowdown by Neutron Absorption 
or Scattering", JC~ROUSSEAU, J.GER.'lY, B.RIEGEL.- Meeting OCDE, 
TORONTO, august 3-4 1976. 
- "CODE BERTHA-Application aux experiences CANON", JC. ROUSSEAU, 
G. BOUDSOCQ, A.MARECH.AL, B. RIEGEL, M. SCHALL - Note DTCE-S'l:T 491. 
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Titre 
Titre 
140-26-21/4160-04 
Thermohydraulique du LOCA •. 
~tude des d4bits critiques en double phase Programmes 
MOBY.,.DICK et SUPER. MOBY-DICK. 
LOCA thermohydraulics. 
Critical two phase flow studies MOBY-DICK and SUPER 
. MOBY·DI~~ projects. 
Pays 1 
FRANCE 
Orsani8me directeur 
CEA-EdF/SEPTEN 
Organisme executeur : 
CEA/DTCE/STT 
(GRENOBLE) 
Responsable : 
H. OOURTAUD (S'l'T) 
Scientifiques : 
Date de demarz:age : Ol/Ol/72 Date pr~vue d1aehevement :31/12/80 
Derniere mise ~ jour : 21/01/77 
HOUDAILLER (EdF-
SEPTEN) Etat actuel : en cours: 
J. C R.OUSSEAU 
("', M. LAU R.O 
.. _.,11----------------------------11..-~;;.;;;;;.;.:;;; _____ --J 
Ob1ectif g~neral : 
D~velopper et qualifier des modeles d1 ecoulement en double phase 
a partir d'exp~riences analytiques ou les d~sequilibres entre 
phases sont tmportants. 
Objectifs particuliers 
Etude de la cinetique de vaporisation en ecoulement double phase 
a fort gradient de pression. Realiser des debits critiques dans 
des conditions et des geometries variables. · 
Installations exp~rimentales et programme : 
MOBY-DICK : Boucle dans laquelle est realisee un melange double 
·phase par autovaporisation. Plusieurs geometries de section d'essai 
sont prevues : 
1) Tube de section de 20 mm ID, 
2) Tube de section de 14 mm ID, 
3) Tube de section de 14 mm ID, 
essai en eau-azote. 
' termine par un divergent de 7 degr~s. 
I termin~ par un divergent de 7 degres. 
termine par un divergent de 7 degresi 
Ces essais sent realises a basse pression et a faible titre 
(P < 7 bars, X< 2%). Il est prevu de modifier la boucle afin 
d1atteindre des titres plus eleves. 
SUPER MOBY-DICK : M~me type d1experience mais a des niveaux de 
pression pouvant aller jusqu'a lOO bars. 
. . . I .•• 
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'Etat' de 1 '~tude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
}IDBY-DICK : essais 1,2 et 3 termines. Dans la serie 2 des difficultes 
ont ete rencontrees dans la reproductibilite des essais. 
Reconstruction de la boucle : La puissance passe de 360 kW a 800 kW 
et le condenseur a ete change. 
SUPER MOBY-DICK : Stade de 1 1avant-projet. 
2) Resultats essentie1s : 
Pro chair;.; 
Valeurs de debits critiques dans la gamme l a 7 bars, X <:11.. 
Mise en evidence de l'tmportance du desequilibre thermodynamique. 
'.apes 
MOBY-DICK Experience a realiser sur une section d 1essai de 14 ~ 
de diametre termine par un divergent de 7 degres, P < 10 bars, 
~< 121.. Experiences realis~es sur une section d'essai de 14 mm de 
diametre avec un elargissement brusque de 120 mm, P < 10 bars, 
X < 12'7.. 
SUPER MOBY-DICK : Boucle operationnelle prevue pour septembre 1978. 
Relation avec d 1 autres etudes 
C.F.T. : Experience suedoise de debit critique pour des sections de . 
breches tmportantes (200 a 500 mm). 
REBECA : Etude de debits critiques d'un melange a 3 composants : 
eau, air, vapeur. 
Documents de reference 
"Contribution a 1 1etude de debits critiques en ecoulement diphasiq~e 
eau-vapeur", M.REOCREUX- These de l'tl'niversite de GRENOBLE, 1974. 
"Etudes experimentales de debi,.ts critiques en eEoulement diphasique 
eau-vapeur", M. GOIZOUARN - Note DTCE-STT SOl, decembre 1975. 
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Classification : 1·1-2 
.l/1-
'l'itr• Pays • • 
. 
MARVIKEN CFT SUEDE 
. (!tud• de debits critiques) Organ~~ d§recteur O~YS NO 1 UE A (N.R.C. + EPRI) 
~~C~A~ CZt:ii_A. ~DF) 
Titre (anglais) Organisme e:xec:uteu.r • 
MARVIKEN. CRITICAL FLOW TESTS MARVIKEN - SUEDE 
Responsables·fran~ais 
: 
J, PELCE (CEA) 
J. AZAM (EDF) 
Scientifiques . • 
Date de demarrage : l/Ol/78 Date prevue d 1achevement : l/07 /79 M. REOCREUX ( CEA) 
Etat actuel : Construction Derniere mise l jour : 15/04/77 G. HOUDAYER (EDF) 
-\..,; 
Ob1ectif g~neral 
1) Etude des debits critiques dans le cas des reacteurs a eau. 
ordinaire. 
Obiectifs particuliers : 
2) La particularite des essais MARVIKEN reside dans l'etude des 
ruptures de grosses sections, ce qui n'est jamais le cas dans 
des installations experimentales. Les sections de fuite etudiees 
se~ont:200, 300 et 500 mm de diametre. 
<:) Installations experimentales et programme 
On utilise pour l'experience, le reacteur desaffecte de MARVIKEN 
(Suede). La cuve du reacteur est remplie sous pression. La bre-
che est situee au bas de la cuve. Les parametres etudies sont : 
- pression a la breche (30,40 et 50 bars) 
~ diametre de la breche (20,30 et 50 cm) 
sous-saturation de l 1 eau (5,15 et 30°C) 
- rapport L/D (L longueur de la section d'essai, D diametre de la 
breche (0, l, 2,5 et 3) 
Le programme a ete d~fini lors d1 une reunion d'experts qui s'est 
tenue a MARVIKEN en avril 1976 • La duree des essais est de 18 
mois • 
. .. / ... 
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. L'accord concernant les essais sera aisn• d'ici le tS mai 1977. 
Cet accord interesse· : 
Les Pays N~rdiques (Sulde,· Danemark, Norvlge, Finlande) 
Les USA (NRC + EPRI) 
La France (CEA + EDF) 
Les Pays Bas (KEMA) 
La participation fran~aise est de 20 ~ du coat total repartis 
egalement entre CEA et EDF 
Etat de l'etude 
Essais de debits critiques realises en France MOBY-DICK, SUPER 
MOBY-DICK 
Methodes analytiques d'interpretation 
(N.B~l'interpretation des e$sais ne f•it pas partie de l'accord). 
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Title 1 (original language) 
AQUITAINE 2 PROGRAM. 
Title 2 (english) 
c 
Dynamic studies of the mechanical and thermal 
effects which occur on primary piping during 
a I..OCT\. 
Initiated (date) Completed (date) 
JANUARY 1975 JUNE 1977 
Status Last updating (date) 
PROGRESSING JUNE 1975 
1 • OBJECTIVES 
0 
Country : FRANCE 
Sponsor FAAMATOHE CEA 
Organization· 
FRl\MATOl-IE 
CEA 
Project leader: 
M. CAMPAN CEA 
M. TROUBLE FM I 
Scientists : ·' 
The objectives of this test program consist of studying on reduced scale model 
under dynamic conditions the mechanical ~ffects which happen at the 
level of primary piping and on surrounding structures in a·case of.LOCA • 
The following effects will be studied :· 
(i) Measurement of reac'tion leads and pipe whip 
(ii) 
(Hi) 
(iiii) 
Study of plastic hinge of an elbow 
Study of conditions resulting from impact between a pipe and 
rigid structure 
Study of plastic deflection of a straight pipe.in the e:vent 
of a lateral break 
-·' 
0 
0 
(iiiii) Measurement of impact forc~s and jet thrust on surroundinq 
structures 
The results obtained will permit the calibration of computer proqrams 
which deal with problems related to the behavior of structures. 
The test facility will further be apt to be used as testinq stand for 
the calibration of fast transient two phase flow instrumentation. 
2 • PROJECT STATUS 
A theoritical study for sizinq the pressurised capacity has been done 
by.FRN1ATOME. The loof will represent a 3 loop PWR and the similitude 
ratio will be 1/10 of the full scale. 
Preliminary studies of the instrumentation of the test section have 
been carried out jointly between. C.E.A an~ FRNMATOME. 
The explosive techniques used in the Space will be used for initia-
tinq break in a very short time. 
3·. NEAR TERM PLANNING 
The construction of the test facility and the procurement of lonq· 
delivery items will start in Fall 1975. ln parallel some qualifi-
cation tests of both instrumentation and·explosive system will be 
carried out on a simplified loop~ . 
The test proqram will start Mid 1976. 
4. RELATIONS WITH OTHER PROJECTS 
· NONE 
5. AVAILABl;LITY OF "RESULTS" 
Joint property of CEA and FRAMATOME. 
.. 
'i 
! . 
j 
J 
' 
0 
0 
The pressure gradients of all blowdowns were controlled according 
to precalculated oul'"Vies~ The design of the facility allowed to'do 
this very accurately. 
Reproducibility of the dates was studied for blowdowns under 
different conditions. 
For the comparison of computer codes, a standard DNB test was 
carried out. The data of this tests were send to the IRS for· 
further use. 
·7. Next Steps 
The work has been completed. 
·a. Relation with Other ProJects 
RS 36 B 
. RS 36 C 
9. References 
Emergency Core Cooling Program 
Refilling Experiments with Simulation of 
the Circulation Loop 
Emergency Core Cooling Program 
Low Pressure Experiments, BWR Second Cluster 
10. Degree of Availability 
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:})a LG ini tiil ted 1974 
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Last updatinG . .. ·· ... . 
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Classification 
. . 
•• : •• 
0 
0 
• ••• 1·~~1. 2' .. •,o ••• 
Coun tr)': 
Sponsor;· 
"I.'fALY 
: . .• ON~ 
... 
l'ro~cct Leauer 
v. Marinelli (cnmr) ·. 
.. 
• G.P • Gaspai"i ·(ci~E) 
. 
. ·····.· .. 1-:-------------..---~-----------' 
. ~ ' 
· ·· . . . . E>.."Perlmental valldaaon. ~£ a comp\1ter code for th~ c~culatlon of the onset ·1· General alni. · . . . · · . · 
.. · ,) .. ·· of the CliF under LOCA conc1ltlons.. · . . . 
. . ' . 
·; 0 ,. • • • • • • 0 
. 0. 
: · .. 2. Partlcu~x:_ objcctlyes 
; . 
; ... f • 0 •• ~. •• 
1. 
j 
. . 
.. 
... 
•' 
• 
Valld~tlorl of the thermal-hydraullc response o! the co~e by tncans of 
mass hold-up measurements during translent slmulatlng LOCA. 
. . .. 
1\1' easurements of mass hold -.up durlng transients of lnlet now stoppage 
at constant power 'and press·urc and lnlct now stoppage and power 
decay at·constant.pressure, taken on a 16 rod BWR test sectlon 
12. ft long: the plant used ls IETI -Ill (CISE). 
h 
.. 4.~ Project •status 
.0.' 
; .. 
1. 
l 
• 
-:· .. 
.. 5. 
0 •• . .. 
' •. 
4.1 Progress to date 
. The computer code, named DOLCE, has been developed and 
satls!actory results have been so far obtained for the predlctlons. 
· · of transient CHF !n a B\VR during· LOCA and other translcnts. 
The mass hold-up meas\tremcnts have been done. 
4. 2 Essentlal results • 
Both Euler1an and Lagran~lan. methods'used ln the DOLCE code 
glvc resonably good results 111 the evaluation oi translent CHF. 
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irt lra bloohcd subchannel,s"
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i" . 4. Projcct status
4.1 Pi.ogross to date
i: qnr-^ 
-^^-r .. ?' Thc rneasurcments have trreen eornpleted,4;Z Essc:rtlatl results .!i.. ..----
't
i. .
'.r' vallriatc tlre theoretlcal rnethorls as l-uuclppo, coBRA, fur flrctrr.
" 
" ablJtty ici prccl:ct ttre t-lcrv dtstrlbuilon.In bloelieu uru.ir*els byj'.; : ..cxtcnslve cbinparlson rr{ilr e4perimcntal, dataa .
shorv the e:tlstbnce of iorig relqxdtton
nornnai. f,loTr redt§trxbuttoÀ fs obtatned
. 
. ,3. 4r?crlusntjrl fac_rlures a$_p.fsü!,og
.str:glc qh":: fLolv Is conrplctcd in a test, sectlon of 4y4 rods 2,5 nr ro,ig " ,t"'here tire blo.cliagcs ai'e tnstallcd. Ileasur.cmcr:ts of the ilrrce compcncnts
' of thc vèrocrty uri t"tron, rry nrcans of a spectal s Frio-tubes probe, as:' 'rvell as t'adtal and a>3aL i"orrr,.'* d,rops. The btrociiagcs colslst l* j.00fo
" 'and ?0Îâ'obs"ruetlons vrlt}'rl:t the centcr subchamel, ü-" io"ge blockagc sf .one harf tcst sectlon arid al.so â.Er batx.oo"r;;;-rip-îffiil;os four rods.ii .
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Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Transi tori temoidraulici in reattori a 'b.lbi in 
pressione durante lo svuotarrento 1.1.2 
Title 2 {English) The:rnohydr?-ulic transients Countrl ITALY 
in pressure 'b.lbe reactors during blowdCMn S:eonsor: mEN (mainly) and 
... AECL 
Organisation 
(Canada) 
CISE .. 
Date initiated 1968 Project Leader 
Date com:eleted 1978 
tJ'IM :r (CISE) 
Last u:edating April 1977 --
• 1. General aim: to set up a reliable and verified calculation procedure to 
predict the:rnohydraulic transients in pressure tube reactors during blowiown. 
2. Particular objective: understarrling of basic the:rnohydraulic phenanena in-
vel ved in blowclown conditions in water reactors. 
3. ~.iroental facilities and programne 
3.l._~~r~n~_f2£!liti~2 
3.1.1. IETI-1: multi-purpose facility for scaled-down experiments; open circuits; 
flowrate: 0,8 kg/s; pressure: lOO bar; preheating power 7cp kW (AC); 
test section };X'Ner 300 kW {IX!). 
3.1.2. CIRCE large-scale facility simulating in a closed circuit 2 full-scale 
};X'Ner channels; water flowrate: 22 kg/s; steam· flowrate (from 
circulator or. boiler} 3 kg/s; test section power 12,5 MW (DC). 
3. 2. Pr291:~ 
3. 2 .1. Scaled-down blCMdCMn tests with siirple gearetries sinulating breaks both 
upstream and dCMnStream of the ;;ower channel; 
3.·2.2. researches concerning single thenrohydraulic phenomma involve:i in 
blowdown; 
· 3.2.3. integrated blowdown tests simulating breaks in different circuit locationS · 
with a full-scale georretxy relevant to a single J;XJNer channel; 
3. 2. 4. blov.UCMn · o::xie develoJ:m9nt for .therrrohydraulic transient predictions. 
...... 
-Title 1 (Original language) 
Transitori tenroidraulici in reattori a tubi 
in. pressione durante lo sVI,lotamento 
4. Project status 
Classification 
. 
1.1.2 
4.1. R!Qg;:e_2_2_to_9~te (with reference to the above programre) 
- (3.2.1.): almost completed 
- (3.2.2.): tests regarding heat transfer crisis in transient conditions completed 
and fully analyzed; check of heat transfer correlations in post-dryout 
oondi tions; 
- (3.2.3.): several scaled down blowdCMn tests simulating inlet ani outlet failure 
h~ been carried out; 
(3.·2.4.): integrated tests simulating downcaner, inlet h~er and steam line 
failure hav~ been cx::rnpleted • 
• - (3.2.5.): a prediction code (Tn.T) developed; a nore sophisticated version 
(RATI') in progress. 
4.2. g§§~~~±-~.2~1~2 
- Set up of sui table experimental procedures and techniqiler for transient condi-
tions. · · 
- Availability of substantial arrount.Pf exper.ircental infonnation relevant to 
blowdDifm transients, both in scaled-down and full-scale conditions, in tenns 
of mass, pressure and tenperature •. 
. I 
-A satisfactory understanding and prediction of heat transfer crisis in trans.ient· 
conditions; reliable predictions of steam-water density and pressure drops; 
limited understanding of post dryout heat transfer and rewetting phe.n.c:mana. 
·- Availability of a sufficient calculation m:x:lel for transient ~~<li.tions • 
. 5. Next steps 
-Further exper:i.mmts and analysis of post dryout heat transfer and rewetting 
phenorrena; starting of research progranrres about critical ~-fhase flow, 
heat transfer crisis in stagnation and reverse flow, flow distribution in 
parallel channels during blowdown. 
- Inplem:mtation of up-to-date physical nodels in prediction codes. 
6. Reference docurrents (Main titles) 
1) A. Magni: "Tn.T - a digital simllation programre for the study of hydrodynamic 
processes and oore l\eat-up of boiling water pressure tube reactor during tran-
sient corrli tions.. Proceeding of the CRESI' Specialist Meeting on Ea: for high 
water reactor. Munich (October 1972). 
2) A. Prerroli, D. Di Francesco, A. Prina: "Una correlazione adi.mensionale per 
la detenninazione della densi tA di miscele bifasiche" Ia. Tenrotecnica n. 1 
January 1971. 
3) G.P. Gaspari, R. Granzini, A. Praroli, c. Sanari: "Mass holdup, pressure 
and tirrc to dryout predictions under rt:X:.A corrlitions. Carparisons with scaleti. 
"down experirrental results" Paper presented at the European Two-Phase Flow 
Group Meeting Harwell 3-5 June 197 4 and ASME publication 7 4 WA/Hl'-43 presen- · 
ted at the Winter Annual Meeting, New York, NovenU:ler 17-22, 1974. 
·4) R. Bal.dassarre, G.P. Gaspari, R. Granzini, V. Pagliari ''Predictions of 
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Title 1 (Original language) 
Transi tori terrroidraulici in reattori· a tubi 
in pressione durante lo svuotamento 
Classification 
1.1.2 
transients CHF using TILT cede and the steady state CISE-3 CHF correlation" 
CISE R-364 (1975). 
5) A. Azzalin, A. Prem::>li, R. Ravetta, V. Tarzia, T.S. Thompson "An experirrental 
investigation on blCMdown in pressure tube reactor conditions" CISE R-342 
(1973). 
6) A. Azzalin, M. Dubbini, A. Prerro1i, B. Prevedini, V. Tarzia, R. Ravetta . 
"Experi.trental tests on CIRC.E loop under typical conditions concerning DBA 
(Design Basic Accident) of CIRENE Reactor" paper presented at the "JUICE 
Meeting on Reactor Safety., Sheridan Park, Nov. 5-6,1974. 
7) V. Agostini, A. Pr~li 11Valvola di intercettazione rapida per impiego in 
aCXjlla-vapore 11 Energia Nucleare vol. 10, 1, January 1971. 
'8) G. Pierini, C. San:iri "The RA'lTI' cede under developrent at CISE in .supl_X)rt 
of the pressure tube reactor IJX:A analysis" Meeting of European Two-Phase 
Flow Group,Haifa, June 1-5, 1975. 
9) A. Pre.rroli 11An exper.irreutal investigation on voiding of power channels cqoled: 
by steam-water mixtures" Energia Nucleare, 16, 1969. 
10) A. Azzalln et al. " Blov.;down tests on the CIRCE loop under conditions concerning 
DBA (Design Basic Accident) of the CIRENE reactor .. CISE R 362, June 1975. · 
11) A. Azzalin et al. " Scaled-dov.;n blowdown tests concerning voiding rates and 
thennal transients for inlet end breaks and subcooled initial conditions" 
CISE R 370, Dec. 1975. 
12) A. Azzalin et al. "Scaled dov.;n blc:M:lown tests concerning voiding rates and 
thermal transients for inlet end breaks and boiling initial conditions" 
CISE R-380,1\eb. 1976 • 
7. I?egree of availability: to a li.m:ited extent 
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Title 1 (Original language} 
DNB in loss of flow 
Title'2 (English) 
. 
Date initiated April I976 
Date com]2leted June I977 
Last UJ2dating \ March I977 
I - General aim 
2 - Particular objective~ 
3 - Experimental facility 
Project status 
---· ...... -.... ·--- -··-------··-···· -
... 
I' 
Clas~ification 
I.I.2 
Country ITALY 
Spo~ CNEN 
Organisation CNEN 
Project Leader 
G.E. Farello· 
Experimental determination of faulting 
conditions due to loss of flow. 
The influence of loss of flow due to 
pump failure in a uniformly heated 
channel has been studied. 
Freon I2 loop (400 1/h). 
A final r~~ort has been co~pleted and 
will be available within June I977. 
-
.. ' 
. 

t 
.. \j 
.. 
·~---.. 
Title 1 {Original languae;e) Classification 
DNB in damaged bundle's I. I. 2 (obstructions and bowings) 
Title 2 {English) Country ITALY 
S12onsor CNEN 
Organisation CNEN 
Date initi.ated April. I976 Project Leader 
Date completed December I977 
Last UEdating March I977 
J - General aim 
2 - Particular objectives 
3 - Experimental facilit~ 
4 - Project status 
5 Next steps 
G.E. Farello · 
Experimental study for determination of 
effects of fuel bundle distortions in 
faulty conditions. 
The influence of single subchannel ob-
structions and rod bowings in a 4 roa 
(freon cooled) bundle will be.tested. 
) . 
IOO kW, IO tons/h freon loop. 
., 
Test section is ready; final checks of 
the loop are completed. 
DNB power measurements and comparison ~ 
of data with existing codes. 
., . 
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TITLB 1 (original lancuace) Classification 
Instabili ta ·connesse con il rila.scio del 1'.1.2 
- 7.2 
vapore attraverso le valvole di sicurez:~ a 
TITLB 2 (enclish) Country: , :X:'fALY 
Instability phenomena related to steam Sponsor: CNE!f 
relief through· S.R.V. Organisa ti·on: CNEN 
. 
Date initiated 3-1976 Pro~ect Leader 
Date completed 6-1978 
D. Pitimada 
Last updating .rune 1976 
Description: 
1. General aim 
Experimental study of air, water and steam discharge t~rough a 
single safety relief valve. 
2. Particular obj ,)ctives 
Determination of instabilities connected to air-water cl~aring, 
; bubble dy~amics and to steam flow pulsations. 
Implementation of a computer code for the determination of 
chief par~meters interesting the discharge. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
Facil.ity consisting of: 2 m3 boiler (70 kg/cm2j, ~" relief 
valve, 70 m long, 1.5" SS. discharge pipe, 7 m suppression 
pool.·· 
4. Project status 
The facility is in. advanced building status. 
The computer code is implemented· as far as the water clearine 
phenomen0n is concerned. 
5. Next steps 
Exper-imental det~rmination of pressure, temperat~e and flow 
rate as functions.of steam and water coaditions. 
Implementatio~ of the bubble ~ynamics model.· 
Comparison of experimental dat~with computer codes • 
. . 
. . 
. . 
.· 
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Title 1 (Original language) STtJDIO DELL'EF- Classification 
FLUSSO CRITICO ~IFASE IN CONNESSIONE CON .. 
' 
1.1.2 
IL LOCA NEI REATTORI AD ACQUA LEGGERA .. 
Title 2 {English) STUDIES ON TtiO-PHASE Country ITALY 
CRITICAL FLOW IN CONNECTION WITH LOCA IN Sponsor Universita' di LIGHT WATER REACTORS 
Organisation ( PALEmvto ++ . 
Date initiated 1976 Project Leader 
Date completed 1\978 E. OLIVERI 
Last updating May 1977 
++ ISTiroTO DI APPLICAZIONI E IMPIANTI NUCLEAR! 
DESCRIPTIOU: 
The program ha.s been sot up with the aim of developing-
from basic principles avoiding the use of correlations that are 
res~ricted to particular test conditions- a theoretical model 
for th~ prediction of ste3m/wat~r critical pressure and critical 
flow rate in terms of upstream stagnation properties. 
REFEREUCE nocm.mNTS: 
- F. CASTIGLIA-E. OLIVERI-G. VELLA 
Sulla determinazione della portata nell'efflusso critico bifase. 
ACCADEMIA DI SCIEHZE LETTERE E ARTI DI PALEru.:o - 24 Giugno 197 6 -
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Title 1 (Original language) 
PROGR!I.J\!MA P. I. P. E. R. ; esperienze c\i blc,w-down 
in prescnza di strutture interne. 
Title 2 (English) 
Blow-down Tests by Piper apparatus-experiments 
with internal structures. 
Date initiated 1972 
Date c:omEletcd 1r78 
· Last uedating 1977 
. 
'" oO-'• ~ • • or- • •t • • ' •• ' 
c· 
0· 
Classification 
. 
l~·l.fl l.l.Z 
Countrl ITALY 
Sponsor CNEN-QJR 
Organisation University of 
Pis a 
Project Leader 
. 
P. VIGNI 
·---·~·-·-·· -- - . 
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J 
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I 
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I 
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Title r, (9liflinal lansuas_e)
fuurl isi dci transitori tcrmici
grrito di I,OCA nci reattori,ad
ed idraulici a
acciua Lcggera.
se
ÇIasgification
r.r,z, 1..r.4, L,z
f itle 2 (tretish)
Anall'sis of thermal and hydraulic sransients foL
Country ITALY
Sponsol CNEN and CNR
Organisation University
of Pisa
D"rte iryiliatg$
r-)atg 
-qo-$pJeted
Lnst updating
L974
1978
\
nlay L977
Froiect Leader
-
N. CERULLO
d" 
-'r
r:.'l 
..

. . 
'' 
1.. 
Classification 
...... -~ .. ____ ......... ~-·-···-- .... ~.~---·-··· .. 
.. .. _ ... - ·-· 
...... 
- .. -.-. --r-J-i-tl-e-~1--·· . ·-··----· ·-· --. ------~(.':"T"~hCo-: -~n-j~-~~-: -J-·RC-~ 
· SPOliSOr : C8C Blowdown code assessment 
! • 
.. ,,Organization : 
:nw ISPRA 
Establishment 
,rroject leader : 
. . G. Forti ---'---~------·--.. ----·-~-- -----------·----+--------
Initiate~ ~ Jan,-tary 1974 ~9P.P~ete_Q : ·1 
.. Status : p:-rogressing ],ast updatt!?.9: 
----------~---·- -------------------------------------~--------------
. ' 
1) GeneJ.'al aim 
' To (;!.cquire a working knowledge of the scope and lirni ta tions o£ 
th0 major· acc~ssible blowdown/ECC codes 
- To compare the main codes with well defined experimental 
resul·ts to demonstrate thei1~ abilities to predict real 
situations 
.. 
- 'ro implant fundamental improvements in the theory and 
rtu.-rnerical methods used by the more promising o.f' the codes. 
o~ develop a completely new code with the required capabi~ · . ~ 
lities 
Theoretical back-up o£ the.Ispra blowdown programme 
3) .~XPEP-':~.El£ntal .facilities and pl"'og-ramm_!; : -
4) .!:.£? jr:ct st;:.1 tus 
1. P:r :.<rrcss to date : General study oP theory and· codes; 
Extel'l!;iV~ tests of R.k":LAP 3~ Tests· ,wfth DANAIDES. 
Analysis and sensitivity study o£ THETA 1-B. Develop-
ment of the NICKY equilibrium blowdown code in progress. 
. , 
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· · · ~. · · ·'7) Reference documents : 
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· ..... 
· .. ' 't 
.· ... ·. 
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·. 
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• •• • ... j '. 
' ·: 
. " ··. ·. 
.. 
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JRC Safety progr.::r.t~u~ pros:rres~ report 1974. 
NICKY- A computer pro~amme for the analy~is.o£ blowdown 
.in nuclear power reactors in an.equilibrium approximation 
. . 
by G. Forti, NEA meeting on'LOCA computer programmes Ispra 
Oct. 1974 (to be published)·.· 
,· 
8) Degree oP availabili t}!.: Freely avai~abt'e 
. ·., . 
•' ·. .· 
9) Budget : No investments, only coinputer . .time~ 
· 10) Person~ ·: 3'\,men/yea!'·~ . , ,. ...... 
11) Additional Informn.tion 
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Classification 
L'!..!~!.!J<1.1.2.) 
. 
... 
I , 
Title 1 J eo~.:!"! t rv : 
Untersuchung des thermodynam~schen Ungoleichgewichts sJo::--1sor : 
Investigation of. the thcrmody-num"Lc non-·cquilibrium 
Initiat0.d 
Status 
1.12.1972 
: progressing 
Complctc~c1 : 31.12.1975 
,!1 t' Last Ul>ua 1ng : Harch 1975 
' 
.. 
B>WT ar.d CEC 
JxC ISPxA 
Establist;:-:ent 
G. Friz 
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Classification 
}10.3} (1.1.2.) 
Title 1 
B~sic studies o£ two phase mixing in £uel cluster 
geometries 
Initiated : 1973 
Status : ·: progl\essing 
... 
........ , 
. I • 
C6mnleted : 1977 
IJast updating.: March 1975 
CotL~tr\': 
--
Q!gani z."'.tion: 
Jl\C ISPI<A . 
Establishment 
Project lead~: 
H. Herkc'nrath' 
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ENERGIEONDERZOEK CENTRUM NEDERLAND 
TITLE: 
CHARME: Een computer programma ter bestudering 
van uitstroming 
TITLE: (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
CHARME: A computer program to study 
blowdown '\ 
. CLASSIFICATION: 1-1-2 
COUNTRY: NETHERLANDS. 
SPONSOR : ECN 
ORGANIZATION: ECN 
PROJECT LEADER: 
Speelman, J.E. 
SCIENTISTS: 
. 1 19 Putten, A.P.W.M. van.der t-I_N_IT_IA_T_E_D_: _Ap_r_i_l_1_97_6 __ -I-_L_A_S_T_U_P_D_A_T_I_N_G_: _A_p_r_J. __ 7_7--I Bogaard, J.P.A. van den 
STATUS: progressing COMPLETED: 1980 Koning, H 
General aim 
Development of a· computer code tO study the blowdown-process. 
Particular objectives 
CHARME solves a set of partial differential equations describing the conservation 
of mass, energy and momentum in a tube as a function of axial coordinate and time, 
using the method of characteristics. Notably the pressure, temperature, velocity 
and void fraction are calculated as function of time and of axial coordinate in-
cluding the transition to supersonic velocities. The model also includes pressure 
losses due to friction. A special subroutine has been developed to calculate the 
fluid parameters in the jet arising after the system opening. This jet model is 
necessary for the cases in which the blowdown process proceeds with subcritical 
velocities. 
Experimental facilities and Erogram: Not foreseen. 
Project status 
A first model has been developed for the jet; CHARME calculations have been veri-
fied on basis of experimental results, performed by others, with encouraging 
agreement. 
Next steEs 
Improvement of the jet subroutine. A sensitivety study will be performed with re-
gard to slip and non-equilibrium effects between two phases. 
Relation with other Erojects 
Usable to check gross models in other thermo-hydraulic blowdown computer codes. 
Reference documents 
J.P.A. v.d. Bogaard, H. Koning, A.P.W.M. v.d. Putten: CHARME, A time and space 
dependent model to predict the discharge rate of single and two-phase fluids 
through pipes. 
NEA-CSNI: Specialist's meeting on transient two-phase flow, Toronto, 3rd-4th 
August, 1976. 
Degree of availability: Upon mutual agreement at ECN-Petten. 
Budget: -
Personnel: -
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~t· t ht.•rlolnds Energy Roaenrc:h Foundation (ECN) 
TITLE: 
Mccht1n i sc:h s.edrag van het reactorbbmenwerk tijdena 
grotc ongeluksaituatiea 
TITLE: ( £t~GLISH LANGUAGE): 
CLASSIFICATIONT1• I. 1•1 ~ 
I J. 2. 
COUNTRV: NETHERLANDS. 
SPONSOR : ECN 
ORGANIZATION: ECN 
PROJECT LEADER: · 
L.H. Vona 
Mechanical behaviour of reactot' lntet'nala dut'ing majot' 
accident situationa. '\ r-------------1 
INITIATED: 1977 LAST UPDATING: May 1977 
~·- ·- ·------------lf-----:--------.....J 
STATUS in progress . COMPLET,EO: 1980 
SCIENTISTS: 
H. van Rij 
L.G.J. Janssen 
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1.1·.2 
'I'itlc 1 \ COUN'L'HY UNITE~ r:INGD<l1 
DEPRESSURISATION DISCHARGE RATE SPONSOR UKAEA 
OHGANIZATION 
A~ffiE FOULNBSS 
•r it le 2 Pro.;·cct Leader 
A R EDWARDS 
lnitiatcd 1968 Gomplctcd : Scientiato: 
Status : L;'\st updating 1976 
1. 
---···· ... ····---- .. --·--··· . ·-
Descrintion: 
General Aim 
To enable flows, temperatures pnd forces to'be predicted following 
accidental depressurisation of a water reactor thro~gh a large break. 
2. Particular Objectives 
To establish a wuitable way of calculating theilow in a pipe discharging 
to atmosphere from a broken end. 
3. Exnerimental Facilities 
Pipes of different lengths and diameters are pres:>urised to Pw'R/m-lR con-
ditions, then allowed to discharge through a rapidly broken bursting disc. 
Pressures, flow and voidages are measured. 
4. Project Status 
Progress to date: Measurements of transient pressure, temperature and , 
voidage have been made in three const~nt diameter pipe systems, each 4m long 
and of 32, 73 and 200 mm diar:1eter. In all cases the pipes \o:ere irii tially 
completely liquid filled, generally with 35 bar overprer.sure. Initial tem-
per-'1 tures correspondine to 35, 70, 105 and 140 bar saturation !•res sure were 
used for t\oTo sr..a.ller :oipes and 35 bar for the largest pipe. Results obtained 
may be compared Hith predictions from depressurisation codes. In addition, a 
limited programme of work to examine the blowdown of a vessel, through a. pipe 
into ·a containment vessel, has also been carried out to provide data for 
checking the validity of various critical flo'lr discharge models. T'nese: tests 
started from ~0 bar saturation pressure in the reservoir. 
Work has continued to measure transient pressure, temperature and density 
chanr:es in steam/water r:1ixtures during the blowdO\m of an 8 inch diameter 
pipe, 12ft lonf,. These tests incorporate a multi-beam X-ray.system to rrake 
a detailed examination of the changing void distribution at one particular 
cross section during the blowdown. The report on the first test has now 
been published. A paper describing the multi beam X-ray system has been 
published in the BNES journal. · 
contd ••• 
A repeat test has been carried out and a preliminary examination of the 
results indicates very good agreement with the previous test results. 
The X-ray system has now been moved to the discharge end of the pipe and 
the !inal alignment checks have b~en nearly completed. It is hoped to 
carry out two further tests before the experimental work was terminated 
at the end of March 1975. 
Data reduction of a representative sample of tests is in progress and 
reports should be available in 1977. 
Reference Documents 
Aldermaston Report AWRE/44/86/97 (SRD R29) 
\ 
... 
Heat transfer during blowdown 1.1.:! Thermal Hydra:ulics 
.. COUNTRY UK 
SPONSOR UK- NII 
0. ORGANISATION 
Univ. of Manchester -
I 
• . .. 
PlvR BLOCKAGE f~XP1~IUNENT: An Project Leaile::':' . 
-
investigation.into the effects Prof. ,.,. B. Hall 
on heat transfer of a region of 
swollen fuel 'claddinff causing a 
partial flow blockage in the 
core of a Pressurised Water Reactor 
(PWR) 
I 
Initiated October 19'75 Scientists 
Status progressing J. T. Turner 
G. P. Ioannu 
. I 
·; 
I 
i 
I 
I j 
j 
j' 
i 
l 
1,2. Qgn~rnl Aim~ and Pf'll'!~:i.C\l_.L~'~" Obj£>ctives 
The objective is to provide cxpe~imental data to be usc~ul 
in assoss:intr the in:flucnco of' a reffion of swollen .fuel-rod 
cladding on a loss of' coolant accident in a pressurised water 
r~actor. Particular attention will ~e aivcn to the temporat-
urc cht ... nacs which mi r;ht occur at the boundaries o.f the swollen 
region. Detailed flow ru1d boat transfer data within the rod 
bundle will be obtained .from a Rcale model and airflow .facility. 
I 0. :3. I Experimental :fad lJ tics 
. , 
• 
. ' 
An a.ir:flow rig has hcen developed to permit the measuremewt o:f 
. 
heat transfer and :flotr1 behaviour wi thj.n the :fuel rod bundle. 
Tho bw1dlo consists of nn'l8xl8 rectangular array o:f 12.7 mm 
. 
diameter rods on a 17 mm pitch and a central 7x7 array of' 
swollen rods. ·Within this S'\'rollc:n rce'ion, there is a 5x5 array 
which can be heated electrically under cor1di tions of' constant 
heat :flux. 
Thermocouples plGced on the heated rods permit the measurement 
· oi' surface temperatures. Instrumentation has also been devol-
oped to enable f'low velocity. and static pressure distributions 
within the rod ~Wldle to be established. Data logging and 
digital computer methods are being employed so that chances 
in thP. extent o.f the blockage, the iJI:fluenca· o.f Reynolds number 
and the heat transfer rates can be readily studied. 
4. project Status 
The apparatus is now virtualJy completed and much o:f the computer 
software has been developed. 
It is anticipated that detailed experimental work will corrunence 
shortly • 
• I 
.. 
i. 
L 
.. 
I 
r-·. I 
~J 
contd. 
5. Next steps 
Examination o~ experimental data.Long-term development of 
a prediction technique yield-ing heat trans~e1 .. behaviour 
under accident conditions. 
6. Relation w:i.th other projects 
Linked to range of research projects on Reactor Satety 
at the University. 
.. 
. • Reference docume~1ts None 
s. . Deeree of' availability 
On application to the NII when available 
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Heat trru1srer during blowdown 1.1.2 Tho1•mal Hydraulics 
COUNTRY 
SPONSOR UK - NII 
I ORGA~'ISATION Univ. of' Nanchcsl:c-r ... I . 
·-·+---Transition to :film boiU.ne- inducod by a I Project J .eaclor 
pressure reduction Prof'. W. B. Hall 
Initiated October 1974 
Status: progressi.11g · 
\ 
·---. 
Scientists 
A. WATSON 
H. v. Ensoz 
l 
i 
l • 
l 
1 ' 
J 
l 
I 
~ . 
' . ' 
1~xpo1•irnontal mo,tJ.surement's of heat transfer :f1•om a wire to 
water during a rapid depressurisation. 
2. Particular objectives 
The :fluid used is wate·r. s'tage 1 of' the 
0 . 
program i's to depressurise from 20 bar and 180 C to atmosphere. 
Stage 2 is to depressurise frpm 150 bar and ~40°C. 
:). . Experimental f'acili.ties and programme 
Stage 1. A pressure vessel of approx. l litre capacity is :fitted 
with a platinum wire 0.1 mm diameter~ 20 rmn long, Which is heated. 
at approximately conf!tant uniform heat flux. A double bursting 
disc arraneemont is used to achieve'depressurisation :from a fif(ed 
• 
pressure within the vessel. An intermediate water filled c1tamber 
lies between the pressure vessel and the atmosphere and is separ-
ated from each by a bursting disc. Increase in pressure in the 
intermediate-chamber causes the discs to burst in sequence, the 
outer one :first. Transient measurements of power to the. wire, 
wi·re temperature and pressure are measured with a high speed .. 
digital system. 
Stage 2. No apparatus has yet been built. 
4. Project status 
1. Progress to date. The bursting disc t'echnique bas been dev-
eloped. Depressurisation times of·1 InS have been achieved using 
ambient temperature water at 20 bar. 
2. Essential results. None .. 
. 5• Next steps 
Continuati'~n With Stage f ... Selection of geometry and 
initial conditions required for Stage 2. · 
I ... 
.. 
..... 
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Researclr stuclent , I'Io Itu Ensoz
,
Âcaclr:nric staff P.r'of. W"Bo !tall,, Dr" A. Watson
i,.. Teclr.ic.i*ne ï n eharod wi.th other proJects"
.t
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'. COUNTRY UK 
' 
'\ 
. 
. SPONSOR UK - NII .. 
. . 
ORGANISATIO~ 
.. Univ. of' Hanchester 
t.. -·, . 
' The Thermal Dynamics of' a Heated • Surf' ace PROJECT LEADER • 
I 
j Prof'. w. B. Hall I 
. 
. 
Initiated: October 1974 SCIENTISTS 
. 
c. Tye 
Status: Progressing 
J. o. Oyinloye I. 
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1. GC'llet'n t n:i m 
. 
Tho dovolopmont o£ an oxper.:l.motlt'al. • technique to control the power 
of an electrically heated surface so that it simulates the 
behaviour or a reactor fuel element. 
2, P:u•i;:l cnlnr objective 
Simulating the correct poundo..+Y conditions on a heat.er surface 
for experimental heat transfer studies during depressurisation 
and re-wetting. 
3. Experimental :Cacilitic~ and proeramme 
A digital computer. opcrati11g in real time is used to simulate 
I 
the dynamic behaviour of a reactor :fuel clement by numerical 
. 
solution.o:f a one dimensional time dependent beat conduction 
equation. The co_mputed surface heat :flux. is :fed to a control 
system that regi.tlates .I:J•e power of heater (currently a thin 
·' platignum wire). The s·urface temperature of the heater is then 
. 
f'ed back to the digital computer as a botmdary condition f'or 
the solution of the conduction equation. Using this teehni'que, 
fuel elente~lts with a wide variety of physical properties, 
temperature pro:files, heat generation etc may be simulated .to 
provide more realistic boundary conditions in experimental heat 
transfer studies. 
4, Projert Status 
-. 
\ 
(i) A contrr·l system has been d~veloped to accurately regulate the 
/ ... 
.,.., ··,·' 11. . ,, . . If!' f I l • • 
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4(i) c~ontd. 
po'"er in a thin plati~:num strip or w:l.re and to aive sto.blo 
operation in convective, nucleate, transition and ~ilm boiling. 
Real time computer simulations o~ reactor fuel 'elements havo 
j.mplcmented. on a Honeywell DDPS16 Min:t C(.)mputer with 8K of · 
memor.y•. 
(ii) Esse~tial results None 
Next steps 
To ~ully test the system against an experiment with well known 
heat trans~or properties. 
6. Relation \d th oi.hc·r projects 
8. 
It is intended to use the experimental technique in the ~pl·low-
ing areas: 
a) Transition to film boilin~; ·induced by a pressure reduction. 
I 
b) Rewetting of a hot surface with a liquid coolant. 
Reference documents 
None 
Degree of' availabilitr 
On application to the NII when available 
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Classification: 1 • 1 • 4 
Title 1 (Original Language): 
Bestimmung der Nachzerfallswirme von 235-U 
im Zeitbereich 10 - 1000 sek 
(PNS 4234- I.1.5, Jahresbericht A 76) 
'Xitle 2 (English) : 
Decay Heat Measurement of 235-U in the time-
period from 10 to 1000 seconds 
\ 
Initiated (Date) : CornEleted (Date) : 
'·Sept. 1974 
/ 
Status: 
-
Continuin<J 
1 • General Aim 
LOCA-Analysis 
2. Particular Objectives 
1977 
Last Updating (Date) : 
December 31st 1Q71i 
COUNTRY: 
BRD 
SPONSOR: 
--
ORGANIZATION: 
GfK Karlsruhe 
Projekt Nukleare 
~1cn~rhe1t 
ProJect Leader: 
K. Baumung/INR 
Providing decay heat data for LOCA calculations and experiments. 
3. Research Program 
{)Irradiation of pellet-like fuel samples and measurement of their 
adiabatic temperature rise and y-energy output due to fission 
product activity. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
A pneu~atic transfer system providing a good cooling of the samples 
during irradiation was constructed. It is connected to a computer-
controlled adiabatic calorimeter. The energy loss due to y-escape 
is recorded by a Moxon-Rae-type detector. 
Monte-Carlo-codes for the detailed calculation of the burn-up profiles, 
the y-escape-characteristics and heat source distributions of the fuel 
samples were provided 
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5. Progress to Date 
The experimental facil~ties were constructed, the shielding from 
y- and 'delayed neutron radiation was designed and measures taken 
against emission of radioactivity, especially of J-131. 
6. Results 
7. Next steEs 
The next steps will be the measurement of the heat capacities of the 
samples and the irradiation experiments at the FR2 reactor. 
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Cl<H3S if ica t ion: 1 • 1 • 4 _ ... 
-
-Title 1 (Orig_L~l L~~o.nel: COUNTRY: 
DHD Bestinunung der Nachzerfallswtirme von u-235 
(PNS 4234 - I.l.3., Jabresbericht 'A 75) SPONSOH: 
. BMJ:'T 
' ORGL\N IZJ\TION: 
... .. 
Gfi<, Karlsruhe 
-- --Title 2 (engli~l:1= Project Leader: 
-· Decay Heat Meas~1 n:-mcm t of 235 u K. Baumung 
___ .. ___ 
-__ ., 
~l'!E!ted: Initiated (Date) : (Oat~~ ·--1 
···-..Sept. 1974 1$177 I 
,) 
Status: Last llp-S;1<J t~ng. (Date>:! I 
' continuing December 1975 I 
"':\ ~j 
.··· 
-·-
. 
1. General aim 
As present uncertainties of the 235 U decay heat data contribute 
one of the main uncertainties to. the LOCA analysis, more accurate 
data shall be provided. 
2. Partir:-nJ.~'J.r ohj ccti vcs 
Calorimetric measurements of the decay heat \#Till be perfol."TnCd in 
the tin\e period of 10 to '1000 seconds after irradiation \<rith 
L't-TR-pellet-l:i.ke suroples of uo2 and uranium metal of corresponding 
· size. 
3. Experimont,:.l faclli ties and proaram 
The fuel sa.rnpl0.s \'rill be .irradiated in the thP-rmal colmnn of the 
'FR2 react. or t nd then pneumatical.ly transt;>orted into a computer-
controlled adiabatic microcalorimeter. The time dependent 
temperature rise of the samples and energy lost due to y-ray-escape 
will be recorded and dire~tly yield the total delayed power release. 
I" 
4 •. Project status 
4.1. Progress to date 
After a study of the literature on decay heat determination the 
calorimetric method was assumed to.be the most promising because 
. 
it is the simplest one and directly yields the quantity of interest. 
Therefore a computerized adiabatic microcalorimeter with a short 
time constant was drawn up by which it should be possible to 
extend the range of calorimetric measurements of the decay hea~ 
.. 
to cooling times as s~ort.as 10 seconds. 
... 
The y-energy-flux escaping the samples will be measured by a 
Moxon-Rae-type detector. 
4.2. Essential results 
Fuel samples: 
Unlike the metallic samples the uo2 devices show'bad thermal 
conductivity. In order to avoid temperature gradients through 
the sample after the initial temperature profile due to the 
reactor irradiation had flattened, a sui table 235U-en·richmEmt 
could be determined. With this enrichment the slope of the. 
a- and y-energy absorbtion is just compensated by the activation 
profile due to selfshieldinq, thus providing a flat heat source 
distribution. 
y-escape measurement: 
Carrying away up to 40 % of the total power released, the 
I 
y-energy-flux from the samples must'carefully be measured. As this 
flux is non-isotropic, a timedependet correction has to be · 
provided. This correction which is based on measured delayed 
y-spectra and was computed·wit~ a Monte-Carlo-code, will be usad 
to calculate the, total energy loss by y•escape from the measured 
counting rates. 
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5. Next fl teps 
In. parallel to the con!'>truction of the equipment, the control 
programs wlll.be provided. Then, after cold tests, the experiment 
will he inf;talled at the. reactor and measurements sturted. 
6. Relation with othe~ projects 
This experime:nt, yields b;;wic data for the LOCA analysis •. 
7. Referenc~ documcnto 
... 
/1/ 1st PNG-Scr,iannu.-'11 Report 1975, KFK 2195 (Gennan with English :1bstract.s) 
/2/ 2nd PNS-Semimmual Report 1975) KFK 2262 (Gennan l'lith English abstracts) 
·-----------~----
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CLASSIFICATION 1.2 
Low flooding rate test 
program ( Full length 
Emergency Cooling Heat 
Transfer ) 
-- ·r-----------------------------------------~ j ~ .. ' 
l· . ~INITIATED . (date) l . 
i 
i May 1974 
STATUS j. 
J ,. 
PROGRESSING 
J 
• !. 
r 
.. 
' ... ' 41-" 
COMPLETED 
End 1976 . 
LAST UPDATING 
. May 9, 1975. 
COUNTRY Belgium (U.s.A.) 
SPONSOR 
ORGAN~ZATION Westinghouse 
Nuclear Europe 
PROJECT LEADER 
SCIENTISTS 
·-
.. 
l. GENERAL AIM 
The .general obje.ctive of the l?LECH'r t;est prog!l;'~ 1• to obtain experimental 
data for use in evaluating ~he heat transfer capabilities of a PWR 
Emergency Core Cooling Syste,m during a po$tuia~ed loss-of-coolant accident • 
. 2. PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of the tests to be conducted in the modified FLECHT test • 
configuration are to supplement the pa~ametric effects studied in 1:he. ·' 
original FLECHT program, and to provide heat transfer coeffi~ient and 
entrainment data at flooding rates of l in/se~ and below. The forced 
flooding tests will be conducted with rod bundle$ h~ving a cosine and a 
·. skewed ax:t.a~ power profile. 
3. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY 
The FLECHT-SET test facility will be modified to conduct forced flooding 
1 . tests ·as shown in Figure 1. 
'~ ' 
The modified facili~y·consist~ of: 
a) The original FLECHT test sectiqn housing with baffle installed in · 
~he upper plenum exhaust to improve ~iquid carryover separation. 
b) The 10 x 10 rod bundle an~ related existing instrumentation including 
the ANC liquid level transmitter. 
·c) The existinq pressut"ized water SUJ?PlY accumulator and injeQtion line . 
with three rotameters injection rat~s from .o .• 5 to 1.~ in/sec. 
d) · A close coupl~d carryover ta~k con~ected ~o the test s~ction upper 
plenum. 
e) A commercially available steam.separator with a capacity· of 
2500 lbs/hr, and a liquid ~9llection tank to collect· .liquid· entra~n~d 
in the exhaust steam.· 
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d) A close coupled carryover tank connected to the test section 
upper plenum. 
e) A commercially available steam separator with a capacity 
of 2500 lbs/hr, and a liquid collection tank to collect 
liquid entrained in the exhaust steam • 
f) Exhaust piping with a system pressure control valve and 
an orifice plate flow meter to mesure steam flow rate. 
4. PROJECT STATUS 
... 
a) Progress to-date : 
• 
Modifications to the test facility have been completed, 
and shakedown testing has been started with the cosine 
axial power profile rod bundle. 
b) Results None 
5. NEXT STEPS 
Complete testing with a rod having a cosine axial power 
profile in April, 1975. 
Complete testing with a rod bundle having a skewed axial 
power profile in November 1975. 
6. RELATION WITH OTHER PROJECTS 
This program is related to all other Emergency Core Cooling 
System Test Programs such as : 
Delayed DNB 
UHI 
I 
·1. 
Blowdown, Refill and Reflood 
FLECHT-.~ET 
REFERENCE DOCUMENTS 
a) WCAP-7665 - PWR FLECHT Final Report, April, 1971. 
b) WCAP-7931 - PWR FLECHT Final Report Supplement, October 1972. 
8. DEGREE OF AVAILABILITY I • 
Available upon request.~ 
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FLECHT FLECHT-SET 
I (Full Length Emergency Cooling Heat Trans er 
System Effects Tests) 
1. GENERAL AIM 
Following a primary system loss-of-coolant accident, the 
' . 
system would rapidly depressurize .. The loss of coolant 
~ay partially or wholly uncover the reactor core. The 
Emergency Core Cooling System is provided to:rapidly reflood 
the reactor vessel under such conditions, and ensures that 
any damage to the core does not lead to any unacceptabl·e 
consequences either in the plant or off-site. 
The original.FLECHT series of tests were designed as separate 
effects type tests to investigate the reflood heat transfer 
history of hot fuel rods in the core during the reflood 
phase of a LOCA. The reports of this series of tests are 
given in References 1-4. 
2. PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
FLECHT-SET is a continuation of the FLECHT bottom flooding 
test except that the effects of the system volumes, 
resistances, elevations and other heat inputs are modeled 
to obt~in the system feedback on the flooding rate and 
heat transfer. The program will consist of two phases. 
Each phase is intended to simuiate a 4 loop PWR with various 
degrees of sophistication. Details on each are included 
in subsequent sections. 
.. 
,. "'""" . 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL.FACILITIES AND PROGRAM 
Experimental facility is illustrated by figure 1 and is 
described in references 5 and 6. 
The program is divided in 2 steps 
4. 
PHASE A consisting of scoping tests (1 loop no steam 
generator) 
- PHASE B including a more complete systems effect 
simulation (2 loop steam generator simulation). 
'. 
PROJECT STATUS 
4.1. Programs to-date 
Phase A consisted of a set of early scoping tests employing 
a simplified 1 loop system simulation without a steam generator 
(long lead item). The simplification {1 loop representing 
4 loops) is considered necessary ±n order to measure flood 
rate and particularly the test section effluent two phase flow 
rate. Without the steam generator producing single phase flow 
.at its exit, this is not measurable with standard orifice 
measuring techniques. Hence a simple system devised which 
separates, .collects, and measures test section liquid effluent, 
then heats the remaining steam to saturation or above, 'thereby· 
allowing a meaningful single phase orifice flow measurement. 
The liquid carryover is separated and collected at a measured 
rate (at the steam generator location) prior to passing through 
the largest flow resistance of the loop. A high quality mix-
ture (x > .95) then enters a 24 ft. length of heated pipe where 
any remaining liquid is vaporized prior to passing through 
the loop orifice. Since the flow through the calibrated orifice 
is single phase, the flow rate can be determined by measuring 
the pressure drop and upstream temperature and pressure. A 
total effluent flow rate and quality can be calculated 
.-. . 
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from the GOllection rate of liquid and the flow rate through 
the orifice. 
The test in this configuration are complete and a data/a~alysis 
' 
·report has been issued (reference 5). The general result 
found from these tests was that the variable flow into t~e 
test assembly, caused by the system response during reflJoding, 
I 
yielded higher heat transfer than t~at which would be calculated 
using the FLECHT heat transfer correlation and the calculated 
flooding rate . 
Phase B is intended to be a more complete systems effect 
simulation of a PWR 4 loop plant and 1 broken loop and 3 
unbroken loops, including steam generator heat addition and 
elevation effects. Since the steam generators superheat the 
test section effluent, meaningful.orifice flow measurements 
can be made downstream of the steam generators using the loop 
orifice. The FLECHT-SET phase B loop drawing is given in 
Figure 1. The system is described in detail in reference 6. 
A total of 35 phase B tests have been completed including 
facility shakedown tests and repeat tests. Of these tests, 
.20 will be reported in a data report and will be separately 
analyzed in a data evaluation report. 
4.2. Essential Results 
The same general trends observed in Phase A were also ob~ 
served in Phase B ; the variable bundle flooding rate re-
sulted in higher heat transfer than that calculated by the 
FLECHT correlation. 
Several questions have been raised on the scaling logic used 
to design the FLECHT-SET facility. The AEC critically 
reviewed the facility and has issued a task force report on 
• 
the facility.. In general, they either agreed with the design 
or suggested modifications which would make the scaling logic 
more exact. The AEC was particularly concerned about the 
observed large oscillations which occurred at the beginning 
of reflood. The Phase A data indicated that the large oscil-
lations were caused by the rapid heat release from the test 
section housing. Since the rate of heat release could not 
be controlled from the housing, (although the time integral 
of the heat release could be controlled), the majority of 
the Phase B tests were conducted with the housing heated to 
the fluid saturation tempeFature such that the housing heat 
release was minimized. 
5. NEXT STEPS 
With the issuance of the new ECCS cr±teria, the AEC has re-
I 
evaluated its reflooding heat transfer requirements and has 
requested that the systems effects tests stop and that the 
FLECHT-SET facility be converted into a forced flooding heat 
transfer facility such that specific reflood heat transfer 
questions identified in the new criteria could be examined. 
The FLECHT-SET testing has stopped and the facility is being 
converted to a forced flooding mode of operation and tests 
in this configuration are scheduled to begin in December 1974. 
\ 
6. RELATION WITH OTHER PROJECTS 
This program was in the line of other ECCS programs on the 
post blowdown phenomena like FLECHT, STEAM WATER MIXING •.• 
'. 
' 
7. REFERENCE DOCU~NTS 
1. J.O. Cermak, A.S. Kitzes, F.F. Cadek, R.H. Leyse, and 
D.P. Dominicis, "PWR Full Length Emergency Core Heat 
Transfer (FLECHT) Group 1 Test Report", WCAP-7435, 
January 1970. 
2. F.F. Cadek, D.P. Dominicis, and R.H. Leyse, "PWR Full 
Length Emergency Cooling Heat Transfer (FLECHT) Group II 
Test Report", WCAP-7544, September 1970 
3.,F.F. Cadek, D.P. Dominicis, and R.H. Leyse, "PWR FLECHT 
(Full Length Emergency Cooling Heat Transfer) Final 
Report", WCAP-7665, May'l971. 
4. F.F. Cadek, D.P. Dominicis, H.C. Yeh and R.H. Leyse, "PWR 
FLECHT (Full Length Emergency Coolin~ Heat Transfer). 
Final Repo~t Supplement", WCAP-7931, September 1972. 
5.·J.A. Blaisdell, L.E. Hochreiter, J.P. Waring, "PWR FLECHT-
SET Phase A Report", WCAP-8238, December 1973. 
6. W.F. Cleary, et, al., "FLECHT-SET Phase B System Design 
~~) 
Description", WCAP 8410, 1974. 
8. Degree of availability 
Available upon request. 
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1. GENERAL AIM 
During a LOCA, the effects of venting steam with cold water 
accumulator and s~fety pump injection are not quantified. 
In order to calculate the steam flows vented through the 
cold leg, the effective resistances must be 'determined 
experimentally. 
·2. PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
The AEC interim criteria states in part : 
1 •• 
2. 
'\ 
"No steam flow shall be permitted in intact loops during 
the time period that accumulators are injecting". 
"All effects of cold injection water, in either a hot or 
cold leg, in steam flow (and ll. P) should be included in 
the calculation". 
The intent of the steam/water mixing program is to relax 
these overly conservative design criteria by obtaining 
pressure drop data during cold water injection for use in 
blowdown and reflood codes • 
3. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND PROGRAM 
Tests were conducted at approximate conditions expected to 
exist during and after blowdown. Taole 1 presents a list 
of the important parameters and their ranges. 
The test sections represent scaled segments (length to 
diameter ratio is constant) of the piping between the reac.tor 
coolant pump and the reactor vessel. The full PWR primary 
coolant loop resistance is also simulated. 
·-
. -, r J 
·; ...._. 
'\ 
Surge tanks at either end allow a constant pressure drop to 
be set across the loop, representing a fixed downcorner head •. 
The steam flow resulting from this fixed driving force was 
measured. A typical test setup is pictured in Figure 1. 
The effect of scale was studied to extend the test results 
to a full scale PWR. Tests have been run at 1/14 and 1/3 . 
scale. Tests were also run with and without the full length 
cold leg extension pictured in Figure 1 for the 1/3 scale 
test section. 
Instrumentation includ.ed density me.asurement·by a low energy 
X-ray attenuation technique, as well as temperatures, 
' . 
pressures and pressure drops •. 
This work was performed by Westinghouse at the Canadian 
Westinghouse Laboratories in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. 
This program has been submitted to EPRI (Electrical Power 
Research Institute) for cooperative funding. 
4. PROJECT STATUS 
·Progress to-date and essential results. 
A series of tests have been completed at 1/14 scale with 
injection angles of 90°, 60° and 45° in both the accumulator 
and SIS phase of reflood. Test section pressure drops in 
the accumulator range can be predicted reasonably well with 
a simple model based on one-dimensional momentum consid-
erations. For 90°, the effect of accumulator injection is 
to decrease test loop steam venting capability by 5 to 30% 
from the no-injection case. For 45° injection, the steam 
venting capability is increased due to the pumping action 
of the angled injection. For the SIS range of flow rates, 
~, 
' \ 
•• '.._} 
• ·....,) 
,· ..... 
... 
,,, j 
cold leg injection has a very ~inor effect on overall loop 
resistance. 
The l/14 scale simulated blowdown tests have been performed 
and the pressure drop data was found to agree reasonably well 
with the one-dimensional momentum prediction. Density 
measurements indicated that the two-phase flow was nearly 
homogeneous during\the higher pressure blowdown tests. 
Density measurements have also been obtained for both the 
high ECC flow (accumulator) and low ECC flow {pumped injection) 
portion of the· reflood transient. ~he pressure oscillations 
which were observed on the pressure transducers was found 
to be caused by oscillating flow. The oscillating flow 
behaviour was observed on both the density and thermocouple 
readings. The l/14 scale report shall be issued shortly. 
The 1/3 scale tests and data analysis is complete and the 
report is presently being published. The l/3 scale tests 
showed similar behavior but more scatter as compared with 
the 1/14 scale data. The same ~odel which was used to 
represent the steady cold leg pressure drop data for the 
1/14 scale tests will also re~resent the 1/3 scale data if 
the upper bound limit is increased to 1 psia. Scale effects 
were observed in the 1/3 scale tests, however, they can be 
included in the 1 psia upper bound on the data. 
5. NEXT STEPS 
EPRI has indicated that they would require additional testing, 
these requirements are now being determined. 
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6. RELATION WITH OTHER PROJECTS 
This program i.s related to all other ECCS programs that aim 
to a better understanding of the post blowdown transient 
such as FLECHT, FLECHT-SET ••• 
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~urchflihrung theoretischer Arbeiten im Rahmen des 
SPONSOR: Notkuhlprogrnmms: Auswertung der Flutversuche am Ein- BMFT 
rohr und Stabbundel ORGANIZATION: 
(RS 0036 A- I.1.2; A 75) . KWU, Erlari.gen 
Title 2 (en2lish): -Project Le~: 
Theoretical Studies within the Framework of the 
Dr. Riedle Emergency Core Cooling Program; Evaluation of the 
Flooding Experiments with S~ngle Tubes and Rod 
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Initiated (Date) : COmJ21Cted {Date) : 
("'"" 
J,_ ril 1972 March 1975 
Status: Last Updating (Date): ' 
.• 
Completed December 1975 
,. 
General Aim and Particular Objectives 
The experimental dnta recorded within the experimental project 
' ~ 36 on reflood·heat transfer and hydraulic were interpreted to 
give information on core cooli:ng, ·quenching times and refloo·d water 
:tevel rise. 
. • 
~erimental Facilities and Program 
The experimental program RS 36 on reactor reflood included three · 
:~erimental facilities, Monotube reflood, PWR bundle and BWR 
bundle. The tests were completed. 
;. Project Status/Progress to Date 
•, 
~ The data evaluation of the BWR blowdown tests under·low pressure 
.. 
were continued (Type A, B, C). A recalculation of.the swell levels 
and the local distribution of the steam was conducted with the corre-
lation for the steam bubble ascent velocity of YEH and CUNNINGHAM 
Under various pressures and powers, in order to test the consistence 
with the measured data. 
Project Status/Essential-Results 
• ~e ·calculated heat transfer c.oefficients were in good agreement 
both from the difference of the measured tube and saturation 
temperature 'or the fluid and the va~ues: from the steam convection, 
·a.s ·long as the steam was not overheated:, that means the ~ial 
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From the swall level at a certain time, when an axial measuring 
.point was dried out, and the corresponding collapsed level some 
statements could be made about the upscuming of the water in 
the bundle containment. The swell level depended on water mass, 
pressure, steam input and.the powe~. The results or the swell 
levels showed, that cooling and dry-out occur nearly at the same 
time over the whole bundle (in radial direction).· 
Next Step~ 
() Work on this project has been completed. 
Relation with Other Projects 
RS 0037 0 . Emergency Core Oooling Program - PWR Post DNB 
Experiments with a bundle of 25 fuel rods 
~eference Documents/Degree of Availability 
H.P. Gaul, K. Riedle, K. Ruthrof, J. Sarkar, H. Amm, G. 
NotkUhlprogramm ND-Versuche·: DWR-Wiederauffullversuche 
Techn. Bericht zum Forderungsvorhaben BMFT RS 36 
Kraftwerk Union( August 1973) 
()Dr. Riedle, H. Gaul, H. Sarkar, H. Amm 
NotkUhlprogramm - ND Versuche 
Ergebnis der 3. Serie der DWR-Flutversuche 
Fachbericht zum Forderungsvorhaben BMFT RS 36, RS' 36/1 
Kraftwerk Union( August 1973j 
. . 
Blank 
(2. Serie) 
-/ 
Classification: 1.2 
Title , (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
Notklihlprogramm·- Niederdruckversuche 
BRD 
SPONSOR: Wiederauffullversuche mit Berlicksichtigung BMF~ 
der Primarkreislaufe ORGANIZATION; 
(RS 0036 B- I.1.2, Jahresbericht A 76) KWU, Erlangen 
'ri tle 2 (English) : Project Leader: 
Emergency Core Cooling Program-Refilling Ruthro:r 
Experiments with Simulation of the Circulation Loop 
Initiated (Date) : Com12leted (Date) : 
'1 • 1. 73 31. 5- 77 Status: ;Last UEdatin2 (Date) : 
Continuing 31. 12. 76 
1. General Aim 
' Experimental investigation of the feed back of the primary loops 
l of a PWR on the reflood of the core • 
. 
' 
2. Particular Objectives 
Measuring of the thermohydraulic quantities which influence the 
cooling of the core, in particular flow pattern, heat transfer 
co'efficients, flooding rates, quenching times and pressure 
differentials. 
3. Research Program 
The test program includes the following parametric ·variations: 
·· - Max. initial clad temperature: 500 to 800 °0 
- System pressure: 1 - 6 (40) bars 
Max. decay heat flux: 4 to 8 W/cm2 
- Time function of decay heat: const, ANS standard 
. ' ! Reflood rates: 6 - 60 cm/sec 
-Split of reflood rates top/bottom: 0/1, 1/1, 2/1, 1/2 
- Time function of injection rates: Const, accumulator 
characteristic 
- Break size: 0,25 to 2 F (double ended guillotine) 
- Break location: hot leg, cold leg, between SG- and pump 
... 
- Simulated pump resistance: locked rotor, free rotor 
- Residual water: 0 to lower grid plate 
- Loop seals: 0 to lower grid plat·e 
- Loop seals: 0 to full 
- Loop wall temperatures: 150 to 300 °0 
4. E;perimental Facilities 
In order to investigate the reflood phase in a PWR including the 
feedback of the complete primary system, a test facility is being 
build. Beside a 340 rod-testbundle it includes three scaled do~ 
primary loops with full height steam generator simulation. 
Due to a test bundle with 340 electrically heated rods of 3,9 m· 
heated length the scaling factor between experiment and 
the reference power plant Biblis B is 1 : 134. All 
heights are simulated full size, the loop system is designed to 
have the same pressure drop as in the reactor. 
The instrumentation will provide information on heat transfer and 
water level rise in the bundle, temperatures and heat transfer in 
the steam generator and flow conditions in the loops and at the 
break. The data acquisation·system is capable of handling up to 
300 data channels at. 1 Hz scanning rate. 
5. Progress to Date 
The test facility was built and the test bundle was installed. 
The instrumentation was completed and calibrated. Thermocouples 
were mounted. The volumina of the facility were measured. First 
tests were run with 25 % and 50 % bundle power. The initial system 
pressure was 1,4 bar, the wall temperature of the rods 400 °0. 
The following shake down tests IBS-2, 3 and 4.were run at higher 
power. ~he flooding rate was about 5,5 cm/s. 
The values for the hot- and cold injection were adjusted. 
After every test a prelimin~ry evaluation was started, the results 
from the 300 instrumented points were recorded. The program for 
the drum-plotter was completed, the measured values were transformed 
t.t). 
.to physical values and plotted.automatically. 
The subroutine for the control of the water injection and the 
switching of the values was programmed and tested. 
6. Results 
The test results showed that some modifications were necessary 
in the test loop. Difficulties arose from the heating of the model 
steam generator and the safety valVes, which opened at 52 bar 
instead of 60 bar. The function and the interaction of all compo-
nents were studied successfully. 
7. Next Steps 
- Preliminary tests to determine the condensation efficiency 
in the upper plenum and the cold leg injection point. 
- Start with tests with a hot and cold leg break 
- Programming of the mass and energy balanc~s 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
RS 36 C Emergency Core Cooling Progr~ 
Low Pressure Experiments. BWR-Second Cluster 
RS 37 C Emergency Core Cooling Program 
PWR Post DNB Experiments with a bundle of 25 rods 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability 
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-Classification: 1.2 
. 
Title 1 (Ori9inal Language) : COUNTRY: 
,. BRD 
NotkUhlprogramm - Niederdruckversuche 
' ' SPONSOR: 
SWR - 2.· Doppelblindel BM1i'T 
(RS 0036 C - I.1.2, Jahresbericht A 75) ORGANIZATION: 
.. . KWU, Erlangen 
Title 2 (english) : - Project Lc~s 
Emergency Core Cooling Program -·Lo~ Pressur~ 
Dr. Riedle Experiments. BWR Second Cluster 
. 
Initiated (Date) : COmJ2leted (Date): 
r~st 1974 September 1976 · 
Status: Last UEdating (Date): , 
• 
Continuing December 1975 
.. 
General Aim 
The project belongs to the tests, which were carried out under 
number RS ;6. Investigations shall be executed on the behaviour 
of the BWR-core during emergency cooling after HCA. 
As results informations are expected on heat-transfer coefficients 
... 
at flooding, spraying and coupled flooqing and spraying as a . 
I function of the initial temperature, pressure, power and injected 
C1.ow rates • 
Particular Objectives 
'Informations about rewetting velocity of shroud and tuel rod. 
Temperature behaviour at different water levels with and without 1 
steam injection. 
Long term cooling of the rods by spraying. 
I 
!xPerimental Facilities and Program I 
T.he research program RS 36 includes the 3 steps: 
- Honotube reflood '\ . 
- PWR bundle reflood 
- BWR bundle reflood, bundle I 
Preliminary tests on re!lood were carried out on a vertical inter-
nally cooled tube (Honotube) whieh·simulates ·a s~gle reactor sub-
. ' 
.-·· .... 
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' channel. Besides having the same hydraulic diameter and height or 
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PWR subchannel, a parallel unheated tube was added tor downcomer-
ailUulat:i.on ~ • 
, . ' 
Preliminary reflooding tests were ~arried out· on a single inter-
nally cooled tube. In order~to include the effects of mUltichannel 
core geometry and radial distribution of power and flow a ~est fa-
cility for a 340-rod bundle was designed identical to those of 
KWU ~TR's. Further tests were conducted on two parallel 7 x 7 rod 
bundles with BWR geometry. 
()Spacer geometry, heated length (3500 mm), pitch (18,75 mm), rod 
I 
diameter (14,3 mm ) inlet or outlet grid plate are designed identi- · 
cal to those of KWO BWR's. 
The axial power distribution is approximated by a.chopped cosine. 
project Status/Progress to Date 
l!.'xperimental investigations of the series "A" were carried out, 
encircling the following parameters: . 
Quantity of water spray/bundle:· 0,48; 0,68; 1,02 m3/h 
System pressure: 
Initial Temperature: 
1.,. 5, .10 bar 
Ts·aturated 
........ (jin contrary to the normal test series the container, which simulates ·-
the RPV, was not flooded initially. The heated rods were cooled 
by spraying, when the power was ·increased by steps ot 5 kW/sec 
from 0 to 100 %. The test was cancelled when the temperature 
T approached Tsaturated + 50 °C •. 
The test series "B" were. carried out with the following parameters: 
System pressure: 
Initial temperature: 
Vapour quantity · .'\ 
Pressure drop: 
Power: 
Cooling level: 
· 1; 5; 10 bar 
T an 500 °c saturated 
0,05; 0,1; 0,2 kg/sec 
0,01; 0,02; 0,03 bar/sec 
110/150 or 220/300 kW 
2450; 1985; 1370; 755 mm 
1 
Some tests wore carried out to detemnine correction. factors for the 
. flooding height, when vapo~ ~as fed ·in or pressure was lowered, 
in order to determine c.J'•! of the heater rods. The flooding height 
was controlled by enforced inle·c or outlet of water, the desired 
pressure was controlled by valves. 
·! The test series "0'' were carried out with the following parameters: 
'i 
Initial Temperature: 
System pressure: 
Power: 
o.ooding velocity: 
Spraying of one bundle: 
600 ° and soo 0o 
1 ; 5 and 10 bar 
300/220 kW 
1; 1,5; 2; 3; 3,5; 5 cm/sec 
0,68 and 1,03 m3/h 
About 26 % of the sprayed water we~ted the containment and not 
I . 
.. 
the bundle. The· water level was kept constant about 300 mm beneath 
· the heater rods. Two tests were carried out with ~oint spraying 
and flooding. 
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~roject Status/Essential Results 
The test series "A" and "B" are completed. The results are plotted 
and stor~d. 
The result of the tests on. e~·f was lower than exp~cted theoretically 
(55%). 
The test series "C" are completed and evaluated. During spraying 
the power was .decreased about 40.% when a temperature of 925 °0 was· 
reached. The result was, that the heat transfer during spraying 
is better at higher p.ressure load compared with 1 bar. 
Next Steps 
Additional tests as proposed by the SK "Notkiihlung" a comparative 
tests, evaluation of heat transfer coefficients from the test 
results, investigation of parameter influences. 
Relation wfth Other Projects 
see RS 36. 
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R~!orcnce Documento/Degroe of Availability 
E. Hicken, K. Riedle 
·"Bubble rise velocity and·heat'transfer in a vertical rod bundle" 
Paper presented at the Meeting of the "European Two-Phase Flow Gx:ooup" 
at Haifa, June 2 - 6, 1975 
H.-P. Gaul, E: Hicken 
H. Loser, K. Riedle 
K. Ruthrof, J. Sarkar 
11WtirmeUbergang an stagnierendes Fluid in zwei SWR-l)Undeln 
('. unterschiedlicher Leistung" · · J 
0· 
I 
Paper presented at Gemeinsame Fachtagung der Fachgruppen *'Reaktor ... 
sicherheit 11 und "ThermoJ und Fluiddynamik 11 der Kerntechnischen 
Gesellschaft. 28. - 30• Januar 1975 
.. 
tl 
K. Riedle. 
ttGerman reflood heat transfer pl"ogram 11 
rd Presented at the 3 Water Reactor Safety Researc~ Meeting 
Gaithersburg, Md. Sept. 29, 1975 
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Classification: 1.2 
Title 1 {Original Language): 
Theoretische l1ntersuchungen zur Niederdruck- und Wie-
derauffilllpha$e der KernnotkUhlung 
(ATT 085 A- i.1.2 , Jahresbericht A 76) 
~r i tle 2 (English): 
Low Pressure 4nd Refilling Phase of Emergency Core 
Cooling 
Initiated (Date): 
Jtatus: 
continuing 
1 • General A!!!! 
Complete9 (Date): 
I 
Last Updating (Date): 
December 1976 
COUNTRY: 
BRO 
SPONSOR: 
BMI 
ORGANIZATION: 
LRA, Garching 
Project Leader: 
or. H. Karwat 
or. A.B. Wahba 
The general ai,m of this project is the development of computer codes to 
predict the tnermal and hydraulic responae of water cooled reactor• 4ur-
.1ng the refill,ing phase of a. loss-of•COOlant accident (LOCA). 
;2. Particular Objectives 
·Jne main objeotive is to develop a code which is able to simulate effi-
ciently the flooding of the core and the various physical phenomena in-
volved in this process. 
Besides this development the application of existing codes is continued 
in order to indicate which particular problem will need special consid• 
eration in the new code. 
From the analytical verification of related experiments additional in• 
formation is expected to support the analytical work • 
. __...1,_._, ____ .-_-· •;---:--:-·· ., . 
. . ........ _..· .. ..: .. .' .. '.. 
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3. Experimental Facilities and Program 
Not relevant.· 
4. Project Status 
4.1 Progress to Date 
Applications of the us Code RELAP4 are completed /1/. The behaviour of a 
simulated pressurized water reactor at the end of blowdown and during 
cold water injection was studied. The two versions RELAP4-002/8 and 
RELAP4-003/85 were used. 
The parameter study using the refill program WAK-1 is completed. The 
hydrodynamic results were used to estimate the thermal behaviour of an 
average pin.during the refill and reflooding process. For this estima-
tion the US fuel element thermal analysis program TOODEE2 (1) was used. 
The core reflooding rate and the steam production rate above the water 
level was obtained from WAK-1, the temperature response of an average 
pin from TOODEE2 through act.ivation of the appropriate heat transfer 
correlation. 
The preliminary version of a refill and reflood program FLUT has been 
developed. The version FLUT-BV (basis version) simulates mainly the pro-
cesses taking place within the pressure vessel~ It consists of a fuel : 
rod model, a quench model and a hydraulic model. The fuel rod model is 
one-dimensional in radial direction and includes up to 100 axial seg-
ments. For the decay heat the ANS standard curve plus 20 % is used. 
Different flow regimes are considered for the heat transfer model. The 
\....,._.i. 
motion of the quenchfront is determined using the analytical equation 
from Duffy and Porthouse. The formation of an upper quenchfront through, 
the water injection in the upper plenum is considered. The motion is con-
(1) G.N. Lauber 
TOODEE2. A two~dimensional time dependent fuel element thermal ana-
lysis program 
NRC, May 1975 
trolled by using the Yamanouchi correlation. In the hydraulic model a 
quasi-steady state approach on the basis of the energy, momentum and 
mass balances is used. Separation between swell and collapsed level in 
core is activated using the Wilson correlation for bubble rise. Carry-
over criteria are considered in the dispersed flow reqtme. Time averaqed 
values for the U•tube fluid motion between the c.ore and downcomer are 
used. 
In order to ~nalyze the rewetting e~periments performed in connection 
with the BMFT. Research Projects RS 62 and RS 184, program modificat~ons 
were made. Tne time-dependent local heat transfer coefficients can be 
predict.~d from the measured temperature using the program INSTHTC /2/ • 
.. 
This model cQntains a numerical solution for the nonlinear inverse heat 
""conduction problem of estimating surface temperature and heat. flux utili-
',. 
zing a measured temperature histo~y inside a heat conducting solid. 
4.2 Essen~ia! Results 
A basic version of the reflooding program FLUT has been developed which 
is in the stage of final testing. First results of calculations per-
formed with this code showed the necessity of further improvement$ with 
respect to dynamic effects and to boundary conditions prevailing in re-
levant experimental facilities which serve for code verification. 
\ 
..-...:) • Next step!! 
... 
A detailed dcaacription of the FLUT-BV will be prepared together with 
small improvements of the computer code. Modifications have to be made 
in order to use the code for analysis in connection with the RS 36 refill 
. and reflood experiments. 
An improvement of the fuel rod model through the use of an implicit 
integration will be done to save computation time. A quench model will 
be developed together with a heat rod model which can be verified by 
simulating the experiments .carried out in connection with RE 184. The 
hydrodynamic model of FLUT-BV will be improved through simulation of the 
dynamic u-tube oscillations. Additional subroutines for a heat exchanger 
'\ 
' 
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model, a pump model and models for additional effects in the upper and 
lower plenum will be included in FLUT. The improved· version of FLUT will 
be verified using the loop experiments in connection with RS 36 D. 
6. Relation with Other Projects 
Our code development and verification has strong relations to the re-
fil.ling and reflooding experiments performed by KWU Erlangen (RS 36, 
RS 62, and RS 184). 
7. Reference Documents 
/1/ 
K.J. Liesch, V. Teschendorff, A.B. Wahba 
Erfahrungsbericht uber die Anwendung von RELAP5-003/85. Interner Bericht 
MRR-I-70, August 1976 
/2/ 
A.B. Wahba 
Berechnung von zeitabhangigen Warmeiibergangszahlen wahrend der Wiederbe-
. netzung von hoch aufgeheizten Rohren 
MRR 167, November 1976 
/3/ 
.A.B. Wahba, A. Berning 
Quenching Phenomenon in Water Reactor Emergency Core Cooling 
· Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc. 23, p. 285, 1976 
/4/ 
Quarterly reports in the series IRS-Forschungsberichte 
8. Degree of Availability 
Documents are available through 
Gesellschaft fur Reaktorsicherheit mbH 
D-8046 Garching, Forschungsg~lande 
',\ 
~~- ................ , __ ... ___ .,.. __ ~-...........,....-_,...,.. ...... __ ~~,..--- --..... ,...,.... .... ··.---=- ·-..('·-· -~· -· ..• 
( 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Reports MRR•I are confidential and therefore normally not available • 
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Classification: 1.2 
Title 1 (Original Langua2e) : COUNTRY: 
Untersuchungen zur Hydraulik des Flutvorgangs und BRD zu 
bisher noch unberUcksichtigten EinfluBgrHBen beim SPONSOR: BMFT 
Wiederbenetzen ORGANIZATION; 
( RS 1 84 - I • 1 • 2, Jahresbericht A 76) KWU Erlangen 
'ritle 2 (Enslish) : Project Leader: 
Investigations on the influence of the hydraulic H. He in 
during reflooding 
. l 
( .....,Initiated (Date): Corn.eleted (Date) : 
. )1 • 10. 75 30. 9. 77 
Status: Last U~dating (Date) : 
Continuing 31 •. 12. 1976 
1. General Aim 
In order to improve the reflood model, the hydraulic effects 
during reflooding will bei studied in detail. 
2. Particular Objectives 
' 
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A detailed knowledge of the hydraulics.in a channel during the 
reflooding and the resulting flow p~ttern shall improve the 
calculation of heat transfer in the unwetted area. With the help 
of this experiment ·~riteria will be worked out for the transition 
of vapour - to fog flow and from fog flow - to film boiling in 
order to get more information of the ex~ension of different heat ~ 
1 
.. 
I j 
I 
1 
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transfer regions. 
The coupling of the rewetting model based on heat conduction in 
the wall with the hydraulics of the channel is a presupposition 
for a general applicability of theoretical calculations • 
,· 
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3. Research Program 
.. 
. For three different hydraulic diameters rewetting experiments will 
be carried out variing the parameters 'initial wall temperature, 
inlet subcooling, supply velocity and system pressure. Also the 
ratio stored heat to the water content within the channel will be 
varied. 
With the annular test section a comparision will be made for the 
· advancing of the rewetting front for Zircaloy and stainless steel 
cannings. 
To improve the rewetting model information is needed on the re-
wetting temperature and on the effects near the rewetting front. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
For these experiments the t'estrig used for the program RS 62 will 
be modified for getting more detailed information on the hydraulics 
during the reflood period. Also for these experiments constant in-
let conditions will be focused. 
For special tests an annular test section with a quarz-glass tube 
for the outer wall will be used. 
5. Progress to Date 
'\ With the modified annular test section preliminary tests have been 
run in order to compare the advancing of the rewetting front between 
Zry-4 and stainless steel claddings. The reflooding tests were re-
calculated with a.computer code. 
' . . 
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Special investigations were started on the begin of the rewetting 
of the end of a hot rod. The time between submerging and re-
wetting was d'termined for the parameters 
- initial temp~rature 
temperature of .the reflood 111ater 
reflood velocity 
The reflooding tests were continued with tubes of 16,8 mm·inter-
nal diameter (the first test were run with tubes of 13,8 mm). 
The velocity was varied between two.and 6 cm/s, the initial 
temperature of the coolant between 35°C and 144°C and the heat 
flux density between 3 and 6 W/cm2• The pressure was constant 
at 4,5 bar, the initial· tube temperature was 600°C. 
The reason for the appearance of new rewetting fronts was inves-
tigated with a 3m-tube, containing spikes on the internal sur-
face. 
'\ 
In order to describe the hydraulics of the reflooding the 
thermodynamics non-equilibrium has to be known. For measuring 
the superheat of the steam, tests were carried out on a steam 
exhaust equipment which prevents disturbations of the measured 
steam temperature by dragged water droples. 
A literature study was started for the description of the heat 
transfer during reflooding in the non-wetted-region. 
6. Results 
The rewetting front on a Zry-4 tube compared to a steel tube 
moves nearly a factor of two fa~ter. As the heat conductivity 
1~ not very different, this ·effect can only be explained by the 
different heat capacities of the two materials. After reaching 
a fixed height, the rewetting'velocity is nearly the same for 
both mate~ials. Some tests were repeated with a copper•tube • 
..... ·-··-----
Recalculations of the rewetting tests showed good agreement 
between experimental and theoretical results for the circaloy-, 
steel- and copper-tube. 
The time between submerging and rewetting was markedly lower 
when the water temperature and the initial tube temperature were 
low. The reflooding velocity, however had nearly no influence 
on the delay time. 
New rewetting fronts appear when the heat removal of a spike is 
so large, that the rewetting temperature at that point is reached· 
before the rewetting front has reached the perturbation zone. 
7. Next Steps 
The technique for the measurement of superheated steam will be 
improved. 
I . 
A theoretical method will be developed for the calculation of the 
local steam content • 
. 8. Relation with Other Projects 
RS 62 
RS 36 
9. References 
'---
Experiments for the Establishment of a Theory of 
the Rewetting of Highly Heated-up Rods by Pipe 
Experiments 
Emergency Core Cooling Program - Low Pressure 
Experiments 
_10. Degree of Ayail&bility 
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Classificati,m: 1.2 
Titlo 1 . (Ori~J,nal Lan2ua2e>: COUNTRY: 
-
NotkUhlprogra~m·- Niederdruckversucne BRD 
SWR 
- 2. Dopp9lbUndel SPONSOR: BMFT (RS 0036 C- l.1.2, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION: 
' KWU, Erlangen 
·r i tle 2 (Engl!sh) : Project Leader: 
Emergency Cort Cooling Program - Low Pressure 
Experiments. 8WR- Second Cluster H. Hein 
Initiated (Date): Com12leted (Date~ : 
1. a. 74 31. '12. 76 ("',tatus: Last U~datin2 (Date): 
lcompleted 31. '12. 76 
1. General Aim 
· The projqct belongs to tests, which were carried out under RS 36. 
Investig~tions were carried out on the bahaviour of a BWR-core 
during emergency cooling after MCA. 
.. 
' 
As results informations were expected on heat-transfer coeffi-
cients during flooding, spraying and coupled flooding and spraying 
as a function of the initial temperature, pressure, power and 
. 2. 
injected flow rates. 
Particular Ob.1ecti ves 
Informations about the rewetting velocity on the shroud and fuel 
rods. Te~perature behaviour of the cladding at different water 
levels w~th and without steam injection. 
Long terQl cooling of the rods with aprJlY coolin&. , 
.. 
, 
I 
'"4PtD 4 • A. 
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3. Research Program and 4. Experimental Facilities 
The research program RS 36 included the 3 steps: 
- Monotube reflood 
- PWR bundle reflood 
• BWR bundle reflood, bundle I 
Preliminary reflooding tests were carried out on a single 
internally cooled tube. In· order to include the effects of 
multichannel core geometry and radial distribution of power 
and flow a test facility for a 340-rod bundle was designed · 
identical to those of KWU PWR's. Further tests were conducted~ 
on two parallel 7 x 7 rod bundles with BWR geometry. 
Spacer geometry, heated len8th (3500 mm), pitch (18,75 mm), 
rod diameter (14,3 mm) inlet or outlet grid plate are designed 
identical to those of KWU BWR's. 
The axial power distribution is approximated by a chopped 
cosine. 
5. Progress to Date 
, 
15 additional tests were run, which were desired by the SK-
NotkUhlung. The parameters were: ( 
Initial temperatures: 
System pressure: 
Power: 
400, 6oo and aoo0c 
5 and 10 bar 
350/264, 300/200 and 200/150 kW. 
During two tests the rod factor of the central rod A 18 was 
about 26 % higher 
Flood velocity 
Spray mass 
~ 1 ,5 and 3,5 cm/s 
• 0,68 and 1,02 m3/h per·bundle 
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With o~e bundle four tests were run which served tor comparison 
with t}l.e FLECHT-Program. the parameters were: 
Initial temperatures 
System pressures 
Power: 
Spray ~ass: 
516 ~ 867°C 
1 bar 
100 and 200 kW 
. 3 0,556 m /h. 
In order to calculate the heat transfer coefficients a program 
was written which allows the evaluation of the test series on 
the "Siemens 4004" computer. 
After the double-bundle test the test seotion waa dismantled, 
bundle "B" was completely disassembled. 
The experimental data were evaluated. 
6. Results 
1. 
The tests showed that the influence of the initial temperature 
. during flooding and spraying on the heat transfer coefficients . 
is very low. The cooling however is better with higher coolant 
mass. Spray-cooling is sufficient, but during flooding the tem• 
peratur~s are quenched ~uch faster. 
The spray-tests showed that the wetting velocity and the heat 
transfer coefficient in the non-wetted region increase with 
higher pressures. 
During the test runs 4 rods tailed. 
Next StfpS 
The work has been completed. 
8. . Relation with Other Projects 
RS 36 B 
RS 37 C 
9. · References 
Emergency Core Cooling Program 
Refilling Experiments with Simulation of the 
Circulation Loop 
Emergency Core Cooling Program 
PWR Post DNB Experiments with a Bundle .. 
of 25 Fuel "Rods ., 
10. Degree of Availabiliti 
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Classification: 1.2 
Titie..1 
Level Swell Reflood Heat Transfer 
? • 
Title 2 
Inl.tiated: Jan. 1975 Completed: 
Status: Last updating:Dec.1975 
Countrv 
iJRri "(u.s.A) 
Sponsor 
Babcock and Wilcox 
Proprietary 
prganisati~n 
lJBR Marmheim 
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Project leaders 
Dr. B. E. Bingham · -
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1. General aim 
To determine reflood characteristics of a B & W "vent valve" 
P.lant and to evaluate the effectiveness of level swell cooling 
when the water inventory is insufficient to cover the core 
entirely with a two-phase froth • 
2. Particular Objectives 
3. Experimental Facility and Programme 
In 1975, reflood and level swell tests were conducted with an 
electrically heated 56 tube full length bundle with an axial 
power profile peaked at the ten foot .elevation. 
Level swell experiments were conducted in two modes: 
1) a constant water inventory is maintained by establishing a 
• make-up flow equal to the· steaming rate; 
2) the water is· allowed to boil off, progressively uncovering 
the bundle. 
The ranges of system parameters covered by the investigation 
are: Average Linear Power, kw/ft 
Pressure,psia 
Inlet Subcooling, (h1-h)/Btu ~ 
0.1-0.3 
20 .. 180 
.0 - 175 
Thirty forced flooding experiments were conducted using 
this facility covering the following ranges ot _system 
parameters: 
Peak Linear Power, kw/tt 
Flooding Rate, in/sec 
Pressure, psia 
Inlet Subcooling, °F 
Maximum Initial Temperature, °F 
4. Project Status 
4.1 Progress to date 
The experimental phase has been completed. 
Evaluation· of the data is in progress. 
4.2 Essential results 
0.5•1.0 
1.0-3.0 
25-60 
0-140 
800-1400 
Level Swell: For a given core water inventory the swell 
' 
level increases with power density and inlet enthalpy and 
decreases with pressure. Within the range of exp~rimental 
variables, the Wilson bubble rise model predicts reasonably 
accurate void distributions. The computer code FOAM2, used to 
calculate the swell level and steaming rates during the 
quiscent period of small break LOCA's; has been shown to be 
an accurate formulation of the phenomenon. 
Reflood: still under review. 
5. Next Steps 
During 1976, the level swell/reflood pr~gram will be continued 
using a single tube. System parameters affecting the reflood 
and level swell phenomenon that will be investigated are: 
1) Hydraulic diameter of flow channel 
2) Power profile (uniform, symmetric,· inlet 
and exit peaks) 
3) Chemical additives 
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6. Relation With Other Projects 
1. Reference Documents 
S. Degree of Availabiliti 
Proprietary 
(It. is intended to publicly release the level swell 
results duri~g the third quart~r of 197~)~ 
. - . 
' 
.. 

Classification 1.2 
Title 1 COUNTRY OPnm~ rlf 
SPONSOR Ris9l 
Title 2 
ORGJl.NIZ}._TION 
Ris~ 
Project leader: 
NORHAV - RHC a core heat~up computer ~ogram Jens G. Munthe Andersen 
Initiated: November 1971 Comoleted: 1976 Scientists: 
Jens G. Munthe Andersen 
Status: progressing 
1 .• General aim 
Last updatins: H. Abel-Larsen 
Preben Hansen 
Development of a multirod core heat-up computer program, 
including spray cooling. 
2. Particular objectives 
I 
RHC calculates the temperature transient of the fuel and 
coolant in a multirod cluster geometry evaluating the influence of 
the emergency core cooling. The program is based on a separate 
description of the water and steam phase in the primary system and 
a detailed description of the radiation heat transfer between the 
fuel rods and the shroud including multiple reflection. The latter 
involves a determination of the absorption of thermal radiation in 
.the two-phase mixture in the fuel element. Furthermore, decay heat, 
metal-water reactions, heat transfer due to convection and conduc-
tion, creation and propagation of water films on the shroud and the 
individual fuel rods. The .. program also takes into account the in-
fluence of the primary system. 
3 •. Experimental facilities and programme 
.• 
. 
-
' 
-
' 
-
: 
-
.. 
-
-
· 4. Project status 
1. Progress to date 
A version of the program with spray· cooling is available 
for production use. 
2. Essential results 
5. Next steps . 
Development of a flooding version of RHC, called NORCOOL-I. 
6. Relation with other projects 
In addition to the present core heat-up program the NORHAV 
project includes: 
a) A one-dimensional blow down computer program for reactor 
systems under development at IFA, Norway. 
b) The Danish transient subchannel computer program T~NA and 
the one dimensional blo'\'-7 down cpde RISQUE und~r, 
development at Ris(6. · 
c} Updating of COBRA 3-C and RELAP 3 by STF, Finland and AE, 
St-reden. 
d) A 64-rod (electrically heated} core heat-up experiment by 
AE_, Sweden. 
7. Reference documents 
Jens G. Munthe Andersen: 
REMI/HEAT COOL. A Model fo-r Evaluation of Core Heat-up and-
Emergency Core Spray Cooling System Performance for Light-Water-
Cooled Nuclear Power Reactors. 
Ris~ Report No. 296, September 1973. 
8. Degree of availability 
Available on exchange basis • 
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140-21-24/4160.20 
'ritre 
Thermohydraulique du LOCA. : 
Etude des interactions m'caniques et thermo-dynamiques dans 
l'injection de secours d1un r'acteur PWR : Programmes 
EPIS I et II. . 
Claaaification ·i l - 2~ 
'35 
Pays 1 . 
FRANCE 
Organisme directeur 
;. 
CEA · - EdF / SEPTEN 
Titre {anglais) Organisme ex,cuteur 
LOCA thermohydraulics. CEA/DTCE (Saclay) 
Steam-water mixing studies for PWR. : !PIS I and II projects 
Responsable : 
T.BLIAUX (SEEN) 
.. 
Date de demarrage : 01/0l/75 Date pr,vue d'ach~vement :31/12/~8 Scientifiques : 
Etat actual : en cours Derniere mise'l jour :21/0l/77 
Objectif g'neral : 
Etude des phenom~nes se produisant lors de 1 1 injection.d 1eau de. 
secours par accumulateurs et pompes au cours d1un accident de 
d'pressurisation d'un reacteur pressurise. 
Ob1ectifs particuliers : 
Developper des mod~les physiques pour interpreter les exp,riences. 
Installations experimentales et programme : 
EPIS 1 : Etude de l'interaction m'canique par injection d'eau 
dans un debit d'air (echelle 1/ll). 
EPIS 2 : Etude des interactions m'caniques et thermodynamiques 
par injection d'eau dans un d'bit de vapeur (echelle 1/25). 
Etat de l'etude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
Essais EPIS 1 termines. Installation EPIS 2 en construction. 
2) ~sultats essentials 
Evolution des pertes de charge au niveau de 1 1 injection en 
fonction des param~tres principaux : 
Angle de piquage de l'injection, rapport des vitesses de l'eau 
et de l 1air,.niveau depression dans la cuve. 
.. • I •.. 
-
t 
-
• 
l 
; 
I 
Documents de reference : 
"Programme d14tudea des interactions m•caniques et thermodynamiques 
entre 1'4coulement principal de vapeur et l'eau des injections 
de secours d'un r4acteur PWR" • Rapport SEEN-RT 76-014. 
,. 
•' 
140-26-23/4160.02 
' UCI'e . ray• a ~ 
FRANCE 
Thermohydraulique du LOCA . . 
Etude experimentale du refroidissement de secours des Organisme directeur 
reacteurs l eau : Prosramme ERSEC. . 
-CEA 
Titre· {anglais) Organisme executeur 
LOCA Thermohydraulics CEA/DTCE - STT : (GRENOBLE) Experimental investigation of water reactors safety 
injection :. ERSEC project Responsable • . • .. 
M. COURTAUD 
: 
Scientifiques • • . 
Date de demanage :Ol/Ol/72 Date prevue d1 ach~vement :31/12/78 J R.DERUAZ Etat actuel : en cours Derni~-re mise l jour : 21/0l/77 
-
0 
·0 
Etude du transfert de chaleur lors de la phase de refroidisse~ent de 
secours de l 1accident de perte de refrigerant 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Developpement de modeles·physiques pour l'interpretation des experiences. 
Installations experimentales et programme 
Boucle ERSEC 
- Experience de renoyage a deblt constant en tube, 
- Experience de renoyage l charge constante en tube, . 
- Experience de renoyage a debit constant en grappe 36 barreaux 17 X 17. 
Etat de l'etude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
Une premiere campagne d'essais de renoyage l debit constant sur une 
grappe 36 barreaux PWR 17 X 17 a eu lieu en 1975 mais a ete interrompue 
par suite d'une perte d'isolement electrique des elements chauffants. 
Essais de renoyage a debit constant sur une section d1essais tubulaire 
tres instrumentee et avec isolation thermique par enceinte a vide 
en cours. 
Interpretation en cours des experiences : programme du front de trempe 
avec le modele PSCHITT et correlation d 1 echange en aval avec le 
model e FLI RA. 
2) Resultats essentials 
Developpement de modeles physiques representant le rayonnement en 
aval du front de tr4mpe. 
. .. I . .. 
1 
Prochaines 4tapes : 
Essais de renoyage ~ d4bit constant sur tubes de diff4rentes 
longueurs chauffantes. 
Documents de ref4rence : 
''Beat Transfer during the Reflooding Phase of a Tubular Test Sectiontt, 
D.ANDREONI, M.COURTAUD, R.DERUAZ -European Two Phase Flow Meeting, 
Harwell 1974. 
"Echanges thermiques lors du renoyage d'un coeur de dacteur l eau", 
D.ANDREONI - These ~ Docteur Ing4nieur, 28/ll/75. 
"Refroidissement de sec9urs de.~ dacteurs l eau legere - essais de 
renoyage d'une grappe 5 X 5, geometrie 15 X 15", R.DERDAZ, P.CLEMENT, 
M.LAMBERT, P.PIC -Note DTCE-STT 509. 
"Etude bibliographique des principaux modeles de remouillage utilises 
dans l 1etude du refroidissement de secours des reactaurs l eau -
choix d 1 un modele", P. CLEMENT • Nota DTCE-STT 507 • 
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Cln~nlfir~tiun 1.2 
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TltlrJ 1 
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(Cittgi\\Q 1 \ili\UU:IIJO) COU~1'RY: ~'Rt\NCE 
! 
-
l'etude cl\.l smNsor.: CEA Programmes de calcul P_Our renoy,age • .. 
. 
... . .. . 
' 
\ ORGI.N I zt, 'riOit 
. 
. 
. C~E.A • . 
'l'ltlc 2 (~ntliGh) Pro jcct .leader 
DSN/SE'l'S 
Reflooding computer codes N.T&LLlER 
. . 
' 
.. I Scienti:tts • • 
lnitint~d (dolte) porn2lctcd • C. dote) . 
1974 
progressing 
. 
Last updati.n& (date) l!E~: 
·Prograrmnes en eours de tests .et Janviet' 75 d 1 am~ liorat'ion 
.1. But·gdntral ... 
Mise au point de programmes d~ calcul pour l'~tude de ·la phase de 1:enoyagc 
de l'accident de perte du caloporteur d'un P.W.R. 
l 
. 
.. 
.-
2. Objcc~ifs particul~~rs . . 
. . 
Nisc au point du code qERES pour 1 'etude de 
cuit primaire pendant la phase de rcnoyage • 
Mise au point du code FLtltA pour l ·~tude du 
Ajustement des codes.sur les essals ERSEC 
Application aux calculs rela.t:bfa aux cssaia 
r~a'cteurs de puissance. 
, .. 
3. Jnstallations expdrimentales et programmes 
4.: Etat du projet 
a). ~22~-9~~~ 
la thetmohydraulique du cir-
renoyage d'un canal. 
PHEBUS et aux calcula de· 
.. 
En cours de tests (les coefficients d'~change dana le coeur sont caleul~~ 
A l'aide des corr4lationa FLECHT). 1 
I I " 
J 
·1 
I 
l j 
i 
! 
f 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·l I 
t 
l 
i .. 
. ' .. 
' ..... • ... J •••• .., •• ~ 
b) code FLIRA .. ________ _ 
l~re version en cours de test: la vitesse de mont4e du front de trempe 
est donnee par une corr,lation d4duite des exp4tiencea ERSEC. 
s. frochaines ctapes 
Mise au point de FL~RA'2 ou la vltease de• mont4e au front de trempe 
est calcul~e · . • •••••••••••• •........ 1975 
lnterptetation des esaa~s ERSEC 
,,. 
Couplage avec CERES 
·' 
... /. " . 
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6. Relation avec d'autrcs pro)eta 
'\ 
Essais sur la boucle ERSEC 
Essaia sur la boucle PHEBUS 
7. Documents de rcf6rences 
' .. •. 
.. 
• FLIRA 1 Un mod~le.de calcul de remouillage apr~a un accident de· 
perte du fluide primaire 
. 
·~ par M.CHABR.ILLAC et J. P.L 1.HIUUTEAU 
.·.· 
NEA-CPL Thermal Reactor Safety . Seminalre ISPRA 23-25 octobre 74. 
~ Programme de calcul de renoyage de P.W.&. : COde CERES 
par LANGB et M2CNIN· 
note O.A.A.A. • BTG~t-73.195 
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Cln~~tricatlon 1.2 
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~tudg expdtimentalc du rcfroidisscment de sceours. des SPONSOR :C.E.A. 
rencteurs a eau. . -
OltGAlUZATIOn 
j . C.E.A • 
. 
Title 2 (english) ,Project l~:tdr.r 
. 
. CEA/DTCE/ STT 
Ex~rimental study of the water reac:tor safety cooling M.D&RUAZ 
Scientists . • 
Initiated (date) Compl~ • (date) • 
Status : 
--
progressing 
' 
Last updat i.ng (date) 
. 
Janvier 1975 
.. . . 
1. ·nut s~neral 
' 
· Etude du transfert de chnleur lors de la phase refroidissement de aecoura 
.• de 1 'accident de perte de caloporteur, 
2. Obj~ctif particulier 
Essais sur un tube de rcfroidi int~rieurcment sur gr~~pea dana.le but de 
mettre au point des coTrtHatf.ons de coefficient d'ISchange fonctions des . 
para.OOtres thermohydrauliques locaux. 
· 3. Installations experimental(!s .. 
. 
Boucle ERSEC II - principales caract~ristiqu~a 
4. Etat du pro1e! 
Pression • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 ll 6 bars 
ternp~rature initiale de paroi 400 ~ 900°C 
vitesse de renoyaga •••••• o,s a 10 cm/s 
nombre de b~rreaux • •.• • • • 1 ~ 64 . 
hauteur chauffante •••••• 3,6Sm (3,20m pour lea premiers 
esaaia sur 1 tube) 
0 
. . 
• 
Section tubulaire, hauteur 3,20 m, flux axial uniforme termin4 (nov.73-mars 74) 
Groupe de 25 barrcaux, hauteur 3,60m, g~om4trie lSxlS ~lux coainus . 0 
en cours depuis mars 1974. 
!!!~~!f!~~!S!2~:. 
Cas du tube (coefficient d'4ehange·en aval du front de trempe, modele 
4quilibre sans rayonnernent) termin4. 
I • I .. ... . . ... 
. . 
'I 
',! .. 
s. Prochninot 4tapes. . ..
F.ssais : .... ___ _ 
Grappe de 25 barreaux geom4trie lSxlS fiux axial ••••• fin prevue :juillet 75 
en cosinus. 
Grappe de 36 barreaux g.SoiH~rie 17x17 flux axial •• · ••• Janvier 75 - Mars 76. et· 
en coainua. aept •. 75 • Novembre 75 
Tube avec faible fuite thermique ....... : ••• ·: ••••••••• Mars 1975 ~ Juin 75 
D~but de's essais sur B.w.a. 8 x 8 ••••• •••• •••••••••• Janvier 76. 
6. Interpr~tation . 
Essais sur tube, mod~le de d~s~quilibre, rayonne• 
anent pria en compte de fa~on aimpllfi'• ••••••••••••.• D~_cembre 75' ·· • 
Application au cas des steppes ••••••••••••••••••••••C~urant 76 
Coefficient d'echange au niveau·de la aone de . ' 
tran&ition ••••••••••••••••••••••Juin 76 
' ( . " 
6. Relation avec d'autres proJets 
' . . 
' ' . 
•• J :, • Essals sur la boucle PHEBUS 
' 0 ' ' ~ :' ProgramMes de calcul pour 1'.Stude du renoyage 
1· •. · Do<!timents de reference 
,' 
· · Heat transfer during.the reflooding of a tubular section 
. ' 
by. D.ANDREONI, M.COURTAUD. R. J)EIUAZ 
two •phase flow meetins 3•7 Juln 1974 • Karwell 
. ' 
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I [i] Classification 
: 1.1.1 
l 
.. Title 1 (original language) . .. country : FRI\NCE 
. Sponsor· CEJ\ : FRAMATOME 
.. 
EVA PROGRAM Organization . 
.. 
. I 
. 
CEA 
. 
. FRAMATOME 
! . WESTINGHOUSE 
. 
. 
Title 2 (EnglJ.sh) Project leader: -
-
-
Two-phase flow pump test program. Mr. DELAYRE CEA 
\_,., ) Joint R & D program between.FRnMATOMB and CEA Mr. DUBOURG FRAI-u\TONE 
with the WESTINGHOUSE Participation. 
.. 
. 
. 
., ' 
Scientists : 
Initiated (date) Completed (date) I Mr. FJ\JEAU CEA' 
. 
JUNE 1974 DECEMBER 1976 Mr. MARINI F~TOHE 
Status Last updating (date) 
PROGRESSING JULY 1975 
' 
·.· 
I I 
I 
' 1. OBJECTIVES 
The dynamics of the reactor coolant pump play key role in determining 
the consequences of a hypothetical lqss of coolant accident (LOCA). 
For a more accurate and refined representation of the pump model, the 
pump performance will be measured under the different conditions of 
pressure, two-phase flow, and spe~ that miqht occur during the LOCA. 
'rhe "EVA" test loop is designed tor testing a WESTINGHOUSE primary 
:pump· (1/3 scale model) in order to •-
. 
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1/ Measure the pump characteristics durinq the conditions~simulating 
the LOCA 
• 2/ Develop a corr·elation of these two-phase tlow results with punap 
performances as measured in simple phase. . ' 
The experiments w~ll be perf~~d with steady state steam water flow 
in homoqenous and non homogenous conditions. 
2 •. PROJECT STATUS 
The EVA test fac~lity is under construction at cadarache. The test 
facility is using as a source of steam, the steam supplied by PAT 
reactor. 
The main components of the loop such as the steam water mixer, the 
~ 
steam water separator, ~e cir~lation pumps and the measuring devices 
are near completion and the erection of the test loop•is underw~y. 
', ., ' ' '. .f.' ' • ~ ' 
· :.,. .. ···.::·":.''The qualification tests of the instrumentation of the loop will 
,, ,, ···.start in Auqust. 
'•, 
FOR NEAR Ftrl'UP.E 
loop is supposed to be completed in .October and the shakedown 
r 
of the loop will be performed in ~llber. 
· ·1st test point will be run in December. 
one thousand of test points will ~ run representing all flow 
. . 
tions and operatinq modes of the ~P which may be anticipated 
a loss of coolant accident. 
•,. 
·test proqram will ·spread out on the. whole 1976 y~ar. . · 
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.4 • . RELATIONS WITH OTHER PROJECTS 
EDF- Pr09rams'. on Pumps in both simple phase and two pbue coacU tiona. 
. S. AVAII.ABILITY OF "RESULTS" 
Joint Property of CEA, FRAMATOME and WESTINGHOUSE • 
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Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Sisterria di raffreddamento di energenza per ... 
allaganento dal basso 1.2 
-
Title 2 (English) 
' 
Country ITALY : 
Bottan flooding EXX:S • .. SEonsor . CNEN . 
Organisation: CISE 
.... 
.. 
Date initiated 1971 Project Leader 
Date com2leted 1978 
U1M (CISE) . 
Last UEdating April· 1977 
-
1. General aim: to predict the performance of bottan flooding ECCS in pressure 
·• tube reactors. 
2. Particular objective: ~erstcinding of basic phenanena involved in bottan 
flooding ECCS in water reactors. 
3. ~f.tre!ltal facilities and PFQ9Taime 
. 
~~~_!~~~!!t!~ 
-IETI-1: (see N. 1.1. 2) for scaled-down experinents 
-REM : for full-scale experin'entsi flowrate 2,8 kg/s; pressure 10 bars; 
heating r;:ower · 300 kW 
3.2. PrQS!~ 
- I 
: . 
3. 2.1. Preli.m:inary scaled-down tests relevant to tubular and armular geooetry. -
3. 2. 2. Full-scale experim:mts adopting an indirectly heated 19-rod. bundle. 
3.2.3. COde developrent for fuel rod ~ature predictions. 
4. Project status 
4.1. !!29!~~L!£.da~ (with reference to the above programre) 
- (3.2.1.-): Test oompletedi 
(3. 2. 2.) : Constant ~lowrate tests ca:rpleted; . 
- (3.2. 3.): TRAFEM cxx1e for constant flowrate and unifonn axial pressure condition 
oompleted.. Corcparison with experiiTental results in Pm<Jress. 
4. 2. ~~~!_!;~~£? 
-basic understanding of the physical phenooena involved; 
- set up of the exper.inehtal procedures ard techniques; 
- set up of a calculation p~e 
S. Next steJ?s . ·. '• , • t ~ '•. I,\ • '. 
- Full scale experi.Irent with controlled pressure drop (parallel channels 
simulation) 
.. 
.. 
+-------~----------------------------------------------------------------
TITLE 1 (original language) 
Sistema di raffreddamento di anergenza per 
allagaxrento dal basso 
- Coopletion of cxxnparisons with TRAFEM code 
- Catputation of pressure drops in TRAFEM code 
Classification 
1.2 
- Flow restrictions investigation with full scale bundle (cladding-ballooning) 
6. Reference docum:mts 
1) R. Martini, A. Prenoli " A simple m:xlel for predicting E.c.c. transients in 
b:>ttom flooding conditions". CREST Meeting - Munich, October 18-20, 1972. 
2) R. Martini, A. Prarol~ "Bottan flooding experiments with single gearetries 
under different E.c.c. corxiitions" Energia Nucleare, vol. 20, n. 10, PJ?.54D-553 
October 1 1973 
. 
. 7. Degree of availability: to a limited extent 
.. 
-¥.-,' •·•••• 
: I 
''· 
..... ,... 
,. .. 
.. 
Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Apparecchiatura sperimentale per lo st~ 
-dio. della termoidraulica nella refrige- 1.2 
razione di emergenza 
Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
An experimental facility to study therm• ~ Sponsor l Poli tecnico hydraulic aspects of emergency core co·o]: 
. - Organisation di Torino ( ... ) ing by ~ottom flood~ng . 
Date initiated January 1976 Project Leader -
Date completed December 1977 
Last updating April 1977 . M • De· Salve 
. . 
• ("") Istituto di Fisica Tecnica e Impianti Nucleari 
·. 
·1. -General aim and particular objectives 
This experimental and theoretical study is to improve the 
knowledge of the emergency core cooling by bottom flooding. 
The particular objectives are: to measure the rewetting time 
and the wall temperatures, to estimate the heat transfer eo~ 
eTfic'ient during flooding. 
2. - Experimental facilities and programme 
An experimental facility with an inner heated annular test 
section has been built. The inner circular tube wall temper~ 
tures are measured by several thermocouples and it is possi 
ble·to see the climbing liquid level by two glass windo~s.­
Investigations are restricted to atmospheric pressure, small 
flooding rates, high initial wall temperatures (T~800 °C) 
and high subcooling. Some tests have been performed. 
rteference documents and degree of availabi'li ty 
The reference documents are the usual and open bibliography 
about the emergency core cooling. All the results will be 
available. 
4. - Resources 
The expected budget is about one million of Lire (1.000.000~= , 
Lit.). Manpower consists or two man-years. 
• ... 
~~ ....... _.._.: ... _ ....... --~--...~-~~._, ___ , 

,. 
Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Scambio Termico in condizioni di raffreddamento 1.2 
di emergenza 
Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
Heat Transfer in ECCS conqitions Sponsor J 
Organisation Ca 1 abri.a 
. 
' University .., 
... 
Project Leader Date initiated January 1977 I i 
Date com:eleted December 1978 
Last u:edating March 1977 Prof. Valerio ~larinelli 
\ . 
\..) J) General aim 
· Study the heat transfer between rods and coolant uuring the ECCS conditions 
2) Particular objectives 
Optimization of engineering correlations and models to predict the thermal 
behaviour of rods during ECCS;.development of a computer code • 
. 
·~ .. ~··~ 3) Experimental facilities and programme. •1 
Experiments of bottom flooding in rod-annular geometry at low pressure, starting! i 
from different initial temeperatures.of·.:tbe:··oog,and experiment's of spray mode of~ . . . 
... 
. . 
"""-·~ .. -
cooling in a second step. 
4) Project status / 
At present a survey of literatur~ is in progress and the conceptual design of 
the experiments is under way. 
5) Next steps 
Planning of experiments. 
8) Degree of availability 
Full availability for the parts of the programme completely sponsored by 
University a~d not supplied by.external contracts. · . . . 
.. . 
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· Title 1 (Original lal_!guage) 
I. ' o 
Sviluppo di una· ca.tena. di pro&rammi per l'nna.lisi 
del LOCA di un Pi'IR con nocciolo !n acciaio • 
Title 2 (English1 
Development of a chain of diGital programs for 
the LOC.A.. analysis. of a l''fR having a SS cladding 
-core 
Date initiated 1971 
Date completed 1916 
'' 
Last UJ2dating 1977 . 
·, 
{::lassification 
. 
1. 2 
Country ITALY 
SEonsor FIAT-T.T.a. 
Organisatign 
·Huolea.r 
:r.norgy Division 
-
Project L_~ader . 
. 
' G.P. Pozzl . ,, 
. 
•, 
. 
-. 
~ '1; Genor~l aim 
Development of a chain of ccmputer codes for the loss of coolant accident 
(I.OC.ll.) ana.lyt;is 'of a pressuriz.ed water reactor havU,g a stainless steel 
cladding core. · 
· 2. ~cular objectives 
. 
Application of the above chain t.o the ·LOCA analysis of _the TRU:lO · Verccllese 
reactor. Design of the nm-t safety injection sistem {accumulators and emergenc:t~ 
pv.mps), for the TR:WO Verceliese .reactor. according to the 1974 USA Fin~l. 
Acceptance Criteria. 
3. Experiment~! facilities 
___ ..... ,_ ..... --· 
A set of core heat up and reflo~ding experiments was performed near 
~he SORlll (Societa Ricerehe Nucleari) of Salucgia. (VerQelli). · 
'xn particular the low rofl.ooding velocities and the linear heat rate . 
of the TRllfO V, reactor were tested. 
4• P~~1rct status 
Four different codes ha.ve boen set up: for the bl0"7down phase; for the 
calculation of d~ta.iled flOl'l and enthalp"y distribution in the core; for 
.the core ~eflooding. phase; for the core heat up o.nd cledding •temperature 
turn-around phase. · 
·· A cornpariso'l of the prediction of tl1cae codes against experimental rcsul ts 
. wa.s performed. 
The main work performed with this. chain of digital proerar.s were:. 
. . 
a.) I.OCA analysis of the S:q::i.!EfJS ATUCIIA nuclear plant; 
b) design of. the safety injection oyotem or the CL'EOPATRA plant to 'tc 
,• installed ~ th~ ISPHA ESSOR reactor; . 
c) design of ~he TRn~O V, new. safety injection system. 
..  
., 
.. 
·, 
... 
. ·. 
~ • 11 • 
.. 
0 .·~· t I . :. 
'fitle 1 (Original language) . Classification 
Sviluppo di una catena di programmi per 1' anal is 
dol LOC! di wi P.·JR con noooiolo in aociaio. 1. 2. 
.• 
5· }Joxt ·steos. • I '• ' 
., ' 
Project completed 
6. J>~la.tion to ot~cr projects· 
~he.dev~loped code~:fill be utilized for the.other project just started: ' 
"Development of an &dvanced ·procedure for the Pt'IR safety analysis following 
the probabilistic approach'' (sec present Safety Research. Index) 
' . 7• -Reference documents 
. . . ' . 
Ra.pporto FIA'l1-Fl~-C-47 "Ana.lisi dell' acleguatezza dal nuovo sisterna di re-
frigerazione di emergonza p~o~ettato per la centrale nuolenre di TRINO 
Vercollese" J.Iaga:i.o 1976 
8. ~ee of av~ilnbility 
... 
... To a limited extent 
•. -:.' ri 
· ..... . . 
. 9· Budget, personnel involved 
3 engineers for 5 years • 
• 
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Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
. ., r ·- ~~ 
• ) -;>) '~·· 
' 
I o 
~ 
. 
' 
Annl isi dei transitori tennici ed !draulici a se {1.1.q 1.1.2, Rlli to dl LOCA 'nci reattori ad ·acqWJ. lcggera. - 1.1.4' 1.2 
Title 2 (English) 
Analysis of thennal and hydraulic transients fol 
;lowing a LOCA in Light Water Reactors · -
' 
Date initiated 1974 
Dnte com2leted 1978 
·may ~-~77 Lnst uedating I 
....,._ .... ' 
,. 
" 
... 
' 
. " 
' 
.. . " . 
.. ,, 
.. 
Countrl ITALY 
Sponsor CNEN and CNR 
Organisation University 
of Pisa 
Project Leader 
. 
N. CER{ILLO 
" 
~ ~~ ... ·~ .. .,._ ...... 
-
I 
l 
l 
. 1 
. ' 
I 
I 
l 

.. 
~- • ·t . 
I 
I I .. s,., . ' 
--------------------------------------------~------· 
'.\ 
Title 1 
Classi£ieation. 
1.2 
Transient boiling beat trans£er in emergency core 
.cooling conditions 
..._ ...... '., : . ·' . .. .. ·~ ... 
Initiated : 1974 .. . '· Completed •: December 1976 
Status : progressing Last updating r March 197' 
.. 
Coun tr:( : JRC 
Sponsor : CEC 
organization: J'R ISt"kA 
Sstablishment 
Project leader: 
E. ··Burak · ·· 
. . ' . . .. 
. I 
•• 
. . 
f)c.)·: 
•• t • -~ 
1.) General aim 
' .. 
I 
. Investigation and visualisation o£ transiept boiling conditions • 
2 !) Particula.r objectives 
.. I 
', ', 
... 
. . . . ·· 
To study the transient boiling conditions in the pressure range 
1-20 bars £or several quenching body shapes, .. inlet' subcooling 
conditions and initial temperatures between 200 and 8bo0c 
(whi.ch covers the whole interesting range £or tuel rod and · ·· 
pressure vessel flooding)~ 
.. 
"··- \...<? . ' 3' ,) • Experimental facilities and programme 
·. 
.· 
Quenching facility with flooding and expansion vessel. The 
· characteristics of this £acility.are: 
~ flooding velocities • • 
- system pressure : 
- cooling water tempera~ure. : 
. - initial sur£ace temperature : 
.. 
. . . 
' ' ' 
' . ' 
'-37 ~m/s. 
1-20 bar . 
2Q-210°C 
200-800°0 
., . 
•" I I '• 
. : ,.' .• 
.· 
.. 
·, :, ' ~ ' . 
'' ., 
• 1 • ~ • ,\ ' • 
. 
.. 
. ,· 
•• 
. '. 
' . 
' .. 
• 
•' 
i 
. 
1 
I 
I' 
! . 
I y 
\ 
\ 
'• 
: ' 
I ' 
I ,o 
I 
' . i 
.. 
.. 
... 
'. I • ~, . ·, 
.. 
. .. 
. I 
· · · 4 .• ) Project status .... 
. •. 
1.} Progress to date : The construction ol the Quenching 
· Facility has ·been comp.leted in 1974. ?:'he .final instru-
mentation and calibration ol the Eacility i£ Eoreseen 
Eor January - March 1975 • 
·.2.) Essential results : The latest theoretical and experi-
mental literature in this field has been investigated 
in preparation Por the interpretation o£ the experimen-
•·. 
. tal results and the c~oice o£ parameters to be investi-
gated: The pr_oblern ol the determination o£ the transient 
surface .temperatures and heat £luxes vas overcome by 
applying inverse heat conduction analysis.vith temp~ra-
ture dependent physical properties. A 
· · 5 ~) Next steps : Experimental investigation ol the di££erent 
Elooding conditions. 
.. I 
\ l ' 
I 
I 
I 
' ' 
! t . 
. } ' 
•• 
' ' 
.. ' l 
:·. 6,) Relation with other·projects : The programme has been planned I 
· ·. .· so as to be comp.limentary to other worlc in the quenching £ield.: 
'• 
. . 7.) .. Reference doolments : 
(• 
1'.-) JRC sa.f'ety programme progress report 1974. 
2 .• ) H. Lauer, Numerical solutions o£ the inverse one-dimen-· 
sional transient heat condution equation and their appli-
cation to transient boiling. problems. Atke li,(3),p.215, 
1974 
. . . 
·. · 3.) E. Burck, w. Hu.f'schmidt, E.De Clercq, Instation~re \tliirme-
Ubertragung beim Sieden von Wasser'an der senlcrechten 
l . 
i . 
I 
. I 
l 
I 
Wand eines Realctordruclcbehll ters •; Atlce ZJ.·, ( 2), pp 127-135, . 
1973. 
,•. 
' : .. 
·a .. i) De9Tee oP availability : Freely available 
9 ·) ,Budge,t : The expected total investment lrom the CEC is 
· ' · 65 ooo UA which includes the cost ol ~he .facility and the 
running costs. .. 
• , . 
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I PctOJlW·L' 'IIITLE . . Blowdown code ••••••ment 
SJ?OliSORI~rG . COUNTRY . 
• 
Commission Q£ the European Communities 
D.:\.TE IHI'l'IATZD . {i . • Jan. 1974 
DATE COt·IPLl~TED . • 
.:...-- .. -..i ' ........ "' "~ .. "~' . . ' . ·~- ........................ _ 
... 
'I 
. _., . 
LWR L!dJ- 1.2 
ORGA.NISATIOif • . 
JRC Ispra Establishment 
PROJECT LEADER • • 
L. Larsen i I 
• 
. -- ~· 
I 
' ! 
' ., 
! ,, 
i. 

- --. . ~ 
,. 
. 
Title 
.. 
, 
.. , 
. ' I 
. 
. 
Classification 
n.1 J ) (.,. ."'2'. 
. 
' 
. . . 
. 
' 
. 
Exporimcntclle Untersuchungen des Ei:ni'lusses der· 
~ DtiR-Umv~lzschleiEen auE den Blovdown .. 
: 
. • ; I 
. 
: 
. . 
.. n 
~ 
' Ti. tle 2 . . ! 
" • 
-Exp~rimcntal Inv.estigation o£ the In-fluence ol · 
P-t-TR-Loops or.. Blowdown .. .. 
~- ' 
~rni tiatcd • December 1973 Com,Elctdd. · • • • 
' iStatus • progressing December 1977 (BMFT part A) • 
• Last upd,ating • • .. 
~ March 1975 .. 
...... 
Country . JR~ . 
Snon~ors: 
Bl1FT-Bonn, CBC 
Organization • • 
JRC ISPRA 
Establishr.1ent •' 
Project leader: 
'". 
Riebold 
• • 
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PERFORMANCE OF SPRAY COOLING 
'fitle 2 
.l.nitiatcd 1968 Completed : 
.Status : Lnst updating 
-· ~-· 
Description: 
1.; General Aim 
1976 
COUN'!'HX' 
UNITED KINGDOM 
SPONSOR UKAEA 
OHGANIZATION 
AEl:: WINFRI 'lH 
Project Leader 
ScicAtioto: 
To optimise spray cooling and determine safe £uel ratings. 
2. Particular Objectives 
To measure heat transfer coefficients and quenching times in a way suitable 
for use in calculating reactor blow-down transients. 
Experimental Facilities 
The High Pressure and the Low Pressure Emergency Spray Cooling rigs at 
Winfrith. 
Project Status 
From thermocouple results of blowdowns, heat transfer coefficients have been 
correlated with spray cooling flow rate; radiation characteristics . ~ 
(emissivity, etc) pressure; spray sub-cooling, etc. 
Next Steps 
Work to date has been with deliberately contrived flow stagnation in the 
channels; some flow will be super-posed. Further attempts will be mde .to 
loptimise (speed up) quenching. 
Reference Documents 
Internal documents. 
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1. 
2. 
3.' 
4. 
5. ' . 
6. 
CLASSIFICATION 1 • 2 
.. ' 
Title 1; P. W ~R. Refill Studies Title 2: 
Initiated: 1st November 1975 Completed: 
Status: Progressing Last Updated: .. 
. 
Country: United Kingdom Sponsor: UK- Nil 
Organisation: Strathclyde University. 
ProJect Leaders : H C Simpson, D H Rooney 
,. 
General Aims: 
. 
To simulate the refill process 1n a P.W.R. downcomer and study its 
effectiveness. 
Particulur Objectives: 
To produce a theoretical modcl,br correlation, defining the refill 
process enabling tho limiting conditions to be predicted. 
Experimental Facilities and Programme: 
I 
Work to be carried out in· three phases. Phase 1 is developed annulus with 
tangential water injection. .Phase 2 is developed annulus with normal 
water injection. Phase 3 is V1 0 scale model of P. W .R. downcomer • 
.All test sections transparent, fluids steam and water, pressures just above··) 
atmospheric. Measurements. to be taken include steam and water flowrates, 
pressures, temperature distributions. Cine photography to capture liquid 
bridging effects. 
Project Status: 
· Phase 1 duta being collected. 
Next Steps: 
Production of theoretical modal 
Relation with Other ProJect: 
Similar in some r~&apec:ta to the Wallia work at Creare: 
.· 
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6. 
7. 
. 
'7, 
a. 
2. 
o· 
I • • f' 
... 
01111U1aeUon 1.2 oonc,· 
8&2!1on wHh Other ProJects .. 
Working in conjunction with projects at National Engineering Laboratory 
and Manchester Uni v~rslty through N. I, I. 
Reference Documents c 
. ' 
Reports pending • 
Degree ·of Availability: • f  
By application to NII 
, ' . 
'·\ 
' 
Budget: I . 
'· 
,' I 
Around £10,000 per annum 
Personnel: 
Professor H C Simpson -Academic Staff, Part-time on project. 
Dr D H Rooney -:Academic Staff, Part-time .on project 
Mr T M S Callander -Academic Staff, Part-time on project 
Mr R O'Mahoney - Research Fellow, Full•time on project 
· Sf.tveral Postgraduate Students .. 
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OlttiiD1ftoetton 1.2 i' 
PWR Refill Studies 
Reforence Documents: 
Reports pending 
Degree of Availability: 
~ application to NII 
'.\ 
.. 
.. 
I •-l -o 1. Budget: 
't 
1 j. 
l 
I 
·~ 
£8700 
2. Personnel: 
Professor H C Simpson -Academic Staff, Part-:time on project · 
Dr D H Rooney -Academic Staff, Part-time on project 
Mr T Campbell (Ph .D. Student)- Full-time on project 
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Classffication: 1.3 
Title 1 (Original Lan2ua2e> : ... 
Verhalten von Zry-4-HUllrohren unter den bei KUhl-
mittelverlustst~rfillen auftretenden Beanspruchungen 
(RS 107-!.1.3, Jahresbericht A 76) 
'Xitle 2 (English): 
._ 
Beha~iour of Zry-4-Canning Tubes under Loss- of-
Coolant-Accident Conditions 
Initiated (Date): ComJ2leted (Date) : 
1 • a. 73 30. 6. 76 Status: _Last UEdatin2 (Date): 
Completed 
'J 31. 12. 76 
1. General Aim and 2. Particular Objectives 
·i 
s13 
COUNTRY: 
BRD 
SPONSOR: 
BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
KWU, Erlangen 
Project Leader: 
H.-J. Romeiser 
Objective of this task was the investigation of the behaviour of 
fuel rod canning tubes with respect to loss-of-coolant-accident 
I 
· (LOCA) conditions. The investigations concern to internal pressurei 
burst tests of fuel rod specimen at elevated transient temperaturep 
to determine the diameter increase, burst-pressure, and the burst1 
temperature. ~ 
3. Research Program and 4. Test Facilities 
The program is divided into three parts: 
a) The influence of different parameters on di~eter increase and 
burst-rupture will be investigated by a parameter study. 
The following parameters will be regarded: 
- heating rate 
- maximum temperature Tmax 
internal pressure 
- material condition (oxidized, H2 content) 
test-atmosphere (air, inertgas, steam) 
-.,··-----·--··-... -~--·.,._,.·--- -· •w_,..... .... _., ___ .,.. ____ ~ '"• ,.,~,._.~; 
"'14 
.. 
Tests will be run with direct resistivity-heating of fuel rod 
specimen filled with alumina-pellets and a distinct helium pre-
pressure. Temperature-time-correlation will be simplified. 
b) The influence of the increasing gap between the fuel and the 
cladding during the heat-up phase on the diameter increase 
will be studied. Therefore special specimen must be developed · ' 
with internal heaters and high heat capacity. 
c) To find the correlation between the conservative tests above 
and a realistic excursion of a LOCA, tests will be run with 
approximated temperature-time-correlation. 
5. Progress to Date 
Isothermal and isobaric creep tests were carried out at aoo0 c in 
vapour and He-atmosphere under the following conditions: 
Specimens: 
Length: 
Internal Pressure: 
Temperature: 
Zry-4 c·anning rods with PWR dimensions, 
filled with U02 pellets or Al2o3 tubes 
with a central steel rod 
210 mm 
5 - 80 bar 
900 
The specimens were heated up in steam or in air (about 
20 min). When the temperature level was reached, the internal 
pressure was adapted~ The diameter was measured several.times. 
.· 
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6. Results 
The tests with uo2 pellets in tubes at 10 and 20 bar showed that 
the time to burst was prolonged a factor 2 when vapour was used 
of Helium atmosphere. 
The results were: 
Internal 
pressure in bar 
5 
10 
20 
' . ' 
Burst time j Burst strain 
sec % 
not 
bursted 
4300 
145 
... 
8 
25 
16 
Strain rate 
-1 s 
5,7 • 10-s 
5,3 • 10-4 
The maximum circumferential strain in ~team atmosphere was about 
40 % - 50 % lower compared with tests in Helium. The 
rupture time of the specimens was in vapour at an internal 
pressure of 50 bar greater, at 65 % equal and at 80 bar lower 
compared with Helium. 
1. Next Steps 
The work has been completed. 
B. Relation with Other Projects 
RS 177: Preliminary empirical description of the fuel rod 
behaviour during LOCA 
1 9. References l 
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Classification: 1.3 
Title 1_jqE._1ginal Lan9uage): COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Vorl~ufige empirische Beschreibung des Verhaltens SPONSOR: 
von Brennst!ben bei hypothetischen KUhlmittelverlust- UMt:'fTl 
st8rfallen ORGANIZATION: 
(RS 177- I.1.3, Jahresbericht A 76) . KWU, Erlangen 
'!i tle 2 CEnszlish): Project Leader: 
·-
Preliminary Empirical Description ot the Fuel Rod Dr. Wunderlich 
Behaviour dqring LOCA 
, .. 
Initiated (Date): Com12leted (Date2: 
1. 9. 75 
" 31 • --12. 76 ·--
.)tatus: ~Last U~atin~ (Date): 
.. 
--Completed 31. ~12. 76 
. ' 
1. General Aim 
Deformations of fuel rod tubes during LOCA were to be describe4 
empirically. The experimental d,ta of the ballooning and fract~e 
tests.gaiped from RS 107 were to use for the calibration of a 
material law, which describes analytically the process of tu•l rod 
ballooning during LOCA. 
., 
2. Earticular Objectives 
For ballooning the creep law derived by Norton was to improve be• 
cause con,tant Norton par~eters are not applicable in the total 
. range of •tress and temperature• d\U'ing a LOCA. 
3. Research ~~Togram r· 
- development of the empirical material law 
- adjustment of the parameters to the data of the RS 107 burst 
test 
· • discussion of the influences of indirect heatins, oxidation and 
hydriding on burst-stresa and -atrain • 
. :' ' 
n;; hP s se as •·--...-.... ---..---------~-~--.....,.-..--..------...... 
,_1_ __ , 
i . 
i 
i' 
4/ Experimental Facilities 
No experimental facilities were necessary. 
5. Progress to Date 
The experimental results of -100 controlled temperature transient 
burst tests and "' 1 20 creep rupture· tests of the R + D project 
RS 107 are used as data base. All tests were conducted with direct 
. resistance heated KWU Zircaloy-tubes. The range of the experimen-
tal parameters was 
test time 94 --3 s l_-< 
holding time at elevated temperature 0 - 90 s 
.temperatures 925 1650 K 
50 274 K/s 
5 - 180 bar 
heating rates . 
differential pressure 
initial stress 3 - 11'2 N/mm2 
r'laterial ... Zircaloy OD 10.75 mm 
WT 0.725 mm. 
The measured burst-stresses · 6" B and -strains E B were used to 
calibrate the pa~ameter A, a, n of the following creep law 
. :. 
! 
l 
1 
(1 ) ( ·. !! ,_ 
·The fit results in two sets of parameters referring to the tran- i 
• ., 2 
t = A • 6 • exp ( -Q/RT) I ( 1 - ( 6' I 6' B) ) 
i 
sient burst tests artd creep rupture te.sts respectively. . ! 
I 
f 
Controlled temperature ~ransient burst tests: t 
I 
(2) 
l'\ = 3.5 
Q 0( = 2.1 7 X 1 05 J /mole Q p = 97218.5 + 125.4. (T-1253)J/mole 
Q~~ linearly averaged 
'..,-~ ... --..----"'1~---· .. •-•.......,._._.,~~w •.., ~ --.-••-' t,~ - - _.,._-?" -·' 
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Creep rupt~e testsa 
(3) 
n • 2.8 
Q o( • 0 oc +~ • Q fi • 2.03 x 105 ·J/mole 
6. Results 
• The numerical integration of the strain rate E in equ. (1 ), (2), 
(3) shows a steep increase of the calculated strain with infinite 
.... ) values at rupture. Therefore the measured and calculated failure 
temperatur-s are compared, showing a fairly good agreement between 
theory and experiment. The R + D project RS 177 is completed. 
Nevertheless, it is necessary to extend the analysis to testa With 
l 
- low heating rates 
- prior to rupture strains 
- internal h•ated, hydrided, oxidized tubes. 
1. Next Steps 
I 
The work has been complete~. 
., 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
RS 1 07: Behaviour of Zey-4 Canning Tubes under Loss-of-Coolant 
Accident Conditions 
9. References 
B. Brzoska, G. Cheliotis, ~. Kunick, G. Senski 
Ein neues Modell zur Beschreibung des Dehnungsverhaltens von Zry-
HUllrohren. wtihrend hypothetisoher KUblmittelverluatat~rfllle 
Vortrag Reaktortagung 1977. 
10 Degree of AvailabilitY 
Compact available April 1977. 
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Classification: 1.3 
Title ,. (Original Lan~uage): COUNTRY: ., 
BRD 
Parameteruntersuchungen Uber die Beeinflussung der SPONSOR: 
HUllrohre durch NachbarstAbe beim KUhlmittelverlust- 'QM14"1" 
storfall ORGANIZATION: 
(RS 1.85 - I.1.3, Jahresbericht A 76) KWU, Erlangen 
'Xitle 2 (Enslish) : Project Leader: 
. ~ 
Investigations on the Influence of Neighbouring Dr. Weidinger 
Fue 1 Rods During LOCA . 
Initiated (Date): COIDJ2leted (Date~ : 
/ 1. 10. 75 . 31. 7. 77 Status: . _Last Uedatin2 (Date) : 
" 
Continuing 31. 12. 1976 
·1. ·General Aim 
The influence of neighbouring··· fuel rods on the ballooning and 
;burst behaviour of a single fuel rod during LOCA and the, 
mechanical and thermal forces.are to be investigated. 
2. .Particular Objectives 
t 
: 
~ 
. 
The experimental tests shall give information, whether the 
results, obtained for a single fuel rod (parameter: differential 
pressure, temperature, holding time) are changed by neighbouring 
fuel rods. Especially it will be investigated, what happens when 
the neighbouring rods are touched: change of diameter increase, 
time until burst and influence of burst on neighbouring rods. 
Research Program \ 
Two fuel rod specimen surrounded by six dummies, made of co'mpact 
rod material,.arranged in a 3 x 4- 4 configuration. The influ-~ 
' ence of the ballooning and bursting on the neighbouring rods ' 
will be investigated with cooling (gas) and without cooling for· 
the following cases: 
• i-
a) tests with equal temperatures: 
The arrangement shall gurantee, that besides ballooning the 
lateral displacement of the rods can be investigated. Of 
special interest are the ballooning of one specimen in a non-
disturbed surrounding, the ballooning of a specimen towards 
another deformed specimen in an non-disturbed surrounding and 
tests with two ballooning rods. 
b) tests with different thermal load: 
~ 
!. 
i. f. . ( 
,. 
; 
The specimens are heated internally, resulting in higher 1 · 
temperatures comparea with the surround dummies. Planned are ·. 
''• .\ 
tests with one internally heated specimen, two spec.imen with '· ; 
equal temperatures, and two specimen with different tempera- ' 
tures. 
The tests will be run under argon-atmosphere.· The fuel rods will 
contain helium. This cond:ept will be improved when the first 
results are available. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
~e test apparatus consists of the following equipments: 
a) Five-zone-oven with control equipment for the surrounding 
temperature of the samples. 
b) Inside heating (heating tra~sformer with control equipment) 
to adjust the higher temperature of the samples I or II. 
c) Pressure apparatus to adjust the inside pressure. 
d) Measuring and recording equipment to control and record the 
data. Sample arrangement consisting of 2 active and 6 passive 
samples (dummies). 
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5. Progress to Date 
The test arrangement for isothermal investigations was built-up and 
assembled. Specimens have been installed. Some preliminary isother-
mal tests under Helium- and Air-atmosphere have been carried out. 
with two neighbouring Zry-4 rods of 400 mm length. The inner 
pressure (isobar) was 80 bar, the temperature (isothermal) was 
000~. " N. 
6. Results 
The first results demonstrate the feasibility of the measuring 
• 
technique: 
touching and rupture time ··· 
- temperature by thermocouples during ballooning and oxidation. I 
' 
RS 107 Behvaiour of Zry-4 Canning Tubes Under Loss-of-Coolant-
Acciden~ Conditions 
9. References 
. '10. Degree of AvailabilitY 
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Classification: 1.3 
Title 1 (Original Lansuase> : COUNTRY: 
Parameteruntersuchungen Uber die Beeinflussung der BRD 
SPONSOR: Hullrohre durch Nachbarstabe beim KUhlmittelver-
luststorfall . i'RMH''I' 
ORGANIZATION: 
·(RS 185- I.1.3, :fahresbericht A 75)··· KWU, Erlangen 
;Title 2 (english): 
" 
Project Le~: 
Investigations on the Influence of Neighbouring Fuel Romeiser 
Rods Durin~ LOCA 
· :Initiated (Date) : Com12leted (Date~ : 
<!. 10. ?5 .. 31· ?. 7? ) 
Status: 
.. 
Last U;e9atins (Date): 
Continuing 
• 31. 12. 19?5 
·General Aim 
The influence of ·neighbouring fuel rods on the ballooning and 
~burst behaviour of a single fuel rod during LOCA and the mechanical 
tand thermal forces are to be investigated. 
i 
I 
. 
I 
iParticular Objectives 
' ' 
;The experimental tests shall give information, whether the results, 
1obtained for a~single fuel rod (parameter: differential pressure, 
I 
J :)emperature, holding time) are changed by- neighbouring fuel rods. 
~.EXpecially it will be investigated, what happens when the 
-neighbouring rods are touched:.change of diameter increase, time 
bntil burst and influence of burst on neighbouring rods. 
!!Perimental Facilities 
The test apparatus consists of the following equipments: five-zone-
oven with control equipment for the surrounding temperature.of the 
samples. 
Inside heating (heating transformer·with control equipment) to 
-adjust the higher temperature of .the samples I or II. 
Pressure apparatus to adjust the inside pressure. 
Measuring and recording equipment to control and record the data. 
~ample arrangement consisting of 2 active and 6 passive samples. 
• • f 
.. ,. 
Research Pro~~am 
Two fuel rod specimen are surrounded by six dummies, made of compact 
rod material, arranged in a 3 x 4- 4 configuration. The influence 
of the ballooninG and bursting on the neighbouring rods will be 
investigated with cooling (gas) and without cooling tor the 
following cases: 
a) tests with equal temperatures: 
The arrangement shall ·guarante~, that besides.ballooning the 
lateral displacement of the rods can be investigated. Of special 
interest are the ballooning of one specimen in a non-disturbed 
surrounding, the ballooning of a specimen towards another 
deformed specimen in a non-disturbed surrounding and tests with · 
two ballooning rods. 
b) tests with different thermal load: 
... 
The specimen are heated internally, resulting in higher 
temperatures compared with the surrounding dummies. Planned 
are· tests with one internally heated· specimen, two specimen with 
equal temperatures; and two specimen ~ith different temperatures 
· The tests will be run under argon-atmosphere, the fuel rods will 
contain helium. This concept will be improved when the first results 
are available • 
. Project Status/Progress to Date/Essential Results 
The test arrangement for isothermal investigations was designed and 
constructed. Some components of the equipment are built and assembled. 
The material for the specfmen and dummies have been procured. 
The tests have not yet started, therefore no results are available. 
Next Steps 
The test apparatus will be completed, the specimen and other compo-
nents will be instSlled. ·some pr~liminary isothermal tests with 
and without argon.cooling.will be performed. 
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I Classification: 1.3 
. 
Title 1 (Orisinal Lansuase>: NotkUhlung von LWR: Theo.;. COUNTRY: 
retische und experimentelle Untersuchungen zum Brenn- BRD 
stabverhalten beim KUhlmittelverlustunfall und ATWS SPONSOR: 
und zur Auswirkung von Brennstabsch~den auf die Wirk- BMFT 
samkeit der KernnotkUhlung ORGANIZATION: (PNS 4230 .. I.1.3., Jahresbericht A ?5) 
GfK, Karlsruhe 
Title 2 (engli.sh) :. Project Leader: 
Theoretical and Experimental Investigations of A. Fiege 
LWR-Fuel Rod Behaviour during LOCA and ATWS (coordination) 
. 
·In.i.tiated (Date) : comeleted (Date) : 
1973 1979 ~~Jatus: Last UJ2dating (Date): 
J 
continuing December 1975 
General ·Aim 
'\ 
The aim of this project is the development of verified analytical models for the 
response of U1.R fuel rods to LOCA and.ATWS conditions and the reliable descriptio~ 
·of failure mechanisms and their feedback to the effectivness of ECCS in a fuel 
:behavior code system SSYST (PNS 4231). 
The detailed quantitative understanding incorporated in the fUel behavior code must 
~ verified by representative experiments. 
·The ba.Sic philosophy of the experimental Program of the Projekt Nukleare Sicherheit 
(PNS) is to investigate the failure mechanisms of zircaloy-clad fuel rods as a 
function of the main parameters (as differential pressure, temperature and material 
properties) systematically with a broad spectrum of out-of-pile experiments and to 
confirm these out-of-pile experiments with special in-pile investigations. 
. . 
The main tasks of this program are: 
- Investigations of the material properties of zircaloy at high tenperatures 
(PNS 4235.1, 4235.2, 4235.3) 
- Out-of-pile loop experiments under reactor typical coolant conditions in 
. . . 
different accident phases (PNS 4236, 4238, 4239) 
- In-pile experiments in the ste~-contaminatlon (DK)-loop of the FR2 reactor 
• • {PNS 4237.1, 4237.2) 
-
. -----~~-·- -----~ ·-· ·----~-
. . .. _ 
. ' 
In addition, a smaller experiment 
to provide better data of the 235 
1000 sec of a LOCA (PNS 4234) 
is performed in the FR2 reactor 
. ~ 
u decay heat in the first 10 to 
These different projects mentioned before are described in seperate 
reports. 
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Classification: 1.3 
Title 1 (Oriiinal Lan2ua2e>: COUNTRY: 
Th~oretische Unte~suchungen zum Brennele,-n~erhalten BRD 
be1 St6rfalltrana1enten . SPONSOR: (PNS 4231 - I.1.3 1 Jahresbericht A 76) 
ORGANIZATION: GfK Karlsruhe 
. ~r~lekt Nukleare ~.; ..... h ... 
'Xitle 2 (Enszlish): Project Leader: 
. Theoretical Investigations of Fuel Behavior under R.Heyder/GfK•IRE 
• Transient Conditions H. Unger/IKE Stutta 
. 
Initiated (Date): Com12leted (Date~: 
1973 1980 
"'tatus: Last Uedatin2 (Date): 
Continuing December 1976 
I. General Aim 
The aim of this project is the development of a code system (SSYST) in order to model 
n 
4nd calculate the behavior of Zircaloy clad fuel rods in different phasea of a LOC4. 
' 
~specially the effect of ballooning aqd ita ~onaequencea are studied and described 
~ith particular emphasis. Also, the tqeoreti~al investiaation of th• influence of ~alloo• 
ning of the effectiveness of emer~ency c're cooling ie a major 4im of the com-
pleted and planned activities. 
~ le theoretical studiea are performed in cloee cooperation with the "Institut fUr 
kernenergetik" (IJ<E) 1 Stuttgat't. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Developm~nt of th• modular code syate~ SSYST which allows to aimulate the intera~tion 
between heat cond1~ction in a fuel rod, heat ~ranafet' in the gap, swelling and bal• 
looning of fuel and clad, pr•••ure in ~oolan~ and fuel rod aa well aa the thermo¥ and 
f1uiddynamic condition8 in the coolant chann-1 and the pt'imary coolant eyetem of a 
LWR. 
''"'li~fJIIjA.,....!S ... blliii' __ ..,. ___ UU--~--.~.-~~-.,... ;"', ..---~~~;·r~-~';"""',1'!',..,.., , ..... ~ . .,.., ~....,.... __ '""!J-.-r-!---------
-·.1, -~·~· ..... '" -· 
.. 
. 
The development covers three topics 
Development and verification of a computer code for single rod analysis of a LOCA. 
Investigation of interacting fuel rods, behaviour of rod bundles. 
Investigation of geometrical bundle configurations for longterm coolability. 
4. Project Status 
4.1 Progress to date 
The progress up to 1976 has been reported in P~S semiannual reports. The progress 
achieved in 1976 can be summarized as follows: 
SSYST-Mod 
SSYST-Mod 
is in use for test rigs /1/, PWR /2/ and for comparision with FRAP-T /~ 
is documented in /4/. 
The work for improved models for SSYST-Mod 2 is well underway. It covers the 
~ 
topics: subchannel-thermohydraulics, rod mechanics and probabilistic methods. 
To describe the long term behaviour of fuel rods, a version o( FRAP-S _has been 
implemented on a CDC 6600, it is also available on an IBM 370/168. 
4.2 Essential Results 
Within the framework of the German-American cooperation in the reactor safety related 
field of the program development in order to model ~he fuel pin behaviour, the ANC- . 
FRAP "Standard Problem No. 1" was calculated using SSYST. Those calculations allowed 
·an integral test of all important modules of SSYST-Mod I and a comparison of 
the results with those of FRAP-T2 calculations ~~ 
-..· 
The comparisons showed good results in general. Deviations in the gap heat transfer 
coefficient during the transient were caused by differences in the calculational 
models. Calculations of the clad.deformation are in good agreement with the results 
of ballooning experiments performed by Emmerich l-ASTM-STP-458(1969)_7. 
Improved data for Zry-cladding oxidation wer.e deduced from experiments done at ORNL 
and PNS 4235.2. The temperature dependance of diffusion coefficient for oxygen in Zro2 
could not be modelled with one Arrheniusterm onlyiit is felt that in the temperature 
range 1170K < T < 1570K at least two Arrheniusterms are necessary. 
For the temperature range of 870K ~ T ! 1020 K parameters for Nortons creep law were 
deduced from tensile tests in PNS 4235.1. These data fit quite well with burst experi• 
ments in PNS 4238. 
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·LOCA ealculationa for freah reactor rods ahow that axial pressure difference• are 
small. 
The discussion on statistieal methods to determine for example the probability• 
density function for peak cladding ~emperature showed that responae surface mathqd 
should be preferred against the nonlinear error propagation method. 
By meana of a apecial numerical treatment 9f the wettina·region (larae temperature 
. ' .. ~ 
gradient• in axial directionl) during the reflood phase a reduction in computer time 
and -apace could be achieved. 
In order. to avoid numerical instabilities under certain circumatances, the treatment 
of the heat conductance in the fuel pin and the thermohydraulics of the coolant has 
C:~een revised and combined in a new module (ZETHYD). 
The doc~mentation of SSYST-Mod I haa )een p•~formed in aeveral atepa. There ere 
report• available /4 - 6/ for both, the uaer who is interested in routine-type 
c:alcu.lationa aa well aa for the apeciaUat who has to aervice the proaram aystem. 
r 
5. Next Steps 
The steps for the near future are: 
Incorporation of a steady state code into SSYST. 
'Investigation of the propagation problem. 
- Continuous development of modules for SSYST•MOd 2. 
- Verification of the code-system with intearal experiments. 
• 
•J 
·; :J. Relation wi~,h other Projects 
.j 
I 
This project (PNS 4231) ia part of tb' major.project PNS 4230 ~emergency core coolina 
of LWR). and strongly connected to otber act~vities within PNS 4230, 
For the present project, experimental info~tion about the mechanical properties 
of Zry at elevat-d temperatures ia provided by PNS 4235.1, information on high-
temperature Zircaloy-steam reaction by ~NS 4235.2, and on the chemical interaction 
between Zry and fuel by PNS 4235,3, Within the presently deacribed project (PNS 
4231) theoretical calculations aasistins ~he conception and analysia of experimante 
(PNS 4236•4239) are performed by uaina apecial module aequencea of SSYST. 
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7. Reference Documents 
/1/ R. Meyder, S. Raff, W. Sengpiel 
Sensitivity study on some parameters of internal pressure of PWR fuel rods 
during blowdown of a LOCA using SSYST-Mod 1. 
CSNI Specialist Meeting, Spltind, Norway, 13-16. Sept. 1976 
/2/ R. SchUtzle in 
R. Meyder, H. Unger 
Beitrage zum 2. Halbjahresbericht 1976 des Projektes Nukleare Sicherheit des 
Kernforschungszentrums Karlsruhe (KFK in preparation) 
/3/ w. Gulden et al. 
Synopis of the basic models implemented in fuel rod behaviour codes FRAP-T 
and SSYST and some comparative calculations. 
CSNI, Specialist Meeting, Sp~tind, Norway, 13-16. Sept. 1976 
/4/ W. Gulden et al. 
Dokumentation SSYST-Mod 1. Ein Programmsystem zur Berechnung des Brennstab-
verhaltens bei einem KUhlmittelverluststorfall (KFK in prepar~tion) 
·IS/ Gulden, W. 
Eingabebeschreibung fUr die Moduln des Programmsystems SSYST-1. 
Bericht des Instituts fUr Kernenergetik der Universitit Stuttgart (in preparation) 
/6/ Brestrich, I.A., R. RUhle 
Implementierung des Programmsystems RSYST, Version 1.2, auf der IBM 370/168. 
Bericht des Instituts fUr Kernenergetik der Universitlt Stuttgart, IKE 4-46 
(Juli 1976). 
8~ Degree of Availability 
Unrestricted distrubtion. 
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Classlflcatlon: 1:3
unbereuchurultn am rechanisshen Ver.halten Vur Zlrcaloy-HüLL-
mrtcrlnl bni {lt,ünfalltraruslenten
( PN{l lt27't .1 - I . I .3, Jehresberlcht A 16)
COUNTRY:
BRD
SPONSOR:
ORGATiIIZATION:
GfK, Pnojekt }luklea
v.a S{ a-havthei'l:
_
'IitIe 2 (Enqlish) :
Tnrrestigations of the Dbcftanlcal Behavtor of Zlrcaloy Claddlttg
ÿhtenial urder 1lalælent Corditions
ProjecÈ Leaderg
M. BoUek, Xe'/ü
Inlrlated (Daqe): ^ cgmpleted (Date) I
.april 1!72 1978179latuE, Laet,UPd?tlng (Date) :
Continuing - D€e''' '19T6
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1. General Aim 
i
Inrestigation or' the pLastic beüravlæ Qf Ztnc*ofq ôlr'jry dlCfenent reaetor lncidents;
especially l0CA-typical tenperaürgreE anl güne§§ trarsienüs' ' l
iL
2. Particul:rr Obiectives
Determination of a rrechanical equatlon of otatc, containtt€ alt üe palParetens $htclt
influence the plastLc Etrlaln
Ç. Research ProtEem
],1 Tenslle tentlrg of Zrfi-4 æhlEh tfiPerattines
J.1.1 fnt'luence of te:<üune on plasttc pnopertLes.
,.!.2Inf1uence of grain stnrctrm ard phase conpositlon on plastic prcperties.
3.!.3 Influence of Zr0scoattrg on plastlo lpqertLes.
5.2 Burst tests vrith ZrXr-4 cladding
,,2.1 IsotheïrÊL tests
,.2.2 thanslenü üests
5.2., CombinÉ elçerfurcnts (inteerêl üests)
3.5 Eramination of lrradlated raterlaL.
i:. '
l_'r. 
,\
-------------------------------------------------~-~ 
'; 
4. Experimental Facilities 
- Tensile testing will be performed in an INS']R)N closed-loop machine. 
- For burst tests in vacuum tubes will be pressurized in a radiation furnace· 
-For integral experiments (steam enviroment) cladding with internal heaters will 
be used. 
, .. 
5. Progress to Date 
- Investigations on superplastic deformation of Zry-4 tensile specimens (tests in air 
atm::>sphere) . 
- Creep behavior of Zry-4 · tensile speci.rrens in low vacuum. 
- Examination of the influence of tenperature excursions into the B-phase region on 
the plastic behavior of Zry-4 tensile specinens tested in the e~-phase region. 
- Analysis of the influence ot Zr02-layers upon the strain rate sensitivity index m. 
- Examination of the influence of· the envirol"'ITent on the change in shape of Zry-4 spe-
cimens during a tensile test. 
Analysis of a stability criterion for burst tests. 
6~ Results 
· - Metallographic techniques as well as texture an:i scanning microscopic examinations 
gave evidence that in the ( e~+B )-phase region the grain switching is the dominating 
·. deformation mechanism. 
- Anomalous transient creep is observed in tl:}e tenperature range from 700 to 1000°C 
for tests perfonned at low vacul,l11l. 'Ihe strain rate sensitivity irxiex m determined 
from load cycling tests are dependent on. the terrperature and load. 
Within the range of temperatures under consideration and for deformation rates ~ 
10-6s-1 , it is obvious that m+ ,1. 
.-
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In cases whmt corrparisons were made be~n t,n-Values determined by different me• 
thods the ~nt i• satisfactol'f• ... 
~-~.:.l:.~l .' 
Temperature excur'sions perfonned in vacuum (up to 1200°C) reduce the ductility of 
Zry-4 tensile specimens tested in the e~-{:ha.se region (800°C). 'lhe results are also 
dependent on the details of the tenperature treatment. 
- 'Ihe test specirren is considered as a two elell8nt conposite cylinder (a thin and 
brittle Zr02 coating f~ covers the ductile metallic filament). Plastic defor-
mation of the specimen can proceed only if cracking of the coating is possible. 
From considerations it follows that lf the actual crack density depenis on the strain 
0 rate (or stress), the strain rate sensitivity in::lex does oot solely reflect the pla.:· 
stic behavior of the filanent but also depends on the properties of the coating. 
\ 
- Pl\lm a conpa.rison or results or tensile experiments performed in air atroosphere and · 
' 
vacuum resp. it follows that Zr02-coatings ~uwress macroscopic nee~. 
AsL:2:.~.:. 
Relationships we;re derived between the logarithm of the tangential deformation rate 
log· &9 and the cor:resporxiing strain c8, on the one hand, and certain material proper-
ties, on the ot~~r hand. 
From these relationships conclusions can be drawn abOut the deformation behavior of 
. the pressuri~eu tubing. 
'Ihree cases were considered in which the terxiency towards instability increases in ~he sequence: hoop stress a6 = const.; hoop load L9 = const. ani internal pressun, p 
= const. 
1. Next Steps 
1. Examination o1: creep behavior of Zry-4 tepsile specimens under very low loads and 
ver-y low pn.rt:l.al pressure or oxygen (Ad 3.1) • 
l' 2 I . • InvestiP,ntion of the influence of Zr02-coatings upon the ductility of tensile spe- · 
cirnens in the a-phase region after a tenperature excursion in the S-phase region 
(vacuum testing) (Ad. 3.1.2 and 3.1.3). 
i ' 
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· 3. Experiroontal examination ot oxide ooatirp on tbe plastic behavior ot the composite 
Zry-4/zra2 (Ad 3.1.3). 
'"1, .... ___ ,....,....._., __ _,.._~---~--.,._~..,..-.-:--, ..,, .-, ~,........--~.""'!,-,, ~.~-----~~~~~~~~~-
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-~1~2er_n.e1l: ProJect eader: 
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. 1. Oencrn 1 A 1m 
l 
\ 
: Cladding Material Behaviour urxier Accident Corxiitions 
·j 2, Particular ObJectives l Investigation of the High Tenperature St~ Oxidation of Zircaloy Cladding Tubes. 
l . 3. 
I 
Research Pro~ram 
·Study of Zircaloy 4/Steam OxidS.tion Kinetics and of Oxidation Related Change in 
Mechanical Properties • 
. l 
l 4 •. Experimental Facilities Experimental set-ups for isothennal ani tenperature-transient oxidation reactions. 
. i 
:,) Facilities for isothermal and tenperature•transient stress-rupture testing. 
·!: . s .. 
. ; . 
.r 
l 
l. 
Progx;ss to Date 
An induction heating system for pro~controlled Loca-sirndlar time-at-tempera• 
ture 'steam exposure of tube sections am the experimental set-up for stress-rup-
ture testing of internally pressurized tube capsule in argon arxi steam were suc-
cessfully operated. Loca-similar experiments were perfonned in exposing tube sec-
tions to steam oxidation attack at program controlled tenperatures ani exposure 
times. Oxygen take-up was measured as fumtion or various blowdown peak temperatu- I 
res (950 - 1200°C), PWR-Loca shaped t:ine-at-tE!fll)erature functions (900 - 1'!tX:Pc), i 
· arrl of various cooling rates. 
FUrtherm::>re s~ress-rupture experiments were perfonned in argon and steam 
(800- 950°C) as second part or carpar8.t~ve tests. By single specimen tests en1 
I 
l 
: 11 
. I 
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post-test evaluation creepcurves were establiShed. 
6. · Results 
'Ihe exposures under different blowdown-ten:perature conditions (peaking at 
950 - 12<XPC) resulted in wei@:lt gains of 50 - 200 ~/dm2 • Typical Loca conditions 
(< 900°c, 180 sec) caused weight gains of< 100 rng/drn2, coiTesponding to calcula-
t~ < 6, 7 lJill Zr02 • Loca similar expos~s ~th holding times at 1000 - 1200°C 
showed weight gains of 200 - 540 ngfdrn2. Which were at all temperatures tested 
about 33 % lower than the corresponding;... isothermal ones. The tenperature-transient 
tests were accompanied by SIMffiAN I -Zircaloy-0xidation-Code calculations, which 
proved mt only agreenent in total weight gain, but also in the calculated thick-
nesses of the Zr02- and a-layer. It could be dem:>nstrated that when spec:inens are 
exposed during to Loca typical temperature-transient corrlitions up to 1300°C, f'ol-~· · 
lowed by controlled cooling (2,2 - 57 ,5PC/s), consequently surplus wei@'lt gains Uk) 
· to 30 % an:i structural variations in the a' -phase are registered. Their influence 
on mechanical properties ia: matter of future testing. 
The exposure of preoxidized specimens to Loca typical temperature-transient condi-
tions during 3 rnin and peaking at 1000 - 1100° resulted in (con:pa.red to the expo- , 
sure in the metallic sta~e) reduced oxygen constmption,increased oxygen uptake was 
measured at 1200°C. 
The tube capsule stress-rupture.tests established the initial tangential str.ess/ 
time-to-rupture relationships for 800 - 1300°C, 2 - 70 at, 20 sec to 40 min in ar-
gon. The maximum circumferential elongation was plotted as function of tenperature, 
the time-to-rupture was given as function of initial and true tangential stress. 
Con:parative testzwere performed in argon and steam at 800, 900 arrl 950°C. They .--:--, 
--"' 
showed that a strengthening effect and a remarkable reduction of ductility was 
evoked ty oxidation already in this .time and terrperature range. A,P'p.in·; stress-
rupture curves were established,but also three creep curves were measured by inter-
ruption of single specimen tests at 9Q0°C and their macroscopic and microscopic 
evaluation. Scanning microscopic evaluation proved that the crack pattern of 
ruptured specimens varied, with changing time and mechanical· load. 
At high creep rate a small number of broad cracks, at low creep rate many narrow 
cracks could be detected. The interdePendence of the number and width of cracks 
with the internal pressure time-to-rupture and ll'Bx:i.rm.un elongation, was shown semi-
quantitatively. 
7. Next Steps 
Con:prehensi ve docum:mtation of oxidation kinetic results. Temperature-transient 
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·I 
exposure of specimens preoxidized at lower .temperatures. Stress-rupture testing 
• 
under iaothennal ( > 1000°0) and tenperature-transient corxU.tions. 
- ... 
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I 
1 • General Aim 
The aim of experiments is to provide information about the failure 
limits of fuel rods under incident conditions. The improved knowledge 
of the fuel element behavior in~the\blowdown phase of a loss-of-coolant 
accident as a result of the experiments is to be used in setting up a 
theoretical model. 
2; Particular Objectives 
~· 
Initially, the experiments will be carried out under blowdown conditions 
typical of PWR's, later on under those typical of BWR's. The fuel rod 
behavior will be determined by measureJJtent under the transient load· in-
cluding the heat removal fro~[\ and the internal pressure of the fuel rod. · · 
3. Research Program 
·The· experimental program so far includes the simulation of hot and cold 
leg breaks with sizes of 1F and 2F. In each case experiments will be 
carried out at different rod powers and internal pressures. 
I 
. ! 
o' 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
,A loop facility is being built for the experiments in which the initial 
steady state conditions can be set with respect to rod power, coolant 
condition and coolant flow. Blowdown transients can be initiated from 
this initial (quasi) steady state phase. 
5. Progress to Date 
--""!0',,.,...-~v ...... 
The construction of the system was terminated and the definitive license 
, for operation was granted by the supe·rvising authority. The behavior 
during operation of single component groups was tested and experiments 
,----
were performed including the simulation fuel rods with loads applied of 
up to ·about 30 % of the maximum· load." 
A prototype version of the required pressure- and temperatureresistant 
true-mass-flow-meter was completed. Further special measurement devices 
were mounted and tested. Work was continued on the recording of measured 
I 
values and on component control. 
Theoretical activities centered around the establishment of the computer 
program for evaluation. This includes the provision and conversion of 
data, .their examination for inner consistency and, finally, the thermo-
hydraulic interpolation of conditions prevailing in the test section on 
the basis of boundary conditions measured. 
6. Results 
The test loop reached the nominal operating values on October 18 for the 
first time. It is fully performing. The test of single component groups 
yielded satisfactory results. However, delays occurred in the realiza-
tion of measured values recording and component control and in the fa-
brication of the true-mass-flow-meter. 
A RELAP4 version for the thermohydraulic interpolation in the test sec-
tion was completed and sub:jected to testing. Also the parts of the eva-
luation p~gram were programmed and.tested which will be used for the 
computation of heat transfer coefficients and for data conversion and 
.. _._.,._ -·- -,....---·r-•• ,·•· ---- --·~- .,., .,..,.._,_,._.,.__ .... ~ .r•-r-•---·---·---~·.,.•? ·---
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consistency verification. 
7. Next Steps 
The true-mass-flow-meters and a s~fety scram system for rod heating will 
be installed in the test loop; likewise the unit for the transmission 
of measured values and the control of components. Subsequently, test 
operation with the simulation fuel rod can start. It is intended to 
complete the computer program f·or evaluation at such date that the first 
tests recorded by CALAS can be immediately evaluated. Based on prelimi-
nary test results, the test parameters can then be specified more accu-
rately. 
()8. Relation with other Projects 
PNS 4231 I 4237, 4238, '4239 
J 9. References 
l 
'l ·.\ { 1st semiannular Progress-Report PNS 1/1976 
f 2nd semiannular Progress-.Re·port PNS 2/1976 
l i 10. Degree of Availability 
·j 
f Unrest~icted distribution • 
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Classification: 1.3 ' . 
! 
Title t (Or i2.inal Lan2ua2e): ... COUNTRY: 
Untersuchung~n zum Brennstabversagen in der 2. Auf- BRD 
heizphase ei~es KUhlmittelverluststarfalles - SPONSOR: 
In-pile-Vers~che mit Einzelst!ben tm DK-Loop des FR2 
(PNS 4237 ~ I.1.3, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION: GfK Karlsruhe 
Projckt Nuklcare 
'title 2 (En~lish) : ~1c~n_erne1 ~ Project Leader: 
Investigations on Fuel Rod Failure in 'the 2nd Heatup 
Phase of a LOCA B. Karb/RBT 
In-pilP. F.xperiments with Single Rods in the DK Loop 
of the FR2 Reactor 
Initiated (Date): ComEleted 
; 
(Date) : 
July 1972 198Q - (Date): r~~tu~ ~st U~atin9: 
. \ 
;3,1.12.1976 :..:ontinuing 
\ 
) 1. dener:al Aim .i 
X The in-pile experiments perfonmed irt the OK loop of the FR 2 
+eactor aim at investigating the influence of the "nuclear 
parameters" on the mechanisms of fuel rod failure. The nuclear 
parameters include: thermal, mechanical and chemical behavior of 
the fuel and cladding, above all after irradiation, the presence 
and, if applicable, additional release of fission products during 
the transient, true nuclear heat generation. 
' 
f 
The tests are performed with short length single rods; they concentrate 
on the second heatup phase of a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). 
I 
12. Particular Objectives 
I 
1~ 
1 i 
The invest~gations are performed under two individual tasks: 
- PNS 4237.1: 
t .l 
·1 
- PNS. 4237.2: 
Tests with nuclear rods (variation of 1ntemal. pressure 
and burnup): Nuclear testa 
Comparative tests with·electrically heated fuel rod 
simulators BSS (variation of internal pressure): 
1 
I 
l 
Reference tests. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 PNS 4237.1: It is planned to carry out 42 nuclear tests with fresh and 
preirradi~ted specimens. Stages of burnup: O/ 2,500/ 5,000/ 10,000/ 
20,000/ 3S,OOO MWd/t0 • Range of inte~nal pressures: 45 to 100 ba~. 
3.2 PNS 4237.2: 25 non-nuclear BSS teats are planned. Range of internal 
pressures s'imilar to 3.1. 
• DX • Oampf-Kontamination • Steam-contamination 
- -
........ ._..........,,,_ ___ ~-~~---........ -'!""'"'1'~--""!,~.~ .. 'P---...,..---------
!• Experimental Facilities, compute·r 'Code·s 
4.1 !!~~-~~£!!!~!!~ 
. ,4 • 1 • 1 Test Loop 
Both types of rods are used in the OK loop of the FR2. This loop 
is operated by superheated steam of 60 bar, at 300 - 350 oc in 
the test section, and with a mass flow of 120 kg/h. By means 
of a quickly closing valve upstream of the test section the 
coolant flow can be interrupted abruptly thus initiating the 
heatup phase. When the maximum temperature is reached, the 
specimen power is reduced by reactor scram or interruption of 
the power supply respectively. 
A separate waste-gas system is available for the fission products 
es:- · from the burst nuclear rod, which decontaminates the 
w.:u ... -.t.. · ~dses from volati·le halogens and noble gases; solid and 
liquid isotopes are retained by filters. 
A.1.2 Preirradiation ) 
The test rods are preirradiated in the FR 2 up to the desired 
, target burnup. For each burnup six rods are assembled to 
form a preirradiation rig similar in its structure to that of 
FR 2 fuel element. For safety monitoring and determination of 
condition of burnup each rig has been provided with: 
an 
the 
1 double TC at the o2o inlet, ~ 6T-determination 
- 1 double TC at the o2o outlet, 
- 1 vanadium detector allowing to measure the neutron flux 
density, 
- 1 flow rate transducer (~urbine type), 
1 TC for o2o tempera~ure monitoring. 
The measurement signals are processed in a separate measurement 
console. In this console · 
- the respective power ·is determined from 6T and flow rate 
- the flux density is determined from the detector signals and 
summed up to gi~e the fluency. The burnup is obtained from 
this and the power history. 
Specimen withdrawal from the preirradiation rig, specimen rig 
assembly and specimen instrumentation are carried out in the 
/' ......... 
' ' 
. ' 
'·-
FR 2 shielded cell. This requires special auxiliary devices, such 
as 
coupling and welding device, 
- 2 cutting devices, 
- testing vessel with equipment for leak testing, 
handling and transport devices. 
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4.1.3 Post-I~radiation Examination PIE 
Upon cQmpletion of the test the specimen is subject to 
examination in the neutron radiography facility (NERA) of the FR2. 
The radiographs serve as a preliminary information about the 
position and shape of balloonings at the fuel rod. 
In the FR 2 shielded cell the fuel rod is separated from the 
specimen carrier and transported .to the Hot Cells for post-
irradiation examination. Here, .instruments are available for 
• specimen photography, 
- dimension measurement, 
- x-ray testing, 
- metallographic examination, 
() - sample fabrication for the radiochemical burnup determination~. 
4.2 ComEu~Programs 
s. 
5.1 
J 
For 1•rnc~lculation and ver~fication, respectively, of the testa 
the .. follQwing programs are available at IKE Stuttgart (see 
coqperat~on, point 8): 
- RELAP l (thermohydraulic prqgram) 
WALHYO 20 (heat conduction prqgram taking into account the 
radiation) • 
The results of this task are to be used also to verify the SSYS~ 
program system (see PNS 4231). 
Progress to Date 
The PIE of the first two rods exposed to transients in 
October 1975 was ·meanwhile completed in the Hot Cells; other rods 
from tests in 1976 are presently examined. First partial results 
of this year's first specimen (A 2.1) are available. 
5.2 A total of five nuclear tests were performed in 1976. Three 
tests co~pleted the seeping test series. In this test series th' 
internal pressure and the axial power profile were 
varied. The design data of ~odern PWR's (45 to 100 bar) wer• 
taken as the basis for the rang$ of internal pressures. The 
internal pressure was adjusted to 25 bar in one of the tests. 
... 
5.3 After inserting the third preirradiation rig in the FR2 in March 
1976 (anticipated burnup 20,000 MWd/t0 ) those three rigs which are to provide the highest of the selectea burnup stages (20,000 and 
two times 35,000 MWd/tu) are in operation now. 
5.4 After the new orifice for steam flow determination had 
been exaotly measured and calibrated, it was exchanged early this 
year against the old orifice provided in the loop. 
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. 5.5 To increase the oxygen offer during the transient in the test 
section calculations were made about the smallest st.~am mass flow 1. 
- feasible technically, 
guaranteeing a sufficient o2-offer. 
Considerations concerned a capillary allowing to set this mass flow. 
5.6 The errors in the data acquisition system were eliminated early 
this year so that the CALAS system was able to assume complete 
logging of the data measqred d~ring the tests. 
5.7 A fir~t fabrication series of thermocouples (TC) was bought. 
Compared with the prefabrication series only one major modification 
wa.s specified: Instead of the TC-sheath made of stainless steel 
Inconel 600 is used because of its better resistance against 
scaling in water vapor. 
·" -" 5. 8 The following problems were studied on four non-pressurized fuel re. .i' 
simulators (BSS) in six test groups: 
- operating behavior of the heater rods, 
- heatup behavior using different pellet materials (Al2o3 , uo2) 
- "true" cladding temperature, 
- comparison of thermal power with electrical power, 
- influence of. reactor power (y-heat) • 
5.9 A design concept was elaborated for a BSS version able to undergo 
ballooning. 
5.10 Comparative calculations were' performed by IKE Stuttgart 
- concerning the heatup behavior of the rod if equipped with 
Al2o3 and uo2 annular pellets, respectively; 
- to verify the test values. For the first time, new values were 
used for the specific heat c of Zry-4 (according to MATPRO) 
which undergoes abrupt chargis above 800 oc. 
5.11 To evaluate the test data stored on magnetic tape a computer program 
was established allowing to print out and plot the measured data 
as a function of time. The first tests have already been evaluated 
using this program. The program serves above all to plot the 
cladding tube temperatures and internal pressure versus the time. 
The data printed out provide the basis of the quicklook data sheet. 
6. Results 
6.1 The essential results from PIE of the first ballooned rod are: 
... 
-permanent elongation of the rod 5.5 mm- 1.1 %of active zone 
- length of ballooning about 60 mm, 
- maximum circumferential increase at the point of ballooning 65%, 
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length of the crack 19 mm, 
-maximum crack width 1.3 mm. 
The pictures of the whole rod show that there are no further 
balloonings besiaes the large ballooning • 
The x-ray photos show broken pellets in the zone of 
ballooning whilst the pellet stack is unaffected in the non-
ballooned zone. 
It appears from the transverse sections in the zonesof maximum 
and moderate radial elonqation that ballooning is almost circular 
in shape. 
6.2 Since the PIE of the test rods have to be performed 
in the Hot Cells, the results are available after relatively long . 
delays only. Immediately after a test only data can be evaluated! 
which had been recorded during the test. The most important 
0 variables are the burst pressure and the burst temperature. After ~ - these quantities had been defined, the pertinent results of our 
6.3 
'6.4 
6.5 
tests were compared with out-of-pile data published by other 
authors. It appears that the in-pile data are within the range 
of ruaults obtained out of pile. 
There haR been no failure so far during irradiation of the rods. 
Some disturbances occurring at the measuring equipment were 
eliminated. 
The calibration of the new measuring orifice yielded for the flow . 
number a: Although the tube diameter, nominal width 10, is clearly~ 
below the range of validity of 52 mm for standard orifices, the 
a-value exactly corresponded to the tabulated value of the standard 
orifice according to DIN 1952, with the existing aperture ratio. 
The stea~mass flow ensuring the desired o2-offer at the specim~n 
was dete~ined to be 0.2 kg/h. In this way, the cooling effect 
during heatup remains sufficien~ly low and with respect to the 
steam velocity at the fuel rod the conditions are similar to that 
in a r.ocA of the PWR. The vapor flow is to be realized with a 
capillary of about 0.5 mm inside width and 12.5 m length. 
6.6 The CALAS data acquisition system has performed in a reliable 
manner and without major disturbances. 
6.7 In TC-fabrication difficulties were encountered during hammering of 
platinum jackets: The required shear forces of at least 100 N were 
not achieved. In-depth investigations of the possible influencing , 
factors have shown that only the wall thickness of the TC-sheath 
exerts an influence on hammering. The best results were obtained with 
t r 0.13 to 0.15 mm. Therefore, only TC sheaths having this wall 
thickness will be used in future • 
6.8 In all the tests the heate~ rod- have performed without fault, 
Their pripciple of de-ign can b~ adopted for the. design of 
reference rods. 
' . 
---.,.~-
The transient cladding tube temperatures recorded clearly differ 
in temperature rises between Al o3 and UO annular pellet configurations at the same powe~. The tem~erature rise with time 
is less for the Al 2o1 rod than for the rod containing uo2 annular pellets. This is ifi eonformity with the verifications. Tne 
determinant variable is the heat storing capacity which takes the 
following values for the different rod types: 
BSS with Annular Pellet Nuclear Rod (Solid Pellet) 
Al 2o3 
" 
c• 
uo2 uo2 
mrod • crod[ J l 3.25 2.86 2.51 cm K•cmj 
. 
(standard values at 400°C) according to Steiner, IKE Quarterly 
Report, t.Ulpublished :"'-., 
\, : 
The tests relating to the .,"true" cladding tube temperature yielded 
little dependence of the temperature difference between the wall 
and the surface TC' s on the ·temperature level, but a clear dependence 
on the specimen power. Thi~ allows to establish a correcting value 
of 75 + 35K for the 50 W/cm electric power. The scattering range 
of + 3SK is attributable to the external TC's which are more or 
less closely fixed to the cladding tube. 
\ After examination of the measuring devices for power 
determination the influence of the TC configuration in the test 
rig remains as a possible source of error. It is assumed that as a 
result of inadequate mixing ,stream filaments of different 
temperatures are formed so that the 6T-measurement becomes 
erroneous. Neither can a leak stream in the head of the test rig 
) 
be excluded comple.tely, which falsifies the mass flow indication. 
It has been demonstrated by the BSS 06 calorimeter that error 
sources arising outside the reactor rig can be excluded. The 
deviation between the thermal and electrical power amounted not 
higher than 2,5 W/cm in this case. 
--
The influence of reactor power on transient heatup appeared to be 
very low. This is confirmed by the results of earlier BSS tests and 
of calculations made: An estimate based on measured temperature 
values yielded a power contribution by reactor operation of about 
0.5 W/cm. 
Obviously, the reference tests have not to be conducted at reactor 
power. 
6. 9 The DILO double screw c'oupling at the head of the test rig is 
replaced by an explosion welded joint between the Zry-cladding and 
the stainless steel specimen carrier tube. 
6.10 If the cp-values according to MATPRO are taken into account, the 
·calculated plots give a better approximation to the test curve in 
the upper temperature range above aoooc. 
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7. Next Step' 
The test $eries B comprising fresh nuclear rods will be continued. 
Six te~ts have still to be made within this series. Also in the 
future priority will be given to the nuclear rod tests as aga~nst 
the BSS tests. 
As a prep~ration of tests with preirradiated rods testinq will start 
of the Hot-Cell components (coupling, welding, inspection and handling 
devices) • 
'\ 
The preirradiation in the FR2 reactor three rigs containing 
six rods each will be continued 
It is intended to insert, calibrate and test the bypass system 
ensuring the o2-offer. 
.l ;0 
Arrangements have started to provide replacement parts for the 
pressure tube and immersion tube of the in-pile section of the loop 
since these components will reach the admissible service life the 
foreseeable future. 
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Stud it•n will continue on the deviations in power determination by 
a spt!c.: ial BSS test. ·· 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
The thermodynamic precalculations and verifications of events 
taking place in the in-pile test section are performed together 
with IKE ~tuttgart using computer programs. 
The task Jnakes part of the PNS 4230 program and thus it is closely 
linked to the PNS 4235, 4236, 4238 qnd 4239 tasks t~ckled by IMF, 
IRE and Ijfm • 
The metallurgical evaluatiQn of the test rods is performed jointly 
with IMF. 
IRB develops and provides the heater rods for the fuel rod 
simulators. 
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Title 1 (Orisinal Languase> : COUNTRY: 
Referenzversuche zu den in-pile-Experimenten PNS 4237.1 mit BRD 
~lektrisch beheizten Brennstabsimulatoren (Einzelstabe) SPONSOR: 
(PNS 4237.2- I.1.3., Jahresbericht A 75) BMF'r 
ORGANIZATION: 
. 
GfK, Karlsruhe 
Title 2 (english): Project Le~: 
Reference Test~ for PNS 4237·1· In-pile Experiments with B. Rapple 
Electrically Heated Fuel Rods (Sintle Rods) . 
. 
~iated (Date) : Completed (Date) : 
1. 1. 1973 1979 
. 
Status: Last uedating (Date): 
continuing December 1975 
1. General Aim 
Investigations of the mechanisms and the extent of failure of Zircaloy clad fuel 
rods during the second heatup phase of an LWR loss-of-coolant accident. 
. 2. Partic~lar Objectives 
~- P~~vision of experimental data by means of electrically heated fuel rod 
,· ~- si~ulators _as a basis of comparison with results of experiments obtained with 
· f."fuel rods exposed to nuclear heatin~. (PNS 4237. J) 
.0 1 Experimental Facilities 
' ' .. 
. •. 
·T The-.experiments are being performed in the in-pile loop of the FRZ.Research 
<R.eactor • 
. · 
.' 3. Z Research Program 
' 1 I 
Some 25 rods are exposed to transient operating conditions under the test 
-program. The pressure differences# the temperature gradients and the power 
~profiles at the specimen are assimilated to the conditions applicable to nuclear 
.. 'tests and the resulting points of failure are examined and evaluated. 
4. Project Status 
•• I 
Present activities relate to testing o£ the heater rod· concept, the test rig and 
the measuring ·system. · · ·· · · ·· · · . 
4. 1 ,Progress to Dat~ 
Manufacturing was completed of a· first series. o£ 5 heater rods to be used in 
preliminary in-pile tests. One of the rods was installed in a test rig together 
with Al2o3 ring pellets and subjected to about 30 steady .. state ~d 3 transient 
tests in a first in-pile program. · 
4-11 
L. . 
4. z Essential Re S\tlts 
The tests had been essentially a success. Disturbances only occurred in the 
measurement of wall temperatures, which had a negative effect on axial 
temperature profile recording at the cladding t\lbe. All the other test targets 
have been reached. They allowed to gather experience relative to 
.. the gamma dose rate of the irradiated specimen, 
- the necessary setting times (electri,c heating, reactor, loop), 
.. possible sources of error at the specir.;1.en, the instrumentation, the 
electric and the measurement' systems inclusive of data processing (CALAS), 
.. the application of the .methods allowing to determine the thermal and electric 
0 power, respectively, • 
- processing of measured values in steady-state and non-steady-state operation. 
S. Next SteEs 
It is planned to perform additional1preliminary in-pile tests during the first 
hal! of 1976 aiming at the following targets: 
- Continued testing of the heater rod, the electric Cl,nd measurement systems; 
error correction. 
- Determination and comparison of the power generated in the heater zone 
(electric, thermal, nucle~r). 
I 
- Determination of th~ gamma heat fraction in the aggregate thermal power. 
Oit is planned to install another three test rigs for this purpose. The 
prerequisite of these preliminary in-pile tests is the installation in the test 
rig of a new calibrated orifice. 
Work on specimen design and testing will be continued and evaluation will 
start of the preliminary in-pile tests. 
6. Relation with Other Projects 
The tests will alternate with the nuclear tests to be performed at the same test 
facility and in the same test position of FR-2. The results obtained in the 
preliminary in-pile tests will also be used in the nuclear power determination 
m~thod under the PNS __ 4237.1. project. : . 
. 
·The main tests planned for a later date are intended to yield reference data on 
the nuclear test paran;;,eters of ~e ~ame project. 
.· 
' . 
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between Ballooning Zircaloy Claddines and the Re-
flooding Emergency Core Cooling Water K. Wiehr /IRB , .. 
Initiated (Date): ComEleted (Date) : 
1973 1980 ~ 
Status: ~ast U2datin2 (Date) : 
Continuing 31.12. i976 
1. General aim 
The aim of this project is to obtain experimental information for 
development and verificatiori of the SSYST fuel rod behavior code with 
re~ard to the heat-up and reflooding phases of a LOCA. 
2. Particular objectives 
'\ 
l (j Important features of the experiments are the interaction between the. 
· ballooning mechanism and the emergency core cooling and the recording 
· j of the time-dependent ballooning process of the zircaloy cladding. 
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The experiments have the following particular objectives: 
time-dependent ballooning mechanism of single rods 
interaction between ballooning and cooling 
·thermal and mechanical effects of the rod-to-rod interaction on 
failure behavior in rod bundles 
information on failure propagation 
~·.extent and distribution of flow blockage. 
~~ -~ ~--.- -- - __, __ --... -------·---·--- --... --.... ~-..---- ~ 
. . 
-
3. Research· program 
The experiments have begun with separate effect tests related to heat trans-
port inside the fuel rod simulator, to inner gas flow in the gap bet-
ween cladding and pellets and to deformation mechanism of the cladding. 
With these tests performed on shortened fuel rod simulators and under 
simplified conditions the corresponding moduli of the SSYST-code will 
be developed and verified. 
The integral tests with a 5x5 rod array are concentrated, for the time 
being, on single rod tests in a steam atmosphere ~nd under flooding 
conditions in order to investigate the detailed ballooning mechanism. 
After sufficient understanding of the si~gle rod failure mechanism has 
been generated the tests will be extended to bundle tests for investi-
gations of rod-to-rod interaction and failure propagation. 
The test parameters will be varied in the following range: 
. ' \ 
rod power 
axial power profile 
cladding temperature at 
beginning of flooding 
pressure difference 
across cladding 
system pressure 
flooding rate (cold) 
water inlet-temperature 
4. Experimental facilities 
·24 to 80 W/cm 
stepped profile and 
cosine-shaped profile 
600 to 900° C 
20 to 100 bar 
1 to 4.5 bar 
1 to 30 cm/s 
25 to 65 °C 
The experiments will be carried out with newly developed fuel rod 
simulators with 3. 90 m heated length, l!i'xial power profile and a total 
length of 5 m. The fuel rod simulators are assembled to a·5x5 array 
and installed in the test section of the test rig. The test rig is able 
to simulate the processes during the refill and reflooding phases of a 
'LOCA. The test rig is a closed loop system with steam and water circuits. 
The water circuit delivers the cooling water into the test section at 
different flooding rates and inlet-temperatures. The electrical power 
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con1a~ql of the fuel rod simulators will be done by an· automatic system 
'•:-'•,' '• ' 
which·can adjust the power according to the decay heat • 
X-ray penetration with a camera will be used for observation and re-
cording of the ballooning process. For temperature measurement of the 
billooning cladding a special device with a two-colour pyrometer 
.has been developed. The inter~al gas pressure in the ballooning zone 
will be measured by means of a capillary with a micro-pressure strain-
gauge transducer. 
·The 130 experimental data are recorded by a fast data acquisition system 
at a scanning frequency of 10 kHz and ten times per second. A fast data 
) line with terminals and video displays is used to process the measured 
data by the CALAS-system. 
5. Progress to Date 
The following tasks have been largely completed: 
· J - Development and testing of the fuel rod simulators j ... 
1. · ~· · ~,'.·Characterization of the fuel ro.d simulators with regard to tempe-.: ~: ·.:J::. .. '·.:,r&ture distribution 
·. ·t': ,:.:>ommissioning of the test rig 
. ' ·.- ~ ' :/' . >·p:~: ~--~·:·s.~.t~up of separate test rigs for calibrating unconventional measl.lring 
.:_-,j:,)~;;~s:::::::ical studies and calculations on the thermal and gas dynamics 
(~~~~~ .::; .. ~)~2~:.~h~vior of the :uel rod simulators, o~ the response time character-
.::' : · :'"';··r::';.ia,-$tJ.C. of the capJ.llary pressure measurJ.ng system and on the defor-
_;::l:.:/.·.:;:t.:::·"~~ation and bending of zircaloy claddings during ballooning 1 
<:·.J:~(.':_:_r;;.:_::_:>~E.~periments on shorten~d fuel rod simulators to assess s~parate 
::.~::: .. ~· .·:-., .. -~~_,- ... e·~fects of the ballooning process of zircaloy claddings · 
~'-' .. · .. +.:~F.J.rst burst test on a fuel rod simulator with 3, 90 m heated length 
•' ''• 'I, 
·· ·. l, .. :. -. ~ ...... ,..·:aAP, on axial power profile. 
· .. ·-r; ·.'· : .. : ·•'''· '' 
.,-::_:;i:·:·.< .. ': .. ·· ... "~:; :· 
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· 6 .• Results 
... 
For characterization of the fuel rod simulators with regard to the 
temperature distribution a photographic method in connection with an 
evaluation of the films by micro-densitometer with respect to different 
blacknesses has been proved successfully.Further.potentials for improv-
ing the fuel rod simulators were identified by this method. The heated 
rods exhibited a good axial temperature. distribution with· small local 
temperature deviations. Furthermore it has been shown that such tempe-
rature differences on the heater rod will be damped substantially up to 
the zircaloy cladding.of the fuel rod simulator. 
The internal design of the fuel rod simulator was fixed by optimization ·· 
calculations with a ndn-steady state heat conduction program .. A compari-
son of calculated cladding temperature transients of the fuel rod simu-
lator and a nuclear fuel rod in ·a quasi-steady state adiabatic heat-up 
phase followed by different cooling periods exhibited a good agreement. 
For experimental verification of the thermal behavior of the fuel rod 
simulator steady state and non-steady state experiments were performed. 
All experiments and calculations proved the good thermal simulation 
quality of the fuel rod simulator. 
To obtain information on the significance of the gas flow in the fuel 
rod simulator from the plena to the ballooning area further theoretical 
work has been carried out. Such a gas flow through the annulus between 
pellets and cladding influences the pressure in the balloon and there-
fore the whole deformation·behavior of. the cladding. A quasi-compress-
~ble, quasi-steady-state gas flo~ model was derived /8/ and tested by 
experiments. From these experiments, friction factors were evaluated. 
In the smooth annuli, the laws for laminar flow and for fully developed 
turbulent flow in smooth geometries are verified well. It can be seen 
that for laminar flow the Hagen-number in the friction factor f = Ha/Re 
is depending systematically from the hydraulic diameter of the annulus, 
Whereas the turbulent flow is independent from the dimensions of the 
annulus. Pellets hinder the formation of laminar flow. In comparison 
with laminar flow in smoot~.geometries, an increase of the friction 
factors can be stated even at low Reynold numbers. 
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First test calculations by applying the flow model to simulate balloon-
ing processes show that only small gap widths result in substantial 
pressure differences whereas large gap widths give only small deviations 
between balloon and plena pressures. Consequently, the influence of 
gap widths on the mass flow between plena and balloon'is low. A further 
result of these test·ealculations is that for gas flow during balloon-
ing the region of low Reynolds numbers .is of special interest. 
For measuring the internal gas pressure of the fuel rod simulator in 
the area of the balloon a special measuring system with minimized 
dimensions, consisting of a capillary and a micro strain gauge pressure 
transducer with a very small measuring chamber has been developed. For 
evaluating the pressure signal, basic theoretical work on th~ response 
time characteristic of this measuring system has been performed. It has 
been proved that this response measuring system lends itself well to 
determine the local ballooning and burst pressure in fuel rod simula-
tors. 
Heat-up and burst tests with fu,'el rod simulators under internal over-
pressure exhibited circumferential temperature distributions, a clad 
lifting on the colder side and a subsequent rupture on the hotter side, 
which did not lift from the pellets. This special deformation pattern 
of the zircaloy claddings may be produced by anisotropy effects of the 
•' 
zircaloy material and/or by mechanical forces. To clarify the influence 
of eventual mechanical effects, the forces and momentums induced by 
different thermal expansions of. heater rod and zircaloy cladding and 
transmitted to the cladding have been calculated. It has been shown 
that in the inelastic region the cladding gives way to the pairs of 
momentums built up in the elastic region. This may result in the 
special deformation pattern described above. It remajns .to be studied 
by further experimentsand theoretical evaluations if the anisotropy 
eff.ect has possibly the pre-dominant influence. 
·Ballooning experiments on shortened, indirectly heated fuel rod simu-
lators brought the following results: 
'.\ 
______________ ............ . 
~; - At an internal rod pressure of 70 bar circumfE:!rential burst strains 
in the order of 36% were found; higher internal rod pressures result t 
in lower strains. 
L 
n - The values determined for the strain rate and temperature correspond 
, 
to normal plastic behavior. 
- Depending on the development of straining, there may be azimuthal 
temperature differences on the zircaloy cladding of up to 100 K. 
, - The zircaloy cladding always bursts at the hottest spot with the 
highest strain, i.e., the most pronounced weakening of the wall 
thickness. 
(·- The surface line of the cladding tube on which the point of rupture 
is located in most cases is a straight line; it practically does not· 
raise above its heat source. 
-- The opposite colder side of the rod shows a marked lifting of the 
zircaloy cladding tube without any weakening of the wall thickness. 
j 
1 
. ~o clarify the specific deformation shape of the claddings observed at 
•" 
~hese tests some experiments with directly heated empty tube specimens 
~ave been performed. These tests resulted in circumferential burst 
Btrains over 100 % and axial· shrinkages of the burst zircaloy .· 
rcladdings. 
-~t recent experiments with indirectly heated fuel rod simulators with 
325 mm heated length axial shrinkages of the zircaloy claddings were 
' . 
·l . 
,. 
. ' 
measured as well, after having modified the internal structure in a way;_: 
,, 
that no more internal constraints occur. Circumferential burst strains 
of about 30 % and axial shrinkages of about 1,5 mm were determined. 
1hese data are well within the lower scatter band of the burst strains 
measured at previous tests. 
( 
The test rig for full-leng~h bundle tests has been commissioned. The 
first full-length fuel rod simulator with a stepped axial power profile 
has been subjected to a burst test with subsequent flooding. The re- · 
s~lting burst strain amounted to_ 27% at a burst pressure of 76 bar and 
~burst temperature of'808° c. The circumferential strains measured 
oyer the total heated length of 3900 mm exhibited an extremely high 
sensitivity to the different temperatures in the general power steps 
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as well to local thermal and mechanical influences caused by spacers 
and thermocouples. The cladding around the burst has the same deforma-
tion shape known from the previous tests with shortened fuel rod simu-
lators e.g. straight surface line at the side of rupture, lifted 
oppposite side. · 
7. Next Steps 
Important steps to be taken include the following main aspects: 
- separate effect tests on shortened fuel rod simulators to the 
ballooning process 
single rod tests on full-length fuel rod simulators 
- preliminary measurements for bundle tests 
- testing and calibrating of several unconventional measuring. devices 
- theoretical work on evaluation of the experiments and verification of 
the SSYST modul DRUSPA. 
8. Relation with other projects 
~ \ Other theoretical and experimental investigations on fuel rod behavior 
f 4tduring a LOCA performed by GfK (PNS 4231, 4235, 4236, 4237, 4239) and 
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KWU (RS 107) and on transient events in the reactor core and primary 
circuit in the low pressure phase of a LOCA, performed by KWU (RS 36). 
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CEA/DTECH-SlW. 
Zircaloy cladding behaviour during a loss of coolant (Saclay) · 
accident. EDGAR programme 
· Responsable : 
M. QIAGROT (DSN - r 
. . SETSSR.) 
.P. MOR.IZE (DTECH) 
• • Scientifiques 
de demarrage :Ol/Ol/74 Date prevue d1achevement :31/12/80 
Derniere mise a jour : Ol/03/77 actuel : en cours R.R.OULLIAY 
Ob1ectif general : 
.• r 
Determiner les deformations et le niveau d'ozydation des gaines de 
zircaloy soumises a des transitoires de temperatures et de pression 
representatives d'un accident de perte de caloporteur des reacteurs l 
eau sous pression. 
Objectifs particuliers 
1) Effectuer les essais de simulation sur des gaines neuves et sur des 
gaines irradiees. 
2) R6a1iser des verifications des modeles de deformations utilises sans 
les codes de calcul existant. 
3) Elaborer de nouveaux mod~les plus representatifs de la realite • 
. 
• 
1) Les essais sur les gaines neuves sont realises par le DTECH-SRMA a 
Saclay. L'appareillage permet de chauffer le tube par effet Joule 
suivant un programme preetabli. De m@me, la surpression interne 
imposee au tube est programmee en fonction du temps. ·Les essais 
peuvent ltre realises sous vide, sous vapeur d'eau ou en atmosphere 
inute. \ 
2) Un dispositif analogue est en cours d'etude en vue de son installation 
en laboratoire chaud pour etudier le comportement des gaines 
pr.Sirradiees. 
• •. I ... 
. . 
!tat de l''tude : 
l) Avancement 1 ce j~ur : 
La premiere phase de l''tu~e a 'te achevee. Elle a consiste 1 
s 1assurer que les r'sultats 1 pression et vitesse de chauffe constante 
sont en bon accord ave·c les resultats publies 1 1 1 etranger. 
2) Resultats essentials : 
On a pu generaliser les resultats obtenus et tracer : 
Des abaques indiquant le temps pour atteindre une deformation donnee 
dans des conditions de pression initiale et de vitesse de chauffage 
donnee, 
- Les courbes maitresses de deformation en fonction de la contrainte 
pour des temperatures et vitesses de chauffage donn,e. ..--. 
- Ce~ resultats ont ete publies a la reunion de sp,cialistes du 
CSNI a Spatind (Norvege) en septembre 1976. 
Prochaines etapes : 
La deuxieme phase de l 1etude consistera en 1977 a mesurer la 
deformation des gaines lorsqu'elles sont soumises aux transitoires 
de temperature et de pression determines par les calculs thermohy-
drauliques, et verifier la validite des modeles de thermomecanique. 
La troisieme phase consistera en 1977 et 1978 1 realiser des iteratifs 
entre calculs et experiences. Parallelement ep l977,on poursuivra 
1 1etude et la constrUction du dispositif d1essai en laboratoire chaud. 
Relation avec d1autres etudes : 
Le programme doit servir de support technique au programme PHE 
Documents de reference : 
"Comport~ent des gaines en zircaloy pendant un accident de 
dissement d'un reacteur a eau ordinaire - analyse bibliogr 
propositions pour les etudes CEA", Note DTECH-SRMA/73-533, 
"Comportement des gaines en zircaloy pendant un accident de 
dissement - point des essais au 15 fevrier 1976", Note 
(76)2883, avril 1976. 
"Comportement du gainage en zircaloy des elements combusti 
reacteurs a eau sous pression pendant un accident de refro 
programme EDGAR", CSNI Specialist Meeting, Spatind 
1976. 
'. 
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140-21-31/4112·04 Classification : 1 .. 3 4~ S' 
.. 
·l'itre Pay• : . 
' 
Elements combustibles : FRANCE 
Comportiment dea aainea de zircaloy pendant un 
accident de perte de caloporteur : programme EDGAa. Oraan:hme directeur 
. 
-CEA/DSN - EdF 
Titre (anglais) Organisme executeur ! 
CEA/DTECH-SiMA 
Zircaloy cladding behaviour during a loss of coolant (Saclay) · 
accident. EDGAR programme 
- Responsable : 
M. CHAGROT (DSN - r 
.. SETSSR) . 
;p .MORIZE (D'l'ECH) 
l 
I 
i 
Scientifiques . • 
Date de demarrage :Ol/Ol/74 Date prevue d1achevement :31/12/80 
Etat actuel : en cours Derniere mise a jour : 01/03/77 R.ROULLIAY 
J 
J 
_£~ 
j 
t Objectif general : 
.) 
D4terminer les deformations et le niveau d'oxydation des gaines de 
... · zircaloy soumises a des transitoires de temperatures et de pression 
representatives d'un accident de perte de caloporteur des reacteurs ~ 
eau sous pression. 
\ 
Objectifs particuliers 
·, 
\ 
t. 
l) Effectuer les essais de simulation sur des gaines neuves et sur des 
gaines irradiees. 
2) RAaliser des v4rifications des modeles de deformations utilises sans 
les codes de calcul existant. 
3) Elaborer de nouveaux modeles plus representatifs de la realite. 
~nstallations experimentales et programme : 
> 
\ 
. 
\ 
i. 
I 
1) Les essais sur les gaines neuves sont realises par le DTECH-SRMA a 
Saclay. L'appareillage permet de chauffer le tube par effet Joule 
suivant un programme preetabli. De m@me, la surpression interne 
imposee au tube est programmes en fonction du temps. ·Les essais 
peuvent @tre realises sous vide, sous vapeur d'eau ou en atmosphere 
inerte. \ 
···1•·\ \ 
2) Un dispositif analogue est en cours d'etude en vue de son installation 
en laboratoire chaud pour etudier le comportement des gaines 
pr•Urradiees. .,.,:·.'<:~ ... \ 
... / ... 
: 
t.t4.b 
. ·;' 
!tat de l''tude : 
1) Avancement 1 ce j?ur : 
La premiere phase de 1 1 etu~e a ete achevee. Elle a consiste l 
s'assurer que les resultats a pression et vitesse de chauffe constante 
sont en bon accord avec les resultats publies a 1 1 etranger. 
2) Resultats essentials : 
On a pu generaliser les resultats obtenus et tr.acer : 
Des abaques indiquant le temps pour atteindre une deformation donnee 
dans des conditions de pression initiale et de vitesse de chauffage 
donnee, 
- Les courbes maitresses de deformation en fonction de la contrainte 
pour des temperatures et vitesses de chauffage donnee. -----
- Ce~ resultats ont ete publies a la reunion de specialistes du 
CSNI a Spatind (Norvege) en septembre 1976. 
Prochaines etapes : 
La deuxieme phase de l'etude consistera en 1977 a mesurer la 
deformation des gaines lorsqu'elles sont soumises aux transitoires 
de temperature et de pression determines par les calculs thermohy-
drauliques, et verifier la validite des modeles de thermomecanique. 
La troisieme phase consistera en 1977 et 1978 1 realiser des iteratifs 
entre calculs et experiences. Parallelement ep 1977aon poursuivra 
l'etude et la constrUction du dispositif d 1essai en laboratoire chaud. 
Relation avec d'autres etudes : 
Le programme doit servir de support technique au programme PHE~S.• 
j 
Documents de reference : 
"Comportement des gaines en zircaloy pendant un accident de rffroi-
dissement d'un reacteur a eau ordinaire - analyse bibliograp~4~ -
propositions pour les etudes CEA", Note DTECH-SRMA/73-533, ~~i.i 1973. 
"Comportement des gaines en zircaloy pendant un accident de ~f~i­
dissement - point des essais au 15 fevrier 1976", Note DT!dl-SJcMA/GMM 
(76)2883, avril 1976. · -' 
"Comportement du gainage en zircaloy des elements combusti~•srdes 
reacteurs a eau sous pression pendant un accident de refro 4)1~,~-­
programme EDGAR", CSNI Specialist Meeting, Spatind (Norvl .. 7- aeptemD're 
1976. - ~ ' 
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141-12-20/4163-20 
Fonctionnement de l'installation PHEBUS. 
Operation of the PHEBUS facility. 
Date de demarrage : Ol/01/76 
!tat actuel : E·tude en cours 
Objectif general : 
Date pr~vue d1achevement :31/12/82 
Derniere mise a jour : 18/11/76 
Classification ·: 1-3 4 i. t 
A)'l I 
FRANCE 
CEA/DSN 
directeur 
Organisme executeur 
CEA/DSN -SES 
e 
A. TATTEGRAIN (SES) 
s : 
J. BLAUD 
PH. DELCHAMBRE 
G.MANET. 
Cette action couvre les operations de mise en service, de conduite et 
de maintenance de l'installation PHEBOS. 
Etat de 1 1 etude : 
.Avancement a ce jour : 
Le recrutement du personnel est pratiquement te~ine. Sa formation 
aux problemes des installations a eau pressurisees a et~ assuree 
aupres d1autres installations de type PWR. Les verifications des 
materiels en usine et sur place sont en cours. 
4lt Prochaines etapes : 
Les essais de sous-ensembles doivent commencer en mars 1977. 
Relation avec d 1 autres ~tudes ~ 
Certains moyens en personnel et en material, en particulier les 
installations d1 acquisition et de traitement de donnees sont 
communs aux trois reacteurs PHEBUS, SCARABEE, CABRI • 
... 
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Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Valutazione del comportamento del combustibile 
1.3 di LWR·in condizioni di LOCA e PCM 
Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
r Investigation LWR fuel behaviour under LOCA Sponsor Ita 1 i an Government 
and PCM conditions 
Organisation C.C.R. Ispra 
Date initiated June 1975 Project Leader · 
Date completed 1981 c.c.R. Ispra - Essor Division CNEN Italy - Thermal Reactor 
Last updating April 1977 Department 
• 1. General aim 
In pile investigation of fuel behaviour (pins and bundles) in operating conditions 
representative of malfunctioning in Water Reactors, by an experimental loop named 
SARA to be built in the ESSOR reactor. 
2. Particular obj~ctives 
2.1 •. Assessment of the loop performances 
2.2. Production of experimental data on inrpile fuel behaviour 
.. 
2.3. Verification of the computer codes for accident analysis 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
. ' 
~ 
'' 
Besides the operation in steady conditions for both the boiling and the pressurized 
. . 
mode, the SARA loop can attain a wide variety of abnormal conditions by suitable · 
transient control actions on loop system pressure and flow distribution. The 
. . 
thermohydraulic performance of the loop to a good precision is insured by carry-· 
' ' . 
ing out tests in an identical electrically heated test section. 
The loop is designed to insure operation in a wide parameter range for each 
. . . 
accident type and can accomodate bundle size up to 16 pins with reentrant test 
section (650 kW) and 36 PWR pins ir'f the once through test section (1.5 MW); the -l 
active height is in both cases 1.5 m, which seems to be enough for the analysis 
of the reflood case of a LOCA. In the SARA loop fuel failure propagation can be 
. . . . . 
investigated, an item which is expected to be of great importance at the· time 
. . 
when the loop has become operating.. . 
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Title 1 (Original language) 
Valutazione del comportamento del combustibile 
di LWR in condizioni di LOCA e PCM 
4. Project status 
Classjfication 
1.3 
4.1. Conceptual design completed; detailed design running 
4.2. Definition of the test matrix under-way 
. ' 
4.3. Acquisition of existing codes (in particular FRAP-T and RELAP completed) 
and updating under way; development of specific submodels carried on; 
parametric and sensitivity analysis being completed to support item 4.2. 
5. Next steps 
.. 
Safety authorfty licence to proceed to construction 
/ 
. \ 
.. 
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?-iO.lECt TIttE :
Transiênt boj.li.ng heat
er:1erge:1c".' col'e cooling
transfer in
cond.itiorrs
i
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1
SPO!ÏSCRI}TG.COUTMNY :
Co:nmi.ssion of the EuroPean Comnulrities.
DÂTT TI.TITÀTED
DATË OOI.ELETED
1974
1 976
Ir
Esd.gr:i-pt1-qn- :
General aim
Irtvestigation and visualization of transient boiling conditions.
2. Par:ticu.lal ohjectives
Tostudytlretransientboi1il1gconditionsinthePreSsurei?j1ge
of 1-5 Éars for several qu.enching body shapes, inlet^subcooLing
ôonaj.liot:s and initial témperatrrres bèt'.r'een 2OO and EOOoC (trhich
' cover§ the whole interesting range for fueL rod and P?essure ves-
sel 
.flooding).
3. Experilnental 
-taeilities and,p:rggTamile
Quer:.clrit'rg facil.i.'t1r urith .flooding and ez.pansion '.zesseL. The
characteiistics of this .Faeility are i
- 
.flooding veiocities : 1 -37 cm/s
- 
system Pressure : 1-5 bar
- 
coolir:g rrrater' ternperature : 2O-1 5OoC
- 
iiritial sur.face temPeratr.me : 2OO-8OOoC
4. Pi'oiec:t status
4.1 Pr'?grgg:-19-gClg
The st...rd1r has been compl.eted at the end of 1976.
5.' ge.:!-gr.*s
Evaluati,cn of the experimental d.ata and. preparation o§ thefinal report.
q
r-J
71.719
.: :,
L'.ri< I - J
OR,GfuTISAEIOII :
JRC - IsPra
. PR,OtrECT LEADER :
Y.Hr.rf scnn idt./H' L,êltê?
~~ 6. Rel.ation with other Projects 
1. · The ?rogramme has been planned so as to be complementary to 
other work in the quenching field. 
f 
! 
7. Reference docu•·nen ts 
LAUER H. 
Untersuchu."l.g des \varmeUbergangs und der vliederbenutzung beim 
AbkQ~len heisser Metallkorper. 
EUR. 5702.d 
8. Degree o.f' availability 
Freely available 
9 .. Budget 
The expected total investment from the CEC is 65.000 ua 
which includes the cost of the facility ~~d the running 
costs. · 
'\ 
.,._. , 
2. CORE MELTDOWN 
. ! 
j 
\ -- --' ~· 
Classification: 2.1 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
Auswertung von WASH 1400 bzgl. Energiebilanzen BRD 
im deutschen Kernschmelzprogramm SPONSOR: BMFT 
(RS 72.C- I.1.5, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION; 
KWU, Erlangen 
'fi tle 2 (Eng:lish) : Project Leader: 
Evaluation of the WASH 1400 Report with H. Goetzmann 
Respect to Coremelting (Energy Balances) H. Hassmann 
Initiated (Date) : ComEleted (Date) : 
1 • 9~ 75 31. 3. 76 
' Status: Last Updating (Date) : 
Completed 31. 12. 76 
1. General Aim 
Study of the chapters of WASH-1400 dealing with coremelting prob-
lems (Appendix VIII). 
2. Particular Objectives 
4. 
Comparison of models and results in WASH 1400 and RS 72 a, b 
with respect to the expected course o! a hypothetical core 
melt down accident. 
Research Program 
Study of Appendix V, VII and VIII of the Rasmussen report. 
Experimental Facilities 
No experimental facilities necessary. 
5. Progress to Date 
The evaluation of App. V, VII and VIII of the Rasmussen Report 
was completed. The study was completed. 
, 
' . .. 
' 
' 
'. 
6. Results 
7. 
8 • 
The evaluation of the Rasmussen-report showed that the physical 
phenomena of the hypothetical core melting were in good 
agreement with the model in RS 72. 
Important data, which are to be verified experimentally (e.g. the 
slumping temperature of the fuel rods) are more realistic in 
RS 72, which uses experimental results. In WASH-1400 the decay 
heat was lower, as the analysis was started 1 h after blowdown. 
A· direct comparison of the calculated values is therefore not 
possible. 
Another important difference with respect to the pressure 
increase in the containment was the fact, that the american 
power stations use concrete with limestone aggregates, which pro-
duces Co2 after heating. The,melting temperature is lower than 
1000° C. In the FRG concrete with basalt aggregates is used. 
Experiments (RS 160) have shown, that concrete with basalt 
aggregates has better chances at higher temperatures. 
Next Ste2s 
Wor'k has been completed. 
Re'ration with Other Projects 
9. References 
Final Report RS 72c. 
10. Degree of Availability 
The report is available on request from GRS, KBln. 
\ 
v 
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Classification: 2.1 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Kernschmelzen: Theoretische Untersuchung der 
Abschmelzphase SPONSOR: BMFT 
(.RS 73- I.1.5; Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION; 
KWU, Erlangen 
Title 2 (Enslish) : Project Leader: 
Core Meltdown Program 
Theoretical Investigation of the Different Phases H. Goetzmann 
nf' the Meltdown Process H. Hassmann 
Initiated (Date) : Com,eleted (Date) : 
1. 10. 72 31. :;_. 76 
Status: Last Updating (Date) : 
Completed 31. 12. 76 
1. General Aim and 2. Particular Objectives 
The aim of this investigation was to develop a computer code 
which describes the core heat-up until failure of the core 
support structure of the hypothetical meltdown accident. 
3. Research Program 
For the ~ore heat-up in case of a hypothetical melt down accident 
the computer code MELSIM has been developed. 
The following phases are modeled : 
Decrease of the water level in the core region: 
Characterized by the evaporation of the residual water in the 
core by the decay heat ~enerated in the fuel pins still covered 
by water. 
Heat-up of the core: Heat up of the fuel pins not covered by 
water due to steam cooling,the fission products release from 
fuel and the chemical reaction of the steam with the fuel 
cladding. Because slumping of fuel in the core and heat up of 
the core support structure is considered too, it is possible 
to calculate the time interval until failure of the core support 
structure occurs. 
Both phases had to be investigated theoretically. 
' 
,, 
'j 
4. Experimental Facilities 
No experimental facilities were necessary. 
5. Progress to Date and 6. Results 
a) SLUMP: 
b) NACHZERF: 
c) KUMI: 
d) KOCH: 
e) Test example: 
1. Next Steps 
The experimental results of GfK were used. 
The NACHZERF-results are compared with 
those of RIBD. The agreement of the 
Shure-curve was quite well. 
In collaboration with GKSS KUMI was improved. 
Some corrections were made. 
The water level decrease model from 
RS 72 b was introduced into KOCH. 
A test example was designed, tested and 
evaluated. 
Calculations of the core heat-up phase 
with MELSIM will be continued in RS 183. 
The work has been completed. 
; 
·l 
. l 
0 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
RS 183 Energy Balances Hypothetical RPV Failure with 
Respect to Concrete Destruction. 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability 
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I Classification: 2.1 
i 
!Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
un;:arsuchungen thermohydraulische'r Vorgange sowie SPONSOR: Warme- und Stoffaustausch in der Coresc~~elze B!-1FT (RS 48/1 
-
I.1.5., Jahresbericht A 75) ORGANIZATION: 
TU-Hannover 
Title 2 (enslish): P:roject Le~: 
Theoretical and Experimental Investigation of the Prof. Dr. 
Thermohydraulic Behaviour of a Molten Core at the Mayinger 
Bottom.of the Reactor Pressure Vessel 
Initiated (Date): ComEleted (Date): 
11;·-~ 19 71 
.April 1975 
\ 
Status: Last UEdating (Date): 
finished December 1975 
1. General aim 
In this research ~roject the thermohydraulic behaviour of molten reactor 
core at the bottom of the reactor pressure vessel both theoretically and 
experimentally had been studied. In the program different geometries and 
boundary conditions were· assumed and calculated. The experiments which 
had been made for verification the computer codes, had affirmed the 
numerical treatments. 
~() Particular objects 
1 Of particular interest was the determination of the heat flux density from 
the core debris to the wall of th~ reactor pressure vessel and at the 
surface of the molten core. In addition the temperature increase in the 
debris and the convection behaviour were determined. This studies were 
I • 
;I 
not limited to the specific geometry of the reactor pressure vessel, but 
were also extended to horizontal fluid layers. This had to be done by 
experiments and numerical investigations. 
3.1 Experimental facilities 
The experiments· ··were made up- with the help of the holographic inter-
ferometry using water as modelling fluid. This optical method allows 
1 to make visible the whole temperature field in the fluid. This 
0 
temperature field can be recorded and from it the local heat 
transfer coefficient can be determined. For these investigations 
two-dimensional models were used and the examined fluid had to 
be transparent. The volumetric heat sources were simulated by 
Joules' heat. More detailed information about this measuring 
technique can be found in /1/. 
3.2 Research program 
In the theoretical part of -·the project the computer code THEKAR 
was established, which describes the thermohydraulic behaviour 
and the he<lt ; ·· hnsfer in. the molten core in different geometries. 
This includ~~ ~ horizontal layer, the rotationally symmetrical 
case of a cylinder and a semisphere, which corresponds to the 
real conditions within a LWR-reactor. 
The experimental studies had the aim to verify the calculated 
situations in the rectangular and semicircular geometry', 
essentially the measurement of the heat transfer coefficient. 
In addition experimental investigations were performed using 
models in the shape of a segment of a circle, the height of the 
models was smaller than the radius of curvation. Using these 
models the situation"should be simulated when the bottom of the 
reactor vessel is only partially filled up. 
4. Projekt status 
4.1 Progress to date 
The research project run out at April 30th, 1975: The theoretical 
part had been finished some month before and the experimental 
work in the last period had been done essentially with the inter-
pretation of the results, which we obtained before. In addition 
. to our previous results we were able to establish some empirical 
correlations of heat transfer in the geometry of a segment of a 
circle • 
. With this experimental results, we could introduce a model for the 
turbulence·· into the pro.gram-cod~ TH.~:KAR. With this model we were 
able to compute free convection at very h.i.gh Rayleigh-numbers, 
which are expected for the molten core in the case of accident. 
.... ·-.. 
j j 
1 j 
l , 
; 
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The results of this research program are explain~d in the final 
report in all details (1). 
In addition to the equations we gave in earlier reports, we set 
up correlations for the heat transfer in a semispherical geometry. 
For the upper plane wall we obtained the equation 
Nu = 0.40 Ra• 0 •2 (1) 
and for the semispherical bottom the equation 
Nu = 0.55 Ra• 0 •2 
These equations are valid for the averaged Nusselc-numbers. 
Particularly at the bottom local values of the Nusselt-numbers 
differ from the averaged values with increasing Rayleigh-numbers. 
The maximum value lies closely to the upper wall in this case. 
5. Next steos 
The continuation of the work is now done in the project RS 166. 
6. Relation with other projects 
RS 73: Theoretical Core Meltdown Studies 
KWU Erlangen, IKE-Stuttgart 1.10.72- 31.12.75 
7. Reference documents 
Quarterly reports in the series: IRS Forschungsberichte (German) 
Jan. 1975 - March 1975 IRS-F-25 
Apr. 1975 - Jan. 1976 IRS-F-26 
/1/ Untersuchung der thermohydraulischen Vorgange sowie Warmeaus-
tausch in der Kernschmelze 
BMFT-Forschungsvorhaben RS 48/1, AbschluBbericht 1975 (German) 
8. Degree of availabilitx 
The reports are ~~ailabl~ at. the IRs: 
"441· 
' I 
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Classification: .2. 1 
Title 1 (Origtnal Lan~uage): COUNTRY: 
Thcoretische und cxperimentelle Untersuchung des Ver- BRD 
haltens eines geschmolzenen Kerns im Reaktorbehalter SPONSOR: 
und auf dem B~tonfundament BMFT 
(RS 166 
-
!.1.5, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION: 
T.u. Hannover 
·r i tle 2 (English) : Project Leader: 
. 
Theoretical and Experimental Investigation of the Ther· Prof. Dr.-Ing.F. mohydraulic Behaviour of a Molten Core in the Reactor Mayinger Vessel and on the Concrete of the Basement 
Initiated (Date): Com,eleted (Date): 
May 1975 Dec. 1978 
,....,~.tatus: Last Uedatin~ (Date): 
rcontin':linq December 1976 
1. General aim 
The aim of this research project is to establish computer codes, which 
describe the thermal interaction of the molten core with various compo-
nents of the reactor. In order to test the reliability of the codes 
some experiments with modelling fluids have to be done. 
2. Particular objectives 
Of particular interest is the heat transfer from the molten core material 
to the wall of the reactor pressure vessel, while the molten material is 
~owing into the bottom of the vessel. 
Another i111portant point is the investigation of the spread out of the 
molten cot·c material on the concrete of the reactor containment and the 
penetration of the concrete by the molten material. The heat and mass 
transfer betwe1~n the melt and the concrete has to be determined by con-
sidering the bc~haviour of the molten concrete and the vapour and gas es-
caping from the concrete. 
3. R0scarch prc?gram 
In the first step of the research program a computer code will be estab-
lished, describing the thermohydraulic b~haviour of the molten core ma-
terial at the bottom of the reactor vessel in the melt down phase~ 
..... ~+,..__, ..... --........ ---···~ ------.-.-~.,.......-:--:--........,..__,.,. -·-·--.._.,""':'.-:-. --...--."i'". -:.-.. -.-.--------
• 
During this period the molten material is continously flowing down into 
the bottom of the pressure vessel. The code shall be able to handle the 
variation of physical properties and of the heat source density in the 
melt with time and space. One result of this code is the local magni-
tude of the heat flux from the melt to the pressure vessel wall. A 
number of ·modelling experiments is provided to verify the code. For 
the experiments, a model with a semicircular bottom is used to simulate 
the semispherical pressure vessel bottom. To measure the temperature 
field the holographic interferometry is used, whiie the velocity field 
is recoreded with a Laser-Doppler-Anemometer. 
The second point of the research program is the investigation of the 
heat transfer between the concrete of the reactor foundation and the 
molten core material laying on it. This heat transfer is mostly in-
fluenced by the vapour, escaping from the concrete. A computer code is 
developed, which is able to predict the thermohydraulic behaviour at 
the melt concrete interface inclu~ing steam or gas bubbles formation. 
Additional, experiments will give informations about the bubble dynamics 
and the heat transfer from an internal heated fluid to a cold wall, 
where from ga~.eubbles arise. 
Re·sults of the numerical and experimental work will lead to a model, 
describing the heat transfer from the melt to the concrete. 
4. Experimental facilities and computer codes 
To predict the thermohydraulic behaviour and the heat transfer from th 
melt to the bottom of the reactor pressure vessel with consideration ot~ 
inflowing material, the code THEKAR K2 is established. This code is an 
extension of the code THEKAR K, and it is able to handle variable phy-
sical properties and heat sources in the melt. The basis of this code 
is the numerical solution of the conservation laws for mass, momentum 
and energy by finite differences. 
The interaction between the melting concrete and the liquid core mate-
rial is described by the code BETON. This code is able to handle two 
separate phases including the effect of their surface tension. The two 
phases can be molten core and molten concrete or molten core and vapour~ 
To restrict the computer time on a tolerable quantity, only a relative 
•' 
' 
. ' 
small area of the boundary between the two phases at the interaction 
zone is computed, the rest can be regarded as isothermal with good 
approximation. 
To verify the numerical treatments experiments are provided. In the 
fluid lay0r with in flowing material, temperature and velocity fields 
are measured. The temperature fields are recorded by the help of the 
holographic interferometry. With this measuring technique the tempera-
ture field in the whole test chamber can be recorded instantanously 
without disturbing the thermohydraulic behaviour of the fluid. A Laser-
Ooppler-Ancmometer is used to measure the velocities in the fluid. 
To investigate the local heat transfer from a pool of molten material to 
~,ts' boundaries with turbulent convection, ~easurements were done with 
the holograph.lc interferometry, too. 
For the verif:Lcation of the code BETON experiments are performed with 
low melting materials and with gas injection into a pool of internal 
heated water. 
5. Progress to date 
The computer codes THEKAR K2 and BETON are mostly completed. The code 
THEKAR K2 is used to compute the heat flux to the wall of the reactor 
vessel for a number of inflow rates and different boundary conditions. 
The code DETON was first used to calculate the behaviour in a system of 
two liquids with different density. 
( "·, / 
The experiments with low melting material and the measurements in a fluid 
layer with inflowing material could be finished in the last year. 
Furtheron, the interferometric measurement of the local heat flux at a 
vertical wall of a pool with internal heated fluid at turbulent free 
convection was completed. For the investigation of the influence of gas 
bubbles on the heat transfer to the wall the test chamber is constructed 
and the experiments are prepared. 
6. Results 
The thermohydraulic behaviour and th~· heat transfer to the wall could be 
determined for the combined free and forced convection in a fluid layer 
...._ _______ .. ,_ ______ _,__~-····-·r---:----~-----:""'--------
.with inflowing material. The onset of a perceptible influence of the 
inflowing fluid could be described by the dimensionless number Gr/Re 2 • 
The Gr-number related to the free convection in the layer, while the 
Re-number is related to the inflowing fluid. Two cases were investigated 
more intensively: · 
1. The temperature of the inflowing melt is equal to the wall temperature, 
i.e. in a reactor accident the inflowing material has just melting 
temperature. 
2. The inflowing fluid is hot, i.e. its temperature is like the highest 
temperature in the fluid layer. 
For the onset of the influence of forced convection, the following equa- .. 
tions were 
Case 1: 
Case 2: 
derivated: 
( ru )' = 2o.a3 • Ra 0·265 • {~) Re2 krit ~ 
I 
(QL \ • 0.235 • Rd0.265 Re2}krit 
In these equations s is the diameter of the inflowing fluid beam while 
h is the height of the fluid layer. 
The figures 1 and 2 show two examples of the distribution of the in-
coming material in.the melt at the bottom of the reactor pressure vessel, 
computed with the code THEKAR K2. In figure 1, heavier material is flow-
ing into the melt. It penetrates' the molten pool and forms a layer at 
the bottom. In figure 2 lighter material flows into the pool and spreads 
out at the top of the pool. 
An example for the results computed with the code BETON is shown in 
figure 3. A bubble is just rising from the bottom of the fluid layer 
and the convection in the fluid initiated by the rising bubble has,a 
great influence on the heat transfer to the bottom. At each side of the 
bubble a distinct maximum in the local Nu-number can be seen. 
An example for the local Nu-numbers measured at a vertical wall of a 
closed test chamber at turbulent free convection is plotted in figure 4. 
The local Nu-number has a maximum at the top of the wall were the hot 
fluid flows out of the core to the wall. A second maximum in the local 
heat flux exists near the bottom. This maximum results from a recircu-
lation flow at the lower part of the wall. The mean Nu-number for the 
whole wall can be represented by the equation 
.. 
' 
for 
7. Next Steps 
Nu = o,as Ra'q' 19 
Ra'-numbers up to 4 1o13 • 
The results computed with the code B~ON together with tpe results of 
the gas injection experiments snall ~ead to a heat transter model for 
the heat flux from the molten core to the solid concrete. Therefore at 
first the expe~iments must be completed. 
6. Relations with other projects 
RS 73 
Theoretical co;e melt down studies 
(""'TU Erlangen, lKE Stuttgart 1.10. 72 - 31.12. 75 
< 
HS 154 
Investigations of the interaction between molten core material and con-
crete, KWU Erlangen 1.2.75- 30.9.76 
RS 183 
Energy balance after a hypothetical reactor pressure vessel failure 
under consider~tion of the concrete destruction 
KWU Erlangen 1~9.75- 31.5.77 
7. Referen'ce documents 
uarterly report in the series: IRS Forschungsberichte (German) 
" .tv..~'port period: Jan 1976 
- Mar 1976 IRS F-30 
• Apr 1976 Jun 1976 IRS F-31 
Jul 1976 - Sep 1976 IRS F-32 
Oct 1976 
- Dec 1976 IRS F-33 
Annular report 1975 (German) 
' . 
8. Degree of availibility 
The reports are available at the GRS, K6ln 
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Classification: 2. 1 
Titlo 1 ( t~~j_'.} ~.nal 
-~------· .... 
Language) : COUNTRY: 
DRD 
Bxper imen te J, lE1 Untersuchung der Abschmelzphase von SPONSOR: uo2-zircaloy-~rennelernenten bei versagender NotkUhlung 
(PNS 4241 - I.1.5, Jahresbericht A 76) ORCAI.JI ZA'riON: 
PNS 
.. GfK 'ICO\ r 1 c:;ruhe 
Title 2 (I::~glish): Project Leader: 
-
Experimental Investigations of the Meltdown Phase of Dr. s. Hag en U02-zircaloy Fuel Rods under Conditions of Failure RBT/IT of Emergency Core Cooling 
Inl.tiatc~ _ _j_Date): ComEleted (Date): 
1973 1978 
("'"':a tus: Last Updating (Date) : 
\ 
Continuinq December 1976 
1. ~eneral aim 
Investigations of the course of the melting process including the re-
solidification of the melt on the colder parts of single rods, single 
rods with spacers, bundles and bundles with ballooned cans. The in-
fluence on the melting process from different parameters like surroun: 
ding atmosphere and temperature gradients will be investigated. 
2. ?articular objectives 
In 1976 we have mainly done experime~ts with single rods in steam at 
different heating rates and experime~ts with single rods with spacera . 
(:\ helium and steam. 
3./4. Research programme and experi~ental facilities 
Details for the programm are given in ealier reports. 
In this year we have put into operation two new facilities: 
1. A new vessel for fuel rod simulators with heating by central tungsten 
rods. It allows rods up to 1 m, bundle arrangements up to 7 x 7 rods 
and flowing steam • 
2. A furnace w~s built, which can heat up rods with solid pellets by 
radiation. 
''"'*"'W--P'IPIMIIPO""'¥-----·------~-----·--.-.. ,-.,__,....---...-----:--,....... ...... ----~--
5. ?regress to date 
In the reporting period we have done experiments on single rods in steam 
with different. heating rates between 0.75 and 3.5 °C/sec. 
Experiments on the influence of the spacers on the meltdown behavi-our 
were carried out in helium and steam up to temperatures of 1830 °C. 
The oxide layer formed in steam between rod and spacer reduces strongly 
the interaction. In order to simulate the influence of oxide layers 
which are formed during normal operation of an LWR, we have heated up to 
1800 °c in He preoxidized rods with layers between 10 and 50 ~m. 
6. Essential res~lts 
.........-.-
The experimen.ts with different heating rates in steam show, t~at in all 
cases a uniform smooth oxide layer is formed. The thickness of this 
oxide layer decreases with heating rate. In the range investigated, it 
chang.es from roughly 80 % to 40 % of the original Zircaloy can. At ea. 
1900 °C little holes are formed through which the melt of unoxidized 
Zircaloy and the uo2 poured out. Even the thinnest of the oxide layers 
stayed intact during heat up with the exception of the formation of the 
small holes. 
While we have in He a strong interaction between Inconel and Zircaloy, 
in steam the attack of the spacer on the can is strongly reduced by the 
formation of the oxide layer. In He the interaction starts at 1000 °c. 
At 1250 °C it begins to influence also the region outside the rod. The 
can in the region of the spacer is melted at 1600 °c and at 1800 °C 
also large parts of the can are melted outside the region of the spacer. 
In steam we have quite a· different behaviour. Up to 1200 °C no sign of ·-· 
interaction is found. At 1250 °C the first small changes at the can-
spacer interface can be seen.-Near 1450 °C the contact-spring of the 
spacer is deformed and only at roughly 1800 °c the whole spacer is 
molten. In contrast to heating in He the influence of the spacer is 
restricted to its contact region and also here the oxidized Zircaloy 
remains intact and shows only splits and deformations. 
The heat up of preoxidized rods in He shows that already a 10 ~m thick 
oxide layer causes the beginning of interaction between can and spacer 
at roughly 1350 °C. The SO ~m oxide layer causes the beginning of inter~ 
action in the neighbourhoud of a rod heated in steam. With this thick-
ness we found no meltdown of the can outside the region of the spacer. 
0 
i .. 
0 
7; ·Next steps 
To see the influence of the surroundings on the meltdown of. the rod 
our next experiments are done in bundle geometry of different size 
up to 7 x 7 rods. Most of these experiments are done in steam with 
some in helium. we·also plan to do experiments with spacers and guide 
tubes. 
8. Relation with other projects 
'RS 7 3 : Th,~oretical investiqation of the different phases of the 
rneltdown process. 
RS 2o5: Calculation of fuel pin meltdown experiments and 
application to MELSIM 
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Classification: 2.1 
Title 1 (Original Language): ... COUN'fRY: 
BRD 
Kernschmelzen: Messung von Stoffwerten von f'lUssigen 
Reaktorcorematerinlien SPONSOR: 
(RS 80 - I.1.5., Jahresbericht A 75) B~1F'r ORGANIZATION: 
EURATOM, Ispra 
Title 2 (english) : Project Leader: 
Core Melting - Measurement of Physical Properties of R. Palinski 
Liquid Reactor Core Materials 
Initiated (Date) : Com12leted (Date) : 
1.12.1972 31.12.1975 
Status: Last UEdating (Date.): 
continuing 
\ 
December 1975 
1. General aim \ 
Core melting - Measurement of physical properties of 
liquid reactor materials 
2. Particular objectives 
Measurement of the viscosity and surface tension of core melts 
3. Experimental facilities and program 
- Measurement of viscosities 
Method: Oscillating crucible 
- Materials: U02 and mixtures of uo2 , Zircaloy and 
steel ("Corium") 
(homogeneous phases only, to be identified 
by research project RS 74a). 
- Measurement of surface tensions 
- Het hod: Maximum bubble pressure 
- Materials: 
4. Project status 
4.1 Proqress to date 
Same as above 
In the reference year the work was concerned with the measurement of 
~ . . . ~ . .. ' ' .. . . ~ . 
-the viscosity-of the components of the core melt,. namely uo 2 ,. steel 
1.4550 and zircaloy 4. Furthermore, a method for making samples of 
the core melt was developed and their viscosity was measured. 
The ~edification of th~ facility for measuring surface tensions 
was terminated. As the depth of immersion of the capillary tip into 
lthe melt.is required for the evaluation of the results, it 
r: :ecess<1ry, when :i.Jmnarsing the capillary tip into the melt, 
~exactly the moment of the first contact with the surface. 
1purpose a device was developed and tasted which signalizes 
is 
to detect 
For this 
the . 
~contact both optically and accustically. For temperature testing 
:experiments up to 2000°G have been made with the surface tension 
\measurement facility. Further test measurements up to 3000°G are 
under preparation. 
4.2 Essenti<ll results 
Measu1ement~ of the vis~osity of zircaloy 4. 
three measurements in TaG-graphite crucibles was 
point. 
The average of 
4.7 cP at the melting 
Steel 1.4550 and its components. The viscosity of Armco iron at 
·the melting point (1510°G) is 7.15 cP according to the only hitherto 
~nown measurement /1 / . This relatively high value, compared to the 
tViscosity of pure iron (5.54 cP at 1532°G /1/ , 4.72 cP at 1536°C/4/)~ 
is attributed to the influence of the oxygen in the Armco iron. Our 
measurement of Armco iron resulted at the melting point a viscosity 
ff 6.2 cP. The chemical analysis of the oxygen content of the 
~tilized material is intended to give an indication whether this 
deviation may be due to a difference in oxygen concentration. 
' 
: · The viscosity of nickel at the melting point can be considered 
'· 
as established, since the values of I 1 /, I 2/ and /3/, obtained with 
< ~wo.different measurement methods, agree within 4%. According to/1/ 
the viscosity is 4.98 cP. Our control measurement resulted a value 
', 
of 4.81 cP. 
The measurements of the viscosity of steel 1.4550 gave at about 
1460°C the values 6.0 cP and 6.22 cP • 
. Fabrication of core melt samples and measurement of their viscosity. 
The necessary samples were made as follows: in order to guarantee a 
simultaneous melting of the components and to reduce the reaction of 
the melt with the crucible, pellets were pressed from powder of uo2, 
~ircaloy and steel in corresponding weight distribution and sintered 
10 minutes at 2300°G during the heating-up process. for measuring the 
viscosity. 
For determining the viscosity of the core melt in TaG the 
measurements were made in TaG-graphite crucibles (because of the 
I 
~mall wall thickness of the T~G crucible of only 0.7 mm, necessary 
v 
·' 
in order to ohtain during the carburization of the Ta a homogeneous 
composition of the TaC, the TaC crucible was imbedded into a graphite 
crucible which guaranteed sufficient mechanical solidity). 
For the determination of the viscosity of the core melt in Th02, 
crucibles of the company Desmarquest with high density and high puri-
ty were avt=tilable. As in our exp~rimental facility the outer 
diameter of the Th02 crucibles must not exceed 20 mm, only about 30 g 
. 
of the core melt could be contained. For a sufficiently precise 
measurement, however, at least twice this quantity is necessary. 
Therefore two Th02 crucibles were inserted, one above the other, into 
a TaG-graphite crucible as described above. In the temperature 
range of the measurements the TaC crucible is well ~ompatible with 
the Th0 2 crucible and prevents a reaction b~tween Th0 2 and graphite. 
The lower Th02 crucible is closed by the .bottom of the upper one. 
The upper one has a lid of Th02 onto which a further lid of TaC is 
placed. In order to solidify this system of super imposed crucibles 
by some stress in axial direction and to compensate the thermal 
expansions, a graphite felt was inserted between the TaC lid and a 
graphite lid which closes the graphite crucible. During a series of 
preliminary tests this arrangement of crucibles prooved to be the 
most suitable. Three viscosity measurements have been made in this 
way, determining the apparatus constant before each measurement. 
For the calculation of the viscosity from (1) the density of the 
""' ) core melt in the liquid state must be known. 
7 =+f1l\1) 
Viscosity 
Density of the core melt 
Change of the logaritmic decrement of the amplitudes during 
transition from the solid to the liquid state 
K - Apparatus constant 
As the density of the core melt 'is not known so far, the result of 
four measurements is quo.t:ed as p;roduct { t'. 
?wP- Viscosity of the core melt during formation. 
?nF- Viscosity of the corermelt after formation. 
t - Measuring time. 
t I. 
·' 
Table 1 · 
1fw'F ( t ?,F r t ~ore melt J <: ~nin) (min ~uanti ty(a: 
. I Measurement in TaG-crucible 0.437 
-
' 
-
. 62.4 
!I 11 11 Th02 " '"' 0.437 2 0.214 2.5 70.8 
I!I 
" " " 
11 0.380 
-
0.197 5 60.8 
IV 11 
" " " 
0.420 4 0.221 2.5 71 
.. 
Measurement II during the formation extended over 2 minutes and 
rep~esents the average over 16 periods of the damped oscillations. 
The temperature increase during this time was of about 10°C. The 
investigated core melt was composed of the main components 35 w/o uo~ 
10 w/o zircaloy 4 and 55 w/o steel 1.4550 which according to /5/ at 
2400°C are all liquid. At this temperature the formation of corium E 
i.s terminated after approximately 2 minutes. The values? l" were 
measured during this formation time. After terminated formation 
dropped by about 50% (measurements II, III and IV). During the 
measurement II after-terminated formation the temperature increased 
by ~nother 1 ooc. The strong decrease of '7 '!" after terminated forma-
tion cannot be explained by this temperature increase, but is 
pre~umably the result of a change of the melt by the formation. 
Assuming that the density of the liquid core melt lies about 15% 
bel~w the density at 20°C, the following viscosity values are obtain-
• 
ed:J Table 2 
T 
~ WF tcP) ,NF (cP) 
.l. 5 .]_ 
-
II 5-7 2.8 
J:II s.o 2.6 
IV 5.5 2.9 
·: ·~ . '• . 
· The~arithmetic average is ·.?tVF~ 5.5 cP 
respectively ? NF= 2. 8 cP 
..... ', 
., 
I 
• j 
j 
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5. Next steps 
Measurement of viscosity of core 
melts and their components 
Measurements of surface tension of 
core melts and their components 
6. Relation with other projects 
....,. 
January - December 1976 
January December 1976 
RS 71: "Research and development studies on the measurement of 
molten reactor core materials, compatibility studies betwem 
these materials and crucible materials", BATELLE-Institute 
e.v. 
RS 74a: "Research project core melting: 5. investigation of the · 
metallurgical interaction between melt and reactor pressure 
vessel wall", KRAFT\vEI<K UNION AG. 
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Classification: 2. 1 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
Nachrechnung von Stabexperimenten und Absicherung von BRD 
MELSIM SPONSOR: (RS 205 - !.1.5, Jahresbericht A 76) BMFT 
. 
ORGANIZATION; 
... Inst.f.Kernenerg 
Univ.Stuttqart 
'fitle 2 (L:nglish): Project Leader: 
Calculation of Fuel Pin Meltdown Experiments and Prof.Dr.-Ing. Application to MELSIM H.Unger 
Dr.-Ing.F.Schmid 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date) : 
June 1 ' 1976 November 30, 1978 
'Status:· Last Updating (Date): 
., Continuing December 31 ' 1976 
1. General Aim 
Within the frame of the research project RS 73 of the BMFT the pro-
gram system MELSIM has been developed in order to describe the melt-
down of a light water reactor core. In parallel, experiments on the 
meltdown behavior of fuel pins are performed within the "Projekt 
Nukleare Sicherheit'' (PNS) at the "Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe" 
(GfK) . 
The present research project is aimed at the calculational verifica-
tion of the results obtained at the GfK. An experimentally verified 
model of the meltdown process is to be developed later in order to 
describe the integral course of the core meltdown. This is of impor-
tance for the slumping module of MELSIM. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The computer model is aimed at the solution of the following problems 
- Fuel pin heatup in oxidizing (H 2o, air), reducing (H2 ) and inert 
atmosphere 
Oxidization of the clad (zircon~um) dependent on a differing oxigen 
supply, H2-generation 
Influence of the interaction between uo2 and molten zircaloy on the 
fuel pin behavior 
- Pin failure depending on the radiation history 
- Meltdown process in bundles of fuel pins 
- Influence of the tungsten heater on the results of the single pin 
experiment 
- Formation of channel blockage 
- Geometric interactions during the slumping process 
3. Research Program 
3.1. Calculation of the Pin-Heatup Until Clad and Fuel Interact 
The pin-heatup has to be simulated according to the different 
experimental conditions in different atmospheres. Temperature 
distribution, Zr-H20-reaction including heat production, forma-
tion of a zirconium oxide layer and the formation of H2 has to 
be taken into account. 
3.2. Simulation of the Pin-Behavior Up to Clad-Melting-Temperatures 
The interaction between Zr and U02 has to be described by a 
model. 
'3. 3. Simulation of the Pin-Failure and the Meltdown Process 
Pressure differences between the interior of the pin and the 
coolant have to be calculated and the behavior of the molten 
material has to be describeQ. 
3.4. Supporting Calculations with Respect to Rod-Bundle-Experiments 
Bundle experiments are carried out to support the development 
of MELSIM. The1:efore these experiments have to be calculated and 
the results of theory and experiments have to be analyzed. They 
have to be investigated with respect to consequences for the 
development of MELSIM's slumping module and the modelling of the 
meltdown of the reference reactor. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
~ 
No experiments are carried out within this project, the necessary 
experimental information is supplied by GfK (PNS 4240). Computer codes 
developed at IKE, modelling fuel pin behavior (e.g. STT, ZET-10, 
ZET-20, WUEZ) als well a$ the modular program system MELSIM are 
\ 
employed to the extend necessary. The experimental and theoretical 
knowledge is used to develop an improved computer code. 
5. Progress to Date 
to 3.1. A model in order to calculate the fuel pin heatup in helium 
atmosphere has been developed. It has been modified in order 
to calculate experiments in air and H20-vapor. The Zr-H2o-
reaction is included in the model. 
to 3.2. W, uo2 and Zr have different expansion coefficients. This 
causes changes in the gap widths which can be calculated by 
the model. Therefore, the time at which uo2 and Zr interact 
mechanically can be calculated. 
6. Results 
to 3.1. The calculated results and measured data are in good agree-
() ment. The deviations are less than 50 K (3 %) . This is satis-
factory with regard to uncertainties in the emissivity. 
7. Next Steps 
to 3.1. Additional experiments will be calculated with the model 
described. 
to 3.2. The diffusion between Zr und uo2 will be modelled also as 
well as the meltdown of pins. 
8. Relations with Other Projects 
The experimental data for the 
are provided by GfK (Research 
' performed and intended investigations 
Project PNS 4240). There is a strong 
() dependence on the experimental program. In return, the experimental 
program of GfK will be supported by the theoretical investigations. 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
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Classification: 2. 1 
Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
Technologie und Stoffwerte von LWR-Core-Schmelzen BRD 
(RS 200 (PNS 42115) - I. 1. 5, Jahresbericht A 76) SPONSOR: 
BMFT/GfK/PNS 
ORGANIZATION: 
GfK I PNS 
'ritle 2 (English) : Project Leader: 
Technology and properties of Corium melts Dr.G.Ondracek 
Initiated (Date) : \ Com.eleted (Date) : 
1975 .1978/79 
1 Status: . I Last Updating (Date): 
Continuing December 1976 
1. · General aim 
The general aim is to provide data on the behaviour of the core materials in a core 
melt down accident with a view to assessing its course and consequences. 
2. Particular objectives 
Preparation of various types of core melts (Corium) that arise under varying oxida-
tion conditions that could prevail in the accident environment. Determination of 
·properties such as thermal conductivity, thermal expansion, density, als well as the 
nature of the melt that exists in contact with concrete. 
3. Experimental facilities 
Available equipment includes a dilatometer/D.T.A., an apparatus for measuring contact 
angles via sessile drop technique. Furthermore experimental facilities are available 
for the metling and powder metallurgical consolidation of samples as well as meas-
urement of thermal conductivity. 
4.1 Progress to date 
Estimates of properties such as thermal conductivity, viscosity and heat capacity, 
have already been carried out and partly verified.Methods of preparation of Corium 
melts under inert gas conditions have been established. Experiments are under way 
to determine the interaction of Corium with concrete. 
4.2 Essential results 
It has been demonstrated that large quantities (~250 g) of Corium EX) can be 
prepared by induction heating in Thoria crucibles in inert gas. Thoria is not a 
.suitable material for the preparation of Corium EX3. Boronnitride seems to be 
promisina, although some Boron (5 wt.i.) is present in the solidified melt. 
Initial experiments on the reaction of oxidized Corium EXI with concrete (BN 250, 
12- 13.1 wt.i. Ca, 0.6-0.7 wt.% Fe, 1.3- 1.4 wt.% Al, 41.1- 46.1 wt.% o2, 
2.3 - 3.9 wt.% C, rest Si) under the following conditions: Concrete to Corium volume 
1ratio ~I; I atm steam, max. temperature 1800 K, time at max. temperature 
, .. 
5 min: 
have revealed that the case in all mixtures, the uranium and zirconium are present 
as oxides along with the oxides fo the concrete, whereas Iron, Chromium and Nickel 
fare still metallic. 
-
.5. Next steps 
Estimation of the surface energies of the core components in context of a steam 
explosion. 
Measurements of density and thermal expansion of Corium to determine the probabit'ity 
~f a seggregated melt. Determination of the nature of the Core melt in contact with 
~he concrete containment. 
6. Relations with other projects 
PNS 4244 
7. Reference documents 
KFK Report 2262 (1976) in German 
"Eigenschaftsabschatzungen fi.ir LWR-Coreschmelzprogramm" und "Technologie und 
Eigenschaften von Corium" , Reaktortagung, Di.isseldorf, 30.3.-2.4.76, Deutsches 
Atomforum e.V., 1976: S.248-51 and 260-63. 
8. Degree of availability 
Unrestricted distribution· 
: 
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Classification: 2. 1 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
Messung der Hochtemperaturviskositat von ausgewahlten BRD 
Substanzen, die im Zusammenhang mit einem moglichen SP£>~,PR: Kernschmelzunfall wichtig sind 
(RS 214 - I.1.5, Jahresbericht A 16) 
ORGANIZATION; 
... Battelle-~nstitu 
·r~tle 2 (Enslish) : Project Leader: 
Measurement of the High-Temperature Viscosity of Selec t- Dipl. -Phys. 
ted Substances Which Are Important in Connection with R. Skoutajan a Possible Core-Melting Accident 
Initiated (Date): Com,eleted (Date): 
June 1, 1976 September 30, 1977 
Status: Last uedating (Date) : 
Continuing December 3 1 ' 1976 
1. General Aim 
Measurement of the viscosity of an oxidic core melt of Corium-EX) type 
and its components. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Modification of the available high-temperature rotational viscosi-
meter of Searle type into Couette type 
J. Research Program 
~~Concept, design and construction work for a measuring system consisting 
of thorium oxide crucible~ for the other components of the vis-
cosimeter, and for non-reusable and auxiliary equipment; functional 
testing. 
New findings, according to which thorium oxide crucibles are not 
sufficiently resistant to a Corium-EX) melt /1,2/, have called for 
a modification of the research program to include use of more 
suitable crucible materials (cf. Section 7). 
4. Experimental Facilities 
The work carried out in the report period consisted in the con-
structionof the experimental facilities. 
5. Progess to Date 
5.1 Concept work. 
· 5.2 Preparation of design drawings for all components of the 
·viscosimeter and for the non-reusable equipment. 
5.3 The construction work for the followings parts is under way 
and partly completed: 
- Holder for rotary crucible 
- Rotary shaft transmission 
- Temperature measuring equipment 
- Induction furnace for viscosimeter 
- Induction furnace for hot pressing equipment 
- Sintering template (fixing of Th02 axles in Th02 
crucibles by means of presintered granular Th02 ) 
- Male and female carbon molds for hot pressing of TaC-
susceptors 
- Mol&ed graphite parts for thermal insulation. 
5.4 Functional testing of rotary shaft transmission, vacuum equipment 
and the two induction furnaces. 
5.5 Fabrication of granular Th02 from powdered Th02 ; preliminary 
experiments for fixing a Zro2 axle in Zr02 and MgO ·crucibles 
by means of granular Th02 • 
5.6 Construction of the hot pressing apparatus. 
'\ 
5.7 Additional work has become necessary in the report period 
as Zircoa declared that tmy were unable to grind further 
crucible pairs in addition to the four pairs supplied to date. 
Design and construction of a grinding machine for Tho2 , taking 
into account the radiation protection regulations; construction 
of components of the grinding machine, and functional testingof 
some of these parts. 
6. Results 
The concept, design and bench work was carried out on schedule until 
it turned out that the research program had to be modi£ied (cf. 
Section 3). The results of the functional tests of the parts 
completed by that date were sati'sfactory. 
7. Next Steps 
In accordance with the proposed modification of the research program, 
new - pre£erably metallic - crucible materials will be selected and 
examined for their resistance to oxidic melts. It is planned to 
measure the decrease in thickness o£ the crucible and to determine 
the chemical composition o€ the melt. Parallel to the above work, 
concept work for adapting the high-temperature viscosimeter to the 
() selected crucible material will be carried out. 
0 
8. Relation With Other Projects 
The Research Project BMFT-RS 200 covers the fabrication and 
characterization of Corium-EX) samples. 
9. References 
In the report period no interim reports were prepared by Battelle. 0 
(1) Quarterly Report V76/3 on Research Project RS 200 
(2) KFK 2220: Reaktions- und Schmelzverhalten der LWR-Corekomponenten 
U0 2 , Zircaloy und Stahl wahrend der Abschmelzperiode. July 1976 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
The above cited references are 0 available uporio reoquest from 
Institut ftir Reaktorsicherheit/Forschungsbetreuung 
Glockengasse 2 
5000 Koln 
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Classification: 2.1 
Ti.tlo _1 ___ (~linal Language): COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Studie i.iber die Relevanz und die Durchftihrbarkeit von 
Messung,•n d~r Warmetonungen chemischer Reaktionen be in' ~t~t:fiOR: 
Kernschrnelzen und tiber den integralen Warmeinhalt von 
Kernschrnelzen ORGANIZATION: (RS 19? - I.1.5, Jahresbericht A 76.) Battelle-Institut 
e.V. 
·r i tle 2 C_£;_~:slish): Project Leader: 
Study on the Relevance and Feasibility of Measur~rnent.! Dipl.-Phys. of the Heat Effects of Chemical Reactions Takin~ I? lac 
During Core Melting and on the Integral Heat Content R. Skoutajon 
of 
1-----
Core Mcl t,a 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date) : 
0 
February 10' 1976 Decc,mber )1, 1976 
--$tatus: Last UEdatinsz (Date): 
./ I Complf'tPd December 31, 1976 
t. General Aim 
Investigation of the heat e~~ects during a hypothetical core-melting 
accident. 
2~ Particular Objectives 
Calculation of heat e~:fect data and development o~ measurement concepts. 
). Research Porgram 
The research program modified and approved in September1976 covers the 
:follow,ing items: 
()3.1 Inve~tigation o:f ~he relevance o:f chemical reactions ~or the core-
melting accident 
).1.1 Evaluation 6! the literature concerning the integral generation 
of aft~,r-decay heat aa ~ :function o~ time 
).1.2 Calcul~tion o:f the after-decar heat 
).1.) Compil~1tion o:f the possible cbemical reactions oocuring during 
the core-melting accident 
).1.4 Listin~ o:f the reaction entha~piea and reaction rates known f~om 
tho 1 i t,era ture 
).1.5 Cal'cul~tion of the time.dependqnt sneration of heat of reaction 
).1.6 Comparison of the nuclear and the chemical portions .of heat 
generated during the core-mel~ing accident 
I 
I 
,1 
t 
r 
1: 
! 
I 
i 
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3.2 Feasibility study on the measurement of heat effects of chemical 
reactions during a core-melting accident and of the integral heat 
content of core melts 
3.2.1 Definition of the quantities to be measured 
3.2.2 Selection of the most suitable measuring methods and selection 
of the crucible material, the heating method and the temperature 
measurement on the basis of theoretical considerations and 
calculations 
3.2.3 Concept work for a measuring apparatus including data on its 
expected measuring accuracy on the basis of theoretical 
considerations and calculations. 
4. Experimental .F'acili ties, Computer Codes 
5· Progress to Date 
Ad 3•1: The heat effects of chemical rea.ctions were calculated on the 
basis of most recent literature data. These values were compared 
with the amount of heat set free by the nuclear after-decay 
reaction. 
Ad 3.2: Various methods of high-temperature calorimetry (differen,ial 
scanning calorimetry, ~d~abatic calorimetry and isothermal 
calorimetry) were studied.~nd compared. 
6. Results 
Ad 3.1: Considering a 1,200-MW pressurized-water reactor, an amount of 
energy of 150 GWs is released by the nuclear after-decay 
r~action within a period of 1500 s from the beginning of the 
accident. Wit'· 4 .. this period, the energy released by the 
zirconium-steam reaction exceeds that of nuclear after-decay 
considerably. Substantial amountc; of heat can also be liberated 
if steel (in particular its chromium components) is oxidized 
by the steam, and even more so if oxygen present in the 
containment takes part in the oxidation reaction. 
Ad 3.2.2: According to the literature, adiabatic calorimetry is the only 
method which1 has so far been ~pplied successfully in the 
temperature range above 1500 °C. Differential scanning 
calorimetry seems to be suited fur the temperature range 
I : 
between 1800 and 2200 °C. Calculations of the heat exchange 
by radiation in an ~sothermal calorimeter have shown that 
th.i.s method is only applicab~e if a temperature diff'erence 
as small as 1 °C can be measured and maintained. 
Ad ).2.): A measuring apparatus according to the p'rinciple of a 
ch.mical continuous~flow ~eactor has been devised for 
investi~ating the r~actiop between metallic core melt and 
st~am. It can be used to ·~ecide whether the heat is released 
during bubble formation or during ascent of the bubbles in 
tho melt and will make it possible to obtain inf'ormation 
about the kinetics of' the above reaction. Use of' an automatic 
microbalance will ensure a high measuring accuray. 
1. Nnxt Stnpl!l 
Tho rosults "!ill by sununarized in the' final report. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
; 
RS 154 (KWU) Untersuchungen zur Wechselwirkung von Reaktorbeton und 
Kernschmelze 
RS 72a and 72b (KWU) Theoretische Aufstellung der Energiebilanzen. 
Bilanzgrenze RDB-Wand und Bilanzgrenze Containmentwand fUr DWR und 
SWR. 
RS 74a (KWU) Untersuchung der metallurgischen und chemischen Wechael-
wirkung von Keunschmelze und Reaktordruckbehalterwand 
~~NS 4244 (GfK) Versuche zur Erstellung von Zustandsdiagrammen und zum 
t_deaktionsverhalten von Corekomponenten sowie phasenanalytiache 
eharakterisie.~ung von Kernschmelzexperimenten 
·PNS 4245 (GfK) Stof'~erte von LWR-Coreschmelzen 
9. References 
Technical report 
RS 197: ~t11dy on the Relevance and Feasibility of Measurements of the 
Heat Effects of Chemical Reactions. 
Septembrr, 1076, Battelle-Institut e.V., Frankfurt am Main 
' 10. Degroc of tLvailabi li ty Of the Reports 
the abov,·-~iterd report is available upon request from 
Insti tut l'ur Heaktorsicherhei t/Forschungsbetreuung 
Glockenr;:~~~se 3. 
5000 KBln 
frli"p;DDUP JW¥U t 
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Classification: 2. 1 
Title , (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Experimente zur Simulation groBer Kernschmelzen 
(Vorprojekt) SPONSOR: 
BMFT 
(PNS 4246- I. 1.5, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION; 
GFK/PNS 
·ri tle -2 (English) : Project Leader: 
Experiments on Simulated Large Core Melts D. Perinic 
RBT/IT 
Initiated (Date) : ... ComEleted (Date) : 
'-1976 
Status: Last Updating (Date) : 
Continuing Dec. 1976 
1. General Aim 
Verification of melt front propagation and fission product release 
models in scale-up experiments. 
2. Particular Objectives 
2.1. Investigation of the penetration of the melt front. 
2.2 Investigation of combined influences of thermohydraulic and 
reaction behaviour and their influence on activity release • 
...... 
.:..../ 
2.3. Investigation of the influence of pool depth and circulation on 
the release of fission and acti"vation products. 
2.4. Investigation of layer and crust formation, boiling and evaporation· 
of the melt. 
2.5. Investigation of phases and phase distribution in the melt because 
they are related to distribution of fission and activation products. 
2.6. Investigation of atmospheric oxidation at the surface of the melt 
and of internal oxidation caused by the gases released from 
concrete decomposition. 
2.7 •. Investigation of the long-term behaviour and of possibilities of 
melt cooling in concrete. 
2.8. Investigation of the formation, diffusion and sedimentation 
behaviour of aerosols released from the melt. 
l 2.9. Investigation of hydrogen generation and limitation of the 
explosion risk. 
1 
t 
3. Research Programme 
3.1. corium melt experiments in the range of 100 to 1000 kg in concrete 
crucibles (particular objectives 2.1 ... 2.9). 
3.2. Corium melt experiments in the range of 100 to 1000 kg in cooled 
crucibles (particular objectives 2.7 ). 
4. Experimental Facilities 
4.1. Preliminary experiments:. 
- SASCHA melting furnace (max. 5 kg) 
- THERMITE melt~ng furnace (max. 400· kg) 
!4.2. An experimental facility for 100 •.. 1000 kg melts should be 
constructed. 
5. Progress to Date 
A detailed work programme was written which specifies the work required 
and the date of completion. A feasibility study simulating large core 
melts was begun. Preliminary investigations were conducted with three 
different melt masses (0.1 - 1 - 10 t). The applicability of the familiar 
methods of heating was investigated. Several technical data of the 
rxperimental facility were determined. The following investigations were 
performed in addition: chemical reactions on the melt surface, gas 
filtering, melt composition, fissium production and analysis, temperature 
measurement, handling of radioactive waste, experimental building. 
Two types of experiments were carried out to investigate the melt-
concrete reaction and to develop stable concrete crucibles. 
- 0.5 kg corium was melted in concrete crucibles. 
100· ... 300 kg molten iron were poured into large concrete crucibles. 
~ j The use of glass fibre reinforcement in the crucible set a limit to 
! 
the width. 
6. Results Obtained 
It was found that the experiments on activity release, surface oxidation, 
crust formation, boiling and evaporation processes call for methods such . 
(~s induction heating which I ·~radients of the surface. do not disturb the natural temperature 
The maximum power ,generated within the melt was determined. In case of 
an accident, the fission product power density at the melting front is 
est,imated at 0. 7 MW/m2 • In order to match this condition, we calculated 
the necessary electric net power: 
melt mass kg 
melt power for H = D MW 
melt power for 4H = D MW 
100 
0.213 
0.268 
1000 
0.987 
1. 243 
10000 
4.586 
5.771 
The maximum local power density at the melt front may be as high as 
()MW/m2 because of cooling of the melt. 
To simulate the accident atmosphere, a pressure vessel withstanding 
6 bar will be required. In any case, the melt will be covered by steam. 
However, the containment pressure may be simulated by non-condensable 
gas (with cold pressure vessel walls) or by steam (with hot walls). 
Preliminary experiments will be required to investigate the electrical 
discharge within these atmosphe'res. 
TOROIDIH .. Cl/tCUL.ATION Cet.L. 
CONc~ETE 
·- _s··-- .. 1" · --r·-· -~ ··- ·---_r--.. r·--
A convective melt circulation in a shallow crucible was observed in two 
pour-in experiments. At a melt temperature of about 1400°C in cool 
0 " .. 
crucibles (approx. 5 C), a toroidal circulation cell developed as shown 
in the figure. The velocity of th'is movement appeared to be faster than 
expected from free bubble movement. 
. ,., . 
~ .,.. ~· 
Classification 
2.1. . . 
Title 1 
Coremelting - Measurement oF physical properties oF 
molten reactor core materials 
, 
.... 
Country : JRC 
Sponsor : 
BMFT and CEC 
Organisation : 
JRC ISPRA 
Establishment 
Project leader 
R. Palinski 
-(:~ .. -.~--------------------------------~------~~-----------· 
Initiaterl: 1.12.1972 Completed : 30~6.1975 ) 
Status : Progressing Last updating : March1975 ·~--~==~~~~~-===~-==~--~~~----~---
·o 
1 ) Genera 1 aim 
Measurement of physical ~roperties of molten 
reactor core materials to provide data For core 
meltdown analysis. 
2) Particular objectives 
.. 
Measurement of the viscosity and surface tension 
• 
of core melts 
3) Experimental facilities and programme 
Measurement of viscosities 
Net hod : .Oscillating cruci bl·e 
Materials: uo2 and mixtures oF uo2 , Zircaloy and steel ("Corium", homogeneous phases only, to be 
identified by research project RS 74~). 
Measurement of surface tension 
Method : Maximum bubble pressure 
Materials: Same as above 
. •, 
I 'Ill• I 
. . , : · '4) Project statu~ .. ··. '• 
.·. 
~ .. 
.. 
' .. . . 
.( 
1. Proqress to date: ~e assembly of. the apparatus £or 
the viscosi.ty measurements was completed. The .Pirst 
. 
·preliminary tests have shown that a number of modi-
fications o£ the.apparatus were necessary in order 
to improve the precision of the measurements, the 
maximum temperature and the safety o£ the installation. 
The following improvements have been accomplished : 
The period o£ oscillation has.been increased up to 
about 10 sec in order to decre~se the danger of appearance 
of turbuience in the core melt. The best solution 
proved t~ be an increase in the length of the torsion wire 
and the corresponding displacement o£ the point of attacr 
ment. Because o£ this modification, the charging oE the 
apparatus also became simpler:· 
-A cooling system has been installed.in order to limit 
the heating of the torsion wire and:the resulting varia-
tions o£ the period o£ oscillation and o£ ~he damping. 
- An absorption filter has been installed in the gas out-
let to avoid the dispersion.o£ Corium. 
- The laser beam shielding has been improved~· 
·~ A new high temperature furnace has been installed. 
·- The counting chains have been modernized. 
The construction o£ the apparatus for the measurement of 
the surface tension was completed. The first preliminary 
tests with .liquid silver have given satisfactory results 
and modifications have ess~ntially been completed. 
2. Essential results: The modified measuring'stand for the 
viscosity was tested. After completing calibration measure-
• 
ments for the determination of the constants o£ the appara-
tus, viscosity measurements were made with the follo~ng 
components .of the. ~o~e melt : ~02 ,. Zircaloy and Steel ·· 
N~ 14450 ... 
,.. 
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Results obtained : 
···~ .. . . 
Material Crucible Material V.iscosit;y: at Nelting R: 
UO~x 
Steel No. 14450 · 
Zircaloy · 
. (cP) 
TaC about 37 
A12o3 
TaC and Al2o3 
.... ".\ 3.8 
> " • 0 6 
• 
· The measured value o£ the viscosity o£ uo2 lies c~~siderably 
above the value of 7- cP. obtained by Tsai and Olander f.-1J 
and corresponds more·closely to the value of 36-46 cP, mea-
. . . 
· sured by Bates et al., ['"2J ~nd to the value o£ 25 cP . .· 
assumed in the safety studies of Argo~e C3~. , · 
The measured value of the steel is of the order o£ magni-
tude of iron (5 cP at ,the melting point) C4J. 
The measured value of ·zircaloy of about 0.6 cP, obtained 
with an Al2o3 crucible, ~s unexpectedly small. Measurement 
with a TaC crucible however gave a similar result. 
These data are to be considered as preliminary because 
·each result has been derived from a single measurement only.· 
The reproducibility oP the results will be checked later • 
.. . . . . 
L1J H.C. Tsai and D.R. Olander.: "The viscosity o£ molten 
uranium dioxide", J. Nucl. 1-fater • .1;1 (1972) 83 -.86. 
. . 
f.-2J J.L. Bates, C.E. HcNeilly and j.J. Rasmussen, Material 
Science Research 5 (1970) 11 •. 
~3_7 Arrronne National Laboratory, Reactor Development 
Program Progress-Report, ANL-7872, s. 8.1 (October 
1971). 
/.-4J K. Schafer : "Eigenscha.f'ten der Haterie in ihren 
Aggregatzustanden", s. Teil, Bandteil a, Transport-
phanomene I (Viskositat und Diffusion), Sp~jnger 
(1969). 
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5) Next stei?s : l"leasurement o£ viscosity o£ core melts 
and their components. ·Continuation o~ preliminary 
testing o£ the surface tension measurement apparatus. 
Measurement of surface tension of core melts and their 
components • 
6) Relation with other projects :·There is ·a close re-
lation with the following BMFT contracts (RS) : 
•. 
RS 71-: "Research and development studies on the 
measurement of molten reactor core materials, 
compatibi.li ty studies between these ·materials 
and crucible material;s", BATTELLE-Institut e.V. 
RS 74a: "Research'proj.ect core melting : 5. investiga-
, 
tion .. of the metallurgical interaction between· 
melt and reactor pre~sure vessel wall", 
KRAFT\~RK UNION AG. 
7) Reference documents : 
Quarterly reports in the series IRS-FORSCHUNGSBERICHTE 
Report period Oct. 1972 - Dec. 1972 IRS - F - 14 
n 
" 
Jan. 1973 .;.. March1973 IRS - F- 15 
" " 
Apr. 1973 - June 1973 IRS -F- 16 
. 
" 
n July 1973 - Sept.1973 IRS - F- 17 
" " Oct. 1973 - Dec. 1973 IRS - F - 19 
tl 
" 
Jan. 1974.- March1974 IRS - F - 20 
" " 
Apr. 1974 - June 1974 IRS -F- 21 
" 
tt July 1974 - Sept.1974 IRS - F- 22 
JRC Safety Programme Progress Report 1974 
8) Degree of availability : Freely available 
9) Budqet ·: The·expected total investment including· the 
cost of the facility and the running costs are : 
BMFT : about 140.000 UA 
CEC : " "'53.000 UA 
.. 
' ~ I 
. i . 
• ,. 
: .• 
.• 
( 
~0) Personnel : 3.7 men/year 
11) Additional information : 
'p 
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Classification: 2.2 
• 
Title , (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Experimentelle Untersuchungrer Damp£explosion SPONSOR: (RS 76-L 1. s. 11 Jahresbericht A 76 11 
ORGANIZATION: 
JRC Ispra 
'ritle 2 (English) : Project Leader: 
Experimental Investigation o£ the Vapour Explosion H. Kottowski 
F. Toselli 
Initiated (Date) : Corn;eleted (Date) : 
1. 11. 1972 
.31.12.1977 : 
Status: 
_ Last UJ2dating (Date) : 
Continuing 31.12.1976 
1. GENERAL AIM 
Theoretical and experimental investigation o£ the process o£ thermal inter-
action o£ molten reactor core materials and coolant as well as the estimation 
o£ the consequences o£ vapour explosions in a core. 
2. PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
In particular it is intended to study the thermal interaction between molten 
uo2, molten structural materials and water. The subjects o£ special interest 
are: 
- the theoretical investigation o£ the fuel/coolant interaction, 
- basic oriented experimental studies o£ the factors influencing the process 
o£ interaction, 
- experiments simulating reactor-like conditions with respect to the volume.• 
tric ratio o£ molten .material and coolant. 
The basic questions to be answered in a situation where molten materials 
come into contact with the coolant are: what is the amount o£ generated mecha-
nical work, in what manner is it released and what are the mechanisms de-
termining the fragmentation of the molten materials. 
3. PROGRAM 
Theoretical and experimental work is underway to study the thermal inter-
action process o£: 
- stainless steel and water, 
- uo2 -granulates and water, 
- uo2 and water. 
3. 1 Theoretical Studies 
The aim of the theoretical studies is the development of interaction models 
and calculation codes for the estimation of the conversion rate of thermal 
energy into mechanical work and pressure load of the reactor vessel. 
3. 2 Experimental Studies 
3. 2.1 Basic Oriented Shock Tube Experiments 
------------------------------------
These experiments are performed in order to provide data in a mono-
dimensional test device to check and to adjust the physical interaction model 
and the calculation code. The quantities measured directly during the expe-
riments as a function of time are: 
- pressure excursion, 
velocity of the displacement of the liquid in the channel, 
- vapour production. 
Parameters which can be adjusted for the various tests are: 
- coolant temperature, 
- mass of molten material (up to 15o g), 
- system pressure (up to 25 bar). 
3. 2. 2 ~.:<P:.:~~-e_z:.t~ _ ~Z:. El::-~~~-~:~~ !_C:.c_i~~ty_ 
The goal of these experiments is the study of the thermal interaction of 
"large'' quantities (up to 4 kg) of fuel and coolant in a confinement simulating 
the reactor vessel. The quantities measured directly during the experiments 
are: 
the pressure excursions and strains as a function of time, 
- the temperature history in the tank during the interaction .. 
An attempt has been made to visualize the fragmentatic;>n history, using a 
high-speed camera. 
4. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES 
Because of the difficulty of modelling the fuel/ coolant interaction, two test 
facilities have been built: 
a) a mono-dimensional shock tube test rig for the study of the thermodynamic 
factors and 
b) a tank facility for the simulation of reactor-like conditions at least as far 
as the volumetric ratio of fuel and coolant is concerned. 
5. PROGRESS TO DATE 
5.1 Channel Experiment 
- The two-dimensional computation code KAMI has been tested with constant 
physical parameters, 
.. 
. . 
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- molten stainless steel tests have been repeated for confirmation, 
- Al-HzO tests for the validation of the test facility have been performed. 
5. 2 Tankexperiment 
- Interaction experiments with molten stainless steel {AISI 347) and water at 
small melt to coolant volume ratio (.smaller than 1 :1000) have been termina-
ted, 
fabrication and sintering of 40 kg of UOz pellets, 
- preparation of experiments with UOz {granulates or molten) • 
6. RESULTS 
6. 1 Theoretical Work 
A two-dimensional computation code describing its interaction process in the 
channel experiment has been developed and tested with constant physical proper-
ty values. The application of the developed extrapolation equations (which are 
rational functions of polynomials of 7th and 6th order) for the computation of the 
physical properties of water in the supercritical range {up to 25000C and 10,000 
bar) encountered numerical stability problems, which have not yet been resolved 
completely. 
6. 2 Channel Experiments 
Tests have been performed with stainless steel and Al. The scope of the Al-tests 
was to check whether in the available test facility explosio_n like melt-water 
interactions are feasible. 5 Tests were performed with Ai-melt of 750°C and wa-
ter of 25 respectively 80°C. 
The.pressure peaks measured in all experiments were in the range of 70 to 130 bar. 
The stainless steel tests confirmed low pressure generation { < 11 bar) measured 
in previous tests. 
6. 3 Tankexperiments 
A series of 28 interaction experiments on stainless steel/water have been per-
forlTled; 15 of them were successful. 
The experimental conditions were as follows: 
stainless steel weight 
stainless steel temperature 
H 2 0 temperature 
gas content of H 2 0 
H 2 0 volume 
· system pressure 
1. 5 and 3 kg 
1600 to 1800°C 
20, 80 and 230°C 
saturated and degassed 
"' 300 1 
1 to 25 bar. 
Two different v.elocities of melt entering into the water were used: pouring it 
from 10 cm above the water level or destroying the crucible botton1: at the end 
of the 3 m fall. 
None of the performed experiments resulted in a vapour explosion. The maximum 
pressure produced by the interaction was about 2 bar. 
Always a very poor fragmentation was observed; slightly higher fragmentation 
occurred when the melt entered the water at higher velocity. 
Motion of the split melt and boiling effects during its cooling have been visualized 
70 cm below the water surface by high-speed camera (up to 2000 frames per 
sec). 
\ 
7. FUTURE STUDIES 
- Termination of the stainless steel tests at 25 bar system pressure and 200°C 
water temperat.ure, 
- uo2 -granulates/water tests, 
- molten U02 -water tests. 
-Interaction experiments of uo2 -granulates or molten uo2 with water at the 
same volume ratio used for the steel tests, 
- interaction experiments of steel and U02 with water at melt/coolant volume 
ratio simulating reactor-like conditions. 
8. RELATIONS WITH OTHER PROJECTS· 
No new relations with respect to 197 5 Annual Report. 
9. REFERENCE DOG UMENTS 
-Quarterly reports, 
- Calculation Model Code of Fuel/Coolant Interaction; 
H. Goldammer, H. M. Kottowski; Working paper on the OECD Meeting on 
"Calculation Models", Paris 28/29 Aprill975 {English) {limited availability) 
- Fachbericht des IKE und des CCR Ispra uber den Stand der begleitenden 
theoretischen Arbeiten zur Dampfexplosion; R. Benz, G. Frohlich, H. Gold-
ammer, H. M. Kottowski, 
- Experimentelle Untersuchung zur Dampfexplosion; H. Hohmann, H. M. Kottows-
ki, F. Toselli, 
- Theoretical and Experimental Investigation of the Similation of Fuel Coolant 
Interaction in a Shock Tube Configuration; H. Goldammer, H. M. Kottowski1 
International Meeting Fast Reactor Safety and Related Physics, Oct. 5-8-76, 
Chicago. 
lO.DEGREE OF AVAILABILITY OF THE REPORTS 
All Reports available. 
Classification: 2.2 
Title , (Original Language) : COUNTR~: 
Theoretische Simulation von Dampfexplosionen in Tank- BRD 
geometrie, Entwicklung geeigneter Fragmentationsmodelle SPONSOR: (RS 206 - I.1.5, Jahresbericht A 76) BMFT 
ORGANIZATION; 
Inst.f.Kernenerg 
'\ Univ. Stuttgart I 
•ritle 2 (Eng:lish) : Project Leader: 
Theoretical Investigation of Vapor Explosions in Pool- Prof. Dr. -Ing •· 
Type-Geometry, Development of Models Describing the H. Unger 
Fragmentation Process Dipl.-Ing.R.Benz 
Initiated (Date): Com.eleted (Date) : 
May 1 1 1976 July 31, 1978 
Status: Last Updating (Date): 
Continuing December 1976 
1. General Aim 
Within the frame of the research project core meltdown experimental 
and theoretical calculations on hypothetical vapor explosions in 
light water reactors are performed. The theoretical acticities ini-
tiated are intended to lead to a broadening of the knowledge on 
conditions, course and extend of vapor explosions possibly during 
a hypothetical core meltdown. 
2. Particular Objectives 
·The aim of the research project can be subdivided into the following 
tasks 
- Estimation of the upper limits of the energy release and the pres-
sure buildup during a reaction between molten materials and water 
in reactor geometry under reactor-relevant conditions with respect 
to specific courses of the accident after the beginning of the melt-
down 
- Clarification of the conditions and the course of the fragmentation 
processes which might lead to vapor explosions 
- Development of calculational models in order to describe the frag-
mentation based on relevant physical mechanisms for the fragmen-
tation 
Development of a calculational model in order to describe vapor 
'I 
. l 
• 
explosions in pool-type geometry 
- Theoretical calculations of the experiments performed in pool-type 
geometry at the EURATOM-research center at Ispra. 
3. Research Program 
3.1. Performance of an Investigation Using Engineering Methods 
Estimates on upper limits for .. energy release and vapor pressure 
buildup during hypothetically postulated vapor explosions in 
reactor geometry 
3.2. Development of Fragmentation Models 
Theoretical investigation of fragmentation models for various 
materials and reactor conditions. Selection of mechanisms which 
may occur during core meltdown and development of calculational 
models in order to describe course and extend of the reaction 
(e.g. bubble collapse model /1/, shock wave model). 
3.3. Development of a Model for Pool-Type-Geometry and Calculation of 
Experimental Results 
Coupling of the fragmentation models within a computer code 
describing the course of a vapor explosion. Collection of data 
obtained from the experiments performed in pool-type-geometry, 
calculation of partial results from experiments, e.g. surface in-
crease of the melt, fragmentation time, pressure distribution. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
In order to estimate the strongly transient. pressure distribution, 
and the quasi-static pressure-buildup in reactor geometry a computer 
·program has been developed. 
Another program estimating fragmentation of the melt based on the 
vapor bubble collapse has been worked out and improved. A further 
development will be necessary however. 
5. Progress to Date 
The estimation of the strongly transient and the quasi-static pressure 
distribution in reactor geometry (PWR and BWR) has been completed. 
The distribution of mechanical energy generated by vapor bubble col-
lapse at the boundary between two different liquids has been investi-
gated regarding large changes in the thermodynamic conditions. A lit-
0 
0 
erature study has been perfor~ed in order to find information on the 
minimum film boiling temperature and the corresponding heat fluxes 
under film boiling conditions for···a horizontal plate and a horizontal 
cylinder in pool-type geometry. 
6. Results 
Unless a coherent reaction of more than 1 metric tons of melt with a 
substantial amount of water occurs, no serious damage of the pressure 
vessel or the containment is to be expected (entrapment was not con-
sidered) . 
With respect to the bubble collapse model it has been found that for 
both, mild and strong pressure pulses most of the mechanical energy 
generated will remain in the water. 
7. Next Steps 
\ 
The development of the' bubble collapse model will be continued. Inves-
tigations on the minimum film boiling temperature will be performed 
for different conditions. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
For pool-type-experiments performed at the EURATOM-center at Ispra 
(research project BMFT RS 76) theoretical calculations are done. The 
results obtained experimentally are used for the theoretical model. 
9. References 
/1{ Benz, R., G. Frohlich, H. Goldammer, H. Kottowski, H. Unger 
Theoretische Studien zur Dampfexplosion, 2. Technischer Fachbe-
richt zum Forschungsvorhaben BMFT RS 76, Universitat Stuttgart, 
Institut fur Kernenergetik, April 1976 
/2/ Benz, R., w. Schwalbe, H. Unger 
IngenieurmaBige Abschatzung der Energiefreisetzung und des Druck-
aufbaus bei Dampfexplosionen in Reaktorgeometrie, 1. Technischer 
Fachbericht zum Forschungsvorhaben BMFT RS 206, Universitat 
Stuttgart, Institut fur Kernenergetik, Dezember 1976 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
Gesellschaft fur Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH, Postfach 10 16 50, 
5000 Koln 1, Fed. Rep. of Germany 
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Classification 
2.2. 
Title 1 
Fuel - water thermal interaction' 
' ... 
Country: JRC 
§ponsor: 
. BMFT and CEC 
oraanization : 
· JRC ISPRA 
Establishment 
Initiated :. 1973 Completed : December 1976 Pro j ec.t leader : 
. 
Status : progressing Last updating: : l-1arch1975 H. Kottowski 
1) General aim 
Assessment o£ possible pressures and 
.. 
due to the fuel/coolant in·tera·ctions 
, 
mechani·cal energy releases 
accompanying core melt-dovrn 
accidents. 
2) Particular objectives 1 .. . \ 
Collection o£ experimental data on the thermal interaction o£ 
molten £uel (uo2), or reactor structural materials (stainless 
steel, Zircaloy, Inconel, etc.) with water. The experimental 
results will be compared with theoretical model predictions 
to gain a better understanding o£ the interaction phenomena. 
3) EXEerimental facilities an~programme 
Two facilities are approaching completion : 
3.1. Tfle Tank Facility 
The core-melt material (up to 4 kg) is prepared in a 
crucible in a furnace (operating pressure up to 25 atm; 
3000°C) and dropped through a ·.r:all.:..guide into a reaction 
tank of 300 1 containing 200 1 H2o with a temperature up 
to 230°C (pressure 25 atm~ I·nstrumentation is provided 
for the measurement of the pressure and temperature · 
excursions accompanying interaction. 
, 
' ~- - ~ ...... ·-·- __ ! - .. ···-·-
.... · 
. I 
I 
.. 
•, 
J 
~( ...... ;. I ' .. 
•. 
f 
3.2. 
. i 
. T:l'le debris is 
l. • 
' 
analysed after 
About 40 experiments will be 
. 
\ 
.... 
each. experiment • 
necessary to cover 
. 
range of the various parameters involved. 
The Channel Facilit::t 
~- .. 
the 
This facility allows the measurement o£ the pressure 
excoo~sion, the displacement of the liquid in the channel 
and the vapour production as a £unction of the coolant tem-
peraturer the mass of molten material {up to 150 gr) and 
the blanket pressure· {up to 25 bar). The following materials 
are fore?een to be investigated : stainless steel, Zircalo·· 
Inconel and uo2 • 
. .. 
4) Project status 
1. Proaress to date : 
The 7'ank Facility : 
Fabrication and assembling of the supporting st~lcture and 
the whole circuitry including furnace, interaction tank, 
pumps, vessels, valves and vacuum system is completed. 
- Testing of the interlock system completed. 
Instrumentation for n1easuring and recording pressures and 
temperatures during the interaction in the tank has been 
comrnissioned. 
- Adaptation of a high speed camera in order to visualize the 
interaction process (at least at lOW system preSSUl'e) is 
underway. 
Preliminary experimental studies of a filter system to 
collect andlsplit the debris produced during the thermal 
interaction are underway. 
- The mechani~al device for catching and turning the crucible 
to drop·thc melt in the centre of the reaction tank has been 
£abri~ated and tested. 
A high frequency induction furnace £or d~gassing the ~ore · 
melt materials has been adopted. 
qcr ÿ
âl
tt' 
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,Tÿtg Chanirql Pacil.itv :
The mounting of the test-rig vas sta:lted at the end o.Ê
ng?4 
.
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llre. instnrmentâtiôn for pres'lure, ja'"rpo.'ar*i-'.and voiê
. 
measulements has'been prepurêa. ' 't 
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.:
- 
The cr'ucible ând, heating dys'cem for. preparing rncitten
,!. jrüO, are being tested in the"rli.glit. :Ci§,tne;sunôëôsniT t
I
I
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5) §e{! steps : completion of the test facirities andinitiation
o.Ê thei experiments. : ...'l ,i.'-..i..".:" '':::j ' Ji; .. ..:.'.. 1 . -' ; .'. ' - .'ia
. :: 
., 
,.:..,:;, 
..:.:rr..i,..* :-i.-, , I
rhese studies àre part of ;e"core ,urtcit *i' *ïÏii;l Tlo*u*r."
qf .Ëtao.Br"[Fî; ?he. refer'en'ce,ri'uihuëii§ ri., :tuè "'p'i.bj"àt taÇàrî"g rrrirh
the. §ArûP., gpbjec! -are'.:' i:-'- o r:'" :":'l 
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PN 4243, RS.71 ;..ns '?9 u';RS'' 80r rp6§::;411f i ,=Ëiii5't424i.:' ''' ' :'
..' 
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Reference.dogqments 3. i.i.*.-t.i.!, .' r;i.';I
-
G.Frôh].ich,H.,Kottovski,F.Tose}1i'....t..
,The.oleti ;gna u11$ e{pe,{imEnt q}}q;,Unterçrrchungen übsr. lête'
'!Ië'ôIâ d elluri lhupg ôp r ç}yo1 z eÿÇ : ÿ4à9'ri ar;i en,und xiihlffii. t t êt
IRS-Sâminà.r, Novernber 19?4 ,... . ;;,':. r'i
,!lu*.TL1 ,P1agrgs.: r§P,or.ts,, r :'i,.' ''l
;,, {Fq ,.XglL.Safstÿ rro!,ranune Pr'og'ess .Repoft:i
6)
4r)
:. . .
7)
., 
! 
' 
' 
.. 
. ,
·. 9) ,Budget : The expected total cost o.P the experiment, in-
cluding the investment and the running costs are : 
BHFT 
CEC 
: about 123 ooo UA · 
: about 210 000 UA 
10) P~~sonnel : 10 men/year 
11) Additional information : 
/ 
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P.R00.SC'J: TITLE : 
Fuel-Coolant Interaction 
- u~.lt o£ Pile studies in appropriate 
0eometries 
SJ?O.NSORirTG COUN·rRY : 
Cor."Jnission of the Euro;?ean Co:::' ... 1luni ties 
DATE INITIATED : 
DATE COI1PLETED : 
Doscrintion 
1 • General aim 
1973 
1980 
LHR 2 .. 2 .. 
ORGANISATION : 
JRC Ispra 
PROJECT LEADER : 
H. Kottowski 
H .. P.Orltnann 
Aim of the theorethical and experimental prograiT~e is the 
investigation of the thermal interaction process of molten 
reactor core materials .. and coolant, as well as estimatiop. of 
the consequences of vapour explosions in a core. 
2. Particular obi~ctives 
Collection of experimental data on thermal interact~on of molten 
fuel (U02), or r2actor structural materials with water in a tank 
facility. Reactor-like conditions are simttlated with respect to 
geometry and quantity of molten materials. 
The experimental results ';!ill be compared with theoretical model 
predictions to acquire a better understanding of the interaction 
y 1'lenomena . 
3. Experimental facilities and progr~~~e 
3.1 ~~~~~~!Y 
The core-melt material (up to 4 kg) contained in a crucible is 
heated in a furnace (up to 30oooc) and dropped through a fall-
~~ide into a reaction tank (diameter: 60 cm, height: 160 cmr 
operation pressure 40 ba~) ~dth variable amounts of water 
(temperature up to 23ooc). Smaller vessels (simulating P\•lR or mvR 
pressure vessels) can be installed in the reaction tank to get 
fuel/coolant volume ratios, .. representative for core melt-down 
• ' +- - +- +- .... • .d ~ f acclaen~s. ~ns~rumen~a~lon lS provl ea ,or: 
measurement of press't.Are and temperature excursions, accompanying 
the interaction 
measurement of strains in the vessel walls and support structure 
visualization of the fragmentation process using high speed 
cinefilms 
I 
:7' 
I! 
i 
. i' 3·. 2 
'I/ f 
l 
determination of the specific surface area of the debris 
by means absorption technique. 
Experiment~l Pro~ra~~e 
--~-------------~-----The experimental programme,agreed with the German BMFT in the 
frame of a collaboration contract, consists of two parts: 
. . 
A - Experimental studies of the factors influencing the 
interaction process at coolant/fuel volume ratios qf 
about 500. The molten material is poured in the reactions 
tank containing ~ 200 1 of H20. 
f) 
) 
B - Experiments in water reactor simulated geometries at coolant/ 
fuel volume ratios from 2 to 5. For this purpose smaller 
round bottome1 vessels will be supported inside the reaction 
tank. In addition to this, experiments with U02-granulates 
of particle diameters in the order of 100 microns and know-.a 
surface areas will be performed. 
The experimental programme is listed in the following tables: 
Experimental Parameters for progra~~e A 
melt material stainless steel uo 2 DIN·1.4550 
mass o£ melt 3 kg 4 kg 
temperature of melt 1500 oc 2900 oc 
gas contents of mcit l unknuwn tu .. :..Cno W'tl 
rr 2o tempera~ure I 20 oc 20 oc system pressure 1 bar l bar 
.. 
H20 temperature 20 oc 20 oc 
system pressure 25 bar 25 bar 
H2o te:npe:::-ature l 80 oc I 80 oc 
system pressure I l bar 1 bar 
H2o 
I 
temperature I 220 oc 220 oc system pressu:re 25 bar 25 bar 
I .. gas contents c.f H20 saturated at saturated at 
I H20 temp. I H00 temp. I i .... de gassed degassed 
., 
419 
·Experimental Parameters f9r Program~e B 
melt material stainless steel uo2 - uo2 DIN 1.4550 granulates 
. 
mass of melt 3 kg 3 kg' 4 kg 
temperature of melt 1500 °C 18000; 2900°c 
22oo0 c 
gas co'ntents of melt unknown. 
--
unk."1oml 
H20 temperature "20 oc 20 oc 20 oc 
system pressure 1 bar 1 bar 1 bar 
I 
: 
oc H20 temperature 80 oc 80 80 oc 
system pressure 1 bar 1 bar 1 bar 
' 
gas contents of H20 saturated at saturated at sat1:.:-ate d at· 
H2o temp. H2o temp. ' H /"\ 1:..::-.'""'n 2\J -·~.~ .. 
degassed_ degassed degassed. 
coolant/fuel volume 2; 5. 2_; 5 2;5 ratio 
-·· 
4. Proqres~ to date 
4.1 Experiments 
------------The experiments with stainless steel of progra~~e A (see 
table) have been terminated. 
4.2 Essential results 
---------------
I 
l 
i 
Conclusion of these series of measurements is, that only verJ 
weak thermal interactions have been observed in the described 
experimental conditions. 
Pressure ex~~rsions never exceeded 0,5 bars and the steel 
fragmen.tation was very poor. 
5. Next steps 
Interaction tests with molten U02 and H20 for progra®~e A. 
Preparation of experiment for programme B. 
6. Relatio~s with other D~oiects 
·-' ... --·--·~-~-
t 
,· 
I 
·-v ·r 
, I 
" 
, 
7. 'R~ferencs documsnts 
1975 JRC Safety Progress Report 
8. Degree of availability 
free available 
.9. Budqet 
1 o. Manpower 
6 man/year. 
r~ 
) 
6. Relations with other projects 
Probabilistic accidental transients analysis. 
7. Reference docu.r.tents 
£1J Validation of probabilistic trru1sient analysis by 
comparison with theoretical data of the Obrigheim 
?HR Harking paper, Oct. 1976. 
J. Amesz, G.F. Francocci. 
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'l'illc 1 
FUEL-COOLANT INTERACTIOUS (1) 
Title 2 
ln1tiatcd 1970 Gomplcted : 
2.2 
COUN'l'HY 
UNIT.s.D KINGDOI1 
SPONSOR UKAEA 
OH CAN IZATION 
WINDSCALE (RDL) 
Pro,1cct Leader 
DR H LAWTON 
Scientioto: 
Status : '\ \ Li1.Gt updating 
1-· 
Description: 
1. General Aim 
To predict and thus contain the mechanical effects following core melt-down. 
2. Particular Objectives 
3· 
To observe the various phenomena when hot and cold liquids are brou~ht into 
contact, with particular reference to a hot liquid which subsequently freezes. 
Exner1mental Facilities and Prograw~e 
A low temperature rig (limited to about 1000°C) is now operational and initial 
results have been obtained using cold water and Bi203. Peak pressures in the 
range 1000-2500 psi have been recorded, with lower pressures in other pulses. 
A single test usine tin just above the melting point has been carried out with 
no evidence of any interaction, although this was to be expected from the 
results of other workers. A further test would be carried out to investigate 
this unexpected fi1~ding. 
The rig will be used to investigate· a wide range of materials as quickly as 
possible rather than to investigate one system in depth. Materials to be used 
include boron dioxide, magnesium and silver, and possibly mercury - molten glass. 
Batelle has seen evidence of chemical reaction in the Al/H20 system apparently 
causing reaction, and this mechanism should be borne in mind. 
4. Project Status 
I 
The results of this series of test will be reviewed about the end of 1975. 
5. Reference Documents 
Internal documents 
Darby, Pottinger, Rees & Turner. Paper 7 to Crest Meeting on Fuel-Coolant 
Interaction. Grenoble. January 1972. 
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2.2· 
Title 1 
FUEL-COOLANT INTERACTIONS (2) 
\ 
Title 2 
1----------------------.,.,..--~~-:--------· -----1 ln1tia~ccl 1972 Completed : 
StatuG : Lnst updating 1976 
----· .. 
Descrintion: 
1. General Aim 
COUN'l'HY 
IDHT:SD KTirGDOH 
S PONGOR UKAEA 
OHGAN IZA TION 
CUJ.Jr.A}'! LABORA'IORY 
Proicct Leader 
DR T DULLFORCE 
Scicntiotl3: 
To predict and thus contain the mechanical effects following core melt down. 
2. Particular Objectives 
To identify and quantify the various phenomena when particular hot and 
cold liquids are brought into contact. 
;. Experimental Facilities and Programme 
The work uses gram quantities. Heat transfer regimes and dispersion 
mechanisms are studies. High-speed cine films (500 frames per sec) have 
been made and studied. Initially the system molten tin/distilled water 
has been studied; other materials are planned. 
Reference Documents 
D Buchanan, TA Dullforce, Nature 245, September 197). Z.lec.Janism for Vapour 
Explosions. 

Classification: 2.3 
. 
'l _ tJ.e 1 (Origina-l Language): COUNTRY: 
-- BRD Forschungsprojekt Coreschmelzen: 
~- Unter;-;uchung dcr rnetallurgischen \'lechsel- SPONSOR: ::>. Bi'IFT wirkung zvd.schen Schmelze und RDB-vland 
ORGANIZATION: (RS 7l~ a 
-
I.1.5, Jahresbericht A 75) ·~· Erlangen . 
' 
Title 2 (enslish): Pr.ojkct Le~: 
Investigation of Metallurgical and Chemical. Dr •. Peehs 
Interactions Between Molten Phases of Reactor-Core-
Material aud the Reactor Pressure Vessel 
L!nitiated (Date) : Completed (Date) : 
( iovember 1972 July 1975 
Status: Last uedating (Date.): . ' 
- . 
-
. . 
Completed December 1975 
General Aim 
Within the research program the core melting-phenomena after the 
two-fold improbable case of a loss-of-coolant accident and a simul-
taneous drop out of the emergency cooling system basic data were 
evaluated for the measurement of material constants of the molten 
phases and theoretical considerations of the reactor in the post 
accident stage. 
() 
Particular Objectives 
It was the objective of these investigations 
'a) to determine the metallurgical behaviour of reactor-core 
material during melting and to investigate the constitution 
of the molten phases. 
b) to study the interaction of the molten phases of the reactor 
core material with the pressure vessel of a LWR. 
"7o f-
. 
-
J 
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""'· • '', '·1···1 p, r·l'll' ·'·1' ·· c / r. .. V.,)(~) J ,!! ;11 .<1. ,,• d.... • l.. t;.,,J 
---
... 
nc:.~:nrch Pro;;rc:.m 
The firGt subtask in the program was to define the characteristic 
overall composition of the molten phasus of core materials of 1.\vR. 
As this composition varicG from th~ beginning to the equilibrium 
stage, the core-rr.elting had to be defined for beginning (Corium A) 
and for the equilibrium stage (Coriu:n E). 
The direct study of "Corium"-melting behaviour as second subtask 
was to be done by melting~experiments in a crucible within an 
inertgas atmosphere. Subsequent to the melting experiments metallo-
~ . 
"-·
1 graphic and microprobe analysis as well as remel ting experiments 
by direct microscopic observation had to be carried-out to identify 
I 
liquidus and solidus temperatures of "Corium", the disintegration 
) mechanism of the high-meltine components and the phase-composi~ion 
in the "Corium". 
To investigate the interaction of liquid 11 Corium 11 and reactor 
vessel materials as the third subtask a special test facility had 
·to be developed. To achieve representative test conditions the 
possible quantity of materials to be used for interaction should 
be in the range of 1 - 2 kg. The foreseen parameters for the ex-
perimental study were the temperature Gradient across the inter-
c.action zone, the temperature and the interaction time. 
Project Status / Progress to Date 
The investigations of the interaction of Corium A and the RPV 
wall material and the oxygen influence have been completed 
experimentally. 
Project Status I Essential Results 
At temperatures over 2000 °C the material loss from Corium during 
its primary iiql~faction will be 20 - 25 ~ of the molton ma~s. 
With the molten samples the different eVaJ:oration behaviour of 
the Corium components has been analyzed. The evaporation behaviour 
of Coriu~ depends on the 0-ac~ivity of the gas phase and the steel 
content of the melt. 
The melting temperatures of the RPV material in contact with 
Corium A and Corlium E at 1 L~OO °C was experimentally confirmed. 
Low temperature liquefactions of RPV material due to alloying 
effects will not occur. 
'\ 
Next Steps 
Work on tb.is project has been completed. 
CRelation \'li th Other Projects 
RS 154 Corernel ting: Investigation of the Interacti-on bet'lreen 
Molten Core and Concrete 
RS 160 Experimental Investigation of the Interaction bet\.;een 
uo2-steel Molten Core and Graphite 
RS 183 Energy Balances after H)~othetical RPV Failure with 
Respect to Concrete Destruction 
Reference Documents I Degree of Availability 
()No reports available. 
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'l'itlc 1 (Original L.::mguac.J.i:l: COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Forschun~sprojekt Corcschmelzen :· 5- Unter[;uchunc der SPONSOR: 
metallurc;ischen \vech.sel vlirkun~ ZHischen Schmelzc und Br·TJ?'T' 
-· . ~-
RDB-Wand, Feasibilitystu~ie ORGlu'H ZATION: 
(RS 71~ b 
-
I.1 q5, Jahresbericht i\ 7 5) K\VU, Erlangen 
-
Title 2 (english) : Project Leader: 
-
Feasibility Study on Experimental Fuel Element Dr • Peehs • Slumping Ir:vesti:-utions \·lit;h Hcspect to Coremclting (..) 
!Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date L: I 1 • 1. 73 30. 4. 75 
Status: r.ast Upddting (Date..): 
Completed 3'1. 12. 75 
General AiiD 
The objective of the R & D - work was to establish a study about the 
feasibility of large technical experiments to investigate fuel element 
slumping and the interaction between melt of burned down fuel and 
vessel wall of reacto~ pressure vessel material. 
Particular Ob~ectives 
(. The feasibility of lar8e technical experiments was to be tested ~~th 
·respect to the melt down of burned out fuel elements in the hot 
cells. The heat, necessary for the melting down of· the fuel, we.s to 
be provided by the decay energy of the fission products and secon-
dary heatinc; elements. Another objective '\vas to find out if the vola-
tile fission :product release during melt down and fuel nlumping., I\";1~ 
this purpose the released fission products were to be identified e:r.,5. 
continuously measured during the experiments. 
Experimental Facilities and Program 
1) Identification of possible reactor and the fuel element for 
preirradiation 
2) Dimensioning of the test bundle B..L~d check of the hot cell eqi.dp-
ment available. 
3) Design study for the experimental devices. 
grgje~t Statun/Pror;ress to DatC'/Jo:~sentinl Rf-!sul ts 
The B\·IH VAK is best reactor facility for pro-irradiation of test 
elements. The proximity of the rc~ctor to .the hot cells in 
Karlstein, allow~ to start the meltdown test already 100 h after 
reactor shutdown. For the mel tdm·m e:;tperiments the middle part of a 
segmented element can be used with an active length of 1000 mm. The 
test facility "BAUTZ" has a total height of 2510 mm. Since the decay 
heat of a fuel rod of 0.4 % of the max. heat rate, available 100 h 
after. reactor shutdown, is too low for test element slumping in a 
.cool environment, it is necessary to simulate the irradiation 
equilibrium of an inner element, in the reactor core by auxiliar 
heating elements. Because of the small decay heat of 0.4 % the 
support heaters must be heated up to the fuel-element slumping 
temperature of 2300 °K. Consequently only refractive metal heaters 
can be used. The ~eltdown test needs therefore to be executed in an 
inert-gas atmosphere. 
In the design of the test facility "BAUTZ" results of a safety analysis 
\ 
were integrated, resulting, that lack of electric power supply and 
leakages in the different coolant loops are controllable. 
Next Steps 
Work on this project has been completed. 
Relation with Other Projects 
RS 154: Coremelting: Investigation of the Interaction between 
Molten Core and Concrete 
RS 160: Experimental Investigation of the Interaction between 
uo2-steel-Molten Core and Graphite 
RS 183: Energy balances after hypothe~ical RPV Failure with Respect 
to Concrete Destruction 
Reference Documents/Degree of Availability 
M.Peehs, K. Mollwitz, W. Wurtz 
Studie uber die Durchftihrbarkeit von KernschiDelzversuchen mit abge-
brannten Brennelementen in einer HEISSEN ZELLE 
AbschluBbericht Forderungsvorhaben BMFT RS 74.B 
... 
Krafti'Jerk Union Aktiengesellschaft (Nov. ·197.5) 
Company Confidential 
,; 
§{i,
Project Leadss,
Dr. Peehs
@:
February 1975
Status:
CompLeted
Complet.ed (DaLe) :
Decemlrer 1975
Last lpdating (DAteX
December 1975
Gene.Ial J-j."p aud Particqlar tb.ieclives
The tests concl.ucted under RS 74 A have shovm, that graphite can
reslst considerably a nelting core, which contains zirconium
Thls effect results fr.om a ZrC-protective J.ayer, wh5.ch constitutes
of the Zr-content of the cori.um.
".. For the fast sodium cooled reactor the behaviour of a Zr-free/ molten coriur:r has to be investlgated.. therefore ln addition to
the results of RS 74 A tlne barrier propertles of graphite wil-L be
studiod, uslng a tlpical. fast reactor composition of the noLten
nateriails.
ExpeJlmental lacil- ltie sÏIlthin this task the same elçerimental facilities are used as
with the investigatlon of the uretalLurgical and. chenical reaction
between Corium and RPV-materiaL.
CIass i ficat ion:
Tirle 1 (r-')g:icfinai Languaqe)r f COUNTRY:I nno
Expeliuie::t-e11e Untersuchun8 
.iJe::'.'Tfechselvr.i.rltung L,*r"*UO^-S'Ua.h1-i(et'nschrnelze ;nit Gi.'r.,nh'itI 'IL§(;I.IIitirI  ilI-L L - lËiir,,:,'(nS 160 - ï.1.5, Jahresbericht A TD) IîRcÀùtrzÀftoNf
K',\lU e Erl-angen
SPONSOR:
Ii ,ir."T
Tlt.le 2 (e.lglish) :
ExperimcntaL lirvestlgation of the Interaction
Betr,reen U0,r-Stee1-Itlolten Core and Graphite
e 
1. The chemical reactions in the Dystem uo2-Graphite will be 
invcntigated, using various graphite qualities and 
gaseous atmospheres. 
2. The chemical reactions in the system Steel-U02-Graphite'will be 
investigatad, using various graphite qualities and gaseous 
atmospheres. 
Project Status / Pro~ress to. Date 
· A standard test was worked out experimentally; the compatibility 
of uo 2 , Steel 1.4981 and uo2 +Steel 1.4981 on graphit~ was 
investigated. 
Project Status / Essential Results 
uo2 will be dissolved completely at 198'0 °C in an U02-steel-
Graphi te-system; pure uo2 pellet· is .liquidated on graphite at 
2375 °C. Microanalysis showed that FeCrNi-, UFe- and UFeCr-phases 
have been produced. The experimental results show,. that a rather 
strong oxigen loss due to an GO-generation occurs during the melting . 
process. This results together with material evaporation in a rather 
high weight loss during the U02 dissolution. The carbon ~ctivity 
in the melt reaches within minutes its final value. The interaction 
of the melt and the graphite mass stops. 
·Next Stens 
Tpe tests are completed. A final report with a detailed evaluation 
of experimental results will be prepared. 
Relation with Other Projects 
A 74 A: Investigation of Metallurgical and Chemical Interactions 
between Molten Phases of Reactor-Core-Material and the 
Reactor Pressure Vessel. 
Reference Documents I Degree of Availability 
No reports available. 
Classification: 2.3 
·-~-,-Title 1 ._CO~_!~ inal Lan~ua2e> : COUNTRY: 
BRD Kernschmelze11: Untersuchung der Wechselwirkung 
zwischen Kern,sch.nlelze und Reali;torbeton SPONSOR: BMFT 
(RS 1511 
- I.1.5, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION; 
KWU, Erlangen 
·r it le 2 (Lnglish): Project Leader: 
Core Melting: Investigation of the Interaction 
Between Molten Core and Concrete Dr. Peehs 
Initiated (Date): Completed (Date): 
-·· 
1. 2. 75 31. 12. 77 
.Status: Las.t U2da tin2 {Date): 
(Continuing 31. 12. 76 
11. ~~:.c: =~: .:,.:::. a::.d 2. Partic~~lar Objectives 
0 
In contir~uation of the investigations of the interaction between 
molten core and concrete the following questions will have to be 
answered: 
- How does typical reactor concrete behave on different tempera-
tures up to its melting point? 
Which Ill,etallurgical processes occur when "Corium" contacts 
concrete? 
- What happens with the concrete structure, when a representative 
mass of corium (kg-range) attacks the concrete under accident 
conditions? 
3. Research Program 
The research program is devided into the following subtasks: 
- Compilation of literature on high temperature behaviour of 
concrete 
- Investigation of concrete up to its liquefaction 
Determi~ation of degassing characteristics of concrete 
Thermal shock behaviour of concrete 
~~~SUP~I~i~C~#~P--"$-1~~~~------~--~--------------------~~----~------------·u~U~~~ 
- Corium concrete interaction 
- Theoretical evaluation of the experimental results 
4. Experimental Facilities 
Within this task the same experimental facilities are used as with 
the investigation of metallurgical and chemical reaction between 
Corium and RPV-material. T.o investigate the thermal shock 
behaviour of conc·rete a plasma torch within an electrical input 
up to 40 kW is available. 
· 5. Progress to Date 
Concrete from different sites and the specimens of the isochron 
~eat treating experiments between room temperature and 1800 °C 
were analysed, Microsectiomwere prepared. Other samples were 
investigated by dilatometry, by differential thermoanalysis and 
thermogravimetry. 
The interaction of concrete with "Corium A + R" was studied by 
melting tests with arc-heating under oxidizing atmosphere. 
Corium/concrete interaction tests were executed with molten 
. 
masses in the kg-range. The test~ include "Corium A + R" and 
"Corium E + R" in .concrete crU.e·ibles without cooling. The 
interaction tests were also continued with Fe, Cr, Ni, Zr and 
steel. 
During core melting in concret~ crucibles metallic and ceramic 
products occur. The liquidus temperatures of these products 
were determined. 
The gases which were set free after interaction of corium with 
concrete were determined. 
The thermoshock-behaviour of concrete was tested with a plasma 
torch. 
6. Results 
The analysis of the concrete from different sites showed that Sio
2 
was the main aggregate component. The co2-content was negligable 
"Corium A + R" gave a two-phase melt after interaction w'ith 
(. 
concrete. 
The Corium/Concrete interaction tests showed that the destruction 
of tho concrete was not caused py chemical interaction with Corium 
but mainly after reaching the melt temperature o! concrete. 
The result was confirmed by the interaction tests with Fe, Cr, Ni, 
Zr and steel. 
During the destruction of concrete with basalt aggregates nearly 
only H2 was set free; using limestone aggregates co2 and H2 were 
the mnin gaseous reactants. 
The evaluation of the thermoshock-behaviour showed that the 
concrete was destroyed about 6 mm/min at a thermal load of 
140 W/cm2 • The specific volume destruction is tv 260 cm; /kWh. 
The liquidus-temperature of the concrete + core melt products 
varies from 
?. Next Steps 
14oo - 17oo 0c 
1450 - 2000 °C 
(metallic phase) 
(ceramic phase) 
The experimental results will be evaluated. The interaction of 
~J corium with carbonatic concrete will be investigated systematically. 
8. RP1:t1 i <)n with Other 1Projects 
RS 183: Energy Balances after Hypothetical RPV Failure with 
Respect to Concrete Destruction 
PNS ~~~l1: Constitution and Reaction Behaviour of LWR-Materials 
during Core Meltdown 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability 
-----.-~· ·--r--·-----...----- -----.....----~----, ..... , $4#4 fl 
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Classification: 2.3 
Title·1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Energiebilanzen nach hypothetischem RDB-Versagen SPONSOR: 
unter BerUcksichtigung der Betonzerstorung BMFT 
(RS 183- I.1.5, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION; 
KWU Erlangen 
•ritle 2 (English) : Project Leader: 
Energy Balances after Hypothetical RPV Failure H. Goetzmann 
with Respect to Concrete Destruction H. Hassmann 
,. 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date) : 
1 • 9. 75 31. 5. 77 
Status: Last Updating (Date) : 
Continuing 31. 12. 76 
1. General Aim 
(~: 2. 
In continuation of the theoretical investigations of the energy 
balances within the pressure vessel and within the containment, 
the progression of the melt in the concrete structures will be 
studied. 
Particular Objectives 
A computer code will be developed to describe the destruction 
of the concrete. Additionally, the energy balances and the 
pressure increase within the containment will be studied, 
considering the energy and mass transport to the containment 
atmosphere. 
! 
. 
i 
I 
' 
' 
~ 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Problems related theoretical investigations: 
Study of the existing knowledge of the available destruction 
models 
Definition and formulatiOl.c· of the heat transport mod~, 
3.2 Energy balance for the BfY surrounding: 
Definition of the region in which contact with the molten 
core can occur after hypothetical core melting 
Setting up the energy balances 
Consideration of the conditions which have to be fulfilled 
in order to keep the molten core as long as possible within 
the containment 
3.3 Energy balance for the ·containment after a hypothetical RPV 
destruction: 
Calculation of the energy and mass transport to the 
containment wall 
Energy balance and calculation of the pressure increase 
in the containment 
3.4 Sensitivity study regarding the parameters, which influence 
the accident course. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
No experimental facility necessary. 
5~ Pr6gress to Date 
A onedimensional heat conduction model, which calculates the heat 
up of the containment concrete foundation by the heat from the 
surface of the molten core, has been tested. A simple convection 
model was developed with reference to the results of the projects 
RS 48/1 and RS 166 of the T.U. Ha~nover. This model was programmed 
and introduced into the code KAVERN I. Some test calculations were 
carried out. 
6. Results 
The experiments of the project RS 154 have shown that during the 
concrete heat-up first melting occurs at 1300°C. The computer code 
KAVERN I allows the calculation of the concrete penetration after 
a hypothetical core melting accident. The test calculations showed 
that a 7 m concrete wall was molten in vertical direction after 
5 days, taking into account the decay heat and the heat capacity 
of the melt (initial temperature 2400°C) as heat sources. The start 
time for the concrete penetration was assumed to be 130 min., the 
specific heat of the concrete was assumed to be equal to Si02• 
7. Next Steps 
() The calculations of the concrete penetration will be continued. 
A new, more detailed onedimensional heat model will be programmed 
(KAVERN II). 
The subroutine MELSIM will be incorporated into the program BILANZ. 
, .. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
RS 154 
RS 166 
9. References 
Core melting: Investigation of the interaction 
between molten core and concrete 
Further development of thermohydraulics on a 
molten CORIUM-pool 
10. Degree of Availability 
r 
\ 
Classification: 2.3 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY-: 
LWR-Materialien BRD Konstitution und Reaktionsverhalten von 
beim Coreschmelzen SPONSOR: 
(PNS 4244- I.1.5, Jahresbericht A 76) 
ORGANIZATION: 
GfK/PNS, 
Karlsruhe 
•ritle 2 (Enslish) : Project Leader: 
Constitution and reaction behaviour of LWR materials at 
core melting conditions H. Holleck 
A.Skokan 
Initiated (Date) : CornEleted (Date) : 
1974 
Status: Last Updating (Date) : 
·Continuing December 1976 
General aim 
Theoretical and experimental investigation~ of the chemical interactions between core 
materials, fission products and concrete. 
Project status 
Progress to date 
Reaction behaviour of fission'products with Corium under inert conditions. 
Reaction behaviour of inert and partly oxidized Corium with different amounts of 
{ '\ 
l .. concrete (silicate aggregates). 
Investigations of fuel rods molten down in oxygen and air. 
Essential results 
Under inert or slightly oxidizing conditions the rare earth fission products are 
homogeneously dissolved in the oxide phase whereas the alkaline earth metals are 
... 
enriched in the oxide phase of the melt on places with high Zr-concentrations. The 
amount of Zr in the oxide and metallic phase is strongly depen~ent on the oxidation 
state. The platinum metals and Mo are dissolved in the metallic melt. 
An increasing degree of oxidation causes Zr, Nb and later Mo, Tc to enter the oxide 
melt. The oxidation of these latter elements will occur only when the pressure vessel 
is molten through and the core melt is in contact with concrete. Concrete melts at 
I 
about 1300°c. H20 and co2 (limestone aggregates) are released from the heated concrete. 
They both can oxidize the.metallic part of the core melt. The complete miscibility of 
concrete and (U,Zr)02 in the liquid state leads to a continuous dilution of the core 
melt connected with a decrease of the melting point. The metallic part of a core melt 
corresponding to the composition of partly oxidized Corium A+R is completly oxidized 
by approximatly twice the amount of concrete (silicate aggregates); the metallic melt 
of partly oxidized Corium E+R needs about fourfold amounts of concrete to be completly 
oxidized. 
Next steps 
Reaction behaviour of fission products with in~reasing oxydation. 
Reactions of the core melt and fission products with concrete (silicate and limestone 
aggregates). 
Investigation of molten fuel bundles. 
Relation with 8ther projects 
PNS 4243: Experiments on Determination and Limitation of Fission- and Activation 
Product Release During Core Meltdown 
RS 154 Investigation of the Interaction Between Molten Core and Concrete 
Reference documents 
Report KFK 2242 (1976) in german 
Report KFK 2262 (1976) in german 
Report KFK 2399 (1977) in german, in print. 
Degree of availability 
Unrestucted Distributation 
\ 
Classification: 2.3 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
Analyse der Zwischenphase Kernversagen-Schmelzsee und BRD 
Integration von MELSIM in BILANZ zur Berechnung der SPONSOR: Energiebilanzen nach hypothetischem RDB-Versagen BMFT (RS 211 
-
I.1.5, Jahresbericht A 76) 
ORGANIZATION; 
Inst.f.Kernenerg 
Univ.Stuttqart 
•ri tle 2 (Eng:lish) : Investigation of the Phase Between Project Leader: 
Failure of the Core and the Assembling of Molten Mate- Prof.Dr.-Ing. rial in the Pressure Vessel; Integration of the Prograrr 
MELSIM into BILANZ in order to Calculate the Energy H.Unger 
Balances After a Hypoth. Failure of the Pressure Vessel Dipl. -Phys. H.Korber 
Initiated (Date): Com:eleted (Date): 
July 1 ' 1976 March 31 1 1978 
Status: Last Updating (Date) : 
Continuing December 31 1 1976 
1. General Aim 
The physical behavior of a reactor core under hypothetical core melt-
down conditions is to be investigated starting after the failure of 
the lower pin-supporting structure of the core and ending if the core 
is molten and assembled on the lower plenum of the pressure vessel. 
The vaporization process of the water contained in the lower plenum 
will be calculated as well as'the heatup of the dry reactor vessel 
assuming different configurations of the core debtiswhich fall into 
the plenum. A computer program (LUCKE) will be developed. In order to 
(~\ obtain improved information on the heat balances involved in core / 
meltdown, this program will be integrated into the energy balance 
program BILANZ I (PWR) and BILANZ II (BWR) of KWU together with the 
computer code MELSIM. 
2. Particular Objectives 
This project is closely connected to the research project RS 183 
(energy balances after hypothetical pressure vessel failure) of KWU. 
Within this framework, KWU and IKE will couple the program systems 
listed above. 
The particular objectives are as follows 
Investigation of the core meltdown accident by means of MELSIM 
until the core falls into the lower plenum of the pressure vessel . 
. Integration of MELSIM in BILANZ I and II. 
, .. 
Investigation of the behavior of the remaining core after partial 
failure of the lower core supporting structure. 
Modelling of the sequences of events in the reactor pressure vessel 
until the molten core is assembled in the lower plenum of the 
pressure vessel. 
Completion of the computer program LUCKE which simulates these 
events. 
Coupling of LUCKE into the program system BILANZ - MELSIM and 
investigation of the entire accident sequence. 
3. Research Program 
\ 
3.1. Search and processing of the PWR and BWR data required for com-
puter calculations which are carried out with MELSIM 
3.2. Integration of MELSIM in BILANZ I and II 
Coupling of MELSIM and BILANZ 
Heatup and slumping of the remaining core after a first 
partial failure of the pin-supporting structure. 
3.3. Development of a simple model to describe the sequence of events 
from the failure of the core supporting structure until the 
·formation of core melt at the bottom of the pressure vessel 
Analysis of the accident sequence 
Development of the computer code LUCKE 
Performance of the calculations 
3.4~ Integration of LUCKE into BILANZ I and II 
3.5. Simulation of the accident in applicating the complete model to 
a standard PWR- or BWR-type and evaluation of the results. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Within this research project, the computer program LUCKE is developed. 
It will be integrated together with MELSIM into the code BILANZ of 
KWU. 
5. Progress to Date 
to 3.1. Developing of the PWR and BWR data has been started in order 
to calculate the first phase of the accident sequence with the 
computer code MELSIM. 
to 3.2. The integration of MELSIM in BILANZ is carried out at present. 
to 3.3. The investigation and analysis of the accident sequence has 
been started. 
6. Results 
The analysis of the accident sequence gave information on the expected 
\ 
time delay due to evaporation of water remained in the lower plenum 
of the vessel before the formation of a pool of molten material. Small 
particles may fall through the holes of the fuel element endplates 
before softening of endplate material. These particles cannot cause 
any damage to the reactor vessel as long as the lower plenum is filled 
with water. 
7. Next Steps 
to 3.1. Development of the data and performance of the calculations 
will be completed. 
to 3.2. The integration of MELSIM in BILANZ will be carried out. 
to 3.3. The computer code LUCKE will be developed. Calculations with 
this code will be started. 
to 3.4. The integration of LUCKE into the program system BILANZ -
MELSIM will be performed. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
There is a strong dependence to the project RS 73 (Development of the 
Computer Coae MELSIM) and a close coupling to the investigation pro- : 
gram RS 183 (Energy Balances after Hypothetical Failure of the Reactor 
Vessel). l 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
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Classification: 2.3 
Title 1 
·- (_Ur·_i9 inal Langua~e): COUNTR'i: 
~- ---- I3RD 
Ingenieur~tudie zur H2-Entwicklung a us der mit Beton SPONSOR: 
wechselwirkenden Kernschmelze BMFT 
(RS 237 - T.1.5, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION: 
KWU, Erlangen 
·r i tle 2 (Engl.ish) : Project Leader: 
Engineering Study of the H2-Evolution from the Inter- H. Goetzmanp 
action of Molten Core with Concrete H. Hassmann 
Initiat~d (Date): ComJ;?leted (Date) : 
·-·-
1 • 10. 76 Status: 30. 4. 77 Last UEdatin~ (Date) : 
Conti.nu i.ng 31. 12. 76 
1. General Aim 
The scope of this study is to clarify whether or not the contain-
ment integrity is endangered because of the release of steam 
passing through the melt during heat-up of the concrete, and what 
influence this has on the conditions prevailing in the containment 
atmosphere after a core melt. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Current test results on core melting show that the core melt is 
not expected to remain in the RPV. After the RPV failure the core 
melt comes into direct contact with the concrete ot the contain-
ment foundation, the water present in the concrete will evaporate 
due to thE~rmal heat-up. Most of the steam will be released 
into the containment atmosphere after penetrating the melt. Through 
various mechanisms ,hydrogen build-up may occur which-if sufficiently 
concentr~ted in the containment atmosphere - by possible combustion 
or cxr 1 f):~ ion presents a hazard to containment integrity. 
The aim of the present research task therfore comprises analyses of 
the pressure and temperature build-up in the containment, conside-
ring hydrogen combustion as an additional heat source a) for a 
. ~·f""'~--..... ~,.,._ ..... _ .. .- ., ..... ;.-.,.,.,..~-----~---....------~~----------···· ,.,.,...~, 
r; ·-z, 0. 
conservative maximum case and b) based on release rates 
consistent with current experience. 
This is a GfK/PNS and KWU joint venture. 
The work outlined below refers to KWU activities only • 
. , 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Definition of the initial PWR conditions, compilation of 
pertinent a~sumptions 
3.2 Maximum estimate of hydrogen release in a PWR 
3.3 Estimate of the influence of the expected H2/H20-release 
on the integrity of the PWR containment 
3.4 Estimate of the effects to be expected from H2-release on 
the B~VR containment integrity 
3.5 Discussion of results 
4. Experimental Facilities, Methods 
Performance of the analysis ~ill mainly be based on the 
experience gained in the area of process analysis during 
hypothetical core melt acc·ident. The computer program BILANZ, 
developed for R & D task RS 72 a, b, can be used to calculate, 
besides other parameters, the time history of pressure, tem-
perature and the mass distribution in the containment atmos-
phere which are of high importance in connection with hydro-
gen build-up. 
5. Progress to Date 
The PWR initial conditions as required for the maximum esti-
mate of the H2-releas as well as their influence on the con-
tainment pressure have been determined. The initial melt con-
ditions was determined by GfK, while KWU is evaluating the 
failure mechanism, the concrete composition and the cavern 
formation in the concrete foundation. 
' 
6. Results 
'\ 
The max. estimate is based on the concrete cavern which was 
determined within the scope of R & D task RS 183. In the case of 
a first direct contact of the core melt with the concrete foUnda-
tion after 7000 sec., destruction of the concrete base in verti-
cal direction will last approx~. 5 days. 
7. Next Steps 
Pressure and temperature history in the containment will be cal-
culated for max. H2-release. An estimate of the influence to be 
expected with H2/H20-release on the integrity of the PWR contain-
ment will begin. 
8. Relation with Other Proj~ 
Preparatory work has already been performed with~n the scope 
of R & :0 tasks: 
theoretical work: RS 72 a, b, a, RS 73, RS 74 b, RS 183, PNS 4242 
experimental work: RS 74 a, RS 154 
9. References 
,._ 
~) PNS-Arbeitsbericht Nr. 17/73: 
Zum Problem der Wasserstofffreisetzung beim Versagen der NotkUhlung 
einen wasserstoffeekUhlten Reaktors, Nov. 1973 
lO.Dctp't:e of Availability 
~nrestricted distribution 
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Classification: 2.3 
T.itle l (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
Integra le Abschatzung des Einflusses von Ungenauig- BRD 
keiten SPONSOR: 
(RS 212 - I.1.5, Jahresbericht A 76) BMFT 
ORGANIZATION; 
Inst.f.Kernenerg 
Univ. Stuttqart 
'fi tle 2 (English) : Project Leader: 
Integral I.:stimate of the Influence of Data Inaccuracies: 
INTAB Prof.Dr.-Ing. 
H.Unger 
Dr.-Ing.F.Schmid~ 
Initiated (Date) : Com:eleted (Date): 
May 1 1 1976 December 31 1 1976 
Status: Last Updating (Date) : 
Completed December 31 1 1976 
1. General Aim 
Calculations within the area of reactor safety are frequently compli-
cated because of inaccurate knowledge of material properties, se-
quences of events and related reactor parameters. For these data 
often only widely spread experimental data or theoretically obtained 
estimates are available. However, confidence range$ can be defined 
very often. Within this projecit, methods were developed in order to 
estimate the influence of such uncertainties • 
~- Particular Objectives 
The complexity of the physical events as well as the uncertainties 
in their description and in the data used are typical conditions under 
which stochastic (Monte Carlo -) methods may be applied. They are 
generally more expensive than conventional methods. However, for the 
estimate of integral data of complicated systems they can be applied 
such that they cause considerably lower costs than the linear error 
propagation method for instance. 
3. Research Program 
The research program is subdivid8d into four major steps: 
3.1. Model development 
3.1.1. Generation of independent parameters 
3.1.2. Generation 6f dependent parameters 
3.1.3. Evaluation 
3.2. Program development 
3.2.1. Definition of the interfaces 
3.2.2. Integration of the statistic programs 
3.3. Adjustment of the program RELAP /1/ 
3.3.1. Classification of the statistic data and determination of their 
dependences 
3.3.2. Providing the statistical data and issue of the parameters to 
be analysed 
3.4. Calculations and evaluations 
3.4.1. Test calculations 
3.4.2. Production calculations 
3.4.3. Evaluation and discussion of the calculations 
'4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
to 3.3. The investigations are based on the computer code RELAP which 
is available at the Institut fur Kernenergetik (IKE} and con-
stantly used. 
Supplementary work in order to guarantee the automatic recep-
·~ the statistically obtained sets of input data had to 
be carried out. 
to 3.4. Within the frame of RSYST /2/, modules for the generation and 
evaluation of statistic data had to be developed. Partially, 
already existing programs can be used. 
5. Progress to Date 
The research program has been completed. The final report is in pre-
paration. 
6. Results 
According to the general aim, methods for the estimation of the in-
fluence of statistically distributed errors in the input data of 
complex computer program systems on the spread of the results of the 
calculations have been developed. These methods have been integrated 
into the program system RSYST /2/ and successfully applied to diffe-
rent reactor safety relevant problems. Within the present project the 
methods. have been applied to blowdown calculations with RELAP. 
Results were for instance: 
- The spread of the output data is often relatively high compared to 
that of the input data, e.g. blowdown-times between 18 s and 28 s 
(average 22 s, spread 15 %, input data spread appr. 5 %) • 
A sample problem, based on average input data showed results which 
coincided partially very good (mass flow rates, e.g.) and partially 
only fairly well (pressure, fuel temperatures) with the average 
results of all calculations. Some data (e.g. clad temperatures in 
certain control volumina) could be found over wide time ranges on 
the edge of the confidence area. 
- With respect to time the results for equal output parameters 
() obtained by means of variation of the input data showed·a similar 
behavior for a few seconds. In a few cases a strong deviation from 
this behavior occured. 
7. Next Steps 
The project has been completed. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 
/1/ · Rettig, W.H. et al. 
RELAP3 - A Computer Program for Reactor Blowdown Analysis. 
USAEC-Bericht Nr. IN-1321~ Juni 1970 
/2/ Rtihle, R. 
RSYST, ein integriertes Modulsystem mit Datenbasis zur automa-
tischen Berechnung von Kernreaktoren. Dissertation, Universitat 
Stuttgart, 1973 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
/1/ IDAHO NUCLEAR CORPORATION, National Reactor Testing Station, 
Idaho Falls, Idaho, USA 
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Title 1 
CONTROL OF l-iOLTEN CORB Dl::BRIS (1) 
Title 2 
lnitiated 1972 Completed : 
2 •. 3 
GOUN'l'HY 
UNITED KINGDCH 
SPONSOR UKAEA 
OHGA N IZA 'l'lON 
CUL.."H.iU<I LA.B ORA TORY 
ProJect Leader 
Scientistu: 
StatuG : Lnst upllnting 
f-.· ---- .. . . . " . "~------ ·--··---· ... •· ·-· . . .. 
Descriution: 
1. General Aim 
2. 
To have the ability to retain ~dthin the containment molten core debris 
following a core melt-down. 
Particular Objectives 
To provide a suitable theoretical model and calculation of the free con-
vective movements of a self heated liquid. 
Programme 
A prograQffie has been written to calculate the free convection of a uniformly 
heated liquid in a channel of rectangular cross-section, the liquid being 
cooled at the top and bottom surfaces. This program resembles the work·of 
Jahn and Reineke, and the methods of calculation which they describe are 
used. Three quantities are calculated at all points of a mesh covering the 
cross-section, the vorticity, the stream function and the temperature • 
Equations for tte time rate of change of the vorticity and the temperature 
are used to time step the calculation, and solving Poissons equation gives 
the stream function when the vorticity is lr..novm. The calculation starts ~rith 
the temper~ture distribution due to conduction alone and a random vorticity. 
The calculations made so far show that after a short interval of time con-
v;ective r:1otion starts and grows exponentially. 
4. Nex1· Steus 
I 
The model vrill be corrected and improved followinc comparison ~;i th exper:UUents. 
5. ~eference Documents 
Internal documents. 
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Title 1 COUN'l'HY 
uNIT::;J KIHGDGH 
CON:i'ROL OF NOLT ..:.N CORE DEBRIS ( 2) SPONSOR UKA:SA 
OHGAN IZA 'I' ION 
AEEr: iit'J:·.r.bLL 
'ri tle 2 ProJect Leader 
::l. G BELLAHY 
lnitiatcd 1972 <Jomplctcd : Scientioto: 
StatuG : Li1.G t up(li:J, t ing 
~ ·----·-.- -----
____ .. _ 
'•·---·-- ·~-·-••• • I···- . • 
Descrintion: 
1. General Aim 
To have the ability to retain v:ithin the containment mol ten core debris 
follm-.ring a core melt-down. 
2. Particular Objectives 
). 
To provide experimental observations on the free convection of a self heating 
liquid particularly to enable prediction of heat fluxes at the upper and lower 
liquid surfaces. 
Exueriment~l Facilities 
Tvro ex--perimental rigs, using weak acids and ohmic heating have bef.m operated. 
The first rir;, with a' cooled u::rper surface, has demonstrated that turbulent 
convection substantially enhances the conductive heat t:::.·ansfer b;>' as !:lUCh as 
a factor of 40. The second rig employs both u~•per and 10\-.rer cooled surfaces. 
1~ third larcer ric constructed to enable Rayleigh numbers a':) orpriate to· 
molten U02 to be attained met with difficulties due to attack on the heaters 
by the acid but high F.ayleieh numbers '"ere achieved with the second- rig by 
usinr, nic;her pov:er densities. A rig us in;; lmr mel tine point lead alloy 
eutectics heated by an array of i~~ersion heaters has been constructed. , 
Project Status 
A tvro-dimensio:r.a.l code is cr.mloyed for flow in a channel of rectangular 1 
cross-section and a code dealint; •,·ri th turb11lent as:Pects is under develo-p)nent. 
The experimentDl and theoretical work should provide an understandinG or: the 
basic heat transfer mechanisns involved. 
The basic heat transfer ex:Periments have been completed and have given a much 
better understandinG of the ~ray in which melted out fuel caw;ht in horiz.ontal 
trays would lose heat to the surrounding coolant. A paper en the work will 
be presented at an international conference on Turbulent Bouyant Convection to 
be held in Yucoslavia in Aucust 1976: 
contd ••••• 
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' Ti Uc 1 COUN'l'HY 
SPONSOR 
OHGANIZATION 
1 
'I' it le 2 Project Leader 
ln i tia tcd Completed : Scientintu: 
Status : Ln.G t upr!a. t ing 
,_ 
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In the real accident situation there \·iould be other uncertainties, for 
exam~1le, about the boundary conditions - the mol ten layer may be enclosed 
ip a solid crust, but this c:::-ust mG;y· be \l"eak and brea!.. up. There r.1ay also 
be a danr;er to sup~ort structures from thermal radi<i tion. So far it has 
'aeen as:.mmed tl;at boiling is avoided. A further possibility •..rhich may need. 
considerinG could be a suspension of small fuel particles, ~~intained in 
suspension by turbulence. 
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121-ll-10/4170-10 
Classification 3 
T:f,.tre Pays . • 
-
FRANCE 
Identification et etude des agressions dues aux Organisme ciirecteur 
actions humaines exterieures aux installations 
CEA/DSN . 
Titre (anglais) Organisme exec:uteur ~ 
Date 
Eta.t 
, . ..., 
Identification and studies of risks on nuclear in CEA/DSN - SESSN. 
relation of outside human activities .. R.esponsable : 
R.GERARD (SESSN) 
Scientifiques . • 
de demarrage :ol/Ol/72 Date prevue d 1achevement :31/12/81 JP. MADOZ 
actuel : Etude en coursDerniere mise a jour : 19/ll/76 M. PI COL 
: 
·ob; ectif general : 
Identification des phenomenes extr@mes lies a l'environnement 
industrial et aux voies de communication, susceptibles d1affecter· 
la surete d'une installation nucleaire. Mise en evidence des 
evenements de reference correspondants. 
Objectifs oarticuliers 
Etablissement et mise a jour permanente d'un dossier d'information 
concernant les reseaux de transports de fluides et les voies de 
communication. 
Identification et definition des evenements accidentels (avec leurs 
probabilites associees) lies a l'environnement industrial et 
aux voies de communication. 
Prevision quantitative des transports de nappes derivantes toxiques 
ou explosibles dans l 1air. 
Etat de 1' etude 
1) Avancement a ce jour 
La constitution de dossiers d 1 information concernant : les gazoducs, 
les pipe lines, les stockages petroliers, les voies aeriennes, est 
commencee. 
2) Resultats essentials 
Les dossiers d 1 informations ont deja ete utilises pour preciser 
ou completer les indications donnees dans les rapports de surete. 
Un code de calcul decrivant l'evolution des concentrations maximales 
ou fonction de la distance pour une emission volumique instantanee 
de polluant dans 1 1air, a ete etabli. 
. .. I . .. 
. 
Prochaines etapes : 
Identification et definition de sequences types d 1accident liees 
a l'environnement industriel. Creation d 1un code de calcul decrivant 
!'evaporation. Constitution de dossiers concernant les voies 
fluviales, maritimes et ferrees. 
Documents de reference : 
"Etudes recentes concerna~t les principales agressions d'origine 
externe et recommandations de sarete adaptees a la situation 
europeenne", A. DOURY, A. BARBREAU, R. GERARD - Rapport DSN R 83, 
octobre 1975. 
'~sine de separation isotopique - etude des consequences d'un 
rejet accidental d 1UF 6", R.GERARD, M.PICOL. -Rapport SESR 75/352, 
26/6/1975. 
Titre 
-
. 
' 
Titre 
Date 
Etat 
.-.. 
,'-
·' 
: 
120-11-10/4170-10 
Classification 3 
. , Pays • • 
Identification et etude des phenomenes naturels- FRANCE 
extremes • Organiame directeur 
CEA/DSN 
( anglais) Organisme executeur 
CEA/DSN-SESSN 
Identification and study of extreme .. natural R.esponsable . 
conditions. • 
R.GERARD (SESSN) 
Scientifiques : 
de demarrage Ol/Ol/72 Date prevue d'achevement ~l/12/81 . . 
Derniere mise a jour :· 02/1/77 actuel . . en cours 
Objectif general : 
Etude de l'impact de 1 1 environnement naturel et plus particulie-
rement des phenomenes extremes (tornade, cyclones, inondations, 
raz de maree, glissement de terrain, et~~ •• ).sur les installations. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Acquisition de donnees statistiques sur les phenomenes naturels 
extremes • 
. Identification des phenomenes susceptibles d 1 affecter la su~ete 
d'une installation nucleaire. 
Mise en evidence des evenements de reference correspondants. 

Title 1 (Original langua~~) Classification 
Statistical analysis of randome signals m- 3 - 4 - 8 
IO - 14 
-
Titl(~ 2 {English) Country ITALY 
-
SJ2onsor l I Organisation CNEN 
f--· 
-
Date: initiated I9G6 Project Leader I 
Date cr;mpleted in pror;r·ess 
Last UJ2dating April 1977 A. Federico 
'" 
"· ,/ 

Classification: 3.1 
Title , (Orig:Lnal Language): COUNTRY: 
Seismische Krit.erien zur Standortauswahl kerntechnischer 
BRD 
' SPONSOR: 
Anlagen in der BAD BMFT 
( R s i70 - I. 3 I Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION: 
BGR 
--· 
'fi t_l~-~-- (Ln~l . .!sh): Project Leader: 
Seismic Risk Maps For Nuclear Power Plants In The Federal Or.H. -P .Harjes 
Republic a Germany 
Initiated (Date): Com;eleted (Date) : 
1.1.1976 31.12.1977 
.,status: Last UedatinS: (Date) : 
1· Continuing December 1976 
1. General Aim 
The project undertakes a seismic regional ization of the Federal Republic of Germany. 
For that purpose the known earthquake data (historical descriptions as well as instrumen-
tal recordings) will be mapped with different parameters. These maps facilitate the 
selection of sites for nuclear power plants with respect to seismic risk. 
2. Particular Objectives 
---------------~------
..:_;design strategy for potential hazards will always include statistical elements. There-
fore the· population of the data ensemble is very Important, it should be as complete as 
possible. The seismic maps of the F. A. G. 1 which· were used in the past, only contain 
strong earthquakes (I ~7) of a short time interval (about 200 years). 
As a result less than 100 events form a very poor population for probabiiistic models. On 
the other side it was estimated from historical documents that about 1000 earthquakes 
were felt on the territory of the F.R.G. Of course it is often difficult to evaluate histori-
cal catalogues ancl extract a reasonable figure for the Intensity or even for the 'epicentre 
of those earthquakes. Nevertheless this elaborate procedure is the only way to get a larger 
basis as a foundation for all further computations • 
• 
• _ ... ,.._, .. ,,_, __ ........ J ........ \ ... ~-------~- ..... -~-- -·· 
3. Research Program 
-------------------
The purpose of seismic risk analysis is to establish a relationship between ground motion 
parameters I ike horizontal acceleration and a probability of occurrence fo,r a specified 
time period at a particular site. This kind of analysis yields a probability distribution for 
an earthquake intensity, for example, at a site and not a final design value. The latter 
has to be determined on the basis of an acceptable probability on which the regulatory 
authorities have to decide. 
Besides these statistical aspects research has to concentrate on the relationship between 
seismological parameters and engineering parameters. 
The problem is that the seismologically determined measures for the size or energy-re-
lease of an earthquake -e.g. magnitude or intensity -cannot be used directly by 
'engineers. On the other hand, peak values are well defined in engineering practice, but 
often only weakly dependent on referenced seismological parameters. Although earthquake 
intensity is a qualitative and subjective measure, it probably is best related to the de-
structiveness of an earthquake. lt also is the only information about historical events and 
therefore must play a central role in seismic risk evaluations because there are instru-
mental recordings only since the· beginning of this century. The question has to be studied 
if peak acceleration is a characteristic value for the intensity of an earthquake or whether 
other ground motion parameters I ike peak-particle velocity and the duration of shaking 
should better be taken. 
A scheme has been established by which historical descriptions of earthquakes can be 
translated into relevant seismic parameters I ike intensity. Thereby the data file is con-
tinuously growing. On the other hand these data and also the instrumental data of the last 
decade have been stored in computer-readable format. Besides the geographical map of 
the F.R.G. in UTM-projection has been included into the computer file and different. plots 
'of epicentre maps have been performed. Because these maps are compiled from inhomo-
geneous data, they exactly show the problem at the beginning of seismic risk regional iza-
tion. In any case, the basis maps should present the original data interpreted as I ittle as 
possible. A program Is In preparation which plots the corresponding lsollnes of Intensity 
for different I imit values •• ~ 
5. Further Steps 
A probabilistic model will be applied to the historical data file. The territory of the 
F.R.G. will be devided into seismotectonic provinces which will be overlayed by a car-
tesian grid. Firstly the probability is computed that an earthquake of particular Intensity 
Is derived from the Gutenberg-R ichter relationship between intensities and their frequency 
,C?f occurrence. To get a reliable figure for large earthquakes which might be rare In the 
' historical dnta file it is important to have a clear picture for small intensities. Therefore 
as many events as possible are included into the file despite the fact they are not of 
destructive size. The division of the map into seismotectonic provinces yields another 1 
estimate of the largest earthquakes this area is able to produce. 
In a second step the probability distribution of the earthquake epicentre intensities will 
be extended to arE,as outside the seismic provinces. For this reason an attenuation law 
will be established which reflects the influence of the transfer characteristics of the 
earth 1 s crust on the intensity at a specified rernote site. 
~·aferences: 
.. _... ---------
Quarterly Reports - IRS-F 
5000 K()LN 1 , Gilockengasse 2 
... _ I $ 1-DWP--··-·-------.....-.---.....--:--,....- ·-; •' ~-~--------~~---~~----~---N•• 
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120-21-10/4172-10 5"t~ 
Titre Pays • • 
: FRANCE .• 
Carte sismotectonique de la France. 
.Qrganisme directcur 
SCSIN-CEA/DSN-EdF-URG~ 
. 
Titre {anglais) Organisme ex6cuteur 
·Date 
Et at 
BRGM-CEA/LDG 
The seismotectonic map of France. 
Responsable . • 
Comite preside par 
M. GOGUEL 
Scientifiques : 
de demarrage : Ol/Ol/76 Date prevue d 1achevement :31/12/78 
actuel : En cours Derniere mise a jour :15/11/76 MM VOGT (BRGH) 
MASS IRON (BRGM) 
BARBREAU ( CEA/DSN) 
Objectif general : 
Elaboration d'un document exhaustif rassemblant les donnees 
geologiques, geophysiques et sismiques afin de disposer d'une 
synthese des connaissances sismotectoniques concernant la France, 
Ce document est essentiel a l'evaluation des risques sismiques des 
sites nucleaires et a la definition des seismes de reference. 
Objectifs particuliers 
Permettre la meilleure evaluation possible du niveau de sismicite 
sur chaque site (localisation des epicentres, determination de la 
profondeur des foyers, de la magnitude, de l 1 intensite, etc •• ) 
Installations experimentales et programme 
Reseau de detection sismique du LDG.(Laboratoire de ~etection· 
Geophysique); 
Etat de l'etude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour 
En cours 
2) Resultats essentiels : 
Donnees importantes deja rassemblees en ce qui concerne le 
Sud-Est de la France. 
Prochaines etapes : 
Poursuite du travail en vue de la synthcse finale • 
. . . I . .. 
. 
I 
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120-21-20/4172-10 
Classification 
Titre Pays . . 
FRANCE 
Methodologie pour le calcul des 
spectres des seismes de r'f~rence des Organisme directeur 
sites a partir des parametres physiques. 
CEA/DSN 
Titre (anglais) Organisme executeur : 
Methodology for calculation of ·reference CEA/DSN-SETSSR 
earthquake spectra.of vibratory ground 
motion for sites using physical parameters. Responsable . . 
A. BARBREAU 
- (SETSSR-BERSSIN) , 
Scientifiques . . 
Date de demarrage : 01/0l/76 Date prevue d'achevement :31/12/79 B. MOHA1>frf.ADIOUN 
Etat actuel . en cours Derniere mise a jour . 15/11/76 G.MOHAMMADIOUN . . 
" 
-.:....:. 
Objectif general : 
Evaluation du risque sismique sur les sites des installations 
nucleaires. 
Objectifs oarticuliers : 
Prevision des spectres de reference du site en fonction des 
parametres physiques (magnitude, distance focale, loi d 1attenua-
tion des ondes). Ces spectres sent necessaires pour les ca1culs 
de dimensionnement des installations nucleaires (analyse modale). 
Installations exnerimentales et programme : 
Determination des coefficients d'attenuation en fonction de la 
cistance a partir des enregistrements obtenus sur un profil 
grace a des sources artificielles ou a des seismes naturels. 
Etude experimenta1e des fonctions de transfert locales. 
Etat de l'etude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
Enregistrement des repliques du se~sme d 10leron du 7.9.1972 en 
plusieurs points, d 1un seisme dans le Tricastin (10.5.1974), 
d'une campagne de tirs dans.le Tricastin (ete 1975), des seismes 
du Frioul. 
2) Resultats essentiels 
Les spectres synthetiques calcules a partir de la magnitude, de la 
distance focale et des coefficients d 1 attenuation de l'energie 
en fonction de la distance ont ete compares avec les spectres des 
enregistrements reels et seront adaptes en consequence • 
• . . I . .. 
.Prochaines ~tapes : 
Amelioration des methodes de modelisation des spectres par 
introduction de nouvelles donnees dans la d~termination des 
coefficients utilises, Adaptation aux seismes fran<;ais. Calcul de's 
coefficients r~gionaux d 1 att~nuation de 1 1energie en fonction de 
la distance. 
Relation avec d 1 autres etudes : 
"Etudes des phenomenes sismiques en zones proches". Ces etudes 
apportent des informations importantes au calcul des spectres 
synthetiques correspondant aux enregistrements de seismes a 
courte distance. 
Documents de reference : 
"Les etudes sismologiques effectuees au CEA dans ·1e domaine de 
la s\lrete des sites nucleaires 11 , A.BARBREAU, H.FERRIEUX, 
B.MOH~~~IOUN. A.I.E.A. Vienne 1975. 
''Protection des centrales vis a vis des seismes 11 , A.BARBREAU, 
B,MOHAMMADIOUN, H.FERRIEUX - Rapport DSN 50. 
11Etudes sismologiques effectuees en vue de la protection des 
installations nucleaires", 
11 Communication presentee a la reunion des specialistes sur 
la conception antisismique des installations nucleaires, organi-
see par le CSIN et l 10CDE, Paris, 1-3/12/75. 
120~21-30/4172-10 Classification 3-l 
Titre Pays • • 
FRANCE 
Sui vi experimental de la sismicite des sites nucleaires 
et de l'activit~ des failles. Organisme directeur 
, 
: 
CEA/DSN 
: 
Titre (anglais) Organisme ex~cuteur • 
Date 
Etat 
' '\ 
Experimental continuous work of the seismicity of CEA/DSN - SETSSR 
nuclear sites and fault activity. 
Responsable : 
A. BARBREAU 
(SETSSR -- BERSSIN) 
Scientifiques . . 
de demarrage . Ol/Ol/76 Date pr~vue d 1achevement :31/12/81 H.FERRIEUX . 
actuel : Etude en cours Derniere mise a jour : 15/11/76 G.MOHAMMADIOUN 
-· 
Objecti£ general : 
L 1objectif de cette etude est la recherche d1une meilleure 
connaissance de la sismicite aux alentours d 1un site nucleaire en 
vue de l'evaluation du risque sismique. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Etude de 1 1activite des failles dans une region donnee par la . 
surveillance de 1 1activite sismique (Cadarache, Pierrelatte). 
Determination des caracteristiques specifiques du site en ce qui 
concerne la transmission des ondes sismiques (enregistrement sur 
la roche dure, sur les alluvions, etc.) et prevision des signaux 
a prendre en compte pour les calculs de dimensionnement. 
Installations exoerimentales et programme : 
.'Observatoire de Cadarache qui est equipe de differents types d' apparei1.s 
de mesure (accelerometre, capteur de vitesse, capteur de deplacement) ' 
et qui dispose d 1une dynamique complete en amplitude. 
Reseau de surveillance de Pierrelatte, qui comprend quatj~e stations 
de mesure dont une comportant des capteurs au fond d 1un forage 
de 80 m. 
. . . I . •. 
Etat de l'~tude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
Surveillance de l'activit~ sismique de la reg~on de Cadarache. 
Surveillance de l'activite sismique de la region de Pierrelatte. 
2) Resultats essentiels 
Mise en evidence des activites d~failles de Jouques et de Beaumont 
de Per.tuis pres de Cadarache. 
Enregistrement d'un seisme dans la region du Tricastin. Cet 
enregistrement a servi pour le calcul des spectres DSN proposes pour 
le site du Tricastin. 
Prochaines etaoes 
Poursuite de la surveillance des deux sit~precites. Creation d 1une 
station de surveillance en Alsace. 
Relation avec d'autres etudes : 
Carte sismotectonique de la France. Prevision des spectres de 
reference. 
Documents de reference : 
Bulletin Mensuel de l 10bservatoire de Cadarache. 
... 
' 
120-21-40/4172-10 
Classification :3~1 
Titre ?ays • • 
: FRANCE 
Rassemb1ement de mesures sur les mouvements en zone 
'picentrale et d1informations sur les degats corres- Organisme directeur 
pendants. 
CEA/DSN 
titre (anglais) Organisme executeur : 
Date 
Etat 
.... 
\.j 
Connection of measurements on the motions in epicentral CEA/DSN-SETSSR 
zone and informations on the corresponding damages. 
Responsable . • 
.. 
A. BARBREAU (SETSSR ... ~ 
. BERSSIN) 
Scientifiques . 
Ol/Ol/76 Date prevue d1achevement :31/12/81 
. 
de demarrage : B. HOH..AJ.'1M.ADIOUN 
actuel : Etude en cours Derniere mise a jour • 15/11/76 H.FERRIEUX . 
Objectif general : 
Connaissance des caracteristiques des mouvements sismiques en zones 
proches et de leurs effets en vue de la protection des installations 
nucleaires centre les seismes. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Etude de la repartition spectrale et du niveau de 1 1 energie, du 
niveau d 1 intensite sismique en correlation avec les parametres 
du seisme (magnitude, distance focale et attenuation), de la 
relation entre 1 1 intensite macrosismique et les parametres 
physiques, acceleration, vitesse, deplacement). 
_) 
Installations exoeriment3les et oro2ramme : 
Stations sismologiques legeres des~inees a 1 1enregistrement des 
seismes et de leurs repliques dans la zone epicentrale. Exemples 
Etude de repliques du s2isme du 7.9.72 (Oleron); Etude des seismes 
du Frioul. Realisation d'une experimentation sur un site a partir 
de sources sismiques artificie1les de forte puissance, afin 
d 1etudier le comportement du sol et des materiaux dans le domaine 
non lineaire. 
Etat de l'etude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
Exploitation d 1un code de calcul mis au point a la DAM, en vue 
de la prevision du mouvement sismique en zone proche. Nombreux 
enregistrements de seismes dans la region du Frioul. (Italie). 
Experimentation effectuee dans le Tricastin (juin 1975) • 
. . . I . .. 
2) Resultats essentiels 
Spectres et traces temporelles correspondants obtenus a partir 
de seismes enregistres au voisinage de 1 1epicentre. Comportement 
de certains terrains du Tricastin soumis a de fortes energies. 
Prochaines etapes : 
Etude des comportements des terrains ayant des modules elastiques 
differents, au moyen de sources sismiques artificielles. Poursuite 
des enregistrements des seismes dans les zones proches : Installation 
d'un reseau de stations dans les Alpes du Sud (vallee'de l'Ubaye) 
Relation avec d 1 autres etudes : 
Amelioration de la prevision des spectres en zones proches. Cette 
etude est etroitement liee avec l'etude Mprevision des spectres de 
reference", a laquelle elle apporte un certain nombre de donnees 
utiles pour la definition des parametres en zones proches. 
\ 
\ 
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134 - 11 - 11 I 4113 - 01 
Titre 
Tenue de structures-types sous excitation sismique 
Essais sur table vibrante 
Titre (anglais) 
Behaviour of typical·structures under seismic excitation. 
Shake table tests 
·Date de demarrage :1/1/75 
Etat actuel : En cours 
Date prevue d 1achevement :31/12/78 
De.,:niere mise a jour : 1/1/77 
Classification 1 3 _ 1 
Pays : 
FRANCE 
Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN 
Organisme executeur 
CEA/DEMT (Sac1ay) 
Responsable : 
A,SOKOLOVSKY (DSN) 
L;J:VOLANT (DEMT) 
Scientifiques : 
BERRIAUD (DEMT) 
~------------------------------------------------------------------_. ______________________ _ v 
\ 
I 
L 1objet principal de cette. etude est d 1 approfondir la connaissance 
des limites de resistance et du processus de ruine en regime dynamique 
des elements de structure utilisees dans la construction des centrales 
nucleaires. Subsidiairement les essais sur des elements representatifs 
de construction traditionnelle devront permettre de fonder une meilleure 
correlation entre les intensites macrosismiques et les parametres 
mecaniques utilisees en ingenierie. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
1) Essais de structures traditionnelles 
2) Essais d 1 elements en beton arme ordinaire 
3) Essais d 1elements en beton precontraint. 
Installations experimentales et programme 
Table vibrante VESUVE (DE:l-lT) 
Etat de 1 1 etude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
Campagne d'essais executee sur murs non contreventes 
1) Briques et mortier classes "anciens" 
2) Briques et mortier classes 11modernes 11 
2) Resultats essentiels : 
Connaissance des frequences propres et de leur variation au cours de 
la degradation du mur. Amortissements en essai de lacher et variation 
des amortissements. 
\ 
... I . .. 
I 
Proehaines etaoes : 
Essais sur poteaux • types en beton arme 
Essais de structures contreventees et chargees. 
' \ 
. ' 
,· 
j 
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134-ll-12/4113~01 Classification 
. r~ 
3-1 
Titre Pays . • 
FRANCE 
Analyse pa~asismique d 1une cent~ale nucleai~e 
interaction sol-fondation. Organisme directeur 
CEA 
Titre (anglais) Organisme executeur 
Date 
'C'tat 
~, 
\.,._../ 
Seismic analysis of a nuclear power plant CEA/DEMT 
soil-structure interaction. Respt:lnsable . . 
A. SOKOLOV SKY 
Scient:ifiques . . 
de demarrage . 75 Date prevue d 1 achevement : 78 . LIVOL&'{T( DEMT) 
actuel . . Derniere mise a jour .. 76 t..\"'1 c.o"' r" ... . JEAN PIERRE (DEMT 
Objectif general : 
Recherche d 1une methode pour etablir la relation entre le 
signal sismique en champ libre et les mouvements d'un radier 
rigide sous la forme d 1une fonction force-deplacement • 
Objectifs particuliers : 
1) Relation force-deplacement pour un seul radier 
2) Application au cas de radiers multiples. 
Etat de l'etude : 
Avancement a ce jour : 
Dans l'hypothese d 1une centrale posee sur un sol semi-infini 
homogene elastique, on peut calculer analytiquement, en fonction 
de la frequence le deplacement d 1un point quelconque de la surface 
sous 1 1 effet d 1une force exercee en un autre point. Base sur ce 
principe, un programme est en cours de mise au point pour deter-
miner 1 1 impedance de sol (c 1 est-a-dire la relation complexe 
force-deplacement en fonction de la frequence) correspondant aux 
divers mouvements d1un radier rigide. 
Prochaines et.anes 
Le meme programme permettra de la meme fa~on de calculer 
1' inte-raction entre deux ou plusieurs radiers voisins de 
forme quelconque. 
. • . I ... 
Etat d1 avancement de 1 1 etude pour les 6 mois ecoules 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
Dans 1 1hypothese d1une centrale posee sur un sol semi-infini 
homogene elastique, on peut calculer analytiquement, en fonction 
de la frequence, le deplacement d 1un point quelconque de la 
surface sous l'effet d 1ung force exercee en un autre point. Base 
sur ce principe, un programme est en cours de mise au point pour 
determiner 1 1 impedance de sol (c 1 est-a-dire la relation complexe 
force-deplacement en fonction de la frequence) correspondant aux 
divers mouvements d 1un radier rigide. 
2) Resultats essentiels : 
Examen de 1 1 int~raction sol-structure dans le cas d1un batiment 
reacteur CP 1. 
. 
. 
., 
. i 
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134-11-14/4113-01 
Clnsoificution : · 3-1 , 
5'3 
Titre Pays • • 
FRA.i~CE 
Etude de seismes synthetiques Org1misme directcur 
I CEA/DSN 
Titre (anglais) Organisme ex~cuteur 
Date 
Et at 
""'\ 
Synthetic seismic signal studies CEA/DEMT 
Responsable : 
A. SOKOLOVSKY 
(DSN/SETSSR) 
LIVOLANT (DEMT) 
- Scientifiques . . 
: 1/1/75 Date prevue d 1 achevement ~1/12/78 de demarrage 
JEANPIERRE (DEMT) actuel : En cours Derniere mise a jour : 1/1/77 
Objectif general : 
Constructions de signaux temporels synthetiques vraisemblables 
avec des spectr~s reguliers • 
Objectifs narticuliers : 
1) Analyse detaillee d 1enregistrements sismiques disponib1es. 
2) Mise au point de spectres reguliers. 
3) Calculs de validation. 
Etat de 1 1 etude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
Une analyse detaillee des accelerogramrnes de seismes reels est 
en cours ; le but de cette etude est de degager les parametres 
caracteristiques de ces accelerogrammes (duree, evolution du 
contenu spectral au cours du temps etc ••• ) de fa~on a construire 
des seismes synthetiques vraisemblables. 
2) Resultats essentiels 
L'etude est terminee actuellement pour le seisme de SAN FRANCISCO. 
Un seisme synthetique de caracteristiques semblables mais avec 
des spectres reguliers a ete mis au point. 
Prochaines etanes 
Mise au point de series de spectres types avec seismes americains 
(1977). 
Validation sur enregistrements de carac:· 
(1978) 
· ;·iques europeennes. 

"' 
·. Classification: 3 .- 1 
134 - ll - 13 I 4113 - Ol 54,5_ 
'l'itr• Paya 1 
FRANCE 
Analyse parasismique d 1une centrale nucleaire 
batiment reacteur PWR 900. Methode de calcul Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN 
Titre (anglais) Organisme executcur. 
·Date 
Etat 
Seismic analysis of a nuclear power plant CEA/DEMT (Saclay) PWR 900 reactor building 
Responsable : 
A.SOKOLOVSKY (DSN) 
LIVOLANT (DEMT) 
de dem~rrage : 1/1/7 5 Date prevue d1achevement :31/12/77 
Scientifiques : 
actuel . En cours Derniere mise a jour _:1/1/77 . JEANPIERRE (DEMT) . 
. 
Objectif general : 
Le but de cette etude "est la mise au point d 1un progranune de calcul 
permettant d'evaluer la reponse d'une tranche de centrale PWR 900 
a une excitation sismique donnee, caracteristique du site de la centrale. 
Le progranune devra atre transposable d 1un site a un autre, 'm@me clans le 
cas de legeres modifications de realisation. 
Objectifs particuliers 
1) Modelisation des structures 
2) Analyse modale des constituants 
3) Methodologie de prise en compte des coulages. 
4) Evaluation des spectres de planchers. 
~· Etat de 1 1etude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour 
ETUDE D 1UNE CENTRALE P. IV. R. 
L 1etude du comportement et'de la tenue au seisme d 1une enceinte de 
confinement du type contrat programme a ete effectuee. 
2) Resultats essentiels : 
Cette etude s 1est attachee en particulier a preciser 1 1 evolution, 
en fonction de la raideur du sol de fondation, des modes et frequences 
de vibration de 1 1 ensemble sol-structure et de leur amortissement 
(Rapport en preparation). 
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I Title 1 (Original langua_ge) Classification , 
Rete di rilevamento sismico 3. 1 
.. . .. 
. . 
-
Title 2 (English) Country I'rALY 
Seismic monitoring i1etwork Sponsor ENEL 
. 
Organisation ENEL 
Date initiated 1973 Project Leader 
Date cympleted 
-
. F. Capozza 
Last u:eCiating_ Apr~.l 1977 
-
Description 
1. General Aim 
Definition of reference earthquake for nuclear power plant sites. 
2. Particular Object~~ 
·.· Collection of data necessary to: 
- characterize earthquakes in the different Italian regions; 
- obtain c-. new correlation between acceleration and earthquake intensity in 
order to utilize the large amount of hysterical data available in Italy. 
3. Experimental facilities and program 
(' The seismic network shall consist of 168 monitoring points distributed in the 
whole Italian territory ·with the exception of Sardinia. 
Each monitoring point shall be equipped with an accelerQgraph capable of re-
cording a maximum acceleration o'f 1. 00 g and with a threshold o:f 0. 01 g. 
The accelero graphs are generally located inside electrical substations and 
installed on concrete columns directly anchored to the foundations. · 
4. Project status 
The seismic network has been completed. The first time it operated was 
on the occasion of the earth:!uake occurred in Friuli on May 1976. 
Furthermore a computer program has been developed whichenables to obtain 
the seismic spectra (acceleration. velocity and displacement/ and their 
envelopes. 
The first results of data "'processing have been published by ENEL-Cl\TEN 
Commission for the study of problems connected with the construction 
of nuclear power plants. 
5. Next steps 
J.i..,urther recording will be necessary to obtain the definition of reference 
earthquake • \ 
· ..· 
I 
' Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Rete di rilevamento sismico 3.1 
6. Relation to other projects 
Joint Commission CNEN/ENEL to study the seismicity of Italian 
territory for future nuclear power plants. 
7. ~.Reference:.documents 
· Reports on the 1976 Friuli earthquake ar~ available. 
. ··---- -· 
. . 
c 
Title 1 (Original languapre} Classification 
Ricerche di sismotettonica 3.1 
Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
Sponsor l Sesmotectonic researches CNEN 
Organisation 
Date initiated 
.January 1975 Project Leader 
Date completed In progress 
Last u:edating April 1977 G. Magri 
Description 
Seismotectonic researches for nuclear plants site evcluation: 
1) Geomorfological and cronostratigraphical studies of marine 
and subaeri~l deposits of late Pleistocene to find out: 
active faults, 
altimetric changes between land and sea . 
2) Correlations between earthquakes (epicentrum, ipocentrum, 
etc.) and active tectonic dislocations. 
I· 
Studies on Friuli seismotectonic features have been performed. ' 
Related projects 
3.1 (other programs: CNEN, ENEL). 

~ ----~---
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Title 1 (Original languagt:)) Classification 
Sviluppo di strumentazione e misure si- 3.I ... smiche per la valutazione dei siti 
Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
SJ2onsor ~ Seismic instruments development and CNEN seismic measurements for site evaluation Organisation 
Date initiated Ms.y I974 (present phase) Project Leader 
Date cum}2leted In progress . 
Last UJ2dating March I977 R. CERVELLATI 
. 
General aim 
Seismic instruments development and seismic measurements, in order · 
to have a characterization of sites from the seismological point of 
view. 
Particular objectives 
Development of a digital accelerometer; operation of accelero-
meters; setting up and operation of seismometric equipments; anal~ 
sis of the response of seismometric instrumentation. 
Experimental facilities 
A live n~twork of accelerometers. An electronic shop for mainte-
nance and calibration. 
A mobile seismic laboratory. 
Project status 
I) In the frame of a collaboration CNEN-ENEL a network of accelero 
meters has been s~t up all over Italy with the aim of recording the 
accelerations during strong earthquakes shocks. The "time-histories~ 
will be employed in the characterization of the design earthquake. 
2) Seismometric equipments have been set up and are operated, 
i~ order. to obtain a contribution t6 .charact~riiatiOn.Df.sites 
from--the seismological· point of vie-v1 ·(determination of the ear.th · 
-qu~ke mech~nisms,·hyp6ceriters; et6;),· ... 
. . , 
',· 
Title 1 (Original language} 
Sviluppo di strumentazione e misure si-
smiche per J.a valutazione dei siti 
Classification 
3) A mobile seismic laboratory has been set up. It is presently in 
operation in Friuli (Northern Italy), since the May 6th, I976 cata 
strophic earthquake. 
4) A prototype digital accelerometer is developed in cooperation with 
Pisa University. 
Next ste12s 
Introduction of timin~ coded signal into the accelerometer records. 
Direct transfer of seismic data into a scientific computer. 
Relation to other p~ojects 
I) Other CNEN programs (3.I). 
2) The research is performed in cooperation with ENEL and Istituto 
Nazionale di Geofisica. In particular a Joint Commission CNEN-ENEL 
has been established to study the seis~icity of Italian territory 
for fut~re nuclear power plants. 
Reference documents 
Reports on the I976 Friuli earthquake are available. 
Degree of availability· 
Open. 
Personnel involved 
6 men-year. 
\ 
c 
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Jitle 1 (Original languags) . Classification 
Ricerca sulla liquefazione d.ei terren:i: 3.1 
Title 2 (English) Countr~ ITALY 
Res.earch on sands liquefaction SJ2onsor ~ CNEN Organisation 
,_ 
Date initiated lVlay 1975 Project Leader 
Date com12leted In progress 
Last UJ2dating April 1977 G. Magri, s. Polinari 
Description Experimental research on correlations bet~een seismic 
parameters and sands liquefaction. 
The program includes: determination of sands density; 
-~·~··· study of correlations between seismic characteristics 
and density of sands . 
. . 
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Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Studi'o sulla possibilitl di previsione 
di terremoti con metodi idrogeochimici 3,.1 
Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
Study on the possibility of predicting Sponsor ~ earthquakes by hydrogeochemical method: Organisation CNEN 
Date initiated January 1975 Project Leader 
Date completed In progress 
\ 
Last u:edating April 1977 M. DaJ l' Aglioo 
Description 
It has been demons~rated that various premonitory geo-
ochemical phenomena occur before earthquakes. In particular the 
composition of the deeply circulating waters (e.g. thermal waters) 
can change some weeks or months before the destructive seismicmouve 
ment. l -
Some hydrothermal Italian systems are regularly checked ; 
in order to study the variatjon of water composition in relation 
to seismic activity. 
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TITLE 1 (original language) Classification 
Progettazione sismica di camponenti, 
. 3.1 
sistemi ~ strutture nucleari 
'l'ITLE 2 .( enclish) Country: I'fALY 
Seismic design for nucle~ components, 
systems and $tructures .. 
rponsor: 
Organisa ti·on: AGIP Nucle!! 
. re s.p.A. 
Date initiated May 1975 l'ro~ect Leader 
Date completed December 1975 
P. Grillo ' ,. 
Last updating June 1976 
I 
Description : 
Design methods of components,. systems and struc~'res for nuclear 
plants based on their tridimensional analysis with time-h;stqry 
and design spec.tra. 
. 
In particular .a detailed study of soil-structure i~teractions has 
been made ~Authors: P. Grillo, G• Pochini)~ 
r·rr 
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PROJECT TITLE ~ CLASSIFICATION I 
-··- ·--~- -... 
. 
SEISMlC DESIGN FOR l\1JCLEAR C<lJJPO~'"ENTS, \ I . 
t 3.1 f 
. SYSTEMS AND STRUCTURES i 
l SPONSORING COUNTRY ORGANISATION . . . . 
. 
AG:IP 11JCLEARE S.p.A. 
ITALY MH.ANO - 'ITALY 
--DATE INITIATED : M~y 1975 PROJECT LEADER : 
' DATE COM.PLETED . October 1975 In:.:; • Paolo GRILLO . 
-
Description 
Desien methods of components, systems and structuron for nuclear plants 
based on their tridimc.nsional analy~1is vTith timc-hir;· ory and tlcsic;n spectra. 
- ··' 
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Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Studi di ingegneria del si to lTI- 3.5 
' 
Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
Sponsor CNEN 
Studies of site engineering Organisation CNEN 
' 
Date initiated November 1974 (present Project Leader 
Date completed· in progress 
phase) 
Last updating I s. Polinari April 1977 
General aim 
Studies on parameters occurring in the evaluation of.sites for 
nuclear plants. 
Particular objectives. Program 
The program is organized into the following tasks: 
-.analysis of earthquakes.strong motion records 
- dynamic response analysis of soil 
- analysis of soil-structure · interactions 
- experimental and theoretical determination of the vibration 
characteristics of nuclear plant structures 
-.development of codes for above analysis 
- statistical analysis and studies of exceptional meteorological 
events 
stochastic analysis of seismic data . 
Project status 
l) Development of.procedures for macroseismic and microseismic 
records processing. 
2) Studies on seismicity of Friuli (Northern Italy) and other 
Italian regions (focal mechanism, earthquake spectra, seismic 
moment, linear dimension of fault, dislocation and stress drop, 
etc.) . 
3) Development of :techniques for shear waves measurements. 
Next steps 
Besides development of above items: probabilistic treatment 
of the 1976 Friuli earthquake.. • 
. '··· 
Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Studi di ingegneria d~l sito 3.1 - 3.5 
Relation to other projects 
3.1 (CNEN, ENEL programs). 
REi.ference documents 
Reports on the 1976 Friuli earthquake and other publications are 
available. 
Additional information 
The research is performed in cooperation with ENEL and· Istituto 
Nazionale di Geofisica; in particular a Joint Commission CNEN-
ENEL has been established to study the seismicity of Italian 
territory for future nuclear power plants . 
. 
Degree of availability 
, .. 
Open. 
Personnel involved 
12 men-year 
. ' 
Classification: 3.2 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
Untersuchung Uber dos Verhalten von Materialien und Bauteilen des BRD 
Reaktorbaues gegen aufschlagende Fragmente und Projekti1e unter- SPONSOR: BMFT 
schiedl icher Masse und Geschwindigkeit 
(RS 102-07 - 1.3.2, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION: 
F rau nhofer-Gesell-
schaft e.V. 
•ritle 2 (En9lish) : Project Leader: 
Behavior of Reactor Specific Materials and Component Parts at the Dipl. -lng, Hoffmann 
Impact of Fragments, Splinters and Projectiles of different Mass Ernst-Mach-lnstitut 
and Velocity 78 Freiburg i.Br. 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date) : 
I 1. 9. 1973 31. 12. 1976 
Status: Last Updating (Date) : 
Finished Dec~mber 1976 
1. General Aim 
The increasing need for nuclear power energy and the actual size of nuclear power plants in twin-
blocks of up to 1300 MW, each, forces to investigate and to improve the security means (for people 
against radioactivity) especially in densely populated regions and near industrial facilit~ concen-
trations. 
Within the scope of the reactor safety program extreme accidents and failures in nuclear power plants 
are onalyzed as to initiation, processing and destruction effects with the aim to improve the actual 
.. afety of I ight water reactors (PWR and BWR) and to optim ize the actual safety ins ta 11 at ions 
( materia 1 s, components, sys terns) . · 
~· Particular Objectives 
In cases of interference and damage from the outside as well os from the inside of nuclear power plants 
fragments and projectiles may result with mosses, ranging from several tons (e .g, from aircraft crashes) 
down to a few grams (e.g. from failures of components) and attaining 
velocities from some m/s up to more than 1000 m/s. The impact of such projectiles con endanger 
reactor components relevant for safety functions and must therefore be considered in the designing of 
nuclear power plants. 
The resistance of building components of reactor plants -especially of steel - and reinforced concrete 
slobs of different reinforcements, compressive strength and thickness - impacted by projectiles of 
various masses and velocities were to be investigated in ballistic tests in the impact simulation plant 
of the Efv\ I • 
3. Research Program m 
3. 1 Reinforced concrete slabs, the usual building components of the outer shield-wall of a typical 
pressurized water reactor (PWR)-building, were to be impacted with low and medium mass pro-
jectiles in order to investigate the resistance behavior of reinforced concrete under short-time, 
dynamic loads. 
3. 1 • 1 The oppl i cobi I i ty of mode I-I aws for the penetration- and perforation- processes were to be 
checked in tests with original- and model- targets. 
·3.1.2 The penetration depths experimentally found were to be compared with the penetration depths 
calculated with the classical penetration formulae known from literature. 
3.2 The influence of the reinforcement of a protection-wall in a nuclear power plant against missiles 
impacted by heavy moss projectiles from the inside 6f the reactor was to be investigated. 
3.3 The resistance of reactor-specific steel, such as l:'sually built into reactor pressure vessels, against, 
impacting projectiles of different masses and velocities was to be tested. 
4. Experime~tol Facilities, Computer Codes 
Re 3.1 through 3.3: 
All tests were performed in the impact simulation plant already introduced in Annual Report 1974. 
5. Process to Date 
Re 3.1: 
To complete the first testphase, performed in 1975 and described in Annual Report 1975, further 
30 square (700 x 700·mm) reinforced concrete slobs of the grades Bn 250 and Bn 350 were impacted 
with solid, cylindrical steel projectiles (C 110 W 1) and all results scientifically evaluated. · 
The following parameter were varied: 
Projectile: coliber (D = 15, 20 and 30 mm), length by diameter ratio (L/D = 1 or 2), mass (m= 
20,6; 41,2; 49,2; 165 and 340 g), velocity (v = 100 up to 1700 m/s). 
Target: compressibility (13w2S = 276 up to 391 kp/cm2), reinforcement (dependinsrupon model-
scale), aggregate (D+ = 8- 16 mm), target thickness (t = 200, 300 and 400 mm). 
The target-slabs were placed free-hanging in the impact chamber in order to avoid boundary 
effects on the penetration process of the projectile. 
-Re 3. 1 • 1: 
Besides the full-scale slabs also model-scale slabs (scale 1 : 2), manufactured from commercial 
materials (aggregates, cement, concrete matting) were impacted. 
Re 3. 1.2: 
· The measured penetration depths were compared with the penetration depths by the classic pene-
tration formulae (Petry, BRL, CoE and HN-NDRC). 
Re 3.2: 
In cooperation with a nuclear power plant manufacture; four typical reinforcements were chosen 
,'-'"for the concrete targets to be tested. Solid, cylindrical steel projectiles (material 9 S 20 K) with 
a diameter of 4,5 cm, L/D = 2 or L/D = 4 resp. and. the corresponding masses of 1,11 resp. 2,25 kg 
were fired at the different, reinforced concrete slabs (70 x 70 x 23 (cm)), model-scale 1 : 3,5. 
The projectiles of these model-scale tests correspond to full-scale projectiles with 15,75 cm dia-
meter, 31,5 resp. 63 cm I ength and 47,7 resp. 96,6 kg moss. Penetration depths and crater vol umi-
noe were measured and the beginning of scabbing at the back side of tl-eslabs investigated for pro-
jectile velocities of 150 up to 220 m/s. The concrete ports, expelled by scabbing, con cause con-
siderable damage behind the slabs. Knowledge about the scabbing thickness- the limit slab-
thickness where scabbing effects begin to be just visible is therefore of great importance for the 
designing of nuclear power plants. 
For the evaluation of the four different reinforcements the slobs were subjected to extreme dynamic 
c:·'oads at projectile velocities of 410 up to 427 m/s for the L/D = 2 and V= 300 up to 312 m/s for 
the L/D = 4 projectiles. 
Re 3.3: 
Reactor steel slabs (22 NiMoCr 3 7) with thicknesses of 11 up to 27 mm were impacted with solid 
cylindrical steel projectiles (material C 110 W 1, diameter 15 up to 40 mm, L/D = 1, masses 20 up 
to 390 g) at impact velocities of 366 up to 935 m/s. 
A~ the end of 1976 this research program in its experimental and theoretical studies was 
essentially finished. The results are discussed now and a final report is prepared. In 
comparison with the planning three years ago it can be said that there is no mentionable 
difference between the time calculated and the time needed and between the work that had 
to be done and that which had been done, furthemore there is no overrunning of the total 
costs. 
... 
6. Results 
Re 3, 1 ~ 
The figures 1 - 4 show penetration depths, normalized by the projectile diameter, os a function of 
the impact projectiles velocities. For the some projectile geometries L/D = 1 and L/D = 2 resp. 
are the resulting values within each range of concrete strengths situated each on a curve. 
The crater volumes V increase when double-logarithmic plotted V= f(Ekin), in the range of 
velocities measured, linear with the kinetic energy Ekin of the impacting projectile. Photographs 
of the craters on front- and back side of the impacted slabs were mode and evaluated and also the 
-
beginning of scabbing investigated. 
Re 3. 1 • 1: \ 
When the most important model criteria (scaling laws) were followed the applicability of m~el 
scale laws (Cranz) for impact tests with model slobs of reinforced concrete {scale 1 : 2) was proven. 
As shown in Fig. 1 - 4, the values of the full-scale {11 Korn 11 16) and model scale (11 Korn" 8) pene-
tration depths in relation to the projectile velocity are situated on one curve. 
Re 3. 1 .2: 
The comparison showed, that up to now there does not exist a known penetration formula for rein-
' . 
·... forced concrete, which permits satisfactory theoretical predictions of penetration depths for a wide 
range of projectile- and target-parameters. 
Re 3.2: 
At limit load conditions {army complete) the influence of the different reinforcements could be 
demonstrated. · 
Re 3.3: 
The limit slab thickness of 22 NiMoCr 3 7 steel was determined, at which the projectile with its 
pertinent velocity only creates little holes and cracks and at which neither projectile- nor target-
material may emerge from the back of the slab. 
Summarizing the results of this three year's research program in fact there were done steps forward. 
In several technical reports (see point 9. 11 Literature11 also in the Annual Report A 75) there was 
found out which kind of projectiles may emerge a nuclear power plant from inside and outside and 
how they are to classify. The laws for penetration and perforation of concrete were gathered and 
' discussed, especially their limits of validity are sho~n. In this sense they were submitted, tested 
and enlarged by own experiments which respected the modern reinforced concrete os well as 
t specific steel used in nuclear power plants. By that means especially when the final report is 
printed it should be possible for calculators, ci vi 1 engineers and a 11 those people who have 
to plan, to deaign and to build a nuclear power plant to improve the &afety and to optimi:z:e the 
installation materials. 
7. Next Steps 
The project RS 102 - 7 fill terminate with a report on 11 lmpact Studies on Reinforced Concrete 
Slabs, Part 111 11 and a conclusive\final report. 
8. Relations with other Projects 
Relations with other projects do not exist except for some cooperation with other experimental 
workers of the institute. 
'-· Y. References 
1) H. Langheim lmpactuntersuchungen an armierten Betonplatten, Teil I (Impact Studies on Rein-
forced Concrete Slabs, Part I), ENd-Report E 9/76 
2) H. Langheim lmpactuntersuchungen an armierten Betonplatten, Teil 11 (Impact Studies on Rein-
forced Concrete Slabs, Part 11), EMI-Report E 14/76 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
1) available with permission of BMFT · 
2) is being printed 
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Classification: 3.2 
Title , (O_E~_9}nal Language) : ... COUNTRY: 
Grenztragfahigkeit von Stahlbetonpl~tten bei hohen BRD 
Belastungsgeschwindigkeiten (z.B. Flugzeugabsturz) SPONSOR: 
und B~1FT 
Untersuchung der Widerstandsfahigkeit von Beton- ORGAIHZATION: strukturen gegen Flugzeugabsturz Hochtief AG,Ffm. (RS 165 und 149 
- !.3.1, Jahresbericht A 76) B\'lB, J<oblenz 
·r i tlc 2 (~~9lish) : Project Leader: 
Ultimate r..earing capacity of P.e inforced Concrete Riech Plates under Time-Dependent Loads (e.g. Aircraft Crash} 
Investigation of the Resistance of concrete structures (coordination) 
against Aircraft Crash 
( 
Initiated (Date) : C~_!TlEleted (Date) : 
-Jufy--1. l975and Sept. 30, l979 Oct. 10, 1974 Jun:_e 3c:Bl .1979 
':; t.il tus: Las Up at~ng (Date): 1.------I Continuinq December 1976 
I 
1. General Aim 
In connection with research works performed on the field of reactor · 
safety, one of the subjects covering "External Events" gives special 
~,...~r.~c;:.:; --~ - :lP.' ;_,':1v~f;i:.:.~'!a-:.'.cn -:£ ... _.,~: ~~a·r.~t.-= ~ <:;le: ":.ll..t-~-:- ~.,.~:--r~rr-~ 
ot. nuc h!c; r: power plants under a i:ccraft crash loading. For the loading 
case "'Aircraft Crash" it is demanded that no failure of safety compo-
nents will occur and no radioactive substances may escape. This require-
ment will be met by an appropriate dimensioning of the outer contain-
ment of the structures surrounding the nuclear components so that a 
crashing aircraft cannot penetrate the outer walls. 
c 
S-ince the loading case "Aircraft Crash" entails high load peak values 
within short periods, the knowledge of the kinetic ultimate bearing 
loads is required for a safe and economic design of the plates and 
shells being used for nuclear power plants, i.e. the beat utilization 
of all safety reserves. 
Both combined research projects, RS 165 and RS 149, are dedicated to 
the theoretici~l and experimental investigation of the essential prob-
lems of the loading case "Aircraft crash": 
1. Investigation of impact load/time characteristics during 
the impact of deformable missilesr 
2. Invostigation of the kinetic bearing behaviour of reinforced 
_______ , ... _<~~ .... ,..._.. _________________ ...,. ________ _ 
concrete plates. 
2 ./3: Particular Objectives and P.esearch Prog:J;am 
The preceding and accompanying theoretical investigations performed iri 
the scope of research program RS 165 aim at recording the following 
items: 
the impact of deformable missiles 
the physically nonlinear material behaviour of reinforced concrete 
structures under time-dependent loading 
the influence of finite deformations 
the three-dimensional problem in the area of load introduction. 
The project RS 149 comprises: 
design, installation and testing of the missile accelerator1con-
struction of a target abut~ent 
production of approximately 24 model missiles and the same number of 
reinforced concrete test plates 
procurement and installation 9f the measuring instruments. 
For the following reasons the scale ···of the experiments was chosen as 
large as possible: 
Small scale structures adjusted to laboratory conditions would cause 
difficulties on the following fields: 
selection of the granular size of the aggregates 
measures securing the composite of 
registration of the kinetic stress 
within the structure {the velocity 
ent of the geometric scale) 
steel and concrete 
distribution (shock waves) 
of the shock waves is independ-
installation of stirrups in the reinforcement and evaluation of their 
effectiveness. 
The mentioned difficulties would require special activities and com-
promise settlements and would entail additional falsifying values or· 
such effects which cannot be taken into account by a realistic theore-
tical treatment. The interpretation of the results would become ve·ry' 
difficult or even impossible, especially with regard to the separation 
of the essential influence factors. 
4. Exoerimental Facilities 
The realization of largo scale experiments was facilitated by the co-
operation of the Federal Mini~.try for Research and Technology and the 
Federal Ministry of Defense. 
At the site ol; the Bundeswehr-Erprobungsstelle 91 (BWB/E.St.9l) at 
Meppen a gas-operated accelerator was built by which missiles of a 
maximum diame1;er of 600 mm,. a length of up to 7 m and a mass of up to 
1000 kg may bE~ accelerated to a maximum speed of 300 rn/s. 
Specially cons1tructed projectiles are used as model missiles, consist-
ing of concentric tubes of varying length. The deformation behaviour of 
those tubes yields the impact load/time characteristics similar to those 
(:~which may be expected in an aircraft crash. Quadratic reinforced con-
crete walls of about 6 m edge length and up to 0,90 m thickness are used 
as targets. An abutment has been constructed in order to fix the target ) 
plates. 
5. Progress to rate 
5.1 Experimental Plant 
The gas-opera t.ed accelerator was completed and tested. The operating 
safety,. the full serviceability and the reproducibility of each shot 
.were proven. The plant has been serviceable since the end of ~ovem­
ber 1976. 
(': 
The construction of the target abutment could be terminated in rnid-De-
cember. The production of missing ste<elwork elements being indispensa;ble 
for the perfon~ance of the tests as well as the filling of the mound be-
hind the abutmEmt are scheduled to be completed until early March 1977: 
from this date on, the complete experimental plant will be serviceable. 
5.2 Test Egttipment for Measuring Sf~rie~ I 
Measuring seri~s I of the planned tests serves to check the model idea 
for the determination of the time-dependent load arising from an impact 
of deformable missiles onto rigid structures. The series comprises a 
total of 4 tests. The missile model for the first test was determined. 
The projectile consists of an approximately 6 m long outer cylinder with 
' } 
...... 'fVP'ff.Jt•-··-· ,.,., _.., __ '---·----.--..~. ... ·----------··-
. --·~--.. ·· ~·--~---~---~----... --.... --.... -· 
a diameter of 600mrn, its shell thickness being longitudinally graded 
from 5 mm in the front area to 10 mm in the rear area, and of a con-
centrical inner tube of approximately 1 m length and 500 mm diameter, 
which is connected to the outer cylinder by means of ribs (shell thick-
ness = 7 mm) • The front end is closed by a spherical cap, the rear end 
is formed by a reinforced plane plate. 
For the maximum impact load, the reinforced concrete target plates of 
measuring series I shall display as little bending as possible and shall 
safely exclude perfor~ation. They mainly serve to distribute the load 
to the four lO ~~-force transducers recording the impact load/time char-
acteristics. For the determinat~on of the outer dimensions (width/heigh~ 
thickness= 3,70/3,501 1,00 m), considerations regarding construction and 
testing procedure were primarily decisive. The total weight of the tar-
get structure amounts to approximately 0,8 MN. By means of two chains 
it is slung to a steel cross-bar placed transversely to the direction 
of the impact on top of the abutment. 
5.3 Measuring Method 
For an expert study, the measurement program supplied by Hochtief/KTI 
in coordination with BWB/E.St. 91 was submissed to the Otto-Graf-Insti-' 
tute Wepartment for Civi'l Engineering and Construction of the 
University Stuttgart) . The expertis.e mainly referred to measurements 
taken at the reinforced concrete test plates. Proposals for alterations 
especially dealt with the measurements of the reaction at the support 
and with measures to check the reaction velocity of the measuring equip· 
ment. The testing phase of the accelerator plant was utilized to obtain 
data on the aerodynamical and deformation characteristics of steel pro-l 
jectiles and on possibilities to record and measure the procedure of 
the impact and the velocity/time behaviour of the projectiles. In order-
to avoid a negative influence on the time schedule for the future pro-
ceedings of the entire project, the difficulties encountered with 
measurements and the uncertainty in connection with the evaluation of 
the deformation behaviour necessitated two supplimentary preliminary 
·tests prior to the start of measuring series I. These tests essentially 
aim at achieving unobjectionably reliable methods of measurement to re-
cord the impact behaviour of the missile models. In addition, the pre-
computation of the impact load/time behaviour shall be based on at least 
qualitative test results in such a way that the dimensioning of the 
projectiles for the first major tests is sufficiently reliable to avoid 
extreme failures during these tests. 
Figures 2 and 3 show parts of 'the deformed missile model used during 
the first preliminary test. The missile consisted of a steel tube of 
approximately 6 m length (~ 600 mm, shell thickness= 5 mm), the front 
end of which was closed by a spherical cap and the rear end was formed 
by a plane plate. By means of photoelectric cells, the impact velocity 
was determined to be 296,2 m/s. The free trajectory reached approxima-
tely 35 m. A remarkable deviation from the theoretical axis of the 
trajectory could not be noticed. 
(~As a target, a concrete plate was used, which was vertically placed in-
to the mound. Duo to the impact, tho stool tube was axially compressed. 
Because of a technical failure of the high speed camera, the process 
of the impact could unfortunately not be recorded. As information on 
the deformation behaviour is undispensable during the major tests, 
supplimentary measuring methods will be tested during a second preli-
minary test to ensure the achievement of the required data by means 
of additional measurement methods in case of a renewed failure of the 
high speed camera. The following measurement procedures are intended 
to be used for recording the time sequence of the flying phase and the 
impact of the missile onto the concrete plate: 
acceleration transducer fixed at the rear end plate inside the mis-
() sile: wireless transmission of the measured values by means of a 
transmitte:r being also installed in the interior of the missile 
(telemetry): 
Aim: Record of the time-dependent acceleration of one point of the 
mis1sile shell: 
by means of radar, the velocity/time behaviour of a point located 
at the frol;lt part of the projectile has to be recorded until the 
impact process is initiated; 
determination of the velocity of the missile at one point of the 
trajectory by means of photoelectric cellar 
high speed camera ("Lexander" camera): 
quantitative evaluation of the deformation behaviour (no possibility 
of reproducing moved picturosl) 
"'1"'1_$ ___ ..., ____ ,.._ N"••~---"""""1--....-..,....-....-.--.....---
-. "-"'. ·-·-·:.....,.......,_.,..........,..,..._ __ , ___ ~---------.... - ..... 
Improved technique for taking pictures by means of supplimentary 
li9htjng and by marking the missile with a Scotch-light-foil: 
second high speed camera for reproduction of the motion process. 
5.4 Preparing Theoretical Narks 
Investigation concerning the consideration of the physically non-
linear behaviour when calculating the forces and deformations of re-
inforced concrete plates. 
Calcul~tion of plates by means of triangular and· rectangular finite 
elE~ments, with special regard to the accuracy of the results and the 
quantity of the calculation. 
Determination and testing of· absolutely stable numerical integration 
systems for a solution of the nonlinear differential equation system1 
as they are for example arising when applying the FEM-method fo~ the 
calculation of plates and shells. 
6. RP.SlJ.l ts. 
First results cannot be expected prior to the completion of the total 
experimental plant. 
7. Next Steps 
7.1 In 1977, the entire measuring series I shall be performed and the 
pertaining documentation of the measurement values and the re-
sults of the accompanying theoretical research activities in 
connection with these testa·shall be submitted in a technical · 
report. 
7.2 Towards the end of the year, the first tests of measuring series n 
shall be effected. 
\ 
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Classification: 3.2 
Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTR'i: 
BRD 
Geschot3belastung von armiertem Beton, SPONSOR:BMFT Rechenprograrnm und Berechnungen (RS 226 - !,,3.2, Jahresbericht A 76) 
ORGANIZATION: 
KED 
·ritle 2 (~~ish): Project Leader: 
Missile Impa,;::t on Reinforced Concrete, B. Nowotny 
Compute1· Cod,e and Calculations 
" r. . . . .. . . " . :. ~Itli ~ : :.. E!:: \ :,;~ :.~) -: -·-- .. _c ; _~ ... .,.le;_ J-
----
.5-::;:.~. 1, 1976 Anril 30, 1977 
- .. - -··s· :.ast U~datin~ (Date): ( ~ .... c:._ ... • 
I Continuing December 1976 
1. General Aim 
2. 
Nuclear Power plants have to be designed to resist an air-
pla~e crash without endangering the environment. It is a 
complicated problem to find out the effects of the imact of 
t ' 
the airplane against the'concrete wall, which has not yet 
been sufficiently investig~ted by experiments and theory. 
~;icular Objectives 
In this research program a mathematical model for reinforced 
concrete should be developed and the results be compared 
with experiments. The aim of this code is to be able to 
extrapolate experimental results, especially for the effects 
of &n airplane crash against a nuclear power plant. 
3. Research Program 
3. 1 Development of a dynamic anisotropic mathematical model of 
reinforced concrete 
3.2 Comparative calculations with missile impact experiments 
-------·" . ·--·------------.;.....--·--·-·--· .. ·-· ..... 
/ 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Item 3.1 Anisotropic model for concrete 
The mathematical model consists of special subroutines 
for the finite difference code PISCES 2DL /1/, which is 
usable for everybody at the Control Data Corporation (CDC). 
The model has cylindrical symmetry corresponding to the 
two-dimensional PISCES code. 
One zone of the model contains concrete and steel. The 
steel stresses are calculated separately from the con-
crete and are smeared over the whole zone and super-
imposed the concrete stresses. The 3 possible reinforce-
ments in the 3 directions are independent of each other 
and may be different. 
. 
There are the following conditions of the concrete 
- undestroyed 
- radially broken 
- conically broken 
- completely destroyed 
The undestroyed concrete is linear-elastic and isotrop. 
The concrete breaks, when the tensile principal stress 
exceedes the tensile strenght of the concrete, and spalls 
perpendicular to the principal stress. The gaps can close 
again. The fragments can slide on each other if the 
friction force is exceeded. 
\ 
If the concrete is completely destroyed, its behaviour 
becomes isotropic again. Then it is described as normally 
provided for in PISCES: by an equation of state (pressure 
= f (density)) and by a yield model (yield limit= f 
(pressure)). 
0 
s. 
(J 
6. 
7. 
The equation of state considers the following phenomena 
elastic volume compression 
- permanent volume decrease 
- compact elastic behaviour (no more voids do exist) 
- spalling 
'rhe yield limit describes the breaking limit of the unde-
stroyed concrete under shear, and the yield condition of 
the completely destroyed concrete (yield model by Mohr-
Coulomb, see /2/ e. g.). 
The behaviour of the reinforcement is ideally elastic-
plastic under tension. When the concrete is undestroyed, 
the steel can take compression forces too, when it is 
destroyed, the steel is assumed to buckle. 
The reinforcement steel can slide in the concrete, when 
the adhering force is exceeded. This adhering force is a 
function of the condition of the concrete (condition of 
destruction, pressure). 
Progress to date 
The computer code for the anisotropic concrete model has 
been developed and tested by simple load cases (see /3/), 
The work has been performed in time according to the 
original schedule. 
Results 
The code is working. 
Next Steps 
Calculation of 3 missiles and comparsion with measurements 
of the Ernst-Mach-Institute. 
; ··--------~-----------~---- -...._...-.-:---------·'"" 
8. 
9. 
Relation with other Projects 
Qualification of the code to accompany eventually the planned 
tests in Meppen, Germany (air plane simulating missiles 
against concrete slabs) 
References 
/1/ PISCES 2Dl, Manual A, B, C, D 
Physics International Company 
2700 Merced, San Leandro, Calif. 
/2/ J. C. Jaeger, 
Elasticity, Plasticity and Flow 
Methuen & Co Ltd and Science Paperbacks 1974 
/3/ GeschoBbelastung von armiertem Beton, 
Zwischenbericht: Entwicklung eines anisotropen Material-
modelles fur armierten Beton. KED-Bericht Dezember 1976 
10. Degree of Availability of the Report 
/1/ also available at Control Data Corporation, e. g. 
Stresemannallee 30, 6000 Frankfurt/Main 70 
/3/ the report is present at IRS 
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Classification 
[}Jn.4. 
· .. 
Title 1 COUNTRY Denmark 
Flystyrt pa containment-bygning 
.SPONSOR DAEC, Ris~ 
Title 2 
Aircraft impact on containment building. 
Initiated (date) 
Narch 1975 
Status: progressing 
l .. General aim 
Completed: (date) 
1976 
Last U?dating 
(date) 
F~bruary 1976 
ORGANIZATION 
DAEC, Risll) 
I Project le~der :Per Lundsager 
Scientists: 
Per Lur:dsager 
S. Krenk 
~.:.~.:. Investigations on structural consequences of an aircraft impact on a 
containment building. 
~.:.~~ Co~parison of several FEM-codes available to Ris~ and evaluation of 
their potentials in this type of analysis. 
2. Particular objectives 
2.1. To study the transient response of an idealized axisyrr~etric contain-
ment structure subject to an impact force of the linearized Riera type. 
2.2. To study the influence·on the displaca:nent and stress results of the 
element types available in a number of FEM-codes. 
3. Ex?erinental facilities and programme 
None 
·' 
~· Project status 
I A number of analyses have been carried out using 3 linear and 1 nonlinear 
code. 3 types of shell el~~nts anq ~-types of. isoparametric solid·ere~ 
ments have been applied. 
•. 
4.2. Essential results 
The stress results seem to a remarkable ~~tehd ·to d•pend on proper matching 
of element type and grid layout. 
5. Next steps 
Evaluation of results. 
Internal and external reporting. 
I 
6. Relati.ons with other projects 
No direct relations. 
7. Reference documents 
Dynamic Analysis of Aircraft Impact Using the Linear Elastic Finite 
Element Codes FINEL, SAP and STARDYNE. 
Per Lundsager, Steen Krenk. 
Ris!l}-t-1-1817, Aug. 1975. 
Presented at the ELCALAP Seminar, Berlin, Sept. 1975. 
8. Degree of availability 
·Project information is freely available 
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Claaaificatiott : 3 _ 2 _ 
134 - 41. -11 I 4111-06 ~s 
Titre Pays • • 
-
: FRANCE 
Tenue des structures aux projectiles Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN 
-
Titre. (anglais) Organisme executeur • 
Date 
Etat 
Behaviour of structures under missile impact CEA/DEMT - CEA/CESTA 
Responsable : . 
R.AVET-FLANCARD (DSN): 
LIVOLANT (DEMT) 
74 
. 
78 
Scientifiques : 
de demarrage . Date prevue d 1achevement : . 
l!-Ctuel • En cours Derniere mise a jour : 05/11/76 BERRIAUD (DEMT) • 
' (CESTA) · 
Objectif g~eral : 
Cette etude est destinee a mieux faire conna1tre la tenue d 1une paroi 
en beton arme sous le choc d 1un projectile. Les conditions·de resistance 
limite sont systematiquement recherchees afin de permettre la mise au 
point d 1une formule empirique permettant d 1evaluer la tenue a la perforation 
de differentes structures (NB, le projectile est "dur"). 
Objectifs particuliers : 
1) Calculs d 1 evaluation preliminaire 
2) Recherche de conditions typiques pour maquettage 
3) Etude de !'influence de diametre et de la masse de projectile 
4) Etude de !'influence du ferraillage 
5) Cas representatifs de cas reels 
6) Influence de differents rapports geometriques 
7) Influence des caracteristiques mecaniques des parois 
8) Condition extreme (tres grande vitesse) 
9) Forme de projectile. 
Etat de 1 1 etude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
Ont ete realises a ce jour outre les calculs d'evaluation: 
Les tirs preliminaires portant sur les efforts de masse et de diametre 
du proj ectile1 
Les tirs pour apprecier !'influence du taux de ferraillage~ 
Les experiences representatives d'aeronefs reels} 
Les tirs sur double paroi~ 
Les tirs relatifs au parametre dia~etre/epaisseur de paroi • 
Quelques tirs a tres grande vitesse ont ete effectues • 
. . . I . .. 
--
2) Resultats essentiels : 
Un ensemble de resultats a permis de situer les vitesses de juste 
perforation dans une assez large gamme. 
Un releve graphique a permis d 1approcher une formule empirique faisant 
intervenir pour la dalle : l'epaisseur, la densite, la resistance a la 
compression, et pour le projectile : la masse, le diametre et la vitesse • 
Prochaines etapes : 
Etude de 1 1 influence de la disposition des aciers. 
Etude de !'influence de la resistance de compression du b4ton. 
Etude de la forme du projectile. 
'\ 
________ .._ 
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TNO - IWECO 
TITLE: 
Responsieberekeningen voor reactorgebouw 
TITLE: (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Dynamic response of reactor structures 
(building and containment) 
.-----------------------~~-------------------------~ 
INITIATED: June I 974 LAST UPDATING: April 1977 
STATUS: Progressing COMPLETED: 1978 
General a1m 
CLASSIFICATION: 3. 2/3.3/7.1 
COUNTRY: NETHERLANDS. 
SPONSOR: 
Ministry of Social Affairs 
ORGANIZATION: 
TNQ-IWECO 
PROJECT LEADER: 
Meijers 
SCIENTISTS: 
Van Beek 
Geertsema 
I' ~ 
1.., ) Development and application of calculational tools for the evaluation of structu-
ral response of reactorbuildings under dynamic loading conditions. 
·' 
·~ 
, .. 
Particular objectives 
The calculations are directed to the evaluation of the effects of 
(1) pressure/blast waves of gasexplosion in the vicinity of the site 
(2) impact of striking aircraft on the reactor (containment) buildings. 
Experimental facilities and program: None 
Project status 
A computational method has been developed and implemented in the MARC-computer-
code to describe the non-linear behaviour of reinforced concrete with a finite 
element technique. This method has been applied to a typical reactorbuilding to 
analyse the structural response due to (1) blast wave, (2) impact of large 
commercial aircraft. 
Next steps 
Further application of method to aircraft-impact. Development and implementation 
in the MARC-computercode 1of a more refined Mohr-Coulomb criterion to improve the 
numerical description of 1the inelastic behaviour of concrete. Investigation of 
the load-carrying capacity of flat platepanels, of reinforced concrete, subjected 
to local dynamic loads. 
Relation to other projects: None 
Reference documents 
"Mathematical description of the non-linear behaviour of reinforced concete" by 
Ir. H. Geertsema, June 1976, TNO-IWECO, report no. 11261/2 
"Responsieberekeningen aan een reactorgebouw voor belastingen t.g.v. een drukgolf 
en een neerstortend vliegtuig" ("Structural response analysis of a reactor 
building subjected to a blast wave and aircraft impact") by Ir. H. Geerts·ema, 
September 1976, TNO-IWECO, report no. 11261/3. 
Degree of availability 
Through Ministry of Social Affairs 
Budget: H£1. 306.000,-- (1975 + 1976), approx. H£1. 72.500,-- (1977 + 1978) 
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1. 1inneral Aim 
··--~ 
Experim(•u t::; wl th unconfined ignitable clouds of explosible gases are per-
formed in order to supply information on the hazards to nuclear installa• 
tionsfrom gas explosions resulting from accidental gas leak or spill in 
the course of production, storage and ·transport of explosible gases near 
nuclear power plants. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The project will include all the following aspects: 
(~~udies of gas dispersion after a leak or spill of explosible gas from 
... / 
liquid-gas containers or pipes and determination of the amount of igni-
table mixture at any time after the spill. 
Determination of the propagation functions of pressure and shock waves 
generated by the explosion of unconfined vapour clouds and assessment or 
their impact on a nuclear power plant. 
3. Rc~0~rch Program 
3.1. Evaluation of the available literature and selection of 
explosible gases which are to' b'e fnve·st·iga't'ed 
A comprehensive review of the current status of the subject with numerous 
references is contained in a paper by Strehlow and Baker (1975). 
The gases methane, ethylene and propane will be investigated. 
3.2. Studies of leakage or spill phenomena associated with 
liquified explosible gases and the evaporation, spreading 
-and mixing of these substanc·e·s in' the· ·s·u·r·r·o't.ln'di'rig .... ·air'-
As parameters, the surrounding conditions (temperature, wind 1 nature of 
the soil) and source strength are varied. 
- 2 A hall of 6 x 12 m ground area will be used for the gas dis-
persion tests. Liqu~d gas will be spilled onto a heatable platform placed 
at one end of the hall. The gas evaporation rate is measured by weighing 
the platform with a force transducer~ The extension of the cold gas cloud 
is observed by filming the foggy region in scattered li:gh.t and mea.sured 
by several traverses with 8 suction probes placed at a plane at varying 
distances from the spill point. Analysis is performed by infrared-light··:· 
absorption measuring devices. At the front side of the hall near the 
platform there are facilities to produce a uniform stream of air with 
wind velocities up to 2.5 m/s. The gases will be spilled in amounts of 
2, 5 and lo kg each. 
The extension of tne flammable region over the first minutes and the 
amount of gas mixture within the flammability limits will be calculated· 
and compared with computational predictions based on a Pasquill-
diffusionmodel for an area source growing with time during evaporation.· 
3. 3. · Explosive prope~tie·s ·of the s't1bst·a:n·c·es·· to·- he·- inves·tigated 
The explosive properties will be studied dependent oncloud size, mixture 
ratio with air and kind of ignition. 
3.3.1. Limits of inflammability 
The tests will be done in small balloons with a volume of some liters. 
3.3.2. 
• 
Reaction process in the c·ase of ·an·, e·xp'lO's'i·on 
The experiments will be performed by means of a detonation chamber 
whereby the ignition- and shock wav0 ~ration process will be observed 
by high speed optical photography (Schlieren method in connection with' 
a rotating mirror camera). 
Flame propagatioh ~ates 
The gas mixtures will be enclosed in transparent balloons and ignited oy 
different sources. The initiated deflagration or detonation will be 
.. ·-·----~~--------------_,...._ 
,11 
observed by means of high speed optical equipment. 
Additional studies of thi3 type will be carried out in thin walled PE 
tubes to collt~ct information about the acceleration of the flames and 
hence, the ponsible change from a deflagration into a detonation. 
3.3.4. Critical amount of exElosive 
The amount of explosive which is sufficient for the initiation of a 
detonation in a stoichiometric gas/air-mixture is determined. 
3.4. Determination of the propagation functions of exploding 
unconfined vapour clouds 
. The flow field outside of a detonating or deflagrating vapour cloud 
will be determined for at least two different cloud sizes. The proper-
~ies of th·~ flow field from large scale explosions should be derived 
from tha rf'fHll ta of these tests on a much smaller scale 
3.4.1. Detonation 
The detonation of a gas/air mixture, enclosed in balloons of 1.5 and 
15m3, generates a shock wave in the surrounding air, whose pressure-
time history is measured at several qifferent distances. 
3.4.2. Deflas;ration 
The'experiments will be performed with hemispherical balloons on the 
ground. Again the pressure•time history of the generated pressure waves 
is recorded. 
c :./. 5. Gas detonation transfer to adjacent clouds 
3.6. Estimation of the effect of a gas explosion on reactor 
·comEonents . . . '· ........................... ,., 
4. Exoerimental Facilitie-a, Comp·ut·e·r·· Codes 
5. Progress to Date 
3.2. 
- Mounting of the heating appliance in the test platform 
- electrical supply for blower and heating • 
- electronic control of the heating 
• production of 3 propane pressure vessels with rapid opening mechanizm 
- adaptation of infrared-light-absorption devices to a 13 channel 
light spot recorder 
- adaptation of impeller anemometer to light spot recorder for 
measuring of wind tunnel flow 
- production of a mobile device for a thermo diffusion probe to 
measure the turbulence in the wind tunnel 
- measurement of flow velocity field in the wind tunnel 
3.3.3. For the determination of flame propagation rates the following 
experiments were filmed with high speed cameras: 
- deflagration of stoichiometric gas/air mixtures enclosed in transpa-
rent balloons of 1/2 x 1.5 and 1/2 x 15 cm3. 
- deflagration of stoich. c2H4/air mixtures with reduced nitrogen 
concentration (02/N2 = 40/60) 
- deflagration of c2H4/ air mixture (1o.6 vol.% c2H4) in a PE cube 
with a length of side of 8 m. 
- deflagration of gas/air mixtures in PE tubes (diameter o.8 m, 
length 3o m) 
Most of the tests had to be done during daylight; in order to make the 
flame fronts visible on the film it was necessary to add appropriate 
substances to the mixtures (Sr(OH) 2 or NaCl). 
The films of all experiments - except the PE tube tests - were analy-
sed with respect to space velocities of the flames. 
3.3.4. The critical amount of explosive was determined for 
stoichiometric propane/air mixtures. This was not possible for 
methane/air mixtures. 
3.4.1. The propagation functions for detonating stoich. propane[ 
air mixtures were determined. 
3.4.2. The propagation functions for def.lagrating SDich. CH4/air, 
determined. The pressure-
l -
c3H8/air - and c2H4/air- mixtures were 
time history of the generated pressure waves was recorded by 23 pressu-
re transducers which were installed along the axis of a x-y-coordinate 
system on the ground at distances between 2 and 12 m from the explosion 
center. 
. ' 
~ 
The pressure Navea of the other balloon ~xperiments mentioned above 
(3.3.3.) were recorded as well. 
~ Two 15 m3-balloons filled with a stoich. c2H4/air-mixture 
. '13· 
were mounted side by side connected by an opening of 2o cm in diameter. 
The detonation which was initiated in one of the two was not trans-
ferred to the adjacent balloon but was stopped at the opening. 
. . 
In two other tests an acetylene/oxygene-mixture was ignited in a 
detonation chamber. The generated detonation continued in a PE tube 
containine a stoich. c2H4/air mixture,seperated by a thin foil from 
the c2H2-o2-mixture. This was not the case when the tube was replaced 
by a balloon. 
c Re:Jults 
3.3.3. A characteristic example of the flame propagation of a stoich. 
c2u4/air mixture, contained in a hemispherical balloon of 1/2 x 15 m
3
, · 
is shown in figure 1. The propagation rate in horizontal direction 
reaches a maximum value of about lo m/s; for larninar propagation one 
would expect a space velocity of 5 m/s. The resulting difference may 
be due to turbulent effects. Some time before the rupture of the 
balloon the flame is accelerating in vertical direction and reaches a 
maximum of n.bout 38 m/s. This behaviour is associated with buoyant 
effects. The b\lOyancy is accompanied by a wake on the ground which leads 
to a star;n;ttion of the horizontal flarae position. 
~ figure 2 the flame propagation of a stoich. c2H4Lair-mixture with a ~~/N2 ratio of 4o/6o is shown. The maximum velocity is about 7o m/s. 
For stoich. propane/air mixtures the critical amount of explo. 
sive is betwee~ 7o and 8o g. 
Even with 2.5 kg of explosive it was not possible to get a detonation 
in a stoich. me.thane/air mixture .. ; a .further :i:ncreas-e o.f' the amount ot 
explosive in not reasonable unless larger gas volume$ than 15 m3 are 
]Jacd. J<ognrl<o et al. (1965) reports a critical amount ot explosive 
of 1 kg whereas Strehlow (1976) quotes about 2o kg. 
The deflagration of the investigated ga~lair utxture~ produce 
pressure waves which propagate at sonic velocitT. The po~ittve presau7e 
........ ,.~ .... , _____ ... _______________ _,.--r:........,,...._....--.---------..... ---.~~.,.,' 
phase is followed by a negative one; 
theory thn.t claims fp dt = 0 at any 
In figuro 3 the maximum overpressure 
this is in accordance with 
fixed radial position. · 
+ ~P is plotted versus the 
scaled diotance r/r0 (r0 = balloon radius} for different stoich. 
rnixturea and different balloon sizes. The same is done in figure 4 
for stoich. c2H4/air mixtures with ~educed nitrogen concentration 
(02/N2 = 4o/6o). . 
J 
The experimental part of the research program has been concluded be-
sides of points 3.2. and 3.3.1. Dataanalysis ot the deflagration tests 
is in progress. 
1. Next Steps 
The results of the defiagrative experiments will be documented in a 
partial report. 
The data of the detonative balloon tests with propane/air mixtures 
will be analysed and combined with those or the ethylene tests. 
Composition of the final report.' 
8. Relation with Other ProJects 
9. References 
1. S.M. Kogarko et al. (1965) 
Investigation of spherical detonation of gas Eixtures 
Combustion, Explosion and Shock Waves, Vol.~ No.2 pp. 15•22 
2. R.A. Strehlow and W.E. Baker (1975) 
The charac~terization and evaluation of accidental ~plosions 
3. R.A. Strehlow (1976) 
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1. General Ai.m 
For the security of nuclear power plants also dangers coming from outside 
have to be taken into account. One of them are the dynamic loads of the 
reactor containment caused by pressure waves. They are formed in all 
cases where energy is transferred by air, for example when a chemical 
or nuclear explosion takes place. 
Therefore it is the aim of this project to find out the pressure-time-
h.~story of the pressure 
( .. 1 tting a nuclear power 
tube. 
waves which are reflected and diffra~ted, when 
plant,by means of model experiments in the shock 
\ 
2. Particular Objectives 
Because there exist no data on pressure loads and their pressure-time-
history runnin•; around a combination of buildings the objectives of this 
program an~ 
2.1 to m<•asure precisely the pressure loads of the single reactor build-
ings and to co~rect, if necessary, the data given in the standard 
literature 
2. 2 to get inf<~rmation on the s:Qielding-, focusing- and reflection 
effects occurr~ng in a reactor plant hit by a shock wave 
___ ....,... ___ ...,_,.._...,._ _ _, __ _..,_,.._-:"""..,...,.r;:-~ ......... -~---------,-----
2.3 to try to elaborate some general rules for the design of reactor 
plants in order to protect them optimally against shock waves. , 
3. Research Program 
3.1 A representative nuclear power plant had to be to find out and from 
this the buildings which should not be destroyed by shock waves. 
3.2 Work in literature had to give directions about the studies which 
had already been done in this matter or a similar one - and in the 
last case to try to transform it to the actual problem - and about 
studies which should be done. The valid model laws had to be ex-
posed because the experiments could not be made in the original size. 
3.3 The models were put in a small shock tube, and in shadowgraph ex-
periments the critical places of the nuclear power plant were to be 
found, where high pressures wo~ld be expected. 
3.4 At the places, found according to point 3.3 pressure transducers 
were installed in larger models. These models were mounted in a 
large shock tube (2.4 m in diameter). Shock waves of different 
strengths coming from different directions had to overrun the model. 
The pressure-time-history was measured. 
3.5 Pressure-time-history was transformed to impulse-time-history. In 
connection with the results from point 3.3 and 3.4 this at last had; 
to give the possibility of finding out the real critical places, 
the overloading of pressure and impulse with respect to pressure 
and impulse at the front of the containment. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
All tests were made in two shock tubes~ the shadowgraph experiments in 
a shock tube of 200 mm in diameter, the pressure-measurements in another 
of 2.4 m in diameter with a length of about 50 m. The principle of the 
plant is already described in the Annual Report A 74. 
5. Progress to date 
The work was started in 1973 with a literature-research, being the con-
ditions for realizing the program. After settlement of the nuclear power 
plant to be investigated and after finding out the loading, experiments 
were made with shadowgraphs which finally enabled pressure measurements •. 
As in 1975 such experiments were made on the reactor as well as the 
.. 
·; 
powerhouse (qs single building and as building combination) now in the 
second test ~eries building complexes reactor-supply plant-switch boards 
and reactor power house-supply plant-switch boards were tested whether 
at the diffrqction process by superposition and focussing of shock waves 
at unsuitabl~ places, increased pressure can occur compared with the 
peak reflection overpressure at the front of the reactor building. Here 
/\ 
the building combinations were hit by two shock strengths (1,2 = 0,~5 
bar peak reflection overpressure, 1,4 ~ 1,0 bar) from eight different 
directions <•ach at 45°). 
The extensive experiments supply numerous measuring records from which 
for each gage position and after normalizing the function 
p t 
pro - f ( wu> 
was found 
p 
Pro 
.. p 
u 
t 
and from that the impulse function 
I 
(D/U) Pro 
.~resulted. 
v 
a f ( I 
• local pressure 
• peak reflection overpressure 
= diameter of the reactor model 
= shock wave velocity 
= time of arrival of the shock front 
at the front edge of the reactqr 
building 
• impulse 
In order to show the critical places of the reactor plant where at the 
pretended building system an increase in pressure and impulse has to be 
taken into account and by which bu~lding walls these were caused, the 
pressure-time-history was chosen as comparative size at the front edge 
... 
of the reactor. The other building models were removed for in any case 
the containment has to stand against the pressure or impulse appearing 
there. The measurements were made at rigid models. Therefore it is not 
possiblo to s.:1y anything about the destructive effect at buildings, more-
over only the relative danger intensity can be determined. In order to 
find a dimens.Lon for this, pressure resp. impulse was chosen as re-
ference size ;appearing at the front edge of the containment for the 
containment should in any case resist these loadings. The tests often 
mcpw• Ut W#UC .,., ... ..,.. ··1>4.~~~----------------~------...... -----.... -----
lead to unexpected results as shown at the following example. Thus it is 
absolutely possible that at the same gage position completely different 
pressure-time-histories were measured if only the impacting direction · 
is changed and all other test oar~ters are kept constant. If for in-
stance the containment is placed behind the powerhouse met by the shock 
front under 45°, a pressure magnification of 54 % appears at the narrow-
est place between two buildings as shown in the pressure-place-graph of 
Fig. 1. If, however, the shock front hits normally the power house being 
also in front of the containment, at the same place a maximum pressure 
being by 40 % lower than that at the containment tront edge (Fig. 2) 
is registered. The pressure-time-history in Fig. 3 shows that a building 
being in front of the containment is not always enough protective. Then 
a pressure-reduction appeared at conditions outlined in Fig. 2 (power 
house in front of the containment). Thus a pressure-rise resulted pro-
vided that the impacting direction was changed by 45°. Owing to super-
position of reflected and diffracted shock front parts also building 
walls being lateral to the containment can resist a far greater pressure 
at an unfavorable arrangement - if a corner is formed - than the mentioned 
reference pressure. The pressure-time-histories for two gage positions 
confirm this' in Fig. 4. The influence of auxiliary buildings on the 
pressure-time-history and on the impulse-time-history,resulted from 
there, is shown in Fig. 5. 
6. Results 
In the final report it is written about the total result of this research 
program having been finished in 1976. The final judgement ~bout the 
effect of shock waves on nuclear power stations cannot yet be given as 
by means of future photos and diagrams and an extensive discussion of 
experts of the institute a revision could be necessary. However, it 
can already be stated, that the hitherto critical observation of the 
test results lead to the perception that a pure theoretical prediction 
about the pressure and impulse histories to be expected on different 
places of complex building plants is not possible. At the time being 
they can only be achieved experimentally. 
Finally it can be said that the aims set at the beginning of the program 
were achieved and that neither costs nor time have been exceeded. 
7. Next SteE!§. 
·The final report will be elaborated. 
8. Rcl~tions~with other Projects 
No relations exist to ·other project$ with similar aims except in th$ 
own insti tute1• 
9. Refc1·ences 
10. Degree of Availability of Reports 
I 
The final report is available after finishing and if BMFT gives the 
C'.?ermission. 
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In autumn 1976 reinforced concrete buildings shall;be tested unde~ 
pressure waves originating from explosions. These tests will take 
place at the test grounds "White Sand", New Mexico, USA, under the 
project name DICE THROW (4-nations project) • An explosion of 500 tons 
TNT·, is planned, which will mainly serve military purposes. 
The Bundesminister fUr Forschung und Technologie (BMFT = Federal 
r-r.lister for Research and Technology) 
tnls project, mainly being interested 
the 
consid~red to take part in 
in detail.ed analysis concerning · 
. ' 
formation and propagation of pressure waves, ·in atmo~phere and 
ground 
reflexion and flow of pressure waves around the build~ngs cif 
nuclear power plants 
maximum bearing capacity, safety against tumbling and vibration 
of structures induced by pressure waves 
. 
with respect to large structures. Another point he is interested in; 
is the quantification of the respective·~afety margins. 
J. ,· 
·. \ 
/ .. 
) 
"" 
@3o 
A review of design ntl..'!t.hods \vorkcd out during former nuclear weapon 
tests as well ~s a control of the res\llts by means of advanced 
compulational and measuring methods were of further interest. As a 
basis for the decision on whether a participation of DMFT is useful, 
pe~tinent and 6rganizational tonditions had to be clarified by this 
feasibility st~dy under the aspect of nuclear safety considerations. 
2. Particular Objectives 
3.1 Experimental Facilities 
Not relevant. 
3.2 Research Program 
4. Project Status 
4.1 Progress to Date 
Since a participation of BMFT with own objectives requires an 
adaption to the general test philosophy, first it was necessary to 
work out a concept and the possibilities given by the test arrange-
ment. As a basis, the technical documents ot the Bundesminister 
fur Verteidigung (BMVg = Federal ~1inister of Defence) and the Infra-
strukturstab der Bundeswehr (InfrastrStBW = Infrastructure Staff of 
the German Federal Armed Forces) were used. BMVg also takes part 
~with own objectives. 
Furthermore, the possibilities and limits of an additional partici-
pation could be discussed in personal conversations with the 
competent representatives of the designing and performing institutions 
- Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) and Waterways Experiment Station (WES) • 
These discussions took place-at the test grounds "White Sand" and jn 
Albuquerquc, New Mexico, on the occasion of a DICE THROW pilot t€st 
in August 1975 (explosion of 100 tons TNT). 
To simplify matters and for the sake of clarity, first essential 
results have been summarized in the draft version of two research 
proposals - "Experimental Investigatioris and Preliminary Computational 
Analysis"; which have been submitted for judgement to the BMFT. Th~ 
' 
' . 
' 
proposals .i.nclude the design of a characteristic contaii¥Tient 
building, the corresponding pre-dimensioning and a distribution 
of mass. The final report is available, too. 
4~2. Essential~Results 
4:2.1. Possibilities of the Large Scale Tests 
T~e high energy release resulting frem an explosion of 500 tons 
TNT allows to conduct tests with large buildings of nuclear power 
plants, e.g. containments, under reduced scale problems and at 
different excitation levels - low, medium and ~igh - depending on 
the distahce between the test building and the explosion center (S about 100 to 300 m. 
By the choice of an excitation level, tests in-the linear and 
nonlinear region of structural behaviour are possible. Such large-
scale tests have never been performed up to now and would be a 
valuable extension of present practice. For safety reasons, however, 
the performance of those tests will scarcely be possible in Germany. 
4.2.2. Technical Performance 
The large-scale test DICE THROW especially will present 
a better information on the structural behaviour of large 
buildings 
a comparison between modern computational and experimentally 
() results, particularly a check of. the extrapolation of 
~ computational methods and theoretical fundamentals to large 
structures and thus 
an extension of the range of knowledge required for nuclear 
reactor safety considerations with respect to the large nuclear 
p9wer piant structures. 
On account of a participation of BMFT, it is possible to build two 
additional characteristic large scale containments and to test them 
under the influence of pressure waves resulting from explosion. 
•.• 
... . ' 
Fur~hermore,· the aboveground and underground cubic buildings 
erected by BHVg may be used for the 9bjective of BMl"T {e.g. for 
cable channels etc.). DNA may provide up to 300 channels for the 
instrumentation. As a completion, free-field records of other 
·participants will be available in exchange for own data. 
In addition material properties necessary for preliminary analyses 
and pre~dimensioning of the structtires will be determined and made 
. available on the test grounds. Results and evaluations of the pilot 
tests may be obtained under data exchange agreements. 
From the technical point of view a participation in the large-scale 
test DICE THROW is recommended. 
The final recommendation still depends on the clarification of 
several conditions. These include e.g. binding cost estimates for 
the structures to be ordered in the USA and further details con-
cerning the efficiency of the measuring technique. 
5. Next Steps 
The project "DICE THRmv-Feasibility Study" is completed. 
6. Relation to Other Projects 
At the time there are no other projects in execution concerning the 
behaviour of nuclear power plant structures under the influence of 
explosions with respect to tests of such a large scale. 
7. Reference Documents 
Abschlussbericht RS 173 ·"DICE THROW-Vorstudie zur analytischen 
und experimentellen Erfassung von Reaktorbauwerken unter simu-
lierter (Gas-) Explosionsbelastung im GrossmaBstab", Oktober 1975 
Antrage an den BMFT vom 3. September· 1975 
- DICE THROW - Experiment BMVg - RU III 8 -
- DICE THROW - Analytik SDK 
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Reise- und Besprechungsbericht vom 26. August 1975 
- InformationsgesprHche DICE THROW, Albuquerque, N.M., USA 
- Vorversuche zu DICE THROW (100 t TNT) auf dern Testgelande 
"Nhite Sand" 
:a. Degree o,f .r .. vailability 
0 
0 
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-FRANCE 
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nueUaires . explosions ehtmiques non eonfin4es dues Organisme directeur . 
a un'environnement industrial ou aux voies de CEA/DSN-EdF/SEPTEN 
communication I 
l'itre (anglais) Organisme executeur 
CEA + ENSMA 
External impacts on nuclear plants : unconfined 
chemical explosions due to industrial environment Responsable : 
' 
or to communication roads. J. DUCO (DSN) 
M. GOBERl' (SEPTEN) 
Seientifiques . . 
Date de_deman-age : 30/09/75 Date prevue d'achevement :3]/12/78 M. PERR.OT ( CFA-CESl'A - -Etat aetuel . Derniere mise a jour :17/11/76 M.LEYER (ENSMA) . Etude en cours -
-
- 0 
Objectif general : 
Protection des installations nucleaires contra des agressions 
d'origine externa : Cas particulier des explosions chimiques 
de masses gazeuses derivantes liberees par un accident dans un 
environnement industrial ou au niveau de voies de communication. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
l) Recherche d'une loi d'echelle pour l'onde depression engendree 
par la detonation (au sens strict) de melanges gazeux. 
2) Recherche de 1 1 effet de divers parametres sur la cinetique de 
1' explosion : car~.cteristiques du melange, intensite et localisation. 
de 1 1 initiation, presence d'obstacles, ... ) · 
3) Recherche de modeles representant les caracteristiques de l'onde' 
de pression pour differents regimes d'explosion(deflagrations, 
deflagrations rapides, detonations). 
Installations experimentales et programme : 
Les essais d'explosions sont effectues a deux echelles differentes. \ 
a) En Laboratoire d 1 Energetique et deDetonigue. de l'Universite de 
Poitiers (ENSMA) ou une etude a caractere scientifique fondamental 
est menee sur des volumes de melanges de quelques litres. On essayer~ 
de preciser la tendance des flammes de melanges d'hydrocarbures et 
d'air a s 1 accelerer dans certaines conditions : points privilegies 
de l'initiation de 1 1 explosion dans le melange, presence d'obstacles 
dans le melange, melanges avec gradients de concentration. 
b) Sur un champ de tir du CEA (CESTA) ou des essais avec volumes 
atteignant lOO voire 1000 m3 peuvent ~tre realises. Les ~oyens mis 
en place sont utilises actuellement a l'etude de detonation de 
melanges air-hydrocarbures et permettront par la suite de compare~, 
surtout dans le champ lointain, les effets des detonations et de 
deflagrations de melanges identiques. Enfin on verifiers si les 
resultats obtenus en laboratoire sont extrapolables au cas des 
grands volumes. 
. .. I . .. 
l) Avancement A ce jour : 
a) L1installation du CES~ a permis d'etudier essentiellement les 
detonations de melange Air-Hydrocarbures (Acetylene-Ethylene) sur 
des volumes allant jusqu'a 50 m3. Les valeurs des differents 
resultats tels que mesures de surpression et vitesses de l'onde 
. de choc ont ete rassemblees et sont en.cours d'interpretation 
a l 'ENSMA. 
b) Le laboratoire d'Energetique et de Detonatique de 1 1Universite de 
Poitiers a entrepris le montage de !'installation qui lui permettra 
d'etudier l'acceleration de l4 flamme. 
2) Resultats essentials : 
a) Mise au point de methodes de mesure des differents phenomenes lies 
aux explosions de melanges de gaz et d 1air a grande echelle. 
b) Dans le cas des detonations, mise en evidence d'un effet de taille 
des ballons : pour une m!me valeur de coordonnee reduite (d.m-1/~) 
on constate une augmentation de la valeur de la surpression en 
fonction du volume de gaz. 
Prochaines etapes : 
1) Apres interpretation des essais de detonation des melanges 
Air-Acetylene et Air-Ethylene (jusqu 1A 50 m3 inclus), etude de 
l'interet de proceder a des detonations de volumes superieurs a 50m3. 
2) Comparaison, entre deflagrations et detonations, des effets 
(surpression-impulsion) dans le champ lointain pour des melanges 
identiques. 
3) Etude de !'acceleration de la flamme en fonction de 1 1 intensite 
et du point d 1initiation de !'explosion, de la presence d'obstacles, 
de gradients de concentration dans le melange. 
4) Etude de la secousse tellurique induite. 
Relation avec d 1 autres etudes : 
Formation et evolution de nappes de gaz derivantes (en cours). 
Reponse des structures d'une centrale nucleaire aux impacts lies 
aux explosions de gaz (lancement a l'etude). 
Documents de reference : 
"Risques sur les reacteurs nucleaires dus au vo1.smage d 1 instal-
lations et de transports petroliers", J .DUCO, n..LE QUINIO - Rapport 
DSN 38, mai 1974. 
"Compte rendu d"' essais d 1 explosions de melanges Air-Hydrocarbures 
(essais AMEDEE-1) 11 , J .LEY$R - Note CES~/EX/ESP EA 76-1, 10 Uvrier 
1976. 
"Essais d'explosions de melanges Air-Acetylene", J:PERROT -
Proces-Verbal d'Essais CES~/EX/ESP 1354, 26 octobre 1976. 
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ri~tics is in progress .• _.:rhe dir~ct and induced' effr·cts• o'f t•ornadoes on 
str~ctures h~s been· ~xaminate~, with particular. re!erence to the nuclear 
:: .. ·· >l~n·1:·~. Th~ behavi.our an·d th~ effects of solal~ ·torn: does iri I1:aly in 1974, 
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A study is in course on tornadoes, referring to th~ir main physical cha-
('-!cteristics on the basis of data of experiences on tornadoes in the United 
State~. A parallel research on the~theoretical evaluation of a tornado cha-
r a c t er i !> t i ·c s i s in pro g res s . .. 
The direct and induced effects of torn'adoes on structures ha\e been exami 
'nated, with particulgr reference to the nuclear plants. 
One has studied the behaviour and the effects of some tornadoes in Italy 
m~king an attempt for a first analysis of the experimental data. 
The problem of a classification of the tornadoes by area and intensity 
on the basis of the provoqued damages has been examinated. 
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1. General A1m 
I"-
The aim of this project is to determine the dynamic behaviour of 
PWR and BWR plants during different anticipated transients with 
failure of the shut down system (ATWS = !nticipated !ransients 
Without Scram). The investigations shall show, whether limiting-
values of the fuel elements, the core and the loop components are 
exceeded. 
(~2. Particular Objectives 
The design .conditions for a second scram system can be specified 
on the basis of the results of this investigation if necessary. 
For this purpose some pre-investigations shall be executed. 
---------------~. ··~~-· ................. --~---·-.:---.....----....--oo:--o-~----~:..j\"A~ 
3. Research Program 
3.1 PWR: 
The consequences of a failure of the shut down system are to 
be investigated on the transient behaviour, corresponding to 
the RSK-guide lines. The analysis will be conducted for the 
power plant Grafenrheinfeld and is valid for all 1300 MW-
reactors of the present generation. The analysis started from 
normal operation of the reactor; it is assumed that only the 
shut down system failed and all the other systems are operating 
well. 
3.2 BWR: 
The behaviour of a typical BWR power plant will be investigated 
for the KKB and KKI power plants, corresponding to the RSK guide 
lines (8 transient cases after failure of the shut down system). 
As protective actions the controlled slow down of the pumps 
to minimal (rate: 1 0°C/ sec}· speed, and the collective electro-
mechanical insertion of the control rods (insertion time: 
120 seconds) are considered. 
4. Test Facilities 
No test facilities necessary. 
5. Progress to Date 
PWR: 
The ATWS accidents "loss of main heat sink and loss of auxiliary 
power" and "pressure drop after failure of the pressurizer 
safety value" were calculated with the code IQSBOX in order to 
study the time behaviour of the integral reactor power a~d the 
axial power density, Doppler- and coolant density feed back 
effects included. 
l 
~ .. 
! 
() 
The ir~put-data, especially the eoolant !lowrate • the inlet 
enthal.py and coolant pressure W$re taken from the code LOOP 7. 
'!!le c~1ses were. simulat~,cl tor the power station Biblis A. 
The ill,fluence of the capaci t.Y ot the pressurizer-sa!ety 
valves. on the coolant pressure and other process parameters 
were investigated with LOOP 7 tt· 
BWR: 
In the longterm emergency co9ling program SAFE some subrout~nea 
were installed with respect to the neutron kinetic 
and steam-bubble feedback included. 
The tr.Jlnsient program DRA.MP was modified and improved. 
A modified circuit model was coupled with a simplified core 
model and tested. 
6. Results 
PWR: 
The comparison of the calculations with IQSBOX and LOOP 7 showed 
that the integral power data were in a good agreement. As in.the 
. () point kinetic model LOOP 7 the power density distribution io 
fixed on a constan~ value only the results of IQSBOX showed 
that the local power maximum was moved towards the lower part 
of the core because of the existing steam bubbles in the upper 
part. l~is is a good result concerning the film-boiling in the 
upper core region after "loss of main heat sink". 
For the "pressure drop after opening of the sa!ety value" the 
ini.ogral power was higher in LOOP 7 compared with a one dimen-
sional IQSBOX calculation. This shows that the point kinetic 
results are rather conservative. 
. ,~ ..... ··-; .. 
..... ,, -.... . ---- --~-,-..-·"· .. ~ ... ,~ .. ··.;'f. ,. ~ 1' •••• 
•' \ 
After a "loss of main heat sink" and "discharge over the 
pressurizer valves" a rather strong rise of the pressure was 
observed, caused by the water filling the pressurizer. The 
discharge rate depends on the pressure; at higher pressure the 
coolant flowrate into the pressurizer over the surge line was 
lower. This effect however strongly depends on 
the coolant, whether the water is boiling or not. 
BvlR: 
DRAMP now considers the different energy storage after rise and 
decrease of the pressure, the change of the core flowrate after 
decrease of the water level a. s. o .•. 
First results with the modified circuit model showed good agree-
ment with the expected behaviour of reactor pressure and 
water level after accidents. 
7. Next Steps 
PWR: 
The code LOOP 7 will be further improved to reduce some conser-
vativity (e.g. coupling with an one dimensional kinetics-code). 
BWR: 
Repeating of some calculations with the code "SAFE + Neutron-
kinetic" in order to reduce conservative data of earlier calcu-
lations. 
Investigation of ATWS-transients during pump slow-down, stop of 
the feedwater pumps a.s.o. 
Improvement of the models: Test of the modified circuit model· 
and integration into the transient model DRAMP. 
Variation of parameters, e.g. rod input time, speed of the 
internal pumps. 
8. Relatj
1
on )'11th Other Project~ 
9. References 
.. 
10. Degree of Availability 
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General Aim 
The aim of this project is to determine the dynamic behaviour of 
I 
PWR and B\·IR plants during different anticipated transients with 
failure of the shut down system (ATWS = ~ticipated !ransients 
Without Scram). The investigations shall show, whether limiting-
values of the fuel. elements, the core and the loop components are 
exceeded. 
, ... , (/ ,Particular Objectives 
The design conditions for a second scram system can be specified 
on the basis of the results of this investigation if necessary. 
For this purpose some pre-investigations shall be executed. 
Project Status/Progress to Date 
PWR: 
The consequences of a failure of the shut do~rn system were investi-
gated on the transient behaviour, corresponding to the RSK-guide 
lines. The analysis \olere conducted for the po\.;er plant Grafenrbe.i.n-
feld and is valid for all 1300 MT!l-reactors of the present generation. 
The analysis start.ed from normal operation of the reactor; it 
was assumed that only the shut down sys.tem .failed and all the other 
systems were operating well. 
I 
~ 1 
'11l1c accid0.nt analysis \'ras concentrated on the new core with high 
boron content (about 1100 ppm at full power), because the density 
ef·fect for power reduction is rather low in this case. Besides 
this, the Dopple~effect has its maxi~um value for a now loaded 
cqre~ Other reactivity effects were not considered in this study. 
The case of feedwater break down was investigated, considering 
a dead time of the steam generator safety valves of 50 and 500 msec 
respectively. After this the opening of a life steam line ~afety valve 
was investigated at the end of a power cycle (strong negative 
temperature backfitting). 
To verify the computer code LOOP 7, some commissioning tests of 
Biblis A under full power were recalculated: 
- Reactor-Scram 
- Loss of auxiliary power 
- Load rejection to zero power with rod injection 
The most important process data were compared with calculated 
values. Some boundary conditions however, e. g. variable speed of 
the coolant pumps, time behaviour of the reactivity after control 
rod injection had to be adapted to the test series. Some initial 
values, e. g. water content of the pressurizer and coolant pressure, 
had to be compared and adapted to values at the begin of the test. 
I Some corrections were made with respect to the time behaviour of the 
instrumentation. The influence of the undercooling water in the 
pressurizer was investigated, which has to be considered·during 
the auxiliary power case or after scram. 
BWR: 
The behaviour of a typical BWR power plant was investigated for 
the KKB and KKI power plants, corresponding to the RSK guide lines 
(8 transient cases after failure of the shut down system). As 
protective actions the controlled slow down of the pumps to minimal 
(rate: 10 °C/sec), speed, and the collective electromechanical 
insertion of the control rods (insertion time: 120 seconds) were 
considered. 
\. -.i 
Tlie simulation code DRAT1P Wfl.S impro,red in some de.ta.ils .. 
' 
!'_:;:Qj~c t S t a tus/E~ sent :i.al R f:.§.}~J_-i; s 
PHH: 
The reslut of the AT'VJS-study was that the pressure of the 
rrimary system does not exceed ;v 10 % of the design pressure 
.value in all cases; the transie,nts were limited by voiding 
of the coreo In spite of film boiling in some cas~s, the 
maxinnun fuel rod sur.face t·empera~ctiJ:.e will be "below· 650 °C .. 
It can be stuted, that a second shut down system is not 
The recalc.ulat;ion of the data f:r,om the commissioning tests o:r 
Biblis A with the code LOOP ? used for the AT\-!S-calculations 
showed rather good agreement between experimental and theo-
retical valu<;:s. 
! BWR: 
·1 
i 
\ The AT'tvS-investigations sho-vr, that in most cases ·!;he pressure 
:. 
does not exceed N10% -of the design pressureo The highest 
calculated pressure val~e is 112 % of design pressure~ 
,. .. \ In most cases film boiling. is avoided ... Only in. some cases of 
.J 
0 vrloss of main heat-sink 11 critical heat .flux is exceededo However 
' .. 
. . '- ,. 
in these cases the maximal calculated cladding temperatures are 
belovt ?00 °C ror the 8 x 8 ·cases· (KKI) and below 850 °C for the 
7 x 7 cases (KKB)e Maximal fuel center temperatures are in these 
cases 2150 °C (8 x 8). respectively 2840 °C (? x ?). 
The maximal amount of steam blown into the pressure suppression 
system within the first 200 ·seconds following the start of the 
transients is less than 50 full-power seconds? resulting in a 
·12-K temperature increase of the pool-water (After this period 
the reactor is subcritical). 
I~ cases of loss of feedwater flo~ or onsite power the core shroua 
... ·](fuel-bundles~ upper core plcnUZl, separators) remains compl.etely 
.. '· . . " 
filled with water .. Outside the shroud the level~ where the start 
• A 
of the emergency core cooling systems is initiated, is defined only 
for some serials. Therefore the devressurization system is not 
started. 
Next Stc~ 
PWR: Additional work is still under 90nsid~ration. 
BWR: Investigation of A~vS accidents; Improvement of the computer 
codes; Parameter variations: rod input time, slow do~m time 
of the pumps. 
~elation with Other Projects 
see RS 153 - A 74 
Reference Doc1nnents/Degree of Availability 
No reports available. 
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142-31-20/4151-20 Classification 
Titre Pays : 
FRANCE 
Developpement des moyens de ca1cul necessaires a l' etude Organisn~e directeur 
des transitoires anormaux sur les r4acteurs PWR. 
" CEA/DSN 
Titre (anglais) Organisme executeur 
Date 
Etat 
-
Development of computer codes necessary to study CEA/DSN-SETSSR 
of abnormal transient conditions on PWR. 
Responsable . . 
M.GOMOLINSKI (SETSSR) 
Scientifiques . . 
de demarrage : 01/01/74 Date prevue d' achevement :31/12/77 < JP.MERLE 
actuel . Etude en cours Derniere mise a jour : 25/11/76 . 
Objectif general :· 
Deve1opper un code de calcul permettant de controler 1 1 etude des 
transitoires accidentels de classe 2,3 et 4 (hors A.P.D.R) figurant 
dans les rapports de sarete des centrales PWR. 
Objectifs oarticuliers : 
Etude des transitoires de fonctionnement des centra1es a eau 
pressurisee. 
Controle des transitoires accidentels conduisant a des surpressions 
primaires (examen des situations). 
Etude de l'influence des regulations sur le comportement transitoire 
de la centrale. 
Recherche des points delicats des representations mathematiques des 
phenomenes physiques. 
Etat de l'etude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
Des modeles ponctuels decrivent le comportement des differents 
elements constitutifs du circuit primaire y~compris certains systemes 
de regulatio~ et de protection. \ 
Un modele de generateur de vapeur axial permettant de calcu1er entre 
autre l 1 evo1ution du niveau d 1 eau dans les generateurs de vapeur et 
un mode1e de pressuriseur fonctionnant indifferemment en simple_phase 
(vapeur ou liquide) et en double phase peuvent ~tre integres a la 
version actuelle. 
2) Resultats essentials 
Etude de transitoires de fonctionnement et de transitoires accidentels 
de classe 2 et 3. Etude de transitoires de dimensionnement du 
circuit primaire. 
. .. I . .. 
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.: 
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Prochaines 4tapes : 
Etude d1un modele de correlation du niveau d1eau dans les generateurs 
de vap~ur. 
Elaboration d'un modele coeur tenant compte d 1un melange imparfait 
de l'eau des differentes boucles et d 1une repartition dissymetrique 
des temperatures dans le coeur. 
Calcul de la repartition des debits dans les lignes vapeur lors d'une 
rupture de tuyauterie vapeur. 
Extension des possibi1ites de la version actuelle (traitement de la 
double phase). 
Relation avec d 1 autres etudes : 
Etude des ATWS (142-31-10). 
Documents de reference : 
"Analyse de fonctio11Jlement d 1un PWR le code SIR.ENE", M.TRAN l'tJC VI -
Note SER..'1A. 
"Etude des transitoires accidentels - centrale de Fessenheim", JP.MERLE -
Note Technique SETSSR 88, mai 1976. 
''Un modele d I etudes dynamiques de pressuriseur"' ~Tote SER..V.A-SPH 169 T. 
"Adaptation du code SIRENE a 1 1etude des transitoires accidentels des 
centrales a eau pressurisee", JP.MERLE - Note SETS 69; mai 1975. 
"Regulation de puissance dans le code de fonctionnement pour les PWR", 
JP.MERLE - Note SERMA 381 T, janvier 1974 • 
... 
..s..-._..;..... ____ . ____ ......., ______ __....._ _______ _ 
~ . ---·------·-· 
CLASSIFICATT.Œ~ 
4 
·.- -··-- -..... ~-~-------
.._..;.. ___________ _ 
TI'11,f: 1 COD[~$ Dl~ CALCUI.S DJ!!J 'rRANSIT011~f.S ACCID'i~NTELS 
--
CAl.CUl.ATIO:~ CODES FOl~ AN'!'ICIPATED 'l'!lANSIENTS 
--------~-----------~~----------------1913 Co:npleted 1975 
··~·· . 
cou:rn:Y 
OitC.A~IZAHO:\ g.n.:•. 
E. D. F. /SEPTEH/'1' 
Sci;;ntists 
,' Stat\.tS Cocles opérationnels. Last updating: 20.01.75j 
~~---..... ----------------------------------------------------------------------------~----------------------~ 
. i 
.'.\ ( 
'· ..
! . 
Etude des cons&quences de r'gimcs transitoires accidentel~ de 
dimcnsionn"me'nt • 
II - PA!lTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
- Code BAHEL: étud<!s d'accidents en r~~1me sym~trique. Le code com~ort" 
Ü-~rc-pr(.sentntion simpli.fié(! de la chaudière nucl6aire ct de la :c-.1ri·ie 
scconclnire, un calcul de prcf:sio.n ct de niveau est fait dans le preMwrÏ5\Htt 
et dans la partie secondaire du ginirateur de vapeur. 
Code ETINCEL : ~tudes .d'accidents disr.ymétriques. I.e code (moclt:le 2 boucle::;) 
Cc;"'T:'porteï:l représentation de deux canaux dans le coeur et peut prendre 
en compte des m6langes plus ou moins importants dans les zones d'cntrG~ 
et de sortie. Il permet 1'6tude d'accidents conduisant B des inversjous 
de clé~its primAires. 
III - EXPEIU'l:E'::!TAL ~ACILI!ES A~.:O PllOGP.M'JŒ 
----
tU~ant. 
. \ . .. 
_v-- . 
. ·. 
,I :• 
. ::-,·.:.··· 
IV - PROJECT STATUS 
4.1 - yrogr.~ss to date 
Codes elabores, 
4.2 -Essential Results 
Etudes des r6gimes transitoires pour lcs rapports de sGretfi. 
V - NEXT STEPS 
VI - RELATION \HTII OTHER PHOJECTS 
Neant, 
Nclange clans la cuve d'un PWR des ecoulcments provenant des 
divers~s boucles, 
VII - REFERE~CE DOCUMENiS 
VIII - DEGREE OF .t.VAILABJLITY 
La communication des codes ou leur utilisation pour des 
etudes appliquees doivent faire l'objet de contrats cas par cas. 
•• J ..... 
142-31-10/4151-20 Classificntion : 4 ~-
Titre Pays . • 
FRANCE 
Etude de transitoires anormaux sans chute de barres sur les 
PWR (Al'WS) Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN 
Titre (ang1ais) Organisme executeur 
Anticipated Transients analys~s without Scram on PWR (A!WS) CEA/DSN-SETSSR 
Responsable : 
A.-CA."RNINO (SETSSR) 
Scientifiques . • 
Date de demarrage : Ol/01/77 Data prevue d'achevement :31/12/78 
Etat actuel : Etude en cours Derniere mise a jour :Ol/01/77 J.P.MERLE 
Objectif general : 
Analyse et ca1cu1 des "AlWS" pour e1aborer une doctrine sur le probleme 
de prise en compte (ou non) de ce type d 1accident dans le dimensionnement 
des centrales. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Etude des transitoires dans l'ordre·suivant 
Perte de l'eau alimentaire 
- Perte des alimentations electriques 
- Depressurisation primaire par ouverture d 1une soupape. 
Examen de dispositions particulieres eventuelles pour assurer un dimension-
nement correct des centrales. 
c- Etat de l'etude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
Analyse detaillee des differents documents americains sur les ATWS 
(WCAP 8330 - Status Report de NRC) 
2) Resultats essentials 
Document definissant les hypotheses a utiliser pour les premieres series 
de calculs. 
. .. I . .. 
" 
L 
Prochaines etapes : 
Calcul detaille des transitoires et de leurs consequences par le 
constructeur Framatome et a l'aide des code~ de Westinghouse, et 
m~mes calculs par les codes DSN. 
Comparaison de ces calculs, discussion des hypotheses et modeles 
Documents de reference 
WCAP 8330 
Status Report 
1 - () 
, 
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Title 1 (Original language} Classification 
Dynamic studies for safety ana:lysis £11- 8 
~· 
Title 2 (English) Countr;y: ITALY 
SJ2onsor l Organisation CNEN 
Date initiated I962 Project Leader 
Date completed in progress 
Last UJ2dating April 
I .. - General aim 
1977 M. Di Dartolomeo 
- Concern the development of analog and 
hybrid models for dynamic analysis of 
n'lclear power plants (both water and 
LMFBR reactors) 
2 .. -Pa-rticular objectives.: To study the behaviour of nuclear power 
plants and their components in abnorm8l 
conditions. To analyze all the possible• 
accidents and the related safetyproblems 
3. - Experimental facilities - 2 analog computers - EA1-PACE-23I/R 
I hybrid computer - EAI-8945 
I hybrid computer - EAI-PACER-700 
4. - Project status -
- These studies are made according to the: 
CNEN need. ! · 
5. - Reference documents:- I) P. Giordano - A. Mathis - G. Meluccil 
Dynamics and control studies for a steam-
generating pressure-tube reactor.D~c.CNEN 
RT/ING(65)13 - Sept. I965 
- 2) A. Mathis- B. Musso -.E. Turrini 
Accident analysis for a fast source reac 
tor. Energia Nucleare - Vol. I5 - n. 7 
Luglio 1968. 
- 3) P. Giordano - A. Mathis - B. Rimini 
Analog methods for studying the space-
time dynamics of nuclear reactors. 
Proceedings of 5th Congress of the Int. 
Ass. for A~.Comp.- Losanna 1967. 
Classificatiun 
--
: Title 1 (Original language) 
Dynamic studies for safety analysis 4 - 8 
6. ~ Degree of availability 
4) A. Mathis 
The use of hybrid computers in the 
Italian CNEN nuclear program.Confere~ 
ce on "The Effective Use of Computers 
in the Nuclear Industry". 
Knoxville, Tenn.(USA) April 21-23,1969 
- 5) P. Giord~no - A. Mathis - 0. Modonesi 
.Use of analog and hyr,rid computers in the 
design of CIRENE type nuclear powerplant. 
Enlarged Halden Programme Group Meet' g 
on Computer Control 
Loen. (Norway) - May 29th - June 2nd, 
I972 
Besides the equipments mentioned there 
is also a know-how in dynamic model 
implementations. 
•. 
, .. 
---- __ , .. __ , ___ ~ ...... -·· '• 
--·-·---·-··--· . - ............................. _ ............ - ......... ·-··------
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Title 1 (Original languaf_!;e) 
Statistical analysis of ran dome signals 
Title 2 (English) 
--
Date initiated I966 
Dat~~ c-;mpleted in pr-or;ress 
Lnst updating April I977 
·-
•. -, ... I 
"'r. 
',, 
Classification I ill- 3 - 4 - 8 I IO - I4 
-
-, 
Country ITALY I S~onsor l I Organisation CNEN i 
Project Leader I 
A. Federico 

Classifi.cation 4.1
lt-
rirlb 1
ANDYCAP: Tré dimensional
kogendevands'reaktor kerne
riynarnisk model af
COUNTRY Denmark
SPOl,iSOn DAEC Risa
ORGANÏZAT]ÏON
DAEC ltis,:,
Project leadel:
P" Skjer!: Chrisi:errsen
Scientist-c:
P" §kjerk Christensen
TiJ,Ie 2
ÂI'iDTCAP: ]-D-dynamical model of a B\"lR-copê.
2.
f ni ti.ated : t969
in use, being
1. Generall- rr j.m
The pufpose of 'the
transients in a B'."JR core due
timescale 1-l.OO'eecondr;"
i" Prollrers
2, lls$en ii a.1
Cornpleted:
L972
Last updgtlqe:
Current,ly
Pat't. j. cuLa r ob j ec llives
Tlre pr"oject is particularly airned at normal ancl arbnormêl ccn-
diüi.orrs i.n the reactor. Ilhe model is ba-ced on a r;hree dimension;rl
nodal descrjption of 'Lhe core âs the neutronic part whereao the h:,'-
draulics model consists of a number of paral-1eI. one dirrrensional
channels coupled at the Lovrer and upper plenum. A reeirculation Locrp
containing a pump is inclucled" In pr.actical- calculations the nurntier
of nctles ttas to be limiterl'to some ZOCO, and the number of hydraul.ic
charirrels to 
.70, ciue to the computer time which on a cDc-6600 is a f act,or
of 100 tin:es; i;he rea"ct6v' time, strong).y depending on the characier of
the trarrsient,, The transients can be initiated by control rod movq-'
ment, r;tean Load dist;urbance, feed water disturbancer and main circul.a-
f. I
Jr--E&c-rrrir?.8.1. facili ties
-4 ;.-.*:.:,lSS.!_. t :i!_g:
tq daï.o: 
"
resrrl. ts :
mc,tiel is to descrlbe anC follolr
to pertubations of process variables in
L ..j
!
r
i
I
I
a
't
a
Ii
,
:l
II
A vereion of th.o code is ir, use
5. Next steps 
Work is in progress directed to speed up the code. 
6. Relation wi~h other projects 
? • Reference ·documents 
To be issued 
8. Degree of availability 
Not available 
\ .... 
Classification 4.1 
I 
!Title _ I COUKTP:f Denmark 
I Kontrolstavs udskydning i en kogendevands-
reaktor 
!Title 2 
Rod ejection transients in BWR 
Initiated: 1974 
1 St::1tus: in progress 
l. General aim 
Ccrnple:ted: 
Last undating: 
currently 
l SPONSOR D~EC Ris·~ 
ORGF>.~IZATION 
DP.EC Ris~ 
Project leader: 
P. Skjerk Christensen 
Scientists: 
B. Thorlaksen 
The aim is to construct a model which describes the reactor 
transient following the ejection of one of the control rods in 
a m·m. The model is an extension of the P..NDYCAP code which de-
scribes the dynamics of a 3-D nodal model of a BWR-core and pres-
sure vessel. The movement of the control rod is calculated as-
suming critical flow in the guide tube, and the velocity limiter 
on the rod has been taken into account. 
2. Particular objectives 
1. The power distribution is calculated in three dimensions, 
but the local peaking factor has to be found by adequate 
box calculations. 
2. The fuel model includes the possibility of a steam explosion 
initi~ted by molten fuel. 
3. The consequences of the transient pertinent to the core and 
pressure vessel are calculated. 
3. Exoerimental facilities 
. 
4. Project Status 
1. Progress to date: A model for the mov~~ent of a control 
rod after a falture of the housing has been made. Several 
transients have been ana+ysed 
2. Essential results. 
5. Next steps 
6. Relation with other Erojects 
7. Reference documents 
B. Thorlaksen, ~nalysis of Control Rod Ejection Accidents 
in Large Boiling Water Reactors (Ris~ Report 344). 
8. Degree of availability 
The thesis will be freely availab+e. 
.. 
; 
! 
! 
Classification 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 
IT •-:-1e> -1 - --t:: 
P'i·:R-stations dynamik model 
!Tit:!.e 2 
I PWR: A PWR power plant dynamics mode} 
Initia.te:d: 1972 Completed: 
St:atus: Last updatin';I: 
in use, being improved Currently 
1. General aim 
COC~TRY Denmark 
SPO~S~R DAEC Ris0 
f ORGJl.~I ZJl.TIO!~ 
DAEC Ris0 
Project leadeY: 
Scientists: 
P. la Cour Christensen 
P. Skjerk Christensen 
The goal of the project is to describe and follow transients 
in a power plant comprising a PWR. The transients may be in-
itiated by any process variable in- or outside the plant. 
2. Particular objectives 
The plant model must be able to calculate the transients in 
real time which hov1ever 1 imi ts the number of space meshes. 
Furthermore, the model must be able to perform interactive 
calculations which means that the user is abl'e to study immedi-
ately the results of his perturbations on the model. At last, 
the model must be able to serve as a tool used by investigation 
of control systems. 
The model includes a one-dimensional core model and a single 
cooling l~op comprising a circulation pump, a steam generator 
of the U-tube type, a pressurizer, and a boron injection system. 
The neutronic model is based on diffusion theory with a single 
prompt and three delayed neutron groups. The steady state is 
found by purely digital calculations while the transients are 
calculated mainly by analogue elements while some neutronic 
solutions still are calculated by digital techniques. 
3. Exoerimental facilities 
4. Project status 
1. Progress to date: The models for the steady state 
'I 
and the transients are finished and the two parts have 
been coupled together. Simple transients have been 
run. 
2. Essential results: 
5. Next steps 
6. Relation with other projects 
7. Reference documents 
Rise report no. 318. 
8. Degree of availability 
Classification 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 
\Title 1 
I 
Bl'iR-stations dynamik model 
1Title 2 Development of a Dynamic Model of I a BI\7R Nuclear Power Plant. r 
1973 Completed: 1976 
ic::-.-,t,·c:· ~-._a~....._... Last undatjnq: 
I I in use currently 
1. General aim 
COUNTRY Denmark 
SPOl\SOR DAEC Pislt> 
f ORGJ'l.NIZP..TION 
t . DP.EC Rislt> 
----------------
Project lea5.er: 
P. Skjerk Christensen 
I Scientists: 
J E. Nonblt>l 
1 
The purpose of the project is to develop a dynamic model of 
I a nuclear power plant based on a m·JR reactor which simulates various -· I transients occurring during normal operating conditions. 
I 
I 2. Particular objectives 
I The model includes a boiling water reactor, high- and low 
!pressure turbines, moisture separator, reheater, condenser, feed-
1water heaters and feedwater pump. It is one-dimensional except 
I 
1 for the nuclear part of the reactor which is based on point kinetics~ 
i equations. P.. great deal of at ten t:!.on has been devoted to the model · 
!of the turbine and the feedwater heaters. 
I 
I 3. Exnerimental facilities 
I 
I 
4. Project status 
1. Progress to date: The model is finished. Several transients 
have been run. The kinetic model has been improved by in-
troducing a one-dimensional part. 
2. Essential results. 
5. Next steps 
i . 
6. Relation with other eroject 
7. Reference documents 
Ris~ Report No. 335, Ris~ Report No. 336. 
8. Degree of availability 
• J 
.. ,•• 
. ' -~ . 
(, 
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Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Rampe' d1 potenza 
4.1 
Title 2 (English) Countrl ITALY 
Overpm·ter tests· Sponsor CNEN 
Organisation . CNEN 
... 
Date initiated l1arch 1974 Project Leader 
Date comEleted February 1977 
Last UJ2dating February 1977 c. Lepscky 
Description: 
1 . Genera 1 aim 
Fuel cladding interaction and ~ech~nical properties-of irradiated cladding . 
after rupture determined by po\':er excursion. 
2. Particular objectives 
Investigation modes of rurture ·and material [)roperties by neutron-radiography,' 
. I dimensional analysis, etc. of·irradiated cladding subjected to increasing 
3.. 
-4 .. 
power ranps up to power burst. Investigate the influence of gap.(l50,.230, 
310 cold gap). 
Experimental facilities and prograr.a;.e 
Irradio..tion 
1\jeller 
(Halden reactor) and post-irradiation examinations at IFA 
Project status 
.. 
.. 
• ~ 4.1. Proaress to date 
.. •.' .. 
I ' 
Irradiation cor.1~leted at Halden (IFA-131) up ·to 30.000 r1l-JD/t. Non 
destructive o6st-irradiation tests ·of 6 r6ds orior to overoower test 
already cor.1p~eted as well destructive tests. · · ' 
' Overpmter test on 5 rods alreadY perfo~med including pos.t-1rradiation 
analysis. 
5. Next steps 
•' 
· · · · None 
6. Relation with other projects· .. · 
Interamp prograr.r.1e at Studsvik on standard irradiated rods, nt different 
burn-up 1 eve 1 s. . . · ..... 
··. 
7. Degree of availability: to a limited extent 
I t I 1 
_, '' ,I ' •' 
··~ ... :.. ' . ..~ . ' . ' ~::. . . . ,• . 
• ';. ', I, ',I :·: 
.. -~-: ;_i'::_ : . : 
.. 
. . · 

( ; 
Title 1 (Original language): Ricerca sui Classification 
transitori di' potenza del reattore RTS-1 
senza circolazione forzata. 4.1 
-
Title 2 (English) : Research on the power Countrl . ITALY . 
transients of RTS-1 reactor without for S_ponsor . C.A.M.E.N. . 
-
ced water cooling. Organisation : 
C.A.M.E.N. · 
Date iniUated . 197 4 Project Leader: . 
Date com2leted: In progress F. D'AMONE (CAMEN) 
Last updating . April 1977 A.M. SPANO (CAMEN) . 
Description : 
It has been:investigated power transients· of RTS-1 reactor wi-
thout forc~1 water cooling. Calculations have been carried out by 
'. 
~the NCOMEUR code. The selfcompensated reactiyity, without any ac- • 
tion of external safety sisterus and without any damage to the in-
stallation, has been found low related to the operation requjre -
ments and to the associated risks. 
Reference documents : 
- NCOMEUR. Report CNEN RT/PROT(71)31. 
'. 

\ •, 
... ,. 
~~----------------~--------~~ CLASSIFICATION: 4 • 1 ~ ·; TH-Delft 
\ 
TITLE: 
Ontwikkeling van een hybried computermodel voor de 
simulatie van storingen en ongevallen in een druk-
waterreactor. 
TITLE: (ENGLISH LANGUAGE); 
Development of a hybrid-computermodel for the simula-
tion of transient and accident conditions in a PWR. 
INITIATED: October 197 4 LAST UPDATING: May 1977 
STATUS: in progress COMPLETED: 197 8 
General a1m 
COUNTRY: NETHERLANDS. 
SPONSOR: 
Ministry of Social Affairs 
ORGANIZATION: 
TH-Delft 
PROJECT LEADER: 
Latzko 
SCIENTISTS: 
Bruens 
D,evelopment of a calculational tool which can compute the plant response to 
various transients and accident condi.tions (excl. LOCA) for a PWR. Provide the 
possibility to evaluate the effectiveness of control and protection systems under 
these conditions. 
Particular Objectives 
Development of a hybrid-computermodel of a PWR. The nuclear core and the steam 
generator will be the basic modules. These and the other parts of the primary and 
secundary system will be modelled such that they can be easily adapted to any type 
of PWR. 
Experimental facilities and programme : -
..,-.-.-
Project Status 
The following simulation programs are finished : 
- hybrid reactor core model describing the neutron-kinetics and the thermal 
behaviour 
- natural circulation steam generator computer modules describing the thermal/ 
hydraulic behaviour. 
Next steps 
- digital model of the pressurizer 
- digital models of the turbine, reheater and generator 
- digital model of the preheater 
- coupling of the different computer programs. 
Relations with other projects : -
Reference documents : -
Degree of availability 
through Ministry of Social Affairs. 
Budget : -
Personnel : 40 manmonths 
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Conrr:IcÈed z L976
Last t:pCating:
.. currentrLv
4.3
COUNTRY Denmark
SPONSCR DÀEE P.iSd
ORG.è.NIZ.P.TION
DÀEC RisO
Proiect leafer:
P. Skjerk Christensen
Scientists:
E. NonbÉL
CIassi fi""tion;@
Bl'JR-stations dYnamik model
I
I
lf\*"
Titlt.: 2 Development, of a Dynamlc Model of
a Bl':R Nuclear Power P}ant"
r:.'l

.. 
r '· 
.-
Classification[!], 4. 2, 4. 3 
n·:R-stations dynamik model 
I 
! i'="-::.:·::? ) 
I ?~·:R: ;~ P\vR pov1er plant dynamics modelr 
~r . .:.:.:..:~ec: 1972 
r--
Co!l'pl<::!tcd: 
L.1s t ur1c'!..:l t i:12: 
i r: usE~, being improved Currently 
COU~TRY Denmark 
SPO~S~R DAEC Fis0 
ORGA:\IZP..TIO:~ 
DAEC Ris0 
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Classification: 4.3 
Title 1 (Original Language) : . COUNTRY: 
BRD 
3D-Transientenprogramm - Modifizierung eines SPONSOR: 
3D-Transientenprogramms fUr den SWR BMFT 
(RS 178 - II.1.2, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION; 
KWU Offenbach 
'Title 2 (English) : Project Leader: 
: 
Modification of a 3 Dimensional Transient Code Dr. Lockau 
for BWR 
Initiated (Date): Completed (Date) : 
1. 9. 75 31. 8. 77 
Status: Last Updating (Date) : 
Continuing 31. 12. 76 
1. General Aim and 2. Particular Objectives 
For the accident analysis of a BWR a point kinetic or one 
dimensional model was used. Therefore rather conservative 
. factors had to be regarded, when local effects were investi-
gated. With a 3 dimensional calculation this conservative 
factors can be corrected, without loosing safety margin. 
Therefore a 3 dimensional program shall be developed, which 
gives more realistic details for the calculation of unsymmetric 
incidents in the core. 
3. Research Program 
) 
The central activity concentrates on the development of a thermo-
hydraulic boiling-channel module for the 3 dimensional transient 
model. As a first step the physical model and the efficiency of 
the numerical method shall be reviewed. This concerns primarily 
the void coefficient of reactivity, which influences the power 
and power density distribution strongly by negative feedback. 
The 3 dimensional model must be able to treat 50 - 100 boiling 
channels in parallel. 
\ . 
4. Experimental Facilities 
'No experimental facilities necessary. 
5. Progress to Date 
The concept for the coupling of IQSBOX and FRANCESCA was 
developped, using the existing feedback-~odel THEDY. The 
data transfer between nuclear and the~mohydraul!c overlay 
was not changed, only the thermohydraulic overlay was 
modified. (The physical content of THEDY was replaced by 
FRANCESCA) • 
The steam void relation of FRANCESCA was ~~sted by the 
recalculation of Studsvik-experiments. 
The treatment of the radial and axial reflector caused some 
difficulties. The input was rather complicated. 
Comparative 1D-tests were conducted with the COSBWR and 
IQSBWR codes.COSBWR uses a finite difference solution, 
whereas IQSBWR uses Galerkin-~ctions of 4th order. 
For the integration of IQS-BWR into the physical prog~~ 
system the program PANBOX was developped. 
6. Results 
The coupling of FRANCESCA and IQSBOX was completed. The thermo-
hydraulic module calculates from the 3D p9wer density distri-
bution the feedback parameters {fuel t~mperature, moderator 
density). From the local fuel temperature and moderator denzity 
the change of the neutron cro~s-sec~~ons was determined. The 
effective cross sections are calculated by a spectal fit program. 
, 
\ 
( 
I 7. 
The initial steady-state is calculated by a 3D-
reactor program before the transient starts. A special program 
transfers the 3D burn-up distribution, the control rod distri-
bution and the initial thermohydraulic conditions. 
The recalculation of bundle tests by F~~CESCA showed that in 
the subcooled region the recondensation constant should be 
R1 = 1. The drift velocity had only a small influence in the 
boiling region. Totally a good agreement was ,found between 
experimental and theoretical results. 
The comparative tests of the 1D COSBWR and IQSBOX-SWR calcu-
lations were in good agreement (within 2 %). After using 
40 axial boxes instead of 20 the differences in the power 
density distribution were only very small. 
The single channel model was extended to three channels with 
common nuclear cross-sections and feedback coefficients in 
order to study the influence of the coolant redistribution. 
An example of preheater failure (KKW test 134) was used to 
compare transient calculations of 1D IQS-B\VR and COSBWR 
calculations. The IQS-BWR results were somewhat lower than 
the experimental results. 
Next Steps 
Some tests shall be conducted with postcalculations of pump 
failures, measured at KKW and a single scram at KRB. 
The preliminary version of IQS-BWR shall be improved with 
respect to larger problems, integration into the physical pro-
gram system and better handling. 
'. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availabilitx 
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Ontwi.kkeling van een hybried computermodcl voor de 
simul:.Lie van storingen en ongevallcn in een druk-
watcrre<Jctor. 
TITLE: ( E:NGL!SH LANGUAGE ) : 
Development of a hybrid-computermodel for the simula-
tion of transient and accident conditions 1n a P~~. 
COUNTRY: NETHERLANDS., 
SPONSOR: 
Ministry of Social AffairH 
ORGANIZATION: 
TH-Delft 
PROJECT LEADER: 
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5. BEHAVIOUR, TRANSPORT AND RELEASE OF 
RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES 
, .. 
617
Titl-e 1
Dosisbelastninger i A-kraftværker
Iit-le ?
Radiation Doses in Nucl-ear Power Plant,s
l-. General Àim.
Classification
COUNTRY Denmark
esearcn usfa
SPONSCR lishment RisO
ORGANIZATION Research
Lstablishment Ris@
Pro j ect l-eader:
Kurt Lauridsen
February L974 Compl eteC:
Last ucCatino:
Scientists:
Status: Progressing Kurt Lauridsen
To 
=a,.,U, the radiatj-on doses recej-ved by power plantpersonnel and the factors, j-nfluencing the size of these doses.
2. Pafticular objectives. Developnrent of a mathematical mod,el for thr
transport of radioacti-ve material in the coolant circuit of a BWR-
plant,, and calculation of, the radiation field.s outside the components
of the coolant circuit.
FICOPI, f)iÀPI, enci. SIIIELD, all in FORTRÀN.
FIcoPI calculates thei fnventories of radioactive fission and
corrosion products in the components of the coolant, circuit as a
function of pov/er history. 'j
INAPI calculates the inventories of radioactive nuclides createc
by activation of the coolant ltself.
SHTELD is a sinrple shielding code based. on poinL-kernel tech-
nlque
fnitiated:
4,2. Essential results
- (.i>• 
5. Next steps. Further testing of the inventory calculations 
still has to be done in order to verify the models. A more 
sophisticated shielding code is being considered. 
6. Relation with other projects. No formal relations to other 
projects are established, but interfaces exist with studies 
performed at Ris~ on the subjects: Systems delineation and 
power plant operation. 
7. Reference documents Kurt Lauridsen, Development of a Model 
for the Assessment of Radiation Fields Around Nuclear Power 
Plant Components, Ris~ Report No. 353 (1977), 106 pp. 
8. Availability The project information is freely available. 
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• Classification : 5 ~~~ 180-11-10 
Titre Pays • • 
FRA..~CE 
Programme d'etude sur la contamination·. des circuj.ts 
primaires PWR (coordination) Organisme directeur 
CEA 
•. 
Titre (anglais) Organisme executeur 
. 
Date 
Etat 
~-.· 
() 
CEA/I PSN /DSN 
Studies program on PWR primary systems contamination 
i Responsable . • 
J. GUIRLET 
Scientifiques 
de demarrage . 1977 Date prevue d 1 achev~ent . J . SEVEON . . 
actuel : en cours Derniere mise a jour . 30/04/77 . 
Objectif general : 
Bilan sous l'angle de la sOrete des diverses actions entreprises au 
CEA liees au probleme de l'activite des circuits. 
Objectifs oarticuliers : 
Emission des produits de fission a partir du combustible . 
Etude du comportement dans les circuits en particulier des phenome-
nes de depOt. 
Etablissement de modeles et codes de calcul. 
Installations experimentales et orogramme 
BOUFFON 
BIRAR ELDORADO ClR.E.~E· 
IRENE 
Etat de 1' etude 
l) Avan~ement a ce jour 
Debut de recensement et de class~fication des experimentations faites 
au CEA. 
Relation avec d'autres etudes : 
Experience de fonctionnement des PWR. 
• . 
-
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La campagnc de mcsur~s effectuce a SENA a pcrmis de montrer 
qu~ les produits de co~rosion, qui se dissolvent du.fait de l'abnisscment 
de.tcmp~raLure, sont efficocement rctcnus sur ristnes synthitiques. 
V NEXr STEPS 
fin des cssais de dissolution sur SERAI, 
etude du toux de rclachement,, 
- essai de decontamination d'une boucle de SENA. 
'{I - RELATION tHTH OTHER PRO.JEC'rS 
Ncant. 
. VI I - REFERENCE DOCm.iEN1.'S 
VIII - DEGl{EE OF AVAlLABlLITY 
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E.D.F. 
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\' J ... 
130-11-14/4112-01 
Titre 
Investigation et developpement des methodes 
d'identification et de localisation des defauts 
- de gaine pour ies reacteurs a eau. 
', 
'• Titre (anglais) 
Investigation and development of identification 
·and localisation method of clad failure for PWR. 
Date de demarrage . Ol/1/76 Date prevue d 1 achevement ~1/12/78 . 
.. ~.at actuel . en cours Derniere mise a jour : 15/2/77 . 
Classification 
Pays . • 
FRANCE 
•-;1-oj 
s-t -. 
Organisme directeur 
CEA 
Organisme executeur 
CEA/ sE·s-SAI 
Responsable . • 
P.DOUET (SAl) 
Scientifiques . . 
~ ,.__ ...... 
Objectif general : 
Recherche d1une methode qui per.mette de distinguer une augmen-
tation d 1activite due a 1 1evolution d 1une rupture ancienne de 
celle due a 1 1 apparition d1une nouvelle rupture. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Pour avoir un moyen d 1 evaluer l 1 evolution probable d'une rupture il 
est necessaire d 1 enfectuer une analyse quantitative de la distri- _ 
bution des produits de fission emis en fonction du type de rupture • 
(rupture mouillee, fissure, microfuite). 
La methode de localisation prevue, consiste a correler les signaux 
delivres par des detecteurs de produits de fission installes sur 
chaque boucle primaire du reacteur (Bugey). 
Etat de 1 1 etude : 
Avancement a ce jour : 
- Programme de calcul de la concentration des emetteurs a neutrons 
differes en tenant compte des coefficients de melange de 1 1 eau dans 
les boucles. Une serie de calculs a ete faite avec les resultats 
partiels fournis par l'EDF. 
Mesure du rapport de 1 1activite de deux nucleides. Un appareil 
a ete installs. 
• .. I •.. 
Prochaines etapes : 
Installation d'un appareillage experimental sur le reacteur PWR 
de Bugey 3. 
Elaboration d'une methode de detection puis de localisation de 
rupture de gaine· • 
Documents de reference : 
"Evaluation de la concentration d'un nucleide dans les boucles 
de refroidissement d'un reacte\lr11 (premiers resultats) - Rapport 
SES/SAI. 
I 
':• 
, ' 
'l'itre 
130-16~13/4112-04 
Ruptures de gaine et dissemination des produits de 
fission clans les reacteurs a eau. Programme BOUFFON. 
Titre (anglais) 
C' ~ · ~: g ruptures and fission products dissemination in 
c. . ..... EOUFFON project. 
Date de demarrage :Ol/Ol/76 
Etat aetuel : en cours 
Date prevue d'aehevement ~l/12/80 
· Derniere mise a jour : 01/03/77 
Classification : 5_1 
'fo£. 
I»ays : 
FRANCE 
Organisme directeur 
CEA-EDF 
Organisme executeur 
CEA/DMECN-DMG 
4 (GRENOBLE) 
Responsable : 
JC.JANVIER (DMG) 
Scientifiques : 
P. CHE1~tEBAUL T 
G.KURKA 
l./ 
Objectif general : 
Etude des regimes d1 emission des produits de fission par un 
crayon presentant une rupture de gaine. 
Etude de la formation des depOts de produits de fission sur les 
parois du circuit primaire. 
Obiectifs oarticuliers 
Modelisation des phenomenes ettudies. 
Etude des divers cas de fonctionnement 
- Rupture de debut de vie, 
Rupture a haut taux de combustion, 
- Regime stable de fonctionnement, 
- Suivi de reseau, 
Telereglage, 
- LOCA. 
Installations experimentales et programme 
Reacteur utilise : SILOE. 
Dispositifs experimentaux BOUFFON et BOUFFON-JET. 
Etat a l 1 etude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
La premiere irradiation suivi de reseau est terminee. 
Une maquette permettant de provoquer une rupture de gaine en 
cours de fonctionnement est realisee. 
Une maquette chauffante pour mise ~u point du dispositif d 1 etude 
du LOCA est en cours d 1essai. 
L'etude du BOUFFON-JET pour etude des depots est en cours • 
. . . I . .. 
2) Resultats essentiels : . 
Lea cyclages journaliers (~uivi de reseau) conduisent a une 
augmentation de l'activit~ du circuit pr~aire par rapport 
au regime stable. 
On observe une bouffee d'activite lors du transitoire de baisse 
de puissance. 
Prochaines etapes : 
- Essai de confirmation pour les degagements en regime stable. 
- Essai du dispositif BOUFFON-JET. 
- Essai de confirmation du camportement suivi de reseau. 
- Essai avec rupture a haut taux de combustion. 
Documents de reference : 
"Programme concerte EDF-CEA sur le comportement des elements 
combustibles
1 
defectueux ou rampus en regime normal" - Etat 
d'avancement'en decembre 1976, Note DMG 118/76. 
0 
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Titre Pays : 
Experience de fonctionnement PWR FRANCE 
Titre (anglais) 
Working experience in PWR 
Date de demarrage : 
Etat actuel : en cours 
Oblectif general 
1977 Date prevue d' achevement : 1981 
· DernH~re mise a jour : 30/04/77 
Organisme dircctcur 
CEA 
Organisme cxccutcur 
CEA/IPSN/DSN 
Responsable : 
J. GUIRLET 
Scientifiques : 
J. SEVEON 
Le but essentiel de cette etude est une meilleure: connaissance de 
l'origine, la nature, l'importance et la repartition de l'activi-
te dans les circuits primaires des reacteurs et dans les enceintes 
qui les entourent. La determination des mecanismes de production 
et de transferts des isotopes radioactifs dans ·1es differents mi-
lieux se fait par mesure in situ. Les resultats doivent eux-memes 
~tre utilises pour qualifier des codes de calcul representatifs des 
phenomrmes. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Determination des sources radioactives qui sont a l'origine 
- de la contamination des locaux et enceintes 
- des rejets gazeux vers l'environnement 
- des effluents liquides destines a ~tre traites 
- des rejets liquides apres traitement 
- de la production de dechets solides. 
Etat de l'etude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour 
Des experimentations ont ete effectuees a la Centrale Nuc~eaire des 
Ardennes sur les circuits et les enceintes. 
Un programme experimental important a ete mis au point pour le demar-
rage de FESSENHEIM. 
. .. I . .. 
~ . 
' 
2) .Rjsultats es.s . ant~els .. : 
... 
Le premier resultat est la demonstration de la difficulte d'interpre-
tation des valeurs experimentales obtenues a la CNA due aux problemes 
de mesure et a l'impossibilite d'obtenir des recoupements precis avec 
l'histoire du fonctionnement du reacteur. 
Ces travaux effectues a la CNA doivent ~tre consideres comma une mise 
au point des methodes a utiliser pour les experimentation& futures. 
Elles ont cependant permis d'avoir une premiere idee du·comportement 
de certains produits de fission, en particulier de~'lode. 
Prochaines etapes : 
Etude du transfert de la contamination a FESSENtmiM. 
Exploitation des p~emiers r~sultats. 
Lancement d'experiences analogues a BUGEY 2 
\ 
Classification: 5.2 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Versuche zur Erfassung und Begrenzung der Freisetzung SPONSOR: 
von Spalt- und Aktivierungsprodukten beim Coreschmelzen 
(PNS 4243 - I.1.5, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION: 
GfK/PNS 
•ritle 2 (Enslish) : Project Leader: 
Experiments on Determination and Limitation of Fission Dr. H. Albrecht 
and Activation Product Release During Core Meltdown DI. D. Perinic 
Initiated (Date): ComEleted (Date) : 
1972 1978 
Status: Last Updating (Date) : 
Continuing December 1976 
1. General Aim 
Determination of the release fraction of the radioactive core in-
ventory for various coremelting conditions. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Quantitative investigation of the release of fission and activa-
tion products during core heat-up and from a liquid melt, includ-
·ing also concrete; characterization of the physical and chemical 
behavior of the released products; development of techniques for 
) reducing the release. 
3. Research Prosram 
3.1. Experiments with 30 g of inactive Corium to investigate the melt 
behavior during induction heating in a Th02 crucible and to measure 
the release-fraction of the main components of the melt (Fe, Cr, 
Mn, Ni, Zr, U) as a function of temperature, atmosphere, and pres-
sure. 
3.2. Experiments with 30 g of Corium containing activated steel and 
Zircaloy for preparation of tests with active Fissium (see 3.3) 
and to measure release fractions of those elements which can not 
be analyzed very precisely in the tests with inactive Corium (e.g. 
Ni,Zr). 
3.3. Release experiments with masses of 30 g - 3 kg Corium containing 
slightly active Fissium with simulated burn-up in the range of 
10,000- 50,000 MWd/t; same parameters as under 3.1 • 
. 3.4. Release experiments with Fissium-Corium and additions of Cao, Sio2 , 
concrete, and other materials. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
- Melting furnace SASCHA, 
- transport and collection system for the released products 
- facility for production of slightly active Fissium (FIFA) 
- computer code GAMMA9 for evaluation of y-spectra with respect to 
activation analysis. 
s. Progress to Date 
5.1. Forty melt experiments have been carried out with variations in 
dtrnosphere (air, steam, argon and Ar + H2), temperature (1700 ••• 
3000°C), pressure (0,8 ... 2,2 bar), and melt composition. 
5.2. ·Preparations have been made for continuous measurement of radio-
active products from activated Corium or Fissium during the re-
lease tests. 
5.3. The Fissium production facility (FIFA) has been completed. After 
technical acceptance of the facility, first test runs are being 
conducted. 
tn preparation for experiments with larger melt masses, a .new high 
frequency generator with higher power than currently available 
(40 KVA) was ordered. 
6. Results 
6.1. In melting tests of 30 g Corium in air, a maximum release of 1,2 · 
wt% was found at 2850 + 100°C. This value corresponds to the total 
release of all main components of the melt determined by activa-
tion analysis. The most volatile elements were found to be Mn and 
Sb with relative release values of 11-17 % at 28S0°C. The re-
maining steel components (Fe, Cr, Ni, Co) exhibited a moderate 
volatility with release values between 1 and 5 %, while the maxi-
mum release of U and Zr was not higher than 1 %. In the tempera-
ture region 2100-2900°C, all elements showed an increase of release 
of about two orders of magnitude. The variation of the air pressure 
did not lead to a measurable difference in release. 
In melting tests in Ar and Ar + 5 % H2 , however, an unusual, pres-
sure dependent behavior was discovered in the temperature region 
2600-2800°C. The melt rose up in the crucible and there was a 
sudden initiation of bubbling and splattering followed by a large 
increase in the amount of released material (about one order of 
magnitude). The. cause of this behavior appears to be boiling of 
the steel components. It was found that the temperatures (as· a 
function of pressure) of these boiling points lie between and 
parallel to the boiling point curves of Fe, er and Ni. 
In steam, on the other hand, the release seems to be much lower 
than in air and Ar up to temperatures of 3000°C. Quantitative 
values for the individual elements are not yet available. 
Metallurgical examination of the crucibles and the melts have shown 
that during heatup in air to 1900°C at a rate of about 50°C/min 
the Zircaloy is completely oxidized. The steel remains mostly un-
oxidized, even with further heating to 2900°C so that coupling of 
the specimen to the induction field is still possible in this 
temperature region. 
The attack of the Th02 crucible is moderat~ in air and Ar up to 
2600°C but increases strongly when the steel components start 
boiling. At 3000°C the crucible wall is almost dissolved within 
.a few minutes. In steam,· however, where no boiling was observed, 
the crucible attack at 3000°C was much less severe. 
7. Next steps 
The most important work to be done 'in the near future will be 
- conduction of additional release tests in steam 
- release experiments with specimens containing activated material 
(steel, Zircaloy or Fissium) 
- preparations for installation of the larger high frequency gen-
erator. 
8. Relation with other Projects 
PNS 4244: Constitution and Reaction Behavior of LWR-Materials at 
Core Melting Conditions. 
9. References 
Report KFK-2262 (1976) p. 89-91 (in English) V 
p. 347.- 365 (ifi German) 
Report KFK-2375 ( 1 97 6) P· 100-102 (in English) 
P· 404-413 (in German) 
Report IRS-F-28 (1976) 179-181 (in German) : p. 
Report IRS-F-3.1 ( 1 97 6) P• 165-167 (in German) 
Report IRS-F-29 (1976) p. 267-270 (in English) 
10. Degree of Availability of the Re12orts 
Unrestricted distribution 
1 • 
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143-ll-10 Classification ·5-2 +13 
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titre :Paya : \ 
FRANCE 
Accidents PWR. Transfert de la radioactivite a Organisme directeur 
l'int4rieur de la centrale, at niveau et cin,tique 
des reJets hors confinement CEA/DSN 
Titre (anglais) Organisme executeur 
Date 
Et at 
Reactivity transfert in the plant and release CEA/DSN-SETSSR 
out containment. 
Responsable : 
J,GUIRLET (SETSSR) 
Scientifiques • • 
de demarrage . 1/1/76 Date prevue d 1achevement :1/12/79 A.~L\NESSE . 
ac:tuel . . en cours Derniere mise .a jour :, 15/4/77 L,ROUSSEAU 
Objectif general : 
En fonction des cas accidentels hypothetiques pouvant survenir 
sur un reacteur a eau pressurisee~ces etudes sont essentiellement 
basees sur le transfert de la contamination a l'interieur de la 
centrale jusqu'au rejet dans le milieu naturel. Elles devront 
tenir compte des dispositions internes a la centrale permettant 
de reduire, d'une part l'ampleur de l'accident, et d'autre part 
ses effets. 
Objectifs particu1iers : 
Elaboration d'un catalogue d'accidents types. 
Mise au point .. d'un faisceau de donnees necessaire au calcu1 des 
effets radiologiques pour chaque accident type. 
Etude des dispositions de secours actuelles (systemes de sauve-
garde), examen des choix et de leur aptitude a reduire les 
consequences de l'accident. 
Etude des eventuelles dispositions nouvelles de secours, comparai-
son avec l'etranger. 
Etudes our les mecanismes de transfert de la contamination radioactive 
a l'interieur des differents milieux de la centrale et sur les 
spectres, les niveaux et les cinetiques des rejets pour chaque 
accident considere. 
. . . I ••. 
Etat de 1 1 etude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
Etude de quelques cas accidentels pr4sent4s dans le rapport 
RASWSSEN (WASH 1400). 
Application du code ALICE pour des 4tudes de comprehension des 
cas precedents. 
2) Resultats essentials : 
Etude preliminaire des differents cas de defaillance enceinte 
par rupture du radier. 
Etude des problemes de la contamination du sous-sol en cas de 
traversee du radier par le coeur. 
Prochaines etapes : 
Etudes de differents cas accidentels (LOCA, petite breche; 
transitoire). . 
Adaptation des etudes RASMUSSEN a la situation en France, compte 
tenu de la difference de conception des systemes (en particulier 
des systemes de sauvegarde)' 
.I 
Relation avec d1 autres etudes 
Application du code ALICE sur les transferts de radioactivite, 
rejets et consequences des accidents 
Experience PIREE, etude des problemes de retention de la 
radioactivite par 1 1eau d 1un piscine. 
Programme experimental BOUFFON, experience FLASH crayon rompu 
en sequence LOCA 
Programme experimental PREBUS 
Accident de depressurisation des reacteurs a eau sous pression •. · 
Documents de reference : 
WASH 1400 (NUREG 75/014). 
':· 
'l'itre 
143-12-20/4165-40 
Migration de la contamination dans les piles ~ eau 
ordinaire en situation accidentelle. 
Classification 5 .. 2 "f r ~ 
. 7t5 
Pays 1 
FRANCE 
Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN 
Titre (ang1ais) Organisme exec:uteur : 
Migration of the contamination '.in PWR in accident 
condition. 
Date de demarrage : Ol/Ol/73 
Etat actuel : Etude en cours 
Date prevue d1achevement :31/12/81 
Derniere mise ~ jour : 22/11/76 
CEA/DSN-SESTR 
(Cadarache) 
Responsable : 
J .PORCHERON (SESTR) 
Scientifiques : 
G.BENEZECH 
J .MIRIBEL 
~~--------------------------~----------~ 
Objectif general : 
Etude des consequences des accidents de manutention de combustible 
dans les piles a eau. 
Etudes des rejets de contamination en cas d1accident de depressuri-
sation (participation au programme PHEBUS). Transfert des Iodes 
entre phase gazeuse et liquide dans les reacteurs PWR (experience 
RCVE). 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Experiences PIREE-~~TENTION et· REGARDE : du gaz sous pression est 
injecte au fond d'une cuve contenant 45 m3 d'eau. On mesure 
l'efficacite de la barriere constituee par l'eau, et on suit l'evo-
lution de la contamination dans 1 1 atmosphere ventilee qui la 
surmonte. 
Participation au programme PHEBUS : mesure de 1 1 emission de radioacti-
vite dans un accident de perte de refrigerant. Mesures des 
produits de fission emis, mesure d'hydrogene. Experience RCVE : 
Etude des formes d'iode dans les phases liquides et gazeuses des 
circuits d'une pile a eau sous pression. 
Installations e;:q>erirnentales et progrannne : \ 
\ 
' Dispositif PIREE : cuve de 45 m3. Injection sous eau et sous pression 
de Krypton, Xenon et Iode 131. Prelevement, par filtres MAYPACK,d'eau 
et de gaz (Krypton et Rydrogene). Determination de la forme chimique 
.Jj,~ l' Iodu Jan.s \ 1 ea1.1. '- i.:nfluence su~ le t-ransfe~t dans les saz .. 
. . . I •.. 
Etat de 11etude : 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
Experience PIREE-MANUTENTION : Etude de la retention de 1 1Iode 
par l'eau dans le cas d'une injection de 40 a 80 bars. Experience 
REGARDE .. : retention de Krypton par l'eau en injection sous pression 
et efficacite du RCV d'uu PWR. 
PHEEDS : Construction du dispositi£. 
RCVE : idem. 
2) Resultats essentiels 
Experience PIREE-MANUT.ENTION : Efficacite de decontamination de t•eau 
vis a vis de I2 ·• Experience REGARDE : 10 experiences realisees. 
PHEBUS : Mise au point de la.mesure et bydrog~e realisee. Etude 
theorique realisee. 
Prochaines etapes : 
Etude retention du Xenon, influence du piegeage de l'Iode dans 
l'espace gaine combustible sur l'emission. Montage des appareils. 
Construction de l'tnstallation. 
Documents de reference : 
"Accident de manutention - experience PIREE-MANUTENTION", E. DE MON'l'AIGNAC, 
L.ROUSSEAU, J.PORCHERON - Communication a la reunion des specialistes 
sur la securite des elements combustibles pour reacteurs a eau, 
Saclay 22-24/10/1973. 
"Experience PIREE-MANUTEN'l'ION", J. PORCHERON - Communication VII/34-01, 
Congres de la SFRP, Versailles 1974. 
''Mesure des produits de fission sur la boucle Phebus", G.MANENT, · 
J .PORCHERON - Rapport SESTR 75/0l · 
"Etude des transferts de l'Iode en phase gazeuse dans les reacteurs 
a eau Ugere", JM.VINSON, G.MINGUELLA - Note SESTR/24, 1976. 
1 
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Classification 5.2 
'l.'i tle 1 
Berekening v~1 hoeveelhedcn radioactivi-
teit vrijkomend bij een ernstig reactor-
ongeval 
Title 2 
Calculation of the quantities of 
radioactivity released as a result of a 
serious reactor accident 
J.. General aim 
C~t~~ 
The Netherlands 
Organization 
KEMA 
Ph:Lsic.~§.!. 
K.P. Termaat 
In analysing the risk of a nuclear power plant for the 
surrounding population one has, amoung other things, to consider 
e1e quantity and the nuclide ~pectrum of the radioactivity 
released to the envLromnent as a result of a reactor accident 
with a non zero probability. 
2. Particular objectiv~~ 
Calculations are performed with the programme CORRAL developed 
by Battelle NW USA. Minor changes were introduced. 
The basic objective has .been to contribute in the risk analysis 
referring to an enlarging nuclear power programme in this 
country. 
3. Experimental facilities 
Not applicable. 
4. Projec_!; status 
\ Necessary calculations·have bet:n performed. An improvement in 
applied input data to the programme CORRAL could be usefull. 
5. Next steps 
Not applicable • 
• 
.. 
I . 
.··· 
6. Relation with other projects 
·----
.. 
Equivalent calculations are performed in the USA as a contribution 
to the Rasmussen-study (WASH-1400}. 
7. Reference documents 
See 2 and 6. 
8. Degree of availability 
Internal report. 
\ 
.... 
I 
I 
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Classification: 5.3 
Title 1 (Original Lan~uage): COUNTRY: 
Untersuchungen zur Wechselwirkung von Spaltprodukten und Aero- BRD 
solen in LWR-containrnents SPONSOR: 
(PNS 4311 - 1.1.4, Jahresbericht A 76) 
ORGANIZATION: 
PNS/GfK 
.......... 
'fi tle 2 (English) : Project Leader: 
Radioactive Pollutants in the Post Accident Atmosphere of the LWR- Dr. W. SchOck Containment • 
Initiated (Date) : Com12leted (Date) : 
January 1972 December 1977 
Status: . Last Updating (Date) : 
Continuing December 1976 
, .. 
1. General Aim 
The deposition of radioactive aerosols inside the containment building between forma-
tion and release to the environment has been recognized as a means of mitigating the 
radiological consequences of hypothetical accidents. To be able to describe and assess 
the various attenuation and removal mechanisms quantitatively will :improve the validity 
of calculations in safety analyses. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The objective of the project is to describe· the removal of airborne particulate radio-
) activity from the post accident atmosphere of an LWR-containrnent. For this purpose a 
computer code NAUA will be developed on the basis of an experimentally verified 
numerical IOOdel. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Development of the theoretical NAUA-rnodel to describe the aerosol beha.vior in the 
post accident atmosphere of an LWR-containment. 
3. 2 Specification and construction of the experimental facility. 
3. 3 Experimental neasurement of necessary input data for the model and subsequent 
model development. 
•' 
3.4 Verification of the model and extrapolation to real containment systems. 
~ 
:4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
-The NAUA-facility comprises a 3 m3 thennostated vessel with an operating temperature 
~ 
range from 20 to 150°C in a saturated steam atm:>sphere. Steam coi'Kiensation is ini-
tiated by adiabatic expansion of the volume. Peripheral instrumentation includes aero-
;Sol sources, steam generation and all the necessary particle measurement devices. 
The computer code NAUA (current version Mod2) calculates the aerosol removal processes 
coagulation, sedimentation, thennophoresis and diffusion as well as steam condensation 
and the significant thernx>dynamic functions. 
5. Progress to Date 
Version Mod1 of the NAUA-code has been comi>leted. On the basis of a sensitivity study 
.(Refs. 1, 2, 3) with Mod1 the experimental facility was constructed and ordered. 
' i 
6. Results 
.The results of the sensitivity study showed the strong influence of the particle fo:nn 
parameters on the aerosol decay. The feasibility of the planned experiments has been 
demonstrated. The expected enhancement of aerosol removal by the operation of spray 
systems was confirmed. The experimental facility was ordered. The main canponents of 
-
the instrumentation are operating. 
7. Next Steps 
The first experimental series on steam condensation on the aerosol particles will be 
started. The results will be integrated into the NAUA-model. 
8. Relation with other Projects · \ 
PNS 4243 
9. References 
1. PNS semi annual report 1/1976, KFK 2375 (1976) (German) 
2. G. Haury, W. Schock, Modell zum Aerosolverhalten im Contairunent eines LWR nach 
einem schweren hypothetischen Storfall, Irnl-Fachtagw'lg Spaltprodukttreisetzung, 
1.-2.6.1976, Karlsruhe (German) 
~. G. Haury, W. Schock, The Removal of Radioactive Aerosols fran the Post Accident 
Atmosphere of an LWR-Containment, 14th ERDA Air Cleaning Conference, 2.-4.8.1976, 
Sun Valley, Idaho (English) 
I ~ ..,._ ... 
! . 
0 
10. Availability of Re2orta 
Unrestricted distribution 
... 

Classification: 5.3 
'l'itlc 1 (Or i_C]inal Languasre> : COUNTRY: 
·--·-· BRD 
Krypton- und Xenon-Entfernung a us det" i\bluft kern-
technischer Anlagen SPONSOR: 
(PNS 4~40 - IX:.6.1, Jahresbericht A 76) 
ORGANIZATION; 
"\ PNS/GfK 
-
Title 2 (~l~9_li~ f»roject Leader: 
Separation of Krypton and Xenon from the Offgas of R. v. Ammon 
Nuclear Facilities E. Hutter 
R .D. Penzhorn 
Ini_t!_~tc'!___(Date): Com.eleted (Date~ : 
January 1972 
~)a tu~ Last Updating (Date): 
Continuing December 1976 
1. General Aim 
For environmental protection the,gaseous radioactive fission product 
' 
Kr-85 is to be separated from the offgas of nuclear facilities, 
especially of reprocessing plants. It is, furtheron,to be conditioned 
for final storage. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The feasibility of the rare gas separation from a gas mixture is to be 
demonstrated with the low temperature distillation process. 
0 Research Program 
3. 1 Column b4~havior and separation factors achievable during the low 
temperature distillation of the three component system N2-xe-Kr. 
3.2 Prepurif1cation of the offgas. 
3.2.1 Testing of catalysts and development of a catalytic test bed 
including a controlled dilution loop for the reduction of o2 
and NOx with H2 • 
3.2.2 Measurement of the adsorptive capacity of some inorganic sorbent 
materials like molecular sieves for Kr and Xe and trace gases 
e.g. 11 20, co2 , NOX and NH 3• 
' 
3.3 The adsox~tive separation of Kr and Xe on activated charcoal is 
studied ~~s an alternative or a~iliary method to the distillatlion 
process • 
... ,,., qt e ;a;:ww• ,,., ... , .•.. _.,...,..._. _______ _ 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Ad 3.1 Pilot Plant KRETA {feed qas flow: SO Nn3 /h) 
. .. 
Ad 3.2.1 Two laboratory scale installations for testing catalysts: 
a static and a dynamic type (throughput max. 1 Nm3 /h)~ a 
test-loop (throughput 10 Nm3/h) _for the development of H2-
control and H2-safety studies. 
Ad. 3. 2. 2 A dynamic laboratory scale apparatus for the measurement of 
and 3.3 adsorptive capacities of various sorbents. 
5. Rrogress to Date 
Ad 3.1 The pilot plant KRETA has been put into operation and first 
runs have been conduct~d. Computer programs were developed for 
the calculation of the influence of parameter variations on 
column performance. Calculations were performed for the 
simulation of t.he steady state of the column using the five-
component system N2-Ar-o2-Kr-xe and for the simulation of its 
.time dependence. 
Ad 3.2.1 The laboratory tests on the catalytic reduction of o 2 and N02 
with H2 using the small dynamic testapparatus were completed, 
The last experiments were concerned with the poisoning of 
selected Ru catalysts by iodine and tributylphosphate (TBP). 
The small static test-apparatus for kinetic measurements has 
been put into operation as well as the recycling loop. The 
analytic determination of u2 in the presence of NOx has been 
developed, A large catalytic recycle loop (throughput 50 Nm3/h) 
has been opened for bids. The reduction of 0 2 and NOx was --, 
investigated without catalyst (thermal reduction) in two series 
of experiments: using flame combustion and electrical heating 
of the reaction zone. These experiments were carried out in 
collaboration \'tith Fa. Decatox. 
Ad 3.2.2 Dynamic adsorption coefficients of NO, N02 , NH 3 and NH 3/H 2o 
were determined using various molecular sieves. 
Ad 3.3 An experimental program initiated by us on the separation of 
Kr-Xe by adsorption on activated charcoal was concluded by 
Bergbauforschung Essen. 
6. Results 
Ad 3.1 A static and a dynamic computer code were developed for computation the column 
bchflvior. Now the influence of Kr-85-heat can be represented. 
The calculation of the concentration profiles of the gas 
components to be expected in the first column indicates a 
'.:( l.f . 
decontamination factor (OF) of Kr/Xe from the carrier gas N2 
of >104 • These data obtained for the steady state were verified 
by the results of the statistical mode of calculation. During 
the first period of operation of the KRETA plant some of these 
valuE~s were also confirmed experimentally 1 In the two-component 
systems N2-Ar a OF (Ar) • 10 was obtained, and in the system 
N2-Kr a OF (Kr) >103 • In the second column the separation Kr-Xe 
resulted in a Kr head product of 99,99 \ purity and a Xe bottom 
product containing '100 ppm Kr. 
Ad 3.2.1 Laboratory studies of the poisoning effect of J 2 and TBP on Ru 
catalysts used for the redu~tion of o2 and NO with H2 showed 
that the activity of these ~atalysts remains almost unchanged. 
() llowever, their specificity towa~ds the formation of N2 
dccrenses substantially• an increasing coveraqe of the catalyst 
Ad 3.2.2 
Ad 3.3 
\ 
with HJ (formed by catalytic reduction of .J2 ) or TBP results in 
an increasing formation of NH 3 • 
High-temperature tests carried out up to 1000°C resulted in a 
- . decrease of the catalytic activity causing the temperature at 
which the reaction starts to rise by about 100°c. 
~n experimental study of the thermal reduction of o2 and NOx 
with H2 (without catalyst) showed that only at temperatures 
~1100°c reaction rates are short enough to provide high 
reaction yields. 
The adsorption of NO on molecular sieves is too weak to provide 
an efficient separation of this gas component from offgas 
streams. NH 3 is adsorbed strongly, but the adsorption 
coeff.icients are only half as high on acid resistant sieves 
as on the conventional SA type. The presence of H2o in the 
gas stream increases the NH 3 adsorption. The desorption of N02 
from molecular sieves is strongly temperature dependant and 
proceeds in several steps. 
The separation Kr-Xe by means of selective desorption from 
activated charcoal (vacuum and purging with N2 or H2o-vapor) 
is feasible, but relatively large adsorption beds are required 
for large process gas streams. 
'tri'Jfii"'IIIWW9fti44¥ .... "' ' ' ,..,,...._ ___________________________ ......, __ ~ff-.. ''t5'\"' 
7. Next Steps 
Ad 3.1 The operation of the KRETA plant will be continued using the 
three-component system N2-xe-Kr. The molecular sieve unit 
ADAMO which was ordered at the end of 1975 will be mounted in 
the beginning of 1977. It will be operated at first separately 
and then simultaneously with KRET~. 
Ad 3.2.1 Catalyst tests will be continued on laboratory scale. Of prime 
concern will be safety studies in connection with the control 
of large amounts of H2• The semi-scale equipment for the 
catalytic o2-, NOx-reduction will be ordered. 
Ad 3.2.2 The dynamic adsorption studies will be continued using the rare 
and 3.3 gases and various other trace gases as well as various adsorbents. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
Within GfK: LAF II (Offgas filters fn reprocessing plants) 1 IRCH 
(Analysis and decomposition of o3 in liquid gas mixtures). 
External relationsz KFA/ICT Jtilich (Cryogenic Kr ... separation)J CEN Mol 
(Cryogenic Kr-separation); US EROA (Separation and storage of Kr)J 
Bergbauforschung Essen (Adsorptive separation of Kr/Xe)J Fraunhofer-
' ' Institut· fUr die Chemie der Treib- und Explosivstoffe (H 2-safety)J 
Fa. Oecatox (thermal reduction of NOx)• 
9. References 
R. v. Ammon et al., Reaktortagung Dtisseldorf 1976J 
PNS 1st semiannual report 1976. 
10. Degree of Availabil~ty of the Reports 
GfK/LA 
• 
Classification: 5.3 
Title 1 (Original L.:mguuge) : Spalt-Jod-J\bscheidung in Kern- COUNTRY: 
kraT'twerr<en und t:liederaufarbe1tungsanlagen: Storfa11-Umluftfilter ~B.:..R::.o ______ ~ 
zur Abscheidung van Spaltprodukten aus der Sicherheitsbehalter-
Atmosphare . 
(PNS 4110/4111- 11.6.1., Jahresbericht A 75) 
Title 2 (english): Fission Product I·odine Removal in Nuclear 
Power Plants and Reprocessing Plants: Post Accident Recirculation 
Air Cleanup for Fission Product Removal from the Containmeot 
Atmosphere 
Initiated (Date): 
1971 
Completed (Date) : 
1976 
(\tus: Last Updating (Date~ 
continuing December 1975 . 
1. General aim 
ORGANIZATION: 
GfK, Karl sruhe 
P.roject Leader: 
J.G. Wilhelm 
H.G. Dillmann 
Fission product removal from the containment atmosphere by post-accident 
recirculating air filter systems. 
2. Particular objectives 
Removal of fission product iodine and aerosols. 
3. Experimental facilities and research program 
' 1 3.1. Technical test rig for testing of original filter components 
. ; 0 aerosols) under simulated accident conditions. 
' l Gas flow up to 2000 m3h -1 
(iodine and 
; . 
! 
; I 
' ' 
temperature: up to 200°C 
r. h. up to 100% at temperatures.~ 151°C 
pressure up to 5 bar 
Laboratory scale rigs for testing of sorption materials. 
. 3.2. Testing of sorption materials in annular filter beds for operation under 
steam atmosphere under pressure and at high temperature. 
Examinatibn of aerosol filters ·unde~ simulated accident conditions: Testing of 
single technical components e. g. moisture separators, heaters, prefi~ters und~r'· 
simulated accident conditions. · 
Irradiation tests on fiber mats and aerosol filters, respectively. 
Testing of complete filter syste~ under simulated accident conditions and, if 
necessary, improvement of the systems (in cooperation with other partners). 
Experimental investigations concerning Ru, Cs, Te filtration from the contain-
ment atmosphere. 
4. Project status 
4.1. Progress to date 
A prototype post-accident recirculation filter has been tested under various 
... 
c~nditions in the filter test rig. 
The adsorber mdterial AC 6120 as well as molecular sieves were examined for 
e · transportation of the impregnation by the air-steam mixture and for their 
stability, respectively, under simulated accident conditions. A fundamental 
concept was elaborated for an aerosol generator working under simulated accident 
conditions. Investigations have been made to find noncorrosive test aerosols. 
• 
4.2 .. Essential results 
The prototype post-accident recirculation filter was exposed to hot air of 
1~0°C and to steam up to 1 bar at temperatures between 108° and 160°C. After 
18 days of operation it yielded removal efficiencies of~ 99.98 % for CH3131 I 
(residence time 0.2 sec, ·0 air flow 1200 m3h-1). 
An iodine filter element ~as exposed for more than 10 days to an air-steam 
mixture of 160°C and 72 % r. h. at a pressure of 4 bar. After that time a 
penetration of < 1 % for radioactive methyliodide was found (residence time 
0. 2 sec). 
The laboratory experiments with AC 6120 performed in superheated steam over a 
period of 48 h yielded no measurable transportation of impregnation under 
different conditions up to temperatures of 200°C. 
5~ Next steps 
Experiments under simulated accident conditions will be continued with higher 
pressure, relative humidity and temperature of the air-steam mixtures. 
Investigations of the ~orption materials are to be continued. 
··rests of aerosol filters under simulated accident conditions will be carried 
out after installation of the aerosol generator in the technical filter test 
rig. 
6. 
.-, 
·• . 
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Classification: 5.3 
Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
ORD 
F.ntwicklung van St5rfall-Umluftfiltern fUr SPONSOR: 
I 
Reaktorsi6herheitsbeh!lter . 
ORGAIHZATION: (PNS 4111 
- II.6.1, Jahresbericht A 76) PNS/GfK/LAF 11 
, .. 
Title 2 (r~;l':L~ ish) : Project Leader~ 
-
Post Ace id•·nt Recirculation Air Cleanup for Fission H.-G. Dillmann 
Product Removal from the Containment Atmosphere 
Initiated (Date): Com,eleted (Date): 
1971 " ~ 
Status: Last Uedatin2 (Date): 
~~rk in .Progress Dec. 1976 
1 . C.e rw r al Aim 
Fission product removal from the conainment atmosphere by post-accident 
recirculating .air filter systems. 
2. Particular Objectives 
i. 
Removal o~ fispion !)roduct iodine and aerosols. 
3. Research Prooram 
3.1 Testing of iodine sorption materials for operation under steam 
atmosph~re at elevated pressure and at high temperature. 
3.2 Testing of single technical components e. g. moisture separators,· 
() heaters( prefilters under simulated accident conditions. ' 
3.3 Irradiation tests. 
4. Ex2erimental Facilities 
to 3.1 Lab sca~e rig and technical test rig for testing of original 
and3 • 2 filter c~omponents (iodine and aerosols) under simulated accident 
conditicms. 
5. Proqress to Date 
' 
to 3.1 Tests on the long term performance (~ 100 h) of inorganic sorption 
~ 
materials in steam air atmosphere at elevated temperature, 
pressure,and humidity have been performed and finished • 
.............. ___ .......... __ JI~w- .. ~ ....... __ ... ~-----.,.. ··-------..,__.,..._ ________________ _ 
-p,o 
.. 
to 3.2 Tests on the performance of an all steel droplet seperator are 
performed. 
6. Results 
'to 3.1 Molecular sieve Linde 13 X Ag performed with high removal 
. efficiency for CH 3
131 r under all tested conditions up to 85% 
0 
r. h., 300 C and a pressure of 5 bar. 
In the long time tests AC 6120 was only useful in a lower 
temperatur range (< 250°C}. 
to 3.2 The specially constructed wave plate droplet seperator showed 
reasonable performance in the particle size range above 10 ~m. 
7. Next Steps 
to 3.1 Experiments on loaded iodine sorption material will be performed(-
with respect to desor~tion of iodine in a high irridiation field. 
, .. 
This will be the last tests for the iodine sorption filters. 
to 3.2 The measurements on droplet separators will be continued. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
Results of PNS 4114, part 2, may contribute to the program described 
here. 
9. References 
KFK 2375, p. 121-127. 
10. Degree of Availibility of the Reports 
unclassified, reports are available without restriction. r 
i 
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Classification: 5.3 
Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
I3RD 
Entwicklunq von Abluftfiltern fUr Wiederaufar- SPONSOR: 
bcitungsanlagen 
( PNS 4112- II.6.1, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGAtHZATION: 
. 
GfK/LAF II 
·r i tle 2 (Er~st!Jsh}: . Project Leader: 
Development of Off-Gas Filters for Reprocessing Plants J.G. Wilhelm,LAF 
Dr. Furrer, LAF 
K. Jannakos, RBT 
Initiated (Date): Comeleted (Date): 
July 1971 
~tutus: Last U~datin2 (Date): 
Pontinuing ·December 1976 
1. G0ncr~l Aim 
~---------
To remove fission product iodine and other contaminations from off-gas 
of fuel re>processing plants a filtration process in the head end is 
under development capable to retain the fission product iodine, including 
12 9 I, in <l form ready for ! inal storage. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Filters have been developed for decontamination of the off-gas from large 
reprocessing plants. The filter systems should be able to handle the 
majority of the fission product iodine and other contaminants from spent 
fuel elements, including contaminants in the form of a-erosols. The loaded 
Q>di.ne ads()rber material should be in a form ready for final storage of 
129 
the I without needing additional processing. 
The final o~jDc:tive is to develop, build and test a prototype off-gas 
filter system n:~taining the aerosols and iodine from the off-gas of the 
reprocessing plant. 
3. Research Program 
· 3.1 Tcstinq of iodine sorption material under the conditions pre-
vailinq in the off-gas of a reprocessin~ plant. 
3.2 Evaluation of droplet seperator~ demister,HEPA filter,and iodine 
sorption filter for a large reprocessing plant (single components 
and arrangement for the wpole filter train). 
~-. .._,._""'*-"*--4..,.-l··--------------""!----·· ..... ,.._.......,._~ ____ ...., ______ _ 
132. 
3.3 Development of the remote handling system for the components 
inside of the filter cells (with respect to low contamination 
level, emergency handling and leaktight 09eration of filter units). 
4. Experimental Faciliti~s 
to 3.1 Sampling stations and test rigs in the Karlsruhe pil~t reprocess-
ing plant {NAK). 
to 3.2 Test rigs {no radioactivity above tracer level) simulating head 
3 
end off gas conditions for dummy components (HAUCH, 50 m /h of 
5. 
" . 3 
volumetric gas flow, PASSAT, 250 m /h). PASSA.T will include remote 
handling equipments and is designed for the testing of 1 : 1 
filter components for the large reprocessing plant(throughput up 
to 1500 t of heavy metal per year). 
Proqress to Date 
to 3.1 Various tests have been performed with the AC 6120/H1 iodine 
sorption material. 
to 3.2 The test riq HAUCH is in pperation. 
and 3 ~ 3 Part of the filter equipment has been completed for PASSAT and 
tested for remote handlin9 s'uitability. PASSAT has been designed 
and is under construction. 
6. Results 
to 3.1 The influence of high H20-yapour pressure and of small amounts of 
·TBP on the loading capacity of AC 6120/H1 is very low, '/I.C 6120/H1 
can be used up to a consumption of 95 % of the Ag-impregnation 
by '' reaction with iodine. 
to 3.2 First measurements on'HAUCH showed relatively high concentrations 
of droplets with diameter < 16 urn in the simulated dissolver off-
gas. The sources could be detected and eliminated. 
to 3.3 A prototype iodine filter drum is mechanically tested,the concept 
used is selected 1for the final version of the iodine filter. 
7. Next Steps 
After startup of the PASSAT rig it is scheduled to test the filtration 
components (droplet separators, HEPA-filters,and iodine-filters) under 
the conditions of the head end off-gas in a 1500 t/y reprocessing plant. 
Measurements will be made of the off-gas composition and the aerosol-
and iodine-concentrations during fuel dissolu~ion in the Kar1sruhe 
I 
. ·. 
reprocessing plant. 
8. . Relation with Other Project:s 
.· 
The first·'flltration step will be the droplet separation and the second 
step will be HEPA-filtration (PWA 5152). The iodine removal from the 
dissolver off-gas will be necessary for gas cleaning with respect to the 
85Kr-separatioo process (PNS 4140). 
9. References 
WILHELM, J.G.; FURRER, J.: Abscheidunq von S9altjod aus dem Aufl<:>serab-
qas einer uroBen Wiederaufarbeitungsanlage an festem Sorptionsmaterial. 
Reaktortagung, Dilsseldorf, 30. 3. - 2. 4. 1976, Deutsches Atomforum e.V. 
Leopoldshafen 1976: ZAED. S. 347 - SO. 
f·'TLHELM, J .r..: Beitr:tc:.re in: tf'aste Management Research Abstracts, No. 10 
\1975). 
Wti.lii-:T.M, .1.·:.; FURTtER, J.; SCUULTES, E.: Head end iodine removal from a 
reprocessino plant with a solid sorbent. 14. Air Cleaning Conference, 
Sun Vallcv, Idaho, August 2-4, 1976. 
FURRER, J.; KAEMPFFER, R.: Untersuchung der ~eaktionen von organischen 
Jodverbindungen mit feinst auf amoprpher Kiesels~ure verteiltem Silber-
nitrat. r1onatshefte fiir Chemie, 107(1976), s. 933-38. 
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LANl.E, N.; I\1ENDEL, W.; POTGETETt, G.; ?.ABEL, r;.; P~AUTE~, C.; POETSCH, G.: 
Entwicklunq von Abluftfiltern fUr Wiederaufarbeitungsanlagen. In: Projekt 
Nukleare Sicherheit. 2. Halbjahresbericht 1975. KFK 2262 (Juni 1976), 
113-22. 
10. The reports above are available without restriction. 

Classification: 5.3 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Bestimmung von Jodkomponenten in der Abluft von SPONSOR: 
kerntechnischen Anlagen BMFT/GfK/PNS 
(RS 221 (PNS 4114.1) - II.6.1, Jahresbericht A 76) ORGANIZATION: 
·PNS/GfK/l.AF II 
·ritle 2 (English} : Project Leader: 
Determination of Radioiodine Species in the Exhaust Dr. Deuber 
Air of Nuclear Installations 
Initiated (Date) : COmJ2leted (Date) : 
'973 
Status: Last Updating (Date) : 
Continuing Dec. 1976 
... 
1. General Aim 
Improvement of: the assessment of the environmental impact of radioiodine 
released with the exhaust air of nuclear installations; improvement of 
the ventilation conception of nuclear installations. 
2. Particular Obj~ctives 
Determination of the radioiodine species inorganic iodine (I 2 ), particu-
late iodine, and organic iodine. 
(Assumed ratio of the thyroid doses caused by the release of equal 
()mounts of these species in the BRD 100: 10: 1.) 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Laboratory tests: Development or improvement of selective sorption 
materials for radioiodine species samplers. 
3.2 In situ tests: Operation of radioiodine species samplers ~n the 
exhaust air. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
to 3.1 Apparatuses for the generation of radioiodine species and the 
testing of sorption materials within a wide range of conditions. 
to 3.2 Rigs for the operation of radioiodine species samplers in the 
exhaust air. 
, ... " 
5. Progress to Date 
to 3.1 Determination of the removal efficiencies of the I 2 sorption 
materials DSM 10 and DSM 11 for 131 r 2 and ca3 
131 I. Determination 
of the removal efficiencies of particle filters for 131 I 2 • 
to 3.2 Operation of radioiodine samplers in different exhaust air ducts 
in 3 nukes (BWR, PWR) and 1 research reactor. 
6. Results 
to 3.1 No difference in the removal efficiencies of DSM 10 and DSM 11 
- for 131 I 2 and cH 3
131 I. No desorption of 131 r 2 from DSM 10 under 
extreme conditions. 
Small removal efficiency of the particle filter GF/A for 131 r 2 • 
to 3. 2 Radioiodine spec.ies samplers with DSM 10 or DSM 11 generally 
suitable for the classification of radioiodine species. 
(DSM 10 not suitable 1n the presence of oxidants.) No desorption 
of 131 I 2 from DSM 10 during 7 days. 
Percentage of particulate iodine generally very small (~ 3 %). 
Variation of the percentage of inorganic iodine between 0 and 
91 %. . ..
Percentage of inorganic iodine in the effluent of iodine filters 
very small (~ 2 %) . 
7. Next Steps 
to 3.1 Improvement of the radioiodine species sam9ler for nukes 
(inclusion of further radioiodine species). 
Development of.. a radioiodine species sampler for reprocessing 
plants. 
to 3.2 Continuous measurements of the radioiodine species in different 
exhaust air ducts of a PWR nuke during a representative period 
{ea. 1 year) . 
8. Relation with Other frojects 
Ageing and Poisoning of Iodine Sorption Materials (PNS 4114, part 1). 
9. References 
KFK 2262, p. 126; KFK 2.375, p. 147. 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
Literature department of. r,fK , unclassified. 
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Classification: 5.3 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Alterung und Vergiftung von Jod-Sorptionsmaterial SPONSOR: 
(PNS 4114.2 
-
II.6.1, Jahresbericht A 76) 
ORGANIZATION; 
PNS/GfK/LAF II 
·.r i tle 2 (Enslish) : Project Leader: 
Ageing and Poisoning of Iodine Sorption materials 
Dr. Furrer 
Initiated (Date) : 
'\ comeleted (Date): 
1973 
Status: Last Updatin~ (Date) : 
Continuing Dec. 1976 
1. General Aim 
Improvement of iodine sorption ~ilters. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Development of improved iodine sorption filters for extended operational 
periods. 
3. nesearch Program 
L 
I 
3. 1 Gaschromatographic analysis of the influent and effluent of iodine 
·sorption filters in nuclear power plants (nukes). Determination 
of the dependency of the removal efficiency for radioiodine on the . 
nature and loading of poisoning components. 
3.2 Development of an improved iodine sorption filter including in-
place regeneration of the iodine sorption material. 
4. Experimehtal Facil'ities 
to 3.1 Gaschromatographic equipment. Test rigs in nukes for iodine 
sorption materials. Test apparatus for measurements of the removal 
. 
efficiencies of sorption materials under simulated conditions of 
filter operation. 
to 3.2 Test rig for whole filter units for a throughput of up to 2000 m3)h. 
5. Proqress to Date 
to. 3.1 Impregnated charcoal was poisoned by operation in exhaust air 
from shut-of£ rooms of a Plv.R. Some of the adsorbed poisons were 
desorbed in the laboratory by an optimized desorption process. 
to 3.2 A conception was developed 'for an improved iodine sorption filter. 
6. Results . . 
. to 3.1 The filter poisons with low vapour pressure could be removed by a 
prefilter. The iodine sorption material of a filter bed in the 
effluent air of the prefilter was poisoned by highly volatile 
solvents which penetrated the prefilter. These solvents could be 
removed with a desorption process. The 131 I removal efficiency of 
the iodine sorption material could nearly be restored by the 
desorption process. 
to 3.2 The prototype of an .improved iodine sorption filter is under 
construction. 
7. Next Steps 
· Further developments for an in-place regeneration process by desorption 
of the highly volatile fi~ter poisons. 
to 3.1 Testing of the behaviour of the already removed iodine during·the 
desorption step. 
to 3.2.Testing of the prototype filter. 
8. · Relation with Other Projects 
Results of PNS 4114, part 2, may contribute to the program described here. 
9. References 
BITTER, K.; FURRER, J.; KAEMPFFE~, R.: Alterung und Vergiftung von Jod-
Sorptionsmaterialien. In: Projekt Nukleare Sicherheit. 2. Halbjahresbe-
richt 1975. KFK 2262 (Juni 76), S. 123-26. 
FURRER, J.; KAEMPFFER, R.: t-HLHELM, ~r.G.: J\lterung und Vergiftung von 
Jod-Sorptionsmaterialien in Kernkra~twerken. ·Ageing and poisoninq of 
iodine filters in nuclear power plants. Kerntechnik, 18 (1976), s. 313-17. 
WILHELM, J.G.: Jodfilter in Kernkraftwerken. Kommission der Europaischen 
Gemeinschaften, V/1531/76-D (1976). 
10. Reports and publications are available without restriction. 
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Classification: 5.3 
Title 1 (Original Languag~) : COUNTRY: 
BRD Dosisabbau 
(RS 2Ql~ - IT. 6.1 , Jahresbericht A 76) SPONSOR: m·TFT 
ORGANIZATION; 
KWU, Erlangen 
'title 2 (Enslish) : Project Leader: 
Dose Reduction 
Dr. Wille 
Initiated (Date): Completed (Date) : 
'1 
:1. 4. 76 30. 9. 78 Status: Last Updating (Date) : 
ContinuinG 31. 12. 76 
1. General Aim 
Improvement of the currently used units and the development of 
advanced techniques to handle gaseous and liquid radioactive waste, 
its optimization and the application of exp6rience both in the labs 
and operating plants to technically mature systems. 
2. Particular Objectives 
~.1 Gaseous Activities 
In order to reduce radia~ion exposure, the quantities of long-lived 
nuclides vlhich are released by leakage and reactor shutdown will be 
reduced as much as possible by permanent extraction of radioactive 
gases from the primary coolant. 
In addition, further improvement of the measurement and control 
of hydrogen and oxygen in the off-gas system w~ll be pursued. 
2.2 Water-Soluble Activities 
-------------------~-~--
By use of a Caesium-specific Ion exchange resin, an increased 
service life and minimization of Cs-build-up in the primary 
- ~~- .... ~ ... ,·-·-·- -----~---------~-~·-:--· .... ·-· ---- ..... -.. -
-
· ·. tlfo 
coolant, thereby leading to a reduction of personnel exposure, 
will be achieved. In addition, waste water evaporator distillates 
from NPP will be decontaminated with I.T. to achieve optimum waste 
water purification, and to retain Tritium in appropriate systems. 
2.3 Decontamination 
---------------
'\ 
Decontamination methods will be further developed to the point of 
applications in a NPP, so as to reduce exposure of personnel 
during repair work. 
~. Research Program 
• 3.1 Gas Treatment 
.-------------
. ) 
; Laboratory test and evaluation of a noble gas separating test 
facility and development of ,an overall applicable system, selec-
tion of the transportation container for noble gases, examination 
of oxygen- and hydrogen measuring apparatus and selction of 
measurement procedure • 
Examinations of decontamination of primary coolant and waste 
water evaporator distillates with filters and Ion-exchangers; 
.magnitude and origin of corrosion products in the primary coolant 
(primary circuit or emergency systems); investigations of release 
mechanisms and Tritium extraction methods. 
3.3 Decontamination of Units and Containers 
---------------------------------------
Decontamination of large-scale containers in NPPs by means of 
special methods; preparation and treatment of decontamination 
so ... utions. 
,. 
• ! 
! 
'. ! 
'\ 
4. Experimental Facilities 
Tests will be performed at model test stands available either 
in Erlangen or in NPPs. 
5. Progress to Date 
During this reporting period several endurance tests have been 
performed in the test facility, such as long-term operating test 
for 500 hrs. In addition, hydrogen tests have been conducted for 
the first time. 
Durin~ the hydrogen-nitro~en separating tests it was apparent 
that one of the control valves needs to be improved in order to 
guarantee an automatic continuous operation. 
6. Results 
All control circuits of the test facility operate satisfactory 
except t~e hydrogen-nitrogen separation test, i.e. an uncontrolled 
continuous operation without adjustment is assured. Hydrogen-
ni tror;en separation was manually operated, whereby a 80 - 95 '/G 
hydrogen purity could be obtained. 
Next Steps 
After the hydrogen-nitrogen separating facility has been modified 
and improved and a diaphragm control unit for the two compressors 
installed, further passive continuous tests ar~ planned to be 
conducted using noble gas additions. 
8. Relation to Other Projects 
Preparatory work has been performed within R & D Task RB 74I/S 32. 
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Classification: 5.3 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Aktivierte Korrosionsprodukte in LWR-Kreislaufen SPONSOR: (RS 209 - Il.6.1, Jahresbericht A 76) 
'RMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
KWU, Erlangen 
•ritle 2 (Enslish) : . Project Leader: 
.. 
Activated Corrosion Products in LWR Loops Dr. Neeb 
Initiated (Date): Com;eleted (Date) : 
1 • 1 • 76 31. 12. 78 Status: Last UEdatin~ (Date) : 
Continuing 31. 12. 76 
1 • 
2. 
General Aim 
Development of realistic contamination models for LWR primary 
coolant circuits with the aim to reduce the activity level of 
the circuits and loops, i.e. to reduce irradiation exposure 
of the control and maintenance personnel in nuclear power 
plants. 
Particular Objectives 
Improvement and completion of our knowledge of the sources, 
formation mechanisms as well as the transportation and depo-
sition behaviour of those radionuclides which are primarily 
responsible for contamination of circuits and systems of 
LWRs, i.e. for the local dose rates in the plant as well as 
for the activity inventory of radioactive wastes. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Compilation and evaluation of operating data for PWRs and 
BWRs. 
3.2 Data balancing in order to identify radionuclide sources. 
-3.5.1 
3.5.2 
3.6 . 
3.6.1 
3.6.2 
Evaluation of the actual eo-contents in the construction 
materials. 
Improvement of analytical methods. 
Specific PWR tests. 
Variation of operation parameters. 
Exchange behaviour of deposit- and protective layers. 
Specific BWR tests. 
Compilation of loop surfaces of various materials and their 
metal erosion rates. 
Contamination influence of high-eo-containing materials in a 
neutron field. \ 
3.7 List of PWR and BWR contamination models. 
4. Experimental Facilities' 
The necessary test facilities for radio-chemistry, the ana-
lysis and measurement techniques, and the coolant chemistry 
and hot cell techniques are available. All measurements 
necessary will be performed in KWU labs. 
Provision of various analysis samples (system- and fuel 
assembly deposits), the collection of several data points 
·closely tied in with reactor refuelling shutdowns. 
5. Progress to Date 
are 
Activity concentrations of some corrosion product-radionuclides 
in the primary coolant will be routinely measured in the NPP 
labs. For evaluation of specific relevance of these operating 
data, a comparative study of the 58co- and 60co-activity con-
centrations in the primary coolant of the four full load 
operating PWR plants KWO, KKS, KCB, and KWB-A as initiated. 
Initial investigations covered the time history of the two 
radionuclide concentrations in the four plants. For plant 
comparison the four operating light water PWR plants KWO, KKS, 
KCB and KWB-A were selected. The main data characteristic of 
these considerations have been compiled. T.he individual ana-
lyses available 58co and 60co activity concentrations in the 
. f 
t 
f • 
l 
·1 
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primary coolant have been used for the calculation of average 
values of 58co and 60co activity concentrations in the primary 
coolant for each operating cycle. In order to avoid irregularities 
based on calculated average values, the following precautionary 
measures have been taken: 
Due to specific conditions of the start-up operation, no values 
were taken from the first 120 d of each 1. operating cycle (KWB-A 
the first 150d) for calculation of average values. 
The same refers to the first 30d each of each subsequent cycle as 
well as for the first 30d following extensive shutdown periods • 
Also, values obtained from shutdown corrosion product peaks, iden-
tified by the power history of the reactor, have been eliminated. 
6. Results 
Compilation of the characteristic plant data showed that a direct 
comparison of the activity concentrations of corrosion products 
obtained from the reference plants can be made without computa-
tional corrections, since basic plant data, such as the relation-
ship between surface area and primary coolant volume and the 
thermal and fast neutron flux density approximately the same with 
all plants. Differences can be observed with the S.G. material 
(Ni and eo-content), coolant conditioning and primary circuit pre-
treatment. With this limited amount of criteria, one would expect 
to recognize and identify coolant activity relationship unless 
they do not exist or they are of too complex a nature. 
The following picture on the operating history of the reference 
plants can be drawn from individual values as well as ·from calcu-
lated average values: 
The introduction of a so-called decontamination- and protection 
layer operation starting with Fa-measurement during hot test 
operation in IBS-KCB has led to a distinctly reduced primary side 
metal erosion rate, and to a strongly adhesive oxyde layer, both 
phenomena contrary to those observed in KKS. These positive 
"• -·~· -- --------...... ~,~--~--------·- ---------~-·----- ···-- --~- --
. 
effects of the contamination- and ~rotection layer operation will 
not be reflected in the 58co- and 60co activity concentrations. Tb 
the contrary, the three plants furnished with Incoloy steam genera-
tors showed that the flush system used for start-up of KKS reveal 
distinctly the lowest activity values, whereas the two plants sub-
jected to the contamination- and protection layer operation showed 
considerably high acti~ity concentrations. 
In all reference plant 58co- and 60co-concentration values have 
already been observed during the first half of the 1. operating 
cycle. These do not systematically increase during subsequent 
operation, and, apart from a few exceptions, remain the same over 
the total reference period, showing little or no deviations (KWO 
7 cycles, KKS 4 cycles, KCB 2 cycles, KWB-A 1 cycle). 
This is especially surprising since with 60co, having a half life 
of 5, 27a, a continuous increase was' expected for the initial years. 
Therefore a long-lasting constant ~8co- and 60co-inventory can be 
· expected in the primary coolant for the contamination layer build-u~ 
, 7. Next Steps 
The initiated comparison of PWR plant parameters in connection with 
58c~ and 60co activity concentrations will be continued. Similar 
tests have been started for BWRs also. 
For preparation of the analysis of loop component ~eposits etc., 
suitable analyzing methods will be investigated in order to deter-
mine specific activities. 
B. Relation with Other Projects 
Preparatory work has been performed under the scope of R & D task 
RB 74 I/S 27. 
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g. References 
Dr. W. Brandt: 
Abgabe- und Anlagerungsmechanismen von Korrosionsprodukten 
in Reaktorprimarkreislaufen 
AbschluBbericht zum Forderungsvorhaben BMFT RB 74 I/S 27 
Teil I Kontaminationsmodell (Okt. 1975) 
Teil II Metallabgaberaten (Dez. 1975) 
10. Degree of Availability 
The reports are classified Company Confidential. 
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. . Cla~s i:ficatiori·-:. -6~. 3 
Title 1 (Original Lang1.1ag_e) : Spalt-Jod-Abscheidung in 
Kernkraft~oJerken und Wlederaufbereitungs.anlagen: . · · ~ 
Abluftfilter an Reaktoren, Alterung und Vergiftung von Jo -
Sor~tionsmaterialien 
{PNS 4110/4114- 11.6.1., Jahresbericht A 75) 
. 
. 
Title 2 {english): Fission Product iodine Removal in 
Nuclear Power ?lants and Reprocessing Plants: Exhaust Air Filters 
at Nuclear Installations, Ag in~ and Poisoning of Iodine Filters 
nitiated (Date): Com;eleted (Date~ : 
(.~ly 1971 1976 
Status: Last UEdating: (Date): 
continuing December 1975 
- -
1. General aim 
' . 
... ~ 
... 
~·( . 1' • 
. . 
COUNTRY: 
BRD 
~~~~SOR: 
ORGANIZATION: 
GfK, Karlsruhe 
Pxoject Le~: 
J.G. Wilhelm 
H. Deuber 
.. . .. 
.. 
. 1-
··.'. 
·, 
.. Improvement in the operational behaviour and removal efficiency of exhaust air 
filters. . ·:,.;:.1···• .• ' t· 
2. Particular objectives 
' Provisions to control the effects of solvent loading on the removal efficiency of 
~~iodine filters. 
-"'·. ! 
< . 
. . 
·~ 3. Experimental facilities and research program 
3.1. Laboratory scale test rigs for the measurement of removal efficiencies of 
solvent loaded iodine sorption materials •. 
Test rigs in nuclear power plants. 
3.2. Determination of poisoning· compounds for iodine filters. 
Measurement of retention times _of poisoning compounds on iodine sorption 
materials. 
Design of iodine filter assemblies with sufficient operational time •. 
4. Project status 
4.1. Progress to date. 
The influence of solvent loading on the removal efficiency of iodine filter 
charcoal was eximin~~or the exhaust air fi'lter in the shutoff roo!"s of an 
LWR nuclear poJer station. The first laboratory studies for the det·ermination 
• J • ' ~ 
of the retention times·of poisoning compounds were carried out • 
.. 
•. 
'' 
.. ; :: ,•, 
4.2. Essential results 
.. 
The loading of solvent in the impregnated charcoal of an exhaust air filter varied 
between 7.3 and 12.4 wt %. The removal efficiency for ~31 l in form of CH3I was 
:substantially reduced by adsorption. The measurements with up~tream activated 
filter charcoals in a nuclear power station showed that the solvent components 
xylene and toluene occurring in large quantities under the usual conditions of 
shutoff room exhaust air filtering cannot be retained sufficiently long. The high-
boiling com~onents of the petroleum-gasoline fraction, which also occur in the 
exhaust air. and substantially contribute to iodine sorption filter loading through 
pollutants, were retained over a period of several months by relatively low-depth 
upstream filter beds. 
(!:}·. Next st~s 
The measurement of retention times under controlled conditio'ns of coadsorption of 
solvents and water will be continued, alsoprefilters will be tested in nuclear 
power plants. 
Identification of Radioiodine Species in the Off-Gases of Nuclear Installations 
. 
lJ Genera 1 aim 
Improvement in the assessment of the environmental impact of radioiodine in the 
.off-gases of nuclear installations. 
2. Particular objectives 
· 8.Ydentification of the radioiodine species. 
3. Experimental facilities and research program 
3.1. Laboratory scale rigs for the generation of iodine species and testing of 
sorption materials. 
3.2. Development of iodine samplers for the discrimination of elemental iodine, 
methyl iodide and possibly other iodine species as hypoiodous acid; application 
of discriminating iodine samplers in off-gases of nuclear installations. 
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4. Project status 
........,_ 
4.1.· Progress to date.· ,•, : . . ' ~ 
A' discriminating iodine sampler for the application in off-gas'es of. nuclear 
power stations is being developed~'Difr'erent materials eligible as selective 
'sorption materials for elementa·l 'fodi'ne are te'sted w'ith respect to their 
removal efficiencies for elemental iodine and methyl' iodide. - Experiments 
on the volatilization and removal of hypoiodous acid have been made. 
4.2. Essential results.· 
<:) AC 6111, impregnated with potassium iodide, proved to be the most suitable of 
the investigated selective sorption materials for element~l iodine under 
certain conditions. When tested in the entire range of parameters, which is 
of significance for the examination of off-gases from nuclear power stations, 
it' caused a n·egligible ~emoval of methyl iodide. -An iodine species was 
vol'atilized fr'om solutions of carrier~free iodide and elemental iodine which 
was difficult to remove with AC 6120. This species did not exhibit the 
properties expected for hypoiodous acid. 
5. Next steps 
The tests of AC 6111, impregnated with potassium iodide, will be continued with 
elemental iodine in the significant range of parameters. Measurements in the off-
~ gases of nuclear power stations will be made. The .development of a discriminating 
iodine sampler applicable in off-gases of reprocessing plants will be started. 
7. Reference documents 
Report KF~ 2130 (1975) p. 96 (german with english abstracts) 
Report KFK 2195 (1975) p. 113 (german with e~lish abstracts) 
8 •. Degree of availability 
Unrestricted.distribution 
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Title 1 (Original language) Tecniche p~r la Classification 
misura della capacita di.ritenzione di 
sistemi di filtrazione per iodio e de- 5.3 
rivati 'iodoorP'~ni ~; 
Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
Techniques for Testing Charcoal Absorbe "'SEonsor s ENEL 
for lodine and its Derivatives. Organisation Polytechnic 
Institute of Milan l ~ 
Date initiated 1970 Project Leader 
-
Date comEleted 
-
Last UJ2dating April 1977 G. Sand:relli 
Description: 
1. General Aim 
Development of methods to test adsorption efficien~y of charcoql 
ab~orbers for iodine and·its alkyl derivatives. 
2. Particula~ Objectives 
The research has been concentrated on methyl iodida. 
3. Experimental Facilities and Programme· 
All the tests are carried out at the Laboratories of the 
Polytechnic Institute of Mi}an. 
4. Project Status 
The tests have been extended to low methyl ioaide concen-
trations such as those expected in the annulus of a doubl~ 
containment system·in the case of a LOCA. 
5 ." Next· Steps 
The mathematical model will be adapted to the methyl ioaide 
low concentr~tions. 
·. 
I ----•'-·---~-,~....., .• , . .,.....-.• ~'~ ~-·~··--·~·~·-- ·-• --·-··- ••j·--·-··---· ---------------------- --- -------------. ------

- ------ ------~ 
' 
Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Trattamento dei gas nobili radioattivi 5.3 prodotti per fissione. . . 
-
-
-
Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
Fission produced radioactive noble gases Sponsor CNR - CNEN 
treatment. Organisation University of· 
.. Pis a ~ 
I 
Date initiated July, 1970 Project Leaqer 
Date completed End of 1977 CURZIO.Giorgio 
Last u12dating 1977 
-
v 1) G~neral aim , 
, 
.•. 
Theoretical and experimental research on the general .problems involved 
.in the production, release and teatment of radioactive noble gases. 
2) Particular objectives 
a) Charcoal beds adsorption characteristics determination in ideal work; 
conditions. 
·.b) Evaluation of the dependence of characteristics on the 
grain size. 
c) Evaluation of the effects of the decay heat, moisture; 
ties, pressure and temperature transients, etc. 
bed'size and 
other iJT.puri 1 
d) Comparative analysis of treatment devices. 
e) Charcoal filter ·tests in laboi,atory scale and full seal~. 
f) Granular charcoal characteristics determination. 
3) Experimental facilities 
. a) Charcoal bed testing facility 
b) Nuclear detection devices 
c) Granular charcoal testing facilities (to be completed) 
4) Proje~t status 
Items 2 a, b are completed; 2 c, d, e, are near to be completed; 2 f 
are a~ the starting point. 
5) Reference documents 
1. CURZIO G., GENTILI·A. 
Ritenzione di gas nobili su letti di carbone attivo. 
Atti del XVI Congresso Nazionale dell'A.I.F.S.P.R., Firenze. 
Setternbre 1970. Firenze 1971. 
2. CURZIO G., GENTILI\A., MAINARDI C., PE~LUNGRINI P. 
Ritenzione dei gas nobili radioattivi prodotti per fissione negli 
irnpian ti nucleari. .'Tip. Edit. Pis ana, Pis a, 1972. 
' . 
·! 
. . 
i 
' j 
L 
j; 
•• f 
.) 
-- -· - .. ----·- --·- ...... ~ ...... _________ ------------ -
Title 1 (Original language) 
Trattamento dei gas nobili radioattivi 
prodotti per fissione. 
3. CURZIO G., GENTILI A. 
Classification 
5.3 
Det·erminazione dell a densi ta granulare di materiali ad elevata porosi ta 
specifica. Il Giornale di Fisica, XIII, 4, 286, 1972. 
'• 
4. CURZIO G., GENTILI A. . 
Noble Gas Adsorption Characteristics of Charcoal Bed: Van Deemter' s .Coef 
ficient Evaluation. An. Chem. 44, 8, 1944 (1972). 
S. CURZIO G. GENTILI A. 
. . . 
Liberation des gas nobles par centres nucleaires: quelques remarques 
su~ le fonctionement des filtres d~ charbon de bQis. VIe CQngr~s In~~~ 
ternational de la Societe Fran~aise.de Radioprotection: "Tendances ' 
Nouvelles en Radioprotection". Bordeaux, 27-30 mars 1972,·P· 233, 
Montrouge 1972. 
6. CURZIO G., GENTILI A. 
Th.e ·Effects of Decay Heat on Adsorption Characteristics of Charcoal 
·Beds. Nobl~ Gases Symposium, Las·Vegas, 24-28 Sept. 1973. 
7. CASTELLANI F., CURZIO G., GENTILI A. 
Effects of 1-foisture on Krypton_Adsorption Characteristics of Charcoal 
Beds. Kerntechnik, 17 (1975), n. 11, 486. 
8. CURZIO G., GENTILI A. . . 
-··Man-Rem -Cost: a -Reverse Evaluation. Intern. J ~-Environmental Studies, 
1975, vol. 7, 287-288. 
9~ CASTELLANI F., CURZIO G., GENTILI A. 
., 
Kr~pton Diffusion in Granular Charcoal.An. Chem. 48, 3, 599-600 (197f\; 
10. CASTELLANI F., CURZIO G., GENTILI A. 
Un problema di conduzione del calore in un mezzo.cilindrico omogeneo 
con sorgente in !llovimento. To be published in "Termotecnica". 
11. CASTELLANI F., CURZIO G., GENTILI A. 
Facilities for Conditioning Radioactive Noble Gases Produced by Nuclear 
··Power Reactors in West Europe. Kerntechnik 19(1), (1977). 
, .. 
12. CASTELLANI F., CURZIO G., GENTILI A. 
· Sistemi di trattamento dei gas nobili radioattivi prodotti per fissione 
· negli impianti nucleari. RP 250(76). 
13. CASTELLANI F., CURZIO G., GENTILI A. 
'Studio introduttivo di metodi di collaudo e ~ontrollo periodico di effi 
. cienza per un sistema di rilascio ritardat·o· dei gas nobili radioattivi. 
prodotti per fissione. RP 251(76). 
'• 
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TITLK 1 (original lan;ua"o) 
Trattamento dei gas nobili radioattivi 
. prodotti per fissione. 
Claaa1t1oation . 
... 
.. 5.3 
14. CASTELLANI F., CURZIO G., GENT ILl A. .~· · .. 
Analisi comparativa tra i sistemi di trattamento dei gas nobili radi£ 
· attivi prodott·i negli impianti nucleari. .RP. 280(77). 
•' ... 
15. CASTELLANI F., CURZIO G., GENTILI A. .''(·.·.·:.·: 
Metodologia di collaudo di un sistema di trattamento·per il rilascio 
ritardato di gas nobili r~dioattivi prodotti.negli impianti nucleari~ 
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PROJECT TITLE . 
I 
. . 
__ c~-~u.'l.QA'l'l.Ql · --·' .-....:..-... . 
Removal of· krypton and xenon from . 5.3 . 
the off-gas of Huole:ar Plants. 
SPONSORING COUrfl'RY . ORGANISA.TION : • 
ITALY . CN:ZH 
' ! 
DATE INITIATED . 1975 PROJECT LEADER . i . . . 
DATE COi"!PLETED . 1978 G. DEON~ i . 
-
;' 
Description : The puz:-posc of the project is to develop a process 
for the re.~pval of rudioactive lcripton nnd xenon from gaseous 
effluents ornuclear reactors and reproccsaing plants. , 
The selective-absorption process in liquid solvents 
is one of the promising methods ,J..u1''1te~:.:d·iscussion fra:i the point of 
. 
view of the tcchnologicnl feasibility. 
.. . 
.,_ 
J'F.acro.cyclic pol;ethors, a new category of org:mic 
compounds capable to form incl~sive compounds determining 11 s<Uldwich 
structures", seem to be very promising for this purpose. The particular 
aim of the experimental research program is the choice of aromatic 
macrocyclic compounds, solid or soluble in non-polar organic solvents, 
.. 
and to verify the· noble go.ses sel.ective-absorption possibility. 
Relatad projects: 5.3 (l,isa University) 
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TITLE 1· (original language) 
Abbattimento. di Iodio (attrezzat~ra: 
PSIQO. 10) · · 
'l'ITLE 2 ._(enclish) ., 
Removal- of Iodine fro·m .Cont~f.~ent .-. 
Atmosphere ··.by~ Sprays wi tli,·· ~IQO ·1.0 ... · ·· 
Facility · ·· · ~ ·· · · · · .. ·· 
... 
Dnte initiated 1967 
.. I. 
Classification 
Country: J:'fALY 
Sponsor: ONR ·-, CNEN . 
Ort~anisa ti·on: C.AJJlEN -
University of Pisa 
Pro-tect Lea<.ler 
:.• 
1976 Date completed 
,, 
·. 
.,. 
1976 
.. . -
.. . 
R. Mirandola (Ulliv'ersi'ty) 
G. Sarno (CAMEN) 
Last updating June 
Description: 
The program has been set up with the aim of collecting experimen-
(jal ~~form~tion for a correct evaluabion of the efficiency of spray 
systems us~d in several nuclear plants for the removal of iodine re-
leased· j_n the containmen·t . after a LOOA. 
Twelve runs on molecular iodine removal by sprays were carried 
.Jut in the 95 m3 PSI CO 10 · 'fllOdel contai~ment vessel. Both servi.ce \'Ta-
. sprnyed 
t_er ·and a water solution containing 1" sodium thiosulphate wer~ tnro 
ugh different nozzles with, in some cas·es, re circulation of the spr~ 
yed solution and fractions of the model containment vessel vo~ume not . 
sprayed.. 
· . 
.. leference docu..'Ilents: 
~. B.OUERRINI! M.MAZZINI, R.MIRANDOLA, G.PETRANGELI 
PSICO 10:a facility for testing in the field of containment techno-
. . 
.logy for nuclear plants. 
·rngegneria Nucleare - Mar~o-Aprile 1969. 
. . 
2. B.GUERRINI, S .LANZA, M.lVIAZZINI, R.MIRANDOLA 
.. 
Scalbatraio Ceriter for research in nuhlear safety. 
Nuclear Technology- April 1971 • 
.. 
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~ .... " ,· : . . ' 
'l'ITLB '( orit;inal lanc;uago) .· . . Classification 
Abbattimento di Iodio (a~~re~zat~~.: ~. ·5.:3.·. 
Ps:tco 10) · · -.~ 
3. B. GUERRI.NI, S. LANZA, M .MAZZINI, R,l4IRANDOLA 
Contatrunent spray experiments with the FSICO 10 facility. 
Energia Nucleare - Luglio 1972. 
. .. 
' ' 
4. S.BARSALI, R,BOVALINI, F.FINESCHI, B.GUERRINI, S.LANZA, M.~~ZZINI, 
. R .MIRANDOI.A 
Removal of iodine from containment atmosphere by sprays: Research 
' of the University of Pisa. 
VII Congr~s Internationale de la Societe Francaise de Ro.dioprotoc·tion . .r:, 
Versailles (France) 28/31 - Mai 1974 • 
. 
: .- 5. S .BARSALI, R.BOVALINI, F .FINESClfi, B:-·GUERRINI, S ~tANZA, M.MAZZINI, 
R.MIRANDOLA 
... 
Removal of iodine by sprays in the.PSICO 10 model containment ves~ 
sel. 
Nuclear Technology -.August 1974. 
6. G.SARNO, S.MANFREDINI 
Relazione sul ciclo di esperienze effettuate durante il 1974 sullo 
studio PE-1 (abbattimento ~ello iodio). OAMEN report. 
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Title 1 (Original language) . · · · ··: · Classification 
Il controllo dei sistemi filtranti installati n! 
gli impianti nucleari per '.la rimozione delle par 
tice1le e dello iodio. .;··, · 
' ,., 
~ . . 
. . . 
7. CUCCURU A., ~fAZZINI. M.,. ·: . .. = r • •• •• 
5.3 
....... 
.... ,.. ... -· ,.,.· 
. .. 
,. 
r . 
Comportamento di filtri per particelle ad.altissima efficienza in ~on 
dizioni ambientali lpon usua1i. · · · ... 
Is~ituto di Impiant~ Nucleari de1l'Universita di Pisa. RL 220(75). r 
. . 
~ Istituto ·di Impianti Nucleari dell'Universita di Pis~: Relazione a~ · 
CNEN sull'attivita svolta nel campo della sicurezza nucleare: 
nell • anno 1970. RL>·lOO( 71) Tip. Edit. Pisana. Pis a, 1971 · ·~ ',, : ~ t •' 
d ... 
nell'anno 1971. RL.=: 119(72)· Tip. Edit. Pisana.· Pisa, 1972 
nell'anno 1972. RL 142(73) Tip. Edit~ Pisana, P~sa, 1973 
ne11'anno 1973. ,-RL .172(74).Tip. Edit •. Pisana~ Pisa, 1974 
nel periodo luglio, .74_-t g~ugno 75. RL 211(7~) Tip. Edit~. Pisana.,· 
Pis a, 197 5. . .. ,· ·,.<...: .. · . ··. :. . · ..... 
9. · CUCCURU A.,·. KUNZ P. / MAZZ INI M. 
Experiment~ on High Efficiency Aerosol Filtration. 
l· 
i' 
Paper presented at _the Seminar on High Efficiency Aerosol Filtration . 
I sponsored.by CCE at. Aix-en-Provence (F); 22-25 Novembre 1976.· 
• • 1 • • • • • 
l '. •• • .• 
l · ·· .. -10~ MAZZINI M. . · ·. :·:·.·,: · ... 
l: In Situ and ·in Labor'atory Test-ing. of HllPA Pil~·ers in Italy. ...1 
~~·· Paper presented at the Seminar on.High Efficiency Aerosol Filtration 
iti sponsored by_ CCB at·.~ix..;en-Provence (F); 22-25 Novembre 1976 • 
. :~ 11. CUCCURUA.~, MAZZINI.M,, PRODI V~ ... ·· · .. 
! l - . ~:1. . Misure ~i efficienza.di un sistema costituito da due filt!i per par-
-l ticelle; in serie. ... · ,, _. .. : · . . .. · . ; 
. ~. 
\l Memoria presenta ta al Convegno dell' A. I. F .s .P .R., Pis a 28-29 Ottobre:· 
.
1 : ~· ·1976. .·.·· 
.lt ...... , : -~ .. , •'' .:·· . .:.:. 
d~ 8) Degree of availability . . · .. ' · .· .. . ·:: .. : :: .· ·· · 
; ~~ The previous references: are free, the next ones. may be available with· th~ H' authorization of the CNEN~ · ./. ;.·._.:, _ _.·. · ... :·<·, · 
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Title 1 (Original language) . Classification 
11 controllo dei sistemi filtranti installati n~ 
5.3 gli iropianti nucleari per la rirnozione delle par 
~ 
. ticelle e dello iodio. . . 1 
Title 2 {English) Countrz ITALY 
l 
Testing of the Bilter Systems used in Nuclear Sponsor CNEN and CNR 
. Pl~nts for particle and iodine removal • Organisation University of 
Pisa- CAMEN 
Date initiated End of 1967 Project Leader 
-
Date comEleted End of 1978 S. LANZA (University) 
Last UEdating April 1977 M. MAZZINI (Uniycrsi ty) A. CUCCURU (CM1EN) 
"' 
General Aim . 
To set up methods for testing the efficiency of HEPA and iodine fi~ters~ 
both in Laboratory and in situ, with reference to standard or accident 
conditions. 
2) Particular objectives 
·a) Setting 4P and comparison of the methods,··used for testing HEPA fil-
:·.. . ters in laboratory and in si tu. 
b) TQsting of HEPA filters under heavy environmental conditions (high 
temperature and relative humidity, overflow); with different parti 
cle size distribution~ 
c) Setting-up and comparison of the iodine and freon methods, used fori 
testing charcoal filters in situ. 
d) Testing the efficiency of ma~erials used in nuclear plants for iodi 
ne removal in strictly controlled conditions of temperature, veloc_!. 
ty and relative humidity of gas stream (standard and post-accident 
values). , 
e) Comparison of several types of Ag impregnated molecular sieves, with 
reference to nitric vapour poisoning • 
. f) Efficiency det~rmination of two HEPA filters in cascade 
3) Experimental facilities and program 
- a rig and the.rolated instrumentation for testing HEPA tilters by 
NaCl, DOP, uranine and condensation nuclei methods. _ 
- a rig and the related instrumentation for .testing commercial charc;:oal · 
filters by Freon and iodine methods. · 
- an apparatus to perform tests, indicated at the point 2.d) and 2.~) ~· 
above. 
'.\ 
.... .. ............. ~·-···--·····-··· -··-···-·----------........ ---···--- .... _ ----··· . ·-- ........ _ ...... --· .; 
- .~~· -· _,_- ..... ~ 
Title 1 {Original language) 
Il controllo dei sistemi filtranti installati n! 
gli impianti nucleari per la rimozione delle pa! 
ticelle e dello iodic. 
4) Project status .. 
,: .. 
Classification 
5.3 
The tests related to the points .Z.a) and 2.e) are completed. 
The first phase of the program related to the points 2.b), Z.c), 2.d) and 
Z.f) ~s completed. New more practical devices for in situ testing of char 
coal filters with methyl iodine and Freon 112 methods were made. 
S) Next steps 
To run a set of experiments to compare methyl iodide and Freon 112 methods 
for testing commercial charcoal filters in laboratory and in situ. 
6) Relation to other projects 
"Removal of iodine" and ·~Fission Produced radioactive noble gases treat-
ment". 
7) Reference documents 
·. 
L L_ANZA S., MAZZINI M., MUZZI F., PERINETTI 
11 controllo dei sistemi filtranti installati negli impianti nucleari. 
Atti del Convegno sulle attivit~ di ricerca nel campo della sicurezza 
degli Impianti Nucleari. CNEN-Roma, 1971. 
2. MAZZINI M. 
11 collaudo "in situ" dei sistemi filtranti per partice~1e installati 
negli irnpianti nucleari. 
Normazione Nucleare (supplemento del Notiziario del CNEN); anno VI 
n. 2, 19 7'2. 
3. LANZA S., MAZZINI M. 
Influenza dell'avvelenarnento con vapori nitrici sulla ritenzione df. 
CH3I da parte di zeoliti argentate. · • 
Istituto di Irnpianti Nucleari dell'Universita di Pisa, RL 111(72)._ 
Tipografia Editrice Pisana. Pisa~ 1972. 
4. LANZA S., MAZZINI M. 
11 controllo dei filtri per iodio, installati negli irnp~anti nucleari. 
Notiziario del CNEN anno 19 n. 6, 1973. 
S. LANZA S., MAZZINI M. et al. 
Testing Methods for Iodine Filters of Nuclear Plants. 
Paper presented at the Seminar on Iodine Filter Testing sponsored ·by 
CCE at Karlsruhe (RTF), 4-6 decernb~r 1973. 
6. MAZZINI M. 
Sull'influ~nza della granulornetria e della natura dell'aerosol sulla 
cfficienza di filtri FAEP. 
Giornale di Fisica Sanitaria e Protezione contro le radiazioni. 
Tip. Ed. Minerva Medica, Vol. 18, N. 4, Pag. 143-147 (ottobre-dicern~ 
bre 1974). 
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1. Reference·docurnents 
. , 
~eport KFK 2130 (1975) p. 77 (gel"ll'an with english abstracts) 
:Report KFK 2195 (1975) p. 98 (genna.n with english abstracts) 
8. Degr:,fi.e of availability 
Unrestricted distribution 
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'l'i t.lc 1 
GAS F.dASE TRAh ING ST'UDIES (1) 
Title 2 
lnih<lLed 1973 Completed : I 
Status : 
· ..\ Lnst updating 
s.~-
COUN'L'HY 
Ul-iiTJ.:;!> KIUGDO~·I 
SPONSOR UKAEA 
OHGAN lZA'riON 
RDL \!!!';])SCALE 
Project Leader 
J J F.II.LARY 
Scientiotn: 
1-· 
___ ... 
...... ~---- ··-·~··. -t· ·-
Descrintion: 
1. General Aim 
Improvement and standardisation of aerosol trapping with particular referenoe 
to normal emissions from reactors. 
2. Particular Objectives 
To provide design data relative to the possible problem of removins Sulphur 35 
from normal emissions. 
Project Status 
Some difficulty with analytical techniques has been encountered, and until 
finally resolved, this has made quantitative interpretation of results somewhat 
·uncertain. Nevertheless, it appears that useful trapping efficiencies could 
be achieved with suitably imprecnateq charcoal using a coolant - oxygen (2~~ 
mixture). Rather poorer efficiencies appear to obtain with coolant which was 
diluted with a large excess of air, a condition more closely representing the 
likely operational requirements. 
-------- ----------··--
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GAS PHASE TRAPPING STUDIES (2) 
'fitle 2 
Initiated 1972 Gomi.?lctcd : 
StatuG : Ln.st upclating 
s.;· 
COUN'l'RY 
UNITED KINGDOM 
SPONSOR 
ORGANIZATION 
'QT\T ·nNn~CAIE 
Project Leader 
J J HILLARY ·. · · 
Scicntioto: 
.. __ ..,. ___ .. ·-·--· •· ··-· . .. 
Description: 
1. General Aim 
Improvement and standardisation of aerosol trapping, with particular 
reference to normal emissions for reactors. 
2. Particular Objectives 
To define and thus control the qualities· of charcoal which affect ageing. 
;. Experimental Facilities and Programme 
Apparatus is being set up for controlled static ageing tests of a large 
number of samples with typical atmospheric impurities. 
Project Status 
Apparatus is being commissioned • 
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'fi tlc 1 
GAS. PHASE TRAP.1·ING STUDIES·(:~) 
'ri tle 2 
lnitintcd 1972 Completed : 
Statua : L.'\st updating 
COUN'!'R'i 
UNITED KINGDOM 
SPONSOR UKAEA 
OH CAN IZATION 
RDL \,'INDSCALE 
Project Le.ader 
J J HILLARY 
Scicntioto: 
___ .... 
.. ---· _... ··------· . .. ·-· .... 
Description I 
1. General Aim 
Improvement and standardisation of aerosol trapping, with particular 
r~ference to normal emissions from reactors. 
2 •. Particular Objectives 
To define and thus control the manufacturing vaxWbles, which affect the 
abilit,y of charcoal to retain methyl iodide. 
3. Experimental Facilities and Programme 
A rig is in use in which methyl iodide at a defined concentration is passed 
through well characteris'ed charcoal samples. 
4. Project Status 
About 500 samples of charcoal have-been characterised and tested. The 
results are now being analysed statistically for correlations. 
5. Reference·Documents 
Not expected until completion of analysis. 
' ·--- ---··---·-·- ... -------··--- .. 
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GAS PHASE TRAPPING STUDIES (4) 
Title 2 
lnitiatcd 1973 Gompletcd : 
Statua : Ln.G t upcla t ing 
COUN'!'HY 
UNITED KINGDOM 
SPONSOR UKAEA. 
OHGANIZATION 
RDL HINDSCALE 
Project Leader 
J J HILLARY 
Scicntioto: 
'•· ·---- -· ·--·----·• I• ··-
Descrivtion: 
1. , General Aim 
Improvement and standardisation of aerosol trapping with particular reference 
to normal emissions from rea~tors. 
2. Particular Objectives 
To define the efficiency with which 1131 may be removed from ventilating air 
at very low concentrations. 
Exnerimental Facilities and Programme 
I 
A rig is under construction for the mixins process under controlled conditions. 
Project Status 
During normal operation of a power reactor, radioactive iodine 131 may be 
released to the surrounding atmospn~re; there may be interest in monitoring 
down to levels as low as lO·l5ci/m3 (implying about lQ-22 kgjm3). At plant 
outlets, the efficiency of trapping plant may be of interest down to lo-ll 
ci/m3. These are very much lower than the levels of lo-5kg/m3 used in trapping 
experiments. , 
Preliminary work is aimed at the development of the measurement technique •. 
Reference Documents 
Internal documents. 
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Classification: 5.4 
Title 1 (Original Lan2ua2e): COUNTRY: 
I 
BRO 
Untersuchung•n zur 121 J•Radio6kologie 
(PNS ~132 II.6.1, 
,I 
A 76) SPONSOR: - Jahresbericht 
ORGANIZATION: 
PNS, GfK 
IK l!l l" 1 g l" u h ,. 
Title 2 (English~ : Project Leader: 
Investigations into the 12ti Radio ecology Dipl.·Ing, 
Schilttelkopf 
Initiated (Date): I Completed (Date) : 
-
19 74 . 1978 
;itatus: Last U~datin9: (Date): 
~( . . . 
c.on1.1 :till lit~ Dec. 1976 
1. General Aim 
2. 
3. 
3. I 
3.2 
3. 3 . 
1 
4. 
c 
l../1 
5.2 
I 
5.3 
6. 
6. 1 
( 
6.2 
Determination of the Long-term Exposure of the Environment of a 
. 1 • .I 1291 Reprocess1ng Plant by Long- 1veu 
Particular Objectives 
Research Program 
Measurement of 129 1 emission from WAK 
Measurement of 129 1 concentrations in the vicinity of WAK 
Measurement of 127 r in the vicinity of nuclear facilities 
Experimental Facilities. Cgmputet Cqdea 
Progress to Date 
129 r was determined in effluent waters and process solutions. 
129
r was determined in milk, thyr~i4 and soil samples. 
127
1 was ~easured in the environmental air of the Karlsruhe 
Nuclear Research Center by a method developed in 1976. 
Results 
The conce~tration of 129 1 decreases in all effluent waters 
investiga~ed. Investigations were terminated in early October. 
The 129 r content in goat's milk has slowly decreased since an 
iodin~ filter was installed in the WAK off-gas system. The 129r 
content of soil samples scatters over one order or magnitude and 
attains around l fCi/g. 
6.3 The metho4 developed for 127r evaluation allows to meaaure both 
127
1 aero•ola and ele~ental 127z. The detection limit is about 
.'l"F¥.\I""f ..... ,"' .... *""* ....... _ .............. ~-,----......... --t"'-~ ... ~·- ...... f··:"' .. ~r"...,.-':'r9·: ... ~.---.---.... ----------
.\ 
\ 
' ., 
•. 
-! 
7 • 
7 • I 
7.2 
113 
J ng 127 Itm3 of air. Results 9btained so far range from to to: ng 
127
rtm3 for elemental iodine as well as for aerosol iodine • 
Next Steps ... 
Work has been completed 
h d . . . b ' d f 129 I ' "1 d "lk T e eterm1nat1on w1ll e carr1~ on o 1n so1 an m1 
samples taken in the zones principally exposed to the WAK plume·. 
I . 1 127 , N- h G t 1s p anned to perform I measurements 1n ort ern ermany 
in the environmental air of nuclear facilities. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 
H. SchUttelkopf 
Die Radiookologie von 129J 
KFK-Nachrichten No.4, 1975 
H. SchUttelkopf 
Z. 129J E . . , ur - m1ss1on aus e1ner 
\ Durchsatz von 1500 t/a 
Wiederaufarbeitungsanlage fUr einen 
f Internal Report of the Nuclear Safety Project, 
No. PNS 80/76, August 1976' (not published) 
H. SchUttelkopf. 
Die Dosisbelastung durch Radiojod und die Anwendung des 
spezifischen Aktivitatsmodells 
Internal Report of the Health Physics Department, 
No. ASS/330/04, October· 1976 (not published) 
H. SchUttelkopf, I. Schlager 
Datum und Uhrzeit der Auf18seprozesse von Brennstoff in der 
Wiederaufarbeitungsanlage Karlsruhe 1971 bis 1976 
Internal Report of the Health Physics Department 
No. ASS/338/04, January 1977 (not published) 
"· SchUttelkopf, I. Schlager 
Vergleich der berechnet~n und ~emessenen 129J-Konzentrationen 
in Milchproben aus der Umgebung der WAK 
Internal Report of the Health Physics Department, 
No. ASS/342/04, January 1977 (not published) 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
Reports are available from the author. 
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Classification: 5.4 
Title 1 (Or12inal Lan21.1a~e) : COUNTRY: 
Theoretische und experimentelle Untersuchungen zur Ausbreitung 1.\RD 
radioaktiver Gase und Aerosole und der wahrscheinlichkeitsbe- SPONSOR: 
werteten Strahlendoaen in der Umgebung nuklearer Anlagen nach 
St<Srfillen ORGANIZATION; (PNS 4312- IT.6.4, Jahresbericht A 76} ~rojekt Nukleare Si-
b.hi!.rh,..; t- r..rv .,.,,., a..-.. 1,' 
Title 2 (English) : Theoretical an4 Experimental Investigations Project Leader: 
of the Atmospht.~ric Dispersion of Radioactive Gases and Aerosols and Dr. HUbschmam, of the Probnbi 1 istically Weighted ladiation Doses around Nuclear SchUttelkopf Installations due to Accidents 
lnitlated (Date)c Com,eleted (Date) : 
Januar 1969 1980 
t.atu.s: 
' 
Last Updating (Date): 
r ) I .) Dec. 1976 Cont, i nu i ng 
/ 1. General Aim 
j Improvement of the knowledge about the atmospheric dispersion of radioactive tmissions 
2. Particular Objectives 
Short range atmospheric diffusion,long range atmospheric transport and diffusion, 
1 diffusion models for accidental releases,meteorological information system 1 
1 
I 
l · l. Research Program 
' 
Tracer diffusion experiments are performed at the various ttability categories,~ 
chemical tracer gases are ·emitted at heights between SO and 200 ~· 
~oretical evaluations of the measured data are performed in order to be able to 
predict the activity concentration pattern downwind of a power reactor after an 
. 
accidental activity release. 
4. Experimental F,cilities 
A 200 m high meteorological tower is operated in the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research 
. 
Center in order to collect comprehensive meteorological information in the lower 
atmospheric layer. Wind velocity and direction profiles as well as dry and dew 
point ~emperature profiles are measured across the tower height and Jtored on 
magnetic tape /5/. Field measurements •re performed over areas of different surface 
atructure, uaina • IS m maat. 
t: 
'\ 
~. Progress to Date 
l'he meteorological data measurement at the tower, the data registration and reco'rd 
have been continued during the report period. A small field measurement station has 
~een installed. Nine diffusion experiments have been performed in 1976~ The chemical 
~racers have been emitted at heights 60 and JOO m. In most experiments two tracers 
have been released simultaneously at both levels. Seven experiments have been 
performed at night during stable stratification. The sampling stations are 
·automatically operated • 
. ,
~, 
f· Results 
The evaluation of the tracer experiments at st~ble diffusion categories resulted in a 
first survey of the diffusion under the local conditions, in particular the high 
turface roughness, around the research cente'r. The diffusion experiments with 100 m 
emission height and their results have been comprehensively documented. The evaluati~) 
'f the measured meteorological data comprises the statistics of diffusion parameters,-
~£ the net radiation and of particular meteorological situations, under which the 
~ormal atmospheric diffusion equation is not applicable (wind direction shear, 
•tratification of turbulence, precipitation, fog and calms). As a preparation of a 
German Reactor Risk Analysis, the US-Reactor Safety Study, WASH-1400, has been 
~nalysed, in particular the atmospheric diffusion and the health effects model. 
~ecessary modifications for the German Risk Analysis have been determined. A dynamic 
4tmospheric diffusion and external dose.model has been designed, which is appropriate 
\o the activity transport over long distances (> 40 km). The computer code is being 
qested. As part of the accident analysis of AZUR (off gas clean-up of a fuel 
l(eprocessing plant) dose distri.bution calculations have been performed for accidental 
~ctivity releases. 
'< 
1,. Next Steps· 
~e diffusion experiments will be continued and concentrated on stable weather 
~ituations. 
~· Relation with Other Projects 
~lation exists to the German Reactor Risk Analysis (LRA/IRS), and to the CEA, rrance 
(~1ffusion experiments). 
~ 
~l. References 
~. Thomas, W. Hubschmann, L. A. Konig, H. SchUttelk9pf, S. Vogt, M. Winter: 
Ekperimental Determination .of the Atmospheric Dispersion Parameters over Rough 
Tarrain, Part I., KFK 2285, July 1976 
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P. Thomas, K. N,ster: 
Experimental Dete~nation of the Atmospheric Dispersion Paramete~a over Rough 
Terrain, Part II., KFK 2286, June 1976 
10. AvailabilitX of the Reports 
Reports are ava,lable througb.Geaell•cbaft fUr Jarnforacbung, Karlsruhe. 
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Classification: 5.4 
Title 1 . (Original Language) :. COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Wanderung langlebiger Transurane im Boden 
und im geologischen Untergrund SPONSOR: 
(PNS 4412 - I.2.4, Jahresbericht A 76) _BMF'l' ORGANIZATION: 
GfK, Karlsruhe 
•ri tle 2 (Enslish) : . Project Leader: 
Migration of longlived Transuranium Isotopes in the Dr. Oippel 
Soil and in Geological Formations or. Jakubick 
I 
Initiated (Date): Completed (Date) : 
Jan 1973 1977 Status: Last Uedatin2 (Date): 
Continuing December 1976 
1. General 1\im 
1\s a basis for safety evaluations for nuclear facilities quanti-
tative data are worked out with respect to the retention capability 
of so.ils and geological formations for transuranium isotopes, to 
the migration of the transuranium· isotopes in the soils and geo-
logical formations and to the solubility of these isotopes in na-
tural waters. 
l t.) 2. Particular objectives 
The migration of longlived transuranium isotopes from the soil 
surface into deeper layers is to describe by a mathemati~al model. 
To assure that the model represents the real migration behavior 
the main factors influencing the dispersion of plutonium under 
middle european dimatic conditions is to be determined. The ex-
perimental results have to be compared with results·of Pu-analyses 
of selected soil samples for recheckinq the mathematical model. 
.j 
! 
3. Research Program 
The problems involved should be solved by the following particular 
experiments: 
To understand the processes of the fixation-or in reverse, the 
migration - of longlived transuranium isotopes partition coefficient 
are to be determined by static sorption experiments and the cha• 
racteristic exchange times by kinetic experiments with the main 
soil constituents and undisturbed samples of selected natural 
soils. The latter are so called. percolation experiments, which 
simulate the real condition in which Pu penetrates and moves 
through the soil layers. 
\ 4. Experimental facilities 
~ 
As experimental facilities are available: 
a liquid scintillation spectrometer for determination of low 
Pu-concentrations'in the percolate samples, a high pressure 
column for the percolation experiments with a time-acceleration 
effects of 1:2000 with respect to.natural condition and a glove 
box line ready for installation of the column and the other small 
type experiment for sample ~ake up for the percolation experiments. 
,., 
5~ Progress to Date 
The· time history of Pu-Input into the soil from the past bomb-
fallout was investigated for the Heidelberg area. Using a corre-
lation between the measurements_in·Ispra and Heidelberg the course 
of Pu•concentration in the air was reconstructed. From this it was 
possible to obtain by use of an empirical relation the wet and dry 
fallout values. 
For estimations of Pu-distribution in the soild suitable sites 
have been selected by specific criteria. Soil samples have been 
taken from these places. The thickness of the samples soil layers 
was 2 cm. 
The laboratory preparation procedure consisted of drying, desin-
tegration of soil aggregate, homogenization of plant rests. Crashin$ 
grinding and homogenization of soil samples followed thereafter. 
The prepared samples were forwarded for Pu-analysis. Also esti-
mations of soil physical properties were carried out for the pur-. 
~pose of characterization of soil profiles. 
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6.' Results 
Between 1954 and 1970 the plutonium input at the places selected 
shows an permanent increase. The yearly increase rates differ by 
a factor of 10 and ·more.- They seem to follow cyclic variations. 
The estimation of the soil physical properties yielded charac-
teristic data. In a depth between 8 cm and 10 cm packing density 
and porosity were found as follows. 
Sandy soil Silty soil Org.clay soil 
Packing density {g/cm3} 1.75 1.20 1.08 
Porosity {%} 33 53 59 
The first measurements of Pu-239, 240 concentration in a sandy 
soil give: 
Depth {cm} 
0 2 
0 - 4 
0 - 6 
0 - 8 
Concentration {dpm/g} 
0,029 + 
-
0,002 
0,024 + 0,001 
-
0,011 + 0,001 
-
0,007 + 
-
0,001 
An interpretation of the results of the field experiments will 
be carried out after all Pu-analyses are finished. 
7. Next steps 
Checking of the field results and of Pu-behavior under changed 
conditions will be proved in laboratory experiments. A glove-
box line is under construction for this purpose. 
The Pu-distribution in different soil types will be compared, the 
~ain residence time computed and.the relation between concentra-
tion distribution and packing, porosity and specific surface area 
investigated. 
• .,.._ ..... no•- .. •• -- •••,.-- ,.,..,,.,.,,,_......_, .. ,.,,...,_,.._, • ..,.,~_.,,.~,---, --... -~--~--
'I ~ ~ 
Further soil sampling should reassure the reproducibility of the 
results. 
. 8. Relation with Other Projects 
This project is in relation to the project PNS 4132 "Investi-
gation on the radio oecology of I-129" and PNS 4134 "Investi-
gation on the long term radiologic environmental impact by local 
accumulation of nuclear facilities". 
9. References 
A. T. Jakubick 
Migration of plutQnium in natural soils 
Proc. Symp. on Transur. Isotopes in the Env. 
San Francisco 17.-21.11.75 
10. De9ree of Availability of the Reports 
Publishing Section, Int. Atomic Energy Agency 
Karntner Ring 11 
P.O. Box 590 
·A- 1011 W i en, Austria ~~ 
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Classification: 5.4 
Title· 1 (Original Lanc;zuage): COUNTRY: 
Untersuchung der langfristigen radiologischen Umgebungsbelastung 
BRO 
durch eine Anhaufung von nuklearen Anlagen SPONSOR: 
(PNS 4134 - II. 6. 4, Jahresbericht A 76) 
ORGANIZATION: 
PNS/GfK 
•ritle 2 (English) : Project Leader: 
Investigation of the Long-Term Radiological Environmental Impact Dr. Bayer Caused by an Accumulation of Nuclear Facilities 
Initiated (Date) : . Com.eleted (Date) : 
Jan. 1973 Dec. 1976 
Status: Last Uedatin2 (Oat~) : 
-finished December 1976 
1. General Aim 
The aim of this investigation is the estimation of the radiological impact on the population 
in regions where an agglomeration of nuclear facilities is expected. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The estimation of the radiological impact on the population of the Upper Rhine Region. 
3. Research Program 
The research program has been finalised. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
The code "KIRMES" was evaluated for the calculations. 
5. Progress to Date 
After achieving partial results for the Upper Rhine Region, several improvements of· 
the models describing the atmosphe:ric and hydrospheric transport were made. 
6. Results 
Newer results have been obtained with the help of these modified models. By inserting 
some preparatory work for the German Reactor Safety Study (4330) a delay occured in 
the working plan. The documentation of these results will be issued in 1977. 
~..._. _____ -~ ....... -.......... --.,_-_. -
• 
7. Next Steps 
. This investigation will be finalised. Future sporadic studies in this field will be mentioned 
'under the key number 4330. · 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
The project has no relation with other projects.· 
9. References 
Report KFK 2373 (1976) (German) 
Report KFK 2435 (1977) (German) 
10. Degee of Availability of the Reports 
Unrestricted distribution. 
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Classification 5·4 
Title 1 
Konsekvenser af frig0relser af radioaktive 
stoffer til atmosfmren 
i •• : ~ 
Title 2 
Consequences of releases of radioactive sub-
stances to the atmosphere 
Initiated: 1972 Completed: 
Status: Progressing Last updating: 
1. General aim 
.COUNTRY Denmark 
SPONSOR DAEC Ris0 
ORGANIZATION 
DAEC Ris0 
Project leader: 
0. Walmod-Larsen 
Scientists: 
S.:Thykier-Nielsen 
P. Hedemann Jensen 
Estimation of radiation doses to·individuals and population, from 
releases of radioactive substances to the atmosphere under yarious 
envir9nmental conditions. 
2. Particular objectives 
Development of models for calculation of 
a. External gamma-doses from·a cioud or plume of radioactive 
material. 
b. Internal doses due to inhalation of radioactive material. 
c. External gamma-doses from radioactive material peposited 
on.the ground. 
d. Population doses. 
e. Global doses (both to individuals and population). 
Furthermore the parameters in the models will be studied: 
Duration of release, atmospheric stabilit1 etc. 
The .consequences of different.types of releases both accidental 
and noraaal will be investigated'. ' 
. 
.\ 
.. 
. 
-
.. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
.. 
- ... 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
None. 
4. Project status 
•. 
A model has been developed for calculation of external ·gamma~ 
·doses, as well as internal doses due to inhalation of radioactive 
··material. The Gaussion plume model is used assuming release from a 
point source. 
Based on the model two computer programs has been written for 
the calculation of doses to individuals: GDOS (external gamma dosed) 
and INDOS (inhalation doses). 
GDOS and·INDOS is used as subroutines in the computer-program 
PLU48 which calculates population doses to a distance of 50 km from 
a point source. 
5. Next steps 
Further development as given in 2. 
6. Relation with other projects 
The models for calculation of external gamma doses and in-
halation doses are described in the report: 
a. "Modeller til beregning af eksterne gammadoser og inhala-
tionsdoser fra frig0relser til atmosf~ren af radioaktive 
stoffer", S. Thykier-Nielsen, Ris0-M-li25. 
A comparison between GDOS and other models for calculation 
of external gamma doses are eiven in 
b. "Sammenligning af matenlatiske modeller til beregning af 
eksterne gammadoser hidr0rende fra radioaktivitetsfrig0-
relser til atmosfmren", Per Hedemann Jensen, Ris0-M-1726. 
8. Degree of availability 
Available on an exchange basis • 
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170-ll-10/4170-10 Classification : S-4 791 
Tier• . 1'&)'1 I 
-
FRANCE 
Elaboration de codes de calcul decrivant les 
transferts phyeiquea dans l'air, l'eau et le sol. Organisms directeur 
CEA/DSN 
. 
Titre (~nglais) Organisme executeur ; 
Date 
Etat 
-u 
CEA/DSN - SESSN 
' Computer code describing physical dispersion through 
Responsable : air, · ground an lfllter_~·. · · -=- - .. 
R.GERARD (SESSN) . 
Scientifiques • • 
de demarrage : 01/0l/72. Date prevue d1achevement :Jl/12/79 
-
actuel : Etude en cou~s Derniere mise l jour =19/11/76 A.OOUMENC T.ROBERT 
Ob1ectif general : 
Application pratique de certaines etudes de base (atmospheriques, 
hydrologiques, oceaniques, hydrogeologiques) par elaboration de 
: 
codes de calcul donnant des resultats directement utilisables pour 
!'evaluation des consequences des rejets normaux ou accidentels dans • 
les different& milieux physiques. 
Ob1ectifs particuliers : 
Elaboration de codes de calcul decrivant1 pour les differents types d~ 
sources susceptibles d10tre rencontr&.s,_··les transferts physiques 
dans l'atmosphere, les transferts physiques dans l'eau (eaux 
continentales et oceans), 1es transferts physiques dans les sols. 
j. w) 
l Etat de l'etude : 
' J 
, 
l 
~ 
1 
j 
l 
1) Avancement a ce jour : 
Codes de calcul concernant les transferts atmospheriques : 'nission · 
ponctuelle instantanee, 6mission ponctuelle prolongee, 6mission 
cylindrique instantanee. 
Codes de calcul concernant des transferts hydrogeologiques. 
Repartition des concentrations radioactives dans un sol. 
Modele monodimensionnel. 
2) Resultats essentials : 
Codes de calcul decrivant 1es tranaferts atmospheriques : EPOP A, 
TRANSAT, ECYIN A, TRAIR l et l'RAIR 2 (sous programmes du code ALICE) 
Codes de calcul concernant lea tranaferta hydros•ologiquea : FOCON, 
FACET, TRAMOS 1. 
. .. ! ... 
Prochaines ~tapes : . 
Codes de calcul concernant les transferts oc4aniques, les 
transferts atmosph4riques (sources multiples) et hydrologiques. 
Abaque d'ivaluation directe des transferts ataospb,riques. 
Relation avec d'autres ~tudes : 
Pr~visions quantitativei des transferts atmospb4riques, hydrog4ologiques, 
oc4aniques et hydrologiques. 
Progrume ALICE. 
··---·-~------
---
170-21-10/4171-10 
Classification : 
Ut: re ' Paya a 
Etude des transferts atmosph4riques. FRANCE 
Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN 
Titre (anglais) Organisme executeur 
.. 
• Studies of atmospheric diffusion and transport • CEA/DSN-SESSN 
Responsable • • 
J.P.MAIGNE (SE~SN) 
Scientifiques : 
Date de demarrage : .01/0l/72 Date prevue d1achevement :31/12/81 G. DEVILLE-CAVEU.IN Etat actUal : Etude e~ cours Derniere mise ~ jour : Ol/Ol/76 
Oblectif seneral : 
Cette etude a pour objectif general la prevision quantitative des 
transferts, par !'atmosphere vera l'environnement, des effluents 
susceptibles d 11tre rejet'• en permanence ou accidentellement par 
les installations. 
Objectifs particuliers : i 
Developpement et perfectionnement du modele numerique des transferts ·1. 
par la prise en compte de nouveaux parametres de la dispersion 
atmosph,rique : variations spatiale et temporelle du vent, surel,vat~on 1' 
des nuages ou panacbes, relief. 
Qualification du modele a partir des etudes experimentales des -1 
transferts atmospheriques par simulation in situ ou sur ma~uette. 
Developpement et perfectionnement des methodes, probabilites de 
prevision quantitative des transferts a~ospheriques pour des 
conditions meteorologiques non stationnaires (en particulier 
etude des persistances de situations meteorologiques donnees). 
Etat de l'etude : 
1) Avancemen t a ce j ou:r : 
Qualification du modele a partir des etudes experimentales. 
Realisation des premUlres experiences "grands temps de transfert 
longue distance" (in situ et sur maquette hydraulique). · 
Realisation des premieres experiences "vents faibles" (in situ). 
Mise au point d'une methode probabiliste de prevision des transferts 
atmospheriques pour un rejet continu et des conditions meteorologiques 
non stationnaires, a partir de statistiques m4teorologiques annuelles • 
• • • I .• • 
'· 
2) RAsultats essentials 
V4r:l.fication exp4rimentale des pr4v:l.sions et de la coh4rence. · 
du modlle numerique de dispersion pour les "grands tem:ps·de 
transfert longue distance". 
Application d'une m4thode probabiliste de prevision de transferts 
atmospheriques l la probabilit4 de formation de brouillard au sol, 
d6 l l'exploitation de tours de r'frig4ration. 
Prochaines etapes : 
Qualification du modele numetique de dispersion dans des conditions 
meteorologiques ou orographiques complexes telles que terrain 
biti et vents faibles (brises). · 
Mise au point d'une methode probabiliste de prevision de transferta 
atmospheriques par situations m4t4orologiques non stationnaires, 
pour un rejet de duree finie. 
. . . -
~ ... ~ ....... ...._ ...... -· ·- .. - "" -.. --~---·------~ 
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170-31-10/4173-10 
Classification : · ;,-o..-5-4 -t~ 
-lr--T~i~c~r=•-----------------------------------------------r~,~.-Y-.--.----------~ 
FRANCE 
Etude des transfertshydrogeologiques. 
Organisme directeur 
' C!A/DSN lr-~~~~~~------------------------------------~~~~----------~ 1 Titre (anglais) Organisme exec:uteur 
l 
I 
l 
Studies of hydrogeological dispersion. CEA/DSN-SESSN 
Responsable : 
J .DtJCLOS (SESSN) 
1r-~------------------·----~~~--~ 'i Scientifiques : 
A Date de d&larrage : Ol/Ol/76 Date prevue d' achevement ,·31/12/81 J .PEYRUS j Etat actual : Etude en cours Derniere mise l jour : Ol Ol/76 C.ESCANDE 
l 
-J 
-1 ~ \J"r. ----~--------------1-------~ 
J 
l Ob1 ectif st!ner.al : · }j 'L 1etude des transferts hydrogeologiques doit permettre de fournir . 
des elements techniques pour la prevision quantitative des transferts 1 
de pollution sous l 1angle de la sCrete des installations nucleaires : !j 
Prevision des temps de transferts jusqu'aux exutoires naturels ou • 
artificiels et des concentrations l attendre de ces mimes exutoires. 
:I 
Objectifs particuliers : ~ 
I 
Qualification de modeles mathematiques previsionnels de transferts 
hydrogeologiques. 
Mise au point de methodes expertmentales permettant d'obtenir 
les donnees necessaires l la verification des modeles mathematiques l !I 
! 
I 
I 
previsionnels et a leur adaptation l chaque cas particulier. · 
Mise au point de sous-programmes particuliers pour la transformation 
des mesures "terrain" brutes en donnees utilisables par les modeles 
(forage-concentration). 
Installations experimentales et programme : 
Les installations expertmentales sont les suivantes : 
Maquette metrique constituee par une cuve cyclindrique installee 
dans les locaux du laboratoire de radiogeologie de Bordeaux I; 
Terrain d1experimentation du !Brp (33) qui sera utilise l la 
stmulation des transferts hydrogeologiques l 11echelle decametrique. 
Le programme d •,u-tilisation sera : 
Reprise des lois d 1absorptions dans les sols (apres mise au point 
d1une "sonde Tritium" utilisable en forage), 
Mise au point d'une methodologie de calcul in situ des coefficients 
de diffusion microscopique pour un milieu homogene donne (sables 
au Barp). 
Etalonnage des appareils de detection pour la mise au point de 
sous-programmes pour la transformation des mesures "brutes 11 en 
donnees utilisables pour les modeles (FOCON). 
... ! ... 
; 
.; 
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170·21-20/4171-10 Claas1t1cat1.on : s~ 
ncra . P&)'l I 
FRANCE 
Comparaison entre m4thodea de simulation et . tranaferta Organisme directeur 
atmosphtSriques. 
CEA/DSN 
Titre (anglais) Organisme exec:uteur , 
CEA/DSN-SESSN 
. 
Comparison between atmospheric diffusion and ~ransport 
simulation methods. Responsable : 
J.P.MAIGNE (SESSN) 
Scientifiques : 
Date de denarrage : Ol/Ol/77 Date prewe d1achevement :31/12/80 G.DEVILLE-CAVELLIN E:tat actuel : Etude·a lancer Derni~re mise l jour : 19/ll/76 R. CRABOL 
.. 
Ob1ectif general : 
Cette etude a pour objectif de comparer entre eux les resultats 
des trois methodes de simulation des transferts atmospheriques : 
- Simulation numerique au moyen du mo~le previsionnel mathematique 
sur le terrain. 
Simulation experimentale en vraie grandeur par traceurs gazeux. 
Experimentation sur un mod~le physique reduit (maquette) en veine 
hydraulique. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Il s'agira tout d'abord de verifier qu'une etude sur maquette en 
veine hydraulique permet une.bonne simulation des phenomenes de . 
dispersion, en particulier par le respect des conditions de similitude. 
Ensuite on effectuera parallelement des simulation& sur le terrain 
par traceurs gazeux et sur maquette dans des conditions meteorologi~. 
et/ou orographiques complexes. Lea resultats obtenus seront compares 
entre eux et confrontes aux previsions fournies par le modele mathema-
tique utilise. La .. comparaison des divers resultats, en fonction de 
criteres d'ordre pratique (facilites de mise en oeuvre, coats, ••• ) 
permettra alors de choisir la ou-les methodes les plus aptes a 
I ~ 
' i 
I l 
I ' 
I i 
' ' 
I' i; 
I 
; 
' I i i l I. 
repondre a different& problemes particuliers de transferts atmospberiques. 
I 
t --·-- -____ ,__ --
Installations experimentales et programme : 
Veine hydraul ique SEaJRIPOL a EVIAN. Material d 1 experimentation par 
simulation a l'aide de traceurs gazeux. 
I .... 
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170-41-10/4175-20 Classification 
'1'1tre ' . laya I I. 
-
FRANCE 
Etude des traneferta oceaniques et hydrologiques Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN . 
Titre (anglais) . Organisme executeur 
Date 
Etat 
CEA/DSN·SETSSR 
Hydrologycal and sea environment diffusion 
Responsable : . 
-J.PORTE (SE~SR) 
'f. 
Scientifiques : 
demarrage de • 1/1/76 Date prewe d' ach~vement 31/12/81 . 
-
actuel : en cours Demi~re mise a jour • 1/4/77 • 
Objectif general : 
L'etude des transferts oceaniques et hydrologiques doit permettre . 
d'effectuer des previsions quantitatives des transferts de pollution ~ 
par l'eau des mers et des voies d'eau, des effluents susceptibles ~ 
d'ltre rejetes en permanence ou accidentellement par les installation,. 
Ob1ectifs particuliers : 
Qualification des mod~les mathimatiques previsionnels de transferts 
dans les milieux liquides. Mise au point de methodes experimentales 
permettant d'obtenir lea donnees necessaires A la qualification des 
modlles mathimatiques. 
Prochaines etapes : 
Acquisitions de donnees oceaniques en vue des etudes theoriques et 
experimentales des transferts oceaniques et hydrolosiques. 
Documents de reference : 
·~ne methode pratique pour ~4 prevision numerique des pollutions 
odaniques" A, DOURY. - C. BADIE - Rapport CEA 4512. 
'"'~"'"""' 
• .>• 
Etat de l'~tude : 
. 1) Avancement a ce jour : 
La mise au point du mod~le math6matique privisionnel monodimension-
nel est termin~e (TRAMOS I) ainsi que le mo~le mathematique avec 
d~termination automatique des coefficients (TRAMOS II). 
La maquette m~trique est operationnelle depuis le mois de septem-
bre 76, les premi~res experimentation• ont ete r~alisees en 
octobre 1976, et doivent se poursuivre suivant le programme cit~ 
plus haut. 
Le terrain d' experimentation du Barp a ~te choisi, son installation 
est en cours. 
2) Resultats essentials : 
Des evaluations mathematiques monodimensionnelles de transferts 
hydrogeologiquea ont deja realisees avec aucc~s a Saclay 
notamment. 
Procbaines etapes : 
' '"\ 
Recherches des m~thodologies et etablissement d'abaques (d~finies 
dans le programme d 1utilisation des installations exp~rimentales). 
Mise au point d'un modele mathematique previsionnel bidimensionnel 
de transferts hydrog~ologiques. 
Relation avec d1 autres etudes 
Int~ractions sol-installations. Exp~riences sur la sQrete des 
stockages des dechets (DSN-SESTR), Cadarache). 
Documents de reference : 
"Evaluation mathematique monodimensionnelle des transferts 
hydrogeologiques TRAMOS-1", C.ESCANDE - Rapport SESSN .R6, 
novembre 1976. 
"Campagne hydrogeologique de sarete dans le corail pour le site 
de Mururoa", JC.PEYRIIS, C.ESCANDE - Rapport SESSN RB, avril 1976. 
"Evaluation mathematique d1une eventuelle pollution de la nappe 
des sables de Fontainebleau par le site de Saclay", Fiche Technique 
76/287, avril 1976. . . 
"Recherche des isothermes d'absorption par l'exp~rimentation", 
C.ESCANDE - Note Technique SESSN 644, 1976. 
"Projet d'experimentation hydrogeologique sur maquette pour la 
mise au point de modeles previsionnels de transfert", JC.PEYRUS 
Rapport SESSN Rll, •septembre 1976 . 
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172-11-10/4170-10 Classification S-4 
1'1 9' 
uc:r• I l'aya 1 
~ 
FRANCE 
Etude des caracteristiques deoaraphiques des sites 
. . 
IOUI 11cale de la aQret, • Organ:L•• directeur 
CEA/DSN ~ ~ -
Titre ( anglaia) Organ:Lsme executeur ! 
CEA/DSN-SESSN 
Demographic studies of sites characteristics with 
respect of safety. Responsable • • 
. 
R.GERABD 
Scientifiques • • 
Date de demarrage : Ol/Ol/72 Date prevue d 1 ach~vement :31/12/81 A.DROUiT ~ Etat actual : en cours Derni~re mise l jour :· 19/ll/7E JP.MAOOZ 
~ 
J 
Obiecti£ g4neral : 
Acquisition automatique rap:Lde de donnees d4mographiques sdres 
sous forme normal:Lsee. 
Determination de crjt~res quantitatifs permettant de prendre en 
compte les donnees deaographiques pour 11examen des dossiers de 
sarete des installatio~J nucleaires. 
Ob1ectifs particuliers : 
Etabl:Lssement et mise l jour permanente d'un fichier informatique ~ 
susceptible de fournir l tout moment l 1implantation des population& 
sedentaires, temporaires et previsionnelles autour de tout site 
nucleaire metropolitain. . 
Etablissement et mise l jour permanente de dossiers d1 information . 
concernant l'urbanisme et le developpement ·economique autour des' 
sites nucleaires. • 
Etablissement et utilisation de crit~res permettant un jugement 
rap:Lde et objectif dea caracteristiques dimographiques d'un site 
en liaison avec ses autres caracteristiques. 
Etat de 11etude : 
1) Avancemenf l ce jour : 
La realisation d1un premier f:Lchier-programme "DISPO" susceptible 
de donner la repart:Ltion des populations sedentaires autour d1un 
site quelconque est achevee. · 
La r4alisation du programme MERADE sous sa forme experimentale 
permet l 1utilisation comparative de divers crit~res de pond4ration 
des donnees meteorologiquea, radiolog:Lques et deaographiques. 
···'··· 
2) R4sultata eaaentiela : 
Le programme DISPO contribue a la r4alisation des analyses 
de s~ret4 depuia a~t 1976. 
Le programme MERADE a cWja permis quelques comparaisona de sites 
et va faire 1 1objee d'une utilisation permanente au fur et a 
mesure de 11acquisition de donn4es d6Dographiques et m4t4orolo-
giques compl&lentaires.·· 
Procaaines 4tapes : 
Classement sommaire de 18 sites nucl4aires fran~ais en fonction 
de leurs caract4ristiques d6mographiques et m4teorologiques. 
Ameliorations du fichier-programme DISPO (communes urbaines, 
regions frontalieres). 
Acquisition syst'·"··"~tique des SDAU et des PRDE. 
Etablissement du programme MERADE dans sa for.me definitive. 
Realisation de fiChiers-programme DISPO pour lea populations 
temporaires et previsibles. 
Relation avec d'autres 4tudes : 
' Interaction site-installations. 
Etudes meteorologiques principalement dans le domaine de l'acqui• 
sition d~s donn,es. 
Documents de reference : 
"Recherche d'un critere d1evaluation de site par la pondc!ration 
des donnees radiologiques, met4orologiques et demographiques", 
A.DOUR.Y, R.GER.ARD - Rapport Dst; R 82, Symposium AIEA Vienna, _ 
9-13/ll/1974. 
''Le chapitre "site" des rapports de silrete - proj et 211 , Rapport 
SESSN R 02 , Rapport SESR R 32, mai 1975. 
"Criteres d4mographiques pour les sites s 1installations nucleaires .. , 
R.GERARD - Rapport SESSN R 10, juin 1976. 
''Distribution de la population sur un site metropolitain", A.DROOET -
Note SESSN1 ao4t 1976. 
183-11-10 ----~--- -------- .. -~ -
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FRANCE 
Radioprotection dans les installations nucl4aires. Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN 
·I 
! 
Titre· (anglais) Organisme ex4cuteur : 
CEA/DSN-SETSSR 
Health physics in nuclear installations. 
- Responsable : 
J,GUIRLET (S~TSSR) 
,, Scientifiques : 
Date de d4marrage : 1/1/76 Date prevue d'achevement :31/12/81 
Etat actuel : En cours Derniere mise l jour :15/11/76 
. 
V 
pbiectif s'neral : 
Conception de la radioprotection dans les installations nucleaires 
Examen des moyens de mesures disponibles. Experience de fonction• 
nement.Choix des appareils. 
Developpement de nouvelles generations de moyens de mesure 
Protection du personnel. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Definition des zones et acces. 
Etablissement d'un catalogue d'appareils de mesure avec mise 
a jour permanente. 
Recommandations a 1 1usage des projeteurs et constructeurs •. 
Guide pour l'analyse de sQrete. 
Etat de l'etude : 
Avancement a ce jour : 
Definition du systeme de radioprotection d10RPHEE. 
Definition du mode d1 exploitation du syst~e de radioprotection 
de CABRI. \ 
Prochaines etaoes : 
Choix d1appareils pour r4alisation d 1un catalogue· 
Classement - pour les conditions de fonctionnement normal 
- pour les conditions d 1accident 
- pour la mesure des rejets. 
. .. / ... 
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Relation avec d'autres etudes 1 
Etude de contamination de circuit pr~re PWR et neutrons rapides. 
Evaluation des doses (irradiation et contamination) dans les 
installations nucleaires. 
Confinement, ventilation 
Ugleaumtation. 
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Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Valutazione quantitativa del rilascio 
di sostanze radioattive naturali nel-
. J5Jl- 5.5 - 5.6 
l'ambiente 
Title 2 (English) · Countr;r ITALY 
Quantitative evaluation of the release Sponsor ~ of natural radioactive sub•tances into CNEN the environment Organisation 
.., 
Date initiated January 19711 Project Leader 
Date completed In progress 
Last updating April 1977 M. Dall'Aglio 
1--
Description 
In the vicinity of some nuclear plants has been carried I 
~>Ut the study of distribution and circulation of the natural isot·op-e-t 
of radioactive elements which can be released by the nuclear plants, l 
before ·the start of the industrial activity (e.g. Impianto "Fabbri !· 
cazioni Nucleari", Bosco Marengo, Alessandria). ! 
I 
After the b~ginning of the nuclear activity an environ-
mental check can supply quantitative information about the pollu-
tion level due to the nuclear plants. 
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Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Studi sulla contaminazione del mare J5.4}- 5.5- 5.6 
Title 2 (English) Countr;r ITALY 
. 
·Studies on the contamination of the sea Sponsor: CNEN and Euratom 
,. 
• 
Organisation : CNEN 
'• 
Date initiated 1957 Project Leader 
Date completed in progress 
A. Brondi Last updating December 1976 
1----
Description 
Studies of the 'factors which influence the uptake, accumulation 
and loss of radioisotopei by different inorganic and organic · . 
constituents of the marine environment. The .investigations are 
carr~ed out on relevant radioecplogical and ecological factors 
in nature and under laboratory cond~tions. 
. j 
Studies on thermal pollution from nuclear plants. 
. . 
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Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Ricerche sui radionuclid~ nell'amb~ente i£E ... 5.5 .., 5.6 
Title 2 (English) Gountr;l ITALY 
' Sponsor 
.. 
Researches on radionuclides· in the Organisation ~CNEN 
environment ·, 
Date initiated January 1961 Project Leader 
Date completed In progress 
. Last updating 
Descrip·t·ion 
April 1977 . G:i:orcelli 
. . 
Systematic meas~rements of environmental radioactivity. 
The main purpose of sucn ·measurements is to keep under 
a.constant surveillance the radioactive contamination 
levels in the environment. Furt·hermore the data collec-
ted are utilized for a study on the distribution·and 
propagation of radj;ohuclides· in the environment • 
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Title 1 (Original language) Classification 
Ricerche su elementi stabili neil'am• ~- 5.5-5.6 
biente 
Title 2 (English) Country ITALY 
Researches on some stable elements in SI!Cnsor l 
the environment CNEN Organisation 
r 
., 
Date initiated January 1969 Project Leader ~·-ltrJ' ~· , .. ' 
Date completed In progress 
Last updating April 1'}77 Giorcelli, Clemente 
) 
Description Researches on some trace elements {Hg, Se, Cr, Cs, Fe~n! 
Sb, Co, Rb, Ni, Ag, etc.) in areas of particular inte-
rest in order to determine natural and artificial con-
centration levels of these elements· in the different 
links of the food-chain. 
~ . 
The data deriving from these measur.ements will provide 
an information of some value under the point of view 
of a correct evaluation of the risk to the population 
deriving from artificial release of these elements into 
the environment. 
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Title ~ (Original language) 
odello analitico per la valutazione 
uantitativa della dispersione atmosferio 
. i 
Title 2 (English) 
fffl(: 
Classification 
Country. .ITALY 
mathematical model for the evaluation 
f the atmospheric diffusion concerning 
he radioactive gaseous effluents 
.Sponsor J Uni versi ta' 
Organisation Palermo 
Date initiated Feb~ary 1977 
Date completed in progress 
Last updating May 1977 
Description 
Project Leader 
E. Oliveri 
The aim of the research program is to develope a 
mathematical model for the eValuation of the atmosferio 
·diffusion concerning the radioactive airborne material 
released from a NUclear Plant. Standard meteorological 
dispersion models, including local parameters as the 
frequencies of Pasquill stability categories and the 
·elGments of climatological matrix,are used and the effects 
of the dry deposition and of the washout are taken into account. 
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Classification 5.4 
Title 1 
Gevolgen voor de omgeving van ongevallen 
bij kernenergiecentrales 
Title 2 
; Environmental effects of nuclear power 
plants accidents 
1. General aim 
Count!}' · 
The Netherlands 
Organization 
I<EMA 
Projectleader 
B.Th. Eendebak 
To analyse the risks of light water reactors on specific sites 
in the Netherlands. 
_ 2. Particular objectives 
To study the effect~ of nuclear accidents as a function of site, 
population density, wheather conditions, etc. 
3. Experimental facilities 
Not applicable. 
4. Project status 
Computer code "MAKRO" is available. 
5. Next steps 
Not applicable. 
6. Relation with other projects 
This project was started by an order of the Minister of Economic 
Affairs to.make a risk analysia of the fuel cycle in the 
,. ' . ' 
~ ,. . . . . . . ' 
... r~etl:le:r;lands. This study was finished in June 19 75. 
J ' • ' ~ - • • ) • • • 
See. als·o 'the projects "Ca~cula'tion of the quantities of radio-
• I, ' ' ' 
i .I activity released as a result of a serious reactor accident" and 
"Failure analysis by applicc!ti:on···of event and fault trees". 
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7. Reference documents 
Not available yet. 
8. Deqree of availability 
Through the organization XEMA. 
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'1' it l c 1 COUN'rRY 
UlH'ri:.J l':ING.!)CH 
THE DEVBLCPr:.Eiff OF A CONl'UTER CODE TO CALCULATE 
THE CO!~SE·~triNCES OF A RELEASE OF RADIOAC'!'IVE 
N.ATr..HIAL TO T'ri.l..: ATHOS:PHER.E 
SPONGOR UK.A.;:;A 
OHGANIZATION 
SRD CULCHETH 
Title 2 Project Leader 
G D Y.AISER 
lriitiated 1974 Gomplctcd : 1976 Scientioto: 
Statuo : Lnst updating 
1. 
2. 
--- .. -· 
Description: 
General Aim 
Theoretical ~:ork is required to calculate the doses to various oreans 
received by people standing at several distances downwind of a eiven release 
ot radioactive ~aterial and the area contaminated by fission products and 
actinides. It is also required to produce consequence probability curves 
where the consequences may be death, illness, or a contaminated area. 
Particular Objectives 
For a variety of •·1ea ther condi t~ons and wind velocities, the following are 
calculated: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
doses to thyroid, lune, GI-Tract, and whole-body followinG inhalation 
\·Thole-body gar.11na dose due to external radiation 
beta dose 
areas dar::cerously contaminated by deposited fission products by 137 Cs 
alone and by actinides, as a function of elapsed time since the 
occurrence of the release. 
By combining the results of the above calculation overall weather conditions, 
consequence/probaoility curves are plotted where the consequences can be' a. 
thyroid cancer, b. deaths due to lung dose, c. deaths due to dose to GI-Tract, 
a. deaths due to whole-body dose, e. total man-rem, f. area dan~erously con-
taminated and h. area dangerou3ly contaminated by actinides, the last three 
conse~ue1.ces bein,:; calculated at various times after the release. ' 
The model used distinr,uishes between short and proloneed release and also 
incorpo=ates plume rise in a simple way. The effect of surface rougr~ess 
on the atmospheric dispersion is also included. 
3. Project Status 
The program in its pr~sent state is able to produce all the results described 
in Section 2. 
contd ••• 
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---------,-----------------------------------------------------~C~l-0-~-G~i~f~l-C-a~t~l-On-------------------
'fiLlc 1 COUN'l'RY 
SPONSOR 
OUGAN IZA TION 
Title 2 Project Leader 
lnitiatcd Completed : Scient iota: 
Status : Lnst updating 
---····· 
~- ..... __,_ ... __ ··--··· . •· ·-· .... 
' 4. Next Steps j 
.. 
5· 
·' 
\ 
-' 
-
It is intended to increase the number of body orGans included in the program 
by adding for exa~ple, bone. The area dangerously contaminated by radio-. 
iodine will also be included. 
In the longer term, it is hoped to include a more realistic plume-rise model 
and to deal with the important subject of inversion lids in a satisfactoxyway. 
Relationship \-ri th Other Projects 
The program is a flexible tool with which it is possible to calculate v~rious 
consequences of a release of radioactive material to the atmosphere. It is 
therefore very useful in the context of nuclear safety studies. It can be 
used to study the consequences of reactor accidents on a specific site, or of 
accidents to a particular reactor on a variety of sites, or of accidents to a 
nuclear ship, or to a reprocessing plant, or the consequences of routine 
releases of radioactive material. It is therefore anticipated that the program 
will be used in a wide variety of studies. 
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... Title 1 (Original language) 
Ricerchc su elementi stabili nell'am• 
h:iente 
Title 2 (English) 
Researches on some stable elements in 
the environment . . 
Date initiated January 1969 
-
. 
Daw completed In progress 
Last uedating 
. April 1977 
( 
Classification 
[i}]- 5.5-5.6 
Country ITALY 
Secnsor ! . CNEN 
Organisation . 
., 
Project Leader 
Oiorcelli, Clemcnte 
-·· 
·, 
!· 
l 
' l 
j 
'· 

I ,J 
• 
~Jtle !: (Original language) Classifica~ion 
Hi core he sui radionuclid:i: nell 1 ambiente 6Jl- 5.5 .. 5.6 
Title ~ (English) Countrl ITALY 
. Sponso~ ~CNEN .. Researches on radionuo1ides i.n the 
. Organisation 
envi1 .. onment • 
Date initiated January 1961 Project Leader r---
Dntc !EOm[!leted 
I 
In progl'ess 
Lnst \IEdating 
I 
April 1977 G:torcelli 
j 

Ti~le ], (Original language) Classification 
S tucll sulla contaminazione del mare IIJJ .. s.s- 5.6 . 
Title ~ (English) Countrl ITALY 
Studies on the contamination of the sea Spo~: CNEN and Euratom 
• 
~ Organisation : CNEN 
. 
... 
Date initiated 1957 Project Leader 
. 
Date completed in progress 
Lnst u2dating December 1976 A. Brondi 
..... _, 
' ... ' .. .. ~·-... ~ ...... ___ -· 
I 
,. 

Title 1 (Original language) 
Valuta~ione quantitativa del rilascio 
d:i P-ostanze radioattive naturali nel-
l'nmbiente 
Title 2 {English) 
Quantitative evaluation or the release 
of natural radioactive substances into 
the environment 
. 
Date initiated January 1974 
Or~te ClOmplcted In progress 
Lnst u2datjng April 1977 
··~ 
... ' 
., .. _..,_,. ~-.......... - ·- ---- ·-
Classification 
IIIJ- 5-5 - 5.6 
Countr~ ITALY 
Sponsor ! CNEN Organisation 
Project Leader 
M. Dall'Aglio 
. 
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Clas$ification s.s 
Title 1 
Bepaling van het aantal lekke splijtstof-
staven en de kernpositie tijdens het 
reactorbedrijf 
Title·2 
Determination of the number of leaking 
fuel rods on the core position during 
operation 
1. General aim 
To reduce the wet-sipping time. 
2. Particular objectives 
Country 
The Netherlands 
Organization 
KEMA 
Projectleader 
J. ~oekstra 
- An increase of the off-gas activity combined with a one step 
control-rod movement indicates the position of ruptured fuel 
The release of certain fission-products during reactor start-
up is a measure for the number failed fuel rods. 
3. Exp~rimental facilities 
Dodewaard nuclear power plant. 
4. Project status 
Still in progress. 
S. Next steps 
Not applicable. 
'• ,1 , , n " t·, 
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6. Relation wi~ other projects 
None. 
7. Reference documents 
None. 
8. Oeqree of availability 
Through the organization KEMA. 
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171-li-10 
"'~"' ' ... 
Code de calcul (ALICE) destine l evaluer 11activite liberee 
par une installation nucleaire et les consequences pour 
l'environnement en cas d 1accident. 
titre (anglais) 
Calculation Code (ALICE) for estimating the activity released 
by a nuclear plant and consequences for the environneUHant 
in the accident case. 
: Claaaification s. 5-6 
~2.1--
Paya r 
FRANCE 
Organisme directeur 
CEA/DSN 
Organisme executeur 
CEA/DSN -SETSSR 
Responsable : 
D.MANESSE (SETSSR-
BESR) 
Scientifiques : 
-
t 
1 
! 
l 
i 
Date. de demarrage: 01109175 Date prevue d'achevement :31/12/77 
• . .,l 
!tat actual : en cours Derniere mise l jour :02/02/76 ' 
0 
'till • 
Ob1ectif general : 
Etude pour toute installation nucleaire, de la dispersion des produits 
radioactifs depuis le point initial de rejet jusqu'a l'environnement 
et calcul, a l'interieur et a 1 1exterieur de !'installation, des 
.. 
,. 
activites, debibs de dose et equivalents de dose en fonction du temps. t 
Ceci doit conduire a l 1evaluation realiste des consequences radiolo- l 
giques du fonctionnement normal et des divers accidents envisageables, 
compte tenu des caracteristiques de 1 1installation et du site. 
~ 
Ob1ectifs particuliers ~ 
Cette etude doit.se traduire par des notes de syntheses exposant les 
raisons des choix et options, et par un programme de calcul de conception 
modulaire et evolutif. La realisation de cette etude tmplique 3 grands 
domaines de recherche : 
• l 1 interieur de !'installation representee comme un systeme a compar-
timents multiples ou divers processus physiques et dispositifs peuvent 
influer sur le transfert des produits radioactifs. 
- le transfert acnospherique avec un modele adapte aux differentes situations 
meteorologiques possibles sur un site. 
- les consequences radiologiques sur l 1 homme induites par les differentes 
voies : irradiation externa par le panache, par les dep8ts, contamination 
interne par inhalation et ingestion ••• 
Installations experimentales et programme : 
Essai de piegeage des iodes (pieges a charbon, eau, beton) 
Evolution des aerosols dans une enceinte apres un feu de sodium 
Feu de sodium contamine, r8le des aerosols dans le transfert de la 
contamination 
Test du modele a bulles pouvant representer les phen~enes 
de transfert atmospherique. 
. .. / ... l , 
I 
· .. 
I 
·I 
• I 
i • 
·I 
----'--
- .----
Etat de l'~tude : 
.1) Avancement: lea jour 1 
L1etude est divis~e en 2~grandes parties : 1 1interieur et l'exterieur 
de l 1 installation. En ce qui concerne l'interieur de 1 1 installation, 
l 1etude preliminaire est terminee, le mode de resolution des syst~m~s 
d1equation est defini, l'organigramme du programme est en cours d 1ecriture. 
Pour la seconde partie, le fonctionnement no~l, ou rejet l debit constant 
est termine, tant du point de vue transfert atmospherique (utilisation 
d'abaques ou du modlle classique anglo-saxon) que du calcul des conse-
quences radiologiques, lLprogrammation du modlle l bulles, qui offre plus 
de possibilites, est commencee. 
2) ~sultats essentials 
La partie rejet a debit constant (transfert atmospherique et consequences 
radiologiques) a permia de calculer : 
- l 1appauvrissement du panache d6 aux decroissances, filiations, dep8ts 
secs et humides. 
- les dep8ts sur le sol avec decroissances et filiations 
la dose due aux dep8ts avec un temps de sejour variable 
- 1 11ntegration des doses sur des regions compte tenu des distributions 
de type de temps et de la_repartition de population. 
Prochaines etapes : 
l) Programmation et mise au point de. toute la partie concernant 
l'interieur de !'installation. 
2) Programmation et mise au point du modele a bulles pour pouvoir 
represente~ dans toute leur complexite~les rejets accidentels. 
Relation avec d 1autres etudes : 
- D~p8ts des a~rosols dans les enceintes a la suite d1un feu de sodium 
- Etudes thermodynamiques lors d 1accidents. 
- Perfectionnement du modele a bulles (programme TRAIR 2) 
- Etude des facteurs de conversion de dose pour l'inhalation 
- Recherche de crit~res de site bases sur un calcul probabiliste de 
consequences radiologiques. 
Documents de reference 
Note SESR N 85 
Note NovaTome ENU - TPD - 195 (version provisoire) 
Note Technique SETS~R N 153 
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171-21·10 
Classification ' 5_6 • 
"z '"I • 
Ut:l'l I ,.,., : 
I . 
FRANCE 
Evaluation de la repartition de la contamination ~ventuelle 
en cas d1accident dans 1 1environnement d1une installation Organisme directeur 
uucl,aire. 
CEA/DSN . 
"' 
Titre· (anglais) Organisme euc:uteur 
Valuation of the ·distribution of possible contamination in case CEAIDSN - SETSSR 
of accident in a nuclear installation environment. 
Responsable : 
J .GUIRI.ET 
( SETSSR - BESR) 
demarrage : 1/1/76 Date prevue d'achevement :31/12/7S 
Scientifiques : 
Date de D.MANESSE 
Etat actuel : en cours Derniere mise a jour : 30/3/77 F .LAVEISSIEBE 
0 
Ob1ecti£ g4neral : 
L1objectif gen~ral est d 1 ~valuer lea consequences radiologiques 
estim~es en doses et en dommages sur la population l la suite d'un 
accident grave. Une application est la recherche d'un critere de choix 
de sites bas~ sur un calcul probabiliste des cons~quences. Une autre 
application est la preparation des mesures d1urgence a prendre a la suite 
d1un accident. 
Objectifs particuliers : 
Cette ~tude doit contribuer a proposer aux autorites de s~ret~ : 
- Une adaption de 1 1installation au site choisi (par exemple : puissance, 
nombre de tranches, dispositifs de sauvegarde, type de confinement ••• ) 
- Un plan de d~veloppement contr8le des activites ~conomiques et de 
!'urbanisation. 
Installations experimentales et programme : 
Utilisation du programme ALICE et des programmes annexes de traitement 
des donnees (meteorologie, population ••• ) 
Etat de 1 1etude : 
I 1) Avancement l ce jour 
Une premiere etude de criteres de site (notes BESR 20, 21, 25), basee. 
sur la categorie de rejet PWR 2 du WASH 1400 a ete appliquee a 15 sites 
fran~ais (anciens et nouveaux) et a 4 sites americains. Le seul dommage 
considere pour cet accident maximal ~tant la mort dans lea 60 jours 
a la suite d'une irradiation de la moVlle. 
2) Resultats essentials : 
Un premier classement des sites a pu atre propose. 
.. . I . .. 
-
. 
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.. 
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Prochaines 'tapes 
- D4termination d'un spectr~ repr41entatif d'accidents avec lea 
probabilit4s ~soci~ea. 
• Prise en compte de pluaieura Cypes de dommaaea 
- Poursuitea des 4tudea d' plana d1intervancion pour lea PWR. 
Relation avec d1autres 4tapes : 
- S4lection d1accidents repr4sentatifa, sc4narios de cas accidents. 
. (PWR et NB.) 
- Connaissances pr4cisea des statiatique• m4t4o~loaiques et des 
r4partitions de population. 
- Relations dose-dom.a$e• effets l moyen et lona ~erme. 
Documents de r4f4rence : 
-Rapport WASH 1400 pour lea PW1t 
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Title 1 (Original langu:'(!.~) 
~odello a.nali tico por la. v-.1luttizione 
quantitutiva dolla disperJione atmosferic 
C.i in~i~n:ti mdioa:t:tivi rmssnsi 
Title 2 (English) ' 
~ J~thcmatical model for.the evaluation 
pf the atmospheric diffusion concerning 
,.,he radioactive gaseous effluents 
Date initiated Feb~ary 1977 
Date completed in progress 
Last uedating 
.. 
May 1977 
-- .... 
.... 
-
! ' 
' .. 
a 
Classificalion 
' ' 
/5.41- 5.6 
Countrx: ITALY 
- - -- r 
g 51. ; 
I 
.i 
j 
. 
Sponsor J Uni versi ta' 
Organisation Palermo 
Project Leader . 
E. Oliveri 
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6. FAULTS AND ACCIDENT COMBINAT!ONS 
---------·- ------ --· ------ ----------------------------------· ------, 
Classification 6 
Title 
Analysis of reportable incidents from 
light water reactors 
Initiated 
Status 
General aim 
., 
1973 
In progress 
COUNTRY Denmark 
SPONSOR 
ORGANIZATION 
Project leaders 
J.R. Taylor 
H. Kongs~ 
The ge~er~l aim of the project is to keep a running analysis 
of the safety related incidents and component failures occurring 
in light water reactors·, based on USNRC incident reports. Detailed 
analysis of causes and structure of failure events have been made, 
for selected incidents, and for selected reactors over their 
complete reported record. 
Next steps 
Further steps will be to keep this record up to date. A 
computer based recording of failures classified by cause, has 
been started. 
Reference documents 
Two reports have so far been published: 
J.R. Taylor, Design Errors in Nuclear Power Plant, Ris~-M-1742, 
September 1974 and J.R. Taylor, A Study of Abnormal Occurrence 
Reports, Ris~-M-1837, September 1975. : 
--~- ---------·---·---- -·-·- . 
Availability \ 
Reports are available on request. 
u 
-
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'• 
Title 
Common cause failure 
Initiated 1974 
General aim 
Classification 6 
COUNTRY Denmark 
SPONSOR 
ORGANIZATION 
Project leader 
J.R. Taylor 
The object of the project is to gather and classify data 
concerning common cause failure, and to develop models using 
the data to predict common cause failure probability. 
Project status 
So far, data concerning some 500 failure incidents have 
been studied in detail, and classified data for 121 coupled 
failures recorded. The project is continuing. 
Reference documents 
J.R. Taylor, Common Mode-and Coupled Failure, Ris~-M-1826, 
October 1975. 
Availability 
Reports are available on request • 
"• 
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Classification 6 
Title 
Reliability of computer. based control 
Initiated 1973 
General aim 
COUNTRY Denmark 
SPONSOR 
ORGANIZATION 
Project leaders 
J.R. Taylor 
s. Bologna 
R. D' ~ostino 
Research on the top~c of computer reliability was origi-
nally taken up at two separate institutions - Ris~ and CNEN, 
Cassacia. On the specific topic of developing software for 
deriving systematic testing data for control programs, the 
two institutes joined forces. The joint project dates from 
1977. 
The present work is aimed at producing an interactive 
program, which will produce sets of data capable of testing 
all paths or all branches in a computer program. 
Project status 
Progress to date (April 1977) includes completion of the 
basic support routines and program language analyser for the 
program. 
·Relation with other projects 
The project is part of a larger program of work at CNEN. 
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Reference documents 
One report has been published. 
·J.R. Taylor, Proving Correctness of a Real Time Operating 
-System, 3rd Suropean Real Time Conference, Budapest 1973. 
Availability 
Copies of reports are available on request. 
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F~.ul t tree ;ana.'l.yr.ri.s for nuclon.r .po~'U:n." 
pJ.a11ts 
Classification 
.. G-14 
~----~------------)~-------------------------r------------------Y---L-------·-1 
'l'I'l'LB 2 .{cnclish '· Country: .~w'rA Y 1 
. . ,· 
. ' ~ ;_.. .. .. . . 
·. .. -.: .. ~ 
.. "' 
.. 
Sponsor: CESllEF, · 'PoJ.:i:·Jioc~r, .:. ·~ .: 
di M~lano . 
Ort:nnisa ti·on: " " · j· .. 
I .' • , 
•. 
l .. 
1s;73 Pro~cct Leauer ... 
i ' 
l j 
j ' 
I 
•,• 
lJat.e initiated 
Date completed 
Last updating 
. , 
.. g. GAllRIDBA 
-----------------------------------------------._--------------~~-----------J 
• • I , , 
Formal methods arc established in order toLachieve the dc!·erminol'ion of minimal cut sel·s 
from fault trees·, Methods are based upon the scgmcnl·ation of the lTce, construcFion of 
r~inima!' cut sets of subtrees and subsequent expansion into the minimal cur sets of the 
· <>riginol tree, The method as comp~rcd with the traditional cornbinol·orial techniques hos 
the advantage of consenting (i} determination of tire minimal cut s~ts of. any order it ma~t 
be required, (ii) hand calculations and interactive prog1·amming, (iii) dimct or huilt-in· s!?nsilivitr 
analyses • 
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